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ABSTRACT

This preapplication safety evaluation report (PSER) Accordingly, in thereviewofthePRISM design, the staff

presents the results of the preapplication design review for proposes to use and build on applicable existing regulations
the powerreactor innovative small module(PRISM)liquid- and guidelines for safety developed for application to

metal (sodium)-cooled reactor, Nuclear Regulatory LWRs, to develop additional criteria when necessary to
Commission (NRC) Project No. 674. The PRISM address the unique characteristics of these designs, and to
conceptual design was submitted by the U.S. Department require that they be assessed for enhanced safety.
of Energy (DOE) in accordance with the NRC's Additionally, the staff created further criteria following the
"Statement of Policy for the Regulation of Advanced guidance provided by the Commission in the Staff
Nuclear Power Plants" (51 Federal Re_ister 24643). This Requirements Memorandum dated July 30, 1993, that dealt
policy provides for the early Commission review and with key policy issues for the advanced reactors. In the
interaction with designers and licensees. The PRISM application of the existing regulations and guidelines, the
reactor design proposed by DOE is for a small, modular, staff, in some cases, has had to interpret the guidance
pool-type, liquid-metal (sodium)-cooled reactor. The developed for LWRs for application to the PRISM
standard plant design for the PRISM consists of three concept and for issues under review. In making such
identical power blocks with a total electrical output rating interpretations, the staff has directed its approach toward
of 1395 MWe. Each power block comprises three reactor maintaining limits and criteria at least equivalent to those

modules, each with an individual thermal rating of 471 of LWRs for quality design, construction, and operation,
MWt. Each module is located in its own below-grade silo and for the release of radiation, maintaining defense in

and is connected to its own intermediate heat transport depth, providing for conservatisms to account for plant-
system and steam generator system. The reactors utilize specific uncertainties in the designs, and maintaining
a metallic-type fuel, a ternary alloy of U-Pu-Zr. The consistency with the guidance under development of future
design includes passive reactor shutdown and passive decay LWRs for the treatment of severe accidents.
heat removal features.

The PSER is the NRC staff's preliminary evaluation of the

The review approach and criteria used by the staff are safety features in the PRISM design, including the
directed toward meeting the guidance in the Commission's projected research and development programs required to
Advanced Reactor Policy which states that advanced support the design and the proposed testing needs.
reactors must, as a minimum, provide at least the same Because the NRC staff review waS based on a conceptual
degree of protection for the public and the environment design, the PSER did not result in an approval of the
that is required for current-generation LWRs. The staff design. Instead it identified certain key safety issues,
has interpreted current-generation LWRs to be those provided some guidance on applicable licensing criteria,
evolutionary designs currently under review as standard assessed the adequacy of the preapplicant's research and

plant designs, such as the advanced boiling water reactor, development programs, and concluded that no obvious
Further, the policy states that the Commission expects impediments to licensing the PRISM design had been
advanced designs to provide enhanced margins of safety, identified.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i

The staff of the U.S. Nuclear IRegulatory Commission review as standard plant designs, such as the advanced
(NRC) has preparedthis preapplication safety evaluation boiling water reactor. Further, the policy states that the
report (PSER) to document its review of the Department Commissionexpects advanceddesigns to provide enhanced
of Energy's (DOE's) submittalof a conceptualdesign for margins of safety. The following nine desired

i the Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM), as characteristicsof advanced reactordesigns were identified
part of DOE's advanced liquid-metal reactor program, in the advanced reactor policy statement:
PRISM is a small, modular, pool-type, liquid-metal
(sodium).-cooled reactor producing 471 MWt power. • Highly reliable and less complex shutdownand decay
Three reactormodules constitutea power block, andup to heat removal systems. The use of inherentor passive
three power blocks can be combined for a 1,395-MWe means to accomplish this objective is encouraged
station. The reactor modules would be a standarddesign (negative temperature coefficient, natural circulation).
that would be built in a factory and shipped by rail to a
site. PRISM also uses an advanced metal-fuel (a • Longertimeconstantsand sufficient instrumentationto
plutonium-uranium-zirconiumalloy)concept.Chapter1of allow for more diagnosis and management prior to
this PSER sununarizesthe plant, the reactor module, and reaching safety system challenges and/or exposure of
the reactor core designs, vital equipmentto adverse conditions.

The Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) • Simplified safety systems which, where possible,
(ReL E.1) for the PRISM design was submitted by DOE reduce required operator actions, equipment subjected
in November 1986, for NRC review in accordance with to severe environmental conditions, and components
the NRC's "Regulation of Advanced Nuclear Power needed for m._.ir_tainingsafe shutdownconditions. Such
Plants; Statement of Policy" published in the Federal simplified systems should facilitate operator
Register (Ref. E.2). The three primary objectives of the comprehension, reliable system function, and more
Commission's advanced reactor policy statement are the straight-forwardengineering analysis.
following:

• Designs thatminimizethe potential for severe accidents
• to encourage the earliest possible interaction of and theirconsequencesbyprovidingsufficientinherent

applicant, vendors, and government agencies, with safety, reliability, redundancy, diversity and
NRC; independencein safety systems.

• to provide all interested parties, including the public, = Designs thatprovide reliable equipment in the balance
with the Commission's views concerning the desired of plant (or safety-system independence from balance
characteristics of advanced reactor designs, and; of plant) to reduce the number of challenges to safety

systems.
• toexpresstheCommission'sintenttoissuetimely

commenton the implicationsof such designs for safety • Designs thatprovide easily maintainable equipment and
and the regulatory process, components.

The staff developed NUREG-1226, "Development and • Designs that reduce potential radiation exposure to
Utilizationof the NRC Policy Statement on the Regulation plant personnel.
of Advanced Nuclear Power Plants," (Ref. E.3) in
response to the advanced reactor policy statement to = Designsthatincorporatedefense-in-depthphilosophyby
provideguidance to designers and the staff in performing maintaining multiple barriersagainst radiationrelease,
preapplication reviews. The NRC staff reviewed the and by reducing the potential for and consequences of
PRISM PSID according to the process and guidelines severe accidents.
outlined in NUREG-1226.

• Design features that can be proven by citation of
The review approach and criteria used by the staff are existing technology or which can be satisfactorily
directed toward meeting the guidance in the Commission's established by commitment to a suitable technology
advanced reactor policy statement which states that development program.
advanced reactors must, as a minimum, offer the same
degree of protectionfor the public and the environmentas The staff published its preliminary findings in a draft
is required for current:generation light-water reactors PSER (NUREG-1368) in September 1989 (Ref. E.4).
(LWRs). The staff has inte_rpreted"current-generation" Early in 1990, DOE, in conjunction with the designer,
LWRs to be those evolutionary designs currently under General Electric (GE), amended the PRISM PSID in
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response to staff comments in the draft PSER. In the designer, and has also performed independent analyses
responding to some of these concerns, design changes were of a wide range of bounding events. Areas in which
made and Amendments 12 and 13 were submitted, forming additional information is needed to support the expectations
a new Appendix G. These design changes are described are noted as either being covered by current, ongoing
in Section A.2.2 of Appendix A of this PSER. research and development efforts or by the planned

prototype reactor. Guidance is also given on the
In response to a Commission staff requirements information that will need to be addressed during design
memorandum (SRM) (Ref. E.5), the staff committed to certification.

identify those policy and technical issues that require
Commission guidance or staff resolution for design This PSER constitutes a record of the staWs evaluation of

certification. The staff identified these issues during this the conceptual design of the PRISM reactor. In Chapter
preapplication review, and discussed the issues with the 3, the staff identifies the key policy issues pertaining to the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)and PRISM design, and assesses the designer's proposed
the preapplicant. In a paper to the Commission criteria which, in the designer's judgment, apply to the
(SECY-93-092) (Ref. E.6), the staff listed eight PRISM design. The staff also reviewed confirmatory research and
design features that deviated significantly from current development programs and play for prototype testing. In

LWR regulatory requirements. For these issues, either Chapter 4, the staff assesses he planned research and
existing regulations do not apply to the design or the development programs in support of the metal-fuel design.
preapplicant has proposed criteria that differ significantly In Chapter 14, the staff assesses the planned safety testing
from the current regulations. These issues are (1) accident program for the PRISM. In Appendix A, the staff reviews
evaluation, (2) calculation of source term, (3) containment the probabilistic risk assessment performed by the
performance, (4) emergency planning, (5) operator staffing preapplicant, including the 1990 design changes.
and function, (6) residual heat removal, (7) positive void Appendix B records the staff's independent analyses of
reactivity coefficient, and (8)design of control room and selected bounding events that were used to assess the
remote shutdown area. In an SRM dated July 30, 1993 enhanced safety margin in the PRISM conceptual design
(Ref. E.7), the Commission approved the staff that are responsive to the Commission's expectation as
recommendations concerning these issues. This PSER stated in the advanced reactor policy. This PSER also
reflects those recommendations, discusses those areas in which additional information will

be required to support design certification and indicates

In its review of the PRISM design, the staff has used and where in the PSID the information either appears to
built on applicable existing regulations and guidelines for support the designer's proposed criteria or where additional
safety that were developed for application to LWRs to work may be needed to strengthen those positions. This
develop additional criteria when necessary to address the PSER focuses on lieensability issues and does not cover all
unique characteristics of the design, and to assess the aspects of a full design, including balance of plant and
design for enhanced safety. In the application of the areas in which the technologies to be used are consistent
existing regulations and guidelines, the staff, in some with operating sodium-cooled, fast reactor designs.
cases, has had to interpret the guidance developed for
LWRs for application to the PRISM concept and for issues The staff discussed this PSER with the ACRS on

under review. In making such interpretations, the staff has November 4, 1993. In a letter of November 10, 1993 (see
directed its approach toward maintaining limits and criteria Appendix C), the ACRS agreed that the staff should
at least equivalent to those of LWRs for quality, design, publish this report and supply DOE with its assessment of
construction, and operation, and for the release of the licensability of the PRISM concept. On the basis of
radiation, maintaining defense in depth, providing for the review performed, the staff, with the ACRS in
conservatisms to account for plant-specificuncertainties in agreement, concludes that no obvious impediments to
the design, and maintaining consistency with the guidance licensing the PRISM design have been identified. The
being developed for future LWRs for the treatment of ACRS letter is reproduced in Appendix C of this PSER.
severe accidents.

The preapplicant (GE) commented on the PSER in a letter

The staff assessment presented here is based on the of November 29, 1993 (Ref. E.8). The comments add

designer's expectations of systems and metal-fuel some information, raise no new safety concerns, and are
performance in response to transient and accidents, generally editorial in nature. GE also clarified the DOE

including a hypothetical core-disruptive accident. In requirement, in the Energy Policy Act of 1992, to submit
evaluating the systems and fuel performance expectations, an application to the NRC for preliminary design approval
the staff has reviewed supporting information submitted by of a standard plant design by September 30, 1996. GE
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noted that this date will precede an application for design E.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Draft
certification by many years. In this PSER, the staff uses Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for Power
the term "design certification" to denote the review stage Reactor Inherently Safe Module Liquid Metal

at which it expects the designer to address the concerns Reactor," NUREG-1368, September 1989.
identified. The staff expects that the designer will address
the concerns when DOE submits an application to theNRC E.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
for preliminary design approval of a standard plant design, memorandum from S.J. Chilk to J.M. Taylor,
The staff has incorporated the comments from GE, as "Staff Requirements - SECY-89-197 - Issuance of
appropriate, into the report. Draft Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the Power

Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM),"
The staffs review of PRISM is based on a conceptual September 12, 1989.
design, that continues to evolve and for which
confirmatory research and development programs must be
completed. This PSER does not, nor is it intended to, E.6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Issues
approve the design. For that approval, a formal Pertaining to the Advanced Reactor (PRISM,
application must be submitted for Commission review. MHTGR, and PLUS) and CANDU 3 Designs and

Their Relationship to Current Regulatory
References: Req, tirements," SECY-93-4Y)2, April 8, 1993.

E. 1 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary Safety E.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Information Document, GEFR-O0793 UC-87Ta, memorandum from S.J. Chilk to J.M. Taylor,
November 1986. "Staff Requirements - SECY-93-092 - Issues

Pertaining to the Advanced Reactor (PRISM,
E.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Regulation MHTGR, and PLUS) and CANDU 3 Designs and

of Advanced Nuclear Power Plants; Statement of Their Relationship to Current Regulatory
Policy (10 CFR Part 50)," Federal Register, Requirements," July 30,1993.
eel. 51, No. 130, July 8, 1986, pp. 24643-24648.

E.8 J.E. Quirm, General Electric, letter to S.P. Sands,

E.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC, "GE Comments on NUREG-1368 w
"Development and Utilization of the NRC Policy Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for the
Statement on the Regulation of Advanced Nuclear Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
Power Plants," NUREG-1226, June 1988. Liquid-Metal Reactor," November 29, 1993.
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PREFACE

This preapplication safety evaluation report (PSER) for the light-water reactor guidance for the review of designs,
power reactor innovative small module (PRISM)liquid- were identified in a staff policy issue paper to the
metal reactor is being issued to document the review Commission (SECY-93-092, April 8, 1993). The
performed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Commission approved the staff's recommendations
staff. This review was performed at the request of the contained in the policy issue paper in a staff requirements
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) consistent with the memorandum, July 30, 1993, which was released to the

NRC's ad,vanced reactor policy statement (51 Federal public on August 16, 1993. At the time the PRISM design
Reeister 2_43). is submitted for design certification, it will be necessary

for the staff to identify the data, analyses, acceptance
This report presents the NRC staff's evaluation of the criteria, confirmatory research, and program plans in much
safety features of the PRISM design, including the greater detail in order that the Commission, the designers,
projected research and testing needs. In addition, this and the public are more fully aware of the technical

report presents criteria proposed by the NRC staff to judge regulatory requirements for prototype demonstration and
the acceptability of the PRISM design and, where possible, design certification.

includes statements on the potential of the PRISM design
to meet these criteria. However, it should be recognized
that final conclusions in all matters discussed in this report
require approval by the Commission. The staff has reviewed this design placing emphasis on

those unique features in the design that accomp'.,sh key
Major differences in criteria proposed by the preapplicant safety functions for reactor shutdown, decay heat removal,
and the PRISM designers, which deviate from current and the containment of radioactive materials.
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ABBREVIATIONS

A D

ABWR advanced boiling-water reactor DBA design-basis accident
ACLP above core load-pad DBE design basis event

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor DDL detergent and decontamination liquid
Safeguards system

ACS auxiliary cooling system DHR decay heat removal
AISI American Iron and Steel Institute DHTS data handling and transmission system

ALARA as low as is reasonably achievable DN delayed neutron
ALMR Advanced Liquid-Metal Reactor DNB departure from nucleate boiling
ALTAP Advanced LWR Transient Analysis DNM delayed neutron monitor

Package DOE Department of Energy
ALWR Advanced Light-Water Reactor DPA displacements per atom

ANL Argonne National Laboratory
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American National Standards Institute lP_

AO auxiliary operator
AOO anticipated operational occurrence
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers EAB , exclusion area boundary
ASHRAC American Society of Heating, EBR-II Experimental Breeder Reactor-II

Refrigerating, _d Air Conditioning EC ewmt category
ASM American Society for Metals ECC emergency core cooling
ASME American Society of Mechanical ECCS emergency core cooling system

Engineers EM electromagnetic
ASTM American Society for Testing Materials EOP emergency operating procedure
ATWS anticipated transient without scram EP emergency planning

EPA Environmental Protection Agency
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

B EPZ emergency planning zone

ERDA Energy, Research, and Development
Administration

BDBE beyond design-basis event EQ environmental qualification
BE bounding event ETEC Energy Technology Engineering Center
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory
BOP balance of plant

BTP branch technical position
BTU British Thermal Unit F
BWR boiling-water reactor

FBTA fuel behavior test apparatus
I

FCF fuel cycle facility
FCI fuel-coolant interaction

CCTV closed-circuit television FEDAL fuel element detection and location

CFR Code of Federal Regulations FFTF Fast Flux Test Facility

CRBR Clinch River Brveder Reactor FHC fuel handling cell
CRBRP Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project FP fission product
CRD control rod drive FR Federal Register
CRSS control rod stop system FRSS floor response spectrum
CSMIP California Strong Motion FRSSS fuel recieving, storage and shipping

Instrumentation Program system
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Abbreviations

G M

GDC general design criteria/criterion MPCA maximum permissible concentration in
GE General Electric air

GEFR General Electric technical report MSIV main steam isolation valve
designation MTI'R mean time to recover

GEM gas expansion module
GESSAR General Electric Standard Safety

Analysis Report N
GRWS gaseous radioactive waste system

H NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NI nuclear island

HAA head access area NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

HCDA hypothetical core disruptive accident NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
HEDL Hartford Engineering Development NSFPS non-sodium fire protection system

. Laboratory NSMH Nuclear Systems Material Handbook
HFEF hot fuel exmaination facility NSSS nuclear steam supply system
HTGR high-temperature gas-cooled reactor NUREG NRC technical report designation
HVAC heating, ventilation, and air

conditioning 0

I
IALL intermediate-activity-level liquid system OBE operating-basis earthquake
ICC inadequate core cooling OSHA Occupational Safety and Health
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Administration (U.S. Department of

Engineers Labor)
IFR integral fast reactor

IGRPS inert gas receiving and monitoring
system P

lilTS intermediate heat transport system
IHX intermediate heat exchanger PAG protective action guideline

IN'EL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory PAM postaccident monitoring
ISA Instrument Society of America PCS plant control system
ISI inservice inspection PFPS plant fire protection system
ISPS intermediate sodium processing PFR Prototype Fast Reactor

subsystem PHTS primary heat transport system
IVHM in-vessel fuel handling machine PRA probabilistic risk assessment
IVTM in-vessel transfer machine PSAR preliminary safety analysis report

PSER preapplication safety evaluation report
L PSID preliminary safety information

document

PSPS primary sodium processing subsystem

LALL low-activity-level liquid system PV pressure vessel
LMFBR liquid-metal fast breeder reactor PWR pressurized-water reactor
LMR liquid-metal reactor
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident

LODHR loss of decay heat removal

LOF loss of flow
LOHS loss of heat sink

LOSHR loss of shutdown heat removal QA Quality assurance
LPMS loose parts monitoring system QC quality control
LWR light-water reactor QG quality group
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Abbreviations

R T

RAI request for additional information TH thermal hydraulic
RBCB run-beyond-cladding-breach TID USAEC technical report designation
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling TM1 Three Mile Island
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary TS transport system
RCS reactor coolant system
RFHS reactor fuels handling system
RG regulatory guide
RHR residual heat removal U

Re reactor operator
RP rotatable plug
RPS reactor protection system UBC Uniform Building Code
RPST reaction products separator tank UHAA upper head access area
RRS reactor refueling system UIS upper internal structure
RSF remote shutdown facility ULOF unprotected loss of flow
RSS rod stop system ULOHS unprotected loss of heat sink

RTD resistance temperature detector UPS unintern_ptable power supply
RTE residual total elongation USS ultimate shutdown system

RVACS reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system UTOP unprotected transient overpower

S W

SAFR sodium advanced fast reactor WHC Westinghouse Hanford Corporation
SDT sodium dump tank WPF whole pin furnace
SECY Secretary of the Commission, Office of

the (NRC)

SER safety evaluation report r7
SFPS sodium fire protection system $'J
SG steam generator
SHRS shutdown heat removal system

SJAE steam jet-air detector ZPPR zero power plutonium reactor
SPE steam packing exhauster
SRM staff requirements

memorandum/memoranda

SRO senior reactor operator
SRP Standard Review Plan

SRTS sodium recieving and transfer
subsystem

SSC structures, systems,_ and components
SSE safe-shutdown earthquake
SWqT, sodium-water reaction

SWRPRS sodium-water reaction pressure relief
system
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1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction • passive safety characteristics

The staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission • passive shutdown and decay heat removal featuresthat
(NRC) has prepared this preapplication safety evaluation permit simplification
report (PSER) to document its review of the Department
of Energy's (DOE's) submittal of a conceptual design for s modularity for reduced costs
the Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM), as
part of DOE's advanced liquid-metal reactor (ALMR) • a reduced number of safety-related systems
program. In response to a Commission staff requirements
memorandum (SRM) (Ref. 1.1), the staff committed to The significant design revisions submitted in Appendix G
identify tho_ policy and technical issues that require to the PSID in response to concerns raised by the staff in
Commission guidance or staff resolution for design NUREG-1368 have changed some of the conclusions in the
certification. The staff identified these issues during this draft PSER. Among these design changes are the

preapplication review in a paper to the Commission following:
(SECY-93-092) (Ref. 1.2) which discussed eight PRISM
design features that deviated significantly from current • addition of the ultimate shutdown system (USS) and the
light-water reactor (LWR) regulatory requirements. In containment dome
these issues, either existing regulations did not apply to the
design or the preapplicants have proposed criteria that • addition of the gas expansion modules (GEMs)
differ significantly from the current regulations. These
issues, information on current LWR requirements, - increase in reactor power to 471 MWt

preapplicant-proposed approaches, staff considerations, and
staff recommendationsarediscussedinSection 3.1 of this • switch to a single-wall-tube, helical-coil steam

report, generator design

The Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) The first two design changes are believed to represent
(Ref. 1.3) for the PRISM design was submitted by DOE, significant safety improvements, the latter two may have
for NRC review and interaction in accordance with the changed some of the safety margins and will need to be
NRC's "Statement of Policy for the Regulation of evaluated in greater detail.
Advanced Nuclear Power Plants" published in the Federal
Re_ster (Ref. 1.4). The DOE submitted the initial design This PSER does not constitute an approval of the PRISM
documentation La November 1986. The NRC staff design but rather documents a preapplication review for the
reviewed the PSID according to the process and guidelines purpose of providing guidance early in the design process

outlined in NUREG-1226, "Development and Utilization on the acceptability of the design. This PSER is intended
of the NRC Policy Statement on the Regulation of to aid the preapplicant and the designer in developing
Advanced Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 1.5). The staff's further documentation to support licensing of the PRISM
preliminary findings in a draft PSER (NUREG-1368) were concept; however, the Commission can make a licensing
published in September 1989 (Ref. 1.6). Early in 1990, determination only after the preapplicant has subm;_d the
the DOE, 6"- conjunction with the designer, General PRISM design to the staff for design certification. The
Electric (GE), amended the PRISM PSID in response to preapplicant will have to comply fully with the
staff comments in the draft PSER. Amendments 12 and 13 administrative processes of nuclear reactor licensing,
were submitted, forming a new Appendix G. The staff has including public notification and participation, as required
reviewed the first five volumes of the original PSID and by Part 52 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations

Appendix G (Vol. 6) in conducting its evaluation c _,the (CFR), "Energy."
PRISM design for this final PSER.

1,2 PRISM Approach and Objectives
The design submitted by the DOE is for a small, modular,
pool-type, liquid-metal (sodium)- cooled reactor producing The objectives of the PRISM project, as proposed by the
471 MWt power. The reactor modules are a standard preapplicant, are to develop an advanced reactor design
design that would be built in a factory and shipped by rail with passive safety characteristics, which will be reliable,
to a site. The PRISM design concept was selected because economical, and competitive with alternative electric power
it emphasizes generation sources available to the electric utility industry

1-1 NUREG-1368



Introduction and Summary

for large power plant complexes and will also be Each power block (Figure 1.3)comprises three reactor
deployable in smaller incremental power additions, modules, each with an individual thermal rating of

471 MWt. Each module is located in its own below-grade
The design characteristics of the PRISM design, coupled silo and is connected to its own intermediate heat transport
with its smaller reactor size make it practical to construct system (IHTS) and steam generator system. The steam
and operate a fuU-scale prototypic safety test. The safety generator and secondary system hardware are located in a
test would not only provide the means to demonstrate separate building and are connected by a below-grade

PRISM's safety performance, but would also serve as the pipeway. All the reactors on the site share a common
vehicle to obtain valuable operational experience necessary control center, reactor maintenance facility, remote
to support design certification. Data from the safety test, shutdown and radwaste facility, and assembly facility.
together with supporting analyses, would help to facilitate Each power block of three reactor modules, would share
the staff safety review during the design certification a sodium service vault containing sodium purification
process, equipment. The facility is being designed to permit siting

at 90 percent of existing continental United States sites.
1.3 General Plant Description The designer has proposed a 60-year design life for the

facility. The major plant characteristics are listed in
The PRISM reactor design proposed by the designer, GE, Table 1.1.
is for a small, modular, pool-type, liquid-metal (sodium)-

cooled reactor producing 471 MWt power. Figure 1.1 is
a cut-away view of the reactor module. The standard plant Each reactor module has its own steam generator which is
design consists of three identical power blocks (Figure 1.2) combined with the two other steam generators in each
of 465 MWe, for a total electrical rating of 1395 MWe. power block by a common header to feed a single turbine

i I I I II I I j

Table 1.1 PRISM plant characteristics and design data

Overall Plant

Number of reactors per power block 3

Number of power blocks l/2/or 3

Net electrical output 465/930/or 1395 MWe

Net station efficiency, 32.9 %

Turbine throttle conditions 6653 kPa/555 K (965 psia/540 °F)

Reactor Module
i iii iiii iiiii I [1[i i [ I _1 i ii i /i i i i

Thermal Power 471 MWt

Prima_ sodium inlet/outlet temp. , 611 K/758 K (640 °F/905 °F)

Prima_ sodium flow rate; 174,128 L/rain (46,000 gpm)

Intermediate sodium inlet/outlet temp. 555 K/716 K (540 °F/830 °F)

Intermediate sodium flow rate 156,148 L/min, (41,250 _[pm)

Reactor Core

i iiii ii ill i II II _11 iii

Fuel Metallic

Refueling interval 18 months

Breeding ratio 1.05"ii ill ] I [1111 |111 iii ili.iI i ii illll| i i iii iii i i i

* Reference design, see Reference 1.12
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Introductionand Summary

generator. The reactor module is approximately 19 m The heat removed from the core is transferred from the
(62 fl) high and about 6 m (20.fl) in diameter and is in a primary coolant to an intermediate sodium loop through the
silo below grade level. The reactor module and its intermediate heat exchanger. The IHTS piping is
associated components are seismically isolated to reduce connected to the steam generator through a below-grade
horizontal oscillations (Figure 1.4). The reactor module pipeway (Figure 1.9). The IHTS piping is enclosed in a
enclosure consists of the reactor vessel, the containment guard pipe to contain possible sodium leaks. The
vessel, and the reactor closure head. The reactor vessel is shutdown heat is removed by three systems: (1) the main
a 5.08-cm (2 in.)-thick stainless steel vessel, 5.74 m condenser, (2)the auxiliary (steam generator to air)

(18.83 fl) in diameter and 16.9 m (55 fl 7 in.) high. The cooling system (ACS), and (3) the safety-grade passive
reactor containment vessel is a 2.5-cm (l-in.)-thick reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS).
stainless steel vessel approximately 6.04 m (19.83 ft) in
diameter (Figure 1.5). A 15.2-cm (6 in.) diametral gap The control system for the PRISM is a state-of-the-art,

filled w/th argon gas exists between the reactor vessel and hierarchical distributed microprocessor-based digital
the containment vessel. The vessels are designed to permit control system. An overview of the plant control system

inservice visual inspection of the two vessels. The gap (PCS) concept is shown in Figure 1.10. Plant operations
between the two vessels is also intended to contain a from 0-to-25 percent power are semiautomatic (manually
primary coolant leak without resulting in core uncovery, initiated, but automatically implemented). This control

The reactor closure head is common to both vessels. The mode involves a progression through a series of hold
closure head is a 0.3-m (1 ft)-thick steel plate with a points or plant verification states. Operation from 25-to
rotatable plug (Figure 1.6) for refueling, and with 100-percent power is fully automated. Each of the nine
penetrations for the primary coolant pumps, the reactor modules has an independent reactor protection
intermediate heat exchanger system, and instrumentation system (RPS) located in the reactor vault, but isolated from
and hardware. The system is designed so that all the reactor module. The RPS is a digital system entirely
containment penetrations only penetrate through the closure independent of the PCS. The RPS is a quad-redundant
head. protection system.

The PRISM core (Figure 1.7) is designed to use metallic

fuel rather than oxide fuel. The core is designed to have According to the designer, GE, the PRISM design features
a 21¢ reactivity swing during the fuel cycle. Reactivity have been chosen to p_event core- melt/core-damage events
and power are controlled by six independently regulated that previous LMR designs have traditionally been
absorber assemblies (control rods). Any one of the six designed to accommodate. Accordingly, traditional
absorber assemblies is capable of shutting down the reactor containment and emergency planning have not been
and maintaining the core in a hot-shutdown condition. In proposed for the PRISM design because, it is suggested,
addition, the reactor core is designed to utilize passive the likelihood of events occurring needing such mitigation
reactivity feedback mechanisms to give a negative features has been reduced below that which needs to be
reactivity coefficient for all design-basis transients. Three considered in the design.

GEMs, on the core periphery, insert negative reactivity
(approximately -69¢) following a loss-of-flow event. The
GEMs are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.5.6. An 1.4 Comparison With Other Liquid-Metal
ultimate shutdown system is located in the center of the Reactors
core to provide an alternative means of reaching cold-
shutdog_n conditions if control rods cannot be inserted. The PRISM design has considered worldwide LMR

experience to date. This experience base is from operation
The main power system is displayed in Figure 1.8. The of a number of facilities. The major facilities are listed in

primary coolant is forced through the core by four Table 1.2. Each of these facilities uses a unique
electromagnetic (l/M) pumps. During normal operations, combination of shutdown systems, shutdown heat removal,
the EM pumps receive power from the non-Class 1E ac and containment/confinement. Operating experience with
distribution system. Should the preferred ac distribution the more recent smaller facilities such as Experimental

system fail, the secondary offsite power supply system Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II), Fast Flux Test Facility
could also power the EM pumps. If the preferred and (FFTF), and Phenix has been very good. The largest
secondary offsite supplies are lost, the plant, and therefore facility, Super Phenix, has had some operational problems
the EM pumps, have no emergency ac power system (see in recent years since full-power operation began. In
Section 8.3). However, power is supplied to the EM general, the PRISM designers have attempted to
pumps to provide coastdown, similar to a centrifugal incorporate the lessons learned from the worldwide
pump, by four synchronous motor/generator machines, experience into the design.
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Figure 1.9 PRISM steam supply and IHTS piping
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Introduction and Summary

Table 1.2 Major world LMRs (operating or under construction)
I

Hi ll' I "' ' '"ll "'l |" 'l 1 ' .,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,

Thermal Pool/loop Date

l.... Reactor Power Design Critical Country

EBR-II 62.5 MW Pool 1963 U.S.
,,, , , , ,, , . ,,, ,.,, ]

Joyo ...... 100, MW Loop ..... 1977 Japan

FFTF 400 MW Loop 1980 U.S.

PFR 559 MW Pool 1974 U.K.
, ,,, ,,.,. ,,,,., ,, ,,,,,.

Phenix 563 MW Pool 1973 France
, .,. , , , ,

Mon iu ......... 714 MW ...... Loop ..... - Japan

SNR 300 736 MW , , Loop . - . FRG

BN-350 1000 MW Loop 1973 USSR, ,.,., ., ,.,, , ,,

BN-600 1470 MW Pool 1980 USSR
, , , .,,, , ,,, , ,,,,,

Super Phenix 3000 MW Pool .... 1983 France, ,, :,. : . ,.

I I iiiii I IN mill I

1.5 Program Status Overview and Research sink events with benign consequences. These types of
and Development (R&D) events were previously considered as typical initiators for

hypothetical core-disruptive accidents. From these tests,
The technology development work for the PRISM was ANL showed that core outlet or inlet temperature increases
identified in four phases; these phases relate to major lead to negative reactive feedbacks so that a stable
phases in the ALMR design development program neutronic, near-shutdown condition was reached at an

(Figure 1.11): elevated but structurally acceptable temperature. Similar
teats were successfully conducted in the FFTF from 50-

• Phase I (1985-1988) percent power at lO0-percent flow for a mixed-oxide core
Feasibility tests (conceptual design) with nine GEMs located at the periphery of the core to

enhance neutron leakage following the loss of core inlet
• Phase II (1989-1993) pressure.

Key features tests (advanced conceptual

design) The capability for air natural circulation cooling of the
reactor vessel for shutdown heat removal was demonstrated

• Phase llI (1994-1997) with tests in the FFTF interim decay storage tank facility
Components and subsystems tests and additional full length channel tests conducted at ANL

(preliminary and detailed design) using an annular segment of the RVACS. Pertinent heat
transfer correlations were established. Limits of the

• Phase IV (1998-2001) system performance were evaluated by testing the flow
Systems tests with prototype reactor module channel with a blocked inlet. It was demonstrated that

significant heat removal capability is retained.
During Phase I, which coincided with the initial conceptual

design phase, a series of feasibility tests was performed to Seismic isolation is included in the ALMR design to
confirm that the innovative design features selected for the protect the reactor module and its safety equipment from
PRISM would produce the expected enhancement of safety potentially damaging ground motions during earthquakes

characteristics. A series of demonstration tests carried out by transforming the range of high-energy seismic input
by Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) with the EBR-II motions into low-frequency harmonic motions thereby
clearly showed the capability of a small metal-fuel core to reducing horizontal accelerations. The feasibility of the
accommodate unprotected loss-of-flow and loss-of-heat- concept has been demonstrated in many civil structures as
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Introductionand Summary

well as by testing scale-size, high-damping, steel-laminated The environmental characterization of bearings include
elastomer bearings to displacements corresponding to more the exposure of rubber specimens to low gamma-
than three times the predicted safe-shutdown earthquake irradiation at the EBR-II sodium purification cell.
(SSE) displacement without failure.

• testing of a 70-MWt helical coil steam generator unit at
A self-ct_led EM pump is included in the design consistent the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC)
with the approach to hermetically seal the reactor during after 16,000 hours of operation at various power levels
operation. Since the reactor sodium is used to cool the
pump coils, the electrical insulation operates at elevated A post-test examination program was initiated to verify
temperatures (near 811 K (1000 °F)). Specimens tested in the structural performance. The water side
ovens indicated potential insulation operating life in excess examinations and sodium cleaning are completed.
of 60 years at the peak insulation temperature expected
under normal reactor operation. • testing of the passive fission gas monitor

The reactor thermal-hydraulic characteristics for natural Testing was initiated at ENEA-Brasimone to
circulation and transient conditions were verified in a 1/5- demonstrate the diffusion characteristics of fission gas

scale water-flow model at ANL. The flow stratification in species (Xe-133) in helium under typical reactor
the upper and lower plenum was examined, temperature and sodium environment conditions.

In Phase II of the technology development program, which • removal of two flexible piping bellows from the hot leg
coincides with the ALMR advanced conceptual design of the EBR-II IHTS after 5 years of testing
phase, key feature tests of components and systems were
scheduled. Significant progress has been made in selected A post-test evaluation program is ongoing consistent
areas; however, some areas lag. Among the major with ALMR data needs.
w.complishments are the following:

The additional work planned in Phase II will complete the
• completion of Phases I and II of a mechanical key features tests. Information on these tests is not

performance test of a l/4-1ength, full- diameter available at this time; however, the following
segment of the EM pump accomplishments are expected

The improved Phase II test module was exposed to a • completion of testing of a l/4-1ength segment of a

maximum sodium temperature of 739 K (870 °F) for double-stator-type EM pump and completion of the
more than 3000 hours and completed more than 30 electrical insulation material qualification effort
startup/shutdown cycles without failure, including insulation lifetime predictions

• accelerated aging tests of EM pump electrical insulation • demonstration of performance characteristics of key
bar specimens and full-size coils continued to show features of the in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM),
long-term, high-temperature performance including shaft seals, bearings under sodium, and

gripper assembly
The test operations exceeded 40,000 hours (at 953 K
(680 °C)) for bar specinuns and 35,000 hours (at
823 K (550 °C)) for the full-size coils. • demonstration of performance characteristics and

margins of the seismic isolation system with single
• completion of automated .controller development for bearing tests and shake table tests using multiple

turbine bypass and testing of this feature in EBR-II bearings to support a simple reactor simulation model,
as well as completion of the environmental qualification

• completion of development of supervisory technique for of seismic isolation bearings
module power allocation

• evaluation of the performance characteristics of key
• completion of static and dynamic testing of l/2-size and reactor shutdown system components including latch

l/4-size seismic isolation bearings to determine solenoids and bellows in a prototypical environment
structural characteristics, failure modes, and and verification of the performance of the absorber
performance margins release mechanism
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• post-test examination of the 76-MWt helical coil steam • performance and reliability testing of the ultimate
generator unit, including visual and structural/metal- shutdowq_,system
lurgical examinations, demonstration of tube removal
mad tube sheet hole-plugging operations in the field, • completion of structural materials qualification
and specification of supplementary key features tests

• performance and reliability testing of automated
• performance demonstrations of the passive fission gas controls system prototype

monitor, delayed neutron monitor, high-temperature
source-range flux monitor, sodium aerosol detector, • completion of tests supporting the license certification

and pressure sensors in a prototypical environment effort

• development of a plant system model for advanced For Phase IV, safety tests have been scheduled with the
controls integration, and validation and completion of prototype reactor module as outlined in the PSID. ,
the initial controller development effort According to the preapplicant, these tests will be

performed in support of obtaining a standard design
• thermal-hydraulic tests using a water simulation model certification for the PRISM. The Phase IV safety testing

to evaluate flow stability under the range of operating and performance verification program will include the
conditions and temperature distributions at various following tests:
structures, and to determine transient flow conditions,

plenum mixing effects, and 3-D effects for the compact ,, preoperational, startup, and duty-cycle tests
ALMR geometry

• safety benchmark tests to demonstrate inherent safety

• RVACS performance demonstration with system model response characteristics, including core reactivity
to evaluate degraded systems performance and feedback effects and RVACS heat transfer
environmental effects

• safety tests to demonstrate the reactor responses to
• reactor shielding evaluations in support of advanced anticipated transients with scram and with delayed

conceptual design scram, and responses to events simulating the
degradation of safety systems

• continuation of the qualification of structural materials

for 60-year life • demonstration of reactor module seismic isolation
system performance characteristics with forced

• continuation of flexible bellows testing program vibration and forced displacement/snapback tests

• demonstration of the on-line maintenance and in-service

According to the designer, GE, Phase IIl of the technology inspection capability of the PRISM module
development program will include the testing of key
ALMR components to verify performance characteristics 1.6 Scope of the Review
and safety response in a prototypical environment. This
work will be completed during the detailed design The following major documents were supplied by DOE

phase and some of the prototype components will be and were reviewed by the staff:
refurbished after testing for use in the first prototype

reactor module or be kept as spare components. Major s Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID),
accomplishments expected during Phase Ill include Volumes 1-5

• performance and safety testing of the seismic isolation • PSID Amendments 12 and 13 (Volume 6)
system

• Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
• performance testing of a prototype EM pump

• Safety Test Program
• performance testing and failure recovery tests for a

prototype IVTM These documents, other DOE documents, and information

supplied by DOE contractors are formally identified in the
• performance and reliability testing of two control drive section on references at the end of each chapter of this

prototypes report. Because of the conceptual nature of the PRISM
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design, the review concentrated on those features, issues, LWRs. The many factors that contribute to LWR safety
and research and development activities considered (such as conservative design practices directed toward

important to its safety and viability. Because of the accident'prevention, and the use of redundancy and
differences in design from an LWR, certain issues of a diversity in accomplishing key safety functions) were
policy nature arose that require Commission review and evaluated to ensure that similar factors or adequate
guidance. These policy issues are listed here, and are substitutes were provided for the PRISM design. The

discussed in detail in Section 3.1 of this report, acceptability of the design was not determined by
measurement against a single parameter (such as the safety

• accident evaluation goals) or by comparing PRA results with LWR results.
• calculation of source term Although PRA analysis is a useful tool in evaluating a
• containment performance design, the staff does not consider it to be developed to the
• emergency planning point where it can be used as the primary measure of
• operator staffing and function reactor safety or acceptability. The staff relied primarily
• residual heat removal on a deterministic review to ensure that adequate
• positive void reactivity coefficient conservatism and defense in depth are maintained in the
• control room and remote shutdown area design design. This review also serves as the basis for making a

judgment on the potential of the PRISM design to provide
These issues were also discussed in a paper sent to the protection to the public and the environment at least the
Commission on April 8, 1993 (SECY-93-092). The key equivalent of that provided by current generation LWRs.
policy issues were also reviewed by the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) at a meeting of Central to the staff's evaluation was the treatment of the
the full committee on January 6, 1993. The Commission policy issues discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. These

approved the staff's reconunemdations contained in the policy issues resulted from the different approach used in
policy issue paper in a staff requirements memorandum, PRISM to accomplish key safety functions. The staff's
July 30, 1993, which was released to the public on approach in these areas is demonstrated in Section 3 of this

August 16, 1993. Many other technical issues also arose report. Because of the high potential to prevent core
from the review of these policy issues. These are damage, a mechanistic analysis of radionuclidereleases for
addressed in the appropriate sections of this report. Each a range of low-probability events (equivalent to severe
chapter or major section within each chapter of this report accidents in LWRs) was substituted for the traditional,
identifies the scope of its review. The staff directed its non-mechanistic, large source term (which is representative
review principally in the areas of review approach and of a source term from a core-melt accident) utilized in

criteria, nuclear design, reactor physics, reactor vessel LWR siting. Guidance from the safety goal policy was
integrity, the passive heat removal system, safety analysis, used to help define the range of low-probability events that
and PRA. Less of an effort was expended in areas of need to be considered. However, provisions were
instrumentation, control and electrical systems, auxiliary maintained for engineering judgment to bound uncertainties

systems, occupational exposures, human factors, in the selection of these events. Similarly, the review of
safeguards and security, and balance-of-plant items, a design without a conventional containment building was
Although the staffs review was limited in some of these based on a mechanistic analysis of a range of low-
areas because of the information available, important issues probability events and on the potential for demonstrated
were identified. The staff did not review the areas of capability of the design (via prototype testing) to perform
mechanical equipment design, the modeling of fission- as predicted. Inherent in this approach is a shift in
product transport, and other phenomena involving chemical emphasis in defense in depth from accident mitigation to
processes for which experimental data are important to the accident prevention and plant protection. With respect to

staff acceptance of any models proposed, emergency planning, the preapplicant asserts that, given
the potential for a long response time before core damage,

1.7 Review Approach and Criteria and given the use of passive reactor shutdown and cooling
systems, the PRISM is sufficiently safe so that the

The guidance used by the staff in reviewing the PRISM emergency planning zone radius can be reduced to the site
design is that provided by the recent Commission policies boundary. The long response time may compensate for
on advanced reactors (Ref. 1.4), severe accidents certain emergency planning requirements'
(Ref. 1.7), safety goals (Ref. 1.8), and standardization

(Ref. 1.9). Further guidance on the use of these policies Consistent with the above, the review followed the general
and on the review process is given in NUREG-1226 approach of a construction permit review as described in
(Ref. 1.5). In general, the review approach used by the the Standard Review Plan (SRP) (Ref. 1.10), but was far

staff was one that parallels the review approach used on less comprehensive, emphasizing only items believed to be
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important to feasibility and safety, and deferring to a later Their Relationship to Current Regulatory
stage of review those items judged less significant. The Requirements," SECY-93-092, April 8, 1993.
chapter-by-chapter organization of this document, as well
as the PSID submitted by DOE, follows generally the 1.3 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary Safety
organization of the SRP. Information Document, GEFR-O0793 UC-87Ta,

November 1986.

The staff's review was aided by independent analyses at
Brooldaaven National Laboratory (BNL) (Ref. 1.11), 1.4 U.S. Nuelear RegulatoryCommission, "Regulation
directed toward confirming the potential of the key safety of Advanced Nuclear Power Plants; Statement of
features of the design to perform their function and to look Policy (10 CFR Part 50)," Federal Register,
for vulnerabilities in the design through sensitivity studies. Vol. 51, No. 130, July 8, 1986, pp. 24643-24648.
This independent analysis is summarized in Chapter 15 and
in Appendix B. BNL also reviewed selected topics in fuel 1.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
design, thermal-hydraulics, reactor physics, and safety "Development and Utilization of the NRC Policy
analysis. These BNL reviews contributed to this report. Statement on the Regulation of Advanced Nuclear

Power Plants," NUREG-1226, June 1988.
In reviewing the PRISM design, the staff defined three
event categories (ECs) for the evaluation. These ECs, in 1.6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Draft

general, correspond to traditional LWR event categori_ as Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for Power
follows: Reactor Inherently Safe Module Liquid Metal

Reactor," NUREG-1368, September 1989.
• EC-I Anticipated Operational Occurrences

• EC-II Unlikely Events 1.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Policy
• EC-I!I Extremely Unlikely Events Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents Regarding

Future Designs and Existing Plants (10CFR
These event categories were developed to avoid confusion Part 50)," Federal Register, Vol. 50, No. 153,
over which events need to be considered in the design and August 8, 1985, pp. 32138-32150.
how they are to be selected. The consideration of EC-III

in the design is intended to ensure that low-probability 1.8 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Safety
events beyond the traditional design-basis envelope are Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants;
considered in the design which would provide a sufficient Policy Statement (10 CFR Part 50)," Federal
challenge to the plant to allow the use of a mechanistic Register, Vol. 51, No. 149, August 4, 1986,
calculation of siting source terms. This consideration also pp. 28044-28049.
provides a shift in emphasis from accident mitigation to

accident prevention. The events in this category would be 1.9 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
selected using engineering judgment, complemented by Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 52,
PRA. The consideration of such events in the design also "Early Site Permits; Standard Design Certifications;
meets the intent of the Commission's Severe Accident and Combined Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants,
Policy Statement and the Safety Goals for the Operation of Subpart B, Standard Design Certification."
Nuclear Power Plants. A description of these event
categories and their use can be found in Section 15.3 of 1.10 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard

this report. Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition,"

1.8 References NUREG-O800, July 1982.

1.1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1.11 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Evaluations
memorandum from S.J. Chilk to J.M. Taylor, of 1990 PRISM Design Revisions,"
"Staff Requirements - SECY-89-197 - Issuance of NUREG/CR-5815, (BNL-NUREG-52311) March
Draft Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the Power 1992.
Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM),"
September 12, 1989. 1.12 J.E. Quinn, General Electric, letter to S.P. Sands,

NRC "GE Comments on NUREG-1368 m

1.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Issues Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for the
Pertaining to the Advanced Reactor (PRISM, Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
MHTGR, and PIUS) and CANDU 3 Designs and Liquid-Metal Reactor," November 29, 1993.
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2 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

2.1 Site Characteristics The PRISM siting envelope parameters are summarized in
Table 2.2.

The site characteristics for the Power Reactor Innovative

Small Module (PRISM) design, as defined in the
Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) 2.3 Conclusions
(Ref. 2.1) by the Department of Energy (DOE) and its
contractor, General Electric (GE), are an envelope of
selected site-related parameters which are designed to The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff based its review
include the majority of potential reactor sites available and on information that the applicant submitted originally in the

are independent of the reactor type (e.g., light-water PSID. GE submitted no new information in
reactor or liquid-metal reactor). This envelope of site- Amendments 12 and 13 for Chapter 2 of the original PSID
related parameters establishes the conditions and submittal, which covers site location and characteristics.
phenomena that the PRISM is designed to accommodate. On the basis of the review performed on the PRISM

conceptual design and the approval of the GESSAR II
2.2 Siting Parameters siting envelope, the staff finds that the siting characteristics

specified for PRISM are t'easonable and meet the intent of
The PRISM facility siting parameters have been selected Regulatory Guide 4.7 (Ref. 2.6). The acceptability of the
to envelope 90 percent of the existing sites in the proposed siting source term is contingent upon final

continental U.S. The selected siting parameters are Commission review of the siting source term policy issue
identical, with one exception, to those submitted for the (see Chapter 3). Metropolitan siting was neither proposed
GESSAR II (Ref. 2.2) by GE in March 1980. The by the preapplicant nor considered in the staff review of
exception to the GESSAR II envelope is the snow load, PRISM.
3.83 kPa (80 lb/ft2) for PRISM versus 2.39 kPa (50 Ib/ft2)

for GESSAR II. The below-grade design of the PRISM
and the top structure permit this increased load. Should a 2.4 References
proposed site exceed the design conditions, re.analysis
would be performed with the appropriate siting conditions.

2.1 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary Safety
Site boundaries and public exclusion zones will be Information Document, GEFR-00793 UC-87Ta,
determined to satisfy the exposure limit guidelines given in November 1986.
10 CFR Part 20 (Ref. 2.3), 10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. 2.4),
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 2.2. General Electric Co., "GESSAR II, BWR/6

protective action guidelines (PAGs). However, at the Nuclear Island Design," (22A7007, Rev. 21) (Initial -
conceptual design stage, values of 0.80 km (0.5 mi) and issue March 1980).
3.22km (2.0 mi) were used for the exclusion area
boundary and low-population zone, respectively. Dose 2.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of

calculations at these distances based on source terms Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 20,
determined from mechanistic analysis of events in Event "Standards for Protection Against Radiation."
Categories I through III (EC-I through -III), as well as a

GE-proposed enveloping siting source term (see Table 2.1) 2.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
were calculated. These are discussed in Chapters 6 and Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 100,
15. The following hazards were excluded from the siting "Reactor Site Criteria."
parameter by the preapplieant:

2.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
• aircraft impact "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
• explosion Radiological Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant

• flammable vapor clouds Accident for PWRs," Regulatory Guide 1.4.
• toxic chemicals

• fires 2.6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "General
• collisions withintakestructures Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power
• liquid spills Stations," Regulatory Guide 4.7.
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Site Location and Description

Table 2.1 Components of GE's proposed site suitability source term
L , I' , , ,

Radio-Nuclides Released to Containment* Assumed Release

Noble [gases 100 %

Halo[gens (I & Br) 0.1%

Particles (Cs & Rb) 0.1%

Transuranics (Pu) 0.01%

Containment Leak Rate O.1%/day

Meteorological Assumptions RG 1.4 (Ref 2.5)

* Representative of large core damage
IIII IIII I I Ill II

Table 2.2 Proposed PRISM siting parameters

Condition Parameter

Meteorological

Extreme wind 209.2 km/hr (130 mph) - 9.1 m (30 ft) above [ground

Tornado 579.3 km/hr (360 mph) maximum wind speed
466.7 km/hr (290 mph) maximum rotational

112.7 km/hr (70 mph) maximum translational
8.0 km/hr (5 mph) minimum translational
20.7 kPa (3 psi) pressure drop

13.8 kPa/sec (2 psi/see) rate of pressure drop

Short-term (2 hr) x/Q = 2 x 10.3 sec/m 3 (5 %)
dispersion conditions

Temperature range 233 K (-40 °F) to 319 K (115 OF)

Hydrological ,,

Ground water level 0.61 m (2 ft) below srade

Flood level 0.30 m (1 fl) below [grade

Maximum rainfall rate 10.16 cm/hr (4 in.flu')

Maximum snow load 3.83 kPa (80 lb/ft2)

Maximum cooling water 311 K (100 °F)

temperature ....

Seismological

Safe-shutdown earthquake 0.3g horizontal and vertical free-field as

(SSE) measured at _rade level

Operating-basis earthquake 0.15g % SSE
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3 REVIEW APPROACH AND CRITERIA

3.1 Re'view Criteria re_torsmust, as a minimum, provide at least the same
degree of protection for the public and the environment

The review approach and review criteria applied to the that is required for current-generation LWRs. The staff
Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)design has interpreted current-generation LWRs to be those
are, in some cases, different from those applied to evolutionary designs currently under review as standard
conventional light-water reactors (LWRs) because of the plant designs, such as the advanced boiling-water reactor
unique design characteristics of the PRISM. Major (ABWR). Further, the policy states that the Commission
differences in criteria proposed by the PRISM designers, expects advanced designs to provide enhanced margins of
which deviate from current LWR guidance for the review safety. Accordingly, in the review of the PRISM design,
of designs, were identified in a staff policy issue paper to the staff proposes to use and build on applicable existing
the Commission (Ref. 3.1). The following areas which regulations and guidelines for safety developed for
depart from current regulatory requirements: application to LWRs, to develop additional criteria when

necessary to address the unique characteristics of these
• accident evaluation designs, and to require that they be assessed for enhanced

• calculation of source term safety. In the application of the existing regulations and
• containment performance guidelines, the staff, in some cases, has had to interpret the
• emergency planning guidance developed for LWRs for application to the
• operator staffing and function PRISM concept and for issues under review. In making
• residual heat removal such interpretations, the staff has directed its approach
• positive void reactivity coefficient toward maintaining limits and criteria at least equivalent to
• control room and remote shutdown area design those of LWRs for quality design, construction, and

operation, and for the release of radiation, maintaining
There were two other policy issues, __a_ctivity control defense in depth, providing for conservatisms to account
system and safety classification, in the staff policy issue for plant-specific uncertainties in the designs, and
paper that did not relate to the PRISM design, maintaining consistency with the guidance under

development for future LWRs for the treatment of severe
Each of these major differences results from the accidents. Each oftheseconsiderationsisdiscussedinthis
characteristics of the design which, because of its modular first section of Chapter 3. However, because of the
scheme and its use of passive reactor shutdown and decay fundamental importance of the defense-in-depth principle
heat removal systems, are claimed by the Department of to reactor safety, its application to the PRISM concept is
Energy (DOE) to prevent fuel damage for a wide range of addressed first.
accident conditions, among which are such very unlikely
events as anticipated transients without scram, station
blackout, and multiple operator errors. Accordingly, the "Defense in depth" in nuclear power plant safety regulation
staffhas studied the fundamental technical issues associated is a philosophy that ensures that safety is achieved through
with each of these areas and has developed an approach multiple, diverse, and complementary means to prevent
and recommended criteria to address each issue. The and mitigate radioactive releases. Different aspects of

approach utilizes the guidance in four documents as the plant safety that are generally categorized as prevention,
basis for deriving a set of proposed decision criteria protection, mitigation, and emergency planning include
against which the PRISM concept was reviewed: such features as

(1) the Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy (1) plant design that uses conservative assumptions,

Statement (51 F_.R.R24643) (Ref. 3.2) appropriate codes and standards, and high quality in
the design, construction, testing, operation, and

(2) NUREG-1226, "Development and Utilization of the maintenance to minimize the potential for accidents
NRC Policy Statement on the Regulation of
Advanced Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 3.3) (2) high reliability, redundancy, and diversity in

components, systems, and structures to adequately
(3) the Safety Goals (Ref. 3.4) respond to and prote_t the plant and the barriers to

radiation release in the event of an accident

(4) the Severe Accident Policy Statement (Ref. 3.5)
(3) mitigative capability to delay and limit the release

The review approach and criteria used by the staff are of fission products to the environment in the event
directed toward meeting the guidance in the Commission's an accident leads to the failure of one or more

Advanced Reactor Policy which states that advanced barriers to radiation release
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Review Approachand Criteria

(4) emergency planning for protecting the public in the the proposed criteria were developed with full
event radiation released from the plant exceeds consideration of technical and policy issues and are
acceptable limits directed toward ensuring a level of safety at least

equivalent to that of current-generation LWRs. The staff
In general, the PRISM designers have attempted to developed the proposed criteria from the perspective of
maintain the defense-in-depth concept by addressing the what it believes are required to support design
four categories listed above. The PRISM designers have certification.
approached plant design and the means of maintaining

defense in depth somewhat differently from the approach 3.1.1 General Approach and Criteria
taken by LWR designers. In general, the PRISM shifts

emphasis from mitigation features to highly reliable In reviewing the PRISM advanced reactor concept, the
protection or prevention features. For example, the staff used the following general criteria as a framework
PRISM designers aim to achieve high reliability and and an approach for conducting its review. However, it is
protection through the use of simple and passive reactor from the GDC that the staff proposed more specific criteria
shutdown and decay heat removal methods as compared to to address such areas as emergency planning, accident
high reliability through active redundant systems in LWR selection, containment, and source term. The staff has

designs. These passive protection features are directed structured its review conservatively, so that affirmations
toward maintaining fuel integrity even for very unlikely about the licensability of the conceptual design during the
events. Mitigation is provided in the PRISM design preapplication review would serve as a reasonable basis for
through a low-pressure/low-leakage containment system, finding the design acceptable at design certification.
through physical phenomena (fission-product retention, During the design certification process, some of the

plateout, and holdup), and through use of the long time conservatism in the staff (or applicant) analyses could be
response of the reactor in accident sequences. This has removed if completed research leads to improved
resulted in a design that proposes to accomplish protection, understanding of the design and to the development of
mitigation, and emergency planning in ways different from better analytical tools. Some sources of uncertainty
LWRs, thus raising the issues discussed in Section 3.1.2 regarding the conceptual design are limited performance
(below). In the development of the criteria discussed in and reliability data for passive safety features, lack of final

the remaining part of this safety evaluation report (SER), design information, unverified analytical tools used to
requirements have been included to ensure that each of the predict plant response, limited supporting technology and
four categories of defense in depth listed above is research, limited construction and operating experience,
addressed consistent with the unique characteristics of the and incomplete information on the proposed metallic fuel.
PRISM design, but with the objective of providing at least

equivalent protection, as compared to current LWR, to the The proposed GDC stem from criteria the designers must
public when the defense-in-depth provisions ate considered satisfy to ensure a level of safety that is at least equivalent
as a whole. In summary, the criteria directed toward the to that of LWRs and are discussed below.
accident-prevention aspects of defense in depth for the

PRISM are intended to require accident prevention (1) In order to ensure a level of safety at least
capabilities at least equivalent to those required for current equivalent to that of LWRs, applicable LWR rules
LWRs. The criteria directed toward the protection and and regulations are interpreted for advanced reactor
mitigation aspects of defense in depth are intended to _oncepts and applied to the PRISM design. The
provide protection to the public and the environment, LWR Standard Review Plan (SRP), GDC, and
against the release of radiation, at least equivalent to that other regulations or staff positions were reviewed

provided by LWRs. The criteria directed toward for their applicability to the PRISM design and
emergency planning are intended to provide an equivalent were supplemented, as necessary, to account for the
level of protection in consideration of the characteristics of differences and unique attributes of the design as
the PRISM design, compared to LWRs. The following major

exceptions to existing rules and regulations are
In assessing the PRISM design, the staff used the existing proposed by DOE for the PRISM.
general design criteria (GDC) in IOCFR Part5O

(Appendix A) (Ref. 3.6) as the initial framework for its • Permit calculation of siting source term based
review. Specific criteria have been proposed for each of upon mechanistic analysis in lieu of the large
several important issues assoc:.ated with the PRISM nonmechanistie source term applied to LWRs
concept. The criteria could be applied in the review of such as the TID-14844 (Ref. 3.7) source term
any reactor design that was significantly different from used in the 10 CFR Part 100 siting
current-generation LWRs. It should be emphasized that determination.
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• Permit the containment function to be performed 3.1.2 Proposed Licensing Criteria From SECY-93-092
differently from that for LWRs. (Re/. 3.1)

• Permit offsite emergency planning to be Within the framework of the general approach described,
modified to reflect passive plant safety more-specific criteria are provided for each of the key
characteristics, licensing policy issues where there were differences in the

criteria proposed by the PRISM designers. These specific
(2) The PRISM design mustcomply with the intent of criteria are discussed below.

the severe accident requirements formulated for
LWRs, therefore 3.1.2.1 Accident Selection and Evaluation

• Meet the four procedural criteria for new plants The staff proposes to develop a single approach for
stated in the Commission's Severe Accident accident evaluation to be applied to all advanced reactor
Policy Statement (Ref. 3.5). designs during the preapplication review. The approach

will have the following characteristics:
• Identify important severe events to be

considered in the design.

• Evev ts and sequences will be selected deterministically
• Evaluate design-dependent features incorporated and will be supplemented with insights from PRA of

to prevent severe accidents, the specific design.

• Evaluate design-dependent features provided for • Categories of events will be established according to
mitigation and accident management, expected frequency of occurrence. One category of

events to be examined is'accident sequences of a lower
likelihood than traditional LWR design-basis accidents

(3) The PRISM design must show fission-product (FP) (DBAs). These accident sequences would be analyzed
retention capability at least equivalent to that of without applying the conservatisms used for DBAs.
LWRs, (that is, for equivalent classes of events, Events within a category equivalent to the current DBA
criteria associated with FP release -- fuel damage category will require conservative analyses, as is

i

limits, primary system integrity, and offsite dose) presently done for LWRs.
should require FP retention as good as or better

than that for LWRs • Consequence acceptance limits will be established for
core damage and onsite and offsite releases to be

(4) To account for the reduced experience, as consistent with Commission policy guidance.
compared to LWRs, the use of new or innovative

features in the PRISM design to perform safety • Methodologies and evaluation assumptions will be
functions must developed for analyzing each category of events

consistent with existing LWR practices.
• Be demonstrated prior to design certification via

testing on the first of a kind or prototype plant • Source terms will be determined as approved by the
so that reasonable assurance will exist about the Commission and are discussed in Section 3.1.2.2 of

ability of these features to prevent or this report.
accommodate accidents. Specifics of plant

testing can be determined case by case based on • A set of events will also be selected deterministicaUy to
review of the plant-specific .safety analysis, (1) assess the safety margins of the proposed designs,
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and other (2) to determine scenarios to mechanistically determine

analyses, a source term, and (3)to identify a containment
challenge scenario.

• Utilize additional inspection, surveillance, and

in-service testing techniques and programs, as * External events will be chosen deterministically on a
necessary, to ensure that the quality and basis consistent with that used for LWRs.
performance of the new/innovative safety

features are maintained within acceptable limits - Evaluations of multi-module reactor designs will
over the life of the plant, consider whether specific events apply to some or all
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reactors on site for the given scenario for all operations collective risk of most potential DBAs are
permitted by proposed operating practices, considered in the design and to account for

uncertainties, particularly for a preapplication
Consideration in the design of a spectrum of accidents review. (Currently, GE considers all individual

beyond the traditional LWR design-basis accident envelope events that might occur at a frequency higher than
was considered necessary for the PRISM. Consideration 104 per rea_tor-year to be design basis events
of such a spectrum of accidents (1) ensures that advanced (DBEs). GE analyzes these events in a
designs comply with the Commission's Safety Goals and conservative manner.)
Severe Accident Policies (Refs, 3.4 and 3.5), (2) provides
a sufficient test of the capability of the design to allow use (2) Include a traditional selection of design-basis
of meclumistic source terms for siting determinations and external events.
for decisions regarding containment and emergency
evacuation plans, and (3) ensures that the shift in emphasis (3) Be subject to the single-failure criterion and other
in defense in depth from accident mitigation to accident traditional conservatisms (such as no credit for non-
prevention, as compared to LWRs, does in fact provide a safety-grade equipment). Events within this
design with safety at least equivalent to that of current- category would require conservative analysis as is
generation LWRs. Therefore, a set of event categories presently done for LWRs.
corresponding to events that must be used for design,

siting, and emergency planning purposes was def'med, l_vent Cate2ory III (EC-III): This category of events for
Events to be included in each of these categories were advanced reactors corresponds to those severe events
selected deterministically, supplemented by insights gained beyond the traditional DBA envelope that should be used
from a PRA. The events selected will be used as a basis by designers in establishing the design bases for these
for calculating source terms, evaluating the safety reactors. The staff believes that the identification and use
characteristics of the proposed designs, and assessing the of such an event category is consistent with the
adequacy of their containment systems and offsite Commission's Severe Accident Policy statement and is
emergency planning. The staff proposed the following justified for the PRISM design, particularly where the use
event categories, of a mechanistic calculation of source terms and a shift in

emphasis from accident mitigation to accident prevention
Event Category I (EC-I): This category of events for is proposed. The events in this category would be selected
advanced reactors would be equivalent to the current using engineering judgment, complemented by PICA
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs) class of events insights. This is consistent with the guidance provided in
considered for LWRs. The frequency range for these the Commission's Safety Goal and Severe Accident
events is approximately 10.2 per plant-year, or greater, policies, which encourage the use of PRA methods to

which corres_nds to the frequency of events that may be supplement engineering judgment and deterministic
expected to occur one or more times during the life of the (nonmechanistic) analyses. Specifically, events in EC-III
plant. These events would be analyzed in a manner similar would
to the analysis for LWRs to demonstrate compliance with
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 3.6) and 40 CFR (1) Include events (less-likely internal initiating events

Part 190 (Ref. 3.8). plus multiple-failure event sequences) down to an
individual sequence frequency of approximately 10 .7

Event Cate2Qt'VII (EC-!I): This category of events for per plant-year. The selection of 10.7/yr is based
advanced reactors would be equivalent to the current DBA upon ensuring that the cumulative risk of several
category for LWRs and would be selected consistent with event sequences below 10"6/yr are considered in
the selection of an LWR DBA envelope. Specifically, assessing compliance with the Commission's
events in EC-II would proposed performance guideline of less than a

10"6/yrfrequency of a large release of radioactive
(1) Be selected using traditional engineering judgment, material to the environment. The inclusion of

complemented by PRA methods, that would include external events beyond those in EC-II would be
individual internal events down to a frequency of consistent with their application to future LWRs,
approximately 10.4 per plant-year (104/yr is based which is currently being developed as part of the
upon ensuring that any event expected to occur over implementation of the Commission's Severe
the lifetime of a population of reactors--100 Accident Policy.
reactors operating for 100 years--is included). A

lower value of 10"_per plant-year will be used by (2) Include, based on engineering judgment, additional
the staff to increase the confidence that the bounding events to account for plant-specific
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uncertainties. Selected bounding events for the • The RES EC-II category was defined to include low
PRISM design are described in Table 15.1 of this frequency initiators and single component or operator
report. Further specification of these events is failures. These scenarios might occur once in the
provided in Table 15,2. The rationale for bounding lifetime of a population of plants. Some of these
event selection and use is described in scenarios might later be selected as design-basis
Section 15.3.4 of this report, accidents for analysis by an applicant.

In selecting the events to be included in EC-III, the design • The RES EC-III category was defined to include very
would be specifically reviewed to identify those events that low probability scenarios, some with multiple failures
have the potential for a large release, core melt, or which would be typical of severe accidents. Such

reactivity excursion, to ensure that adequate prevention or scenarios might be analyzed in probabilistic safety
protection is furnished for these events. EC-III events assessments to determine licensing source terms and to
should be analyzed on a best-estimate basis, rather than on assess containment (or mitigative) capabilities.
a known conservative basis as would be done for EC-II.

• The RES EC-IV category was defined to include
scenarios of such low probabilities that detailed analysis

PRISM Boundin2 Event Selection: In evaluating the would probably not be worthwhile. These are referred
PRISM design, the staff was faced with the task of to by RES as "residual risk" scenarios.
defining the range of events that should be considered in
the design. This task was made particularly important The criteria for categorizing a particular sequence is

because PRISM was proposing a design with containment demonstrated in Figure 3.1. As indicated, each
and emergency planning features significantly different categorization bin would be individually identified to relate
from those applied to conventional LWRs, and because the a sequence to its initiating event frequency.
primary justification for these features was the proposed

capability of PRISM to prevent accidents that could lead to The staff has not applied the RES event categorization to
significant co_ damage and offsite release of radioactive the PRISM preapplication evaluation presented in Chapter
material. The bounding events are discussed in greater 15 of this report. However, for comparative purposes
detail in Section 15.3.4 of this report. RES EC-I would be equivalent to the PRISM classification

of both "normal operation" (frequency > 10"t per
The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) has reactor-year) and "anticipated event" (10"_ > frequency
developed a sequence categorization scheme which relies 10.2 per reactor-year); RES EC-II would be equivalent to
on the type and number of system, component, or operator the PRISM classification of "unlikely event" (IO 2 >
failures to bin sequences by qualitative risk based on the frequency _ 10 -4 per reactor-year); RES EC-III would be

likelihood of an initiating event. Subsequent failure equivalent to the PRISM classification "extremely unlikely
probabilities are not needed to determine the sequence end- event" (10 -4 :> frequency > 10_sper reactor-year); and
state (or event category). RES EC-IV would be equivalent to the PRISM

classification of a beyond design basis event (frequency

The sequence information resulting from the solution of below 10_s per reactor-year). The proposed criteria
event trees can be used to (1)clarify each sequence, presented in Chapter 15 are similar to the RES
(2) identify the systems significant to safety, and categorization but the lower bound frequencies in EC-II
(3) identify key operator actions. Each sequence in the and EC-III would be an order of magnitude lower to
event tree can be evaluated to determine its event category account for uncertainties in the conceptual design phase.

(EC) as a function of its initiating event frequency and the The RES method does not rely on a frequency estimate to
type and number of failures in the event tree. RES defined categorize any given scenario.
four ECs designated as EC-I, EC-II, EC-III, and EC-IV.
These ECs were defined to help identify scenarios to be 3.1.2.2 Siting Source Term

analyzed by an applicant for design certification. The ECs
definitions are Source term development for advanced reactors could be

based on mechanistic analysis if

- The RES EC-I category was defined to include • The performance of the reactor and fuel under normal

scenarios that might occur at least once in the lifetime and off-normal conditions is sufficiently well
of a given plant. Scenarios similar to those in this understood to permit a mechanistic analysis. Sufficient
category might be selected by the staff as anticipated data should exist on the reactor and fuel performance
operational occurrences for analysis by an applicant, through the research, development, and testing
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Figure 3.1 RF_ event category logic diagram
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Figure 3.1 (continued)RES event category logic diagram
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programs to provide adequate confidence in the The dose guideline specified for EC-III events is based
mechanistic approach, upon applying the same siting dose guideline as is applied

to LWRs (10 CFR Part 100) to those events that are being

- The transport of fission products can be adequately analyzed in place of the traditional non-mechanistic LWR
modeled for all barriers and pathways to the environs, source term (i.e., EC-III events are the severe events
including specific consideration of containment design, which in an LWR have traditionally been predicted to
The calculations should be as realistic as possible so result in a core melt and which, for LWRs, led to the
that the values and limitations of any mechanism or establishmentofthenon-mechanisticTID-14844(Ref. 3.7)
barrier are not obscured, source term).

• The events considered in the analyses to develop the set The staff recognizes that the Safety Goal large release
of source terms for each design are selected to bound criteria would allow greater release than Part I00 at
severe accidents and design-dependent uncertainties, sufficient low probability. The dose guideline for EC-III

is meant to ensure, at the preapplication stage, that the
This would yield a more realistic estimate of source terms likelihood of meeting the Safety Goals is high and there is
and would give designers of advanced reactors incentive to confidence that future licensability is assured.
develop designs that minimize radioactive releases. The
following criteria are proposed for the preapplication To allow the use of mechanistic analysis for siting source-
review of the PRISM design for the calculation of a term selection, the staff proposed and GE adopted the
mechanistic siting source term: following dose guidelines for siting assessment during the

preapplication and preliminary design approval review
• Using the EC-II spectrum perform a conservative stages.

evaluation of EC-II scenarios and calculate source ......

• Using the EC-III spectrum perform a best-estimate Category Dose Guideline Meteorology
evaluation of EC-III scenarios and calculate source.

EC-II 10 _ __ 10 CFR Part 100 Conservative

• Ensure that sufficient data exist (threugh an R&D EC-III 10 CFR Part 100 Conservative
program or prototype testing) on re.actor and fuel ........
performance under EC-II and EC-III conditions to
produce adequate confidence in the mechanistic analysis These proposed criteria on siting source-term calculation
methods used. and dose guidelines would be used in conjunction with the

traditional assecsment of site suitability using the guidelines
• Ensure that none of the EC-II and EC-III scenarios are of Regulatory Guide (RG) 4.7 (Ref. 3.11) for such factors

on a threshold where a slight change in assumptions or as population distribution and meteorology. These criteria

uncertainty can cause an unacceptable chsnge in are not intended to modify any of the other NRC siting
source, guidelines described in RG 4.7.

The dose guideline specified for EC-II events is based The criteria GE uses for the bounding-event evaluations is
upon maintaining a dose guideline equivalent to that for 10 percent of the 10 CFR Part 100 criteria, based on a
LWRs where mechanistically calculated source terms arc conservative analysis.
used (i.e., where the LWR Standard Review Plan

(Ref. 3.9) allows the use of mechanistically calculated 3.1.2.3 Containment
source terms in analyzing accidents, it specifies offsite

dose must be a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 The PRISM design maintains an accident mitigation
guidelines, which is generally interpreted as 10-25 percent approach, part of which includes containment of fission
of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines). For the products. The reactor building and containment dome are
preapplication review, the staff has chosen 10 percent of below grade, offering protection from external hazards.
the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. The dose guidelines for The PRISM containment design is a high-strength steel,
EC-II is meant to ensure, at this stage of review, that the low-leakage pressure-retaining boundary, comprisi-g two
likelihood of meeting the LWR equivalent of a small components, the upper containment dome and lower

fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines is high and containment vessel. The upper steel containment dome
there is confidence in licensibility at a later review stage, differs from LWR containments.
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The staffrecognizes that reactordesignswithouttraditional measures can and will be taken in the event of a
containment structures or systems represent a significant nuliological emergency.
departure from past practice on LWRs, and that existing
LWR containment structures have proven an effective The preapplicant claims that the PRISM design, with its
component of the staff defense-in-depth approach to passive reactor shutdown and cooling systems, and with
regulation. New reactor designs that deviate from current core heatup times much longer than those of existing
practice need to be extensively reviewed to ensure that an LWRs is sufficiently safe that the emergency planning zonei

equivalent level of safety to that of current-generation (EPZ) radius can be reduced to the site boundary, and that

LWRs is provided, and that uncertainties in the design and detailed planning and exercising of offsite response
performance are taken into consideration. The staff capabilities need not be required by NRC regulation. The
believes that new reactor designs with limited operational designers of the PRISM have objectives of achieving very
experience require a containment system that provides a low probabilities (< 1.0 × lif e per year) of exceeding the
substantial level of accident mitigation for defense in depth Environmental Protection Agency lower-level protective
against unforeseen events, including core damage action guidelines (PAGs). The preapplicant also states that
accidents. Accordingly, the staff proposes to utilize a this does not imply that no offsite emergency plan would
standard based upon containment functional performance be developed, but rather that such a plan could have fewer
to evaluate the acceptability of a proposed design rather details concerning movement of people, and need not
than to rely exc{usively on prescriptive containment design contain provisions for early notification of the general
criteria. The staff intends to approach this by comparing public or periodic exercises of the offsite plan on a scale
containment performance with the following accident consistent with present licensed reactors.
evaluation criteria:

The NRC staff proposes no changes to the existing
• The containment design must be adequate to meet the regulations governing emergency planning (EP) for

onsite and offsite radionuclide release limits for the advanced reactor preapplicants at this time. The staff will
event categories to be developed as described in the provide regulatory direction at or before the start of the

accident evaluation section, Section 3.1.2.1 of this design certification phase so that any EP implications can
report, be addressed. The staff views the incorporation of EP by

advanced reactor preapplicants as an essential element in

• Fog a period of approximately 24 hours following the the regulatory philosophy of "defense in depth," which is
onset of core damage, the specified containment consistent with the current regulatory approach. This
challenge event results in no greater than the limiting philosophy, briefly stated (1) requires high quality in the
containment leak rate used in evaluation of the event design, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants
categories, and structural stresses are maintained within to reduce the likelihood of malfunctions; (2) recognizes
acceptable limits (e.g., ASME Code Level C that equipment can fail and operators can make mistakes,
requirements (Ref. 3.12) or. equivalent). After this thus requiring safety systems to reduce the probability that
period, the containment must prevent uncontrolled malfunctions will progress to accidents that release fission

releases of radioactivity, products from the fuel; and (3) recognizes that, in spite of
these precautions, serious fuel damage accidents can occur,

These criteria are intended to maintain at least the same thus requiring containments and other safety features to
level of protectioo of the public and environment (by prevent the release of fission products off site. Therefore,

specifying equivalen, dose guidelines and protection) as is adding EP to the defense-in-depth philosophy provides
provided by current-generation LWRs. In addition, safety- reasonable assurance that emergency protective actions can
related systems, structures, and components should be be taken to protect the population around nuclear power
protected from sabotage and external events at least as well plants, even in the unlikely event of an offsite fission-
as they are for current-generation LWRs. product release.

3,1.2.40ffsite Emergency Planning Once information is obtained from accident evaluations

conducted by preapplicants and licensees, it will be
Although emergency plans are not required for the factor_ into the EP requirements for advanced reactor
issuance of a design certification under 10 CFR Part 52 designs. Based in part upon these accident evaluations, the
(Ref. 3.13), they would be necessary for the issuance era staff will consider whether some relaxation from current

combined license under Part 52 or a license issued under requirements may be appropriate for advanced reactor
10 CFR Part 50. According to 10 CFR 50.47, no offsite emergency plans. The relaxations the staff may
operating license will be issued unless the NRC finds that evaluate include, but are not limited to, size of the EPZ,

there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective the frequency of exercises, and notification requirements.
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3.1.2.5 Operator Staffing and Function all other units could be taken to a cold-shutdown

condition from a variety of potential operating
conditions, including a fire in one unit.

The NRC established the requirements for control room
staffing in 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(iii) whiel lists the • The units can be safely shut down with eventual
minimum staffing requirements for an oper_:ing reactor, progression to a safe-shutdown condition under each of
The SRP Section 13.1.2, Paragraph II.C, states that at any the following conditions:
time a nuclear unit is operated in modes other than cold

shutdown, the minimum shift crew shall include two • a complete loss of computer control capability
licensed senior reactor operators (SROs), one of whom • a complete station blackout
will be designated as the shift supervisor, two licensed • a design-basis seismic event
reactor operators (ROs), and two unlicensed auxiliary
operators (AOs). - The adequacy of these analyses will be tested and

demonstrated. The staff is currently recommending
According to the preapplicant, the PRISM control room that an "actual control room prototype" be used for test
would contain the instrumentation and controls for up to and demonstration purposes.
nine reactor modules and their associated power conversion
systems. The minimum number of operating staff for the 3.1.2.6 Control Room and Remote Shutdown Area
PRISM design would include one SRO shift supervisor, Design
one SRO assistant supervisor, and one Re per power block

(three modules) in the control room, and three roving or The current LWR requirements for control room and
plant ROs. This is a minimum of eight licensed operators remote shutdown area design are addressed in 10 CFR
for nine reactor modules. Part 50, Appendix A (Ref. 3.6), and 10 CFR Part 100

(Ref. 3.10). The GDC require that a control room with
Present-day LWRs are required to have a minimum of one adequate radiation protection is provided to operate the
shift supervisor, one SRO, and two ROs per reactor. The plant safely under normal and accident conditions and that
PRISM preapplicants have stated that the highly automated there be an ability to shut down the plant from outside the
operating systems, the passive design of safety features, control room. The GDC also require that the electrical
and the large heat capacity of the reactor result in designs system for the control room and the remote shutdown

that respond to transients in a manner that demands less of equipment meet the requirements for quality and
the operators than do current operating plants. The independence. These requirementsaredefinedas Class 1E
PRISM designers assert, that because of passive safety in supporting Institute of Electrical and Electronics
features, operator actions may not be required for several Engineers (IEEE) standards. The GDC and 10 CFR

hours to several days following an accident. This design Part 100 require that the structures and systems important
also automates systems that start up, shut down, and to safety be designed to seismic Category I standards to
otherwise control the reactor. Because of these factors and withstand the effects of natural phenomena without loss of
others, the designers of the PRISM suggest that the plant capability to perform their safety functions.
could be operated with fewer licensed operators which

would significantly reduce the training and operating costs The current LWR acceptance criteria and guidelines for the
to licensees, remote shutdown area are given in SRP Section 7.4. The

SRP states that the area should be separated from the
The staff believes that operator staffing may be design control room as, for example, local control panels. This

, dependent and intends to review the justification for a area should be in communication with the control room,
smaller crew size for the PRISM design by evaluating the should have Class 1E monitoring instrumentation and
function and task analyses for normal operation and controls capable of bringing the reactor down to cold

accident management. The function and task analyses shutdown, and should be designed to meet single-failure
must demonstrate and confirm the following through test criteria and seismic Category I requirements.
and evaluation:

The control room for the PRISM design contains the
• Smaller operating crews can respond effectively to a instrumentation and controls for up to nine reactor modules

worst-case array of power maneuvers, refueling and and their power conversion systems. According to the
maintenance activities, and accident conditions, preapplicant and the designers, the control room structure

is not considered safety-related and, therefore, is not
• An accident at a single unit can be mitigated with the designed to seismic Category I design requirements.

proposed number of licensed operators, less one, while Additionally, the equipment in the control room is not
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safety-grade. A separate, alternate, remote shutdown preceding the onset of sodium voiding. This tends to
facility (RSF) with Class 1E safety-grade electronics and mitigate, to some extent, the positive reactivity addition.
displays, is in close proximity to the control room located It should be noted that for sodium voiding to occur,
in the protected area of the reactor service building. The redundant and diverse safety-grade systems would have to
RSF is a seismic CategoryI structurewith operator access experience multiple failures.
provided through a seismic Category II, tornado-hardened
underground tunnel connected to the control room. GDC 11 requires that the reactor core and coolant system

be designed so that in the power operating range, the net
effect of promptinherent nuclear feedback characteristics

The staff believes that the operator remains a critical and tends to compensate for rapid increases in reactivity. The
key element in ensuring reactor plant safety. Operators staff concludes that a positive sodium void coefficient
.are most familiarwith the control room surroundings and should not necessarily disqualify a particular reactor
normallymanage plant activities from there. At this time, design. However, the staff is proposing that the PRISM
the staff is reluctant to approve any design that would preapplicant analyze the consequences of events (such as
(1) increase the burden on operators managing off-normal anticipated transientswithout scram (ATWS), unscrammed
operations, (2) increase the frequency of evacuation of the loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), delayed scrams, and
control room during design-basis accident conditions, and transients affecting reactivity control) that could lead to
(3) possibly hamper the control or monitoring of upset core damage as a result of the positive void coefficient.
conditions as an event sequence progresses. The staff When reviewing these analyses, the staff will take into
believes human performance will still play a large role in account the overall risk perspective of the designs.
the safety of the advanced reactor plants and that the
quality of support provided by a safety-related, seismic 3.1.2.8 Residual Heat Removal
Category I and electrical Class 1E control room is
appropriate. The staff also believes that any remote The PRISM design is equipped with three methods for
shutdown area should be designed to complement the main shutdown heat removal. These are (1) condenser cooling
control room. Sufficient Class 1E instrumentation and in conjunction with the intermediate sodium and steam
controls should be available to effectively manage generator systems, (2) the auxiliary cooling system (ACS)
anticipated accidents that would cause a loss of the control which removes heat from the steam generator by natural
room functions. The location and qualification of the RSF convection of air after transport of heat from the core by
areas shouldalso ensure protectionof the remote shutdown natural convection in the primary and intermediate
operations to the greatestextent possible. Therefore, the systems, and (3) the reactorvessel auxiliarycooling system
staff will apply currentLWR regulations and guidance to (RVACS), which removes heat passively from the reactor
the review of the PRISM design at this time. This will containmentvessel by naturalconvection of air.
ensure that plant controls and the operators will be
adequately protected so that safe shutdowncan be assured The PRISM design uses the RVACS as the safety-grade
m accidentsituations, system for removing residual heat from the reactor core.

Heat generated in the reactor is transferred through the
reactor vessel, across an argon gas gap, then to the outer

3.1.2.7 Positive Void Reactivity Coefficient surface of the containment vessel. The containmentvessel
surface is thencooled by transferringthe residual heat by

The existence of a positives odium void coefficient, or any natural circulation in the completely passive RVACS.
reactivity feedback effect that tends to make a postulated Cooler air fromoutside the plant flows downwardinto the
accidentmore severe, is a significant concern, below-grade reactor silo, where it is turned inward and

upward to be heated by the outer surface of the
In the PRISM design, the maximum sodium void worth, containment vessel and a special collector cylinder. The
according to the preapplicant, assuming only driver fuel heated air then flows out of the silo and is releasedto the
and internalblanket assemblies void, is nominally$5.50. atmosphere. The RVACS is completely passive and
If radialblankets are included, the sodium void worth is always in operation. The RVACS is proposedas a backup
nominally$5.26, which does not include the -69¢ from system to normal non-safety-grade cooling through the
the gas expansion modules (GEMs). Should sodium intermediate heat transport system, the steam generator,
boiling occur on a core-wide basis, assuming failure-to- and the condenser. If the condenser is not available for
scram conditions with a total loss of flow without cooling, but the intermediate sodium loop remains
coastdown, the reactor could experience a severe power available, then the non-safety-gradeACS supplements the
excursionand core disruption. The predictedtemperature RVACS. The RVACS design-basisanalysis (performedby
reactivity feedback would be approximately -80¢ GE) results in high-temperatureconditions, within design
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limits, for an extended period of time even if no other passive, safety-related RHR system may be acceptable.
system is operated. However, use of the ACS in Although these issues have not been resolved, the staff
conjunction with the RVACS can limit peak coolant proposed recommendations to the Commission for
temperaturefor decay heat removalto about 15 K (27 °F) resolving them (Ref. 3.1). In performing its detailed
above normal operating temperatures. According to the design evaluation, the staff will ensure that NRC
designer, the ACS was included in the plantto reduce the regulatory treatment of non-safety-related backup RHR
number of RVACS transients and to have this system systems is consistentwith Commission decisions on iJassive
available to cool the plant passively along with RVACS LWR design requirements.
wheneverthereis sodiumin the intermediateheattransport
system.

3.2 Conformance With General Design
Criteria

Current LWR criteria (GDC 34) require the RHR to
function using only safety-grade systems, assuming a loss
of either onsite or offsite power, and assuming a single In this section, the staff evaluates the principal design
failure within the safety system. Also RegulatoryGuide criteria proposed by the preapplicant for the PRISM
(RG) 1.139 (Ref. 3.14) augments GDC 34 stating thatthe design. The differences between acceptable criteriafor the
RI-IRfunction shouldbe capableof bringing the plant to a PRISM design and the GDC for LWRs in Appendix A to
safe-shutdown condition within 36 hours after reactor 10 CFR Part50 are discussed. In this section "principal
shutdown. BranchTechnical Position RSB 5-1 also states design criteria" refers to the PRISM design and "general
that the RHR function must be performed in a reasonable design criteria" refers to the criteria in Appendix A to
period of time following reactorshutdown. 10 CFR Part 50.

This evaluation is based on a review of the following
The time required to cool the reactor down to the hot documents: (1) PSID Section 3.1 and PSID Appendices
standby temperature of 561 K (550 °F) is approximately F.1, F.2, F.3, G.4.1 (containment), and PSID
80 days using RVACS-only cooling, unless the ACS or Section G.4.2 (shutdown system) for the PRISM design
normalheat removalsystem is restored. The safety-grade (Ref. 3.16); (2) the Commission's Advanced Reactor
RHR system is completely passive and in continuous Policy Statement concerning GDC for advanced reactors
operation. Continuous performance monitoring of the (Ref. 3.2); (3) ANSI/ANS-54.1, "American National
passive system is one advantage of constant operation. Standard, General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid-

i The high heat capacity of the PRISM design results in Metal Reactor Nuclear Power Plant," which is an industry
longer time periods before exceeding temperature limits, standard on GDC for a liquid-metal reactor (LMR)
However, relying solely on passive systems may lead to (Ref. 3.17); and (4) NUREG-O968, "Safety Evaluation
high-temperature challenges to the reactor vessel and Report Related to the Construction of the Clinch River
reactorinternaistructures. Passive coolingrequireslarger Breeder Reactor Plant," dated March 1983, which
temperaturedifferences between the reactor and ultimate evaluatedtheClinch River BreederReactor(CRBR)design
heat sink (air in the PRISM), because natural convection including the conformance of the design to the
and radiation, the passive processes, utilize temperature GDC (Ref. 3.18).
difference as the driving force, eliminating the necessity
for pumps, motors, and associated control equipment. The preapplicanthas also listed and discussed principal
However, temperatures significantly above normal design criteria for the PRISM design in PSID
operating values may exist in the vessel and internal Section 1.2.1. These design criteria are divided into two
structures for long periods of time and, therefore, creep categories: power generation design criteria and safety
damage may be more likely as a result of the long-term design criteria. This review is not concerned with the
high-temperaturetransients, power generation design criteria. The safety design

criteria correspondto theGDC in PSID Section 3.1. They
do not include all the GDC considered applicable by the

Similar i3sues were identified for the RHR system of the preapplicantto the PRISM design (e.g., GDC 1, quality
passive LWR designs. In SECY-93-087 (Ref. 3.15), the standardsand records, and GDC 3, fire protection). The
staff discussed issues relating to the (1) ability of passive safety design criteria do include additionalcriteria as, for
systems to reach safe shutdown, (2) definitionof a passive example, protectionagainstsodium/waterreactions. These
failure, and (3)treatment of non-safety-gradesystems that safety design criteria were not reviewed against the
reduce challenges to the passive systems. The staff preapplicant's proposed GDC or the GDC in 10 CFR
believes that ultimate reliance on a single, completely Part 50.
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3.2.1 Review Criteria simplified inherent or other innovative means to
accomplish safety functions. The Commission's final

3.2.1.1 10 CFR Part 52 policy statement and matters such as the use of the
GDC for the advanced reactor designs are discussed in

Paragraph 47(a)(1)(i) of Subpart B, "Standard Design NUREG-1226 (Ref. 3.3).
Certification," of 10 CFR Pact 52 (Ref. 3.13) identifies the

technical information that is required for construction The preapplicant, in PSID Section 3.1, has proposed
permits and operating licenses. References to 10 CFR principal design criteria for the PRISM design. These
Part 20 (Ref. 3.19), Part 50 and its appendices (Ref. 3.6), principal criteria were compared to the GDC to show
and Parts 73 and 100 (Refs. 3.20 and 3.10) are where the GDC are applicable to the PRISM design and
incorporated into Part 52. Information that is technically where they are not applicable. This comparison also
relevant to the design and not site specific is required for assisted the staff in determining if the PRISM design has
an application for a standard design certification, at least the same degree of protection that is required of

current-generation LWRs (i.e., Item (1) above).
Section 50.34(a)(3)(i) requires that the preliminary safety
analysis report for an LWR nuclear power plant design 3.2.1.3 Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant Review

include the principal design criteria for the proposed
facility. The principal design criteria establish the Before the Commission issued the Advanced Reactor
necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and Policy Statement, the principal Commission statement on
performance requirements for structures, systems, and advanced reactor review policy was given in the
components (SSCs) of the plant design which are important introduction to the GDC. In this introduction, it is stated

to safety. These are the SSCs that provide reasonable that the GDC are considered to be generally applicable to
assurance that the plant can be operated without undue risk nuclear power plants other than LWRs and are intended to
to the health and safety of the public. The GDC in provide guidance in establishing the principal design
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 established minimum criteria for such other plants. This led to the "comparable
requirements for the principal design criteria for LWR level of safety" philosophy under which non-LWR designs
nuclear power plants similar in design to plants for which were reviewed by NRC before the Advanced Reactor
construction permits have been issued by the Commission Policy Statement; that is, a comparable level of safety
(i.e., the current-generation of LWRs). would be established for all reactor types, with the

recognition that the licensing criteria for the non-LWR
reactors would be developed using the criteria for LWRs

3.2.1.2 Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy to the extent practicable. The wording "comparable level
Statement of safety" is the same as the later "same degree of

protection" used in the Commission's Advanced Reactor
Policy Statement.

The Commission stated, in its final policy statement

(Ref. 3.2) on advanced reactors, that (1) the advanced The implementation of the "comparable level of safety"
reactors are to have at least the same degree of protection philosophy in reviews of non-LWR designs by NRC took
of the public and the environment that is required for three forms with respect to the GDC: direct adoption,
current-generation LWRs, (2) the advanced reactor suitable adaptation, and recognition of the need for and
designers are encouraged to propose design criteria, and development of new specialized criteria. Direct adoption
(3) the GDC for the advanced reactor designs should use of the existing criteria has been possible in many instances
LWR regulations where they are applicable to the design, and has provided a means of ensuring a comparable level
In the Commission's response to Question 4 in the Final of safety for new reactor designs_ An example of such a
Policy Statement, the Commission stated that it intended to review of a non-LWR design is the NRC review of the
use existing LWR regulations where they are applicable to sodium-cooled Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant

the designs. The advanced reactor designers were also (CRBRP), even though the plant was never constructed.
encouraged to propose specific criteria and novel The CRBRP, like the PRISM design, is a sodium-cooled
regulatory approaches which apply to their designs. LMR. A safety evaluation report (Ref. 3.18) documented

the evaluation by the staff of the CRBRP design, k_,_luding
The PRISM design is not an LWR design. It is an the conformance of the CRBRP design to the GDC.
advanced liquid-metal reactor (LMR) design. The PRISM
design is considered an advanced reactor because it is The positions proposed by the preapplieant for the PRISM
significantly different from the then-current-generation principal design criteria were compared in this report to
LWRs under construction or in operation, and uses the positions taken by the NRC staff on the principal
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design criteria for the CRBRP design in NUREG-0968. PRISM design and would provide the point of departure
This comparison was performed to use applicable work for the development of detailed engineering criteria for the
completed by the staff on principal design criteria for final PRISM design.
another LMR to assist in determining if the PRISM design
has the "same degree of protection" required by the The preapplicant compared the GDC to the specific
Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy Statement. PRISM design and decided whether or not a system was

needed for the design to meet the criteria. If it was
3.2.1.4 Industry Standard ANSI/ANS-54.1 determined that no system was required, then the

preapplicant concluded that the GDC was not applicable to
The nuclear industry standard, ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 the PRISM design. The staff took a broader view and
(Ref. 3.17), was written to establish GDC (Criteria 3.1.1 considered whether the GDC should be applicable to any
to 3.6.5) for large-loop and pool-type LMRs as well as LMR design or to a possible revised PRISM design where
small modular reactors. The standard was developed with the systems were changed.
the emphasis placed on retaining the GDC wherever the
criterion is applicable to the LMR design. Changes and The preapplieant's proposed principal design criteria for
deletions to the GDC were made only to reflect the unique the PRISM are compared to the GDC, the criteria in
characteristics of the LMRs. The CRBRP licensing NUREG-0968, and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. Because the
experience and the passive heat removal systems being minimum design requirements for the current-generation
developed for the PRISM design have been factored into LWRs are the GDC, the results of this comparison will
the standard, provide one part of the basis for the NRC staff to conclude

that the PRISM design will or will not provide at least the
The approach taken in ANSI/ANS-54.1 is consistent with same degree of protection that is required of current-
the approach taken by the Commission in its Advanced generation LWRs. This comparison will not be sufficient

Reactor Policy Statement. Because the standard applies to in itself because the PRISM design (1) may require
LMRs similar to the modular, pool-type PRISM design, additional GDC to those provided in 10 CFR Part 50 and
and because it incorporates the CRBRP licensing (2) will require a review of margins in the design
experience and the passive heat removal systems of the compared to LWRs as, for example, fuel design and
PRISM design, the standard is applicable to the PRISM earthquake design limits, and the potential consequences of

design. The preapplicant's proposed principal design postulated accidents. See the discussion in Section 3.1.1
criteria for the PRISM design have_been compared to the of this report on the criteria directed toward ensuring a
positions taken in this standard, level of safety for the PRISM design at least equivalent to

that of LWRs.
3.2.2 Evaluation

In some cases, NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989

The evaluation of the preapplicant's proposed principal have additional criteria not in the GDC. The preapplieant
design criteria for the PRISM design provides guidance for will be requested to address why the additional criteria are

a set of principal design criteria. These criteria would not included in the principal design criteria for the PRISM
express broad requirements that the designer must meet to design.
ensure that the safety of the PRISM design would be at

least that required of the current-generation LWRs. As The preapplicant's proposed principal design criteria will
discussed in Section 3.1.1 of this report, this would be be considered in the order of the GDC and discussed in

only one set of requirements that the designer must meet terms of the exceptions taken by the preapplicant for the
to ensure this minimum level of safety. The resulting PRISM design to the requirements in the GDC. A
criteria would then represent the minimum requirements summary of this evaluation is given in Tables 3.1 through
for principal design criteria acceptable to the staff for the 3.3.
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Table 3.1 GDC applicable to the PRISM design, by GDC number

,, ' ' , '" ', ,,,t ,, H, '"" "' , ,,,,," " 1" , , :, ' ,,,,,,,i, ,,, ',,,,,,: ' ;; ,, r, ,i,r, fT"'J,,,l , ,,,,,,,

GDC Categories Staff Evaluations by PreappUcant Proposal

GDC Number blr GDC Number

GDC directly 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13,
applicable 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21,

32, 42, 43, 52, 53, 54, 56, 60, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30,
62, and 63 31, 32, 34, 38, 40, 52, 53,

54, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64

GDC applicable but needing changes 4, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 26, 27, 4, 19, 27, 28, 39, 50, and 51
28, 31, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51, 55, 57,
61, and 64

GDC not applicable 33 ['I and 35 33, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 55, and 57

Possible additional criteria Sections 3.2.4.1, 3.2.4.2, and None
3.2.4.6

........ . ....... , , ., ,,, , ,, ..........

GDC for which the NRC staff agrees with 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
the preapplicant 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30,

32, 35, 39, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56,
60, 62, and 63

GDC for which the NRC staff requests the 4, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 26, 27,
preapplicant to address changes to its position 28, 31, 33[.!, 34, 36, 37, 38,
during the preliminary design phase on the 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50,
GDC 55, 57, 61, and 64

[*] - An alternative to GDC 33 is discussed under that GDC.
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Table 3.2 Summary evaluation of GDC

GDC GDC GDC Staff/

GDC Number/Title Dineefly Applicable Not Preapplicant
Applicablera With ApplicableP! Position

Revisionst*i on the
GDCm

...... Staff/Preapp. Staff/Preapp. Staff/Preapp.

I o_l Reeuirements;.......

1 - Qualit),Standardsand Records ,, , X / X , Agreement

2 - Design Bases for Protection Against X / X Agreement
NaturalPhenomena

.....3 "F ire Pr°t_ti°n ......... x / x .......... A_reement ,

4 - Environmeataland Dynamic Effects X / X Disagreement
• Design Bases

5 - Sharingof Structures, Systems, and X / X Agreement
Components , ,, , ,=,,,. . ,, , ,,,,,,., , , , ,

II Protection by Muitiole

lrmsion Product B_er_i ......

.....10 - ReactorDesi_,n ...... x / x ,, , A_reement _

11 - ReactorInherentProtection ..... X / X A_reement

12 - Suppressionof Reactor Power X / X Agreement
Oscillations

,, , ..,, , ,. .....

_13 - Instrumentationand Control.... X I X , A_reement

14 - ReactorCoolant PressureBoundary X / X ,, A_reement

15 - ReactorCoolant S),stemDesi_n ,,, / X , X / .... Disagreement

16 - ContainmentDesign , x ,/ x ..... A_reement

17 - Electric Power S),stem / X X / Di_greement

18 - Inspectionand Testing of Electric Power X / X Agreement
Systems ..........................

19 - Control Room ..... x / x Disagreement
' ' • "' L,,,, , ' ,, , ,i ,, "
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Table 3.2 (continued) Summary evaluation of GDC

i[i i i i i i lilt i _ ]1 ] i l][_ll IIIllllI[TT] III I I I

GDC GDC _ GDC Staff/
GDC Numberfrifle Directly Applicable Not Preapplicant

Applicableeq With Applicablerq Position
Revisionsiq on the

GDCIq

.............. Staff/Preapp. Staff/Preapp. Staff/Preapp. .....

Eli Protection and Reactivity Control
Systems

i i i i i ,i i i,,i

20 - ProtectionSystem Functions ..... X / X .... Agreement

21 - ProtectionSystem Reliabilityand X / X Agreement
,, T,estabilit}' .................

22 -protection syste m Independence ............ X / X........ Agreement

23 - Protection S_,stem Failure Mo¢!,,,es /,x X / Disagreement

24 - Separation of Protection and Control X / X Agreement
Systems ................. _

25 - Protection System Requirements for / X X / Disagreement
Reactivit_,ControlMalfunc!ions ,

26 - Reactivity Control System Redundancy / X X / Disagreement
_d Capability .......

27 - Combined Reactivity Control Systems X / X Disagreement
Capability, ............

28 - Reactivity Limits ........... X / X Disagreement

29 - Protection Against Anticipated X / X Agreement

Operational Occurrences .........

IV Fl_itl Systems,,

30 - Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure X / X Agreement

Boundar_ ......

31 - Fracture Preventionof Reactor / X X / Disagreement
Coolant Pressure Bounda_ ...........

32 - Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure X / X Agreement
Boundary ,

33 - ReactorCoolant Makeup .... X / x Disagreement

34 - Residual Heat Removal / X X / Disagreement
iiI , i i i_ ii i i , i ,i , ,! , , : ,
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Table 3.2 (continued) Summary evaluation of GDC

GDC GDC GDC Staff/
GDC Number/Title Directly Applicable Not Preapplicant

Applicablem With Applicablem Position
RevisionsIq on the

GDCrq

IV Fluid Svstenm(cont._ , StafflPreapp. , Staff/Preapp. Staff/Preapp.

35 - Emergency Core Cooling ......... X / X A_reement

36 - Inspectionof Emergency Core Cooling X / / X Disagreement
System ...... _

37 - Testing of Emergency Core Cooling X / / X Disagreement
System ..................

38- containmentHeat Removal / X X /.... Disasreement

39 - Inspection of ContainmentHeat X / X Agreement
Removal.S_,stem .............

40 - Testing of ContainmentHeat Removal / X X / _ Disagreement
System ............

41 - ContainmentAtmosPhereCleanup ..... X / ,, / X Disagreement

42 - Inspectionof Containment Atmosphere X / / X Disagreement
CI,eanupSystems ............

43 - Testing of ContainmentAtmosphere X / / X Disagreement
Cleanup Systems..............

44- Cooling Water ..... X / / x .... Disagreement

45 - Inspection of Cooling Water System .... X / / X ,, Disagreement

46- Testin_ of Coolin$ Water S_stem ........ , X / / X Disagreement
\t

• n " , • ,,, ,, i , ,,V Reactor_Cont_nme t; ....,, \

50,- ContainmentDesign Basis ....... X .... Disagreement

51 - Fracture Prevention of Containment X Agreement

, PressureBoun_ ..........

52 - Capability for ContainmentLeakage X / X Agreement
, Rate Testing .........

53 - Provisions for ContainmentTesting X / X Agreement

and Inspection
,,,, , . 'r,, ' i]7 . r , ,,, ,, m,,
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Table 3.2 (continued) Summary evaluation of GDC

GDC GDC GDC Staff/

GDC Number/Title Directly Applicable Not Preapplicant
Applicable tq With Applicable t*j Position

Revisions eq on the
GDC tq

V ' • S_ff/Prespp. Staff/Preapp. Staff/Prespp. , ....

54 - Piping Systems Penetrating Containment X ,,,,I,X , , A_reement ,,,

55 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary X / / X Disagreement
Penetrating Containment

56 -primar), con_inment Isolation .... x / x ....... Agreement

57 - Closed System Isolation Valves X ! .... / ,,,X ,Disagreement

I _ • i i i , ,,,

60 - Control of Releases of Radioactive X / X Agreement
Materials to the Environment

61 - Fuel Storage and Handling and / X X / Disagreement

Rad!0activity Contro! ...........

62 - Prevention of Criticality in Fuel Storage X / X Agreement

and Handling .............

63 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage, ,, X I X ....... Agreement

64 - Monitoring R_ioactivitY Releases ,, I X X I , Disagreen_, nt

*An "X" indicates that the staff and/or the preapplicant have concluded that there is a basis to consider that the specific
GDC of 10 CFR Part 50 is in the category represented by the column.
"Agreement" indicates that the staff and the preapplicant are in agreement with the applicability of the GDC to the
PRISM design and all the chanfes that have been pro_vosedfor the GDCI "Disagreement" means that the staff and the

preapplicant are NOT in agreement.
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Table 3.3 Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

_,__ till! . i L , ._ L : , i i i,1111i ji _ i i i i, i i_i, ii ,,,,u r L II _T ! -:== ' "

GDC Number/Title StafflPreapplicant Clmnges Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

GDC

I Ov_ll R_ui_ents: .....................

4 -EnvironmentalandDynamic Disagreement DeletethelastsentenceoftheGDC, addaphraseat
EffectsDesignBases theendofthefirstsentencestating"includingthe

effectsofsodiumanditsaerosolsandcombustion

products,"anddeletethephrase"includingloss-of-
coolantaccidents"fromthesentence.

II _tectionby Mul¢_le
_|on Pr0d_taarriers_.............

15-ReactorCoolantSystem Disagreement Add thephrase,"sodiumheatingsystem,"tothelist
Design , _ of s),stems associated with the reactor coolant s_stem.

16 - ContainmentDesign Agreement Incorporatethe Commission's decision on the
containmentleak rate policy issue submittedin Policy

........ Issues Pape: '1. ,,

17 - Electric Power System Disagreement Add the phrase "normaloperation, including" to the
words "anticipated operationaloccurrences" in Item

.............. (I)ofthe qDC:.........

19-ControlRoom Disagreement Deletethephrase"includingloss-of-coolant
' accidents" after accident conditions in the first

sentence, delete the word "adequate"from the phrase
"adequateradiationprotectionshall be provided," add
the phrase "includingthose conditions from sodium
reactions"to the first sentence, and revise the

., reference to cold shutdownin Item (2) of tho GDC.

m Protection and Re_¢tivity
._¢ntro! Systems: ................

23 - ProtectionSystem Failure Disagreement Add the phrase "sodiumand sodium reaction
Modes products" to the list of adverse environments in the

GDC.
.H ,, , ,,.. , , ., ,

25-ProtectionSystem Disagreement Deletethephrase"(rodejectionordropout)"of
RequirementsforReactivity controlrodsinthelastlineoftheGDC.
ControlMalfunctions

Ill ..... I i ii i i I ii i = II I _ [ ii illl
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Table 3.3 (continued) Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

GDC Number/Title Staff/Preapplicant Changes Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

GDC

HI Protection and Reactivity
Control Systems {cont.):

26 - Reactivity Control System Disagreement Incorporate the Commission's decision on the control
Redundancy and Capability rods policy issue submitted in Policy Issues Paper[tj,

delete the phrase "(including xenon burnup)" in the
second sentence and the second to the last sentence of

the GDC, replace the phrase "cold conditions" in the last
sentence to that of conditions where the coolant

temperature is lower than normal operating conditions,
and add additional sentences discussed in
Section 3.2.4.22.

27 - Combined Reactivity Disagreement Delete the phrase "in conjunction with poison addition

Control S_stems Capability, b_"the emersenc_, core coolin_ s),stem"

28 - Reactivity Limits Disagreement Delete the words "rod dropout" and "steam line rupture"
from the list of postulated accidents listed in the last
sentence and replace "rod ejection" and "cold water
addition" by "accidental withdrawal of control rod(s)"
and "cold sodium addition" in the list of postulated
accidents, of the GDC.,,, ,,

IV Fluid Systems:
,st , ,,,

31 - Fracture Prevention of Disagreement Add the phrase "effects of coolant chemistry" to the
Reactor Coolant Pressure phrase "effects of irradiation on material properties" in
Boundary the list of four items at the end of the GDC, and add the

words "service degradation of properties, creep, fatigue,
stress rupture" between "service temperature" and "other
conditions of the boundary material" in the second
sentence of the GDC.

33 - Reactor Coolant Makeup Disagreement Replace the GDC by Criterion 27 in NUREG-0968 pj
and Criterion 3.4.1 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 Is].
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Table 3.3 (continued) Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

J .i i .,i i , .. , ii ,,

GDC Numher/Title Staff/Preapplicant Changes Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

GDC
.,i . ,

IV Fluid Sv_tms (cont.):

34 - Residual Heat Removal Disagreement Incorporate the Commission's decision on single,
passive safety-related systems which is a policy issue
submitted in Policy Issues PaperIll, add the phrase
"under all plant shutdown conditions following
normal operation, including anticipated operational

occurrences, and postulated accidents conditions" to
the second sentence, add the phrases "a passive
boundary shall normally separate reactor coolant from
the working fluids of the reactor residual heat
extrication system" and "any fluid in the residual heat
extrication system that is separated from the reactor
coolant by a single passive barrier shall not be
chemically reactive with the reactor coolant" to the
first paragraph, and add a statement that the working
fluid of th_ residual heat extrication system will be at
a higher pressure than the reactor coolant system.

35 - Emergency Core Cooling Agreement To consider this GDC is not applicable to
LMR/PRISM designs, GDC 34 must be revised to
add a reference to the residual heat removal system

............ being desi[p,ned for postulated accidents.

36 - Inspection of Emergency Core Disagreement Replace the references to emergency core cooling,
Cooling System including the title, to that of residual heat removal

s_stem, and chan_e the list of important components.

37 - Testing of Emergency Core Disagreement Replace the references to emergency core cooling,
Cooling System including the title, to that of residual heat removal

system, and delete the phrase "and the operation of

........ the associated coolin_ water s),stem".

38 - Containment Heat Removal Disagreement Replace the reference to LOCAs by a references to
postulated accidents.,, ,,,, ,, , ,,
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Table 3.3 (continued) Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

' i[ ", ' . ,. i i , . ,

GDC Number/Title Staff/Preapplicant Changes Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

GDC
J , , ,..,, , , ,, ,

IV Fluid Systems(cont3:
i • ,, . . ,, ,,, ,, , , ,,

39 - Inspection of Containment Agreement Delete references to a torus and sumps and add
Heat Removal System pumps to the list of examples of important

components.

40 - Testing of Containment Heat Disagreement Delete the word "water" from the phrase "cooling

RemovaI S_,s_m ..... water sTstem., ..................

41 - Containment Atmosphere Disagreement Add the phrases "sodium aerosols" and "combustion
Cleanup products," and add the phrase that the containment

cleanup systems should consider "the effects of
sodium leakage and its potential reaction with oxygen

and its potential for hydrogen generation when in
contact with concrete," to the first sentence of the
GDC.

, , . , , , ,

44 - Cooling Water Disagreement Change the title to "structural and equipment cooling"
and add the phrase "as necessary" to the end of the
first sentence of the GDC.

,, ,,, ,, , ,, , ,,, , . , , ,, ,,,,

45 - Inspection of Cooling Water Disagreement Change the title to "inspection of structural and
System equipment cooling" and delete the word "water" from

the phrase "cooling water system" in the first
sentence of the GDC.

,, .,, ,, ,, ,,,, , ,, ,, i , . . , ., .,

46 - Testing of Cooling Water Disagreement Change the title to "testing of structural and

System equipment cooling," delete the word "water" from the
phrase "cooling water system" in the first sentence,
and delete the phrase "for reactor shutdown and for
loss-of-coolant accidents" in Item 3 of the GDC.

, , , ,,, , , .,, ,, ,,. i , .,.,

V Reactor Containment;
J i i i , ' i, , ..,,, ,., , ,. ,. ,,,,,, t ,,,

50 - Containment Design Basis Disagreement Delete reference to 10 CFR 50.44 _ in Item 1 replace
reference to LOCAs with "postulated accidents," and
replace metal-water and other chemical reactions
from a degraded ECCS with "fission products,
potential spray or aerosol formation, and potential
exothermie chemical reactions" at the end of Item 1
of the GDC.

,.,..,, _ ,,
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Table 3.3 (continued) Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

, , , ,,,, , , ,,,, , ,

GDC Number/Title Staff/Preapplicant Changes Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

GDC
.,,, , , ,,,, ,,,

......V Rg#ctor Contai'nment ¢cont.):

51 - Fracture Prevention of Agreement Replace the phrase "ferritic materials" with "metallic
Containment Pressure materials."

Boundary ........ I ....

55 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Disagreement Add the phrase "or the reactor cover gas boundary"
Boundary Penetrating to the first sentence of the GDC.
Containment

,, ,, ,, ,,, , ,,, ,

57 - Closed System Isolation Disagreement Add the phrase "or cover gas boundaries" to the end
Valves of the phrase "neither part of nor directly connected

to the reactor coolant pressure boundary" in the first
sentence of the GDC.

, , ,,, ,

VI Fuel and Radioactivity

C0ngroi; i , , , ,,,, ,,,,

61 - Fuel Storage and Handling Disagreement Add a sentence that "The fuel handling and its
and Radioactivity Control interfacing systems shall be designed to minimize the

potential for fuel handling errors that could result in

.... fuel damage."

64 - Monitoring Radioactivity Disagreement Delete the phrase "spaces containing components for
Releases recireulation of loss-of-coolant accident fluids."

, ,, , , , ,, ,, ,,, =,,,

PossibleNew Criteria:
, , , , ,, , , i,

Criterion 3.2.5.1 - Protection This criterion would involve designing the SSCs to
Against Sodium Reactions limit the consequences of chemical reactions resulting

from a sodium leak. It should reference ANS 54.8-

1988 t31. This is Criterion 4 of NURBG-0968 te and
Criterion 3.1.4 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 ts].
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Table 3.3 (continued) Summary of (1) changes proposed for and
(2) recommended additional general design criteria

GDC Number/Title Staff/Preappficant Changes Proposed by NRC Staff
Position on the to Revise the GDC

_ GDC

,,,,, ,,,,,

Section 3.2.5.2 - Sodium This criterion would concern heating systems needed
Heating System to maintain the coolant in liquid form and to prevent

aerosols from condensing and plugging flow paths
important to safety. This is Criterion 7 of
NUREG-0968 tqand Criterion 3.1.7 of
ANSI/ANS-54.1 -1989 [q.

[1] U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Policy Issue," SECY-93-092, April 8, 1993.
[2] Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, "Energy," January 1993.
[3] American Nuclear Society, ANS 54.8-1988, "Liquid Metal Fire Protection in LMR Plants."
[4] U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-O968, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the

Construction of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant," March 1983.

[5] American National Standards Institute/American Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, "General Safety

Design Criteria for Liquid Metal Reactor Nuclear Power Plants," April 1989.i, i , , i

I Ill IIIII I

Table 3.1 presents the GDC by numbers (i.e., the titles of means that the staff or the preapplicant concluded that the
the GDC are not given) that would be in one or more of GDC is in the category represented by the column.
the following categories:

Table 3.3 summarizes the following:
(1) GDC directly applicable to an LMR/PRISM design

without any changes to the criteria • changes proposed for GDC to apply to an
LMR/PRISM design

(2) GDC applicable to an LMR/PRISM design but
changes are needed to the criteria • additional design criteria that may be needed

(3) GDC not applicable to an LMR/PRISM design The details for the changes discussed in Table 3.3 are
given in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. In some cases, the

(4) GDC for which the staff and the preapplicant are in GDC are involved with the key policy issues on the

agreement PRISM design. These key issues are discussed in
Section 3.2.3.10 below and in the appropriate GDC in the

(5) GDC for which the staff and the preapplicant are in next section.
disagreement

3.2.3 Comparison to the GDC in 10 CFR Part 50
(6) recommended additional GDC for an LMR/PRISM

design This evaluation provides GDC that are acceptable at the
preapplication stage for the PRISM design in terms of the

Table 3.2 presents the GDC by titles for the first five GDC and possible additional criteria. The abbreviation
categories above; the first three categories above are "GDC: refers to the GDC in Appendix A to 10 CFR
represented by the second, third, and fourth columns in Part 50. The preapplicant's review was directed toward
Table 3.2, and the fourth and fifth categories above are the applicability of the GDC to only the PRISM design and
represented by the fifth column in the table. The the staff's review was directed toward the applicability of
recommended additional GDC for an LMR/PRISM design the GDC to any likely LMR design, which would include
are not given in this table. The letter "X" in a column the PRISM design.
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GDC 1: Quality Standards and Records siting-related envelope. The preapplicant stated that the
PRISM will be designed for a majority of the potential

This criterion requires (1) a safety classification system to sites in the contiguous United States.
classify SSCs according to their importance to the safety of

the plant, (2) the designing, building, and testing of the The requirements in GDC 2 are independent of the plant
SSCs to quality codes and standards commensurate with design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that the
their safety function, (3) a QA program which ensures that criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.
the SSCs will satisfactorily perform their safety function, GDC 2 is consistent with Criterion 2 of NUREG-0968 and
and (4) the maintenance of the appropriate records of these Criterion 3.1.2 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 2 is,
SSCs for the life of the plant, therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design.

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. Safety The staff will require a PRA-based analysis of seismic
classification criteria and SSCs important to safety (i.e., margins in order to evaluate the robustness of the PRISM
safety-related) for the PRISM design are discussed and design to withstand seismic events beyond the design basis.
listed by the preapplicant in PSID Section 3.2. Recognized This requirement is part of assessing the plant response to
codes and standards are stated to apply to ensure a quality severe accident sequences, as discussed in Chapter 15 of
product consistent with the safety classification. The total this report.
QA program, including contractor programs, is discussed
in PSID Chapter 17 and is stated to satisfy the quality- GDC 3: Fire Protection
related requirements of 10CFR Part 50, including
Appendix B. Documents to demonstrate that all the This criterion requires that a plant be designed and

requirements of the QA program are satisfied would be constructed to (1) minimize the probability and effects of
main:ained for the life of the plant, fires and explosions on plant SSCs important to safety and

(2) prevent fire-fighting systems from adversely affecting
The requirements in GDC 1 are independent of the plant these SSCs.

design and the staff agrees with the preapplicant that the
criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design. No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
GDC 1 is consistent with Criterion 1 of NUREG-0968 and preapplicant stated that the SSCs considered important to
Criterion 3.1.1 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 1 is, safety shall be located to minimize the probability and
therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design, effects of fires and explosions. Fire protection subsystems

shall be in compliance with requirements for improved risk
In some cases, the staff disagrees with the preapplicant's elassif :r'tion as defined by the Energy, Research, and
decisions on the safety classification of certain systems or Development Administration (ERDA) Industrial Fire
components. For example, the preapplicant classifies the Protection Manual, Chapter 0552, and by applicable
control room and the equipment as non-safety-related and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes.

the control room operators are considered not to have a PRISM is to follow guidelines in Appendix R to 10 CFR
safety function. The staff does not agree with the Part 50(Ref. 3.6) and SRP Section 9.5.1ofNUREG-0800
preapplicant's positions, as discussed in Section 13.2.3 of (Ref. 3.9).
this report.

PRISM is different from LWRs in that it contains large
GDC 2: Design Bases for Protection Against Natural quantities of sodium that reacts vigorously with water and

Phenomena oxygen, and could cause fires that would not occur at
LWRs. The preapplicant stated that special precautions

This criterion requires that a plant be designed with an will be taken for sodium fires. The plant will be designed
adequate margin of safety to withstand the natural with special consideration given to detection and mitigation
phenomena that could affect the ability of the plant's of sodium leaks and reactions. The steam generator

safety-related SSCs to perform their safety function for the system will have sodium-water reaction pressure systems
proposed site area. to detect sodium or water leakage, to relieve the pressure

pulses from sodium-water reactions, and to collect and
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The vent the reaction products.
preapplicant stated that the PRISM design is a standard
plant design in accordance with 10 CFR Part 52 for which Even though the presence of sodium in the PRISM design
a specific site is not part of the design. PSID Chapter 2 presents additional problems compared to LWRs with

discusses the site characteristics for which the PRISM was respect to fire protection, the overall requirements for fire
designed and PSID Table 2.1-1 summarizes the PRISM protection are independent of the design of the plant. The
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staff agrees with the preapplicant that this criterion is consideration given to the effects of sodium. Because of
directly applicable to the PRISM design. GDC 3 is the high chemical activity of sodium, leaks and spills can
consistent with Criterion 3 in NUREG-0968 and lead to chemical reactions, fires, and reaction products not
Criterion 3.1.3 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 3 is, possible in LWRs and, therefore, special measures need to
therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design, be taken. The preapplicant should address why the

additional phrase on protection against sodium reactions
GDC 4: Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design should not be included in the GDC 4 for the PRISM

Bases design.

This criterion requires that the plant be designed and Second, NUREG-0968 has deleted the phrase "including
constructed so that SSCs important to safety can withstand loss--of-coolant accidents," which follows the words
environmental conditions and dynamic effects, including "postulated accidents," from the first sentence of GDC 4.

missiles and pipe whip, without losing their ability to The staff did not consider LOCAs an important class of
perform their safety function, accidents for the CRBRP design and they were, therefore,

not specifically referred to in the GDC. The reference to
The preapplicant's proposed Criterion 4 would exclude the postulated accidents will cover all the important accidents
last sentence in GDC 4 that states "However, dynamic for LMRs. This exception is considered important for the
effects associated with postulated pipe ruptures in nuclear PRISM design and the preapplicant should address why the
power units may be excluded from the design basis when phrase "including loss-of-coolant accidents" should not be
analyses reviewed and approved by the Commission deleted from GDC 4.
demonstrate that the probability of fluid system piping

rupture is extremely low under conditions consistent with The third exception would add the same phrase "including
the design basis for the piping." This has allowed for pipe anticipated operational occurrences" to the first sentence of
leak before pipe break in LWRs. It is not being GDC 4 to ensure that the criterion would apply to all
considered by the preapplicant for PRISM because the design-basis events. It is not considered necessary to
reactor coolant is a low-pressure system. Therefore, the include "anticipated operational occurrences" for LMRs
proposed criterion is more conservative than GDC 4. among the design basis events because the design basis

events will determine the environmental and dynamic

The preapplicant stated that safety-related SSCs will be design bases for the plant.
protected from the worst potential environmental conditions
and a wide spectrum of credible missiles, including The proposed GDC 4, with the modifications discussed

tornado generated missiles. Spontaneous and massive above, appears to be acceptable for the PRISM design.
ruptures of the sodium piping are not considered credible

by the preapplicant because the piping is in low-pressure GDC 5: Sharing of Structures, Systems, and
and low-stressed systems. The dynamic effects of pipe Components
rupture (i.e., pipe whip) are not included in the PRISM

design. This criterion requires that SSCs important to safety shall
not be shared among nuclear power units unless it can be

Although sodium presents additional problems in PRISM shown that such sharing will not significantly impair their
compared to LWRs with respect to plant environmental ability to perform their safety functions, including, in the
conditions and dynamic effects, the requirements for this event of an accident in one unit, an orderly shutdown and
criterion are independent of the plant design. The staff cooldown of the remaining units.
agrees with the preapplicant that this criterion is applicable
to the PRISM design. No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The SSCs

important to safety for each module are not shared between
As proposed by the preapplicant, GDC 4 is consistent with modules; however, the control room and primary sodium
Criterion 5 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.1.5 of processing subsystem (PSPSS) will be shared among
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with the following three exceptions modules in a plant. The preapplicant does not classify the
which involve only NUREG-0968. First, to account for control room, which is shared among all the nine modules,

the presence of sodium, NUREG-0968 adds the following as a safety-related structure and control system. The
phrase on protection against sodium reactions at the end of staff's evaluation of the control room is given in
the first sentence of GDC 4: "including the effects of Section 13.2.3 of this report.
sodium.., and [its] ... aerosols and combustion products. _

The intent of this additional phrase is to require that the Although the preapplicant has classified the PSPSS as
plant be designed and constructed with special safety-related, it is shared among the three modules of a
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power block. As discussed in PSID Section 9.5, the staff believes that these additional requirements, although
PSPSS is not used during power operation. The PSPSS is unique to LMRs, are details that are contained within the
designed to remove impurities from the sodium in the generalities of GDC 10 of 10 CFR Part 50. Therefore,
reactor vessel during refueling and hot standby conditions these additional paragraphs need not be added to the
and from the sodium in the primary sodium storage vessel. GDC 10 for the PRISM design.
It is not designed to shut down a module, cool a module,

or mitigate the consequences of an accident involving a Therefore, GDC 10 is acceptable as written for the PRISM
module. Althaugh the sharing of the PSPSS in a power design.
block appears to meet GDC 5, the preapplicant should
specifically address why the sharing of the safety-related GDC 11: Reactor Inherent Protection
PSPSS meets the requirements in GDC 5.

This criterion requires that the nuclear characteristics of
The requirements in GDC 5 are independent of the design the core provide a prompt negative reactivity feedback to
of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that positive reactivity insertions while the plant is in a transient
this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design, during any operating mode in the power operating range.
GDC 5 is consistent with Criterion 6 of NUREG-0968 and

Criterion3.1.6 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC5, No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
therefore, is acceptable as written for the PRISM design, preapplicant stated that the fuel Doppler effect for the

PRISM core provides prompt and strongly negative
GDC 10: Reactor Design reactivity feedback which is needed to mitigate the effects

of reactivity transients. The analysis of accident conditions
This criterion requires that there be assurance in the plant will use conservative values of the Doppler coefficient.

design that fuel design limits will not be exceeded during The core expansion and fuel assembly bowing are
normal aperation and anticipated operational occurrences, predicted to provide additional negative reactivity feedback

for transients. These reactivity effects will be verified in
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The the prototype testing of the Safety Test Program for
preapplicant stated that maintenance of fuel rod structural PRIS_q, discussed in Chapter 14 of this report.
integrity with design limits is a design requirement for
normal and anticipated operational occurrences. Although The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
the preapplicant does not refer to control and protection design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant
systems to ensure that fuel design limits are not exceeded that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
in its discussion of GDC 10, these will have to be designed design. GDC 11 is consistent with Criterion9 of
with adequate margin if they are being relied upon by the NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.2.2 of ANSI/
PRISM designers. The fuel research and development ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 11 is, therefore, acceptable as
program discussed in Chapters 4 and 14 is designed to written for the PRISM design.
provide the fuel normal operating and limiting condition

parameters necessary to define normal and off-normal In the PRISM design, a failure to scram and a total loss of
operating limits, flow without coastdown could result in sodium boiling, and

a severe power excursion and core disruption. The staff is,
The requirements in this criterion are independent of the therefore, concerned that there are certain events that could
design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant lead to sodium boiling and, thus, the PRISM design may
that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM not meet GDC 11. The question of whether a reactor

design, design can be acceptable if its overall inherent reactivity
tends to increase under specific conditions or accidents,

GDC 10 is consistent with Criterion 8 of NUREG-0968 even though the conditions require the multiple failures of
and Criterion 3.2.1 of ANS1/ANS-54.1-1989 with two redundant and diverse safety-grade systems, is a policy
exceptions. The first is that NUREG-0968 deletes the issue that was presented to the Commission (Ref. 3.1).
word "core" following the word "reactor" in the first See Section 3.1.2 of this report. The preapplicant should

sentence so that GDC 10 would not be limited to the address the staff's concern about whether the design meets
reactor core. The staff concludes that this is not important GDC 11.
for the PRISM design.

GDC 12: Suppression of Reactor Power Oscillations
Exception two is that ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds several

paragraphs of requirements to GDC 10 for LMRs. After This criterion requires that the core and associated systems
reviewing these paragraphs in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, the be designed to ensure that power oscillations cannot exceed
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fuel design limits or that the oscillations can be reliably Vessel Code and Code Case N-47 for elevated reactor
detected and suppressed, vessel temperatures. Because of the low operating

pressure and high operating temperatures, and because the

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The RCPB components are fabricated of highly ductile stainless
preapplicant stated that the PRISM core is small compared steel material, the potential for rapidly propagating failure
to the average neutron mean free path and, therefore, the of the RCPB is considered negligible. Seals in the RCPB
core is tightly coupled neutronically which will prevent are monitored for leakage.
spatial instability. The strong fuel Doppler coefficient has
been shown by analysis to ensure a stable response to The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
reactivity perturbations at full power, design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant

that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
The requirements in this criterion are independent of the design. GDC 14 is consistent with Criterion 12 of
design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.2.5 of ANSI/
that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 14 is, therefore, acceptable as
design. GDC 12 is consistent with Criterion 10 of written for the PRISM design.
NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.2.3 of ANSI/

ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 12 is, therefore, acceptable as

written for the PRISM design. GDC 15: Reactor Coolant System Design

This criterion requires that the reactor coolant system and
GDC 13: Instnmlentation and Control its associated systems are designed with sufficient margin

to prevent the design conditions from being exceeded

This criterion requires sufficient instrumentation and during normal conditions and anticipated operational
controls to monitor and maintain system variables within occurrences.

their prescribed operating ranges throughout normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
accidents, preapplicant stated that the reactor coolant system and

associated auxiliary, control, and protection systems are
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. "I]3e designed with sufficient margin to ensure that GDC 14 is
preapplicant stated that instrumentation and controls are met. Consistent with the safety classification, the systems
provided to monitor and control neutron flux, control rod and components will be designed to the appropriate
position, chemical composition, temperatures, pressures, sections of the ASME Code and code cases. The normal
flows, and levels as necessary to ensure that adequate plant operating conditions and the nature and frequency of
safety can be maintained for normal operating conditions, anticipated operational occurrences will be included in the
anticipated operating conditions, and accidents, design analyses.

The requirements in this criterion are independent of the The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant
that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
design. GDC 13 is consistent with Criterion 11 of design.
NUREG-4)968 and Criterion 3.2.4 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-

1989. GDC 13 is, therefore, acceptable as written for the GDC 15, is consistent with Criterion 13 of NUREG-0968
PRISM design, and Criterion 3.2.6 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that

both documents added the phrase "sodium heating system"
to the list of systems associated with the reactor coolant

GDC 14: Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary system. The addition of the sodium heating system to the
GDC for the PRISM is discussed in Section 3.2.4.2 below.

This criterion requires a high integrity for the reactor The preapplicant should address why the additional phrase
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) and a low probability "sodium heating system" should not be accepted for the
of gross rupture of this boundary. PRISM design for this GDC.

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The

preapplicant stated that the RCPB will be designed and A modified GDC 15 adding the phrase "sodium cooling
constructed to applicable sections of the American Society system" to the list of systems is acceptable for the PRISM
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure design.
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GDC 16: Containment Design Therefore, GDC 16 is acceptable as written for the PRISM
design. The Commission's decision on the containment

This criterion requires that a reactor containment and policy issue discussed above may relax the current
associated systems be provided to establish an essentially requirements.
leak-tight barrier against uncontrolled release of

radioactivity to the environment and ensure that important In PSID Section G.4.1, the preapplicant stated that the
containment design conditions are not exceeded during refueling enclosure would be part of the containment
postulated accidents, pressure boundary during refueling. This is discussed in

Section 6.6 of this report; however, the preapplicant has
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The not explained how the GDC 16 for the PRISM design may
preapplicant stated in PSID Section G.4.1 that the PRISM affect the design of this enclosure.
containment design is an upper containment dome above

the reactor closure head and a lower containment vessel GDC 17: Electric Power Systems
connecting to the closure head. The containment dome

and the containment vessel are designed to have a design This criterion requires a highly reliable onsite and offsite

leakage during accidents no greater than 1.0 percent and electric power system to ensure that electric power will be
0.1 percent volume per day, respectively. The upper and available to the systems and components important to
lower containment regions have different design leakage safety. The reliability of the electric power is to ensure
requirements because the upper region is not required to that the SSCs will be able to perform their safety
contain primary sodium leaks, as is the case for the lower functions.

region. The containment pressure boundary will be

designed to meet NRC containment boundary No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
requirements, preapplicant described the onsite and offsite electric power

systems for the PRISM design in PSID Sections 3.1.2.8,
The requirements in this criterion are independent of the 8.2, and 8.3.
design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant

that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
design, design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant

that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
GDC 16 is consistent with Criterion 14 of NUREG-O968 design.
and Criterion 3.2.7 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 except that
ANSI/ANS-54.1 refers to confinements in addition to GDC 17 is consistent with Criterion 15 of NUREG-4:)968
containments and an "effective" barrier instead of a and Criterion 3.2.8 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with the

leaktight barrier. These exceptions change GDC 16 as following two exceptions:
follows: (1) relaxes the requirement for an essentially

leaktight structure that is typical for LWRs and (2) allows (1) The words "normal operation, including" have been
filtered, vented containments (these may have higher leak added in front of "anticipated operational
rates than current LWRs, but will meet the same occurrences" in Item (1) of the GDC in
requirements on dose consequences as these LWRs). NUREG-0968.

The staff does not make a distinction between containment (2) Requirements for station blackout are specified in a
and confinement structures; therefore, the word separate paragraph in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.
"confinement" is not used in the GDC. The issue of

permitting containments to have a design and tested The first exception is to include normal operating
leakage greater than "essentially leaktight" in GDC 16 is conditions with anticipated operational occurrences in

a policy issue that was presented to the Commission assuring that "specified acceptable fuel design limits and
(ReL 3.1). See Sections 3.1.2.3 and 3.2.10 of this report, design conditions of the reactor coolant boundary are not
The Commission approved the staff's recommendation to exceeded." 'the staff believes that the preapplieant should
restrict the leakage of the containment to be less than that address why the additional phrase on normal operation, as
needed to meed the acceptable onsite and offsite dose given in NUREG-0968, should not be included in this

consequence limits (Ref. 3.46). Therefore, the GDC for the PRISM design.
Commission agreed that the containment leakage for

advanced reactors, similar to and including PRISM, The second exception is to add a paragraph with
should not be required to meet the "essentially leaktight" requirements for station blackout. After reviewing this
statement in GDC 16. paragraph, the staff believes these additional requirements
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are details that are contained within the generalities of "accident conditions." The second change does not alter
GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50 and, therefore, are not the radiation exposure limits for operators in the control

needed, room during an accident; therefore, the radiation protection
necessary to meet this limit is still required. The

Therefore, a modified GDC 17 with the phrase "normal preapplicant does not propose to delete the reference to
operation, including" added to the criterion is acceptable "cold shutdown" of the reactor, where the refueling
for the PRISM design, temperature for the PRISM design is at least 478 K

(400 °F) to prevent the sodium from freezing.
GDC 18: Inspection and Testing of Electric Power

Systems The preapplicant stated that equipment needed to operate
and shut down the plant, and to maintain safe control of

This criterion requires that the electric power system for the reactor modules, will be located in the control room;
the plant be designed to allow for periodic inspection and however, because the inherently safe design ,esponds to
testing to ensure that electric power will be available to the accidents without any _eed for operators, special protection
systems and components important to safety, features have not been providedfor the operators. In the

event the control room must be vacated, the reactor

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The modules can be maintained in a hot shutdown condition for

preapplicant stated that the alternating current (ac) and an extended time using the remote shutdown facilities
direct current (dc) systems will be designed to be tested located in either the reactor service building or the

during plant operation in accordance with the IEEE individual reactor module.
Standard 338-1977 and NRC RG 1.118 (Ref. 3.21).

Except for the reference to "cold shutdown," theset

The requirements in this criterion are independent of the requirements are independent of the plant design. The
design of the plant. The staff agrees with the preapplicant staff agrees with the preapplicant that GDC 19 is
that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM applicable to the PRISM.
design. GDC 18 is consistent with Criterion 16 of
NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.2.9 of ANSI/ The preapplicant's proposed GDC 19 for the PRISM
ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 18 is, therefore, acceptable as design is consistent with Criterion 17 of NUREG-0968 and
written for the PRISM design. Criterion 3.2.10 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with the

following exceptions:
GDC 19: Control Room

(1) Consistent with NUREG-O968 and ANSI/ANS-
This criterion requires that (1) a control room be designed 54.1-1989, the phrase "including loss-of-coolant
to permit access and occupancy under all normal and accidents" after the words "accident conditions'in

postulated accident conditions and (2)the maximum the first sentence of GDC 19 is deleted. The
occupational exposure to operators under accident phrase ", including those conditions from sodium
conditions be 5 rem whole body or its equivalent. In ... reactions" has been added.

addition, equipment at appropriate locations outside the
control room shall be provided with a (1) design capability (2) The word "postulated" has been added twice to
for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, including modify the words "accident conditions" in both

necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit documents.
in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) potential
capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor (3) The entire Item 2 of the second paragraph in the
through the use of suitable procedures. GDC has been deleted in both documents to remove

the reference to cold shutdown, which is not

The following two changes were proposed to this applicable to sodium-cooled reactors, and the
GDC: (1) delete the phrase ", including loss-of-coolant phrase "and with a design capability for subsequent

accidents" after "accident conditions" in the last part of the control of the reactor at any coolant temperature
first sentence in the GDC and (2) delete the word lower than that during the hot shutdown" was added

"adequate" from the phrase "adequate radiation protection in NUREG-0968.
shall be provided." These changes are not discussed by
the preapplicant; however, the first acknowledges the (4) The phrase ", including anticipated operational
reduced importance of LOCAs for the low-pressure, occurrences" has been added after the words "under

pool-type PRISM design and still requires that the control normal condition" in the first sentence of GDC 19
room will be maintained in a safe condition under all in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.
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For the first exception, the phrase ", including the loss-of- important to safety and that may be needed to mitigate
coolant accident" should be deleted from GDC 19 and the accidents.

phrase ", including those conditions from sodium ...
reactions" should be added. The intent of this additional No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
phrase, as in GDC 4 above, is to require that the plant be preapplicant stated that the reactor protection system (RPS)

designed and constructed with special consideration given trips will (1) release all control rods and operate rod
to the effects of sodium. Because of the high chemical drive-in motors, assuring full rod insertion, not exceeding
activity of sodium, leaks and spills can lead to chemical design fuel limits and (2) initiate primary sodium coolant
reactions, fires, and reaction products not possible in pump coastdown, containment isolation, and plant control
LWRs and, therefore, special measures need to be taken, system adjustments to respond to the reactor trip. The
The preapplicant should address why the additional phrase RPS will be designed to accepted codes and standards to be
on protection against sodium reactions should not be highly reliable and testable with redundant input and output
included in the GDC 19 for the PRISM design, channels, separated logic elements, and single-failure

capability.
For the second and fourth exceptions, the use of the word

"postulated" in the phrase "postulated accident conditions" The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
and the addition of the phrase ", including anticipated plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that
operational occurrences" to modify "normal operation" are this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.
not considered important and the preapplicant does not GDC 20 is consistent with Criterion 18 of NUREG-0968
have to address these changes. The word "postulated" and Criterion 3.3.1 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 20 is,
does not need to be added to the phrase "accident therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design.

conditions" for the appropriate accident conditions to be
applied to the design. It is also not necessary to include GDC 21: Protection System Reliability and Testability
"anti¢ipated operational occurrences" with normal

conditions when GDC 19 requires the control room to be This criterion requires a highly reliable RPS which has a
designed for accident conditions, single-failure capability and can be tested with the reactor

at power without loss of its safety function.
In the third exception, the reference to "cold shutdown"
should be modified for the PRISM because an equivalent No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The

LWR reactor condition of "cold" shutdown is not preapplicant stated that the RPS includes automated on-line
applicable to sodium-cooled reactors. The PRISM design testing and that all channels used during power operation

i has a hot shutdown tempera_re of about 589 K (600 °F) are sufficiently redundant so that individual channel testing
and a refueling temperature of about 478 K (400 *F). The and calibration can be performed with the reactor at power
applicant should address whether Item 2 in GDC 19 should without loss of either the RPS shutdown function or single-

be revised to refer to these lower temperature conditions, failure capability. Information will be available to the
operator on the status of the RPS.

The preapplicant's safety classification for the control The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
room, and the equipment therein, disagrees with the plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that
position of the staff and is discussed in Section 13.2.3 of this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.
this report. The use of safety-grade equipment to reduce GDC 21 is consistent with Criterion 19 of NUREG-0968
p ,wer to hot shutdown and perhaps refueling is discussed and Criterion 3.3.2 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 21 is,
in Section 5.7 of this report. This is one of the policy therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design.
issues that the staff presented to the Commission

(Ref. 3.1). See Sections 3.1.2.6 and 3.2.10 of this report. GDC 22: Protection System Independence

The preapplicant's proposed GDC is acceptable for the This criterion requires that the RPS be designed to

PRISM design. (1) prevent loss of its safety function resulting from the
effects of natural phenomena, normal operation,
maintenance, testing, and accidents, and (2) include aspects

GDC 20: Protection System Functions of diversity in the performance of its safety function.

This criterion requires that the RPS automatically respond No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
(1) to prevent the fuel from exceeding its design limits and preapplicant stated that the RPS has defenses against the
(2) to initiate appropriate systems and components loss of the protection function from such natural
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phenomena as tornado, flood, earthquake, and fire. It is GDC 24: Separation of Protection and Control Systems
tested and qualified for extreme environmental conditions,
and the equipment cabinets, tests, and maintenance will This criterion requires sufficient separation of the two

prevent failure from normal wear, dust, or dirt. The RPS systems so that a failure, or taking out of service, of any
will be designed with redundant logic trains and reactor single component or channel, either within the control

trip devices, and engineered safety feature actuation system or common to the lIPS, will not prevent the RPS
devices are physically separated and electrically isolated, from meeting its reliability, redundancy, and independence
Functional diversity will be included in the RPS. requirements and performing its safety function. Because

the lIPS and the control system need the same process

The requirements in this criterion are independent of the information to perform their functions, the systems may
plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that share components and channels.
this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.
GDC 22 is consistent with Criterion 20 of NUREG-0968 No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
and Criterion 3.2.3 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 22 is, preapplicant stated that the components common to both
therefore, acceptable as written for the PRISM design, the lIPS and the control system are the lIPS sensors and

signal conditioning equipment. The lIPS is separate and
distinct from the control system, and the control system

GDC 23: Protection System Failure Modes input signals are transferred from the RPS by RPS optical
isolators which are designed to isolate the RPS from the

This criterion requires the RPS to be designed so that, if control system. No credible failure at the isolator will
the system fails or is in a faulted condition, it will fail into prevent the corresponding RPS channel from performing
a safe state for the reactor, its safety function, and adequacy of this system separation

under faulted conditions will be tested. The control system

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The is designed so that a single failure of a sensor will not
preapplicant stated that the RPS is designed with cause a control system malfunction requiring the RPS to
consideration of the most probable failure modes of the function. The RPS will be designed to appropriate codes
components. Where practical, channel and logic circuit and standards.

failures will result in a reactor trip. Fault-tolerant circuit
architecture is incorporated in the design of the RPS to The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
minimize adverse effects of faults, on-line channel plant design; thus, the staff agrees with the preapplicant
monitoring and testing to detect channel failures, and that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
divisional redundancy to prevent single-failure loss of the design. GDC 24 is consistent with Criterion 22 of
safety function. Failure modes and effects analyses will be NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.3.5 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-
performed to assess the faulted performance capabilities of 1989. GDC 24 is, therefore, acceptable for the PRISM
the design to perform its safety function, design.

The requirements in this criterion are independent of the GDC 25: Protection System Requirements for
plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that Reactivity Control Malfunctions
this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.

This criterion requires that the RPS be designed to prevent
fuel design limits from beilg exceeded during any

GDC 23 is consistent with Criterion 21 of NUREG-0968 anticipated operational occurrence involving a single
and Criterion 3.2.4 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 except that reactivity control system malfunction.
both documents add the phrase "sodium and sodium

reaction products," to the list of postulated adverse No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
environments in GDC 23. Sodium and ._dium reaction preapplicant stated that the inherent shutdown capability of
products are additional adverse environments that the the PRISM design, coupled with _Ihe safety-grade heat
PRISM design should address. The preapplicant should removal system (reactor vessel air cooling system), will
address why this phrase should not be added to the ensure that fuel design limits are not exceeded for a
GDC 23 for the PRISM design, postulated single control rod withdrawal without a reactor

trip. However, the RPS would detect the reactivity change
Therefore, a modified GDC 23, with the addition of the associated with the rod withdrawal and would shut down

phrase "sodium and sodium reaction products," is proposed the reactor, to prevent the fuel design limits from being
for the PRISM design, exceeded.
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The requirements in this criterion are independent of the (2) NUREG-0968 changed the requirements in the
plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that criterion for one system to reliably control

this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design, reactivity changes and the other system to reliably
control the rate of reactivity changes, both to

GDC 25 is consistent with Criterion 23 of NUREG-0968 prevent fuel design limits from being exceeded, to

and Criterion 3.3.6 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that the requirements that both systems independently
NUREG-0968 did not include the phrase "(rod ejection or and reliably sense and respond to off-normal
dropout)" of control rods in the last line of GDC 25. conditions with one system to prevent fuel design

These words were deleted from the criterion in limits from being exceeded and the other system to
NUREG-0968 because they were not considered applicable ensure that the capability of cooling the core is
to the CRBRP design. The preapplicant should address maintained.
why this phrase should not be deleted from its proposed
GDC 25 for the PRISM design. (3) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds the sentences that

"Suitable independence and diversity shall be
A modified GDC 25 with the deletion of rod ejection and provided to assure adequate protection against
dropout is acceptable for the PRISM design, common cause failures." and "Each of the means of

reactivity control shall be capable of performing its
nuclear safety function with a single active failure."

GDC 26: Reactivity Control System Redundancy and

Capability (4) NUREG-0968 adds the following sentence: "Each

system has sufficient worth, assuming failure of any
This criterion requires that there be at least two single active component, to shut down the reactor
independent reactivity control systems of different design from any operating condition to zero power and
principles for diversity of control in responding to normal maintain subcriticality at the hot shutdown
operation and off-normal conditions, without exceeding temperature of the coolant, with allowance for the

fuel design limits. One system shall t,se control rods, the maximum reactivity associated with any anticipated
other shall be capable of holding the core subcritical under operational occurrence or postulated accident."
cold conditions.

(5) Both documents replace the reference to "cold
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The conditions" in the last sentence of the criterion to a
preapplicant stated in PSID Section G.4.2.2 that the reference to conditions where the coolant

PRISM design has multiple and diverse means for temperature is lower than normal operating
i reactivity control and reactor shutdown. Although, as temperatures.

discussed above for GDC 19, an equivalent LWR reactor

condition of cold shutdown is not applicable to the PRISM The first exception, delel!ng the statement that "one of two
design, the preapplicant did not propose deleting the systems shall use control rods," has not been proposed by
reference to "cold conditions" in the last line of the the preapplicant. There is also no reference to xenon
criterion, burnup in NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-0968

because the higher flux spectrum in LMRs significantly
The requirements in this criterion, except for the reference reduces the importance of xenon in LMR cores compared
to "cold shutdown," are independent of the plant design, to LWRs. The preapplicant should address why this
The staff agrees with the preapplieant that this criterion is reference should not be deleted from the GDC 26 for the

applicable to the PRISM design. PRISM design.

GDC 26 is consistent with Criterion 24 of NUREG-0968 The issues of permitting an advanced reactor design which
and Criterion 3.3.7 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with the does not have control rods was presented to the
following exceptions: Commission. The staff concluded that a reactivity control

system without control rods should not necessarily
disqualify a reactor design. The Commission approved the

(1) Both documents delete the statement that "one of staff's position regarding this requirement (Ref. 3.46).
the two systems shall use control rods, preferably

including a positive means for inserting the rods," For the second exception, NUREG-0968 revised GDC 26

and the phrase "(including xenon burnup)," in the to require that both reactivity control systems
second sentence and in the second-to-the-last independently and reliably sense and respond to off-normal

sentence, respectively, of the criterion, conditions. One system is used to prevent fuel design
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limits from being exceeded and the other system is used to system (ECCS), of reliably controlling core reactivity
ensure that the capability of cooling the core is maintained, changes to ensure, under postulated accident conditions and
As stated in NUREG-0968, the intent of the revised with margin for stuck control rods, the capability to
GDC 26 was to require two independent reactivity control maintain a cooled core.
systems of different design principles, each capable of
responding to off-normal events. One system was to The exception proposed to this GDC is to delete the words
maintain the fuel within design limits; the other system was "in conjunction with poison addition by the emergency
to maintain core coolability. These requirements are a core cooling system." The preapplicant stated that poison
more conservative criterion to account for inherent addition by the ECCS is not a design feature for the

differences in nuclear characteristics between LWRs and PRISM as it is for LWRs. A system of active control rods
the CRBRP design. The preapplicant does not have to is supplied for the PRISM core. This system has
address these changes, redundant and diverse core shutdown methods designed to

shut down the reactor and bring the core to refueling
The third and fourth exceptions (listed above) are m add temperatures (1) with the single highest worth rod
_;entencesto GDC 26. These changes state more clearly withdrawn from the core (including rod worth uncertainties
requirements for the. reactivity control systems concerning and the additional shutdown margin) and (2) with only one
sinRle failures in the system. The preapplicant should of six rods inserted, not including the additional shutdown
address why these changes should not be added to the margin.
GDC 26 for the PRISM design.

GDC 27 was written for LWRs where boron addition from

The fifth exception treats the fact that the LWR equivalent the ECCS is used to control reactivity changes during
of cold shutdown or cold condition does not apply to accidents. The PRISM design, a pool-type reactor, does
LMRs with coolants that freeze above the boiling not rely on the addition of poison and the PRISM design
temperature of water. This is also discussed under does not have an ECCS. Deleting the references to poison
GDC 18 and GDC 25. The preapplicant should address addition and the ECCS from GDC 27 would still require

why the reference to "cold conditions" should not be that the reactivity control systems are designed "to have a
revised in the GDC 26 for the PRISM design, combined capability of reliably controlling reactivity

changes to assure that under postulated acciden_ _nditions
A modified GDC 26 with the addition of these more and with appropriate margin for stuck rods the capability
clearly stated requirements for the reactivity control to cool the core is maintained."
system, the deletion of the reference to "xenon burnup"
and "cold shutdown," and the additional sentences from _utthe reference to a system of poison addition by the

NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-0968 is acceptable for , the requirements on the reactivity control systems
the PRISM design. ,as revised criterion are independent of the plant

design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that this

The GDC 26 requirement for an independent and diverse criterion is applicable to the PRISM design.
means of reactivity control is provided in the PRISM
design by the inherent reactivity feedback of the design The preapplicant's proposed GDC 27 for the PRISM
which, according to the designers, brings the reactor to design is consistent with Criterion 25 of NUREG-0968 and
zero power upon loss of flow or loss of a normal heat Criterion 3.3.8 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 in that both
removal path, even if there is a failure to scram. This is documen'_ have deleted the requirement for poison
acceptable to the staff as a means of meeting GDC 26 and addition by the ECCS, but with the following exceptions:
the minimum level of safety criteria discussed in
Section 3.1.1 of this report, provided that certain
conditions can be met (see Section 7.2.5.1). Adequacy of (1) ANSI/ANS-54.1 states that "each of the reactivity
the proposed design to meet the purpose of this GDC control [systems] shall be designed to independently

through passive feedbacks should be demonstrated by prevent fuel damage limits from being exceeded ...
prototype testing before the design certification stage, assuming failure of any single active component."

GDC 27: Combined Reactivity Control Systems (2) NUREG-0968 revises the statement that the
Capability reactivity control systems shall be designed to have

"a combined capability ... of reliably controlling
This criterion requires that the reactivity control systems reactivity changes" to state "an independent
be designed to have a combined capability, in conjunction capability of reliably sensing and responding to off-
with poison addition from the emergency-core cooling normal conditions."
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The first exception repeats the requirements in the revised The preapplicant's proposed GDC 28 is consistent with
GDC 26 that two independent reactivity control systems NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.3.9 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-
are required. These requirements do not have to be 1989 with the following exceptions:
repea_l in GDC 27.

(1) In listing accidents, ANSI/ANS-54.1 also deletes
The second exception was required for the CRBRP design "rod dropout," revises rod ejection to "accidental
because of the inherent differences in nuclear withdrawal of control rod(s)," and changes cold
characteristics between LWRs and the CRBRP design, water injection to "cold sodium addition."
The preapplicant should address why this exception should
not be added to the GDC 27 for PRISM. (2) NUREG-0968 has replaced GDC 28 with two

additional criterion concerning the heat transport
The proposed GDC 27 with the addition of requirements system design and adequate reactor coolant
on reliably sensing and responding to off-normal conditions inventory, which are unique to the CRBRP design.
is acceptable for the PRISM design.

The first exception concerns the postulated reactivity
ac_identz that are applicable to the PRISM design, instead

GDC 28: Reactivity Limits of to an LWR. Rod dropout is not applicable to the
PRISM design. Withdrawal of control rod(s) is more

This criterion requires that the reactivity control systems applicable than rod ejection. Cold sodium addition is more
be designed to prevent the potential amount and rate of applicable than cold water addition. The preapplicant
reactivity increase in postulated reactivity accidents from should address why these changes should not be made to
significantly damaging the reactor coolant pressure the GDC 28 for the PRISM design.
boundary and impairing the capability to cool the core.
The list of accidents to be considered, however, include The second exception is the addition of two criteria to the
two specific to LWRs and not applicable to the PRISM PRISM design concerning the heat transport system and
design: steam line rupture and cold water addition, adequate reactor coolant inventory. See the discussion on

GDC 29 (below). These additional criteria are discussed
in Section 3.2.4 on an additional criterion to the GDC on

The preapplicant proposed an e,'xception to this GDC to the heat transport system and in the discussion (below) on

delete the phrases "steam line rup_re" and "cold water GDC 33, reactor coolant makeup, respectively.
addition" from the postulated reactivity accidents listed in
the last sentence of the GDC. The preapplicant stated that The proposed GDC 28, with the additional changes
these two accidents are specific to LWRs and are not concerning rod dropout, withdrawal of rods, and cold

applicable to the PRISM design. These are not significant sodium addition, is acceptable for the PRISM design.
accidents for the design because there is an intermediate

heat exchanger between the steam generator and the core, GDC 29: Protection Against Anticipated Operational
and the reactor coolant is sodium, not water. Occurrences

This criterion requir_ • that the RPS and t;.le reactivity
The reactivity control system is designed to reliably control control system be designed to assure a high probability that
normal reactor operations and the reactor protection system they will accomplish their safety functions.
is designed to reliably detect off-normal events. Rod

ejection is prevented by a mechanical control driveline and No exception is proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant
mechanism, and by having the rod bundle weight greater stated that both the RPS and the plant reactivity control
than the uplift force of the core flow. The core support system are being designed with sufficient redundancy,

, structures, vessel, and internal components are also testability, and reliability to provide assurance that the
designed for the anticipated attes and magnitudes of systems will perform their intended functions. The
temperature changes that are calculated to occur in systems contain fault-tolerant architec,are and on-line

postulated reactivity accidents, testing and monitoring. The reactivity control system will
take protective actions to automatically keep the reactor

After deleting references to steam line break and cold within its safe operating range. The RPS will

water addition, the requiremeuts in this revised criterion independently act to shut down the reactor if the control
are independent of the plant design. The staff agrees with system does not shut it down. The reactivity control
the preapplicant that this criterion is applicable to the system is designed to reliably control normal reactor
PRISM design, operations and the reactor protection system is designed to
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reliably detect off-normal events. See also the discussions No exception is proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant
of the RPS and the reactivity control systems in sections on stated that the RCPB comprises the reactor vessel,
GDC 20 to GDC 28, above, intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), and reactor closure.

This boundary will be designed, fabricated, erected, and
The requirements in this criterion are independent of the tested to the highest quality standards. Monitoring
plant design. The staff agrees with the preapplicant that instrumentation in the reactor vessel/containment annulus
this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design, and in the reactor closure head will provide continuous
GDC 29 is consistent with Criterion 32 of NUREG-0968 boundary leak detection. Reactor vessel coolant level
and Criterion 3.3.10 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except for instrumentation will detect leaks in the IHX.
the following:

Internal components of the refueling machine will become
pert of the RCPB during refueling. The preapplicant has

(1) ANSI/ANS-54.1 adds a paragraph on requirements not addressed how this criterion and GDC 31 and 32 will
to protect against anticipated transients without affect the design of the machine. The use of this machine
scram (ATWS), an anticipated operational outside of the upper dome containment differs from the use

occurrence, of refueling machines for LWRs.

(2) NUREG-0968 lists two, additional criterion, The requirements in GDC 30 are independent of the design
Criteria 26 and 27, which are unique to the CRBRP of the plant; thus, the staff agrees with the preapplicant
design concerning the heat transport system design that this criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM
and adequate reactor coolant inventory, design. GDC 30 is consistent with Criterion 28 of

NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.2 of ANSI/

The first exception concerns possibly additional ANS-54.1-1989, except that the second sentence of
requirements on ATWS being listed in the revised GDC 29 GDC 30, which requires the detection and location of
for the PRISM design. It is not considered necessary to RCPB leaks, is not included in Criterion 3.4.2. However,
add these requirements to the current GDC 29 because ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 does have this requirement (for
ATWS are just one group of anticipated operational detection and location of RCPB leaks) as a criterion for
occurrences. GDC 29 applies to all anticipated operational RCPB inspection and surveillance. The requirement for
occurrence, including ATWS. The preapplicant does not detection and location of RCPB leaks should remain in
have to address this exception. GDC 30; the preapplicant does not need to address this

exception.
The second exception which is also discussed under
GDC 28 (above), is the addition of two criteria to the Therefore, GDC 30 is acceptable as written for the PRISM

PRISM design concerning the heat transport system and design.
adequate reactor coolant inventory. These additional
criteria are discussed (below) in Section 3.2.4 on an GDC 31: Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant

additional criterion to the GDC on the heat tram,Vort Pressure Boundary
system and in the discussion below on GDC 33, reactor
coolant makeup, respectively. This criterion requires that the RCPB be designed with

sufficient margin and with consideration of certain
Therefore, GDC 29 is acceptable as written for the PRISM conditions (i.e., service temperatures, conditions of the
design, boundary material, and uncertainties in material properties,

effects of irradiation, internal stresses, and size of flaws)
to avoid brittle and rapidly propagating fractures thus

GDC 30: Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure minimizing the likelihood of RCPB leaks greater than those

Boundary assumed in the design basis.

GDC 30 requires that the reactor coolant pressure No exception is proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant
boundary (RCPB) be designed, fabricated, erected, and stated that the reactor vessel, IHX, and reactor closure
tested to the highest quality standards practical and that head will be fabricated of materials capable of meeting the

means be provided to detect and locate, if practical, leaks deformation and fatigue failure modes in accordance with
from the RCPB. The reactor cover gas space for LMRs, the specifications of ASME Code Service Levels A, B, and
including the PRISM design, is considered within the C (except for the closure head which never exceeds 700 K
RCPB and is also discussed in the sections on GDC 32, (800 °F)) as defined in Appendix T to ASME Code Case
55, 56, and 57. N-47, "Safety Class I Components." The purity of the
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coolant will be maintained to prevent material damage, apply to the PRISM design and the preapplicant does not
sodium freezing, and plugging. The RCPB is sufficiently need to address this exception.
shielded or separated from the core that the effects of

neutron fluence on material properties over the life of the The fourth exception would replace the phrase "under
plant should be negligible, operating" with the phrase "under normal operations,

including anticipated operational occurrences'; however,

The requirements in this criterion and the list of conditions this is not considered important for the PRISM design and
are independent of the design of the plant; thus, the staff the preapplicant does not have to address this exception.
agrees with the preapplicant that this criterion is directly Therefore, a modified GDC 31 with additions concerning
applicable to the PRISM design, coolant chemistry, service degradation, creep, fatigue, and

stress rupture is acceptable for the PRISM design.
The proposed GDC 31 for the PRISM design is consistent
with Criterion 29 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.13 of Internal components of the refueling machine will become
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 except for the following: part of the RCPB during refueling. The preapplicant will

have to address how this criterion and GDC 30 and 33 will

(1) Both documents added the phrase "effects of affect the design of the machine. The use of this machine
coolant chemistry" to the phrase "effects of outside of the upper dome containment is different from
irradiation on material properties" ".o the second the use of refueling machines for LWRs.
item in the list of four items in the last sentence of

GDC 31 for which uncertainties must be considered GDC 32: Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure
in the design of the RCPB. Boundary

(2) NUREG-0968 added the phrase "service This criterion requires that the RCPB be designed to allow
degradation of material properties, creep, fatigue, for periodic inspections and an appropriate material
stress rupture," between "service temperatures" and surveillance program.
"and other conditions of the boundary material," to

reflect what the design _hall consider, in the first No exception is proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant
part of the second sentence of GDC 31. stated that the RCPB comprises the reactor vessel, IHX,

and reactor closure head. The RCPB will be inspected in
(3) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 added the phrase "and those accordance with the appropriate sections of the ASME

parts of other coolant boundaries that use the leak Code. The preapplicant will use what is considered an
before break principle to define design basis leaks" alternative examination method in the code and will include
after "the reactor coolant pressure boundary" in the a combination of continuous monitoring and remote vis_ml
first sentence to describe what parts of the RCPB video techniques. Because the external walls of the reactor
are affected by GDC 31. vessel and the annulus between the reactor vessel and

containment vessel will be continuously monitored, they
(4) Both documents replace the phrase "under are designed with inspection access ports for remote visual

operating" in the first and second sentences of inspection. The annulus space between the sodium level

GDC 31 with the phrase "under normal operations, and reactor closure head will be continuously monitored
including anticipated operational occurrences." and periodically inspected. The experience at test facilities

and experimental reactors with the continuous monitoring
The first and second exceptions would add the phrase devices being considered for the PRISM indicated that the
"coolant chemistry" and "service degradation of properties, devices were sensitive to sodium leaks. The preapplicant
creep, fatigue, stress rupture" to address unique concerns did not address the materials surveillance program for the
of CRBRP because of the high design and operating reactor vessel.
temperatures of the RCPB and the use of sodium as the

coolant. The preapplicant should address why these The requirements in this criterion are independent of the

phrases should not be added to GDC 31 for the PRISM design of the plant; therefore, the staff agrees with the
design, preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the

PRISM design. GDC 32 is consistent with Criterion 30 of
The preapplicant is not taking credit for leak before break NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.3 of ANSI/

in the design of the piping for the PRISM reactor coolant ANS-54.1-1989, except that the latter document extended

system. See the section on GDC 4. Therefore, the the criterion to include the reactor cover gas boundary and
addition ofthe phrase referring to componentsdesigned for added a requirement concerning detecting and locating
leak before break (in the third exception above) would not RCPB leakage.
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The extension of the proposed GDC to the reactor cover ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 for the PRISM design. This is a
gas boundary is not necessary because this cover gas criterion for the assurance of adequate reactor coolant

region is considered within the RCPB for the PRISM and inventory, the intent of which would be to require that the
CRBRP designs. The addition of a requirement to provide RCPB, associated components, and control and protection
detection and location of RCPB leakage is also not systems be designed to maintain an adequate inventory of
necessary because this requirement is in GDC 30, as coolant for the heat transport system to perform its safety

discussed above. The preapplicant does not need to functions. The preapplicant should address why this
address these exceptions, alternative GDC 33 should not be applied to the PRISM

design.
Therefore, GDC 32 is acceptable as written for the PRISM

design. Also, the use of remote visual video techniques The preapplicant stated that the RCPB for PRISM is
as an alternative examination method for meeting the designed to limit the loss of coolant so that an adequate
requirements of GDC 32 for the PRISM design appears to inventory is available at all times for the residmd heat
be acceptable. This will be reviewed in detail at the PSAR removal system to perform its safety functions. The
review stage, containment vessel ensures that the core will not be

uncovered and the core can be cooled even if the reactor

Internal components of the ref_ling machine will become vessel leaks.
part of the RCPB during refueling. The preapplicant will
have to address how this criterion and GDC 31 and 32 will Therefore, the alternative GDC 33 is acceptable for the
affect the design of the machine. The use of this machine PRISM design.
outside of the upper dome containment differs from how
refueling machines are used for LWRs. GDC 34: Residual Heat Removal

GDC 33: Reactor Coolant Makeup This criterion requires a reliable means of removing
reactor residual decay heat to maintain the fuel and RCPB

This criterion requires a reactor coolant makeup system for within design limits assuming loss of offsite and onsite
the RCPB to prevent leakage or flow from small pipe electric power concurrent with a single failure. This
breaks from uncovering the core or causing coolant system is required to have suitable redundancy, leak
circulation in the core to be lost, and thus cooling to be detection, and isolation capabilities.
lost.

No exception is proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant
The preapplicant proposed an exception to this GDC to stated that each PRISM reactor module has its own

delete the phrase "and for offsite electric power system independent, passive, safety-grade, s_mtdown..heat-removal
operation (assuming onsite power is not available)" from system--the reactor vessel air cooling systext (RVACS).
the third sentence of the GDC. The preapplicant stated This system is designed to maintain conditioas within the

that a reactor coolant makeup system is not required for fuel and RCPB design limits without operator action and
the PRISM because of the low operating pressure of the during design-basis events, including natural l_henomena.
RCPB and the existing sodium pool. In effect, the The RVACS functions by the natural circulation )f outside
preapplicant is stating that this criterion is not applicable to air over the containment vessel. The RVACS has no
the PRISM design, moving parts and is operating all the time. Furthermore,

no operator action could shut it down or keep it from
The requirements in this criterion are not unique to functioning.
LWRS; however, because of the LMR ot _ratingconditions

of low coolant pressure, this criterion is not as important The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
for LMRs as it is for LWRs. For LWRs, the high coolant design of the plant; therefore, the staff agrees with the
pressure allows small breaks to release significant preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the
quantities of the coolant in a short time which _uld PRISM design.
uncover the core. There is no GDC 33 for LMRs in either

NUREG-O968 or ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, and the staff GDC 34 is consistent with Criterion 35 of NUREG-0968

agrees with the preapplicant that GDC 33 should not be and Criterion 3.4.7 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with the

applied to the PRISM design, following exceptions:

However, there is an alternative to GDC 33, "Assurance (1) Both documents added the phrase "to ultimate heat
of Adequate Reactor Coolant Inventory," in Criterion 27 sinks under all plant shu_rlown conditions following
of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.1 of normal operation, including anticipated operational
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occurrences, and postulatedaccidentconditions'in Exceptions 2, 5, and 6 (above) potentially add
the second sentence in the GDC to describe the heat requirements to GDC 34 on reliability, independence, and
flow from the reactor coolant system, diversity, and require two flow paths for the residual heat

removal system. Because GDC 34 refers to suitable
(2) Both documents added the word "reliably" to the redundancy in components and features, and suitable

second sentence to describe the act of heat removal interconnections so that even with loss of electric power
from the reactor coolant system, and a single failure, the system can still perform its safety

function, the existing words in GDC 34 are adequate to
(3) NUREG-0968 deleted the phrase "such that include these requirements from NUREG-0968 and

specified acceptable fuel design limits and the ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 and, therefore, these additional
design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure words are not considered necessary for GDC 34.
boundary are not exceeded."

For the third exception, the GDC 34 requirement that the
(4) Both documents added two additional requirements fuel and RCPB design limits should not be exceeded is

to the first paragraph, that "a passive boundary important and should not be deleted from the GDC;
shall normally separate reactor coolant from the therefore, this exception from NUREG-0968 should not be

working fluids of the reactor residual heat included in the revised GDC 34 for the PRISM design.
extraction system" and "any fluid in the residual
heat extraction system that is separated from the The fourth exception (above) concerns additional
reactor coolant by a single passive barrier shall not requirements on the residual heat removal system: a
be chemically reactive with the reactor coolant." passive barrier may be needed between the reactor coolant

ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989added another requirement to and the working fluid of the residual heat removal system,
keep the working fluid of the heat removal system the fluid in the heat removal system with a single passive
at a higher pressure than the reactor coolant system, barrier shall not react with the reactor coolant, and the

if there is a single passive barrier, so that leakage fluid in the residual heat removal system with a single
would be into the reactor coolant system, passive barrier will be at a higher pressure than the reactor

coolant. NUREG-0968 states that the barrier will normally
(5) Both doc_'lments added the phrase "independence exist in the plant design and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989

and diversity in systems" as additional capabilities requires the barrier.
of the heat removal system in the second paragraph,

It is not obvious that the residual heat removal system for
any design would have a different working fluid from the

(6) Both documents added the requirement for having reactor coolant system; however, this might be true for
at least two flow paths available for residual heat LMRs. Therefore, the preapplicant should address why
removal, the additional requirements (in the fourth exception) on

passive barriers, working fluids, and working fluid
pressure should not be included in a revised GDC 34 for

(7) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 added a paragraph to the the PRISM design.
criterion to specify acceptable methods to address
anticipated transien,_ without scram and station For the seventh exception (above), ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989

blackout, added a paragraph to specify acceptable methods to address
ATWS and station blackout. This detail is not necessary

The first exception (above) explains that (1) the heat flow for GDC 34 because this criterion would apply to all plant
is from the reactor coolant system to the ultimate heat shutdown conditions following normal operation, including

sinks and (2) the residual heat removal system should be anticipated operational occurrences, and postulated
designed for "all plant shutdown conditions following accidents. See the first exception discussed above. ATWS
normal operation, including anticipated operational and station blackout are examples of anticipated operational

occurrences, and postulated accident conditions." It is not occurrences and thus would be considered in applying
necessary to refer to the ultimate heat sink in GDC 34 GDC 34 to a reactor design without specifically identifying
because this requirement is in GDC 44. However, adding them in the criterion.
the phrase on plant shutdown conditions including

postulated accidents would only be adding the same woeds Therefore, a modified GDC 34 with the addition of the

to GDC 34 that already exist in other GDC. The phrases concemingthe(l) removal ofheatduringallplant
preapplicant should address why Item 2 above should not shutdown conditions including accidents and (2) passive
be included in the GDC 34 for the PRISM design, barriers between the residual heat removal system fluid and
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the reactor coolant, as discussed above, is acceptable for requirements on providing sufficient cooling to the core are
the PRISM design, equivalent because not exceeding fuel design limits is the

same as maintaining effective core cooling to prevent fuel
There is an issue of whether the RVACS, the single, and cladding damage and vice versa; however, the
passive, safety-related, residual heat removal system for requirements on the residual heat removal system in
the PRISM design, meets the "suitable redundancy in GDC 34 are not directed toward postulated accidents as
components and features, and suitableinterconnections" of they are for the emergency core cooling system in
GDC 34. This is discussed in Section 5.7 of this report. GDC 35. The requirements on suitable redundancy, leak
This is one of the policy issues the staff presented to the detection, and isolation capabilities in GDC 34 and 35 are
Commission in SECY-93-092 (Ref. 3.1). The the same.
Commission approved the staff's recommendations (see
Section 1.6 of this report) contained in SECY-93-092

(Ref. 3.46). For LWRs, the residual heat removal system is designed
for low-pressure conditions because the RCPB will be

GDC 35: Emergency Core Cooling depressurized when the system is used; the ECCS is
designed for high-pressure conditions because the RCPB

This criterion requires that a heat removal system to may not be depressurized when the ECCS is used.
supply emergency core cooling be provided and that the Therefore, for LWR designs, the residual heat removal
system be designed to prevent fuel and cladding damage system and the ECCS are two different systems, and there
and significant clad metal-water reaction from a loss of are two separate GDC. For LMR designs, the RCPB is at
coolant that could interfere with continued effective core low pressure, and only one system and one GDC are
cooling. This system is required to have suitable needed.
capabilitie_ for redundancy, leak detection, and isolation.
For LMRs, however, LOCAs and effect on cla£ding from

metal-water reactions are not important. If the criterion for the design of the residual heat removal
system applied to all reactor conditions including

The preapplicant stated that GDC 35 is not applicable to postulated accidents, then all the criteria in GDC 35 for an
the PRISM design because a LOCA is prevented by the emergency core cooling system would be included in the
containment vessel. The preapplicant is narrowly revised GDC 34. As discussed under GDC 34,
interpreting GDC 35 to require that a system be provided Criterion 35 of NUREG-01968 and Criterion 3.4.7 of

only for a LOCA, which is very important for LWRs but ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 added a phrase to the GDC to
not important for LMRs, .and, concluding, because the include "all plant shutdown conditions following normal
PRISM design does not have such a system, that this GDC operation including ... postulated ttceidents." This phrase
is not applicable to the PRISM design, would be sufficient to have the revised GDC 34 include the

requirements in GDC 35 on accidents.
The requirements in this criterion, except for the
references to LOCAs and metal-water reactions, are The staff proposes to accept the approach taken in both
independent of the plant design and are important NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, to eliminate
requirements for the protection of the core. However, GDC 35 for emergency core cooling and add references to
there is no GDC 35 for LMRs in NUREG-0968 and postulated accidents in GDC 34 for residual heat removal,

ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. Both these documents also for the PRISM design. This agrees with the preapplicant's
concluded that GDC 35 does not apply because, as stated position that GDC 35 is not applicable to the PRISM
in NUREG-0968, the emergency core cooling function is design.
provided by the reactor residual heat removal system and

this system is addressed under GDC 34 in Criterion 35 in GDC 36: Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling
NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.7 in System
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.

This criterion requires that the ECCS be properly designed
The residual heat removal system of GDC 34 is designed for periodic inspection of the important components of the
to remove decay heat to maintain the fuel and RCPB system, such as spray rings and water injection nozzles.
within design limits for conditions that do not include a Because the ECCS function for PRISM is provided by the
postulated accident. The ECCS of a revised GDC 35 residual heat removal system, these inspection
would be designed to prevent fuel and cladding damage requirements, which are important to safety, should be

that could interfere with continued effective core cooling applied to the latter system and the important components
during postulated accidents. These two design of this system should be listed.
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The preapplicant stated that ODe 36 is not applicable to A revised GDC 36, replacing references to emergency
the PRISM design because the PRISM does not require an core cooling with references to residual heat removal, and
ECCS. The preapplicant is narrowly interpreting GDC 36 changing the title, and making a change in the list of
for an LMR design to require inspection of a system important system components, could be acceptable for the
designed only for LOCAs and concluding, because the PRISM design.

PRISM design does not have an ECCS, that this GDC is
not applicable to the PRISM design. GDC 37: Testing of Emergency Core Cooling System

The title of GDC 36 should be changed to "Inspection of This criterion requires that the ECCS be properly designed
Residual Heat Removal System" because, as discussed for periodic pressure and functional testing of the
under GDC 35, the ECCS function for LMRs is provided important components. Because the ECCS function is
by the residual heat removal system, provided by the residual heat removal system, these testing

requirements, which are important to safety, should be
The inspection requirements in this criterion, except for the applied to the latter system.
reference to the ECCS and specific components of the
ECCS, are not unique to LWRs. GDC 36 should The preapplicant stated that GDC 37 is not applicable to
reference the residual heat removal system, not the ECCS the PRISM design because an ECCS is not required. The
and the list of specific important ECCS components should preapplicant is interpreting GDC 37 too narrowly for an
be deleted. The revised GDC 36 should require the LMR design to require testing of a system designed only
capability to inspect the residual heat removal system. The for a LOCA and concluding, because the PRISM design
preapplicant should further address this criterion and its does not have an ECCS, that this GDC is not applicable to
application to the PRISM design, the PRISM design.

There i._ no GDC 36 for ECCS inspection for LMRs in The title of GDC 37 should be changed to "Inspection of
either NUREG-0968 or ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989; however, Residual Heat Removal System" because, as discussed
the ECCS function is provided by the residual heat under GDC 35, the ECCS function for LMRs is provided
removal system and the inspection of this system is by the residual heat removal system.
required in Criterion 36 of NUREG-0968 and

Criterion 3.4.8 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The testing requirements in this criterion, except for the
reference to the ECCS, are not unique to LWRs. Because

The revised GDC 36 with the reference to residual heat the ECCS function for LMRs is provided by the residual
removal and deletion of specific important ECCS heat removal system, GDC 37 should also be revised to
components would be consistent with Criterion 36 of change references to the ECCS to refer to the residual heat
NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.8 of ANSI/ANS-54.1- removal system. With this change, the staffdoes not agree
1989 except for the following: with the preapplicant that this criterion is not applicable to

the PRISM design. The revised GDC 37 would require
(1) Both documents referred to important components, the capability to test the residual heat removal system.

as heat exchangers and piping, other than the The preapplicant should further address why this criterion
specific ones listed for an LWR ECCS. should not apply to the PRISM design.

(2) ANSI-54.1-1989 added a requirement that means There is no specific GDC for ECCS testing for LMRs in
shall be provided to detect leakage from the system, either NUREG-O968 or ANSI, ANS-54.1-1989; however,

the ECCS function is performed by the residual heat

The first exception (above) is to account for the fact that removal system, and testing of this system is required in
the residual heat removal system for the LMR design Criterion 37 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.9 of
provides both the emergency core cooling and residual heat ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.
removal functions for the LMR design, and to list the

components important to inspect in LMRs. Therefore, the The revised GDC 37 is consistent with Criterion 37 of
preapplicant should address why these changes should not NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.9 of ANSI/ANS-54. l-
be made to the GDC 36 for the PRISM design. 1989 except for the following:

The second exception (above) would require leak detection (1) Both documents delete the phrase "and the
of the residual heat removal system. This requirement is operation of the associated cooling water system" in
in the revised GDC 34; therefore, this requirement does addition to deleting the reference to emergency core
not have to be included in GDC 36. cooling.
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(2) ANSI-54.1-19189 adds a requirement that "passive ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The former document concludes
systems shall be designed to permit performance that GDC 38 does not apply to the CRBRP design because
demonstration, under conditions as close to design postulated design-basis events did not cause the CRBRP
as practical, to assure operability of the systems." containment to exceed its design temperature or pressure

limits, and a containment heat removal system was not
For an LMR design, the first exception (above) takes into required for the design. However, the preapplicant has
account that (1)the residual heat removal system also proposed a containment heat removal system for PRISM.
performs the emergency cote cooling function, which is
discussed above, and (2)water systems for cooling the Equivalent to GDC 38 for LMRs are
RCPB should be avoided. Therefore, references to ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, Criterion 3.4.10, "Structural and

"emergency core cooling" and "cooling water" should be Et fipment Cooling," which applies to safety-related
deleted from GDC 37 for the PRISM design. The structures in general, and Criterion 3.5.1, "Reactor
preapplicant should address why these changes should not Containment/Confinement System Design Basis," which
be made to the GDC 37 for the PRISM design, applies to containments. The preapplieant's proposed

GDC 38 was compared to Criterion 3.4.10 since the
The second exception, the addition of the requirement that proposed GDC 38 requires cooling for containments
"passive systems shall be designed to permit performance because they are safety-related structures, and to
demonstration, under conditions as close to design as Criterion 3.5.1 because that criterion requires the
practical, to assure operability of the systems" repeats the containment to be designed to accommodate the calculated
requirement in Item 3 of GDC 37 that the system be pressure and temperature conditions from postulated
designed so that the operability of the system as a whole accidents. Therefore, ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 supports

can be tested; thus, this change does not need to be, made having a GDC 38 on the design of confainment heat
to GDC 37. removal systems for LMRs and also does not include

references to a LOCA. The preapplicant should address
Therefore, a revised GDC 37 with the deletion of the why the specific reference to a LOCA should not be
references to emergency core cooling and water cooling replaced by a general reference to postulated accidents.
systems, is acceptable for the PRISM design.

Therefore, a revised GDC 38, with the reference to

GDC 38: Containment Heat Removal LOCAs being replaced by a reference to postulated
accidents, is acceptable for the PRISM design.

This criterion requires that a containment heat removal
system be provided and be designed to ensure that the GDC 39: Inspection of Containment Heat Removal
containment design temperature and pressure limits are not System
exceeded following any LOCA. This system is required
to have suitable redundancy, leak detection, and isolation This criterion requires that the containment heat removal

capabilities. Because the RCPB of an LMR is at low system be designed to permit periodic inspection of such
pressure, the LOCA is not an important accident for the important components as the torus, sumps, spray nozzles,
containment design of LMRs, as it is for LWRs. and piping. The torus and sumps are not important to

LMRs. The requirement to be able to inspect the
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The containment heat removal system is important and should
preapplicant stated that each reactor module has its own be required for LMRs.
independent and passive shutdown heat r_moval system,

the RVACS, to ensure that the peak containment vessel The preapplicant's proposed exceptions to this GDC would
temperature does not exceed the ASME Code Level C delete the reference to a torus and sumps, and add a

limit. The preapplic_mt should address the effect on this reference to pumps, as examples of important components
GDC of the changes made to the containment in PSID of a containment heat removal system. The preapplicant
Section G.4.1, which added the upper dome containment, stated that the RVACS for each reactor module will be

(1) continuously monitored by measuring air flow and exit
The design requirements in GDC 38, except for the air temperature, (2) monitored for water intrusion,
reference to a LOCA, are independeat of the plant design; radiation, and fire and smoke, and (3) periodically
therefore, the staff agrees with the preapplicant that this examined by remote visual means for blockage of the flow

criterion is applicable to the PRISM design, passages and system integrity. The preapplicant should
address the effect on this GDC of the changes to the

There is no specific GDC on the design of a containment eontainment in PSID Section G.4.1, which added _.neupper
heat removal system for LMRs in NUREG-0968 and dome containment to the PRISM design.
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The inspection requirements in GDC 39, except tbr the discuss the effect of changes to the containment in PSID
reference to the torus and sumps as important components, Section G.4.1, which added the upper containment dome
are independent of the plant design. The proposed to the PRISM design.

exceptions are only a list of important components of the
coa_inment heat removal system and do not affect the The testing requirements in GDC 40 are not unique to

requirements on those components or the system. LWRs, except for the reference to the "associated cooling
Therefore, the staff agte,es with the preapplicant that this water system," but are independent of the plant design;
criterion is applicable to _he PRISM d_q;.gn, therefore, the staff agrees with the preapplicant that this

criterion is applicable to the PRISM design.
There is no specific GDC on the inspection of an LMR
containment heat removal system in either NUREG-0968 There is no specific GDC for testing LMR containment
or ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The former document concludes heat removal systems in either NUREG-0968 or
that GDC 39 does not apply to the CRBRP design because ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The former document concluded
postulated design-basis events did not cause the that GDC 40 does not apply to the CRBRP design because
containment to exceed its design temperature or pressure a containment heat removal system was not required for
limits and a containment heat removal system was not the design. The PRISM design has a containment heat
required for the design. However, this GDC may apply to removal system (i.e., RVACS), and this system will be
LMRs in general. The 'PRISM design includes a tested through inspections to assure its operation as
containment heat removal system, designed. See discussion under GDC 39 (above).

ANSI/ANS=54.1-1989, Criterion 3.4.11, "Inspection of Criterion 3.4.12 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, "Testing of
Structural and Equipment Cooling," which applies to Structural and Equipment Cooling," applies to

safety-related structures, would also apply to the safety-related structures and, thus, would apply to the
containment structure. Therefore, this document supports containment structure. Therefore, this document supports

having a GDC 39 on inspection of the containment heat having a GDC 40 on testing of the containment heat
removal system for LMRs. The preapplicant's proposed removal system for LMRs. GDC 40 is consistent with
GDC 39 is in agreement with Criterion 3.4.11 in that this Criterion 3.4.12, except that this criterion does not state
criterion also does not refer to components of LWR that the test of the full operational sequenc£ includes "the
systems, operation of the associated cooling water system." In the

ANSI/ANS document, references to water have been

Therefore, the proposed GDC 39, which has the deletion removed and the preapplicant should address why this
of the reference to a torus and sumps, and the addition of should not also be done for the GDC 40 for the PRISM
a reference to pumps, to a list of important LMR design.
components in the GDC, is acceptable for the PRISM
design. Therefore, a modified GDC 40, with the deletion of the

word "water" from the phrase "cooling water system," is

GDC 40: Testing of Containment Heat Removal acceptable for the PRISM design.
System

GDC 41: Containment Atmosphere Cleanup

This criterion requires the containment heat removal
system to be designed to permit periodic pressure and This criterion requires that systems be provided as
functional testing of important components. The reference necessary to control the amount of combustible gases to
to "cooling water systems" comes from the GDC ensure containment integrity, and to reduce the amount of
applicability to LWRs. LMR designers would avoid the fission products in the containment atmosphere following
use of water and would likely use cooling systems other postulated accidents. These systems are required to have
than cooling water in an LMR. suitable redundancy, leak detection, and isolation

capabilities. These design requirements are important to

No exception was proposed to this GDC. The preapplicant safety, because they would ensure that containment
stated that periodic testing the heat removal function of integrity will not be compromised during accidents.
the RVACS for each register module is not required
because the system is operating continuously (i.e., there The preapplicant stated that GDC 41 is not applicable to

are no means for an operator to start up or shut down this the PRISM design because the containment volume is
system) and any significant degradation of the system s,'lfficiently small that natural processes will remove
would be detected by the inspections of the system aerosols and "systems" are not needed. The recovery
discussed underGDC 39above. The preapplicantdoesnot from accidents that release fission products to the
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containment is proposed to be accomplished through the GDC 42: Inspection of Containment Atmosphere
gaseous waste processing system. The preapplicant does Cleanup Systems
not discuss the effect on GDC 41 of changes to the
containment discussed in PSID Section G.4.1.

The requirements in GDC 42, including the list of
These design requirements are independent of the plant important system components, are independent of the plant
design; therefore, the staff believes that GDC 41 is design; therefore, the staff believes that this criterion is
applicable to the PRISM design even though the still applicable to the PRISM design even though the

compliance of the PRISM design with the criterion may be compliance of the PRISM design with GDC 41 may be
assured by means other than "systems." Also, GDC 41 assured by means other than containment atmosphere
states that systems shall be provided "as necessary," which cleanup systems. Inspection of these "other means" may
means that a reactor design may not need any containment be needed. Therefore, the preapplicant should further
atmosphere cleanup systems. This position is consistent address why GDC 42 is not applicable to the PRISM
with Criterion 49 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.5.11 in design.
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 on the design of containment

atmosphere cleanup systems for LMRs. Therefore, the The preapplicant stated that GDC 42 is not applicable to
preapplicant should further address why this criterion is the PRISM design because the design does not require
not applicable to the PRISM design. ?Jso, the such a system. If the system is not required, the
preapplicant should discuss the effect of changes to the inspection of the system is also not required. See the
containment in PSID Section G.4.1 on this GDC. discussion above under GDC 41.

GDC 41 is consistent with Criterion 49 in NUREG-0968 Compliance with GDC 41 would require containment
and Criterion 3.5.11 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 with only atmosphere cleanup systems if they are needed. GDC 42
the following exceptions: would require that these systems be designed to permit

periodic inspections of such important components as filter
(1) Both documents add the phrases "sodium aerosols" frames, ducts, and piping, to ensure the integrity and

and "combustion products" to the list of things to capability of the systems.
be controlled by the containment cleanup systems in

the first sentence. This position on the applicability of GDC 42 to LMRs is
consistent with criteria on the inspection of containment

(2) Both documents add that the containment cleanup atmosphere cleanup systems for LMRs in NUREG-0968
systems should consider "the effects of sodium and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 42 is consistent with

leakage and its potential reaction with oxygen and Criterion 50 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.5.12 of
its potential for hydrogen generation when in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the only addition, from ANSI/
contact with concrete" to the first sentence. ANS-54.1-1989, to also refer to both confinements and

containments. As discussed under GDC 41, this change
(3) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 also refers to both should not be included in a GDC 42 for the PRISM

confinements and containments, design.

The first and second exceptions (above) refer to important Therefore, GDC 42 is acceptable as written for the PRISM
containment cleanup problems that are unique to LMRs, design.
except for the reference to combustion products; therefore,

the preapplicant should address why these changes should

not be made to the GDC 41 for the PRISM design. GDC 43: Testing of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup
The third exception would add words to refer to both Systems
confinements and containments; however, the GDC do not

distinguish between containments and confinements and do The requirements in GDC 43 are independent of the plant
not address a confinement system; therefore, the staff design; therefore, the staff believes that this criterion is
believes such an addition is not warranted in a GDC 41 for still applicable to the PRISM design even though the
the PRISM design, compliance of the PRISM design with GDC 41 may be

assured by means other than containment atmosphere
Therefore, a modified GDC 41, with the addition of a cleanup systems. Testing in the same manner of these

reference to sodium aerosols, combustion products, and the "other means" may be needed. Therefore, the preapplicant
consideration of the effects of sodium leakage, is should further address why GDC 43 is not applicable to
acceptable for the PRISM design, the PRISM design.
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The preapplicant stated that GDC 43 is not applicable to For LMRs, the title of this criterion should be changed to
the PRISM design because the design does not require a "Structural and Equipment Cooling" to eliminate the
containment atmosphere cleanup system and, if the system reference to water and to modify this GDC to cover any
is not required, then testing of the system must also not be cooling systems used to transfer heat from SSCs important
required. See th_ discussion under GDC 41. to safety to the ultimate heat sink(s). This would include

the heat transfer from the residual heat removal system and
Compliance with GDC 41 would require containment the containment heat removal system, which are also
atmosphere cleanup systems if they are needed. GDC 43 covered by GDC 34 through 40, to the ultimate heat

would require that these systems be designed to allow sink(s). GDC 34 through 40 are not concerned with the
periodic testing of important components to ensure the ultimate heat sink(s). The new title is also used in
operability and functionality of the systems. NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.

This position on the applicability of GDC 43 to LMRs is The GDC 44 requirements, under the proposed revised
consistent with criteria on the testing of containment title, are independent of the plant design and are the only

atmosphere cleanup systems for LMRs in NUREG-0968 general design requirements concerned with the rejection
and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. GDC 43 is consistent with of heat, from SSCs important to safety, to the ultimate heat
Criterion 51 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.5.13 of sink(s). Even though the preapplicant concluded that leak
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 detection and isolation capabilities are not needed for the
also refers to both confinements and containments. As PRISM design, other safety-grade cooling systems may be
discussed under GDC 41, this change should not be added to the design requiting leak detection and isolation
included in a GDC 43 for the PRISM design, and the GDC only states that "suitable" leak detection and

isolo,tion capabilities are required. Therefore, this criterion
Therefore, GDC 43 is acceptable as written for the should remain and should retain the requirements for
PRISM design, having suitable leak detection and isolation capabilities, and

the preapplicant should further address why GDC 44 and
GDC 44: Cooling Water this requirement should not be applicable to the PRISM

design.
GDC 44 requires a cooling water system to transfer heat
from SSCs important to safety to the ultimate heat sink(s) GDC 44 is consistent with Criterion 38 in NUREG-0968
with suitable redundancy, leak detection, interconnections, and Criterion 3.4.10 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that

and isolation capabilities and assuming loss of offsite or both documents have made the following changes:
onsite power, and normal or accident conditions. This
criterion, however, should not be restricted to only cooling (1) The phrase "In addition to the heat rejection
water systems, and the reference to water in the title of the capability provided by the reactor residual heat
criterion should be deleted, extraction system," now begins the first sentence.

No exception is proposed to this GDC; however, the (2) The phrase ", as necessary" have been added to the
preapplicant stated that the PRISM design does not require end of the first sentence.
a safety-related cooling water system. The staff concludes
that the preapplicant believes that this GDC is not (3) The phrase ", including anticipated operational
applicable to the design. See discussion under GDC 45 occurrences," has been added to the phrase "under
(below). normal operation" and the word "postulated" has

been added in front of to the word "accident," near

There are systems to transfer heat from structures, the end of the second sentence.

systems, and components (SSCs) by condenser water and
air to the ultimate heat sinks under normal operating and The first exception was made to exclude _he residual heat
accident conditions; however, for accidents involving the extraction or removal syste_a for LMRs from GDC 44,
loss of the condenser or steam generator feedwater, heat is because this system is covered in GDC 34, 36, and 37.
stated to be rejected to the air only. The preapplicant has This exclusion could also apply to the containment heat
also stated, without justification, that the leak detection and removal systems by the fact that GDC 38 through 40 exist;
isolation capabilities requirement in the GDC are not however, GDC 44 applies to transferring heat from

applicable to the PRISM design, but the preapplicant did systems to the ultimate heat sings and GDC 34 through 40
not propose to delete this requirement from the GDC. The do not. Therefore, these systems should not be excluded
preapplicant did not address redundancy in components, from GDC 44 and this phrase should not be added to
ib.aWres, and in,*ere.,mnections. GDC 44.
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The second exception would add the phrase ", as the first sentence of the criterion. The preapplicant should
necessary" to the statement in GDC 44 that a system to further address why this modified GDC 45 should not be
transfer heat from SSCs shall be provided. Because this applicable to the PRISM design. Therefore, a modified
GDC may be interpreted to require a system, the addition GDC 45 with the deletion of the word "water" and the
of "as necessary" will show that providing a system to change in the title is acceptable for the PRISM design.
transfer heat from SSCs is not a requirement. See
discussion of GDC 41. The preapplicant should address
why this phrase should not be added to the GDC 44 for the GDC 46: Testing of Cooling Water System
PRISM design. The third exception is not considered

sufficiently impo_'mt to be added to the GDC and the This criterion requires that the cooling water systems to
preapplicant does not have to address it. transfer heat from SSCs important to safety to the ultimate

heat sink(s) should have provisions for periodic testing of
Therefore, a modified GDC 44 with the change in the title important components and the system. This criterion
and the addition of the phrase "as necessary" is acceptable should not be restricted to cooling water systems.
for the PRISM design.

The preapplicant has stated that GDC 46, testing of the
GDC 45: Inspection of Cooling Water System cooling water systems that are covered in GDC 44, is also

not applicable because the PRISM design does not require
This criterion requires that the cooling water systems to any safety-related cooling water systems.
transfer heat from SSCs important to safety to the ultimate

heat sink(s) should have provisions for periodic inspections For LMRs, the title of this criterion should be changed to
of important components to ensure the integrity and inspection of "structural and equipment cooling system" to
capability of the system. The LMR systems that perform elirainate the reference to water and to make this GDC

the same function are not referred to as cooling water applicable to an), cooling system used to transfer heat from
systems, but are important to safety, and this criterion SSCs important to safety to the ultimate heat sink(s). This
should be applied to these systems, would include the transfer of heat from the residual heat

removal system and the containment heat removal system,

The preapplicamt has stated that GDC 45, inspection of the which are also covered by GDC 34 through 40, to the
cooling water systems that are covered in GDC 44, is not ultimate heat sink(s). GDC 34 through 40 do not address
applicable because the design does not require any safety- the ultimate heat sink(s). This new title is also used in
related cooling water systems. The staff concludes that the NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.

preapplicant has also concluded that GDC 44 is not
applicable to the design. The GDC 46 requirements, except for the reference to

"cooling water" and the LOCA, are independent of the
For LMRs, the title of this criterion should be changed to plant design. The staff believes that the modified criterion

inspection of "structural and equipment cooling system" to is applicable to the PRISM design because GDC 46 is the
eliminate the reference to water and because this GDC only GDC concerned with the testing of the means to

should be applicable to any cooling system used to transfer reject heat from SSCs important to safety to the ultimate
heat from SSCs important to safety to the ultimate heat heat sink(s). The preapplicant should further address why
sink(s). This would include the transfer of heat from the this criterion should not be applicable to the PRISM
residual heat removal system and the containment heat design.
removal system, which are also covered by GDC 34
through 40, to the ultimate heat sink(s). GDC 34 through GDC 46 is consistent with Criterion 40 in NUREG-0968

40 do not address the ultimate heat sink(s). This new title and Criterion 3.4.12 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that
is also used in NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. both documents have made the following changes:

The GDC 45 requirements, without the reference to water, (1) The word "water" in the phrase "cooling water
are independent of the plant design. The staff believes that system" was deleted.
the modified criterion is applicable to the PRISM design

because GDC 45 is the only GDC concerned with (2) The phrase "for reactor shutdown and for
inspection of the means to reject heat from SSCs important loss-of-coolant accidents" in the middle of Item 3 of
to safety to the ultimate heat sink(s). GDC 45 is consistent the criterion was deleted.
with Criterion 39 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.11 in

ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that both documents also The first exception would delete the reference to water, as
delete the word "water" frora "cooling water system" in discussed above. The preapplicant should address why this
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reference should not be deleted from the GDC 46 for the 10 CFR 50.44, is consistent with Criterion 41 in

PRiSM design. NUREG-0968 and Criteria 3.5. 1
('Containment/Confinement Design Basis"), 3.5.2

The second exception would delete a restriction to testing ('Containment Design Basis'), and 3.5.3 ('Confinement
the pefformance of the full operational sequence that brings Design Basis') in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the
the cooling system into operation only "for reactor following exceptions:
shutdown and for ioss-of-ct_lant accidents." The

preapplicant should address why this restriction should not (1) NUREG-0968 replaces the phrase "the containment
be deleted from the GDC 46 for the PRISM design, heat removal system" with the phrase " if

necessary, in conjunction with additional

A modified GDC 46 with the deletion of the word "water" postaccident heat removal systems including ex-
and the phrase "for reactor shutdown and loss-of-coolant vessel systems" in the list of systems, in the first
accidents," and a change in the title, is acceptable for the sentence, that the criterion applies to.
PRISM design.

(2) Both documents replace the phrase "loss-of-coolant
GDC 50: Containment Design Basis accident" with the phrase "normal operation,

including anticipated operational occurrences, and
This criterion requires that the containment structure, any of the postulated accidents" and

internal compartments, and associated penetrations be ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds the phrase, "assuming
designed with sufficient margin to accoramodate, without failure of a single active component" at the end of
exceeding the design leakage rate, the potential energy the first sentence.
releases during any LOCA. The margin shall reflect
certain specified considerations, including 10 CFR 50.44 (3) Both documents replace the phrase "such as energy
requirements on energy from metal-water reactions. This in steam generators and as required by [10 CFR]
criterion, however, should not be restricted to metal-water 50.44 energy from metal-water and other chemical
reactions and LOCAs which are important to LWRs but reactions that may result from degradation but not
not to LMRs. total failure of emergency core cooling functioning"

with the phrase "such as decay heat in released
The only exception proposed to this GDC is deletion of the fission products, potential spray or aerosol
reference to 10 CFR 50.44 in Item 1 of the criterion. The formation, and potential exothermie chemical
preapplicant stated that the containment is designed with reactions" at the end of Item 1 in the second
margin to accommodate the calculated pressure and sentence.
temperature conditions under normal operation and design-

basis events, including coolant leakage into the (4) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds a requirement that the
containment. The containment for the PRISM design is containment or confinement or both shall be
the containment vessel and the upper dome containment, designed to limit the release of radioactivity so that
The preapplicant did not address the effect on compliance established guidelines (i.e., 10 CFR Part 100) are

with GDC 50 from the changes to the containment design not exceeded for postulated accidents.
discussed in PSID Section G.4.1.

(5) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 does not refer to the

The requirements in GDC 50, with the deletion of the "containment heat removal system."
references to the LOCA, 10 CFR 54.44, and metal-water

reactions, are independent of the design of the plant. "l'ne (6) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds requirements for
LOCA is not an important accident for the t,MR confinement systems concerning provisions for
containment design, 10 CFR 50.44 is not applicable to an operation at an internal negative pressure,

LMR, and metal-water reactions will not be impo_'tant for recirculation rates, mixing, and filtration effieieney_
LMRs with a minimum of ,cater inside containment.

Therefore, the staff agrees witit the preapplicant that a The first exception has the criterion refer to a more
modified criterion is applicable to the PRISM design; general "postaccident heat removal system" rather than to

however, the staff has considered additional modifications the more specific "containment heat removal system."
to the criteria that are in NUREG-O968 and This criterion should, for con_rvatism, refer only to the
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. systems designed to remove _eat from the containment

(i.e., the containment heat removal systems) and not to
The preapplicant's propo..q_d GDC 50 for the PRISM other heat removal systems within the containment that

design, with the deletion of the reference to are, for example, rein ,ving heat from the reactor coolant.
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This exception and the fifth exception (above) from address why these changes should not be made to the
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 should not be made to the GDC 50 GDC 50 for the PRISM design.

for the PRISM design.
The fourth exception would add a requirement that the

In GDC 50, the containment is required to be designed for containment or confinement or both shall be designed to
the LOCA; however, the LOCA is important to the design limit the release of radioactivity so that established
of containments for LWRs but not for LMRs. The second guidelines are not exceeded for postulated accidents.
exception would replace the reference to LOCAs in the GDC 50 requires that the containment shall be designed
criterion with the phrases "normal operation, including not to exceed its design leakage rate during an accident.
anticipated operational occurrences, and any of the The leak rate of the containment during an accident limits
postulated accidents" and ", assuming failure of a single the release of radioactivity from the containment to
active component." Because the limiting design conditions acceptable dose consequences. The design leak rate must
for containments are not normal operation, including be less than that which w,- ,ld limit dose consequences for
anticipated operational occurrences, but are postulated the postulated accident to acceptable values. Therefore, it
accidents, the phrase "loss-of-coolant accident" in GDC 50 is not necessary to add this requirement to the GDC 50 for
should be replaced by "postulated accident." The proposed the PRISM design.
inclusion of the phrase about a single failure during a
postulated accident is unnecessary. The specific postulated The sixth exception would add requirements for
accidents used to determine the containment design confinement systems. The GDC do not address a
conditions would be selected during the review of the confinement system, and the staff believes such an addition

design. These proposed changes do not change the is unwarranted, and should not be included in the GDC 50
fundamental principle of GDC 50, but ensure that for the PRISM design.

accidents important to the containment design for the
PRISM, or for any LMR, are considered. The Therefore, this proposed GDC 50 with the additional

preapplicant should address why these changes should not replacement of (1) LOCAs by postulated accidents and
be made to the GDC 50 for the PRISM design. (2) metal-water and other chemical reactions from a

degraded ECC by fission products, potential spray or

The third exception would replace the phrase "such as aerosol formation, and exothermic chemical reactions is
energy in steam generators and as required by [10 CFR] acceptable for the PRISM design.
50.44 energy from metal-water and other chemical
reactions that may result from degradation but not total

failure of emergency core cooling functioning" with the GDC 51: Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure
phrase "such as decay heat in released fission products, Boundary
potential spray or aerosol formation, and potential
exothermic chemical reactions." As explained above, the This criterion requires that the containment boundary
reference to 10 CFR 50.44 and metal-water reactions that structure be designed with sufficient margin to avoid brittle

may result from emergency core cooling (ECC) fracture under all postulated loading conditions, including
degradation is incorrect for LMRs. The reference to postulated accidents. Replacing the phrase "ferritic
energy into containment from decay heat from fission materials" with "metallic materials" broadens the
products, spray or aerosol formation, and exothermic application of the GDC to all likely containment materials
chemical reactions is important to LMRs, and exothermic rather than to only ferritic metals.
chemical reactions is another way of stating "other
chemical reactions" in GDC 50. Although steam The only exception proposed to this GDC is to change the
generators are typically placed outside the containment to phrase "ferritic materials" to "metallic materials" in the
reduce the size of the containment as in the PRISM design, first sentence of the GDC. The preapplicant stated that the

they were placed inside the containment for the CRBRP containment is designed with sufficient margin to ensure,
design and, thus, a reference to the energy from steam under plant operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated
generators should remain in GDC 50. Therefore, for the accidents, that its metallic materials, which include metallic
PRISM designs, the phrase "50.44 energy from metal- materials other than ferritic materials, will behave in a
water reactions and other chemical reactions from nonbrittle manner, and that the probability of rapidly
degradation but not total failure of emergency core cooling propagating fracture is minimized. The preapplicant stated
functioning" should be replaced by a reference to energy that the containment will be shop fabricated to better
from fission products, spray or aerosol formation, and ensure material and fabrication quality of the structure
exothermic chemical reactions. The preapplicant should compared to building it on site.
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The requirements in this criterion with the proposed design pressure of the penetrations which have resilient
change are independent of the design of the plant; seals and expansion bellows. These requirements are
therefore, the staff agrees with the preapplicant that this independent of the design of the plant, and penetrations
criterion is applicable to the PRISM design, with resilient seals and further expansion bellows could

exist i_ LMR plants. The staff agrees with the
The preapplicant's proposed GDC 51 is consistent with preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the
Criterion 42 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.5.4 in PRISM design.
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that both documents replace
the word "operation" with the phrase "normal operation, No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The

including anticipated operational occurrences" in the first preapplicant stated that the containment will be subjected
and second sentences. This change is not considered to (1)a structural integrity test in accordance with
important for the PRISM design and the preapplicant does Article CC-6600 of Division 2, Section III of the ASME
not have to address it. Both documents also replaced the Code (Ref. 3.22) and (2) a program of preoperational and
phrase "ferdtie materials" with "metallic materials'in the periodic leakage rate verification tests similar to that
first sentence of the criterion, required for LWRs in Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50. The

containment and internal equipment and structures will be
Therefore, the proposed GDC 51 which replaces "ferritic designed to accommodate these tests.
materials" by "metallic materials" is acceptable for the
PRISM design. GDC 53 is consistent with Criterion 44 in NUREG-0968

and Criterion 3.5.6 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that
GDC 52: Capability for Containment Leakage Rate ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 added words concerning

Testing confinement systems. As discussed previously, these
additional words are not considered necessary for GDC 53.

This criterion requires that the containment and applicable
equipment be designed for periodic integrated leakage rate Therefore, GDC 53 is acceptable as written for the PRISM
testing at the containment design pressure. The design.
requirements are independent of the design of the plant;
therefore, the staff agrees with the preapplicant that this GDC 54: Piping Systems Penetrating Containment
criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.

This criterion requires that piping systems penetrating the
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The containment have leak detection, isolation, and containment
preapplicant stated that the containment is designed for capabilities with redundancy, reliability, and performance
periodic leakage rate testing; however, the preapplicant did consistent with the importance to safety of isolating the

not specify pressure for the tests, piping system. The piping systems shall have the
capability to also periodically test the operability of the

GDC 52 is consistent with Criterion 43 in NUREG-O968 isolation valves and allow the determination that the valve

and Criterion 3.5.5 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, except that leakage is within acceptable limits.
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 does not have the requirement that

the leakage rate testing be done at the containment design No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The
pressure. This difference is not based on the unique preapplicant stated that piping systems penetrating the
characteristics of the LMRs and would reduce containment are designed to have leak detection, isolation,
requirements because GDC 52 requires that the testing be and containment capabilities with redundancy, reliability,
done at the containment design pressure. Therefore, this and performance capabilities that reflect the importance to

difference should not be included in the GDC 52 for the safety of isolating these piping systems, while allowing for
PRISM design, periodic testing of operability and the determination that

leakage is within acceptable limits.
The current GDC 52 is acceptable as written for the
PRISM design. The requirements in this criterion are independent of the

design of the plant; therefore, the staff agrees with the
GDC 53: Provisions for Containment Testing and preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the

Inspection PRISM design.

This criterion requires that the containment be designed for GDC 54 is consistent with Criterion 45 in NUREG-0968
periodic inspections of all important areas, such as the and Criterion 3.5.7 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the

penetrations, including the leaktightness at containment following exceptions:
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(1) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 replaced the phrase "which isolation valves are the same for GDC 55 and 56 (i.e., the
reflect the importance to safety of isolating these preapplicant would apply GDC 56 to these lines), one
piping systems" with the phrase "as required to might conclude that it does not matter which GDC is
meet the containment safety function" at the end of applied to this system; however, the "other appropriate
the first sentence, requirements" in the last paragraph of GDC 55 could result

in additional requirements on this system if it is designed
(2) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 replaced the phrase "having in accordance with GDC 55 instead of GDC 56.

redundancy, reliability, and performance
capabilities" in the first sentence of the criterion The requirements in this criterion are independent of the
with the sentence "See criteria contained in design of the plant and impose important restrictions of
[Criteria] 3.5.8, 3.5.9, and 3.5.10 for the containment isolation that do not exist elsewhere in the

redundancy, reliability, and performance GDC. Also, even if having no systems within the PRISM
requirements." design fall within GDC 55, does not mean that GDC 55

should not apply to the design. Therefore, the staff
For both exceptions, there are no substantive differences believes that this criterion is directly applicable to the
between the requirements in the two phrases being deleted PRISM design. The preapplicant should further justify
and the requirements in the phrase and sentence being why GDC 55 should not apply to the PRISM design.
added. Therefore, these changes should not be made to
the GDC 54 for the PRISM design. GDC 55 is consistent with Criterion 46 in NUREG-0968

and Criterion 3.5.8 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the

Therefore, GDC 54 is acceptable as written for the PRISM following exceptions:
design.

(1) Both documents add the phrase "or directly
GDC 55: Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary connected to" to the description of the applicable

Penetrating Containment piping systems in the first sentence of the criterion.

GDC 55 requires two containment isolation valves near the
containment pressure boundary on lines penetrating (2) ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 adds the phrase "or the
primary containment and connecting directly to the RCPB. reactor cover gas boundary" to the description of
Acceptable combinations of automatic isolation valves and the applicable piping systems in the first sentence.
locked-closed valves are specified in the criterion. A
simple check valve may not be used as the automatic The first exception modifies the description of the
isolation valve outside the containment. The "other applicable piping systems to include such supporting

appropriate requirements" discussed in the criterion are to systems as drain lines and purification system lines (e.g.,
minimize the probability or consequences of an accidental the primary sodium service system piping in the PRISM
rupture of such lines that could potentially release fluids design) under GDC 55 because they are connected to and
from the RCPB which are normally very radioactive, contain the primary sodium coolant. However, these

systems should already be included in the existing
The preapplicant stated that GDC 55 does not apply to the statement that GDC 55 applies to systems "that are part of
PRISM design because all the primary sodium is within the the RCPB'; therefore, it is not necessary to add this phrase
reactor vessel during reactor operation, and the core is to the GDC.
inside a pool of sodium. However, the preapplicant has
also stated that the primary sodium service system piping The second exception seems to address the question of

is open to the sodium pool but will have containment whether the piping which is directly connected to the
isolation in accordance with GDC 56 instead of GDC 55. reactor cover gas space should be considered under

GDC 55 for piping that is part of the RCPB or under
GDC 56 for piping connected directly to the containment

The PRISM design has piping that is directly connected to atmosphere. Because the cover gas space is in direct
the RCPB and that penetrates the containment. The contact with the coolant and is not part of the containment
preapplicant stated that the primary sodium service system atmosphere, GDC 55 should apply to this piping. This
which is used during reactor shutdown has piping open to change would clarify which systems should be subject to

the sodium pool and, therefore, to the RCPB. The fact GDC 56 because of the unique design of LMRs and would
that the system would not be used during reactor operation not add new requirements to the criterion; therefore, the
should not relieve the system from the requirements of preapplicant should further justify why this phrase is not
GDC 55. Because the requirements for containment added to the GDC 55 for the PRISM design.
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The modified GDC 55, with the additional words GDC 56). This may have been correct before PSID
concerning the reactor cover gas space, is acceptable for Section G.4.1 of Amendment 13 was issued, when the
the PRISM design, upper dome containment was added to the containment

design to enclose the reactor closure head and the IHX. In
GDC 56: Primary Containment Isolation addition to the piping from the IHX to the steam generator

penetrating the upper dome, there is the upper dome

This criterion requires two containment isolation valves containment cooling system piping that penetrates the
near the containment pressure boundary on lines upper dome but is neither part of the RCPB nor is it
penetrating the primary containment and connecting connected directly to the containment atmosphere.
directly to the containment atmosphere. Acceptable GDC 57 should apply to this piping for both systems.
combinations of automatic isolation valves and locked-

closed valves are specified in the criterion. A simple It also appears that the IHX piping that lies within the
check valve may not be used as the automatic isolation reactor coolant system should be considered part of the
valve outside the containment. These requirements are RCPB (i.e., the outside of the single wall piping is part of
independent of the design of the plant; therefore, the.staff the RCPB) and that aspects of GDC 55 concerning "other
agrees with the preapplicant that this criterion is directly appropriate requirements" may apply to this system for
applicable to the PRISM design. GDC 56 is consistent piping which penetrates containment. This is discussed in
with Criterion 47 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.5.9 in Section 6.6 of this report.
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.

The requirements in GDC 57 are independent of the design
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The of the plant and apply to piping not covered by GDC 55
preapplicant stated that during operation all gaseous service and 56. Such a GDC should be retained for LMRs. Even

system lines that penetrate the primary reactor containment though the PRISM design may not have this type of
boundary are closed and that redundant isolation valves are piping, this should not mean that the requirements should
located as close as practical to the reactor closure head. not exist and should not apply to the design, because this
The gaseous service lines are open to the reactor coolant type of piping may be added to the design in the future.
cover gas space and the designer considers them part of This criterion is directly applicable to the PRISM design.
the containment atmosphere. The pre.e.pplicant has not If none of this type of piph-lg exists in a design, then the
addressed the changes to its implementation of GDC 56 in requirements of the GDC would not be imposed on the
response to the addition of the upper dome containment in design. Therefore, the preapplicant should further justify
PSID Section G.4.1 which places the containment why GDC 57 should not apply to the PRISM design.
boundary at the upper dome. The primary sodium service
lines and cover gas piping are shown with double isolation GDC 57 is consistent with Criterion 48 in NUREG-0968

valves located near the upper dome containment boundary and Criterion 3.5.10 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the
in PSID Figure G.4.1-5. The preapplicant did not address following exceptions:
the type of isolation valves to be used for the penetrations.

(1) Both documents replace the phrase "part of the
Therefore, GDC 56 is acceptable as written for the PRISM reactor coolant pressure boundary" with either the
design, phrase "part of nor directly connected to the reactor

coolant pressure boundary" (NUREG-0968) or the
GDC 57: Closed System Isolation Valves phrase "part of nor directly connected to the reactor

coolant or cover gas boundaries"
GDC 57 requires a single containment isolation valve, (ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989).
which is either automatic (but not a simple check valve),

or locked closed, or capable of remote manual operation, (2) Both documents add the phrase ", unless it can be
for piping that penetrates the containment but is neither demonstrated that containment isolation provisions
part of the RCPB nor connected directly to the containment for a specific class of lines are acceptable on same

atmosphere. The valve shall be outside the containment other defined basis" after the phrase "at least one
and located as close as practical to the containment, containment isolation valve."

The preapplicant stated that GDC 57 does not apply to the The first exception (considering first only the
PRISM design because there is no piping of this type, that NUREG-0968 propc, sal) would exclude systems that
is, piping that penetrates the containment but is neither part penetrate the containment and contain primary coolant
of the RCPB (i.e., piping under GDC 55) nor connected because these systems are addressed in GDC 55. Because
directly to the containment atmosphere (i.e., piping under GDC 55 applies to piping that is "part of the reactor
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eoolant pressureboundary" and GDC 57 applies topiping facility. Solid waste will be shipped in approved
that is not "partof the reactor coolant pressure boundary," containers.
there should be no confusion about the piping covered by

either GDC and it is not necessary to include this change The requirements of this criterion are indeped_ient of the
to GDC 57 for the PRISM design, design of the plant. LMRs have gaseous, liquid, and solid

radwaste; therefore, the staff is consistent with the

The addition of the phrase "or cover gas boundaries" in the preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the
first exception would include the cover gas space within PRISM design. GDC 60 is consistent with Criterion 52 of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary. As discussed under NUREG-0968 (Ref. 3.18) and Criterion 3.6.1 of

GDC 55, some may question whether the piping that is ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 (Ref. 3.17) and is acceptable as
directly connected to the reactor cover gas space should be written for the PRISM design.
considered to be part of the RCPB or to be connected

directly to the containment atmosphere (i.e., under GDC 61: Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity
GDC 55 or 56). Because the cover gas space is in direct Control
contact with the coolant and is not part of the containment

atmosphere, such piping is part of the RCPB. This addition This criterion requires that systems that store and handle
would clarify GDC 57 for LMRs but would not add new fuel, radwaste systems, and other systems containing
requirements to the design of nuclear power reactors. The radioactivity be designed for periodic inspection, testing,
preapplicant should address why this phrase should not be shielding, adequate coolant inventory, confining or
added to the GDC 57 for the PRISM design, filtering, and cooling to ensure adequate safety under

normal and postulated accident conditions.
The second exception would allow an alternate approach to
containment isolation to the one specified in the GDC. The preapplicant proposed no exceptions to this GDC.
The additional phrase is a relaxation of GDC 57 which The sections discussing fuel handling and radioactive waste
might provide flexibility to the designer in meeting the management provided details on the design basis of these
GDC and is currently stated in GDC 55 and 56. However, systems.
because this is a relaxation of the GDC which is not based

on the unique characteristics of the LMR, it should not be The requirements in GDC 61 are independent of the design
applied to the PRISM design, of the plant; therefore, the staff is in agreement with the

preapplicant that this criterion is directly applicable to the
Therefore, a modified GDC 57, with the addition of the PRISM design. GDC 61 is consistent with Criterion 53 in
phrase "or cover gas boundaries" to the RCPB, is NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.6.2 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-
acceptable for the PRISM design. 1989, with the following exceptions:

GDC 60: Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials (1) A sentence is added at the end of each criterion that

to the Environment "The fuel handling and its interfacing systems shall
be designed to minimize the potential for fuel

This criterion requires the plant to have provisions for the management errors that could result" in either "fuel
controlled release of gaseous, liquid, and solid radwaste rod failure" (NUREG-0968) or "fuel damage limits
from the plant during normal reactor operation and being exceeded" (ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989).
anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient holdup

capacity shall be provided for gaseous and liq_fidradwaste. (2) In the first sentence of each criterion, a phrase ",
The preapplicant did not address anticipated operational including anticipated operational occurrences" is
occurrences, sufficient holdup capacity, and the waste gas added after "normal operation'.
system for the reactor system cover gas in the PSID. This

information should be provided at a later design review The first exception clarifies the reference to adequate
stage, safety in GDC 61 for fuel handling and the interfacing

systems so that they be designed to minimize fuel
No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The liquid management errors that could result in fuel damage. This
radioactive waste system is divided into intermediate and could also be applied to LWRs because it is not based on
low-level waste streams. Normal operation liquids are the unique characteristics of LMRs; however, it is not
rel_ to the environment within Federal guidelines, after considered a new requirement. Therefore, the preapplicant
discharge and dilution. The solid and gaseous radioactive should address why this clarification should not be added
waste systems are provided by the onsite fuel cycle to the GDC 61 for the PRISM design.
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The second exception, would add the phrase ", including GDC 64: Monitoring Radioactivity Releases
anticipated operational occurrences" to modify "normal
operation" in the criterion. This is not considered This criterion requires means to mouitor the containment
important for the PRISM design because it is not necessary atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation
to include "anticipated operational occurrences" with of LOCA fluids, effluent discharge paths, and the plant
normal operation when GDC 61 requires that fuel storage environs for radioactivity that may be released from the
and handling, radioactive wastes, and other systems be plant during normal operations and postulated accidents.
designed for accident conditions. The preapplicant does
not have to address it. No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The

preapplicant stated that means have been provided for
Therefore, a modified GDC 61, with the addition of a monitoring radioactivity releases resulting from normal and
sentence on the design of the fuel handling system, is anticipated operational occurrences. The preapplicant did
needed for the PRISM design, not state if this would be true for releases during postulated

accidents, as also required in GDC 64. This information
GDC 62: Prevention of Criticality in Fuel Storage and should be provided at a later design review stage.

Handling
The requirements in this criterion are independent of the

This criterion requires physical systems or processes, design of the plant, except for the reference to "spaces
preferably by geometrically safe configurations, to prevent containing components for recirculation of loss-of-coolant
criticality in handling and storing fuel. The requirements accident [LOCAl fluids" which is specific to LWRs. LMR

are independent of the design of the plant; therefore, the designs, including CRBRP and PRISM, do not allow for
staff finds this criterion directly applicable to the PRISM collection and recirculation of coolant lost from the RCPB.
design. GDC 62 is consistent with Criterion 54 in Therefore, the staff agrees with the preapplicant that this
NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.6.3 in ANSI/ANS-54.1- criterion is applicable to the PRISM design; however, the
1989, and it is acceptable as written for the PRISM design, phrase concerning spaces for recirculation of LOCA fluids

should be deleted frota this criterion for the PRISM

No exceptions were proposed to this GDC. The design.
preapplicant stated that means will be provided to prevent
criticality among fuel assemblies using poison columns in GDC 64 is consistent with Criterion 56 in NUREG-0968
the interstices between the fuel storage positions. These and Criterion 3.6.5 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 in that the

positions are also spaced to ensure a geometrically safe two documents also delete the phrase "spaces containing
configuration, components for recirculation of loss-of-coolant accident

fluids" from the criterion. The preapplicant should address
GDC 63: Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage why tiffs phrase should not be deleted from the GDC 64

for the PRISM design.

This criterion requires systems to monitor fuel and
radwaste storage areas to ensure adequate heat removal and Therefore, a modified GDC 64, with the deletion of the
acceptable radiation levels. This is independent of the phrase "spaces containing components for recirculation of
plant design; thus, the staff agrees with the preapplicant loss-of-coolant accident fluids," is needed for the PRISM
that GDC 63 is directly applicable to the PRISM design, design.
GDC 63 is consistent with Criterion 55 in NUREG-0968

and Criterion 3.6.4 in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, and it is 3.2.4 Additional GDC Proposed for the PRISM Design
acceptable as written for the PRISM design. Not in 10 CFR Part 50

The preapplicant proposed no exceptions to this GDC. There are additional proposed GDC in NUREG--0968 (the
The PSID states that a means has been provided for staff's safety evaluation report on the CRBRP design,
monitoring fission gas release from fuel in the fuel including the conformance of the design to the GDC), and

handling cell. The preapplicant did not state if this would in the industry's standard (ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989), for
also be true for the fuel storage facility, radioactive waste GDC for LMRs, for which there is no directly
systems, and fuel handling areas, and how this monitoring corresponding criterion in the GDC in Appendix A to
would detect conditions that may result in loss of residual 10 CFR Part 50. The additional GDC that are discussed

heat removal, in Sections 3.2.4.1 through 3.2.4.9 are the following:
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• protection against sodium reactions This criterion appears to be one of the safety design
criteria presented by the preapplicant in PSID

• sodium heating systems for the liquid-metal coolant Section 1.2.1.2.2.

• heat transport system design 3.2.4.2 Sodium Heating Systems

• assurance of adequate reactor coolant inventory NUREG--0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 (i.e., Criterion
7 and Criterion 3.1.7, respectively) propose what would be

• design of the intermediate coolant system that interfaces a new Criterion 7 for LMR reactor designs. This criterion
with the RCPB concerns heating systems needed to maintain sodium in

liquid form and to prevent sodium aerosols from
• reactor and intermediate coolant, and cover gas purity condensing and plugging flow paths; it would be unique

control for LMR designs. The intent of the criterion is to require
that systems important to safety, and which contain sodium

• inspection and testing of the residual heat removal or sodium aerosols and require a controlled temperature
system for the system to perform its safety function, be designed

and maintained to preclude overheating (creating aerosols)
• protection against fuel rod failure propagation and underheating (condensing aerosols and freezing

sodium) the system. Because the physical properties of
• protection against coolant flow blockage sodium are significantly different from those of water, and

because sodium freezes above the boiling point of water,
special measures should be taken for LMR designs that are

3,2.4.1 Protection Against Sodium Reactions not needed for LWR designs.

An LWR design feature similar to the sodium heating
NUREG-0968 and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 (i.e., Criterion system in LMRs is the heat tracing of high-concentration
4 and Criterion 3.1.4, respectively)proposewhat would be boric acid and water lines outside buildings where the

a new criterion for LMR reactor designs. This new temperature is below the freezing point of water.
criterion concerns designing structures, systems, and Requirements for system features similar to those listed in
components tolimittheconsequeneesofchemieal reactions SRP Section 9.3.4, Item III.A.9 (Ref. 3.9), should be
resulting from a sodium leak. The intent of the criterion developed for sodium systems in LMRs.
is to require that the plant be designed and constructed

with special consideration given to the effects of sodium, The preapplicant should address the development of an
including the detection, consequences, and mitigation of additional criterion on sodium heating systems for the
sodium reactions and spills. Because of the high chemical PRISM design similar to those developed in NUREG-0968
activity of sodium, leaks or spills can lead to chemical and ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.
reactions, fires, and combustion products not possible in

LWRs. Therefore, requirements that special measures be 3.2.4.3 Heat Transport System Design
taken to prevent contact of sodium with water, concrete,
and oxygen, and to extinguish any sodium fires that occur The intent of Criterion 26 of NUREG-0968 is to ensure the

need to be considered in the design. In addition, means to system that transports heat from the reactor to the turbine
detect sodium spills and to protect plant equipment and generator or ultimate heat sink will be designed to (1)
personnel from the corrosive and potentially radioactive provide sufficient cooling to not exceed the fuel design
corrosion products are required, limits for normal operation and anticipated operational

occurrences, (2)maintain the integrity of the RCPB to
Because there is no similar design criterion in the GDC to provide adequate core cooling for postulated accidents with
account for the high chemical activity of sodium with such at least two flow paths available, and (3) have at least two

common plant materials as water, air, and concrete, a independent flow paths. There is no corresponding
GDC covering the '_dium coolant for LMR designs criterion in ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.
warrants developing. Theretbre, the preapplicant should
address the development of an additional criterion for the This criterion is the same as GDC 34, "Residual Heat

PRISM design on protecting the plant against sodium Removal"; GDC 35, "Emergency Core Cooling"; and
reactions similar to those developed in NUREG-0968, GDC 44, "Cooling Water," for LWRs. As discussed
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, and ANS 54.8, "Standard for above for GDC 34 and 35, a revised GDC 34 which was

Liquid Metal Fire Protection in LMR Plants" (Ref. 3.23). also for (1) all reactor conditions including postulated
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accidents and (2) preventing fuel and clad damage that "Steam Generator Materials," it is stated that GDC 31 on
could interfere with continued effective core cooling, fracture prevention of the reactor coolant pressure
would cover the design of the residual heat removal boundary is applied up to the steam line isolation valves
system, the emergency core cooling system, and the heat and not beyond, however, Criterion 32 of NUREG-0968
transport system. In the discussion on GDC 44, it is stated appears to be applied to the entire intermediate coolant
that GDC 44 provides the general design requirements for system up to the steam generator.
systems transferring heat to the ultimate heat sinks.
Therefore, the revised GDC 34 and GDC 44 encompass The GDC 31 for LMRs, discussed above, should require
the requirements proposed in Criterion 26 of NUREG-0968 that the intermediate coolant system be designed for

and it is not necessary to have an additional criterion on fracture prevention up to the isolation valves and not
the heat transport system, beyond. Therefore, there should not be a need for a

separate criterion on fracture prevention of the intermediate
3.2.4.4 Assurance of Adequate Reactor Coolant coolant system and Criterion 32 of NUREG-0968 should

Inventory not be considered as a GDC for the PRISM design.

The intent of Criterion 27 of NUREG-O968 and 3.2.4.6 Reactor and Intermediate Coolant, and Cover
Criterion 3.4.1 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 is to ensure the Gas Purity Control
heat transport system provides for retention of sufficient
sodium inventory to ensure adequate decay heat removal This is Criterion 34 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.4
capability. This is discussed under GDC 33, "Reactor of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 which require that systems shall
Coolant Makeup." A revised GDC 33 using the words be provided to monitor and maintain reactor coolant,
from Criterion 27 of NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.1 of intermediate coolant, and cover gas purity within
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 is proposed for the LMR and the acceptable limits. A corresponding system for LWRs is
PRISM design instead of the GDC 33 for LWRs. the reactor water cleanup system for boiling water reactors

(BWRs). In SRP Section 5.4.8, "Reactor Water Cleanup
3.2.4.5 Design of the Intermediate Coolant System System," the system is required to be capable of

maintaining acceptable reactor water purity in normal
Criteria 31 through 33 of NUREG-0968 and Criteria 3.4.5 operation and anticipated operational occurrences in
and 3.4.6 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 are concerned with the accordance with GDC 14, "Reactor Coolant Pressure

design of the intermediate coolant :stem between the Boundary." Therefore, as discussed under GDC 14
reactor coolant system and the st, ,_ generator for the (above), a similar extension for LMRs should require that
LMRs. There are equivalent criteria in the GDC for there be LMR systems to keep the reactor coolant,
LWRs regarding the cooling water systems for SSCs intermediate coolant, and cover gas purity within
important to safety (i.e., GDC 44 to 46). The LWR acceptable limits for LMR designs; however, it would be
intermediate cooling system is between the safety-related more explicit to have a specific GDC for LMR designs.
SSCs and the ultimate heat sink. Another equivalent
system for LWRs would be the steam generator for Therefore, the preapplicantshouldaddressthedevelopment
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) for which GDC 14, 15, of an additional criterion for the PRISM design similar to
31, and 32 are applicable. Criterion 34 in NUREG-0968 and Criterion 3.4.4 in

ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989.

The requirements in Criterion 31, "Intermediate Coolant
System," and Criterion 33, "Inspection and Surveillance of
Intermediate Coolant System," of NUREG--O968 are 3.2.4.7 Inspection and Testing of the Residual Heat
consistent with requirements imposed in the GDC for Removal System
equivalent systems in LWRs or add new requirements
which come from the differences between sodium and The intent of Criteria 36 and 37 of NUREG-0968 and

water. Criteria 3.4.5 and 3.4.6, respectively, of ANSI/ Criteria 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 is to

ANS-54.1-1989 correspond to these criteria. The ensure that the residual heat removal system is designed
preapplicant should address why these two criteria are not for periodic inspection and testing of principal components
included with the GDC for the PRISM design, important to safety. This is discussed above for GDC 36,

"Inspection of Residual Heat Removal System," and
The requirements in Criterion 32, "Fracture Prevention of GDC 37, "Testing of Residual Heat Removal System."
Intermediate Coolant Boundary," of NUREG-0968 are not The revised GDC 36 and 37 with the deletion of the

consistent with requirements imposed in the GDC for references to emergency core cooling and water, and a
equivalent systems in LWRs. In SRP Section 5.4.2.1, change in the list of important components would have the
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requirements given in Criteria 36 and 37 of NUREG4)968 This is in PSID Section 3.1. These proposed criteria were
and Criteria 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. evaluated in Section 3.2.3 ('Comparison to the GDC in

10 CFR Part 50"), and Section 3.2.4 ("Additional GDC

3.2.4.8 Protection Against Fuel Rod Failure Proposed for the PRISM Design Not in 10 CFR Part 50").
Propagation The preapplicant was requested to address changes to its

proposed criteria in these two sections.
Criterion 59 of NUREG-0968 which requires features to
limit propagation of stochastic fuel rod failures which
could lead to a disruption of a significant fraction of the 3.2.6 Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy
core, and to monitor for fuel pin failures. This criterion Statement
was originally proposed for CRBRP because of design
differences between CRBRP fuel and LWR fuel and the As discussed in Section 3.2.1.2 above, the preapplicant
limited experience compared to LWR fuel. proposed GDC for the PRISM design in PSID Section 3.1

and has compared these criteria to the GDC to show where
There is presently no Section 50.44 and Appendix K to the GDC are applicable to the PRISM design. The

I0 CFR Part 50 for LMR designs; however, as discussed preapplicant has, therefore, complied with Items 2 and 3,
in SRP Section 4.2, "Fuel System Design," GDC 10, 27, listed in Section 3.2.1.2 above, of the Commission's
and 35 impose requirements on the reactor design, Advanced Reactor Policy Statement on the GDC.
including fuel, reactivity control, and emergency core
cooling, respectively, to limit fuel damage during normal The preapplicant's proposed GDC for the PRISM design
operation and postulated accidents to avoid losing the were evaluated against the GDC for LWRs in

ability to cool the core effectively. SRP Section 4.2 also Section 3.2.3 ("Comparison to the GDC in 10 CFR
requires on-line fuel failure monitoring and post-irradiation Part 50"), and Section 3.2.4 ("Additional GDC Proposed
surveillance to detect anomalies or confirm that the fuel for the PRISM Design Not in 10 CFR Part 50"). The

has performedas expected. Although therearedifferences preapplicant was requested to address changes to its
between LMR fuel and LWR fuel, there does not seem to proposed criteria in these two sections. With the
be a need to add a new GDC for the PRISM design to resolution of these changes, the staff would conclude that

properly address the fuel beyond the GDC 10, 27, and 35 the PRISM design has complied with one part of the
for the PRISM design. These criteria are discussed under Commission's policy statement that the advanced reactor
GDC 10, 27, and 35 above, should provide at least the same degree of protection that

is required of current-generation LWRs (i.e., Item 1 of
3.2.4.9 Protection Against Coolant Flow Blockage Section 3.2.1.2 above), that is the GDC for the PRISM

design would require at least the same degree of protection
Criterion 60 of NUREG-0968, requires the reactor and that is required in the GDC for the LWR designs. The

core assembly designs to incorporate features to minimize other parts would come from the review of the specific
the potential for flow blockage while the fuel assemblies margins in fuel design limits, containment design limits,
are in the reactor core so that flow blockage can be and so forth, of the PRISM design compared to the current
eliminated as a design-basis event. Because the core LWR designs.
assemblies in CRBRP were ducted assemblies, blockages

or restrictions at the inlet of an assembly affect flow
through the entire assembly and could cause fuel failure 3.2.7 Review of Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
such as occurred at the Fermi-1 reactor. (CRBRP)

The applicant discusses flow blockage events for the In the evaluation of the GDC proposed by the preapplicant
PRISM design in PSID Section G.4.6 and in for the PRISM design, the proposed criteria were
Section 4.4.6.4 of this report. This GDC should be compared to the GDC for the CRBRP in Section 3.1 of

considered for the PRISM design. NUREG-0968. The comparison is discussed in
Section 3.2.3 ('Comparison to the GDC in 10 CFR

3.2.5 10 CFR Part 52 Part 50"), and Section 3.2.4 ("Additional GDC Proposed
for the PRISM Design Not in 10 CFR Part 50"). Where

Section 50.34(a)(3)(i) of 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the GDC for the CRBRP were relevant to the PRISM design

preliminary safety analysis report for an LWR nuclear and not part of the criteria proposed by the preapplicant,
power plant design include the principal design criteria for the preapplicant was requested to address why these
the proposed facility. The preapplicant met this criteria are not included in the GDC for the PRISM

requirement by submitting GDC for the PRISM design, design.
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3.2.8 Industry Standard ANSI/ANS-54.1 why these additional requirements should not be included
in the GDC for the PRISM design.

In the evaluation of the GDC proposed by the preapplicant
for the PRISM design, the proposed criteria were With the resolution of the changes identified in these two
compared to the GDC for an LMR design in the industry sections above, the staff would conclude that the PRISM
standard ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The comparison is design has met one part of the Commission's policy
discussed in Section 3.2.3 ('Comparison to the GDC in statement that the advanced reactor should provide at least
10 CFR Part 50_), and Section 3.2.4 ('Additional GDC the same degree of protection to the public and the
Proposed for the PRISM Design Not in 10 CFR Part 50_). environment that is required of current-generation LWRs.
Where GDC for an LMR design in the standard were The other parts, as discussed in Section 3.1.1 of this safety
relevant to the PRISM design and not part of the criteria evaluation, would come from the review of the specific
proposed by the preapplicant, the preapplicant is requested margins in fuel design limits, containment design limits,
to address why these criteria are not included in the GDC and so forth, of the PRISM design compared to the current
for the PRISM design during the preliminary design phase. LWR designs.

3.2.9 Advanced Reactor Design Policy Issues 3.3 Seismic Design

In the Commission policy paper (SECY-93-092) dated The seismic design consists of the specification of the
April 8, 1993 (Ref. 3.1), the staff presented ten key policy seismic input to the plant, plant system analysis, system

issues bearing on the future advanced reactor designs, seismic analysis, seismic instrumentation, and the seismic
including the PRISM design, to request guidance from the base isolation system.
Commission on these issues. These key issues are the
following: accident evaluation, source term, containment 3,3.1 Seismic Input, Plant System Analysis, and

performance, emergency planning, reactivity control, System Seismic Analysis
operator staffing, residual heat removal, positive void

coefficient, control room design, and safety classification. 3.3.1.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
These issues are discussed in the GDC: GDC 1 (safety
classification, operator staffing, accident evaluation, and The seismic input described the generic site characteristics

source term), GDC l l (positive void coefficient), GDC 16 (including soil properties and shear wave velocities),
(containment performance), GDC 19 (control room vibration spectra, site validation, damping values, and
design), GDC 26 (reactivity control), and time-history development. The plant system analysis
GDC 34 (residual heat removal). These key issues were described embedded structures analysis, development of
made available to the preapplicant and the pu01ic by a floor response spectra, interaction of structures, and

Commission paper dated April 8, 1993. The key policy incorporation of torsional effects. System seismic analysis
issues were also reviewed by the ACRS at a full-committee described analysis and qualification-by-test of mechanical
meeting on January 6, 1993. The Commission approved and electrical components; and piping; heating, ventilation,
the staff's recommendations contained in SECY-93-092 in and air conditioning (HVAC) ducts; electrical raceways;
an SRM, July 30, 1993, which was released to the public buried pipes; and tunnels analysis.
on August 16, 1993.

3.2.10 Conclusions 3.3.1.2 Scope of Review

The preapplicant proposed GDC for the PRISM design in This review focused on information submitted in PSID
PSID Section 3.1. These criteria were evaluated against Chapter 3, as modified by Amendments 12 and 13 to the

the requirements in 10 CFR Part 52, the Commission's PSID.
Policy Statement on advanced reactors, the GDC for the
CRBRP design, and the GDC for an LMR design in
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989. The preapplicant was requested 3.3.1.3 Design Criteria
(1) to address why certain additional changes, not proposed
by the preapplicant, should not be included in the proposed GDC 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in
GDC for the PRISM design and (2) to provide additional part, that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and

justification why certain GDC should be considered not components important to safety be designed to withstand
applicable to the PRISM design. Additional requirements the effects ff such natural phenomena as earthquakes,
were identified that may be needed for the GDC for the tornadoes, | oods, tsunamis, and seiches without loss of
PRISM design, and the applicant was requested to address capability to tmrform their safety functions.
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It is the purpose of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 to The procedures and criteria used for piping analysis,
give the principal seismic and geologic considerations to HVAC duct analysis, electrical raceway analysis, and
guide the Commission in its evaluation of the suitability of buried pipe and tunnels should be included in the next
proposed sites for nuclear power plants, and in the design submittal.
suitability of the plant tbr a particular site. Appendix A of
10 CFR Part 100 applies primarily to LWRs, but is also 3.3.1.7 Conclusion
applicable to other types of reactors.

Unless specified above, the information in the PSID is
3.3.1.4 Research and Development considered to be sufficient at this stage of the review to

conclude that the seismic response of nuclear power plant
Applicant-sponsored R&D was not described or reviewed features important to safety can be determined promptly.
at this time.

3.3,2 Seismic Instrumentation

3.3.1.5 Safety Issues

When an earthquake occurs, it is important to assess
The design used to ensure that the required safety functions immediately the affects on a nuclear power plant. Suitable
are maintained during and after the vibratory ground instrumentation shall be provided so that the seismic
motion associated with the safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) response of features important to safety can be determined
shall involve the use of either a ,,;uitable dynamic analysis promptly, and the response can be compared with the
or a suitable qualification test. design-basis response. Such a comparison is needed to

decide whether the plant can continue to be operated safely
The analysis or test shall take into account soil-structure and to permit appropriate and timely response.
interaction at various typical sites and should include
structure-to-structureinteractionbetween modules, 3.3.2.1DesignDescriptionand SafetyObjectives

variabilityinsoilproperties,and theexpecteddurationof

vibratorymotion. Itispermissibletodesignforstrain Itisimportanttodeterminequicklywhetherornotseismic

limitsinexcessof yieldstrainin some of thesesafety- design conditionswere exceeded. The seismic

relatedstructures,systems,and componentsduringthe instrumentationsystemshouldsupplyina readilyusable

SSE and under the postulatedconcurrentconditions, formtheinformationformakingthedetermination.

provided that the necessarysafety functionsare

maintained. A typical instrumentation system consists of a tri-axial

time-history accelerograph and a tri-axial response
3.3.1.6 Evaluation spectrum recorder to measure directly the input time-

history and response spectra. Additional time-history
The evaluation is limited to discovering potential safety accelerographs, response spectrum recorders, peak
problems with the design and identifying information the accelerographs, seismic switches, and response spectrum
applicant is expected to submit at the next licensing stage, switches are recommended to measure the responses of

structures, equipment, and components at selected
In PSID Section 3.7.1.1, "Generic Site Characteristics," locations.

the applicant should submit a discussion on liquefaction

potential either generically or specifically in the next The time-history accelerograph measures and records
submittal. Also, seismic classification of structures, absolute acceleration as a function of time during an

i systems, and components important to safety should be earthquake. This may be a self-contained instrument or it
indicated, as should any component that could affect a may consist of acceleration sensors that detect absolute
safety-related system, acceleration and transmit the data to a remote central

recorder. From the resulting time-history records, the
SRP Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3 were revised peak accelerations and response spectra can be determined.
in 1989 as part of the resolution of Unresolved Safety

Issue A-40, "Seismic Design Criteria." The applicant The response spectrum recorder measures and records
should review applicable sections of the PRISM PSID as spectral accelerations at specified frequencies during an
appropriate, to reflect new staff positions on the location earthquake.
of the seismic input motion control point, variability in soil

properties, and design time-history options, or should A peak accelerograph (which requires no power) detects
submit technical justifications in support of the deviations, and records peak acceleration.
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A seismic switch sends an immediate signal to indieal:e if identified so that the applieant will be aware of these
a specified acceleration has been exceeded. It consists of changes and can take appropriate action coincident with the
an acceleration sensor and a switch closure. A response next licensing stage.
spectrum switch can send an immediate signal to indicate

if a specified spectral acceleration has been exceeded. The seismic instrumentation program is consistent with
RG 1.12 with the following exceptions and clarifications:

3.3.2.2 Scope of Review

,, A permanently installed response spectrum analyzer is
This review focused on a comparison of the proposed provided, rather than a response spectrum recorder.
seismic instrumentation presented in PSID Chapter 3 with Data from the strong-motion aecelerometers are fed
the seismic instrumentation guidelines of RG 1.12 into the response spectrum analyzer to produce
(Ref. 3.24). immediately earthquake spectra following an

earthquake. The response spectrum analyzer is located
3.3.2.3 Design Criteria in an electrical and instrumentation vault in the reactor

building; readout is in the control room.
Technical specifications are required by 10 CFR 50.36 to

include surveillance requirements to ersure that the ,, Accelerometers are located at the top of the operating
necessary quality of systems and ct,mponents is floor, the head access area enclosure, the basement,
maintained, that facility operation will be within safety and the top of the reactor silo basemat.
limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be
met. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 requires a suitable • Only one complete set of seismic instrumentation is

program for implementing the requirements of required for a given site, since the expected seismic
10 CFR 50.36 to determine the response of plant features, response is the same for all units. However, the first

RG 1.12 gives applicants the necessary guidance for two reactor buildings on a PRISM site will be
implementing the cited regulations, instrumented to allow for one set of instruments being

out of service.

3.3.2.4 Research and Development

Consistent with RG 1.12, instruments are located at the top
Preapplicant-sponsored R&D was not described or of the radioactive waste building basemat and in the free
reviewed at this stage, field. The remainder of the seismic instrumentation

program is similar to that used for current nuclear plants.

3.3.2.5 Safety Issues The PRISM facility will use seismic-base isolation to
reduce the response to an earthquake relative to a fixed-

Paragraph V(a)(2) of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 base building. Therefore, it is recommended that acceler-
indicates that if vibratory ground motion exceeds that of ometers be placed on both the rigid and isolated portions
the operating-basis earthquake (OBE), then the nuclear of the structures at approximately the same elevations.
power plant must be shut down. Before resuming The additional instrumentation will allow a comparison of

operations, the applicant will be required to demonstrate response between the isolated and non-isolated portions of

that those features necessary to protect the health and the structure. This is consistent with_ the NRC staff
safety of the public have not been functionally damaged, position taken in Draft RG DG-1016 (Ref. 3.25).

The seismic instrumentation needs to be designed to 3.3.2.7 Conclusion
withstand the conditions of reactor vessel auxiliary cooling

system (RVACS) operation, or, if not so designed, it needs Except as specified above, the information in the PSID is
to be replaced following RVACS operation, considered to be sufficient to conclude that adequate

seismic instrumentation will be provided so that the seismic

response of nuclear power plant features important to
3.3.2.6 Evaluation safety can be determined promptly.

The evaluation is limited to identifying potential safety Because of the continuous enhancements in seismic

problems with the design and information the applicant will instrumentation and the proposed revisions to Appendix A
be expected to submit at the next licensing stage. In to 10 CFR Part 100 and to RG 1.12, conformity with
addition, current staff activities (for instance, the proposed instrumentation guidelines in existence at the time of an

revision of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100) have been individual licensee application will be required. This is
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consistent with the NRC staff position taken in the SER for The elastomerie compound used in the seismic isolator
the advanced boiling-water reactor (ABWR). bearings is formed from natural rubber filled with a

damping material. To control the relative displacements
3.3.3 Seismic Base Isolation System between the ground and the building, and to attenuate the

small component of the earthquake energy which coincides
A seismic base, isolation system is a system installed with the natural frequency of the isolator, sufficient
between a structure and its foundation which reduces the damping must be built into the isolators. Damping is
ground motion transmitted to the structure. This relatively desired to provide energy absorption characteristics,
new technology is being used in numerous applications thereby reducing the maximum relative displacement
worldwide to reduce the acceleration of buildings and their magnitudes.
contents.

Lateral displacement between the top and bottom bearing

3.3.3.1 DesignDescription and Safety Objectives plates results from the horizontal shear forces applied
through the flexible rubber layers. The load is applied on

The PRISM ALMR design uses horizontal seismic the bearings through dowels that connect the top and
isolation. The seisn_c bare isolator system transforms the bottom plates to the superstructure and the basemat,
high-energy horizontal ground motions into reduced respectively. A different method than the use of dowels is
horizontal accelerations, at a lower natural frequency, under consideration. The bearings are bolted to both the
thereby allowing for a rigid body response of the basemat and the isolated platform. One feature of this
structures; relative displacements between the isolated and design is the more positive connection between bearings
nonisolated portions of the facility are increased, however, and support structures.
and the design must accommodate this.

Seismically isolated equipment in the plant design includes The isolation system should be stiff enough to avoid
the reactor module, containment, RVACS, head access perceptible vibrationsunderlow-level lateral loads, such as
area (HAA) components, the safety-related reactor wind loads, small seismic events, and normal operational
instrumentation, and EM pump synchronous machines, loads. Also, to minimize amplifications in vertical

response due to the vertical flexibility of the isolators, a
The seismic base isolation system consists of 31 high- high vertical-to-horizontal stiffness ratio is provided.
damping, steel-laminated, elastomerie beatings arranged in
a separate vault with access for inspection and Table3.4 summarizes the performance characteristics of
maintenance. The seismic bearings are supported on a the ALMR seismic isolator system.
2.1-m (7-ft)-thick basemat. The bearings support a

platform 21.9 m (72 ft) wide and 24.8 m (81.5 ft) long. The service lifetime of these bearings is expected to extend

The bearings are positioned below the major loads beyond the 60-year design life of the ALMR. Experience
supported by the seismic platform; each bearing carries a has shown that natural rubber retains its physical
vertical load of about 2 MN (500 kips). Within the characteristics for many years when protected from ozone
seismic bearing vault, a 0.76-m (2.5-ft)-thick continuous and high temperatures. Radiation effects are a concern in

circular shield wall located adjacent to the reactor module the ALMR application and radiation shielding has been
shields the bearings from radiation, provided. The rubber material is expected to retain its

propertie3 if iLsaccumulated radiation dose is kept below
The seismic isolator bearing is 1.32 m (52 in.) in diameter 20 kGy (2 Mrad). An in-service inspection program has
and 0.59 m (23.1 in.) high, and consists of 30 layers of been planned to monitor the condition of the bearings.
12.7-mm ('/z-in.)-thick elastomer and 29 steel shim plates, The bearings will be examined in place every refueling
3.2 mm (_/s in.) thick. A 76.2-mm (3-in.)-thick layer of interval, and every 12 years, two bearings will be removed

elastomer is added to the circumferential surface area of for testing (and replaced with qualified spare bearings).
the bearing as a protective barrier against harsh The isolated platform will be jacked up locally to support
environmental conditions. There are 25.4-mm(l-in.)-thick the vertical load while bearings are being removed and

steel plates forming the top and bottom surfaces of the replaced. If any bearing condition is found to be outside
seismic isolator bearing which interface with the of operating limits, the bearing will be replaced. Adequate
connecting structures. All steel and rubber layers are space is available to transport the bearings to and from the
vulcanized together into a composite structure, surface.
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Table 3.4 Characteristics of the ALMR seismic isolation system

Safe shutdown earthquake (SSE)

Desi_n requirement 0.3

Design capacity, ,, 0.5

Operating basis earthquake (OBE)

.... Desisn capacity 0.17

Seismic platform to ground relative displacement

At 0.3 _ 21.6 cm (8.5 in.)

At 0.5 $ 35.6 cm (14 in.)

At be_.fin$ limit 76.2 em (30 in.)

Seismic platform natural frequencies

Horizontal 0.75 Hz

Vertical > 20 Hz

Reactor horizontal seismic load reduction factor

Horizontal > 3

Vertical None
,,,

II II I

3.3.3.2 Scopeof Review the municipality of Rancho Cucamonga in San Bernardino
County, California. Other applications include the Fire

This review focused on the seismic isolator system's Command-and-Control Building and University Hospital in
design rationale, characteristics, operational experience, Los Angeles, California. The earthquake response of these
and qualification program described in PSID Section 3.7.5 buildings is monitored by the California Department of
and PSID Section G.4.4; the ALMR Technology Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology, as part of
Development Requirements Plan (Refs. 3.26 and 3.27); the California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program
and material presented to the NRC staff on October 25, (CSMIP).
1990, and October 16, 1991, (Refs. 3.28 and 3.29).

The French applied seismic isolation concepts to a two-unit
3.3.3.3 Design Criteria nuclear power plant on a common basement at Koeberg,

South Africa (commercial operation began in 1987) and a
The design criteria are the same as those given in four-unit standardized design located at Cruas-Meysse in

Section 3.3.1.3, above, the Rhone Valley of France. An extensive test program is
being conducted in Japan to develop more intbrmation for

3.3.3.4 Research and Development this new technology.

The practice of placing buildings on seismic isolation In support of the PRISM ALMR, a technology
bearings is relatively new. However, this approach to development program supports the qualification of a
protecting important structures from the effects of seismic isolation systemfortheALWR. The qualification
earthquakes is receiving considerable worldwide attention, program includes
In the United States, the practice was first applied to the

Foothill Communities Law and Justice Center located in • testing high damping rubber bearings
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• qualifying gimbaled expansion joints for the secondary secondary systems in revised computational models are

heat transfer system piping needed to predict and evaluate coupling or interferences.
Prototypical models and computational methodologies need

• conducting tests on large buildings with prototypical to be validated by tests for both static and dynamic
isolators environments.

• testing scale models of reactor structures with isolators Concerns related to such effects as non-ideal field
on a shake table conditions, as-built tolerances, differential settlements,

aging, inspection and maintenance, and replacement need
• developing analytical models to be evaluated.

• optimizing and qualifying bearing materials 3.3.3.6 Evaluation

• developing seismic isolation guidelines The evaluation focuses on discovering potential safety
problems with the design and identifying information the

• assessing seismic margins applicant is expected to submit at the next licensing stage.
In addition, current staff activities (for instance, the

3.3.3.5 Safety Issues proposed revision of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100)
have been identified so that the applicant will be aware of

Although seismic base isolation appears to offer significant these changes and can take appropriate action coincident
benefits for nuclear power plants, there are a number of with the next licensing stage.
issues and concerns that must be considered and resolved

before seismic isolation can be accepted for such plants. Experience With Seismic Isolation of Structures
These issues include such items as the effects of long

period earthquake ground motion; the effects, other than The responses of the Foothill Communities Law and
horizontal, of isolation systems on vertical, rocking, and Justice Center (in San Bernardino County), the Fire

torsional responses of isolatedstructures; non-linear effects Command-and-Control Building (in Los Angeles), and
during beyond-design basis earthquakes; and the effects of University Hospital (in Los Angeles) buildings to various
non-ideal conditions, earthquakes are given in Tables 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. Data

from the tables can be used to compare horizontal and
The natural frequencies of seismically isolated structural vertical accelerations at the basement (above the isolators)
systems are lower than those of non-isolated systems; the to those at the foundation (below the isolators). Also the
effects of long period ground motions become more amplification or attenuation of the roof acceleration can be
important. The resulting relative displacements between examined.
isolated and non-isolated portions of the plant or the
ground must be adequately considered in the design. In

addition, specific design problems, such as fluid sloshing, One-half of the horizontal accelerations above the isolators
must be evaluated, were lower in magnitude than those below the isolators,

approximately 33 percent of the time the accelerations

Detailed modeling of structures with isolation systems were equal, and 17 percent of the time they were greater
indicates that vertical motion, rocking, and torsional in magnitude. A similar comparison for the vertical
motion may be induced in the isolated structure. These direction showed that approximately 17 percent of the time
modes may be significant for the isolated structure or accelerations above the isolators were lower in magnitude
components therein; for example, rocking could lead to a than the accelerations below the isolators, 58 percent of the
reactivity control problem, time they were equal, and 25 percent of the time they were

greater.
Analytical capabilities need to be enhanced so that there is

a better correlation between experiments and analysis. For In general, the roof acceleration was twice the basement

example, for beyond-design-basis earthquakes, numerical (above the isolators) acceleration. It is also apparent that,
computations have not revealed the high frequency in some cases, there was a rocking or torsional response.
response in secondary systenzs shown to exist during In six cases the maximum acceleration on the basement
laboratory tests of isolated structures. Multiple degrees-of- was from a sensor in a different location or orientation
freedom representation of the isolator, structure, and than the foundation level sensor.
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Table 3.5 Response of the Rancho Cucamonga - San Bernandino County Law
and Justice Center to various earthquakes

RANCHO CUCAMONGA - SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY LAW AND JUSTICE CENTER
CSMIP Station No. 23497

Isolation type: Elastomerie bearings
i

Foundation Basement" Roof

.... Earthquake Freefield ,,Below Isolators , Above Isolators

Date Name, [Magnitude-ML], Dist. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz.

..... (aef. No.) (km) (g) 4) ....._) (g) (g) (g) 4)

1012185 Redlands, [4.9], 31 0.04 N.A. 0.04 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.03

(Ref. 3.35), ,,, ,,r, ,,,

718186 Palm Springs, [5.9], 90 0.02 N.A. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04
(Ref. 3.36)

10/1/87 Whittier, [6.1], 47 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06

(Ref. 3.37)

2/28190 Upland, [?], 12 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.10 0.06 0.12 0.16
(Ref. 3.38) ' 0.08

6128191 Sierra Madre, [5.8], 43 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.08

(Ref. 3.39)
,, ,, ,

6/28192 Landers, [7.5 Ms], 106 0.12 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.19

......(Ref.3.40! ............

6/28/92 Big Bear,[6.6Ms], 70 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.07

(Ref.3.41) 0.05,, ,,,,,,

* If two acceleration values are given, the first is from the basement sensor in the same location and
orientation as the foundation sensor; the second value is the maximum value on the foundation.
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Table 3.6 Response of the Los Angeles - 2 Story Fire
Command-Control Building to various earthquakes

,,, , ,,

LOS ANGELES -- 2 STORY FIRE COMMAND/CONTROL BUILDING - CSMIP Station No. 24580

Isolation type: Laminated steel and rubber bearings;
ii iii ii i i i

Foundation Basement" Roof

......... Earthquake Freefield Below lsola_br Above Isolator

Date Name, [Magnitude-Mr.] Dist. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz.

(Ref. No.) 0cm) _) (g) (g) (¢) (g) (g) (g)

6/28/91 Sierra Madre, [5.8] 28 0.12 0.06 0.08 0,05 0.07 0.06 0.11

(Ref. 3.39) 0.09

6128192 Landers, [7.5 Ms] 161 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.12
(Ref. 3.40) 0.03

6/28/92 Big Bear, [6.6 Ms] 125 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05
(Ref. 3,41)

.... _, ,,, Lli ........

* If two acceleration value_ are given, the first is from the basement sensor in the same location and orientation as the

foundation sensor; the second value is the maximum value on the foundation.

II I I I I I I

Table 3.7 Response of the Los Angeles - 7 Story University Hospital to various earthquakes

LOS ANGELES - 7 STORY UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL - CSMIP Station No. 24605

Isolation type! Laminated steel and rubber bearings with lead cores i i

Foundation Basemeat" Roof

....... Earthquake Freefield Below Isolator Above Isolator

Date Name, IMagnitude-ML] Dist. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz. Vert. Horiz.

(Ref. No.) 0cm) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g)

6/28/91 Sierra Madre, [5.8] 29 0.16 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.09

(Ref. 3.39) 0.05 0.06,, ,

4/22/92 Desert Hot Springs, 173 0.02 0.01 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.04

[6.11, (Ref. 3.42)
,, ,, , ,

6/28/92 Landers, [7.5 Ms] 163 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.09

(Ref.3.4O)

6/28/92 Big Bear, [6.6 Ms] 127 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.06
(Ref. 3.41)

,,,

* If two acceleration values are given, the first is from the basement sensor in the same location

and orientation as the foundation sensor; the second value is the maximum value on the foundation.
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In an October 25, 1990, meeting (Ref. 3.28) with staff The bearings demonstrated large margins for
from the NRC, General Electric, Department of Energy, accommodating relative horizontal displacements and

and Argonne National Laboratory the response of the vertical loads. The bearings are designed for a shear
Foothills Communities Law and Justice Center to the strain of 50 percent (maximum relative horizontal

Upland earthquake (Ref. 3.30) was discussed. It was displacement divided by bearing height of 0.5); the
noted that some amplification was observed at the top maximum displacement is associated with ground
floor. This was attributed to the relatively higher stiffness acceleration of 0.3g (an SSE event). While carrying a
of the bearings for earthquakes smaller than maximum load of 1.9 MN (420 kips), the bearings were subjected
design earthquakes. For the maximum earthquake, a to movement and distortion of four times the expected
predominant rigid body mode response with no horizontal maximum value. At this relative displacement, the
top floor amplification is predicted, limit of the test rig, substantial warping of the bearing

end plates and some disengagement of the dowel
occurred but failure could not be induced. Followup

The applicant must demonstrate an understanding of how tests showed the bearing load-deflection behavior was
the ALMR facility will respond to a wide range of unchanged from initial tests up to 50 percent shear
earthquakes. This range should include levels both below strain.
and beyond the maximum design earthquake.

The stiffness of the bearing increases at high strains
Seismic Isolator Qualification Program due to stiffening of the elastomer, even though yielding

of the end plates results in lower stiffness than if the
A research and development program (Refs. 3.26 and plates were rigid. The resulting benefit is a further
3.27) has been established for the use of the seismic base limiting effect on relative displacements during extreme
isolation system to provide adequate system character- events.
ization and qualification for certification. The program is
supported by the Energy Technology Engineering Center,

the Argonne National Laboratory, the University of In an attempt to determine the ultimate load-carrying
Southern California, the University of California at capability of the bearings, a bearing was loaded
Berkeley, the California Institute of Technology, the vertically to the maximum capacity of the testing
General Electric Company, Rockwell International, and machine; the maximum of the machine is 20 MN (4000

Bechtel National, Inc.. kips). The bearing sustained no apparent damage to
either the elastomer or internal steel plates. Failure

Unless otherwise noted, for this stage of the licensing would be anticipated to occur by tensile failure of the
review, the program appears adequate. Revisions to the steel plates under the vertical load.
plan reflecting new issues and experience obtained through

plan implementation should be provided to the NRC staff Two bearings were stacked, then a load was applied in
for review and comment. The plan is sunnnarized below, a ramp fashion. Note that the bearing end plates were

free to move laterally. The buckling load was reached
- Testing of High-Damping Rubber Bearings at 28 times the design load.

Steel-laminated high-damping natural rubber bearings • Gimbaled Expansion Joints Qualification
(similar to the bearings used in the Foothill

Communities Law and Justice Center building) will be Programs have been conducted in the U.S. and Japan
used. More than 50 bearings at scales ranging from to evaluate the performance characteristics of flexible

one-fourth to full size will be tested to characterize; the piping joints. The joints could be used in the heat-
horizontal static and dynamic stiffness; the vertical transfer system piping of a liquid-metal reactor for
stiffness; damping; the vertical load and horizontal accommodation of differential thermal expansion and
displacement margins; and the failure modes which relative seismic motions. Work in that area led to the

include horizontal shear, vertical tension and specification of the American Society of Mechanical
compression, or combinations of these. Tests will Engineers (ASME) Code Case N-290-1. The code

include sustained compression/creep tests, cyclic tests provides guidelines for design analyses and required

at various freq_lencies, sell'centering tests, and supplementary performance tests of flexible piping.
buckling tests. The present experimental data base appears sufficiently

advanced to allow a modification of the code case for

Results from the first series of these tests on half-size design by analysis only, rather than by analysis and
seismic bearings follow, testing.
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Section Ill Code Case N-290-1 and its application to cantilevered from the building to avoid a friction point
the ALMR was discussed in the October 25, 1990, that may introduce a torsional response or inhibit the
meeting with the staff (Ref. 3.28). The IHTS is a non- performance of the isolator system. Inclusion of the
safety-grade system designed to ASME Code gimbaled expansion joints and applicable piping onto
Section VIII. However, the ASME Code rules the large building tests (at the appropriate elevation)
developed for Section III Code Case N-290-1 will be will verify that interfaces between the isolated and rigid
used. portions of the ALMR can be adequately modeled and

that the resulting responses are understood.
The qualification testing of the reference gimbaled
expansion joint will include an evaluation of the - Systems Tests
available U.S. and Japanese (PNC) data base to
establish requirements for supplemental full-size Shako-table tests using simple structural representations
flexible-expansion-joint tests for accommodation of of the ALMR structure (an approximate mass
seismic displacements. The 25-mm (i0 in.)-diameter distribution of the reactor system modeled by a steel
flexible piping bellows tested in the hot-leg piping of frame structure) mounted on multiple bearings (four
the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) bearings or more) will be performed to characterize
intermediate heat transport system will also be system responses under a range of earthquake time-
evaluated. Tests to characterize safety margins beyond histories and different acceleration levels, including
the design basis for seismic events will be performed high-energy waves (representative of El Centre) and
as needed, low-frequency waves (representative of Hachinohe,

Akita). Responses to excitations approaching the
The gimbaled joints should be qualified at temperature isolation frequency will be evaluated. The tests will
and pressure, and should include the effects of aging, also characterize the effects of coupling, torsion,
In addition, the potential for creep damage combined rocking, and uplift. System safety margins will be
with seismic considerations should be considered, established and tests to failure or near-failure conditions

will be used to verify analysis tools and demonstrate

• Large Building/Prototypic Reactor Module Tests their effectiveness in predicting the response of isolated
structures.

Seismic base isolation systems installed in buildings
with seismic instrumentation will be used to gain Foundation level response spectra from the eight
information on response characteristics for a earthquakes noted in Tables 3.5 to 3.7 should be
comparison with analytical predictions. Four types of developed and compared to the dynamic characteristics
tests will be conducted to verify large structure (such as fundamental frequency) of the CSMIP
responses: (1) vibration tests with counter-rotating monitored buildings. The earthquake time-histories

oscillators to provide uni-directional excitation, (2) used in the seismic isolator qualification program
static displacement tests to a maximum displacement, should be selected so that there is a similar relationship
(3) tests of instantaneous releases from a maximum between the frequency content of the seismic input and
displacement, and (4) measurement of building the fundamental building frequency. The variation of

responses to natural seismicity, earthquake magnitude should range from very low level
to beyond the design-basis conditions. The mass of the

A prototype reactor module test will be performed to test specimen should be varied to validate analytical
verify system performance characteristics, if required predictions of amplification or attenuation of seismic
to support utility approval and licensing certification, responses in the structures.

A prototype test of the reactor module will be required. ,, Development of Numerical Models and Model
The test configuration should also include the gimbaled Validation
expansion joints to verify system-structure interaction

during earthquake excitation. In commercial Existing dynamic analysis computer programs will be
applications of base isolation, the interfaces between evaluated. To establish licensable evaluation models,

the isolated and rigid portions of buildings, particularly data obtained from the system tests and the large
at the higher elevations, are kept to a minimum. For building or prototypie reactor module tests (as modified
example, water and sewer service lines enter the to incorporate NRC staff comments) will be used to

building through the foundation and basement where verify the computer programs and demonstrate the
the accelerations and displacements are the smallest, accuracy of the computed response. The analysis
Stairways between the sidewalk and building are models will be used to evaluate the effects of torsion,
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rocking, and basemat uplift of the rectangular portion include (1) definition of ground motions, (2) design
of the foundation. Additionally, the effects of soil- requirements and analysis methods for isolated
structure interaction on the isolated response, including buildings and isolated support structure, (3) design and
basemat flexibility, spatial variatioa of ground motion, performance requirements for overall seismic isolation
and ground settlement, will be studied. Three- systems, (4) design requirements and analysis methods

dimensional large displacement finite element models for isolated structures, systems, and components,
will be used to support the evaluation of bearing tests, (5) design requirements and analysis methods for
specification of parameters and allowable defects or interface components, (6) design requirements for
deviations in design guidelines, and further individual isolation devices, (7) qualification of seismic
optimization of the isolation bearing properties and isolation bearings, (8) acceptance testing of isolator
geometry, if required to enhance the bearing bearings, (9) seismic safety margin assessment, and
performance characteristics. (10) seismic monitoring.

• Bearing Material Characterization and • Soil-Structure Interaction Development
Environmental/Aging Assessment

Required materials performance parameters are: Maintain awareness of soil-structure-interaction
(1) adequately high damping (> 10_), (2) acceptable experiments being carried out to verify computer
temp7erature sensitivity of compound in the design programs that account for embedment and foundation
range, including temperature dependence of shear flexibility and other soil-related effects. Soil-silo
modulus, etc., (3) acceptably low creep for the high interactions will be evaluated, if required, using an
shape factor bearing, (4) consistent good bonding to underground expansion test approach.
steel plates with a bond strength greater than the rubber
strength, and (5)long-life capability. This scope will be redefined after a specific site

selection has been selected.

Seismic bearings will be characterized for expected
environmental conditions; for example, temperature
variations, low gamma radiation, ozone, and fires. In-service Inspection Proeram

Selected tests will be performed with rubber compound The in-service inspection program summarized in
specimens to determine the effects of the environment Table 3.8 (PSID Table G.4.4-2) has been planned to
on such key properties as tensile strength, stiffness, frequently monitor the condition of the bearings. The
compression creep, and rubber elongation, frequency of the inspections and the number of bearings
Constitutive materials equations will be established as that are inspected or tested for each category must be
needed for analytical models. Full-size bearing tests justified. In addition, the criteria used to determine

under controlled environmental conditions are not acceptability or failure (for instance, acceptable range of
presently being considered, bearing stiffness, location for the hardness measurement

points, limits on vertical height) for each inspection or
Performance data will be collected over a long period testing activity and action to be followed if the criteria are
of time as subscale bearings stored under vertical not met must be identified and justified.
compressive loads to demonstrate aging characteristics
of the seismic bearings. Potential degradation effects
will be established by performing periodic testing under Procedures similar to those, recommended in Draft

benchmark vertical loads in combination with Regulatory Guides (RGs)DG-1017, "Pre-Earthquake
horizontal displacements. Planning and Immediate Nuclear Power Plant Operator

Post-Earthquake Actions" (Ref. 3.31), and DG-1018,
• Seismic Isolation Design Guidelines "Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down by a

Seismic Event" (Ref. 3.32), should be noted in Table 3.8,
Support is provided for the American Society of Civil Category IV, "Following an OBE." The NRC staff is

Engineers (ASCE) development of guidelines for developing a similar, wfluntary position on exceeding the
seismic isolated nuclear facilities. Specific guidelines OBE of operating plants.
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Table 3.8 Planned in-service inspection program

::j , _ _ , _j .... , ,, , i "JJ i ,,, 'I " i'1 , ,, ........... ; .....

Category Prequency Type of Component Inspection/Testing Number of
Inspection Inspected/Tested Activity Bearings

Inspected
or Tested

i.i i ii iii ,.,i, ,i , i i

I Every I8 Visual BearingRubber • Check for obvious surface cracks or All 31
Months Cover tears bearings

• Check for surface bulges which may
be indicative of bond failure

between the rubberand steel shim

plate|111 ,11

, Bearing, • Verif_ vertical height [i] .........

Testing BearingRubber • Measure hardness(indicative of 16 bearings [2]
Cover shear modulus)at 6 points using

Durometer
.i i .11 .i,

II Every Additional Bearing • Perform vertical static compression Perform
4-1/2 tests to Specimens [3] tests to determinevertical bearing vertical
years determine stiffness and horizontal

aging • Perform horizontal static tests to tests on 5 test
effects determine horizontal bearing specimens

stiffness
, ii i1., .. i..i .IHi

111 Every Additional Bearing • Perform verticalstatic compression Replace and
12 years testing tests to determine vertical bearing test

stiffness 2 bearings [4].
• Perform horizontal static tests to vertical and

determine horizontal bearing horizontal tests
stiffness performed on

both beatingsi i i i i.i i.i i .,11 ii i ,,,i i ii,

IV Following Visual/ Same as Category I • Repeat all Category i inspections Same as

an OBE testing .......... and tests ...... Category !

Additional Bearing • Verify no permanent horizontal All 31

Visual ,,, displacementof bear'.re,gs [5] bearings
NOTES:

[1] Any vertical height reduction represents bearing shortening and its effect on continued bearing performance is
evaluated against established limits.

[2] Different bearings are tested after each inspection until all 31 of the bearings have been tested; then the process is
repeated.

[3] Five 1/4-scale (or smaller) beating specimens subjected to equivalent vertical design loads are aged during storage
in the seismic bearing vault. At 4-1/2 year intervals all 5 bearing specimens are removed from storage and tested.
After testing, the bearing specimens are returned to storage for further aging in the loaded condition. Any
deterioration in bearing stiffness based on test results is used to evaluate degradation effects of all bearings due to
aging.

[4] Select bearings for testing on a random basis; replacement bearings are qualified spares. After testing, tested
bearings become qualified spares.

[5] Following an earthquake, the beatings are expected to return to their approximate horizontal starting position. The
effects of any permanent displacement on continued bearing performance is evaluated against established limits.
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Experience With Seismic Base Isolation of Nuclear receive a detailed review at a later stage in the design
Power Plants review.

The French have applied seismic base isolation concepts to 3.4 Seismic Category I Structures
a two-unit nuclear power plant at Koeberg, South Africa.
This facility began commercial operation in 1987. Data The design of seismic Category I structures includes

about isolator performance and their in-service inspection specifying and complying with the following:
program should be obtained. The applicant should address

comparison of measured to predicted responses of the plant • applicable codes, standards, specifications, and
to actual earthquakes; comparison of measured to expected regulations
stiffness of the seismic isolators measured during in-service
ihspections (after several years operation); general - methods and criteria for loads and load combinations
comments on the in-service inspection program (frequency

of inspections, evaluation criteria) and major differences. ,, design and analysis procedures

Required Operating-Basis Earthquake Ground Motion • structural acceptance criteria
Analysis

• materials

Consistent with Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, the OBE

for the ALMR is 1/2 of the SSE; an analysis is required. • testing and inserviee inspection requirements
Proposed Appendix S, "Earthquake Engineering Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 would • standards for quality assurance
allow the value of the OBE ground motion to be set at one-

third or less of the SSE ground motion, where the 3.4.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
requirements associated with this OBE can be satisfied

without the applicant performing explicit response or Applicable eodes, standards, specifications, and regulations
design analyses. An applicant may voluntarily select an contain information pertaining to design, fabrication,
OBE greater than one-third of the SSE; however, analysis construction, testing, and surveillance of seismic
and design must be performed to demonstrate that the Category I structures. The loads and load combination
requirements associated with this OBE are satisfied. The descriptions describes the normal, severe environmental,
elimination of the OBE analysis may not be applicable to extreme environmental, and abnormal loads, and identifies
the PRISM. The supplemental information to the proposed how these independent loads are combined in the design of
regulation (published October 20, 1992, 57 _ 47802, reinforced-concrete and structural steel structures. The

Item V(B)(6)) includes the following statement: "More analysis and design description describes the mathematical

than one earthquake response analysis for a seismic base representation of the buildings and foundation and
isolated nuclear power plant design may be necessary to references applicable industry standards. The structural
ensure adequate performance at all earthquake levels, acceptance criteria describe the design limits imposed on
Decisions pertaining to the response analysis associated the various parameters that serve to quantify the structural
with base isolated facilities will be handled on a case-by- behavior of each structure and its components; specifically

case basis." stresses, strains, gross deformations, and factors of safety
against structural failure were included. For each load

3.3.5.7 Condusions combination specified, allowable limits are compared with
acceptable limits. The materials description describes the

Unless specified above, the information provided in PSID properties of concrete and the foundation (soil or rock type
Section 3.7.5 and PSID Section G.4.4, as supplemented by and thickness), grade of reinforcement and structural steel,

material presented to the NRC staff on October 25, 1990, anchors, and other pertinent information. If applicable,
and october 16, 1991, is considered to be sufficient at this any post-construction testing and inservice surveillance

stage of the review to conclude that adequate testing and programs are described. Standards for quality assurance
analysis is being performed or planned in support of are to be identified.
seismic isolator licensing.

3.4.2 Scope of Review
Revisions to the Seismic Isolator Qualification Program

reflecting new issues or experience obtained through plan This review focused on information submitted in the
implementation should be submitted to the NRC staff. PRISM PSID, Sections 3.8.1 through 3.8.6, and
Research results from the specific topics in the plan will Appendix F (Ref. 3.16).
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3.4.3 Design Criteria 1.60 at all sites considered for design certification with
sufficient margin, and the combinations of the effects of

Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50, lists the GDC applicable normal and accident conditions with the effects of
to construction and operation of light-water reactor plants, environmental Ioadings of earthquakes and other natural
The following identifies those considered applicable to the phenomena.
structural design of ALMR seismic Category I structures.

Safety-related structures must be capable of withstanding
GDC 1, "Q_dity Standards and Records," and the dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe
10 CFR 50.55_, require safety-related structures to be whipping, and discharging fluids.
designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety Safety-related structures, systems, and components may

function to be performed, not be shared between units or any sharing will not impair
the ability to perform intended safety function.

GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
Phenomena," requires that nuclear power plant structures, The containment must be an essentially leaktight bander to
systems, and components important to safety be designed prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactive effluents to
to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as the environment.
earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, tsunamis, and seiches
without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. Furthermore, the designer must ensure that the

containment will have sufficient margin to accommoc'_te

GDC 4, "Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design the leak rate, pressure, and temperature resulting from
Basis," requires that safety-related structures be capable of accident conditions, and that appropriately defined design
withstanding the dynamic effects of equipment failures, conditions are not exceeded during the full course of the
including missiles and blowdowa loads associated with the accident condition.
loss-of-coolant accidents.

GDC 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and 3.4.6 Evaluation
Components," requires sharing of structures important to

safety not be done unless it can be shown that such sharing The evaluation is limited to discovering potential safety
will not significantly impair the validity to perform their problems with the design and identifying information the
safety functions, applicant is expected to submit at the next licensing stage.

GDC 16, "Containment Design," requires the containment The majority of the NRC RGs cited in Section 3.8.1.2 of
to act as a leaktight membrane to prevent the uncontrolled the PRISM PSID do not pertain to the design of seismic
release of radioactive effluents to the environment. Category I structures. Although the following RGs are not

cited in the PSID, they are applicable to the design of
GDC 50, "Containment Design Basis," requires seismic Category I structures:
containment internal structures be designed with sufficient

margin of safety to accommodate appropriate design loads.
• RG 1.57, "Design Limits and Loading Combinations

3.4.4 Research and Development for Metal Primary Reactor Containment System
Components" (Ref. 3.43)

Applicant-sponsored R&D was not described or reviewed

at thistime. • RG 1.94, "Quality Assurance Requirements for
Installation, Inspection and Testing of Structural

3.4.5 Safety Issues Concrete and Structural Steel During the Construction
Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 3.44)

The design of seismic Category I structures must ensure

that safety-related structures are properly classified, • RG 1.142, "Safety-Related Concrete Structures for
designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 3.45)
inspected to quality standards commensurate with their
safety function. The applicable sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code should be included. Also, the designer
The designermustensure that safety-relatedstructureswiU should use the latest revision of applicable codes,
withstand the 0.3 g ground motion spectra discussed in RG standards, and specifications. Note that the NRC Office of
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Nuclear Regulatory Research is presently evaluating a use of guard pipes are implemented for the PRISM, pipe
number of rec6nt codes for use in future plants, ruptures could be eliminated from design consideration.

The pipe ruptures were not considered in CRBRP and the
The load combination equations and structural stability Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) due to the use of guard
factorsof safety given in PSID Tables 3.8-1 to 3.8-3 was pipes. Not only dynamic effects design bases are affected
not reviewed at this stage of the review, in such a case, but also requirementsfor emergency core

cooling systems and environmental qualification.
Before the next licensing stage, the applicant should
thoroughlyreview applicableSRP sections and RGs, and 3.4.7 Conclusions
should submit technical justification for deviations from
those documents. Unless specified above, the information in the PSID is

considered to be sufficient at this stage of the review to
Lc,ak B.eforeBreak conclude that seismic Category I structures will be

adequately designed and analyzed.
The application of leak-before-break technology is
proposed for moderate energy piping systems. However,
because there are no postulated ruptures in moderate 3.5 Mechanical Systems and Components
energy piping, leak-before-break technology cannot be
implemented in this case. Postulated leakage cracks in The design of mechanical systems and components includes
moderate energy lines used to determine environmental specifying and complying with theanalytical methodsused
qualification of safety equipment cannotbe eliminated by for all components and component supports covered by the
leak-before-break technology. In GDC 14, the NRC staff American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and
states: "the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be Pressure Vessel Code Class 1, 2, and 3. Further, it is
designed...so as to have an extremely low probability of necessary to define specifications for components not
abnormal leakage.... " lnservice inspection (ISI) is covered by the ASME Code.
applicable to the detection of random cracks or flaws of
finite size and unknown origin, and, therefore, conflicts 3.5.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
with the basic intent of the criterion; its intent is to
preclude the initiation of cracks due to known causes. In the ASME Code, Class 1 components and component
Furthermore,Supplements 1 and 2 of NRC Bulletin 88-08 supportsare categorized as low-temperaturecomponentsor
(Ref. 3.33) show that ISI is not always reliable for elevated-temperature components, and are described by
detecting flaws before they develop into leaking cracks, inelastic and limit analyses. ASME Code Class 2 and 3

components and component supports are described by
In the final broad-scope rule to modify GDC 4, the staff component operating conditions and design loading
states that the leak before break concept cannotbe used in conditions, design stress and pressurelimits, analytical and
ferritic steel piping when operating temperaturesexceed empirical methods for design of pumps and valves and
644 K (700 OF), and in austenitic steel piping when the design and installation criteria for pressure-relieving
operatingtemperatureexceeds 700 K(800 OF)(Ref. 3.34). devices and componentand piping supports. In addition,
These limitations reflect uncertainties in creep behavior core components and the control rod systemwhich arenot
after long service times. These limits may be lower than covered by the ASME Code are described.
PRISMoperatingtemperatures. Use above theseoperating
temperatures can be approved only when concerns with 3.$.2 Scope of Review
creep, creep rupture, and creep fatigue after a 60-year
service life are addressed. This review focusedon informationin PSID Sections 3.9.1

through3.9.3.
The preapplicant's reference to the Clin,:hRiver Breeder
Reactor Plant (CRBRP) in PSID S_tion 3.6.2.1 is 3.$.3 Design Criteria
rn.Aeading. Leak-before-break technology, as presently
understood, was not applied to this design. Instead, Appendix A of 10 CFR Part50 lists the requirementsused
because the double-endguillotine breakwas unacceptable to design and evaluate light-waternuclear plants. Each of
in terms of core physics, guard pipes and guard vessels the requirementsis referredto as a GDC. Certainof these
were used to reducethe consequencesof pipe rupture. No are considered generally applicable to ALMRs (see
proof was developed that the probabilityof pipe rupture is Section 3.2 of this report) and were used to evaluate the
extremely low, although such proof is mandated by present preapplicant's structural design of mechanical systems and
rules. However, it is likely that if such measures as the components for the PRISM design.
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Both l0 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, "Quality Standards sad due to normal operation sad such events as LOCAs and

Records," require safety-related structures to be designed, the dynamic effects resultmg from the ground motion of an
fabricated, erected, sad tested to quality standards SSE. The reactor coolant pressure boundary design limits
commensurate with the importance of the safety function for normal operation sad anticipated operational occur-
to be performed, rences must not be exceeded. The criteria used in the

design and installation of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3

GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural overpressure relief devices must provide adequate
Phenomena," requires that nuclear power plant structures, assurance that the stresses resulting from discharge will not
systems, and components important to safety be designed exceed allowable stress sad strain limits.
to withstand the effects of such natural phenomena as

earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, tsunamis, and seiches Component supports important to safety must be designed
without losing their capability to perform safety functions, to quality standards commensurate with their safety

functions, sad the designer must ensure that they can
GDC 4, "Environmental sad Dynamic Effects Design accommodate the effects of discharge due to normal
Basis," requires that safety-related structures be capable of operation as well as such postulated events as LOCAs sad
withstanding the dynamic effects of equipment failures, the dynamic effects resulting from the ground motion of an
including missiles sad blowdown loads associated with SSE. The combination of loadings (including system

loss-of-coolant accidents, operating transients) considered for each component
support within a system, including the designation of the

GDC 14, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires appropriate service stress limit for each combination, has
that the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, met applicable NRC staff positions and criteria. The
fabricated, erected, sad tested to have an extremely low specified design and service loading combinations used for

probability of abnormal leakage, rapidly propagating the design of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component
failure, sad gross rupture, supports in systems classified as seismic Category I

provide assurance that in the event of an earthquake or
GDC 15, "Reactor Coolant System Design, _ requires that other service loadings due to postulated events or system
the reactor coolant system be designed with sufficient operating transients, the resulting stresses imposed on
margin to ensure that the design conditions are not system components will not exceed allowable stress sad
exceeded, strain limits for the materials of construction.

3.5.4 Research and Development 3.5.6 Evaluation

Preapplieant-sponsored R&D was not described or The evaluation is limited to discovering potential safety
reviewed at this time. problems with the design sad identifying the information

the applicant will be expected to submit at the next
3.5.5 Safety Issues licensing stage.

The design of mechanical systems sad components must It is stated in PSID Section 3.9.1 that inelastic and limit
ensure that systems sad components important to safety are analysis methods may be used in conjunction with the
designed to quality standards commensurate with their dynamic analysis, provided that the designer observes the
importance to safety sad that these systems can stress sad deformation limits established by the ASME
accommodate such events as loss-of-coolant accidents and Code (Section III sad Code Case N-47, "Class 1
earthquakes. The specified design sad service combina- Components in Elevated Temperature Service, Section III,
tions of loadings as applied to ASME Code Class 1, 2, and Division 1"). The components associated with the reactor

3 pressure-retaining components in systems designed to system (reactor vessel, primary control rod driveline,

meet seismic Category I standards are such as to provide upper internal structure, etc.) sad the heat transport system
assurance that in the event of an earthquake or other (steam generators, intermediate heat exchanger, etc.) for
service loadings due to postulated events or system which inelastic analysis has been performed or is being
operating transients, the resulting combined stresses considered are listed in PSID Table 3.9-1.
imposed on system components will not exceed allowable
stress and strain limits for materials of construction. At this time, the staff has not endorsed Code Case N-47

sad, in general, has not accepted the application of

The designer must ensure that overpressure relief devices inelastic stress and deformation limits in the initial design
are designed to standards commensurate with their safety evaluations. Therefore, at the next licensing stage, the
functions, and can accormnodate the effects of discharge applicant should anticipate considerable discussion sad
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correspondence with the NRC staff pertaining to the Environment," Part 190, "Environmental Radiation
application of this code case and inelastic analysis to the Protection for Nuclear Power Operations."
PRISM design.

3.9 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard

A thorough review of the load combination equations and Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
stress criteria listed in PSID Tables 3.9-2 through 3.9-6 Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition,"
was not performed at this stage of the licensing review. NUREG-0800, July 1982.

3.5.7 Conclusions 3.10 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 100,
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4 REACTOR SYSTEM

4.1 Summary Description A Class 1E, electronically positioned, mechanical rod stop
system (RSS) prevents the unprotected rod withdrawal

The PRISM reactor is designed to use a heterogeneous event from exceeding 40¢ reactivity insertion, with
metal-alloy core. The conceptual design is for a ternary uncertainties. Components in the RSS include a redundant

fuel, that comprises uranium with 26 wt. % plutonium and Class 1E controller, a rod stop drive selector (only one rod
10 wt.% zirconium, (U-26wt.%Pu-10wt.%Zr), clad with may be repositioned at a time), and a single limited-
the ferritic steel alloy HT9, and arranged in 42 fuel capacity power supply that controls power to each of the
assemblies, each consisting of 331 fuel rods. The core six rod stop adjustment motors, one motor for each control
will also contain 24 internal blanket assemblies, 33 radial rod.
blanket assemblies, 42 reflector assemblies, 48 radial

shield assemblies, and 6 control and shutdown assemblies. Three GEMs are located at the periphery of the active
Three peripheral assembly locations, in the radial blanket, core. A GEM is the same external size and configuration
are replaced with gas expansion modules (GEMs). An as the ducts on the other core assemblies. The GEMs are

ultimate shutdown system (USS) assembly is at the center filled with inert gas and sealed at the top. Each GEM
of the core. The present core is designed for 471 MWt communicates with the core inlet plenum through an
(155 MWe)power output per reactor module. A full nine- opening in the nose piece. With the primary pumps
module plant site is rated at 1,395 MWe. The bulk running, the pressure in the core inlet plenum compresses
sodium temperature is expected to increase in the core by the gas captured in the GEMs and raises the sodium level
148 K (265 °F), with an inlet temperature of 610 K in the GEMs to a height above the active core. When the

(640 °F) and a bulk outlet temperature of 758 K (905 °F). pumps are turned off, the core inlet plenum pressure drops
The active height of the fuel is 1.35 meters (53 inches), and the gas expands, displacing the sodium in the GEMs

Fuel life is 4.5 years with refueling intervals of l8 months, to a level below the active core. This change in the

Spent fuel will be stored in the reactor vessel for one fuel sodium level introduces significant negative reactivity and
cycle, limits the peak temperatures attained during loss-of-flow

events. The GEMs also enhance the PRISM capability to
The core internal structural material is HT9, the same as safely withstand severe undercooling accidents without
the fuel rod cladding. This tempered martensitic stainless scram, including loss of all cooling by the intermediate
steel material was selected for its low-swelling heat transport system (IHTS) from a full-power condition.
characteristics upon irradiation.

The USS is a diverse, independent means of bringing the
reactor to cold shutdown. The USS is operator activated

The control and shutdown system is designed to operate to release neutron-absorbing spheres containing fully
with six control rods. The six control rods provide scram enriched boron-10 (B-10) in the form of boron carbide

diversity and shutdown redundancy. ROd positioning (B4C) from a container at the closure head of the reactor
during normal operation is accomplished through a vessel; these fall into an open assembly in the center of the
stepping motor, controlled by the plant control system reactor core.
(PCS), which actuates a lead screw to insert and withdraw

the absorber. The PCS actuates only one control rod at a 4.2 Fuel System
time. Each control rod unit consists of a drive mechanism,

a driveline, and a control assembly (absorber bundle and 4.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
outer duct). Each unit has two diverse means of

scramming the absorber bundle. For rapid emergency The fuel and blanket subassembly design and operational
shutdown (scram), the Class 1E reactor protection system parameters are presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix G of
(RPS) causes the electromagnets on all six control rod the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)

assemblies to deenergize, thus opening the mechanical (Ref. 4.1), and are not repeated here. The fuel design
latches and allowir_g the absorbers to drop into the core. uses a ternary metal-alloy made of uranium (U) that
Unlatch time is kess than 0.2 seconds and full stroke contains 26wt.% of plutonium (Pu) and 10wt. %of

insertion takes abc_ut 2 seconds. The second means is by zirconium (Zr), the blanket design specifies U-10wt. % of
an irreversible, high-speed drive-in motor controlled by the zirconium. The plutonium source assumed for the PRISM
RPS from an uninterruptible power supply. The high- design is light-water reactor (LWR) recycle plutonium.
speed drive-in is initiated at the same time as the latch Both fuel and blanket are clad with low-swelling HT9
release and exerts up to 8,900 newtons (2,000 pounds steel, and the subassembly ducts are also fabricated of

fi_rce). Fast drive-in produces full stroke insertion in HT9. The fuel and blanket assemblies are designed for a
18 seconds. Each control rod has sufficient worth for 4.5-year and 7.5-year lifetime, respectively, with fuel
reactor shutdown, a 6:1 redundancy, discharged with a peak burnup of 135 MWd/kg and a
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blanket with a peak bumup on the order of 55 MWd/kg. by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) as part of the
During this period of operation, considering normal and Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuel Performance Program is
anticipated duty-cycle events which include load following currently supporting the PRISM fuel and core design
and run beyond cladding breach operation, no more than (Ref. 4.2). Despite many years of successful operation
0.01 percent of the pins in the (equilibrium) core are with metal fuel in the Experimental Breeder Reactor-ll
expected to fail. In addition, the system is designed to (EBR-II), the differences in material, geometry, and
tolerate a set of design-basis accidents with allowable operating conditions are such that direct application of that
consequences ranging from no significant degradation of experience to the PRISM design is difficult without

expected fuel lifetime to maintenance of a coolable additional fuel and material testing, safety tests, and
geometry, analytical model development. The review presented here

was carried out with the recognition that a new technology
The reactor' core subsystem performs the following is under development and, although much research has
functions: already been done in support of the program, much

remains to be done.

,, Generates thermal power through eontro,tle,.'t nuclear
fission and transfers it to the liquid sodium af the The staff review consisted of an assessment of the current

primary heat transport system, state of knowledge with respect to the PRISM fuel system
concept and a review of the R&D effort planned within the

• Contains and confines within the core, the fissile and IFR program. Final determination regarding the ability of
fertile materials and the solid and gaseous fission the PRISM design to meet the design criteria of 10 CFR
products to prevent excessive contamination of the Part 50 (Ref. 4.3) and the objectives given above must

coolant, await a detailed review of the results of the R&D program.
Thus, the limited objective of this review was to identify

• In conjunction with the reactor structures, shields potential problems in the design that could be ascertained

permanent structures peripheral to the core subsystem at this early date and that might have the potential to be
to prevent excessive nuclear irradiation damage during major safety-related problems. A second objective was to
the plant design life. determine whether the R&D program would lead to

development of the experimental data base and analytical
• Supports safety goals and requirements through the use tools that will eventually be required to support licensing

of passive (inherent) reactivity feedback mechanisms, of the PRISM design.

• Performs an initial cleanup of the primary heat The review was carried out using published literature as a
transport system sodium with special non-fueled basic resource, and the ANL IFR collection of reports. It
assemblies which also have the capability for hydraulic must be noted that these reports are subject to the DOE
characterization of the core components during applied technology provisions under 10 CFR Part 810,

preoperational testing. Core special assemblies also which restricts their general availability. This literature
contain the startup neutron source for the initial core was supplemented by several information exchange
loading, meetings presented by the ANL staff to Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) and NRC personnel. In
The core is comprised of removable components. The addition, a series of written exchanges in the tbrm of
structural design requirements for these components are questions and answers provided useful clarifications.
determined by cladding and assembly integrity and by duct
interaction requirements. These requirements are explicitly 4.2.3 Design Criteria
embedded within the operational and reliability
requirements for fuel failure probability and duct Section 4.2, "Fuel System Design," of the Standard
interactions based on applicable materials properties, Review Plan (SRP) (Ref. 4.4) discusses the criteria to be

applicable duty cycles, and applicable liquid-metal reactor used in performing fuel system safety reviews. The
(LMR) core analytical computer programs, objectives of the review are derived from 10 CFR Part 50,

General Design Criterion (GDC) 10. The reactor core and

4.2.2 Scope of Review associated coolant, control, and protection systems shall be
designed with appropriate margin to ensure that specified

The metal-fuel system (U-Pu-Zr fuel with HT9 cladding) acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during any
is a new concept with little operational experience. A condition of normal operation, including the effects of

research and development (R&D) program sponsored by anticipated operational occurrences. The objectives of the
the Department of Energy (DOE) and being implemented fuel safety review are to assure the following:
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• The fuel system is not damaged as a result of normal does not require an emergency core cooling system similar
operation and anticipated operational occurrences, to those in current-generation L_q_.s. GDC 35, is

therefore, not applicable to the PRISM design.
• Fuel system damage is never so severe as to prevent

control rod insertion when it is required. With minor changes in wording, the PRISM PSID uses the

appropriate GDCs as guidance for its reactor and fuel
• The number of fuel rod failures is not underestimated system design criteria. These are stated in Section 3.1 of

for postulated accidents, the PRISM PSID.

• Coolability is always maintained. 4.2.4 Research and Development

The general requirements for maintaining control rod Analytical tools and a supporting experimental data base,
insertability and core coolability appear repeatedly in the are being developed for use in analyzing the fuel system

light-water reactor (LWR) GDC. response to the anticipated range of design and exposure
conditions. EBR-II can serve as an extensive irradiation

In GDC 27, it is stated that "The reactivity control systems experience data base for the metal fuel concept (Refs. 4.5
shall be designed to have a combined capability, in and 4.6). The Mark-II uranium-fissium driver fuel clad
conjunction with poison addition by the emergency core with austenitie Type 316 stainless steel, which has had

cooling system, of reliably controlling reactivity changes many years of experimental and analytical development,
to assure that under postulated accident conditions and with has been successfully irradiated to burnups close to the
appropriate margin for stuck rods the capability to cool the PRISM design limit, which is 15 atomic percent (at. %)
core is maintained." peak burnup. Such experience lends support to the metal

fuel concept proposed by PRISM.
The chemical poison system requirement in GDC 27 is not
applicable to the PRISM design. Excess negative Peak burnups achieved in EBR-II with ternary metal fuel
reactivity requirements, including uncertainties, to obtain (as of mid-1991) include
cold shutdown with the highest worth control rod stuck out
will be maintained in the design. • 18.4 at. % burnup with U-8wt. %Pu-10 wt. %Zr with

HT9 cladding
In GDC 35, it is stated that

• 16.2 at. % burnup with U-19wt. %Pu-lOwt. %Zr with
A system to provide abundant emergency HT9 cladding
core cooling shall be provided. The system

safety function shall be to transfer heat from • 4.1 at. % burnup with U-22wt. %Pu-10wt. %Zr with
the reactor core following any loss of HT9 cladding
reactor coolant at a rate such that (1) fuel

and clad damage that could interfere with • 4.1at.% burnupwithU-26wt.%Pu-10wt.%Zr(PRiSM
continued effective core cooling is prevented specific fuel) clad with HT9
and (2) clad metal-water reaction is limited

to negligible amounts. Suitable redundancy There is also a large amount of data for ternary metal fuels
in components and features, and suitable with Type 316 stainless steel cladding and D9 cladding,
interconnections, leak detection, isolation, and also for binary (U-Z0 metal fuel.
and containment capabilities shall be

provided to assure that for onsite electric The basic materials, geometry, and exposure conditions for
power system operation (assuming offsite most of the ternary metal fuels irradiated in the EBR-II are
power is not available) and for offsite different from the PRISM fuel design. Because of these

electric power system operation (assuming differences, analytical models are used to extrapolate the
onsite power is not available) the system EBR-II data to the PRISM design concept. Much
safety function can be accomplished, prototypic experimental data remain to be developed in
assuming a single failure, order to verify the models and to establish the basic

relationships regarding material compatibility between fuel,
The PRISM design, a low-pressure pool reactor with no cladding, and sodium.
piping or fittings below the surface of the pool and with a

containment (guard) vessel surrounding the reactor vessel, Eight PRISM ternary fuel rods (U-26wt. %Pu-10wt. %Zr
precludes a large loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) and with HT9 cladding) have been in the EBR-II irradiation
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program since November 1988. In January 1990, irradiation programs appear to be adequate to produce the
specimens were removed, with an accumulated burnup of needed information in a timely manner consistent with the

2.3 at. %, for ex-reactor testing (Ref. 4.7). proposed PRISM schedule. This steel alloy is relatively
new and its uniformity of composition and

In order to meet the NRC safety criteria for the proposed thermomechanical properties from batch to batch have not

design, analytical tools and supporting experimental data yet been adequately demonstrated. In addition, techniques
are required in two broad areas: (1) fuel design and have only recently been developed to weld and fabricate
performance based on the specified duty cycle of the this alloy.
system and (2)response of the fuel to transients. The
development efforts in progress are discussed briefly Since the technology is new, particular attention needs to

below, be paid to quality assurance of material supply and
fabrication and welding techniques.

Fuel and Cladding Fabrication Techoology

Fuel Design and Performance Methodology
The PRISM plant is designed to accommodate fuel

rep_ing in the form of a commercial-scale fuel cycle A program of analytical model development, irradiation
facility that includes fabrication, reprocessing, and waste performance testing, out-of-pile materials testing and
treatment. At the end of its reactor lifetime, fuel can be experimental verification is in progress as part of the ANL
reprocessed using a pyrometallurgical technique to separate IFR program. This program contains the essential
out fission products. This processing technique has been research efforts required to develop the technology to
demonstrated on a laboratory scale. The development support the PRISM design. The brief review of the major
work leading to engineering-scale demonstration of the elements of the program (below) points out several

technique is being done at the present time (ReL 4.8). phenomenological issues that are of sufficient importance
The ability of the reprocessing technique to produce to the success of the metal-fuel program to require that
U-Pu-Zr fuel with the requisite quality assurance standards close attention be given to future research.
of uniform composition from batch to batch has yet to be

demonstrated on a commercial scale. There will no doubt The LIFE-METAL computer code (Ref. 4.9) is the
be "fissium" products remaining in the fuel. The final analytical tool being developed at ANL to model the
composition of the reprocessed fuel, however, has yet to response of the metal fuel and blanket elements to
be determined, steady-state and operational transient conditions. The

code, which is used as the fuel design tool, has been

If spent fuel from LWRs is to be used to make fuel for the adapted from earlier versions that were used to analyze
advanced liquid-metal reactor (ALMR), and if oxide, carbide, and nitride fuel systems. It is fully
pyroprocessing of the LWR oxide fuel is to be utilized, operational in its application to metal fuel at this time. It
then the minor actinides are going to come along with the contains preliminary models or correlations of the relevant

plutonium. The minor actinides will also build up from physical phenomena and incorporates the latest available
the planned recycling of the ALMR fuel. The minor thermophysical property data on metal fuels. The staff has
actinides increase the decay heat load and add further not reviewed the LIFE-METAL code modeling; however,
complications to the metal fuel, which would become analysis done by ANL using this code indicates good
approximately U-26wt. %Pu-lwt. %Np-2wt. %Am-O.2wt% agreement with experimental data. The staff should assess

-- Cm-lOwt. %Zr. There is significant uncertainty in the the LIFE-METAL code in subsequent ALMR reviews.
cross-sections for the minor actinides, so calculations

regarding burnups and reactivity feedbacks would contain At the present time, ANL believes that the fuel lifetime is

more uncertainly than is presently the case. limited by the mechanism of creep rupture of the HT9
cladding under internal loading caused by fission gas

HT9 steel has been chosen as the reference cladding plenum pressurization. Cladding wastage resulting from
material because of its demonstrated low-swelling fuel-cladding chemical-exchange processes is also

characteristics at neutron fluences of interest to the ALMR considered. It is believed that, because of the properties
program. The staff notes that, although this material may of the highly porous fuel and the high strength of the
have potentially favorable properties, little is known about cladding, the fuel-cladding mechanical interaction

its structural response to the extended irradiation planned component of cladding loading is a physical mech_ism of
in the PRISM design. More data, including response the second order Confirmatory investigations that deal
characteristics data, are anticipated as experience with this with all of the relevant mechanisms involved in predicting
material is gained through the EBR-II and Fast Flux Test fuel failure within the bounds of this scenario are in

Facility (FFTF) irradiation programs. As planned, the progress.
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The global aspects of fission gas release from metal fuels near the fuel-cladding interface. This effect would
have been studied and characterized to the extent that limit the allowable fuel-cladding temperatures,
models are available to predict fission gas release and especially during off-normal events of long
plenum pressurization. Local effects along the fuel pin duration.
axis are currently under investigation. Fission gas
retention and swelling on a local basis are also under (2) If plutonium concentrates in the Zr-depleted areas
investigation. Models for fuel swelling and radial versus (mid-radius in high-temperature fuel), then the fuel
axial fuel strain are being developed. The LIFE-METAL melting temperature could be further reduced
code modeling of these phenomena is supplemented by (increased Pu and decreased Zr, or both, reduce the
more-detailed modeling in the STARS code (Ref. 4.10). fuel solidus temperature). This could potentially
Early indications were that axial fuel strain terminated after lower the limiting fuel temperatures during
approximately 5 at. % burnup; more-recent evidence, off-normal events. There is currently no evidence
however, suggests that axial strain may continue to that during steady-state operation the Zr-depleted
increase up to 10 at. % burnup. This evidence has a strong zone would form at a location where temperatures
influence on the control characteristics of the reactor approach the fuel solidus temperature. The
system. Close attention should be paid to research in this secondary imposition of an off-normal event would,
area. however, not allow time for additional fuel

redistribution, and the fuel could melt at a

Significant fuel restructuring has been observed to occur as preexisting low-Zr area if temperatures were high
a result of irradiation. There is also some evidence that enough.
plutonium may redistribute at high burnups. Since the fuel

melting characteristics are dependent upon alloy (3) Plutonium redistribution can also potentially
composition, these effects could strongly influence the fuel redistribute the local fission density, changing the
element design, both in terms of geometry and in terms of radial temperature distribution in a fuel element.
maximum operating power density. The mechanisms of The potential negative secondary effects are then
migration within fuel elements are not well understood at increased in the fuel center, the issues being similar
present. Available evidence indicates that restructuring to those just discussed in item 2.
occurs with ternary fuels of all compositions, and also in

U-Zrfuel. The experimental observations ofmigrationare Having reviewed the data available to date, ANL has
used as empirical input to the LIFE-METAL code at the summarized the U-Pu-Zr redistribution characteristics as
present time in order to estimate the effects on the thermal follows:
and mechanical responses of the fuel elements.

• At low burnup ( < 6 at. %) there is no significant radial
Multi-phase boundaries present in the fuel during operation variation in plutonium concentration (by at. %).
lead to annular zones that differ in swelling properties and
metallurgical composition. This zone structure is most • At high burnup (> 10 at. %) there is some evidence of
prominent in observations from 19wt. %Pu fuel. By slight increases in plutonium concentration in zones
2 at. % burnup, an interchange between the zirconium and enriched with zirconium. These are the inner and outer
uranium occurs. Depending on the fuel temperature, this zones in three-ring structures, and the outer ring in

leaves either a Zr-depleted shell (< 2wt. %Zr) at two-ring structures. The influence of fission products
mid-radius surrounding a Zr-rich core (a two-ring could affect this, but the exact correlation is not
structure) or a Zr-depleted nugget at slug center encircled known. Likewise, the statistical significance of the
by Zr-rich fuel (a three-ring structure). Wedge-shaped plutonium variations are not documented, as the

cracks appear in the early stages of bumup, but are influence of porosity variations on the experimental
completely "healed" by 10 at. % burnup, results could be significant for these small amounts of

possible segregation, and the porosity influence is not
Three issues relate to performance effects that preferential currently known. The influence of the observed
radial redistribution can have on U-Pu-Zr fuels. These are plutonium variations on solidus temperature or

fuel-cladding interaction should be insignificant
(1) If plutonium should redistribute preferentially to the compared to uranium and zirconium migration effects.

outer radius of the fuel elements, then there are

potential effects on the expected It is clear that significant uranium and zirconium

fuel-cladding-chemical interaction. U-Pu-Fe phase redistribution occurs in U-Pu-Zr fuel. At low burnup, the
diagrams indicate that fuel-cladding would melt at plutonium distribution (at. %) appears essentially unchanged
a lower temperature if plutonium is concentrated across the fuel radius. Analysis of high-burnup fuel shows
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some indication of slight plutonium redistribution to Laboratory (HEDL). Little in-pile data relevant to failure
high-Zr portions of the fuel. Effects of this plutonium of HT9 tubes are currently available. Models developed
distribution are difficult to predict as a result of the degree will eventually be verified against in-pile fuel-cladding
of segregation when compared to the potential performance data.
experimental errors or those errors involved in modeling
the fuel elements. DOE plans to investigate this An extensive program of fuel-cladding compatibility
phenomenon. Currently there are several high-plutonium experiments is in progress to characterize the chemical
experiments in progress to gain steady-state performance exchange processes at the fuel-cladding interface. An
data and to produce irradiated fuel for ex-reactor testing, out-of-pile facility is used to test fresh and irradiated fuel

samples over a range of prototypic temperatures.
In addition to fuel restructuring, irradiation and fission gas Although the current data base for HT9 is not extensive,
release are observed to lead to the development of a additional data are anticipated. A correlation developed

nonuniform porous fuel structure with porosities observed for the cladding penetration rate has been implemented in
in excess of 60 percent on a local basis. Although the the LIFE-METAL code. At present, it is believed that the

mechanisms of fission gas release are understood and penetration rates are small enough to have no influence on
preliminary models are available, porosity distributions fuel lifetime. Since this phenomenon has a potentially
cannot be predicted at present. Models for porosity significant impact on fuel lifetime, it is important to keep
distribution are being developed and evaluated, track of developments.

The effects of fuel restructuring and porosity have a strong The ternary metal fuel and the HT9 cladding are in a
influence on the thermal-mechanical behavior of the developmental stage at present and little data are available
ALMR fuel element. The local thermal conductivity of the at significant burnups (> 10 at. %). Therefore,
fuel depends strongly on both the local elemental temperature limits, such as eutectic formation, are notwell
concentration and the local porosity. The behavior of bond known. There are several areas where more data is
sodium, in possibly filling some of the porosity, is an required to address concerns with the metal-fuel concept.
additional unknown and is being investigated. The creep These include
properties of the fuel depend on the porosity as well,
although local effects may not be important. Since, at - Fuel-cladding chemical interaction forms the eutectic

present, neither phenomenon is well understood, with the minimum melting temperature at the
experimental observations are being used to specify the fuel-cladding interface, caused mainly by iron (Fe)
material and porosity distributions in calculations of the diffusion into the fuel. This effect is compounded by
thermal response of the fuel element. The computed the migration of lanthanide, plutonium, zirconium, and
temperature distribution within the fuel element must be the kinetics at the fuel-cladding interface. The

compared with the local alloy solidus temperature in order minimum eutectic temperature must be determined for
to determine reasonable design limits for power density the prototypieal PRISM fuel design.
and possible modifications of fuel design. These areas are

crucial for future decisions regarding maximum operating • The maximum fuel-cladding liquid penetration rate
power, from the euteetic formation must be determined from

irradiated fuel, taking into account the lanthanide,
Although the current hypothesis is that the porous and plutonium, and zirconium migration, the iron diffusion,
spongy nature of the fuel leads to negligible fuel-cladding and the kinetics of potential transients (time at
mechanical interaction loading of the cladding, this area temperature).
still requires additional research. Work at ANL will

address the creep behavior of the porous fuel structure so The fuel-eladding euteetic temperature limit is currently
that models for LIFE-METAL may be verified, thought to be 980K (1,300 °F) based on available

Additional questions relate to possible fuel growth due to experimental data from U-10wt. %Zr and ternary fuel with
the presence of solid fission products and to the possibility less than 26wt. %Pu clad in Dg, Type 316 stainless steel,
that near the end of life, some of the porosity will be or HT9. There are limited data on unirradiated fresh fuel
closed by the solid fission products, typical of the PRISM design that indicates that the eutectic

temperature may be as low at 903 K (1,165 °F). The test
Cladding breach criteria are being developed for does not include surface effects, irradiation effects, or

implementation into the LIFE-METAL code. Preliminary kinetic factors. Recently completed testing on low-burnup
models have been incorporated in the LIFE-METAL code. (2.3 at. %) PRISM fuel (Ref. 4.7) indicates that no

The models are based on out-of-pile HT9 tube burst data fuel-cladding interaction occurs for temperatures below
developed e_t Hartford Engineering Development 1,025 K (1,385 OF). Additional data are needed to
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establish a fuel design limit for use in licensing the PRISM Models are being developed, implemented, and tested in
design, the transient response codes for cladding rupture based on

the HEDL test data for HT9. Fission-gas retention and
The IFR Fuel Performance Program for fuel assembly distributions are obtained from more detailed STARS

irradiations and post-test examinations supports the calculations and from experimental data. Fuel-swelling
analytical model development program described above, rate is calculated using a model of gas-bubble growth.
A very strong program has been carried out and is planned The creep behavior of the porous fuel is modeled using an
for the future in the EBR-II, which will be converted to empirically based correlation.
the ternary fuel, Additional experiments are currently
being carried out in the FFTF using experimental metal- The fuel-cladding interaction rate at elevated temperatures
fuel assemblies (Ref. 4.11). Consideration is also being is treated empirically using data obtained from both in-pile
given to eventually utilizing metallic fuel elements in the and out-of-pile experiments. Data from experiments using
FFTF, although this appears to be the binary U-Zr system HT9 samples are now being obtained. These data appear
for the present. Ternary fuels will, however, be tested in to be making a consistent picture when combined with
the FFTF as experimental assemblies. Thus, a substantial earlier information.
data base will be developed over the next 5 years relevant
to the behavior of metal fuel systems. At present, most of
the available in-pile ternary fuel irradiation data have been The results from the FPIN2 code and DEFORM-5 module

obtained using D9 cladding. Data from HT9 fuel-cladding are being compared with the results of the M-series of

systems are being obtained at the present time. One fuel TREAT experiments (M2-M7) performed using both fresh
assembly in EBR-II has successfully achieved 9 at.% and irradiated fuel elements. Comparison of code
burnup in ternary and binary fuel clad with HT9. calculations with the data is leading to an understanding of

the behavior of the EBR-II fuel elements with U-fissium

Transient Fuel Response fuel and, more recently, with ternary fuel with both D9
and HT9 (M7) cladding. The comparisons of code results

Research is in progress to develop a set of computer codes with the data have provided an understanding of the
to predict the behavior of ALMR fuel subject to transient mechanisms of failure of these fuel elements during "slow"
overpower and other transient events. The FPIN2 overpower transients. Experiments and analyses indicate
(Ref. 4.12) code is a detailed thermal-mechanical model of that, under the "slow" overpower conditions of the
an individual fuel element used for analyses of fuel experiments, the fuel pins fail near the top of the fuel
performance under transient conditions. The code has column, where the molten fuel is released into the coolant

been modifi_ from earlier versions used to model oxide channel. Experiments indicate that the molten fuel is

fuel. It is currently operational using the latest swept downstream from the failure location, presumably
thermal-mechanical properties of the metal-fuel-cladding by the movement of the flowing sodium. Although the

system and has undergone some verification through arguments appear plausible, they should be verified by
comparisons with the transient overpower M-series of experiments using fuel elements more prototypical of the
Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) experimental PRISM fuel. Additional experiments should be performed
data. Supporting the FPIN2 computer code are more with higher burnup fuel.
detailed codes, currently under development, for modeling
fission-product retention and swelling in U-Pu-Zr alloy

fuels during steady-state irradiation (STARS code) and for The modeling and fuel failure arguments that have been
modeling the transient fission gas bubble gas distribution applied to the M-series of overpower experiments should
in _lid and molten fuel (FRAS3 code). A less-detailed be tested with experiments using fuel elements that are
model for the fuel element thermal-mechanical response is closer to the PRISM d_sign than are the EBR-II elements.
being developed in the DEFORM-5 (metal fuel) module, This means that the fuel elements irradiated in the FFTF

a more recent version of the DEFORM-4 (oxide fuel) should eventually ,be tested to build confidence in the

module from the SAS4A computer code (Ref. 4.13), for models and in the ir,terpretation of results. Consideration

use as the hei behavior model in the SASSYS (Ref. 4.14) is currently being given to such testing as part of the IFR
whole-core-response computer code. Both of these codes program. Other experiments that simulate more-rapid
are designed to predict transient events to the time of transients are not planned at the present time. This
cladding rupture. In particular, the codes will provide decision appears reasonable for simulating rod-withdrawal
predictions of fuel failure location and timing. However, accidents. Faster transients are, however, needed for

neither contains the capability for ex-pin fuel motion simulating accidents under conditions of large reactivity
modeling. A peer review of these codes may be necessary insertion due to sodium boiling, a hypothetical core
tbr future reviews, disruption accident (HCDA).
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Fuel motion during an HCDA is the mechanism that limits experiments are planned in EBR-II with the ternary fuel
the energy release that the reactor vessel and structures system (Ref. 4.15). The data produced should allow
need to be capable of absorbing. Rapid prefailure (before assessment of the potential for problems related to erosion
the reactor fails) extrusion of the molten fuel into the or corrosion product formation.
plenum fission gas volume and out of the active core
region during the power excursion results in a negative Future analyses to determine that fuel coolability will be

reactivity feedback which, in turn, limits the overpower maintained under operational and anticipated transients will
excursion. FFTF data based on oxide fuel have been used be developed in the IFR fuel research programs. Although
to estimate the upper bound on the maximum excursion HT9 is not expected to swell under extended irradiation,
that could be developed in the PRISM design. The FFTF the fuel irradiation performance program should produce
reactivity ramp rates, which could exceed $100 per second, the experimental data necessary to establish whether
and the energy release, which reaches a few hundred ballooning will close the coolant channels and to study
megajoules (MJ), are considered to be higher than would issues related to ensuring that the control rods will insert.
occur in a metal-fuel core and, therefore, conservative

when applied to PRISM. A 500-MJ energy release is One possible weakness in the program involves
currently being used by GE in the PRISM design studies, experimental verification of the claim that no more that
GE believes this to be a conservative upper bound for the 0.01 percent of the PRISM fuel pins in the (equilibrium)
primary boundary assessment, core will fail during normal and transient conditions. The

FFTF irradiations will be the closest to prototypical
The behavior of molten fuel during a power excursion, PRISM conditions. The number of planned ternary fuel
particularly the extrusion mechanism, needs to be verified elements to be irradiated, to produce an adequate data base
by appropriate testing. Such tests are expected to be for a statistical analysis, remains an open item along with

complex and costly. The IFR test program includes a how the differences in geometry and other relevant
series of TREAT experiments to develop the needed data characteristics will be accounted for in such a statistical
base for postulated severe accidents and core disruption analysis. Prototypical fuel fabrication processes, fuel
events. These data will be used to validate the SAS4A composition, fuel geometry, and irradiation typical of
code. anticipated end-of-cycle burnups need to be accounted for

in the testing program.
In general, the use of TREAT tests to determine the
transient response appears to be acceptable. Plans to use Planned Metal-Fuel System Research _d DeveloPment
TREAT tests are currently being developed for program
investigating such factors as rapid eutectic formation and
cladding penetration, fuel melting and motion The metal-fuel system to be used in the PRISM reactor is

characteristics, and more prototypical pin and transient still under development, and a significant R&D program,
tests. Modeling uncertainties remain, many of which are the IFR program, is in place at ANL. Figure 4.1 shows
the uncertainties that have already been discussed in this the current IFR technology development schedule. The

section. Research is in progress to reduce the modeling IFR is a complete advanced reactor concept which
uncertainties. Transient overpower data will be available capitalizes on the unique characteristics of metallic fuel and
to verify the modeling. However, the staff believes that liquid-metal cooling; it aims for significant improvements
additional experiments using fuel elements more prototypic in reactor safety, reactor operations, fuel cycle economics,
of the PRISM design are appropriate, as discussed above, environmental protection, and safeguards.
It should be noted that current analyses of transient events
rely largely on system response simulations and eutectie
formation versus time and temperature correlations. The IFR technology R&D program consists of three
Generally, detailed analyses of fuel pin dynamics are not phases:
performed.

• Phase I -- Technical Feasibility (1985-1986)
Experiments performed thus far using breached metal-fuel

elements have indicated good compatibility of the metal- • Phase II -- Technology Development (1987-1990)
fuel system with sodium. Little erosion of metal has been
observed. Additionalrun-beyond-cladding-breach(RBCB) • Phase III -- Technology Demonstration (1991-1995)
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Figure 4.1 IFR technoloiy demonstration schedule
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Major accomplishments during Phase I include • development of safety data to support the PRISM
design team licensing interactions with the NRC

• feasibility demonstration of electrorefining on a
laboratory scale • EBR-II core conversion to the IFR metallic U-Zr and

U-Pu-Zr fuels

• passive safety demonstration tests in EBR-II

• refurbishment of the original EBR-II fuel cycle facility
• adaptation of the IFR concept to the PRISM and SAFR

(sodium advanced fast reactor) designs The major goals of Phase llI include

Major accomplishments during Phase II include • demonstration of performance of recycled IFR fuel up
to the 150,000 MWd/T bumup level

• demonstration of high-bumup potential and fuel

performance characterization • demonstration of the passive (inherent) safety potential
of the IFR concept through actual EBR-II plant tests

• engineering-scale demonstration of electrorefining with recycled IFR fuels
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• demonstration of the entire IFR fuel cycle on a Other issues, such as local faults phenomenology and
prototype scale fission-product release and transport characteristics, may

also be addressed depending upon their need.
• definition and characterization of the IFR waste

package The following four series of tests, in TREAT, are planned
during Phase III:

• demonstration of actinide recycle capability
(1) _laddine Failure Mechanisms and Mareins to

• developing a licensing data base in support of the Failure
ALMR project interactions with the NRC (PRISM
review) The first series will be a continuation of the

previous M-series of tests to obtain data on fuel
The objective of the Phase iii safety program is to perform failure mechanisms and failure margins for
safety research and development activities to develop the combinations of fuel, cladding, and burnup for
data base and the validated analysis tools to support the which the current data base is now deficient. One
licensing of a demonstration reactor near the turn of the test will investigate fuel damage, cladding failure,
century. Validation of these analysis tools requires an and prefailure fuel expansion of IFR reprocessed
experimental data base. Testing in the TREAT reactor, in fuel or unreprocessed 26 wt. % Pu fuel, or both.
EBR-II, and out-of-pile experiments in the whole pin Use of the high-Pu-content fuel should demonstrate

furnace (3A/PF)facility, and the fuel behavior test apparatus the expected insensitivity of fuel behavior to
(FBTA), is necessary to validate the analytical tools. The plutonium content. One other test in this series will
methods are largely in place to facilitate the evaluation of be performed on longer fuel (92 centimeters (36
design options and to proceed with licensing activities in inches)), to confirm the adequacy of existing
several areas of IFR safety technology, for example, models to the prediction of full-length fuel and

sodium void reactivity, decay heat removal, loss of demonstrate the absence of any phenomenon
primary sodium, sodium fires, and sodium-water reaction peculiar to longer fuel.
in the steam generators.

(2) post-Failure F_el Motion
The safety technology areas requiring significant additional
development to support licensing are The second series will specifically address fuel

disruption and post-failure fuel dynamics in
• anticipated transients without scram pin-bundle geometry. Transient heating and flow

conditions that are characteristic of the principal,
• local faults hypothetical, severe-accident scenarios will be

included in the tests. These tests will address

• containment function conditions pertaining to loss-of-flow (LOF) and
loss-of-heat sink (LOHS) ATWS events.

A brief summary of the IFR fuel-related R&D program is
given. (3) _] Faults

The third series will determine the outcome of
!n-R_to_" Exr)eriments certain local fault situations. These tests will

address the consequences of undetected internal
Transient tests in the TREAT reactor produce two types of blockage, or an enrichment error in fuel
validation data: fabrication.

• data on fuel element failure mechanisms and fuel (4) Fission-Product Source Term

element margins to failure (These data are necessary
for the evaluation of the IFR-based reactor to respond The fourth series of tests will investigate the release
to all transients, including anticipated transients without and transport of fission products during hypothetical

scram (A'I3VSs), without fuel failure.) fuel disruption sequences. The basic goal of these
tests will be to obtain data that gives a quantitative

• integral experiment data on post-failure fuel dynamics understanding of the phenomenology of the
using muitipin experiments to allow validation of the transport and retention of fission products and
SAS4A code for severe core disruption events actinides following a core-melt accident. Two
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generalclasses of transportmechanismappearto be like loss- of-flow withoutscram and (2) high-temperature
important: radionuclide transport by the sodium operating conditions.
flow through the above-core sodium pool, and
fission gas-driven transport in large gas bubbles. Testing beyond FY-1993 will emphasize higher-burnup
The data to be obtainedincludes Mark V fuels, recycled fuels, and the PRISM reactor

design fuel. Details of these tests will be developed later
J the quantity of radionuclides released to the dependingon the availabilityof appropriateirradiatedfuel

cover gas region pins.

• the nature of this release, particularly the • U_rradiated Fuel Tests
aerosol portion

Previous ex-reactor tests confirm that there is no
• the deposition of aerosols on surfaces in the energetic interaction between moltenuraniumalloy fuel

cover gas region and sodium for the fuel and sodium temperatures
typical of a core-melt accident. These tests also

• the aerosol behaviorwithin the cover gas region indicated that, in the event of a core melt, the core
debris should be coolable in the reactor vessel by

• retentionwithin the above-core sodium single-phase naturalconvection cooling of the sodium.

s deposition on surfaces within the above-core There is a need to addresshypotheticalcore-meltaccidents
sodium to gain assurance of containment integrity. Tests are

planned to address the following broad issues: (1) melt
Two tests using seven-pin bundlesare planned, one relocation in the subassembly region; (2) melt breakup,
to simulate transientoverpower conditionsandone quench, andthe extentof solidification in the sodium-filled
to simulate loss-of-flow conditions, region of the lower internals and bottom head, including

the effects of iron (from structures) in the melt
Ex-ReactorE_periments composition from U-Fe to various compositions of

U-Fe-Zr; (3) the coolability of core debris accumulated on
These experiments involve furnace testing of irradiated horizontal surfaces (lower core support structure) in the
metal alloy fuel pins in a hot cell under simulated accident sodium pool; (4) melt penetration into substrates; (5) fuel
conditions. Additional tests are planned with unirradiated dispersal in a transient overpower event; and (6)the
metallic fuel to study severe-accident phenomenology, retention of fuel and fission products within the sodium.

The objectives of these tests are to (1) develop validated
• !_rradiated_FuelPin Tests models for the melt progression in the SAS4A code and

(2) demonstrate that in-vessel retention and low
Out-of-pile tests on EBR-II-il_radiatedfuel pins are radiological release can be achieved, given continuing
being performedin the WPF system. The objectives of availabilityof reactorvessel heat rejection.
these tests are to (1) study the behavior of irradiated
fuel pins undersimulatedreactoraccidentconditionsof
relatively long duration (minutes to days) typical of 4,2.5 Safety Issues
loss-of-flow and loss-of-heat-sink events, and (2)to
generate data for the validation of the FPIN2 and Although all major problems are currently being
LIFE-METAL codes. The WPF tests fill that gap addressed, much research remains to be performed in
between the short-term (on the order of seconds) order to establish the safety and reliability of the specific
transientoverpowerexperiments in the TREATreactor fuel concept to the burnups planned. The data base to
and the relatively low-temperature, inherent safety support the metal-fuel system to be used in the PRISM
demonstrationexperiments in EBR-II. design needsto be developed. The data needed to support

the establishment of the fuel design limits and the fuel
The recently completed WPF test, FM-3, was performed damage limits for licensing, and for the validation of the
on Iow-bumup (2.3 at. %) U-26wt. %Pu-lOwt.%Zr fuel analytical tools for licensing evaluations, include
samples.

,, the uniformity of quality (for example, the
Current tests are related to the licensing needs of the IFR composition, thermophysical properties, and strength
EBR-II Mark V core (U-19wt.%Pu-lOwt.%Zr) to characteristics) resulting from production and
demonstrate safety margins under (1) accident transients fabricationtechnologies for the fuel and cladding
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• behavior and extent of fuel restructuring and porosity On the basis of the preceding discussion, the present DOE
characteristics as a function of bumup (> 10 at. %); the R&D program seems capable of providing the relevant
development of Zr-depleted regions and potential analytical tools and supporting data base to support the
plutonium distribution; and the axial strain limits PRISM design. Although many uncertainties exist, there

appears at present to be no major problem in the area of
• fuel-cladding eutectic formation temperature; cladding fuel performance that is likely to prevent ultimate

wastage, or penetration rate, as a function of acceptance of the basic ternary fuel concept, and the IFR
temperature; cladding failure mechanism(s); and program should confirm the expected performance
run-beyond-cladding-breach data characteristics of the PRISM fuel.

• data for fast, rapid reactivity insertion, transients to One important series of tests, recently performed on
quantify the axial extrusion reactivity feedback to Iow-bumup PRiSM-specific fuel, reinforces the metal-fuel
establish the energetics of a hypothetical core disruptive concept and tends to support the performance characteristic

accident, and the behavior of molten fuel during a expected by the designers on the basis of their previous
power excursion experiences with other metal-fuel designs (of various alloy

weight percentages and various cladding materials).
• the statistical data base to support the claim of

<0.01 percent fuel failures A series of ex-reactor heating tests on low-burnup
(2.3 at. _) U-26wt. 9tPu-lOwt. _Zr metallic fuel for the

• the conclusions drawn with respect to the behavior of PRISM reactor was conducted to evaluate the fuel-cladding
the PRISM fuel system under "slow" overpower metallurgical interaction and its effect on cladding integrity
transients to be verified in experiments with fuel at elevated temperatures (Ref. 4.7). The test specimens
elements of prototypic geometry were irradiated in EBR-II from November 1988 until

January 1990.
• source term data: fission-product release from fuel

matrix, the transport and holdup in the sodium pool, Although these tests are limited in scope and only address
the transport and holdup in the cover gas region above low bumups, the results tend to support the metallic fuel

the sodium pool, and the transport and holdup within concept and are consistent with expected behavior based on
the containment boundary previous, tests of a lower weight percentage of plutonium

and tests with other cladding materials, D9, and Type 316
• a peer review of the analytical tools (LIFE-METAL, stainless steel.

FPIN2, STARS, FRAS3, DEFORM-5, SAS4A, and

SASSYS), the ANL IFR program needs to be The results of these tests are summarized as follows:
monitored periodically to follow the progress of the
metal fuel system development • FueI-Claddin2 Reaction Mechanism: At an elevated

temperature, above 1,075 K (1,470 OF), the HT9
cladding constituents, mainly iron, that diffuse into the

4.2.6 Evaluation U-Pu-Zr fuel cause the fuel to liquefy, forming a
solid-liquid two-phase mixture. At these high

In general, the staff considers the planned IFR program of temperatures, cladding dissolution (wastage) by the
fuel performance irradiation to be satisfactory. The list of molten fuel-cladding alloy also occurs. At a lower
planned experiments is extensive and involves irradiation temperature, such as the l.O-hour 1,025 K (1,380 OF)
in EBR-II, FFTF, and testing in TREAT. The program test, there was no fuel liquefaction and, therefore, no

should provide a very substantial data base for the fuel-cladding interaction. These results are consistent
modeling efforts described above. One possible weakness with the expected behavior of the fuel based on

in the program has to do with experimental verification of previous studies with alternate metal fuel system
the claim that no more that 0.01 percent of the PRISM fuel designs.
pins in the (equilibrium) core will fail during normal and

transient conditions. The FFTF irradiations will be the • Claddine Penetration Rates: The deepest penetration in
closest to prototypical PRISM conditions. The number of the 1.0-hour 1,075 K (1,475 OF) test was 55/tm which

planned ternary fuel elements to be irradiated, to gain an corresponds to a penetration rate of 1.5 × 10.2 _tmper
adequate data base for a statistical analysis, remains an second. This rate, and the "null" rate for the 1,025 K

open item along with how the differences in geometry and test, is substantially below the existing penetration rate
other relevant characteristics will be accounted for in such correlation current in use for design and modeling
a statistical analysis, purposes. This indicates that the PRISM metal-fuel
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system has larger margins to failure (longer time at 4.2.7 Conclusions
temperature) than measured with previous metal-fuel

systems designs. Section 4.2, "Fuel System Design," of the SRP discusses
the criteria to be used in fuel system safety reviews. The

• Fuel Behavior Dg.fine Sinmlated PRISM UTOP and objectives oft he review are derived from 10 CFR Part 50,

NRC Bounding Events: The PRISM unprotected GDC 10, "Reactor design'; GDC 27, "Combined
transient overpower (UTOP) event was simulated in the reactivity control systems capability'; and GDC 35,
FBTA, 2 minutes at 1,090 K (1,510 OF). The fuel "Emergency core cooling."
surface liquefaction and the fuel-cladding interaction

were minimal, with a maximum cladding penetration of Fuel design limits -- temperature, bumup, fluence, and
19/_m. Bounding Event IB (UTOP with LOHS) was cladding strain m considering normal and anticipated duty
simulated in the FBTA by following the UTOP test cycle events, which include load following and run beyond
with a 36-hour hold at 975 K (1,290 OF). Apparently cladding breach operation, will be established to ensure a

due to the sluggishness of iron diffusion into the fuel at failure rate of no more than 0.01 percent of the pins in the
_*he "modest" LOHS temperature, there was no (equilibrium)core.

substantial additional surface liquefaction. However,
the maximum cladding penetration was 121 ttm, _,bout Fuel damage limits m cladding strain, amount of fuel
28 percent of the initial cladding thickness. This melting, amount of cladding deformation or melting, and

amount of cladding wastage is considered to be fractional fuel failure beyond which accident consequences
moderate for the extreme severity of the event, are unacceptable -- will be established from a set of

design-basis accidents with allowable consequences ranging
• Pin Claddint, Inteeritv Mar2in: A WPF test (FM-3) from no significant degradation of expected fuel lifetime to

was conducted at a peak cladding temperature of mainteemce of a coolable geometry.
1,090 K (1,510 *F) until the cladding breached 146.7

minutes into the test. Since the duration of events The chemical poison system requirement in GDC 27 is
t.erminated by the plant protection system and the deemed by the staff to be unique to light-water reactors
duration of ATWS events are typically on the order a and is not applicable to the PRISM design. Excess
few minutes, this test demonstrated a large cladding negative reactivity requirements, including uncertainties, to

integrity margin. Pre-test analyses with FPIN2 and obtain cold shutdown with the highest worth control rod
LIFE-METAL predicted failure times of 93 minutes stuck out will be maintained in the design.
and 217 minutes, respectively. The FM-3 test data are

being used to refine the predictive capabilities of both The PRISM design, a low-pressure pool reactor with no
codes, piping or fittings belo_v the surface of the pool and with a

containment (guard) vessel surrounding the reactor vessel,
• Pin Claddin2 Breaching Mode and Mechanism: precludes a large LOCA and does not require an

Post-test neutron radiographs indicated that the cladding emergency core ,:ooling system similar to those in current-
failed near the top of the fuel column where the generation light-water reactors. GDC 35 is, therefore, not
cladding temperature was highest during the test. applicable to the PRISM design.
Once-molten fuel debris, released from the breach and

trapped in the gap between the pin cladding and the test The PRISM fuel system, U-Pu-Zr fuel clad with HTg, is

capsule wall, was apparent at the top of the column, a new concept. Many of the basic design principles have
The cladding breach mode was a benign crack, not a been developed from EBR-II metal-fuel experience.
burst rupture. At the breach site, nearly 80 percent of However, because of differences in material, geometry,
the original cladding thickness had reacted with the and exposure conditions, this experience must be
fuel, indicating that fuel-cladding interaction played the extrapolated to the PRISM design through the use of
dominant role in the cladding breach, with fission-gas analytical tools that characterize the operational history and
pressure loading causing the final rupture of the thinned transient responses of the fuel system. Experimental data

cladding. The fuel failure mechanism, cladding must be obtained both to support the model development
wastage, and cladding thinning with cladding breach efforts and to verify the integrated computer codes.
due to the internal fission-product gas pressure, is

consistent with previous findings for other metal-fuel At this stage of the design, the staff review was carried out
system designs, with the limited objective of identifying potential problems
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in the fuel system design that could be ascertained at this limit end for burnups greater then 10 at. % for use in
early date end that could potentially lead to major licensing the PRISM design.
safety-related problems. A second objective was to
determine whether the R&D program currently in place - The behavior of prototypical fuel at high burnup
would lead to the development of the experimental data (>10 at.%) in prototypic geometry needs to be
base and analytical tools that will eventually be required to established. Among concerns that need to be addressed
support licensing of the PRISM design, are the closure of porosity due to solid fuel swelling

and, perhaps, the effect of the weight of the fuel
Although no new major safety-related problems in the column. The computed temperature distribution within
proposed PRISM fuel system design were identified, many the fuel element must be compared with the local alloy
phenomenological uncertainties must be resolved in order solidus temperature in order to determine reasonable
to develop a set of analytical tools and a supporting design limits for power density end possible
experimental data base necessary for licensing. These modifications of fuel design. These areas are crucial
include for future decisions regarding maximum operating

power. A correlation that was developed for the
• The uniformity of quality (for example, the cladding penetration rate has been implemented in the

composition, thermophysical properties, end strength LIFE-METAL code. At present, it is believed that the
characteristics) resulting from production end penetration rates are small enough to have no influence
fabrication technologies for the fuel and cladding needs on fuel lifetime. Since this phenomenon has a
to be established. The ability of the reprocessing potentially significant impact on fuel lifetime, it is

technique to produce U-Pu-Zr fuel with the requisite important to keep track of developments. Additional
uniformity from batch to batch has yet to be data are needed to establish fuel damage limits for use
demonstrated on a commercial scale. There will no in licensing the PRISM design.
doubt be "fissium" products remaining in the fuel. The

final composition of the reprocessed fuel, however, has = The behavior of molten fuel during a power excursion,
yet to be determined. Since the technology is new, particularly the extrusion mechanism, needs to be
particular attention needs to be paid to quality verified by appropriate testing. It is expected that such
assurance of material supply, fabrication, end welding tests will be complex and costly. The IFR test
techniques, program includes a series of TREAT experiments to

develop the needed data base for postulated severe
• Behavior of and the extent of fuel restructuring and accidents and core disruption events. These data will

porosity characteristics as a function of bumup needs be used to validate the SAS4A code.
to be confirmed. These phenomena are as yet poorly
understood, although first-order estimates of their • The statistical data base to support the claim of less

effects based on experimental evidence have been than 0.01 percent fuel failures needs to be developed
made. Although early indications were that axial fuel using ternary fuel of prototypical geometry.
strain terminated after approximately 5 at. % burnup,
more recent evidence suggests that axial strain may • The conclusions drawn with respect to the behavior of
continue to increase up to 10 at.% burnup. This the PRISM fuel system under "slow" overpower
evidence has a strong influence on the control transients must be verified in experiments with fuel
characteristics of the reactor system. Close attention elements of prototypical geometry.
should be paid to research in this area. The
fuel-cladding eutectic temperature limit is currently • The run-beyond-cladding-breach and potential for fuel

thought to be 980 K (1,300 *F) based on available failure propagation needs to be experimentally
e:-:perimental data from U-10wt. %Zr and ternary fuel established.
with less then 26wt. %Pu clad in D9, 316SS, or HT9.

At this time, there is limited data on unirradiated fresh • Research is in progress to develop a set of computer
fuel typical of the PRISM design that indicate that the codes to predict the behavior of ALMR fuel subject to
eutectic temperature may be as low at 903 K transient overpower end other transient events. The
(1,165 °F). The test does not include surface effects, LIFE-METAL computer code is the analytical tool

irradiation effects, or kinetic factors. Recently being developed at ANL to model the response of the
completed testing on low-burnup (2.3 at. %) PRISM metal fuel and blanket elements to steady-state end
fuel indicates that no fuel-cladding interaction occurs operational transient conditions. The FPIN2 code is a
for temperatures i., "d 1,025 K (1,385 °F). detailed thermal-mechanical model of an individual fuel

Additional data ar_ jzeJ_ed to establish a fuel design element used for analyses of fuel performance under
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transientconditions. Supportingthe FPIN2 computer The PRISM reactor core uses a heterogeneous ternary
code are more detailed codes, currently under metal-alloy-fueled core of uranium, 27 wt.% plutonium,
development, for modeling fission-product retention and 10 wt.% zirconium. The core contains
and swelling in U-Pu-Zr alloy fuels duringsteady-state 199 assemblies: 42 fuel assemblies, 24 internal blanket
irradiation (STARS) and for modeling the transient assemblies, 33 radial blanket assemblies, 42 reflector
fission gas/bubble gas distributionin solid and molten assemblies,48 shieldassemblies, 3 gas expansion modules,
fuel (FRAS3). A less-detailed model for the fuel 6 control assemblies, and I ultimate shutdown assembly.
element thermal-mechanical response is being In the metallic fuel, the zirconium imparts structural
developed in the DEFORM-5 (metal fuel) module, a strengthto the fuel while being relativelytransparentto the
more recent version of the DEFORM-4 (oxide fuel) neutron spectrum. The reactor is termed a fast reactor
module from the SAS4A computercode, for use as the because the macroscopic fast-absorptioncross-sections are
fuel behavior model in the SASSYS whole-core much smaller than the macroscopic fast-scattering cross-
response computer code. Both of these codes are sections. Therefore, most neutronsare absorbed or leak
designed to predict transient events to the time of from the core before slowing down and the flux at or
cladding rupture. In particular, the codes will offer below epithermal level energies is negligible.
predictions of fuel failure location and timing.
However, neither has the capability for ex-pin fuel Forty-two reflector assemblies are located at the core
motion modeling. A peer review of these codes may perimeter. The reference core has been designed with
be necessary to support future reviews, reflectors and without axial blankets so that excess

plutoniumis not produced; breeding in the reference core
is close to break even. The core is designed for the

It is the staff's opinion thatDOE has in place the programs addition of more fertile material to increase breeding
related to fuel system characterization, both operational should the design goals be changed.
and transient, that will lead toward resolution of the

technological uncertainties and development of the The initial design submittal for the PRISM had a plant
appropriate analytical tools, rating of 1245 MWe and plant core power rating of

425 MWt. The most recent design descriptions have
increased these numbers to 1395 MWe and 471 MWt.

The staff considers the planned IFR program of fuel The power fraction in each region of the core in the initial
performance irradiation to be satisfactory. The list of design submittalwas predicted to vary from the beginning
planned experiments is extensive and involves irradiation to end of equilibrium core from 72 percent to 65 percent
in EBR-II and FFTF, and testing in the TREAT. The in the driver fuel, while the inner blanket shifts from
staff believes that the program will produce a very 10 percent to 16 percent. The radialblankets shift power
substantial data base for the modeling efforts described fractions from 17 percent to 18 percent during the same
above. The FFTF irradiations will be the closest to period. No estimates of the power fraction shifts in the
prototypical PRISM conditions. The numberof planned separate regions of the core have been given for the
ternary fuel elements to be irradiated, to produce an revised design, which is an open issue. The power
adequate data base for a statistical analysis, remains an generation is shifted to the blankets during a fuel cycle
open item along withhow the differences in geometry and because fissile plutoniumis being bred from the depleted
otherrelevantcharacteristicswill be accountedfor in such uraniumin the blankets. This allows the design to have a
a statistical analysis, minimal reactivity swing during a fuel cycle, which

permits operation throughoutcore life with the controlrods
4.3 Nuclear Design almost fully withdrawn. The initial design submittal for

the PRISMreactor has a burnupreactivity swing of -21¢.
4.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives Suchoperation limits the amountof reactivity available for

insertion in a rod withdrawalaccident and contributes to
The PRISM reactor core was designed to meet several the passive safety characteristics of the PRISM design.
objectives: to limit peak fuel burnup to 135 MWD/kg; to Also, fast reactors are insensitive to xenon, therefore, total
limit the burnup reactivity swing to -21¢; and to permit an rod worth needed is essentially limited to only that amount
18-month refueling interval, a 54-month life for the fuel of reactivity needed to overcome the Doppler effect, the
and a 90-month life for the blankets. One of the most power defect. This contributes to the passive safety
significant design goals is to provide sufficient negative characteristics.
reactivity feedbackto withstandalmostall failure-to-scram
events without fuel damage. This passive safety Each of the six control rods has two diverse methods of
characteristic is described further in Section 4.6. insertion: a gravity-driven rod drop and a powered drive-
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in. Shutdown redundancy is provided by designing each of the nuclear design is carried out to aid in confirming
of the six control rods with sufficient worth to shut down that fuel design limits will not be exceeded during normal
the reactor from hot full power to a cold shutdown operation or anticipated operational occurrences, and that
condition. Total rod scram worth of all six rods using the efl_ts of postulated reactivity accidents will not cause

natural B4C is $20.43. The reactivity control and significant damage to the reactor coolant pressure boundary
shutdown system is described further in Section 4.5. The or impair the capability to cool the core and to ensure
use of metal fuel is another important feature since the conformance with the requirements of GDC 10, 11, 12,

metal fuel operates at a relatively low centerline 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, and 28.
temperature, thus limiting the stored reactivity (power
reactivity decrement) which the negative reactivity The staff used design standards proposed by
feedbacks would need to overcome during an ATWS ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, General Safety Design Criteria for
event, a Liquid Metal Nuclear Power Plant (Ref. 4.18), to

acquire more specific guidance for review of areas
The PRISM nuclear design for passive shutdown is involving unique characteristics of the PRISM. These
described in more detail in Section 4.6 of this report and criteria supplement the required general design criteria
Appendix G of the PSID. (GDCs) contained in 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix A).

4.3.2 Scope of Review Several design guidelines proposed by the Advanced Light
Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document (ALWR

The review of Section 4.3 focused on the reactor design Passive Plant) (Ref. 4.19) were referred to in this review.
calculations, reactivity feeAback estimations, and Although intended to address LWR safety or operability
uncertainties associated with each. GE, the preapplicant, issues, these guidelines warrant consideration for their
used an extensive package of computer codes, but many of potential for reducing PRISM safety systems challenges.
these codes are standard in scope and methods. The staff These points do not reflect regulatory positions, but are
did not prepare a detailed independent calculation of intended to provide early indication of expected industry
reactor characteristics during the current review, but this design objectives for standard plants.
will need to be done. BNL's analyses of the design are
presented and discussed further in References 4.16 and
4.17. 4.3.4 Research and Development

4.3.3 Review Criteria Most of the R&D support will be in the metal-fuels area,
specifically at a hot fuel examination facility (HFEF/South)

GDC 11 and 12 (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) requires and additional testing in EBR-II. These planned R&D
that the reactor core be designed so that, in the power activities are discussed in more depth in Section 4.2 of the

operating range, (1) the net reactivity nuclear feedback PSID and in this report. Additional R&D is planned via
characteristics compensate in the event of a reactivity full-scale critical experiments in the Zero Power Plutonium
insertion and (2) there are no power oscillations that can Reactor (ZPPR) to confirm power distribution, control rod
result in exceeding fuel design limits, worths, and reactivity feedbacks, and to validate analytical

tools. The preapplieant intends to develop and construct

GDC 13 requires that instrumentation will monitor a prototype PRISM reactor, which will be ready for startup
variables in their anticipated ranges to ensure adequate around the year 2005. System tests performed with the
safety and that appropriate controls will maintain the first prototype will quantify and characterize passive safety
variables and their systems within prescribedoperating features and safety-enhancing mechanisms, including
ranges, passive reactivity reduction and the passive shutdown heat

removal. The preapplicant has stated that agreement will
The requirements of GDC 25 through 29 were used to be reached with the NRC on the scope of these safety
assess the diverse methods for inserting control rods, the tests. The preapplicant has conducted tests on passive
limitations for withdrawing control rods, and the use of reactivity reduction and passive shutdown heat removal.
passive feedback effects to provide a diverse means of The details and results of these tests are discussed in
shutdown. Section 4.6.4 of this report. The R&D program planned

by the preapplicant appears to be adequate. The NRC will
SRP Section 4.3, "Nuclear Design," provided guidance for review the scope and depth of the prototype testing to be

this review. This SRP specifically requires that the review performed after the prototype reactor has been built.
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4.3.5 Safety Issues - Identification and Evaluation and variation over core burnup and region will need to be
performed when the final design application is submitted.

4,3,5.1 Analytical Methods These predictions will also need to be qualified and
verified on a prototype plant. The role of passive

The package of computer codes used by GE were standard reactivity feedbacks in an ATWS event in combination

in scope and methods. The nuclear evaluation process was with the USS needs to be thoroughly evaluated. To this
initiated by the generation of region-wide microscopic end, the reactivity coefficient for sodium voiding must be
cross-sections utilizing a technique based upon the accurately calculated and portrayed in all accident
TDOWN data processing code. All fuel cycle calculations scenarios.
were carried out with the three-dimensional flux solution

code, DIF3D. Control worth calculations were carried out The positive sodium void coefficients result in certain

with six neutron energy groups, three-dimensional EC-III events having the potential to lead to positive
hexagonal-Z geometry, and nodal approximation in DIF3D reactivity insertion events (see Chapter 15). The positive
flux solutions. Reactivity feedback coefficients and sodium void reactivity coefficient is a concern to the staff

neutron kinetics parameters were calculated by a series of and efforts should be made to reduce its magnitude, as
computer codes. These computer codes include DIF3D, much as practical, even if the likelihood of sodium boiling
SN2D, SNPERT, and SNASS (a develop-mental code at is so reduced that no events that could lead to sodium

GE), and were used to perform the neutron flux and boiling are in the EC-III probability events.
adjoint solution calculations, perturbation computations,
and data manipulations. The program ORIGEN-2 was In Appendix O to the PSID, GE presented a study on core
utilized for the irradiation and decay heat calculations, design alternatives to reduce the void worth. The

The designer validated the analytical methods and following criteria were applied for the study:
computer codes against critical experiments and other

analytical approaches. ANL performed some PRISM • The total positive sodium void reactivity worth of the
analysis and the GE methods compared well with the ANL core must be reduced to less than 50¢.

analytical approach. The NRC staff did not perform a

detailed independent calculation of reactor characteristics. • The impact of the design changes on the passive
Independent calculations and verifications will be required performance characteristics of the core must be
during future reviews of the PRISM design, acceptable.

4.3.5.2 Physics Calculations During Voiding • The impact on the economics of power production must
be acceptable.

For the present, the staff reviewed the GE calculational

process and concluded that the GE calculations are A core height study was performed and resulted in a
credible, but that GE's estimates of the uncertainties may reduction from $5.26 to about $4.20, or about a 15 to

be inappropriately small. In addition, since the passive 20 percent reduction. In addition, the burnup swing would
shutdown characteristics are based on reactivity feedbacks, increase to a value between $2 and $3.

it is important to properly determine the values of such key
feedbacks as radial expansion, axial expansion, Doppler,

sodium density, and control rod drive line expansion. Studies involving (1)composition changes at fixed core
Therefore, .,;coping calculations were done as part of the layout encompassing changes in steel, sodium and void

review to verify these reactivity feedbacks as being volume fractions and the addition of Bee and B4C;
reasonably accurate. Sodium density feedback was the (2) changes to height to diameter ratios at fixed assembly
most difficult parameter to estimate. However, judging design; and (3) changes to core layout encompassing axial
from other LMR designs, the overall sodium void heterogeneous, radial heterogeneous, annular and coupled
reactivity worth appears to be reasonable. Additional cores were also performed. The following conclusions
discussion of the staff's review in this area is provided in were reported:
Section 4.6.

• Sodium void worth can be reduced to near zero or even

4.3.5.3 Reactivity Coefficients made negative, but the result will be an unfavorable

change in one or more of the performance parameters
Although the nominal values presented for the various considered.
reactivity coefficients appear to be in the range of what is

expected for a liquid-metal reactor of this design, a more • There is no universal best way to reduce sodium void
accurate analysis defining their magnitude, dependencies, worth because the relative importance of the several
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other performance changes will depend upon the size and coafiguration as the ducts ou the other core
specific design criteria, assemblies. They are filled with inert gas and are sealed

at d:e top. Under full pumping conditions, the gas is
GE concluded that design changes required to reduce the compresgc_ enough that sodium occupies the portion of the
sodium void worth adversely impact other safety and GEM that resides in the active core, while the gas is
economic performance parameters. A 25 to 35 percent trapped above the core. When the pumps stop and the
reduction could be achieved, but would be of little safety system pressure falls, the gas region expands into the core,
significance. Therefore, GE concluded that because speeding the decrease in reactor power through increased
(1) significant reductions in sodium void worth impact leakage of neutrons. The change in sodium level
other safety parameters, (2)significant reductions in introduces significant negative reactivity and limits the
sodium void worth require reactor designs which increase peak temperatures attained during loss-of-flow events.
the cost of power reduction, (3)it can be shown that
sodium voiding is highly improbable, and (4)it can be Some potential risks are associated with the GEMs. If

shown that the consequences of sodium voiding are some of the gas leaks out during normal operation and the
tolerable if it were to occur, no design changes to reduce GEM fills with sodium, the GEM could fail to operate
sodium void worth should be made. when required during a loss-of-flow event. Alternately, if

the pumps are turned on only after the reactor is critical,
4.3.5.4 Core Power Fractions power would increase significantly. The addition of GEMs

also raises questions about shielding (more neutrons escape
Similar to the reactivity coefficients, the core power through the gas) and possible reactivity insertions should
fractions and their shift over the burnup of the core must the gas escape and migrate into the central regions of the
be determined and presented in the final design application core. These potential risks suggest a need for continuous

along with a more accurate calculation of reactivity swing monitoring of GEM level, either directly or indirectly.
over the fuel cycle. This is an issue that needs further evaluation at the design

certification stage of review.
4.3.5.5 Reactor Instrumentation

A major unknown that needs resolution is the worth of
Appropriate instrumentation should be chosen to ensure GEMs in PRISM. The GE prediction is 69¢ at full-power
that fuel integrity is maintained. The final design conditions. However, that estimate was performed using
application shouldaddress the following: a diffusion theory code, and Hartford Engineering

Development Laboratory (HEDL) has determined that
• spatial variations of core flux, flow, and temperature, diffusion theory should not be used for initial estimates.

and the significance of these effects This is discussed further in Reference 4.20, "Assessment

of the Pump Restart Tests in FFTF Using SSC." The
• a description of the instrumentation that is safety grade streaming effect of the neutrons requires the use of

and provides input into the reactor protection system transport theory or Monte Carlo methods. GEM worth
and insertion rate are functions of temperature, because of

• calibration and calculation methods to be used for all the sodium level within the device. The worth of the

reactor system instrumentation GEM was also measured to be different in each FFTF fuel

cycle. The accumulation of fission products might be the

• limits and setpoints for actions, alarms, or scram cause of this phenomena. The vendor needs to specify the
signals for all reactor process instrument systems worth as a function of burnup and temperature within the

fuel cycle, along with the cold-shutdown and hot-standby
m translation of the design limits, uncertainties, operating condition.

limits, instrument requirements, and setpoints into
technical specifications and instrumentation setpoints 4.3.6 Conclusions

4.3.5.6 Gas Expansion Modules (GEMs) The PRISM reactor nuclear design appears to be at an
appropriate stage, given the status of the metal-fuel

Three GEMs have been added to the core which contribute program and other R&D. While there are uncertainties

significantly to the mitigation of postulated unscrammed associated with the reactivity feedbacks, it appears that the
events involving loss of pumps. Because of the GEMs, the GE/ANL projections are plausible, although perhaps
passive shutdown now appears to work much better for the slightly on the optimistic side, and that the approach to the
unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) events. The GEMs are core nuclear design and its supporting R&D is generally
located at the periphery of the active core and are the same acceptable. The results of further in-reactor experiments,
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critical experiments, and prototypical testing (see features and analyses related to the issue of fuel assembly
Chapter 14) should be followed closely and will be flow blockage. GE also plans to use mechanical key
required to support final acceptance. Further effort discriminators on the assembly nosepieces to preclude
should, however, be applied to making the positive sodium misleading of assemblies, for example, the placement of
void coefficient more negative, fuel assemblies in a blanket region. Furthermore, the core

inlet plenum and nozzles (at the bottom of the assemblies)
4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design are designed so that it is difficult to block all flow to any

given channel. Multiple entrance holes all around the inlet
4.4.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives plenum and assembly nozzles make it unlikely that any

credible form of blockage will block all of the entrance
This section addresses thermal and hydraulic design holes. Furthermore, the PRISM designer has specified
considerations of such reactor vessel internal components delayed neutron detectors in the IHXs which will detect
as fuel, blanket and control assemblies; the core support flow blockage by detecting a molten fuel-cladding

structure; upper internals structure; core former rings; interaction with the flowing sodium. Although no in-core
thermal liner; and the core barrel. Information pertaining instrumentation is presently specified for the design to
to structural design aad material selection of the reactor confirm no blockage, the preapplicant is evaluating
vessel and internal components is in Chapter 5 of this methods to verify in-reactor flow and orificing for the inlet
report, modules.

The PRISM design is a pool-type system, with the entirety One concern raised during the review involved flotation of
of the primary heat transport system (PHTS) contained the absorber assemblies during refueling. In Appendix G
within the reactor vessel. During normal operation, the of the PSID, the preapplicant has presented an analysis
level of primary sodium is maintained at 1.22 m (4 ft) demonstrating that flotation is not likely. Assemblies are
below the level of the closure head, and circulating sodium held down in two ways: mechanical (snap-rings) and
is maintained within the liner. In transient operation, hydraulic (core bypass flow) to increase core outlet
sodium heatup causes the level to rise to the reactor vessel pressure. Furthermore, in an analysis discussed later in
auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) overflow slots, located this section, the preapplieant has stated that under full-flow
approximately 0.91 m (3 ft) below the closure head, on the conditions, the weight of the assemblies is sufficient to
reactor vessel liner. Instrumentation for primary flow keep an assembly from being lifted from the grid plate

measurement is located in the upper internals structure even if other means of hold-down are lost. Hold-down of
(UIS). The boundary between the hot and cold sides of the assemblies is important to avoid flow bypass of the
the PHTS is formed by the support cylinder and seal plate, core in the event one should lift up. In addition, hold-
The flow path for the PHTS goes from the hot pool above down of the moveable absorber bundles is important to
the core through the intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs) preclude reactivity additions during refueling.
where it is cooled; the sodium exits the IHX at its base and
enters the cold pool. The cold pool sodium is then drawn The reactor thermal-hydraulic design also facilitates
through the fixed shield assemblies into the pump inlet adequate cooling under natural circulation conditions (such

manifold. The four electromagnetic (EM) pumps take as would occur if there were a station blackout) for the
suction from the cold pool sodium through a manifold and conditions where a successful scram or a successful

discharge into the high-pressure core inlet plenum through "shutdown" via the passive reactivity feedback process has
the piping connecting each manifold to the plenum. The occurred. Such a capability is present in most sodium-
sodium is then heated as it flows upward through the core cooled systems; however, its use under passive reactivity
and back into the hot pool. shutdown conditions is new and needs to be reviewed.

The PRISM reactor has inlet orifices for each assembly, to One objective of the preapplication review is to ensure that
ensure proper cooling in all channels, which results in a the conceptual thermal and hydraulic design of the PRISM
relatively flat core outlet temperature, particularly at end reactor coolant system (RCS) has been carried out using
of life, when breeding has resulted in higher fission rates appropriate methods. The RCS should provide acceptable
in the blanket assemblies. The 11 orifice zones are 5 for margins of safety from conditions that would lead to fuel

driver fuel, 4 for internal blanket regions, and 2 for radial damage during normal operation and anticipated
blanket regions, operational transients. Other objectives include meeting

the intent of current guidelines, in particular Regulatory
Blockage of flow assemblies is a concern; a flow blockage Guide (RG) 1.68 (Ref. 4.21), governing startup testing,
event at the Fermi LMR led to partial fuel melt in 1966. and RG 1.133 (Ref. 4.22), which covers loose-parts
Amendment 13 to the PRISM PSID describes design detection systems.
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4.4.2 Scope of Review (4) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design
Criterion (GDC) 10 -- This GDC states that fuel

Thermal-hydraulic design of the PRISM RCS was design limits must not be exceeded during any
reviewed to examine the design basis, system design, condition of normal operation, including anticipated
analytical methods and codes, performance evaluation, operating occurrences.
tests, inspections, and instrumentation where applicable.
Structural/materials evaluation of RCS components is in 4.4.4 Safety Issues
Chapter 5 of this report. Acceptance of PRISM thermal-

hydraulic methods at the design certification stage will During the review, a number of issues were addressed by
partly depend on (1) independent computer calculations to the staff as having significant importance at either the
substantiate designer analysis, (2) the preapplicant's use of preapplication stage or the design certification stage, as
experimental data to verify design principles, and noted. These issues are thermal and hydraulic analysis,
(3) independent comparison to data from experimental initial testing plans, loose-parts monitoring system, flow
programs. Further guidance is given in areas of possible blockage, sloshing, protection against inadequate core
design weaknesses, and in other areas where the design cooling, and natural circulation cooling, and absorber
may conflict with possible future regulatory guidance bundle flotation. These issues are discussed in the sections
concerning LMRs. System design for the reactor vessel, that follow.

closure head, and rotatable plug is provided by the
designer in Section 4.4 of the PSID and Appendix G of the 4.4.5 Evaluation
PSID, which contains modifications to the reference

design. Other sources of material reviewed are 4.4.5.1 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis
supplemental reports issued by the designer, and responses

to staff requests for additional information (Refs. 4.23, To satisfy GDC 10, the preapplicant will be required, at
4.24, 4.25, 4.26). the design certificat",'m stage, to submit more information

on methods used for _:hethermal and hydraulic analysis.
Computer calculations performed by GE and the NRC staff Empirical confirmation of analytical relationships for
to evaluate postulated scrammed and unscrammed events PHTS components of unusual geometry should also be
consistently showed adequate natural circulation cooling- submitted. The staff must confirm that appropriate and
as long as the power production was at or near decay heat adequate methods are used for meeting the intent of
levels. Many of the staff calculations were performed GDC 10 governing thermal and hydraulic design. More
using SSC (a BNL code), which was developed for the particularly, flow correlations used in the PRISM thermal-
NRC to evaluate natural circulation cooling in the Clinch hydraulic analysis, justification for the temperature limits
River design (Ref. 4.27). that are mentioned in the PSID, the basis for flow

velocities and pressure losses listed in the PSID, and flow

correlations for determining fuel and cladding temperatures
4.4.3 Review Criteria should be submitted. Uncertainties associated with the

data and correlations should also be examined.

The following regulatory guidance was reviewed for

general applicability to the PRISM design. However, For the design certification review, supporting analysis
current SRPs and regulatory guides were developed should be submitted pertaining to hot-channel factors that
specifically for LWRs. Similar guidance for liquid-metal are used in determining margins to fuel failure and
reactors has not been developed, evaluating natural circulation. The factors should be

demonstrated to be conservative.

(1) SRP Section 4.4, "Thermal and Hydraulic Design"

-- This SRP gives guidance for acceptable design 4.4.5.2 Initial Testing Plans
methods for the reactor coolant systems of LWRs.

The SRP is applied to PRISM, where possible, in SRP Section 4.4 specifies that initial testing plans for the
a manner consistent with the intent of the SRP thermal-hydraulic design asp_ts of the PHTS are to be

toward LWRs. evaluated. The SRP refers to RG 1.68 as a satisfactory
method of planning and carrying out initial and startup

(2) RG 1.68, "Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled testing programs. The designer has committed to
Nuclear Power Plants" complying with the intent of RG 1.68 and the associated

subsections that govern initial and preoperational testing of
(3) RG 1.133, "Loose-Part Detection Program for the boiling-water reactor (BWR) feedwater and condensate

Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors" systems, remote shutdown capability, and instrument and
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control air systems. At the design certification stage, the To ensure that margin is retained in the design to
designer should submit more detailed information accommodate a blocked assembly, the staff requests that
pertaining to administrative details and control of initial the following commitments discuseed in Amendment 13 be
test programs and also preoperational test plans for RCS maintained:
components and other related components.

,, Technical specification limits are provided that require
4.4.5.3 Loose-Parts Monitoring System 0LPMS) establishing full reactor sodium flow before withdrawal

of control rods and limit the startup rate to less than
SRP Section 4.4 specifies review procedures for the loose- 1 percent per minute.
parts monitoring system. The SRP states that the design

criteria, instrument types, location, and mounting for the • Technical specification limits are provided on DNM
LPMS be reviewed at the construction permit stage, operability and alarm setpoints sufficient for rapid
Under 10 CFR Part 52 licensing, this information would detection of fuel melting.
be required at the design certification stage. In the design
of the LPMS, the designer has committed to complying 4.4.5.5 Sloshing
with the intent of RG 1.133, "Loose-Part Detection

Program for the Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled In LMR systems, both pool and loop-type reactors can
Reactors." The LPMS is mentioned in PSID experience some sloshing of a free surface (Ref. 4.28); this

Section 7.6.7; however, at the design certification stage, is applicable to the PRISM PHTS interface with the argon
more information is required on the PRISM LPMS, cover gas in the reactor vessel. Sloshing involves
particularly with respect to the time required aRer a loose- movement of the sodium free surface, possibly in response

part alert to detect the location and cause of the problem, to seismic events. Seismic events have the potential to
and its effects. Early detection can provide the time cause input frequencies near the resonant frequencies of
required to take appropriate actions to avoid or mitigate PRISM internal components, particularly the UIS, reactor
damage to or malfunctions of safety-related equipment and closure, and support cylinder. The pertinent resonant
primary system components, frequencies and possible seismic input frequencies are both

on the order of I hertz (Hz). Because sloshing may have
4.4.5.4 Flow Blockage an important effect on the seismic and structural design of

the PRISM, further information should be submitted on

Amendment 13 to the PSID describes design features and this topic at the design certification stage.
analyses related to the issue of fuel assembly flow
blockage. The designer describes the startup sequence for 4.4.5.6 Protection Against Inadequate Core Cooling
the PRISM which brings the reactor sodium flow to that

corresponding to 100 percent power before withdrawing SRP Section 4.4 on thermal and hydraulic design gives
control rods. Power is to be increased to 25 percent over guidance for ensuing that preapplicants have an acceptable
no less than 30 minutes. After a short hold time, the program for incorporation of instrumentation and
power is ramped to 100 percent at a maximum rate of procedures [or detection and recovery from conditions of

1 percent per minute. Starting with reactor sodium flow inadequate core cooling. Although this guidance is not a
at 100 percent will provide maximum cooling to the requirement and was intended for LWRs, the PRISM

surrounding assemblies in the event of a blocked fuel designers _:hould address this issue in a manner analogous
assembly. Full flow also ensures that the time that it takes to LWRs. This means that the PRISM should have

molten fuel to activate delayed neutron monitors (DNMs) temperature monitors that are useful up to the sodium
will be minimized. The DNM will be an important source boiling temperature. It appears that the PRISM has
of information for determining how much fuel is in the adequate temperature detection above the core; however,
sodium. However, at a later stage, the designer will be the range of this instrumentation has not been confirmed.

required to submit more information on post-melt behavior At the design certification review, the designers will need
of the fuel, particularly experimental data on reactivity to determine whether operating procedures for detection
insertions due to molten fuel and the basis for judgments and recovery from inadequate core cooling (ICC) are
made in the PSID that "fuel movement will probably result needed. If the determination is made that procedures are

in a less reactive core state." The designer should also not needed, the designers will have to justify that finding.
substantiate claims that fuel movement will be away from

the core center, and that pin failures will be limited to the 4.4.5.7 Natural Circulation Cooling
blocked assembly. Phase 1II of the IFR fuel development

program at ANL will address these issues, as is discussed Although natural circulation cooling has been shown to be

in Section 4.4.7 of this report, viable in LMR systems (Ref. 4.29), the adequacy must be
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confirmed for the PRISM. Instabilities or flow oscillations 4,4.7 Conclusions

that may exist during the transition to natural circulation
during reactor heatup transients should also be examined, It appears that the thermal and hydraulic design has the
particularly low flow and possible flow reversal that may potential to satisfy the intent of important LWR regulations
exist in the transition to natural circulation cooling. This and guidelines, including GDC 10, SRP Section 4.4, Three
is an important issue, but it appears that natural circulation Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan requirements (Ref. 4.33),
cooling will work well in the PRISM design and can be and regulatory guides covering loose-parts detection and
tested during prototype testing. Starmp testing of the startup testing. However, the preapplieant will need to
PRISM should involve verifying primary coolant flow give more consideration to a number of the areas, listed
values given in the PSID, as stated in SRP Section 4.4. below, before a final safety judgment can be made.

4.4.5.8 Absorber Bundle Flotation 4.4.7.1 Thermal and Hy&-aulic Analysis

An issue raised during the review involved inadvertent At the design certification stage, the applicant should
ejection or flotation of absorber rods during refueling. An present more detailed information on the flow correlations
absorber bundle design requirement is that the bundle not used in the thermohydraulie analysis, the basis for
be lifted (floated) by hydraulic forces when the driveline is temperature limits used in the PSID, and the basis for flow
disconnected and the pumps are operated at full flow, and velocities and pressure losses also listed in the PSID. Hot-
also that the absorber bundle be able to fall into the core channel factor analyses should also be submitted.
in a few seconds against full flow following a reactor
scram. The inadvertent pump starmp accident is most 4.4.7.2 Initial Testing Plans

likely to happen during refueling if the operator
accidentally starts the pumps. The pressure drop across At the design certification stage, the designer should
the bundle required to lift the bundle is 45.5 kPa (6.6 psi), submit more-detailed information pertaining to
considerably higher than the lifting force from full flow of administrative details and control of initial test programs
5 kPa (0.72 psi). Periodic scram testing will ensure and also pre-operational test plans for RCS components
absorber bundle drop against full flow. Analysis involved and other related components.
with this issue is not complicated and designer expectations
should be relatively easy to verify at a later review stage.

4.4.7.3 Lo_,-Parts Monitoring System
4.4.6 Research and Development

The designer has committed to comply with the intent of

The ultimate testing of the orificing and the core thermal- RG 1.133 on the LPMS. At the design certification stage,
hydraulic design will be done during the safety tests more information is required on the PRISM LPMS,
performed on the first reactor module, particularly with respect to the time required after a loose-

part alert to detect the location and cause of the problem,
Phase Ill of the ANL IFR testing program (Ref. 4.24) and its effects.
involves significant experimental and analytical work. In-

reactor experiments will establish a data base for validation 4.4.7.4 Flow Blockage
of fuel disruption analysis capability for both transient

overpower andloss-of-flowsequencesbyrunningmulti-pin To ensure that margin is retained in the design to

bundle transient tests in TREAT. Safety analysis and accommodate a blocked assembly, the following
model development will complete development of models commitments discussed in Amendment 13 are to be

of metallic fuel response to severe-accident conditions, maintained: (1) technical specification limits are provided
Ex-reactor experiments will investigate core-melt which require establishing full reactor sodium flow before

phenomena in detail, including melt relocation, behavior of withdrawal of control rods and limit the startup rate to less
fission gas in molten fuel, effect of iron in melt than 1 percent per minute, and (2)technical specification
composition, and fuel dispersal. As mentioned earlier, limits are provided on DNM operability and alarm
studies should include substantiation of claims that fuel setpoints sufficient for rapid detection of fuel melting. The
movement will be away from the core center, that pin IFR Phase III molten-fuel testing at ANL will also be
failures will be limited to blocked assemblies if such important to making a final safety judgment on the issue of

blockage occurs, and that fuel movement will result in a flow blockage. The preapplicant should substantiate elaims
less-reactive core state, made on fuel performance during the ANL testing.
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4.4.7.5 Sloshing In order to limit the amount of reactivity insertiondue to
an uncontrolledrod withdrawalevent, a rod stop system

Because sloshing may have an important effect on the (RSS) (Figure 4.3) has been added to the control rod
seismic and structural design of the PRISM, and because design. Through the use of a motor-drivenmovable stop
little informationhas been submittedon the topic, further and a computerized controller, the RSS provides for a
informationshould be submittedat the preliminarydesign physical limitation to control rod withdrawal. The rod
application, stops will have to he periodically reset to compensate for

reactivity changes to the core duringthe fuel cycle.
4.4.7.6 Protection Against Inadequate Core Cooling

Diverse shutdown is provided in the PRISM by the USS
At the design certification review, the designers will need and the passive negative feedbackcharacteristicsdiscussed
to determine whether operating procedures for detection in Section 4.6 of this report. The USS consists of B4C
and recovery from ICC are needed. If the determination spheres contained in a canister above the core. Upon
is made thatsuchproceduresare notneeded, the designers manual actuation, the spheres drop into a hexagonal
will have tojustify that finding, channel in the center of the core to provide enough

negative reactivity to achieve cold shutdown. The system
4.4.7.7 Natural Circulation Cooling is designed for an unscrammedunprotected loss-of-flow

(ULOF), unprotected loss-of-heat sink (ULOHS), or
Various aspects associated with the transientand steady- unprotectedtransientoverpower (UTOP) event in which
state performanceof natural circulationin the PRISMwill the inherent passive negative reactivity feedback
need to be verified duringprototypetesting. In particular, characteristicswould greatly reducethe power of the core
the transition to natural circulation during transient until the USS could be activated either by energizing
operation should be examined, actuationcircuitryor manually shearing hinge pins on the

ball release door. The USS is illustratedin Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5.

4.5 Active Reactivity Control and Shutdown
System 4.5.2 Scope of Review

The PRISM reactivity control and shutdown system was
4.5.1 Design DescriptionandSafety Objectives reviewed for compliance with the GDCs and SRP

Sections 4.3 and 4.5. Reactivity worths of the control
The primary safety-grade reactivity control and shutdown rods have not been independentlyverified at this stage of
system consists of six absorberbundles that are used for the review. Also, the design was evaluated for similarity
power control, bumupcompensation, andreactorshutdown to the FFTF and CRBR reactivity control designs which
in response to demands from the plant control system, have been extensively tested.
from the plant protectionsystem, or from loss of electric
power. Each bundle consists of an array of tubes 4.5.3 Review Criteria
containing B4C. The absorber material moves within a
hexagonal duct, similar to FFTF (Ref. 4.30) and the 10 CFR Part50, Appendix A, Section III, "Protectionand
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (ReL 4.27). The control ReactivityControl Systems,"GDCs 25 through29 require
rod system regulates reactivity during startup, power the protection system to sense accident conditions, actuate
operation, shutdown, and scram. Any one of the six rods automatically, and have sufficient capability to reliably
can insert sufficient negative reactivity to achieve cold control reactivity changes under postulated accident
shutdown with the remaining five rods at theiroperational conditions to maintainthe specified acceptable fuel design
positions, limits, with enough margin to account for stuck rods.

For scram diversity, each control rod unit has features to 4.5.4 Research and Development
ensure absorber insertion in the event of a scram signal.
Each unit has a latch that releases the rod from the drive Extensive irradiation testing of B4C absorber pins has
line when the scram coil is deenergized, allowing the rod already been performed(these pins are used in the FFTF)
to drop into the core. Each drive mechanismalso has a (Ref. 4.30), and additional testing is not expected to be
drive-in motor that can drive the rods in and can exert necessary. The latchdesign was extensively evaluatedand
8,896 newtons (2,000 psi) of drive-in force to overcome tested for use in the secondary control rod system in the
astuck rod, if necessary. The control rod scram system is CRBR design. No additional R&D programs have been
illustratedin Figure 4.2. identified at this stage of review.
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The need for additional R&D on components of the system less than 30¢. The designer has added a 10¢ reactivity
will be determined preceding the design certification margin to account for uncertainties in the safety analyses.

i application. It is expected that, if needed, any such R&D
would not be extensive, consisting at most of full-scale The designer has proposed the rod stops as a safety-grade
life-cycle testing under prototypical conditions, system. However, their importance as a means of

mitigating a rod withdrawal event suggests that the rod
4.5.5 Safety Issues position should be reliably known. The preapplicant

should consider a diverse means of verifying rod stop
4.5.5.1 Ultimate Shutdown System position to prevent any mispositioning. The preapplicant

should address this item in the next stage of review. The
The NRC staff position on the design of the USS is that it positioning of the rod stops will need to be accomplished
should be safety grade if it is to be considered as the using safety-grade equipment with reliable information
second diverse means of reactor shutdown. The integrity obtained through the RPS or some similar safety-grade
of the center core assembly into which the B4C spheres are system. Rod stop position calculation should also be
dropped and held must be ensured for all postulated events redundant and diverse to guard against common-mode
requiring actuation of the USS. Actuation of the USS is failures occurring in data acquisition systems.
an active process requiring electrical power with a manual Administrative procedures and verification of rod stop
backup accomplished by shearing a hinge bar with the positioning activities will need to be described in a
actuator bar above the re.actor. This manual actuation surveillance and testing program for the rod stops. The
process must be adequately developed to ensure the ability actual design of the system will be reviewed when the
to achieve shutdown following an unscrammed event with design certification application is submitted.
a loss of electrical power. Employment of the USS as a
diverse means of shutdown is acceptable pending review of 4.5,5.5 CRD Drive-in Motors
the final design when the design certification application is
submitted. The control rod drive motors are designed to exert 8,896

N (2,000 psi) of driving force to overcome a stuck rod, if
4.5.5.2 Support Systems necessary, in the event of a scram signal. The design of

this system will need to be addressed preceding application
All essential support systems (i.e., systems that provide for design certification to assess the possibility that forcing
cooling for the control rod drive housing) necessary to a stuck rod into the core may result in damage to the fuel
ensure the proper function of the control rod drive system that would compromise an important barrier to fission-
and the USS should be identified and analyzed preceding product release.
design certification application to develop performance
criteria and address single-failure and common- 4.5.6 Conclusions
mode-failure conditions.

The reactivity control and shutdo_vn system discussed in
4.5.5.3 Structural Materials this section has much internal redundancy and calculations

of rod worth appear satisfactory. The rod worth

The properties of the materials used in the control rods and calculations and the system as a whole will be more closely
the support systems will need to be reviewed before final reviewed following a formal license application. The
design approval to ensure adequate performance throughout design appears to be well supported by existing data and
the design life of the component within the design experience. The overall design of the control rod system,
environment, its essential support systems, structural materials, rod

stops, and drive-in motors, will be reviewed upon receipt
of an application for preliminary design approval of a

4.5.5.4 Control Rod Stops standard plant design. '

Electromechanicai control rod stops are used to minimize The USS appears to be an acceptable approach to provide
the reactivity insertion from an unplanned control rod for a diverse scram capability and will be reviewed further
withdrawal event. The rod stops will be adjusted over the upon receipt of an application for preliminary design
fuel cycle of the reactor to account for bumup, approval of a standard plant design. The contribution of
Adjustments must be performed by a licensed operator five the inherent negative reactivity feedback toward the

to six times per fuel cycle. The present design of the RSS function of the USS will require prototype testing to
would limit the potential inadvertent reactivity insertion to characterize and quantify this effect.
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4.6 Passive Safety System Design producesa small negative feedback effect by increasing the
leakage around the periphery. However, the dominant

4.6.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives effect is to reduce the collisions between neutrons and

sodium atoms, which increases the average neutron energy
Passive safety refers to the inherent negative temperature and yields a net positive reactivity feedback. If the sodium
coefficient of reactivity of PRISM that results in a boils, this feedback becomes large and prompt
reduction in reactor power when the reactor core average (approximately $5 positive reactivity for total core void
temperature increases. An ULOHS involves a failure of within a few seconds). The prevention of sodium voiding
the reactor scram system concurrent with a failure of the or sufficient mitigation of its effects is the most significant
heat removal system (e.g., failure of the intermediate heat issue regarding the passive reactivity effects of the PRISM
transport system pumps; or a reduction in feedwater flow reactor.
to, or steam flow from, the steam generator), causing the

primary sodium system to heat up without insertion of Axial Fuel Expansion. Metal fuel expands significantly
negative reactivity by an active system. The resulting when it heats up. Axial expansion within the cladding
thermal expansions tend to reduce core power as the increases the core size and decreases the effective density
coolant and core heat up, This type of reactor response is of the core materials. This increases the probability that
sometimes referred to as "inherent shutdown," but this neutrons will escape from the core, creating a significant
term can cause confusion. Depending upon the relative negative reactivity feedback. The size of this feedback
magnitudes of the structural and fuel feedbacks, the core changes after about 2 percent burnup, when the fuel swells
may be either stably critical or subcritical. After a period into contact with the cladding. The axial expansion is then
of time, thermal equilibrium is established between core controlled by the expansion rate of the cladding, since

power generation and primary loop heat removal capacity metal fuel has little strength. Fuel axial expansion and the
(i.e., RVACS). Thus, the core appears to achieve thermal Doppler effect are the dominant negative feedbacks, with
equilibrium without any operator intervention. However, fuel axial expansion being slightly more negative than the
to reach a zero-power, subcritical condition, at least one of Doppler feedback at all power levels, as illustrated in
the control absorbers (control rods) must enter the core. Appendix F4, page 52, of the PRISM PSID.
The inherent shutdown characteristics of the PRISM

reactor core were considered by the preapplicant as a Radial Expallsiom The radial dimension of the core is
diverse and independent means of shutdown in addition to determined largely by the assembly spacing. This spacing
the control rod scram. This passive feature is composed is determined by the grid plate below the core and by two
of several reactivity feedback properties. The main sets of load pads above the core. When the structures heat

components of this feedback follow, up and expand, the core expands radially and the core
density reduces, which increases leakage and thereby

Doppler Effect. As the fuel temperature rises, the fuel reduces the net reactivity.
captures more neutrons in non-fission events. This has the

effect of removing active neutrons from the core and Bowing. When a fuel or blanket assembly is heated more
reducing reactivity. Doppler feedback is also the fastest on one side than the other, the heated side will expand
acting feedback mechanism. Fuel temperature is instantly more than the other side, and the center of the assembly
affected by core power level and is a practically will bow toward the hotter direction. This type of
instantaneous indicator .._"rower excursions. Doppler behavior occurs in the PRISM fuel and blanket assemblies.

feedback removes reactivity as the temperature rises and It has some reactivity contribution, but it is difficult to
can thus help limit the extent of power-increase excursions, calculate accurately. The PRISM uses a limited free bow
As the fuel temperature drops with the power reduction, restraint system, which limits the importance of bowing
the Doppler effect adds reactivity and tends to increase the and makes the contribution negative under conditions of
core fission power, interest.

Sodium Density/Void. For a small liquid-metal-cooled Control Rod Drive Line Expansion. The control rod drive
reactor (such as EBR-II) this is a negative feedback due to lines, which are fixed in the upper internal structure,
dominance of leakage effects, and is helpful. For the expand dow, ward when they are heated. This inserts the

larger PRISM reactor, this is a positivefeedback. As long control rods further into the core and adds negative
as the sodium is subcooled, the positive reactivity reactivity.
contribution is small. If the sodium thermally expands,
there are fewer sodium atoms within and surrounding the Reactor Vessel Expansion. Since the control rod drives

core. The reduced density surrounding the core results in are attached to the top of the vessel and the reactor core
fewer neutrons being scattered back into the core, and attaches to a point much lower along the vessel wail, the
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expansion of the vessel wall as it heats up pulls the control Tests involving passive reactivity have already been
rods out. This is a positive feedback, but is not an performed. Integral transient tests to demonstrate the
immediate factor because it is quite slow to act. inherent shutdown characteristics have been completed in

EBR-II for a small metallic core and in FFTF for a

4.6.2 Scope of Review mixed-oxide core. The transients involved loss-of-flow
and loss-of-heat-sink conditions without reactor scram and

In performing this review, the staff analyzed test data from were previously considered to potentially result in core
existing sodium fast reactors to approximate the disruptive events. For EBR-II, the results were benign,
performance of the PRISM core under normal and accident either a short-term temperature peak of 978 K (1300 °F)
conditions. Independent analysis of the reactivity for less than 100 seconds or a temperature increase in the
feedbacks has been limited to scoping calculations and core support structure of 300 K (80 °F). For FFTF, nine
comparison against values for similar designs, gas expansion modules were included to perform loss-of-

flow tests from lO0-percent flow and 50-percent power.
4.6.3 Review Criteria A sodium outlet temperature increase of 339 K (150 °F) in

90 seconds reduced the fssion power to zero. Details of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 11 requires that the R&D in this area are further discussed in the PSID.
reactor core and associated coolant system be designed so
that in the power operating range the net effect of the
prompt inherent nuclear feedback characteristics tends to 4.6.5 Safety Issues and Evaluation
compensate for a rapid increase in reactivity. The

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 27 4.6.5.1 Adequacy of Reactivity Feedbacks
through 29 were used to assess the use of passive feedback
effects to provide a diverse means of shutdown. The negative feedbacks maintain the reactor at a safe,

stable state at an elevated temperature, but the reactor may
Design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, still be critical if none of the reactor control rods have
"General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal been inserted. The ultimate shutdown system has been
Nuelear PowerPlant,"wereusedtoprovidemorespecifc added to bring the reactor to a suberiticai state.
guidance for review of areas involving unique Independent analysis of the reactivity feedbacks has been
characteristics of the PRISM. These criteria supplement limited to scoping calculations and comparison against
the required design criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 50, values for similar designs. Details of the independent
Appendix A. analyses are discussed in BNL's, "Summary of Advanced

LMR Evaluations - PRISM and SAFR" (Ref. 4.16). The

Standard Review Plan Section 4.3, "Nuclear Design," reactivity coefficients given by GE for the PRISM design
provided guidance for this review. This SRP specifically were obtained using the three-dimensional flux solution

requires that the review of the nuclear design is carried out code DIF3D and the fuel management and burnup code
to aid in confirming that the effects of postulated reactivity FUMBLE. The independent review estimated the radial
accidents will not cause significant damage to the reactor expansion feedback within 5 percent of that cited by GE,
coolant pressure boundary or impair the capability to cool and extrapolation to axial expansion follows. All other
the core and to ensure conformance with the requirements feedbacks are clearly within reasonable ranges. As a result

of GDC 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, and 28. of this review, the staff considers the feedbacks cited by
GE to be achievable, although they contain uncertainties

4.6.4 Research and Development which at this time appear to be in the 10-25 percent range.

The DOE/GE approach for the PRISM is to build a The preapplicant designed the PRISM to achieve reactor
prototype reactor test facility. The characterization and power runback ("shutdown") in response to reductions in
qualification of the passive safety features and safety both heat removal and reactor sodium flow rate without the
enhancing mechanisms, including passive reactivity intervention of any active safety systems. NRC concerns
reduction and the passive shutdown heat removal, will be about the magnitude and characteristics of the passive
completed by performing systems tests on the prototype reactivity feedbacks prompted the preapplicant to modify
reactor. A series of unscrammed transients will be the design with the addition of the USS. Because the
performed to test the passive response of the reactor. This designer has provided an additional means with which to

is discussed in Chapter 15 of the PSID. Given the shut down the reactor using the USS, the passive reactivity
uncertainties in the reactivity feedbacks and the degree to characteristics are no longer being directly relied upon to
which these feedbacks are dependent on the design of the effect a reactor "shutdown." Although this reduces the
reactor, this is clearly the preferred approach, importance of the inherent reactivity feedbacks from an
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accident analyses standpoint, these reactivity feedbacks still during the subsequent long-term power demonstration
play a crucial role in the transient behavior of the reactor, phase. An in-service testing program will also be

developed for the commercial ALMR to verify the
The key reactivity feedback parameters estimated by GE adequacy of the core feedback. ANL has developed a
for the PRISM have been compared to the equivalent method by which the feedback can be measured on an
feedbacks for SAFR, Super Phenix, EBR-II, and FFTF operating liquid-metal reactor. This technique will be
(the latter two were measured, that is, estimated from initially demonstrated during the full-sizeALMR prototype
experimental data, as is shown in Table 4.1). The PRISM safety test.
and the SAFR have strong similarities, EBR-II is much
smaller, and FFTF and Super Phenix use oxide fuel. 4.6.5.2 The Positive Void Worth
According to Hummel and Okrent, (Ref. 4.31), the
Doppler feedback for an oxide core should be about three The positive sodium void worth is a concern in the passive
times larger than that for a metal core. Sodium density safety argument. Because of it, one must qualify any
worth depends largely on core geometry (leakage). Radial characterization of the PRISM reactor response as
and axial expansion are very similar in all five reactors, as "passively safe" by pointing out that this is conditional on
shown in the Table 4.1. the sodium remaining below the boiling temperature.

Should sodium boiling begin on a core-wide basis under
These data were obtained from NUREG-1369 (Ref. 4.32). failure-to-scram conditions, the reactor would be likely to
Because of the consistency in the various feedback experience a severe power excursion and a potential
parameters, it appears likely that the values cited by the HCDA. GE states that the PRISM reactor vessel and
designer are correct. However, the fact that EBR-II is closure can safely accommodate the anticipated HCDA
obviously quite different from the other cores decreases loads without loss of structural integrity, disengagement of

one's confidence in extrapolating from the EBR-II test the rotatable plug from the reactor closure, or expulsion of
series. Analy_s consistently indic.ate that the "passive sodium.
shutdown" will work as designed in the PRISM, but a
series of safety tests using a prototype reactor is needed for Due to the highly diverse reactor shutdown systems and

confirmation, the reactive feedback-based passive reactor runback
mechanism, wide-scale sodium voiding is highly unlikely,

though not impossible. The loss of all EM pump flow
The preapplicant has committed to developing a test without adequate EM pump coastdown has the potential to
program to verify the adequacy of the inherent reactivity lead to sodium boiling and will require further study before
feedback, as described in the PSID Appendix G.4.2-33. the acceptability of the PRISM design can be determined.
The t__agnitude and nature of the feedback will be verified Mitigation of this event using the submitted design details
during the ALMR prototype safety test and, periodically, for the GEMs system needs further study.

I II I I

Table 4.1 Reactivity feedback

Reactivity Feedbacks, _k/_T(K), [x10"6]* [Referenced to nominal conditions]

PRISM SAFR EBR-II FFTF SuPhx

Doppler -6.1 -4.2 -0.4 -14.6 -12.0

Na Density ..... 6.7 5.9 -8.7 -0.7 6.0

Radial Expansion -6.9 -9.7 -9.3 -22.0 -10.0

Axial Expansion -2.7 -2.9 -4.8 -1.8 -2.0I

• Based on 1986-1987 design data.
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4.6.5.3 Reactivity Swing Due to Burnup scram, and still meet EC-III limits. However, if the RSS
were to fail to perform its intended function during a

Changes in the magnitude of the reactivity effects must be UTOP event, the preapplicant has estimated the maximum
accounted for over the fuel cycle for the PRISM reactor, reactivity insertion to be $1.65. Details are discussed

A test and surveillance program to measure the magnitude further in BNL's, "Evaluations of 1990 PRISM Design
and nature of the feedbacks over the reactor life will need Revisions" (Ref. 4.18). Under such conditions,, !adding

to be established. The actinide content of the fuel also has failure and fuel dispersion could occur in less than one
a beating on the reactivity coefficients and should be minute. The staff will review a UTOP event with RSS
addressed, failure in more detail during the design certification phase.

4.6.5.4 Ultimate Shutdown System Activation 4.6.5.6 Gas Expansion Modules

Concerns that the inherent core characteristics, while GEMs are devices designed to passively insert negative

placing the core in a safe hot standby but still critical reactivity during loss-of-primary-flow events. GEMs
condition, would not take the core to cold shutdown led the significantly enhance the negative reactivity feedback
preapplicant to incorporate an additional active shutdown during the loss-of-flow without scram. The GEM design
system in the PRISM design. This USS is designed to and its potential weaknesses are discussed in detail in

release spheres of B4C into a channel in the reactor core, Section 4.3.5.6 of this report.
which will bring it to a subcritical state. Similar to the
liquid poison shutdown systems in LWRs, it is not as rapid 4.6.6 Conclusions
as a control rod scram and is manually initiated. The
inherent negative reactivity of the PRISM core would still The passive response of the PRISM reactor is not a true
play a role in an unscrammed event in limiting the extent reactor shutdown mechanism as it does not place the
of the transient until the USS is activated. The worth of reactor in a subcritical condition leading to cold shutdown.
the USS absorber inserted into the core is sufficient to However, the reactivity feedbacks play a very important
bring the reactor from 135 percent of full power to a cold role in the transient response of the reactor. The addition

shutdown, of the USS precludes the reliance on passive reactivity
feedback as a diverse and independent means of achieving

The USS is activated from the RPS vaults or the remote reactor shutdown. The need to characterize and qualify

shutdown facility (RSF). Unlike the control rods, the time these reactivity feedbacks still exists and should come from
response of the USS must take into account delays safety tests performed in a prototype reactor.
associated with decisional protocol to activate the USS and
in the transit time for an operator to proceed to the RPS
vaults or the RSF to initiate the USS. Upper limits on the 4.7 References
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5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1 Summary Description Reactor Internal Structures

The reactor coolant system and connectedsystems contain The principal function of the reactorinternalstructuresis
the heat removal systems for the PRISM conceptual to provide the mechanical support and restraint of the
design. Includedare all systems and components needed reactorcore. The internal structuresalso provide restraint
for removing and transporting reactor heat to the steam for the primarycoolant system components, directprimary
generator and systems responsible for removing residual system flow, and supply in-vessel radiation shielding.
heat. The principal components discussed herein include Some of the internal structures are shown in Figure 5.2.
the following: Below are listed internal structural /support components

that were reviewed; the primary functional requirements
• reactorvessel and closure head are also listed.
• reactor internal structures
• primary heat transport system • Core Support Structure
• intermediateheat transportsystem Prode lateral and vertical restraint of the core.
• steam generator system
• residual heat removal systems • Support Cylinder

Provide thermal separation of hot and cold sides of the
The containment vessel and dome, reactor vessel and primary heat transport system (PHTS).
closure head, and all of the reactorvessel internal makeup
the reactor module. The heat transported from each • Fixed Shielding
reactor module is used to produce steam in the steam Limit activation of sodium coolant and air flowing
generator. A general description of each system and through the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system
correspondingdesign requirements is given in this section. (RVACS) air, and limit irradiation of reactor vessel.
In subsequent sections of Chapter 5, the PRISM reactor
coolant systems are evaluated against present guidelines • Electromagnetic (EM)Pump Inlet Manifold
and regulations. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of major Provide direction for PHTS flow from the fixed
components of PRISM cooling systems and associated shielding to the EM pumps.
systems.

• Reactor Vessel Liner and Seal Plate

Mitigate effects of thermal transientson reactorvessel;
Reactor Vessel and Closure Head the seal plate is a large portion of the boundary

between hot and cold primary sodium.
The reactor vessel is located directly inside the
containment vessel. It is separated from the containment • Pump Discharge Manifold and Seals
(or guard) vessel by a 5-inch annular region that is filled The outlets of the EM pumps are onnected to two
with argon. The reactor vessel has no penetrations and manifold assemblies that distribute the discharge flow
provides the support for all of the internal components, into eight pipes that lead to the core inlet plenum.7
along with all primary sodium and part of the intermediate
heat transport system (IHTS). The reactor vessel is • IHX Seals and Supports
suspended from the reactor closure head, and the reactor Provide a seal at the IHX penetration of the seal plate
closure head is supportedby the containmentvessel flange, and the reactor closure head; provide vertical support .

of the IHX at the reactor closure head.

The reactor closure head is the top head of the reactor
vessel, and contains all penetrations for instrument lines, • In-Vessel Fuel Storage Racks
IHTS piping, sodium-processing equipment, and other Provide support for spent fuel assemblies.
monitoring equipment. The closure head, which includes
a rotatable plug for access to the internal reactor vessel, • Core Assembly Transfer Station
and the shell side of the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) Used to move fuel assemblies during refueling.
form the boundary for the primary sodiumcoolant system.

• Hot Pool Thermal Insulation

The reactor vessel and closure head are reviewed in Miize heat transfer from hot to cold primary sodium
Section 5.2 below, near the level of the core outlet.
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• Upper Internals Structure (UIS) Steam Generator System
Provide support for instrumentation lines and control

rod drivelines. Each reactor module has an independent steam generator,
which supplies saturated steam to the turbine. The steam

Reactor internal structures are reviewed in Section 5.3 generator is also linked to the SWRPRS. The SWRPRS

which follows, initiates isolation and blowdown of the water-steam system
and reactor scram in the event of sodium-water reactions.

The steam generator is used for residual heat removal

Primary Heat Transport System (RI-IR) by the auxiliary cooling system (ACS). The ACS
serves as a non-safety-grade backup RI-IR system. The

The PHTS is contained entirely within the reactor vessel. ACS operates by air (natural circulation) cooling of the
Primary sodium flows from the core outlet to the upper steam generator and is only useful when intermediate
plenum, IHX shell side to the cold pool, pump inlet sodium is circulating through the steam generator, either
manifold, EM pump and pump discharge, to the core inlet by forced or natural circulation.
plenum. This process is shown in Figure 5.3.

The steam generator system is discussed in Section 5.6 of
The four EM pumps circulate the primary sodium coolant, this report, and ACS is discussed in Section 5.7.
The pumps have no moving parts, are cooled by the !
sodium coolant, and are suspended from the reactor Residual Heat Removal Systems
closure head. Because of the high temperature of the
sodium coolant, research is being performed to select an Three systems can perform the RI-IR functions in the
electrical insulating material for the power supply to the PRISM design: normal condenser cooling, the auxiliary

EM pumps. Because the EM pumps have no moving parts cooling system, and the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling
and, therefore, no stored kinetic energy, a synchronous system. The first two systems are non-safety-grade;
coastdown machine is required for each pump to provide RVACS is the only safety-grade RHR system.
coastdown flow of the coolant upon loss of power.

The ACS removes heat by air circulation past the steam
The heat from the PHTS is transferred to the IHTS generator outer shell while sodium is available in the steam

through the IHX. Two IHXs per module are suspended generator. Airflow dampers can be opened by the
from the reactor closure head. The design has the primary operators to permit air to flow by natural circulation
sodium coolant on the shell side and the intermediate around the steam generators when the water supply is lost.
sodium coolant on the tube side. In this mode, heat is removed by natural convection to the

air. The ACS can operate with forced or natural
The PHTS is reviewed in Section 5.4 of this report, circulation of the intermediate sodium.

Should the operators be unable to open the airflow
Intermediate Heat Transport System dampers or should the IHTS flow or IHTS sodium

inventory be lost, the residual heat will be removed by
The IHTS transfers heat to the water-steam system through natural circulation airflow around the reactor containment

the steam generator during both normal operation and vessel using atmospheric air through the RVACS. Heat
upset conditions. The main components are the tube side will transfer from the reactor vessel to the containment
of the IHX, the shell side of the steam generator, the vessel (by radiation) and then to the air surrounding the
intermediate sodium pump with an auxiliary pony motor, containment vessel (by convection), and then to a collector
the IHTS piping, and the IHTS isolation valves. The cylinder (by radiation). The heat transferred to the

isolation valves close to isolate the reactor from pressure collector cylinder will be removed by convection to the air.
surges from the 6895 kPa 1000 psi water-steam system that

may occur during sodium-water reactions due to steam Of the three cooling mechanisms, only the RVACS
generator tube ruptures. The sodium-water-reaction functions continuously and does not require operator action

pressure-relief system (SWILPRS) is connected to the steam or supply of coolant by an engineered system. Although
generator and produces an IHTS isolation signal, heat is constantly being removed by the RVACS, the rate

of heat removal increases to a significant level in the
The SWRPRS is reviewed in Section 5.6 of this report, absence of the normal heat removal mechanisms because

and the IHTS is reviewed in Section 5.5. of the increased temperature in the containment vessel.
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Residual heat removal is evaluated in Section 5.7 of this nuclear power plant components, and will need to be
report, reviewed for acceptance at a later stage in the review

process.
5.2 Reactor Vessel and Closure Head

The closure I-.eadi_ the top head of the reactor vessel. Its
5.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives basic component is a 30.5-cm (12-in.)-thick stainless steel

plate, 6.04 m (19 ft-10 in.) in diameter. The closure head
The reactor vessel for the PRISM supports the core and provides support for control rod drive (CRD) lines, the

related components, the reactor internal structures, fixed IVTM, penetrations for IHX lines, sodium and cover gas
shielding, EM pumps, intermediate heat exchangers, the processing lines, a port for in-service inspection (ISI),
reactor liner and support cylinder, the in-vessel transfer ports for inspection conduits and the rotatable plug (RP).
machine (IVTM), control rod drives, and all primary Penetrations for the six CRD lines, the IVTM , and ISI
sodium and part of the intermediate sodium inventories, lines are within the RP. In addition, the RP has suspended
The reactor vessel has an outer diameter of 5.74 m from its underside the UIS. During power operation, to
(18 ft-10 in.) and a 5.08-cm (2-in.) wall thickness, and is hermetically seal the RP, it will be welded to the closure
constructed of Type 316 stainless steel. The components head.
supported by the reactor vessel weigh 391 metric tons

(431 tons) for the reactor internals, 76 metric tons The closure head and the RP are designed to operate at
(84 tons) for the core, and 220 metric tons (242 tons) for relatively low temperatures, from 367 to 422 K (200 -
internal sodium from the primary and secondary loops. 300 °F). The 30.5-cm (12-in.)-thick reactor closure head

is insulated from the circulating sodium coolant by 22
The reactor vessel is supported by the top flange of the horizontal layers of stainless steel plate (each

containment vessel. The containment vessel closely 15.9-mm-thick) supported beneath the clo_re head plate.
surrounds the reactor vessel, and the 12.7 cm (5-in.) The high-temperature code cases are, therefore, not
annular gap between the two cylindrical vessels contains required for the closure head or the RP stress evaluation.
argon to minimize the effects of sodium-air-water reactions The containment vessel and the connected dome exist

that may arise from reactor vessel leakage to the primarily to serve as a barrier against release of
containment vessel. The PRISM reactor has a leakage radioactive materials. The containment vessel also serves
detection system, comprising contact detectors and sodium as the surface for radiative heat transfer to the RVACS

aerosol detectors, to monitor sodium leakage out of or into collector surface during an RVACS transient. The
the reactor vessel. The leakage detection system also functional design of the containment is reviewed in
monitors cover gas pressures in the containment vessel and Chapter 6 of this report.
reactor vessel to detect leakage of gases between the two
vessels. The reactor vessel, containment vessel, reactor closure

head, and rotatable plug will be designed in accordance
A vessel liner protects the reactor vessel during normal with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME
operation from the high temperature of the circulating Code), Section Ill, and will all be seismic Category I.
primary sodium 758 K (905 °F), and maintains sodium They are also being designed for the 60-year life of the
that is in contact with the vessel below 700 K (800 °F). plant.
Relatively low operating temperatures compared to other
liquid-metal reactors (LMRs) also help to minimize creep 5.2.2 Scope of Review

in the vessel during normal operation. During heatup
scenarios, natural circulation sodium flow is induced, by The reactor vessel, closure head, and the rotatable plug
sodium thermal expansion, in the annular gap between the were reviewed in terms of the design basis, system design,
vessel and the vessel liner, and reactor vessel temperatures performance evaluation, tests, inspections, and
rise considerably. Such high temperatures are reached in instrumentation. The functional requirements of the
the vessel under these abnormal scenarios, that the high- reactor vessel and closure head were reviewed in terms of
temperature ASME Code Cases N-47 through N-51 are satisfying structural/support, material, and instrumentation

required for determining material stress limits for such requirements. Compliance with codes, proposed re,.qearch
time-independent and time-dependent forms of failure as and development, and system performance were also
ductile rupture, creep rupture, creep fatigue, and evaluated where applicable. System design for the reactor
ratcheting. At present, the high-temperature code cases vessel, closure head, and rotatable plug appear in PSID
have not presently been approved by the Nuclear Section 5.2 and PSID Appendix G (Ref. 5.1) which

Regulatory Commission (NRC) for use in the design of contains modifications to the reference design. Other
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sources of material that were reviewed include highlights 5.2.4.2 Rowing Sodium Environment
of Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
meetings with the designer (Ref. 5.2). Degradation of the vessel can also occur with exposure to

a flowing sodium environment, which initiates migration
5.2.3 Review Criteria of carbon and nitrogen from the vessel surface and can

lower the strength of the vessel. Erosion of the vessel wall
The staff reviewed the following regulatory guidance for during transient situations also should be examined at a

general applicability to the PRISM design. However, later stage in the design review.
current standard review plan (SRP) and regulatory guides
were developed specifically for light-water reactors 5.2.4.3 Neutron Embrittlement
(LWRs). Similar regulatory guidance for liquid-metal
reactors has not been developed. The PRISM reactor vessel is one of the components to be

designed for a 60-year lifetime. Over this extended time
The following SRP (Ref. 5.3) sections were considered in period, the vessel is exposed to neutron irradiation, which

this review: decreases ductility and fracture resistance. The effects of
neutron embrittlement need to be accounted for in the final

• 5.2.1.1, "Compliance With the Codes and Standards design and safety analyses.
Rule, 10 CFR Part 50.55a"

5.2.4.4 Stress Analysis/Time-Dependent Failures
• 5.2.3, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials"

At a later stage of review, the designer should submit a
• 5.3.1, "Reactor Vessel Materials" more detailed analysis, to include the following:

The following regulatory guides were considered in this • verification of component temperatures in Level A/B to
review: allow usage of Section III-NB of the ASME Code

• 1.44, "Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel" • Level D analysis which utilizes the safe-shutdown
(Ref. 5.4) earthquake (SSE)

• 1.87, "Guidance for Construction of Class 1 . consideration of all types of time-dependent failures
Components in Elevated Temperature Reactors," detailed in Code Case N-47
(Ref. 5.5)

5.2.4.5 In-Service Inspection
5.2.4 Safety Issues

The reactor vessel and closure head ISI will be performed
The staff concentrated its review of the PRISM reactor in accordance with Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME

vessel on areas in which the design departs from LWR Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, "Rules for In-Service

design, and where design weaknesses may exist in Inspection and Testing of Components of Liquid Metal
comparison to accepted standards and practices. Cooled Plants." Among particular problems that may arise

are converting inspection requirements from 40 to
5.2.4.1 High-Temperature Environment -- Stress 60 years, and vis'Jal inspection plans for the reactor vessel.

Corrosion More information should also be submitted on inspection
of the inner surface of the reactor vessel, particularly

The high temperatures realized, particularly during Level following an RVACS transient heatup of the reactor vessel
C and D transients, in the attstenitic stainless steel of the and internalcomponents.
PRISM vessel, can lead to stress corrosion cracking,

particularly near welded areas of the reactor vessel. At a 5.2.4.6 High-Temperature Code Cases
later stage, the designer should develop manufacturing,

quality control, and quality assurance plans that will At a later stage, the applicant's use of Code Cases N-47,
minimize sensitization of any part of the vessel that leads N-48, N-49, N-50, N-51, and N-201 (Ref. 5.6) in the

to stress corrosion cracking. PRISM design must be approved by the NRC.
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5.2.4.7 Vessel Closure--Rotatable Hug N-47, and will be reviewed as more design information

becomes available. More work is planned for
The rotatable plug is a non-integral, but mechanically extrapolating of N-47 applicability from 34 years to
attached, part of the reactor closure, governed by the 60 years, and the basis of extrapolation methods should be
closure design criteria. The br,sic structure of the RP is submitted at a later date. The designer should develop
much the same as that of the stationary part of the closure steps to minimize sensitization of stainless steel
having a 30.48-cm (12-in.)-thick load-carrying plate with components, particularly near welded components,
22 layers of insulating plate underneath and thermal including appropriate heat treatments and processes during
insulation on top. The RP has six penetrations for the fabrication, and quality assurance and quality control
CRD lines, a port for the IVTM, an ISI port, and a port programs. The PRISM design also specifies a low oxygen
for a cluster of above-core instrumentation conduits. In level (2 ppm) and core outlet temperatures that will help to
addition to these penetrations, the RP has the UIS and the minimize corrosion of the vessel.
IVTM suspended from the underside. The vessel closure
head, including the RP, shall conform to the ASME Boiler 5.2.5.2 Dynamic Sodium Environment
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Subsections NCA

and NB, and also Code Cases N-47, N-48, N-49, N-50, As a consequence of exposure to a dynamic sodium
and N-51. The designer has stated that the closure head environment, the vessel can experience two different types
and the RP fall under the jurisdiction of the ASME Code, of degradation: erosion-corrosion and property changes.
Section III, for nuclear power plant components, and shall Erosion-corrosion decreases the effective load-carrying
be designed to accommodate the load combination thickness of austenitic stainless steels; property changes
prescribed therein without producing total combined can decrease time-dependent strength properties and
stresses in excess of those allowed by the code. ASME properties not dependent on time. This issue is also
Class 1, Class MC, or seismic Category I shall be considered in Section 5.3 (below) on reactor internals.
designed to withstand the concurrent loadings associated

with Service Level B conditions and the vibration effects Erosion-corrosion rates are given in the Nuclear Systems
of 50 percent of the SSE. Materials Handbook (Ref.5.8), as shown in PSID

Figure G.4.3-12. This type of erosion or corrosion will be
5.2.5 Evaluation more pronounced during reactor vessel heatup transients,

possibly in scenarios when only passive heat removal is
5.2.5.1 High-Temperature Environment -- Stress available. Because sodium in contact with the vessel is

Corrosion stationary during normal operation, erosion of the vessel

should not be a major concern. This issue is further
Type 316 stainless steel is specified for the reactor vessel, discussed in Section 5.3 of this report.
Type 316 is an austenitic sensitized stainless steel, so stress

corrosion cracking of the reactor vessel becomes important Exposure to flowing sodium also produces changes in
(Ref. 5.7). The PRISM retains the circulating sodium at material properties (Refs. 5.9 and 5.10). Two types of
temperatures that exceed 700 K (800 °F) inboard of the effects that cause the changes are important: surface
reactor vessel liner during normal operation so that sodium effects and interstitial effects. Surface effects may involve,
in contact with the vessel walls remains below 700 K depending on the operating temperatures, transfer of
(800 °F). However, during certain transient heatups of the certain metallic elements from hotter to cooler regions of

vessel, internal components, and the core, the primary the system. This phenomenon essentially changes the
sodium in the vessel will expand and rise above the level surface of components from having austenitic properties to
of openings in the liner. Natural circulation flow is having ferritic properties by removal of chromium, nickel,

established between the vessel and the liner, and and molybdenum, with an accompanying decrease in
temperatures near the vessel wall will approach core outlet rupture strength. The designer has estimated that rupture
temperatures, which increase to between 867 K (I 100 °F) strength will decrease 1 percent in response to surface
and 978 K (1300 °F) in these transients. Because stress effects; however, it is not clear that this analysis applies to
corrosion becomes more likely at elevated temperatures, the reactor vessel, which is in contact with stationary
the designer will have to submit more complete sodium duringnormaloperations. Therefore, it seemsthat
information at a later stage of the design review about this is a concern only for reactor internals, as discussed in

stress corrosion of the vessel, particularly with respect to Section 5.3 of this report. Interstitial effects involve the
the core support structure welded to the reactor vessel, sodium transfer of carbon and nitrogen from hotter to
Guidelines for the allowable stress limits of welds in the cooler regions. Structural analysis by the designer has
vessel are being developed as part of ASME Code Case estimated carbon loss from less than 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) of
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the surface layer of the vessel. This phenomenon is more 5.2.5.4 Stress Analysis in Design-Basis Scenarios --
dependent on time and temperature than on sodium Time-Dependent Failures
velocity, so this effect is important for the reactor vessel.
At a later stage of the design review, the designer should

more fully describe the effects of carbon loss on the Utilizing elastic and simplified inelastic analysis methods,
properties of the stainless steel. GE performed a steady-state thermal stress analysis in the

reactor vessel using the ANSYS 4.2 finite element code.
5.2.5.3 Neutron Embrittlement Temperature distributions were calculated for the top half

of the reactor vessel, where thermal stresses are expected
The PRISM reactor vessel is one of the components to be to be the highest. Normal operating temperatures in the
designed for 60-year use. Degradation of the vessel PRISM are low enough that time-independent stress limits
material properties over this extended period is a of the ASME Code are limiting values. Results from the
consequence of neutron irradiation. Neutron exposure designer's stress analysis list reactor vessel stresses that are
decreases ductility and fracture resistance. Embrittlement below the allowable stress limits stated in Section III-NB
of the vessel is measured by the designer using of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, with
displacements per atom (dpa) methods, and is a way of maximum radial and circumferential reactor vessel stresses

measuring reductions in ductility and fracture resistance, of 222.7 MPa (32,300 psi) and 106.7 MPa (15,400 psi),
The dpa limit is set at a value that ensures 10-percent respectively. The designer will need to demonstrate that
residual total elongation (RTE) in load-bearing components Section IlI-NB can be used, because PRISM vessel

and 5-percent RTE in non-load-bearing components. The temperatures exceed the limit for using III-NB. These
RTE is a measure of the remaining ductility of a certain thermal stresses were combined with the stresses from

material. The designer has estimated dpa values in the gravity, system pressure, and the operating-basis
reactor vessel, and these are within design limits that earthquake (OBE) loads and compared with the ASME
ensure the required RTE, a measure of ductility, and Code Service Level A/B stress limits to assess the

include such conservatisms as accounting for uncertainties adequacy of the reactor vessel and internal components.
in neutron flux and energies at the reactor vessel. The results generally exhibited large margins to Level A/B
However, the PSID contains no information on the limits with a minimum 25-percent margin in stress limits
justification for choosing the 1G-percent and 5-percent RTE in the vessel at the level where the sodium meets the cover

limits. The justification for the RTE limits should be gas. Exceeding design stress limits might cause outward
submitted at a later review stage. This analysis has not ratchetini_ of the vessel. Gross distortion of the vessel and
been independently verified and no tests have been other components due to ratcheting in this manner is
performed in real time to determine the effects of neutron considered in Code Case N-47, but has not been addressed

irradiation for this length of time; therefore, the validity of by the designer. Other time-dependent failure modes,
not using real-time test specimens should be examined. It including creep rupture and creep-fatigue failure, have
appears that the PRISM design can satisfy 10 CFR been analyzed as part of the station blackout analysis
Part 50, Appendix H (Ref. 5.36) requirements by using submitted by the designer, and as part of Code Case N-47
pe_manent and replaceable shielding outside the core and analysis requirements. As part of the Level A/B service
shielding at the level of the IHX to minimize neutron life of the PRISM, the operating temperatures are low
irradiation of the reactor vessel to a stated level of enough that time-independent stress levels are more
6.8x1012 neutrons per square centimeter, which is well restrictive than time-dependent limits, and the PRISM
below the level of 1.0x 10t7 stated in Appendix H. appears to be within the more restrictive values. In Level
However, consideration should be given to the fact that the C/D analysis, creep and fatigue damage also are well
fast neutron spectrum of PRISM can cause more damage below the total allowable damage limits, as shown in PSID
than thermal neutrons for a given fluence. Furthermore, Section G.4.17. Cumulative creep and fatigue values are
the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) Plant Safety low enough that damage limits do not appear attainable for

Evaluation Report (Ref. 5.11)stated that, for fluences less any reasonable frequency of Level C and D events that
than 1.0 × 1021neutrons per square centimeter, the effects have the potential to cause creep or fatigue damage at
of neutron irradiation are not significant. If neutron elevated temperatures (station blackout). Presently, the
irradiation levels are verified at a later stage of the review, designer is using four Level C events and one Level D

it appears that the PRISM design can achieve a low level event over the lifetime of the reactor module for design
of neutron embrittlement of the reactor vessel, analyses.
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Therefore, at a later stage of review, the designer should be considerably smaller than in the reactor vessel, and will
submit a more detailed analysis, to include the following: have large design margins.

• verification of component temperatures in Level A/B to $.2.6 Research and Development
allow usage of Section III-NB of the code

The designer is continuing to test the thermal stresses of

• Level D analysis _at utilizes the SSE the vessel and closure head during normal and abnormal
conditions. The finite-element computer code ANSYS 4.2

• consideration of all types of time-dependent failures is used in the analysis of thermal stresses. Seismic

raised in Code Case N-47, such as outward ratcheting analysis of the reactor vessel and closure head is being
of the vessel done so that the vessel and closure will be able to meet the

requirements for ASME Class I components. The vessel

is to withstand the SSE and remain able to perform its
$.2.$.5 In-ServiceInspection safety function. This analysis will be required at a later

' review stage. Research is also being performed at Oak
At a later stage of review, the designer will be required to Ridge National Laboratory to validate extrapolation of
submit more detailed information on the ISI and testing of ASME Code Case N-47 to 60 years.
the reactor vessel and closure head. The designer has
stated that for nuclear-class components, which include the 5.2.7 Condusiom
reactor vessel and closure head, ISI will be performed

in accordance with Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME The quality group and safety classification for the PRISM
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, "Rules for In-Service reactor vessel and the closure head are commensurate with

Inspection and Testing of Components of Liquid Metal the importance of the safety function to be performed by
Cooled Plants." Particular problems that may arise include these components.
converting inspection requirements from 40 to 60 years

and preparing visual inspection plans for the reactor vessel. Quality control will be very important in fabrication of the
More information should be submitted on inspection of the reactor vessel to minimize stress corrosion of the vessel.

inner surface of the reactor vessel, particularly following More information will be required at the design
an RVACS transient heatup of the reactor vessel and certification stageon the qualitycontrol, quality assurance,
internal components, and processes used in fabrication of the reactor vessel and

the attached core-support structure.
5.2.5.6 High-Temperature Code Cases

For the design certification review, the designer should
When a design certification is applied for, the NRC staff mere fully describe the process and the effect of carbon

will review the elevated-temperature ASME Code Case loss on the strength of the stainless steel vessel. Analysis
N-201 used for the PRISM design for acceptability. The of erosion rates using data from the Nuclear Systems
code case is not currently considered among the approved Materials Handbook, should also include the consequences
high-temperature code cases as listed in the regulatory of increased erosion during transient temperature
guides. Other high-temperature code cases (N-48, N-49, excursions.
N-50, N-51) may also need to be reviewed. Code Case

N-47, also used for guidance in design of elevated- The designer should submit an analysis of the damage due
temperature components, has not been accepted by the to neutron embrittlement, the analysis and summary of
NRC. The extrapolation of allowable structural limits to testing programs for dpa limits, and the total exposure of
60 years from the present 34 years is also an open issue, the vessel. Also, the basis for RTE limits as specified in

the PSID should be submitted. Furthermore, the designer
5.2.5.7 Vessel Closure- Rotatable Plug should determine the validity of not using real-time

specimens in determining dpa limits.
Type 304 stainless steel is used for all components of the
closure head. The closure head is not predicted to reach At a later stage of review, the designer should submit a

the high temperatures of the reactor vessel or its internal more detailed analysis, important to final acceptance of the
components. The closure head is also not in contact with structural analysis, which is to include (1) verification of
the sodium environment. For these reasons, creep and component temperatures in Level A/B to allow usage of
corrosion are not expected to be a problem in the closure Section III-NB of the code, (2) Level D analysis which
head. Thermal stresses in the closure head are expected to utilizes the SSE, and (3) consideration of all types of time-
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dependent failures detailed in Code Case N-47, such as assemblies. The inner surface contour of the restraint ring
outward ratcheting of the vessel, will closely match that of the outermost row of core

assemblies. Load pads are in place between the restraint
The preapplicant has stated that for nuclear-class rings and the core assemblies. As lateral support is
components, which include the reactor vessel and closure provided only near the top and bottom of the assembly, the
head, ISI will be performed in accordance with Section XI, core assemblies will be free to bow as dictated by

Division 3, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel temperature differences and their metallurgical condition.
Code. However, the designer will be required to submit,
at the design certification stage, more detailed information The primary sodium inlet plenum, located directly below

on the ISI and testing of the reactor vessel and closure the core and above the radial support beams, contains 199
head. "x penetrations for the assembly nosepieces, and also contains

eight inlets from the EM pump discharge. Structurally,

Regarding elevated temperature, the NRC staffwill review the inlet plenum is comprised of upper and lower
the ASME code cases used for the PRISM design upon horizontal flat plates, a large-diameter cylinder that seals
receipt of a design certification application, the two plates of the plenum, and six small-diameter

sleeves inside the plenum that support the upper plate.
For the certification review, the preapplicant should submit The assembly receptacles are in the upper plate; the e,.'ght
a more complete analysis pertaining to failure modes for inlet holes from the pump discharge are on the outer
the reactor vessel, addressing the importance of all failure cylinder. The lower plate serves as the vertical support for
modes described in Code Case N-47, as well as synergistic the assemblies.
effects that may occur as a result of a combination of the

various failure and degradation modes. 5.3.1.2 Support Cylinder

5.3 Reactor Internal Structures The support cylinder extends upward from its connection
at the upper plate of the core inlet plenum to the upper

5.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives portion of the reactor hot plenum (Figure 5.5). The
cylinder supports all internal components except the core,

The principal function of the reactor internal structures is and also provides pressure and temperature separation
to provide the mechanical support and restraint of the between the hot and cold sides of the primary system. The
reactor core, reactor instrumentation, fuel transfer functions supported by the support c_linder are discussed
equipment, and in-vessel stored fuel. Reactor internals in the sections that follow. The cylinder has a 3.04-m
also provide restraint of the primary coolant system (10-ft) outside diameter and 5.08-cm (2-in.) thickness at its

components, direction for primary system flow, and in- lower end, and 2.54-cm (l-in.) thickness over its top
vessel radiation shielding. The reactor internal structures 1.22 m (4 ft) of length.
also contain features to prevent the hydraulic fluid forces
from levitating core assemblies. All internal components 5.3.1.3 Fixed Shielding
are classified as safety-grade. Most reactor internal
structures are specified for a 60-year service life. Items Fixed shielding is used in the PRISM design to
that cannot reasonably be expected to last 60 years will be limit activation of RVACS air and secondary sodium in the
designed to be easily replaceable. Key internal IHX, to provide an adequate environment for neutron flux
components are shown in Figure 5-4. monitors, and to limit secondary fissioning in the stored

fuel due to thermal neutrons in the hot plenum. Near-core
5.3.1.1 Core Support Structure fixed shielding is carded out by four cylinders, two made

from steel and two made with B4C. The two steel shields

The core support structure consists of eight radial beams and one of the B4C shields are located immediately
welded to the bottom of the reactor vessel. This weldment outboard of the core barrel. The other B4C shield is
supports the primary sodium inlet plenum, the core _arrel, located inside the core barrel, to mitigate radiation damage
and core restraint rings. Taken together, these structures to the barrel. The core barrel shielding is exposed to the
restrain the core laterally and vertically, highest neutron flux and so has been designed as

removable shield assemblies which can be replaced before
The core is restrained laterally by the restraint rings problematical deterioration of the B4C. All fixed shielding
located near the top of the core and inboard of the core is supported by the support cylinder. Additional shielding
barrel, and by the assembly nosepieces that meet the inlet just inside the support cylinder at the level of the IHXs
plenum. One restraint ring is provided at the top of the prevents activation of the intermediate sodium. The design
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of the B4C shielding is similar to the design employed for leading to the core inlet plenum. Each manifold consists
the control assemblies. B4C powder is compressed into of a closed annular shaped (90 ° arc length) chamber
pellets at 70 percent of theoretical density. The pellets are and accommodates two of the EM pumps. Horizontal
loaded into stainless steel pins 2.54 cm (1 in.) in diameter plates on the pump discharge manifold are 1.07 m (3.5 ft)
which support the shielding and prevent the B4C from apart, forming the upper and lower boundary of the
leaking into the primary sodium, manifold plenum. The discharge pipes that lead down to

the core are sealed to the discharge plenum using Inconel
5.3.1.4 Electromagnetic Pump Inlet Manifold 718 seals.

The pump inlet manifold directs primary sodium from 5.3.1.7 IHX Seals and Supports
flow across the fixed shielding to the pump inlet. The
manifold is located directly above the shielding, with the Seals for the IHX are located at its penetration of the seal
support cylinder forming the inner annular boundary of the plate and the reactor closure head. The seals of the
manifold and a conical flow guide forming the outer primary discharge of the IHX at the seal plate are lnconel
boundary of the inlet manifold. The conical extension of 718 piston rings that interface with the steUite surface of
the manifold extends to and ends at the EM pump inlet, the seal plate. The primary boundary is then sealed at the

The manifold is sealed from the hot plenum at the level of interface between the IHX mounting flange above the
the seal plate with an Inconel 718 piston ring. Sealing this closure head and the closure head. At this interface are
area ensures that sodium entering the pump is coming from metallic O-rings which are compressed when the IHX
the fixed shielding flow, not from the cold leg of the flange is bolted down. The IHX flange is also seal-welded
primary system, to the reactor closure to produce a hermetically sealed

pressure boundary. The IHX is supported vertically at the
5.3.1.5 Reactor Vessel Liner and Seal Plate reactor closure head by the mounting flange bolted to the

closure head.

The reactor vessel liner provides steady-state and transient
thermal protection for the vessel and forms a portion of the 5.3.1.2 In-Vessel Fuel Storage
boundary between hot and cold sides of the primary
system. The liner also supports the 22 steel plates that The PRISM is designed to store spent fuel assemblies
provide thermal insulation for the underside of the reactor within the reactor vessel during operation to allow them to
vessel closure head. A horizontal seal plate also forms a decay to power levels low enough to permit handling and
large portion of the boundary between the hot and cold storage outside the vessel with only dry natural cooling.
plenums. The seal plate connectsthe vessel liner and the The decay power level of blanket assemblies is sufficiently
support cylinder at the level of the IHX discharge, low that the blanket assemblies do not require in-vessel

storage. There is space for 22 assemblies in the outlet

The vessel liner is cylindrical and is located 3.81 cm plenum above the reactor core. The support cylinder
(1.5 in.) inside the reactor vessel and runs from the seal supports the assemblies. The assemblies are mounted
plate up above the normal sodium level in the hot plenum, inboard of the support cylinder at a level above the core
The seal plate is welded to the liner and the support outlet. The assemblies are supported at their top and
cylinder to complete the boundary between the hot and bottom by the cylinder to keep them from moving.
cold legs of the primary system. Near the top of the liner,
which is _,bout 30.48 cm (12 in.) above the normal 5.3.1.9 Core Assembly Transfer Station and In-Vessel

operating level of primary sodium, are overflow slots Transfer Machine
which allow natural circulation of sodium to the reactor

vessel wall during overheating events. Natural circulation Core assemblies are transferred into and out of the reactor
becomes effective when thermal expansion raises the vessel with a straight push-pull thimble device operating
sodium level to the overflow slots, and the natural through a fixed port in the reactor closure head just outside
circulation consequently increases the effectiveness of of the rotatable plug. A station below the transfer station
RVACS heat removal. The liner will also insulate the enables the fuel transfer bucket, which moves assemblies

vessel from normal rapid temperature changes which limits into and out of the transfer station, to park there
, temporarily. The spent fuel is placed into the fuel transfer

5.3.1.6 Pump Discharge Manifold and Seals bucket by the IVTM. The thimble is supported vertically
by the reactor closure head and laterally by interfacing

The EM pumps discharge to two manifold assemblies structures connected to the support cylinder. The thimble
(Ref. 5.37)that distribute the primary flow into eight pipes will be designed for a 60-year life. The IVTM will be
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used to move fuel assemblies and other core components $.3.3 Review Criteria
between the core, storage racks, and transfer station for

removal from the reactor vessel. The staff reviewed the following SRPs for general
applicability to the PRISM design:

5.3.1.10 Hot Pool Thermal Insulation • 5.2.1.1, "Compliance With the Codes and Standards
Rule, 10 CFR Part 50.55a"

Insulation will minimize the heat passing from the hot

plenum to the cold side of the primary loop, bypassing the • 5.2.1.2, "Applicable Code Cases"
IHX. The insulation is attached to the support cylinder,

and is made up of two types of material. The first type is • 5.2.3, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials"
B4C radiation shielding at the level of the IHX, and the

other comprises three stainless steel liner plates. Between 5.3.4 Safety Issues
the level of the bottom of the IHX and the top of the core,

B4C shielding is on the inside and outside of _h_-'support Review of the PRISM reactor internal components
cylinder. Stainless steel plates near the reactor outlet concentrated on areas where the design departs from LWR
increase the effectiveness of insulation at the point of design, or where possible design weaknesses exist in
greatest difference between hot and cold temperatures, and comparison to applicable regulations, codes, and standards,
also protect the B4C shielding from thermal striping, such as the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

5.3.4.1 Stress Analysis in Design-Basis Events
5.3.1.11 Upper Internals Structure

For Level D analysis, the SSE will be included as part of
The UIS is attached at its upper end to the rotatable plug the mechanical stress. The designer should submit stress
of the reactor closure head and hangs downward into the analysis of the PRISM including mechanical and thermal
reactor hot pool, terminating at a point 5-cm (2-in.) above stresses.
the top of the core. The UIS is a Type 316 stainless steel
cylindrical structure (O.D. 1.32 m (52 inches); 11.79 m 5.3.4.2 Dynamic Thermal Loads
(38 ft-8 in.) long) that gives lateral support to and protects

the control rod drivelines, and supports instrumentation Among the most important thermal loads on the internal
lines. The control rod drivelines each include a shroud structures are thermal striping during normal operation,
tube inside the UIS, made up of a Type 316 stainless steel and thermal shock (low-cycle fatigue) during transient

upper tube, an Inconel 718 lower tube, and an Inconel 718 operation on the components directly exposed to the core
bushing. The Inconel bushing is positioned within the exit coolant. Since the thermal stress studies were based

shroud tube to restrain and support the control rods. on preliminary information, the staff will need to evaluate

Inconel is used in the lower parts of the shroud tubes this in greater detail during the next stage of review.
because it has the ability to sustain the thermal striping and

thermal shock conditions that are the greatest near the core 5.3.4.3 Structural Design: UIS
outlet. The shroud tubes extend, the full length of the UIS

and are welded to both ends of it. More specific information about the current UIS design
should be submitted at a later review stage. If it becomes
necessary to increase UIS diameter to diminish deflections,

5.3.2 Scope of Review the staff will need to evaluate thermal stress, and aging of
the UIS may become a safety concern because of changes
to sodium flow patterns.

The staff reviewed the internal components of the reactor

vessel with respect to the design basis, system design, 5.3.4.4 The Environment of Flowing Sodium
performance evaluation, tests, inspections, and

instrumentation. The reactor internal structures were Reactor internal components degrade when they are
reviewed on the basis of information presented in the exposed to a flowing sodium environment. Such exposure
PSID, particularly in Section 5.3, and the design changes initiates migration of carbon and nitrogen from the vessel
in PSID Appendix G. Other sources of information were surface and can weaken the vessel. Erosion of the vessel

meeting summaries between the ACRS and the designers wall during transient situations also should be examined as

(Ref. 5.34 and 5.35). a mode of degradation. Surface effects may involve
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transfer of certain metallic elements from hotter to cooler including creep/fatigue failures, corrosion/erosion
regions of the system, with an accompanying decrease in processes, and thermal striping.
rupture strength. Interstitial effects involve the sodium

transfer of carbon and nitrogen from hotter to cooler 5.3.5.1 Stress Analysis in Design-Basis Events
regions.

Stress analysis of the PRISM will include analysis of
At a later stage of review, the designer should more fully mechanical and thermal stresses. The maximum
describe the process and consequences of surface and mechanical stresses in the internal components were
interstitial property changes. Analysis of erosion rates examined by the designer by simultaneously considering
using data from the Nuclear Systems Materials Handbook, gravity, a 689-kPa (100-psi) primary coolant pressure, and
should consider the consequences of increased erosion the effects of the SSE. The SSE has a maximum
during transient temperature excursions, ground acceleration of 0.30g. The equivalent load of the

SSE is then combined with gravity and coolant pressure to
5.3.4.5 In-Service Inspection determine maximum mechanical stress, which can then be

combined with thermal stresses for the total stress. Total

The plan for inspecting internal components and primary stress must be examined because the internal components
system piping will follow Section XI, Division 3, of the must perform their safety functions while withstanding the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, "Rules for In- effects of the SSE. Total stress has not been analyzed in

Service Inspection and Testing of Components of Liquid the PSID, although analysis was done to determine the
Metal Cooled Plants." Among the problems that may arise maximum mechanical stresses, which included equivalent
are converting inspection requirements from 40 to seismic loads for the SSE. The results of the analysis
60 years, and visual inspection problems associated with showed large margins to the allowable stress linfits for the
the opaque nature of the sodium coolant. Type 304 stainless steel internal components.

5..3.4.6 Use of Stellite In a related analysis done by the designer, thermal stresses
were combined with mechanical loads and the operating

The PSID stated that stellite would be used, on the surface basis earthquake (OBE), which is based on an earthquake
of the hardfaced cylinder that contacts the Inconei 718 with half the ground acceleration magnitude of the SSE,
seals, in the PRISM EM pump design. The staff had and is used in Level A/B analysis (expected events). The
concerns about the amount of cobalt-60 in the stellite that SSE is to be used for Level D analysis. This analysis used
could escape from the reactor vessel pressure boundary, calculated temperature distributions from the COMMIX
However, the designer stated, in Reference5.37, that code (Ref. 5.12). For steady-state operation, the

steilite has been eliminated from the PRISM design. The maximum stresses from this analysis are well within Level
PSID was not revised to reflect this change. This resolves A/B design limits. However, the SSE will be considered
the staffs concerns about the use of stellite, at a later design stage as part of the total stress during

Level D events.

5.3.4.7 High-Temperature Code Cases
5.3.5.2 Dynamic Thermal Loads

Use of Code Cases N-47, N-48, N-49, N-50, N-51, and

N-201 in the PRISM design must be approved by the NRC On the basis of the thermal stress studies discussed above
at a later stage, and preliminary thermal mapping of primary coolant

system operating temperatures, some general conclusions
can be drawn about the importance of thermal loads on the

5.3.5 Evaluation reactor's internal components. Among the most important

thermal loads on the internal structures are thermal striping
The main purpose of the internal components is to provide (ReL 5.13) during normal operation and thermal shock
a support and restraint function for the core and other in- (low-cycle fatigue) during transie,-: operation on the
vessel components, and to guide the coolant flow. The components directly exposed to the core exit coolant,
major in-vessel components (IHX, EM pumps) are which include the lower portion of the UIS and instrument
supported by the closure head, as discussed in Section 5.2 posts, the support cylh_der, and the shielding/thermal

of this report. Other internal components are supported by insulation near the support cylinder. Analogously, thermal
the support cylinder, However, high operating stresses in components away from the core outlet, such as
temperatures and a dynamic sodium environment lead to the core support structure in the cold plenum, are small
various modes of degradation of the internal components, compared to components mentioned above.
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The UIS experiences relatively high thermal stress at its frequency for the PRISM is 0.75 Hz), so that the analysis
lower end near the core outlet. In response to the high is for a range of values near the present design values of
temperatures and flow rates at the bottom of the UIS, PRISM. Analysis on the 1.14-m (45-in.)-diameter UIS
lnconel 718 is specified for the bottom plate of the UIS gave values that exceeded allowable deflection at the

above the core outlet. It is also used for the 1.0-Hzfrequency. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine
instrumentation posts near the bottom of the UIS. lnconel from the analysis whether the deflection limit would be
718 has excellent corrosion resistance and high resistance exceeded for the 1.32 m (52 in.) diameter cylinder. On
to thermal striping during normal operation, and should this basis, more specific information about the UIS design

offer satisfactory protection against thermal shock during should be submitted at a later review stage. If it becomes
transients. However, for application in the PRISM, necessary to increase UIS diameter to diminish deflections,

further information must be submitted in two areas. First, thermal stress and aging of the UIS may need to be
the performance of Inconel 718 in a high-radiation reevaluated because of the larger diameter, which changes
environment needs to be evaluated; second, radiation sodium flow patterns.
effects need to be considered simultaneously with thermal
striping to determine the overall acceptability of Inconel 5.3.5.4 The Environment of Flowing Sodium
718. Thermal striping stresses have been estimated by the
designer to be highest in th.e UIS shroud tube and Degradation of the reactor internal structures is a
instrument posts at the UiS bottom surface. At a later consequence of exposure to a dynamic sodium
review stage, analytical methods and attenuation factors environment, and is the source of two different types of
used in determining the magnitude of thermal striping degradation: erosion-corrosion and property changes.
stresses should be submitted. For transient operation with Erosion-corrosion decreases the effective load-carrying
a reactor trip at full power with minimal decay heat, the thickness ofaustenitic stainless steels; property changes are
designer has stated that thermal transients in the PRISM the decrease of both time-dependent and time-independent

are expected to produce ramp rates of 9 K per second strength properties.
(15 oF per second) for lower UIS structures. This is
lower than UIS rates predicted for the CRBR and the Erosion-corrosion rates are given in the Nuclear Systems
Large-Scale Prototype Breeder, so thermal shock in Materials Hwutbook, as shown in PSID Figure G.4.3-12.
PRISM should fall within material design limits. Erosion caused by a sodium environment will be more

pronounced during transients involving reactor vessel
It may also be necessary to move to a more corrosion- heatup, possibly in scenarios when only passive heat
resistant material for the support cylinder, where structural removal is available. The designer should submit more
temperatures are above the ASME Code low-temperature information justifying selected worst-case erosion rates,

design limit of 700 K (800 °F). The support cylinder and whether increased erosion during transient heatups is
serves as a major portion of the boundary between hot and possible.
cold legs of the PHTS, and its degradation can have a

major impact on how effectively the PHTS will remove Exposure to flowing sodium also produces changes in
heat. Material for the support cylinder will have to be material properties. Two types of effects that cause the
evaluated at a later stage in the review process, taking into changes are important: surface effects and interstitial
account the extent of thermal striping and the magnitude of effects. Depending on the operating temperatures, surface
other high-temperature effects, effects may involve transfer of certain metallic elements

from hotter to cooler regions of the system. This

5.3.5.3 Structural Design -- UIS phenomenon essentially begins to change the surface of
components from having austenitic properties to having

Another issue associated with development of the UIS is ferritic properties by removal of chromium, nickel, and
structural design. The UIS is required to limit seismic molybdenum, with an accompanying decrease in rupture
deflections of the control rods to a level that is sufficiently strength. The designer has estimated that rupture strength
small to preclude interference between a driveline and its will decrease 1 percent because of the altered surface.
guiding components which would interfere with scram This area requires further review upon submittal of more
performance. The designer analyzed UIS deflections detailed information about this process. Interstitial effects
during an SSE. Deflections are given for combinations of involve the sodium transfer of carbon and nitrogen from

UIS dimensions of 1.14-m (45-in.) and 1.83-m hotter to cooler regions. Having performed a structural
(72-in.)-diameter and 1.27-cm (O.5-in.) and 2.54-cm analysis, the designer estimates carbon loss of less than
(I .0-in.)-thickness, and the deflections were also measured 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) of the surface layer of reactor
at isolation frequencies of 0.5 and 1.0-Hz (isolation components. At a later stage of the design review, the
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designer should describe in detail the effects of carbon loss 5.3.7 Conclusions

on the properties of the stainless steel.
Using the ANSYS code, GE performed a stress analysis to

5.3.5.5 In-Service Inspection estimate the magnitude of maximum mechanical stress in
the reactor internal structures. The conservative analysis

The designer must submit more detail on the in-service showed that there were large margins in the allowable
inspection and testing programs for the reactor internal stress. Final acceptance of the internal components will
components. The designer has stated that for nuclear-class depend on the designer's stress analysis that will need to
components, which include the reactor internals and combine the thermal stresses evaluated in the PSID with

primary system piping, ISI will be performed the effects of the SSE, as part of the design basis of the
in accordance with Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME PRISM.
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, "Rules for In-Service

Inspection and Testing of Components of Liquid Metal Among the most important thermal loads on the internal
Cooled Plants." Among the particular problems that may structures are thermal striping during normal operation and

arise are converting inspection requirements from 40 to thermal shock (low-_ycle fatigue) during transient
60 years, and visual inspection problems associated with operation on the components directly exposed to the core
the opaque sodium coolant. The designer will have to exit coolant. Inconel 718 is specified for the UIS bottom

justify the visual inspection plan used for the PRISM, in order to protect against thermal striping. Two areas
particularly the plan for detecting cracks and erosion by require further information to be submitted: frst, the
means of remote visual examination equipment, performance of Inconel 718 in a high-radiation
Continuous monitoring of pressures and temperatures will environment needs to be evaluated; second, radiation
not produce enough information about these modes of effects need to be considered simultaneously with thermal
degradation, striping to determine the overall acceptability of Inconel

718 at the UIS bottom. Furthermore, at a later review
5.3.5.6 Use of Steilite stage, analytical methods and attenuation factors used in

determining the magnitude of thermal striping stresses
Although the PSID stated that stellite would be used for should be submitted. The required material for the support
sealing joints on the seal plates and on EM pump manifold cylinder will have to be determined at a later stage in the

joints, the designer stated, in Reference 5.37, that stellite review process, based on the extent of thermal striping and
has been eliminated from the PRISM design. The PSID, the magnitude of other high-temperature effects.
however, was not revised to reflect this change. Thi_

addresses the staff's concerns about the use of stellite. More specific information about the current UIS design
will be required for the design certification review. If it

5.3.5.7 Use of ASME High-Temperature Code Cases becomes necessary to increase UIS diameter to diminish
control rod deflections, thermal stress and aging effects of

The elevated-temperature ASME Code Case N-201 used the UIS may need to be reevaluated because of the
for the PRISM design will need to be reviewed by the changed sodium flow patterns. The designer should
NRC staff upon receipt of a design certification confirm that deflection magnitudes do not exceed limits for
application. The code case is not currently considered safe insertion of the control rods.
among the acceptable high-temperature code cases cited in

the regulatory guides. Other high-temperature code cases For the design certification review, the designer will need
(N 48, N-49, N-50, N-51) may also need to be reviewed, to more fully describe the process and consequences of

Code Case N-47, also used for guidance in design of surface and interstitial property changes. Analysis of
components exposed to elevated temperatures, has not erosion rates using data from the Nuclear Systen_
been accepted by the NRC. The extrapolation ofaUowable Materials Handbook, should also include the consequences
structural limits to 60 years from the present 34 years is an of increased erosion during transient temperature
open issue, excursions. The designer should submit more information

on whether the erosion rate is the same for all internal

5.3.6 Research and Development components.

The designer is continuing to test thermal stresses of the The designer will also be required to submit more detail on

reactor internal components during normal and abnormal the in-service inspection and testing programs for the
conditions. The finite-element computer code ANSYS 4.2 reactor internal components at the design certification
is used in the analysis of thermal stresses, stage. The designer has stated that for nuclear-class
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components, which include the reactor internals and power to ensure coastdown flow in the EM pumps if the
primary system piping, ISI will be performed primary power source fails. The IHX is the heat sink for
in accordance with Section Xl, Division 3, of the ASME the heat generated by the reactor. All structures and

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. components of the PHTS are to be capable of withstanding
the effects of OBE accidents without losing their capability

The elevated-temperature ASME Code cases used for the to remain functional, and perform their safety functions
PRISM design will need to be reviewed by the NRC staff during a SSE.
upon receipt of a design certification application.

5.4.1.1 Intermediate Heat Exchanger
For the design certification review, the designer should

submit a more complete analysis pertaining to failure There are two IHXs per reactor module (Fig. 5.6). They
modes for reactor internal components, addressing the are located at a level just above the top of the core and
importance of all failure modes described in Code Case outboard of the module support cylinder. Primary sodium
N-47, as well as synergistic effects that may occur as a enters the shell side of the IHX and transfers heat to the

result of a combination of the various failure and intermediate (secondary) sodium loop at the IHX. The
degradation modes, tubes of the IHX form a portion of the primary coolant

boundary and their integrity must be ensured. This is

5.4 Primary Heat Transport System particularly true with respect to challenges resulting from
steam generator tube ruptures and the sodium-water

5.4.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives reaction (SWR) that would follow. The IHX tubes are

designed to withstand a (internal) 6895-kPa (1000-psi)
The PRISM PHTS is contained entirely within the reactor pulse, which is also the pressure of the steam system.
vessel and removes heat directly from the core and delivers This pressure would be applied to the intermediate sodium

it to the secondary (intermediate) sodium loop at the IHX. loop if a steam generator tube ruptured. Higher pressures
The rated heat removal capacity of the PRISM is that mayresult from SWRsareaddressed in Section 5.6of

471 MWt. The flow rate for the primary system is this report. In addition, during normal operation, the
2507 kg per second (5527 lb per second). All PHTS pressure in the intermediate system is maintained higher
components are submerged in a large volume of sodium than pressure in the primary system, to prevent any
within the reactor vessel. The PHTS loop consists of the leakage of radioactive primary sodium outside the primary
reactor core, the hot pool at the core outlet, two IHXs, the system should an IHX tube rupture. Intermediate sodium
cold pool below the reactor core inlet plenum, four EM enters through a central downcomer in the IHX, rises from
pumps, eight EM pump discharge piping lines, and the the lower plenum through the tube bundles, and exits
core inlet plenum. Primary sodium flows from the core through the upper plenum to an annular flow riser coaxial
outlet plenum to the shell side of the IHX, down through with the downcomer. Both flowpaths exit from the
the IHX, through the near-core shielding to the EM pump, primary boundary at the closure head. The downcomer

and from the pump discharge down to the core inlet and riser are separated by an inert gas-filled annular
plenum. All components in contact with the PHTS are section to minimize regenerative heat transfer to the
made of austenitic stainless steel and, except for the EM entering intermediate sodium. Although the entirety of the
pumps, have a 60-year service life as the design basis. A IHX is planned for a 60-year life, the tube bundles of the

30-year life is specified for the EM pumps. The designer IHX, each with 2139 tubes, are designed to be replaceable
has stated that PHTS components that may not last if necessary. The IHX is supported by, and hangs from,
60 years shall be either sufficiently redundant or shall be the reactor vessel closure head and is constructed from

designed to be easily replaceable. The primary flow Type 304 austenitic stainless steel. Expansion bellows are
patterns are shown in Figure 5.3. All components of the located at the top of the downcomer assembly (upper end)
PHTS are classified safety Class 1, and seismic of the IHX. These bellows allow for the differential

Category I. thermal expansion between the tube bundle and the IHX
downcomer.

The safety objective of the PHTS is to maintain a primary
sodium flow rate for keeping reactor temperatures within 5.4.1.2 Electromagnetic Pump
design limits that preclude damage to the reactor vessel,

the fuel, and reactor internal components. The four EM The EM pumps are lcx_atedabove the core elevation and
pumps are required to provide adequate coolant flow for are just outboard of the support cylinder which surrounds

the reactor in normal and abnormal conditions, the core, so that two EM pumps separate the IHXs on each
Synchronous eoastdown machines will provide electrical side, with the IHXs 180 ° apart.
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INTERMEDIATE IHX DATA
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Figure 5.6 PRISM intermediate heat exchanger (IHX)
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Each pump is appmxinuttely 1.02 m (40 in.) in diameter (BNL) (Re£ 5.14). Instrumentation for the EM pump and
and 5.8 m (19 fl) long, and weighs 16.3 metric tons synchronous coastdown machine is listed in Section 8.3 of
(18 tons), this report. Detailed inspection plaas for the EM pumps

and the IHX have not been submitted; these will be

The _.M pump is shown in Figure 5.7. The pump inlet is reviewed at a later stage. Items regarding transient
at the bottom. Flow of the primary sodium through the performance are discussed in Chapter 15 and Appendix B
EM pump is annular, between a center support cylinder of this report.
and the stator. The stator is between the outer wall for

sodium flow and the outer stator support cylinder of the 5.4.3 Review Criteria
pump. The EM pump is self-cooled in that the heat

generated by electrical losses in the stator is transferred to Section 3 of this report gives a general approach and
the surrounding primary sodium. A riser section, criteria for PRISM review. Further guidance for review
extending from above the pump up to the closure head, of PHTS systems comes from several general design
contains the power and instrumentation cables. Because criteria and SRP sections.
the EM pumps have no moving parts, conventional
coastdown for a loss of power to the pumps is not The following GDC were considered in this review:
possible. The EM pumps are connected in parallel with
synchronous machines which, on loss of power, perform • GDC 10, "Reactor design,: The PHTS shall be
as generators to deliver electrical power to the pumps to designed with margins to acceptable fuel design limits
maintain a flow "coastdown." Pump instrumentation is during normal operation and anticipated operational
listed in Section 8.3 of this report. The instrumentation is occurrences.
used for controlling and analyzing pump performance and
detecting failure of pump components. • GDC 14, "Reactor coolant pressure boundary': The

PHTS shall be designed with extremely low
5.4.1.3 Synchronous Coastdown Machine probabilities of leakage and rapidly propagating failure.

The synchronous coastdown machine is an electric motor • GDC 15, "Reactor coolant system desien': Design
connected in parallel with the windings of the EM pump. conditions of the PHTS shall not be exceeded under
Because the EM pumps have no moving parts, and ,real operation or anticipated operational
therefore, no inherent coastdown, the synchronous machine rrences.

is needed to simulate pump coastdown. The synchronous
machine provides reactive power to the EM pump to _ .,D.C 30, "Quality of reactor coolant pressure
correct the power factor during normal operation, boundliry': The PHTS shall be designed to the highest
Following loss of power to the EM pump, the synchronous practical quality standards and shall provide a system
machine converts the kinetic energy of its spinning rotor for leak detection of sodium and cover gas.
and flywheel into the electrical energy required by the EM
pump to provide PrimaU flow coastdown. The coastdown • GDC 32, "Inspection of reactor coolant pressure
performance for EM pump trip is show in Figure 5.8. boundary': The PHTS shall be designed to permit
The energy available for coastdown is related to the size, periodi_ inspection and testing of components to assess
mass, and operating speed of the flywheel on the structural and functional integrity.
synchronous coastdowa machine. The seismically isolated

platform that supports the reactor and containment ve_sels The following SRP sections were considered:
also suUlx_rts the synchronous c,oastdown machines; this
precludes relative movement between the EM pumps and • 5.4.1.1, "Pump Flywheel Integrity (PWR)"

their synchronous coastdown machines. • 5.2.3, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials"

5.4.2 Scope of Review 5.4.4 Safety Issues

The PHTS is reviewed in terms of the design basis, system keview of the PRISM PHTS was concentrated in areas

design, performance evaluation, tests, and instrun_ntation, where the design departs from LWR design. Important
The review focuses on the identification and acceptability issues included the following:
of key safety issues, either based on analyses submitted by

GE in PSID Section 5.4 and PSID Appendix G, or on • adequacy of6895-kPa (1000-psi)IHTS design pressure
i_dependent analysis by Brookhaven National Laboratory • adequacy of the EM pump coastdown curve
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• design of the synchronous coastdown machine (enlargement or contraction) of the flywheel is possible if
= thermal-hydraulic analysis of the PHTS more or less coastdown energy is required.

• in-service inspection and testing of the PHTS
• use of the ASME high-temperature code cases $.4.5.4 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

5.4.5 Evaluation For a pool-type reactor, the possibility of thermal
stratification and other issues regarding mixing must be

$.4.5.1 HITS Design Pressure examined. The preapplicant has used the COMMIX code
to examine the magnitude of stratification, stagnation, and

While the IHTS is designed to withstand the full pressure other flow patterns in the PRISM primary system. The
of the water-steam system (6895 kPa (1000 psi)), it is not results showed uniform temperatures of 594 K (610 °F)
clear from information presented in the PSID whether this from the IHX outlet to the core inlet plenum, the entirety
would be the maximum pressure experienced by the lilTS, of the cold leg of the PHTS. At the core outlet,
Additional pressure could develop from the energy released temperatures range from 758 K (905 °F) for the hottest
during a sodium-water reaction. The designer should channel to 739 K (871 °F) near the blanket. The UIS
submit more information on this issue, above the center of the core outlet considerably helps to

mix the core outlet flow, as flow near the UIS bottom

5.4.$.2 EM Pump and Pump Coastdown support plate is diverted to the refueling slot of the UIS
' and the annular region between the UIS and the fuel

EM pump coastdown is important in both scrammed and storage rack. Mixing occurs in the riser plenum so that
unscrammed events for preventing sodium voiding which temperature differences near the top of the plenum are
can lead to large reactivity insertions. In unscrammed reduced to about 5 K (9 °F).
transients, it is crucial to remove heat effectively for the
first 2 minutes of the transient; during that time, pump The UIS also acts to reduce flow velocities at the free
coastdown is essential to insuring adequate heat removal, surface of the riser plenum. This is accomplished through
EM pump testing, as described in Section 5.6 of this the UIS baffle plates, which will prevent the hot coolant
report, will be used to evaluate the EM pumps. The leaving the driver and radial blanket assemblies from
PRISM response to a unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF), streaming directly upward to the top of the hot pool.
with a loss-of-heat si,'k (LOHS), and with one pump Other velocity analysis shows that heat transfer through the
failure to coastdown is examined in Bounding Event 4 sodium between the reactor vessel and the vessel liner can

(BE-4) in Chapter 15 of this report. The pump control be effective with natural circulation patterns that are set up
system has also be_n designed so that reactor scram will be in this area. Two modes of natural circulation are
verified before the pumps are tripped, established. In the lower portion of the vessel, natural

circulation flows upward near the IHX and downward near
5.4.5.3 Synchronous Coastdown Machine the EM pumps. In the upper portion of the vessel, sodium

circulates upward along the reactor vessel liner, and

The flywheel and rotor of the synchronous coastdown downward along the reactor vessel wall, due to the fact
machine are designed to produce at least the coastdown that the liner is hotter than the vessel.
characterized in the pump coastdown curve (Figure 5.8).

This flow profile maintains the required flow-to-power GE and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) are p_r-
ratio during core shutdown to minimize thermal shock, and forming experiments in a 1/5-scale plexiglas water tank.
also provides sufficient flow coastdown to prevent Testing emphasizes examination of mixing patterns,
high-temperature challenges during the loss-of-flowevents, coolability of in-vessel components, natural circulation,
Coastdown flow is quickly reduced to about 60 percent of potential for flow reversal, and other adverse flow

full flow, to match the core power reduction. After this conditions. The tests also attempt to evaluate the effect of
initial reduction, flow is reduced gradually to conserve the the UIS on thermal/flow behavior and further validate the

coastdown energy of the flywheel. The coastdown curve COMMIX code. Few results of this testing have been
given by the designer has been verified independently by published. ANL has stated that stratification in the model
BNL in studies initiated by the NRC staff, and the designer did not affect core coolability, and also said that COMMIX

will also be verifying the coastdown flow experimentally showed good agreement with measurements. Future
in the full-size EM pump prototype. The flow tests will testing will attempt to further substantiate these
cover the range of expected operating and extreme conclusions. Results of this testing will have to be
conditions. The designer has also stated that a redesign evaluated at the next stage of review.
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5.4.5.5 In-Service Inspection Key-feature testing will demonstrate the adequacy of the
starer coils, the lamination rings, and starer mechanical-

At a later stage of the review, the designer will also be restraint features. Methods for winding the stator coils,
required to submit more detail on the in-service inspection applying coil insulation, setting coil thickness, and
and testing programs for the EM pumps and the fabricating the lamination rings have been demonstrated.

intermediate heat exchangers. Because these are nuclear Radial and axial support for the EM pump are also being
Class 1 components, ISI must conform with Section XI of confirmed.
the ASME Boiler and Pressu/e Vessel Code. The EM

pumps, IHXs, and primary system piping will be A quarter-length segment of the stator has also been used

considered as internal components. Reactor internals are to test the adequacy of the coils, coil insulation, and stator
discussed in Section 5.3 of this report. Specifically, mechanical restraint under operating conditions for the
Division 3 of the ASME Code, "Rules for In-Service PRISM. The outer shell of the pump was cooled by
Inspection and Testing of Components of Liquid Metal ambient air in this testing. Fabrication of the stator was
Cooled Plants," contains the inspection program for these demonstrated, as was its self-cooling capability. Insulation
components. Visual inspection of the EM pumps and IHX performance is also being measured. Future stator-
will be particularly important for the first PRISM plants segments test phases will simulate 10,000 hours of use at
for determining degradation, and it is not clear at this stage operating conditions.
that the designers have any visual inspection planned for

these components. Continuous monitoring is planned in A full-size/full-flow EM pump test is also planned. The
terms of operating performance and will be the primary test will correlate and verify pump operating characteristics
source of information on their operation. Another issue with analytical results, and will also verify fabrication
that will arise at a later review stage is the acceptability of methods. There has been no independent confirmation of
a 60-year inspection plan, as opposed to the 4e-year plan. the designer's results.

5.4.5.6 ASME High-Temperature Code Cases 5.4.6.2 Thermal-Hydraulic/Vibration/Creep Fatigue
Analysis

The elevated-temperature ASME Code Case N-201 will

need to be reviewed by the NRC staff upon receipt of a Hydraulic model testing of the IHX will be conducted by
design certification application. The code case is not the IHX vendor. The objectives of the IHX hydraulic
currently considered among acceptable high-temperature model test are to ensure predictable heat transfer
code cases as stated in the regulatory guides. Other high- performance, flow stability, and ove1_,dl pressure loss
temperature code cases (N-48, N-49, N-50, N-51) may characteristics and to ensure the absence of damaging tube
also need to be reviewed. Code Case N-47, also used for vibration. The IHX and all its parts shall be designed so
guidance in design of components exposed to elevated that they will not be damaged or caused t_ malfunction

temperatures, has not been accepted by the NRC. either by flow-induced vibrations or by seismic vibrations.
The IHX vendor will test flow vibration over the fu;! range
of operational velocities. Furthermore, the vibration

5.4.6 Research and Development analysis shall cover vibrations and shock during shipment
of the IHX. However, the dominant failure mode for the

IHX is creep fatigue/creep damage in the upper, hotter
5.4.6.1 EM Pump portions of the IHX. The creep damage results from

residual stresses created during temperature excursions in
Development of the EM pump for the PRISM consists of the reactor vessel. Engineering analysis that combines the
four phases: insulation-life testing, key-feature testing, effects of these degradation modes will also be carried out

stator-segment testing, and full-size prototype pump testing by the IHX vendor.
(Ref. 5.15).

The COMMIX code was used to evaluate steady-state
Insulation-life testing establishes the service life of the conditions in the PRISM, the flow patterns and velocities
mica insulation used in the stator windings. The planned of the primary sodium, and flow patterns that exist
service life of the EM pump is 30 years. This requirement between the vessel liner and the reactor vessel wall.

is being demonstrated by testing insulation samples at COMMIX is also being used to examine flow

elevated temperatures for leakage current. The designer stratifications that exist during nor_ml PRISM operations,
has stated that the insulation will meet the 30-year-life however, the code is limited in that it cannot model sodium

requirement, interactions with the cover gas (gas entrainment).
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Temperatures of the sodium at many points in the primary verifying the coastdown flow in the full-size EM pump
flow path were also calculated by COMMIX. Some prototype. The flow tests will cover the range of expected
results of COMMIX testing are in Section 5.4.5.2 of this operating and extreme conditions. Final acceptance of the
report, synchronous machine flywheel and rotor and the

coastdown curve will depend on the results of this testing.
In addition, the work using the l/5-scale Plexiglas model
of the PRISM (at ANL) could have safety-related
applications. Using color dyes, ANL will examine Stratification problems relating to core coolability that arise
possible problems with mixing and stratification. Some of because of transient events have not been analyzed to any
the results could be important to evaluating the PRISM great degree. The designer should evaluate initiators that
natural circulation response, which the designer has stated may lead to degraded coolability due to flow stratification;

will also be tested in the prototype, however, COMMIX analysis and the UIS structure appear
to preclude large-scale stratification in the steady state.

5.4.7 Conclusions

In-service inspection plans for the PRISM design need to
The quality group and safety classification for the be more fully developed at a later design stage, particularly
components and systems included in the PRISM PHTS are in terms of visual inspection of major PHTS components
commensurate with the importance of the safety function (EM pumps, IHX). The designer has stated that ISI of

to be performed by these con:ponents. The PHTS appears PHTS components will be performed in compliance with
satisfactory to remove sufficient reactor heat under normal Section XI of the ASME Code.
operating conditions. For scrammed accidents, the PRISM

PHTS should perform very well in transporting heat away The elevated-temperature ASME Code cases will need to
from the reactor, be reviewed by the NRC staff for acceptance upon receipt

of a design certification application.
The designer should submit more information to support
the assumption that 6895 kPa (1000 psi) is the maximum In the near term, the designer should examine the limits of
possible pressure to be experienced by the IHTS. the COMMIX code, particularly the inability to model
Information on this issue should be submitted early, as the different fluids in the same flow region. The effects of
results could considerably affect the evaluation of the IHTS this limitation on analysis of gas entrainment and thermal
and the IHX tubes, stress analysis should be submitted.

Coastdown performance of designer-submitted data on the 5.5 Intermediate Heat Transport System
EM pumps has been independently analyzed and verified
by the sfzff, and the designer has plans for experimental 5.5.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
verification of the coastdown flow over the full range of
operating and extreme conditions. Although not described The main components of the IHTS loop are the tube side
in detail, the testing plan seems adequate for verifying of the two IHXs, the shell side of the steam generator, the
coastdown performance. The EM pump will also be tested intermediate pump, the IHTS expansion tank, connecting

extensively in the PRI,_M prototype reactor. EM piping, and the IHTS isolation valves, located just outside
pump acceptance will also depend on acceptance of the the containment dome (Fig. 5.9). The IHTS interfaces

insulation material and the analytical principles used to with the SWRPRS. Rupture disks, designed to fail at
determine the useful life of the insulation (Arrhenius 2240 kPa (325 psi), are installed between the lilTS and
principle). The results of the EM pump testing program SWRPRS to reduce the likelihood of high-pressure pulses
as described in Section 5.4.6.1 of this report, and in the IHTS coming from a sodium-water reaction.
reliability assurance of pump coastdown, particularly The active system of the isolation valves in combination
relating to common-cause failure of pump coastdown, will with the passive system of the rupture disks is intended to
affect final acceptance of the EM pumps and the PHTS. eliminate the high-pressure pulses that result from steam

generator tube failures. The SWRPRS and the steam

The synchronous machine flywheel and rotor are designed generator are reviewed in Section 5.6 of this report. The.
to provide at least the coastdown characteristics shown in lilTS piping and vessels are designed to ANSI
the pump coastdown curve (Figure 5.8). The coastdown Standard B31.1 and ASME Code Section VIII,

curve given by the designer has been verified respectively. Guard pipes surround the intermediate loop
independently by BNL in studies initiated by the NRC piping inside the containment dome to limit sodium fire
staff, and the designer will also experimentally be and spill hazards in this area. The IHTS transfers the
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reactor-generated heat from the IHX to the steam generator from the intermediate loop or the steam generator system,

system under normal, shutdown, and upset conditions the most likely source being SWRs.
when available and can transport the reactor heat by the
main intermediate pump, the backup pony pump, and 5.5.3 Design Criteria
residual heat through natural circulation to the
balance-of-plant when the steam generator is operable, and GDC 15, 30, 31, and 32 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A,
to the ACS when the steam generator is not operable. The which are directed toward maintaining the integrity of the
intermediate sodium is not radioactive and is separated primary coolant system, formed the primary review basis
from the primary radioactive sodium by the passive for the IHTS, as there is not an analogous system in
boundary of the IHX, which is reviewed in Section 5.4 of LWRs.

this report. The pressure in the lilTS is maintained at
approximately 790 kPa (100 psig), well above the near- 5.5.4 Safety Issues
atmospheric pressure in the primary system at the IHX
elevation. The IHTS will contain process instrumentation Review of the PRISM IHTS was concentrated in areas
and controls to monitor and control the IHTS over the where the design departs from LWR design. Important
full-power range during all normal and off-normal issues are the response of the IHTS to SWRs, vibrations of
operating conditions. The entirety of the IHTS, except for the IHTS from the intermediate sodium pump, in-service
the IHX, is not classified as safety-grade. Although not inspection of the IHTS, and IHTS leakage-detection
required for the non-safety-grade portions of the IHTS, ISI instrumentation.
will be performed in accordance with the ASME Code,
Section XI, Division 3. 5.5.5 Evaluation

The safety objectives of the IHX are to isolate radioactive Although not classified as safety grade, the IHTS performs
primary sodium from intermediate sodium and to provide two important functions for the PRISM. First, it removes
a mechanical barrier to the transport of radioactive sodium operating and residual thermal power during normal and
out of the containment boundary. Consequently, the abnormal conditions. Second, it interfaces with the
designer has specified a zero leak rate for the IHX tubes. SWRPRS, which mitigates SWRs resulting from steam
The IHTS will prevent the high pressures associated with generator tube ruptures and consequently assists in
a steam generator tube rupture from reaching the IHX maintaining IHX integrity.

tubes, along with its primary safety objective of reactor
heat transport. The IHTS will be designed to remain 5.5.5.1 IHTS Response to Sodium-Water Reactions--
operable following the OBE. Five OBEs, with 10 HiTS Vibration
maximum peak response cycles each, are assumed to occur
over the design life of the plant. The IHTS also contains isolation valves just outside the

containment dome which close on a high-pressure signal
The intermediate pump is a vertically-oriented, and protect the IHX tubes from the products of SWRs
single-stage, double-suction, free-surface, centrifugal which can corrode the IHX tubes. The IHTS, in
pump. An auxiliary pony motor provides low-flow conjunction with the SWRPRS, appears able to deal with
(10 percent) capability for residual heat removal, the steam generator tube rupture scenario. Using a
Automatic switching to the pony motor produces combination of active and passive systems (the IHTS
uninterrupted flows during coastdown. The pony motor isolation valves and the rupture disks, respectively),
also has an alternate power supply from the gas _trbine dangerous pressures at the IHX do not seem likely.
generator. Adequate natural convection coolant circulation Furthermore, all components and piping in the IHTS are

in the IHTS is to be provided under all conditions, except designed for faulted-condition pressures equal to full-steam
for an IHTS sodium leak. pressure, 6996 kPa (1000 psig). Section 5.4 of this report

addresses whether this is an appropriate IHTS design
5.5.2 Scope of Review pressure. Section 5.6 of this report discusses the systems

used to mitigate SWRs. Further documentation at the next
The IHTS is reviewed on a preapplication basis in terms of stage of review will be required on IHTS components,

the system design, planned R&D, performance evaluation, particularly the gimbaled bellows, to assure that the IHTS
tests, inspections, and instrumentation. Design information design pressure is adequate.
comes from the PSID, Section 5.5 and Appendix G on
design changes. The review focused on sodium leakage It will also be necessary, at a later review stage, to
from the IHTS and possible threats to the IHX coming evaluate natural frequencies of vibration of the IHTS, to
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preclude the intermediate pump from causing harmful PRISM will be developed and demonstrated in full-size
resonance vibrationsin the IHTS. Little informationhas testing. The IHTS was analyzed as part of the ACS
been submittedon this topic, residual heatremoval system in Section 5.7 of this report.

5.5.5.2 IAmkage Detection Instrumentation 5.5.7 Conclusions

Hydrogen leak detectors are located on the main loop Although not requiredfor the non-safety-gradeportionof
piping at thesteam generator outlet toallow early detection the lilTS, in-service inspection will be performed in
of a steam generator tube rupture. The IHTS contains compliance with the ASME Code, Section XI, Division 3.
numeroustemperatureand pressure sensors for the IHTS This sho-,ld be satisfactory.
piping to detect leaks and monitor flow. All IHTS piping
and components will have sodium-to-gas leak detection. The IHTS pressure boundary will also be continuously
Sodium aerosol or contact-type detectors monitor the monitoredby leak detectionand visual inspection. On the
insulationto pressure boundary annuluson all equipment, basis _-,,"L-_formationsubmitted to this point, the PRISM
Sodium valves areequippedwith contact-type detectors to appears to have the basis of a complete inspectionprogram
monitor for valve-stem leakage, and major components for leakage detection from the primary system to the
have cable or spark plug detectors to monitor for the secondary, and also for leakage from the IHTS.
collection of pooled sodium underneath the components. Inspection requirements for the IHX are reviewed in
To prevent the radioactiveprimary sodium from leaking Section 5.4 of this report.
into the intermediate sodium, the IHTS sodium pressure is
maintained at a minimum69 kPa (I0 psi), greater than the The IHTS, in conjunctionwith the SWRPRS, is designed
PHTS within the IHX. The lilTS is also equippedwith to accommodatethe steam generator tuberupture scenario.
radiation detectors that monitor for contamination by The SWRPRS and other means of controlling sodium-
radioactive sodium. The IHTS instrumentationsystems water interactionare discussed in the following section.
appearsuitable to alert operators of a leak condition.

At a later stage of the review, the natural vibration
5.5.5.3 In-Service Inspection frequencies of the IHTS shou'tdbe evaluated to preclude

any damage from intermediatepumpvibration.
Although not required for the non-safety-gradeportion of
the IHTS, in-service inspectionwill be in compliance with The PRISMdesign appearsadequate to prevent the steam-
the ASMECode, Section XI, Division 3. Furthermore,all sodium reaction from a steam generator tube failure from
of the IHTS will be tested for leaks before being initially being forced throughthe IHTS sodium inlet into the IHX.
filled with sodium. The IHTS pressureboundary will then However, this event shouldbe moreclearly and accurately
be continuously monitored by leak detection and visual analyzed at the design certification stage. The designer
inspection. Attachmentsfor auxiliary systems to theIHTS will need to clearly show the hydraulic forces that are
will be examined at every refueling interval. Radiation involved in preventing rever._l of flow and shouldidentify
monitors will be used in the IHTS hot leg to detect leakage all importantcomponents mentioned in the discussion of
of the primary sodium into the IHTS. the event.

5.5.6 Research and Development 5.6 Steam Generator System

The most importantcomponentof the IHTS that requires 5.6.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
functionaltesting is the intermediate sodium pump. Pump
seizure failuresshouldalgo be examined by the designerat The steam generator system (SGS) comprises the steam
a later review stage. The pump performance generator, the steam drum, the t_irculation pump, the
characteristics thatwill be continuouslymonitoredinclude I:'akdetectionsubsystem, and the water dump subsystem.
sodium flowrate, pumpdevelopedhead,fluid temperature, Closely associated with this system are the non-safety-
discharge and suction pressure, shaft vibration, pump grade ACS discussed in PSID Section 5.7, and the
sodium level, pump cover gas pressure, seal vibration, SWRPRS. One SGS serves each reactor module, and the
bearingtemperature, pumpspeed, and pumpseal oil level, steam produced by three modules is headeredtogether to
Testing of the IHX, the sole safety-grade system of the supply a single turbine-generator(power block).
IHTS, is described in Section 5.4 of this report. The
gimbaled joints used in the IHTS piping for seismic The steam generator is a vertically-oriented, helical coil,
isolation, thermalexpansion, and design loadings in the sodium-to-water counterflow, shell-and-tube heat
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exchanger. The unit can transfer 479 MWt, generating outside diameter and 2.67 mm (0.105 in.) wall thickness.

6996 kPa (I000 psig) steam at 91-percent quality and The unit includes an internal cover gas space filled with
558 K (545 °F) w_th steam/water in upflow on the tube argon to accommodate sodium expansion and mitigate the
side_ aad 7i7 K (83_) °F) inlet sodium in downflow on the pressure transients during large SWRs. A cover gas
shell side. It is designed and fabricated to the hydrogen meter in the upper head detects small SWRs
requirements of ASME Code Section VIII, Division 2. within the steam generator. Overpressure protection for
Design specifications aro summarized in Table 5.1. the steam generator and the steam drum is provided by

seven power-operated relief valves located on the steam
The components of the steim generator are shown in drum and the main steamline. The valves can be

Figure 5.10. It is made from 2-1/4-Cr m l-Mo steel, and automatically or manually operated to relieve steam
is 20.42 m (67 ft) in height and 3.66 m (12 ft) in diameter, pressure and can depressurize the system in less than a
The 54.25-m (178-ft)-long, 6.l-m(20-ft)-hightubebundle minute. The first set starts to open at a setpoint of
contains 323 single-walled tubes of 3 cm (1.25 inches) 7686 kPa (1100 psig).

I I I I

Table 5.1 ALMR steam generator design specifications

ii , i , i.i i i i i

Characteristic Specification

Steam generator power 479 MWt

Saturated cycle 6895 kpa (1000 psi) steam

Steam outlet quality 91%

Steam-side design conditions 7685 kPa (1100 psi) (_ 589 K (600 °F)

Sodium-side desit_n conditions 2170 kPa (300 pei$) @ 742 K (875 °F)

Sodium-side desi_,n-faulted condition 6996 kPa (1000 pail) @ 742 K (875 °F)

Material 2-114-Cr m l-Mo steel

Number of tubes 323

Heat transfer area 1630 m2 (17,550 ft2)

Corrosion allowance:

Water side 0.89 nun (0.035 in.)

Sodium side 0.13 mm (0.005 in.)

Flow rates:

Water flow 1.025 x 106 kg/hr (2.26 × 106 lbm/hr)

Steam flow 9.30 × l05 k[/hr (2.05 × 106 lbm/hr)

Sodium flow 8.30 x 106 kg/hr (18.3 × 106 lbm/hr)

Sodium inlet/outlet temperature 717 K/555 K (830 °F/540 °F)

,, Desit_n life , , 60vears ,,
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Hot sodium enters the steam generator vessel through a diameter sodium equalization lines and a 76.20-em
single sodium inlet nozzle at the center of the upper head (30-in.)-diameter gas equalization line so that the tanks
and flows into a distribution plenum. The sodium is operate as a single volume. Gaseous products are released
uniformly distributed and directed downward through through the stack and burned as they pass the flare tip
distributor shoes (manifolds) located below the minimum ignitor. The designer expects the system to be able to
operating sodium level. The sodium continues down reduce steam generator pressure from 6996 kPa
through the upper plenum along the steam outlet tubes and (1000 psig) to 2170 kPa (300 psig) in less than 60 seconds
the free flow area around the tube bundles. Once it leaves during a tube rupture accident.
the bundles, sodium flows over the feedwater inlet tubes,

then exits through the sodium outlet nozzle in the lower Leakage of water or steam or both into the sodium stream
vessel head. is monitored by hydrogen diffusion detectors located in the

main sodium outlet and vent lines. Each sodium line

The inner shroud serves as a bypass channel to equalize contains redundant non-safety-grade detectors. Reactor
pressure differentials between the inlet and outlet sodium scram and IHTS valve closure for this event will
nozzles. The bypass flow channel and the low tube bundle be accomplished by detection of sodium on the downstream
pressure drop are designed to protect the IHX tubes by side of the SWRPRS rupture disks as well as safety-grade
preventing steam from being forced down the hot leg, into IHTS pressure sensors located in the nuclear island (NI).
the IHX, by the differential pressure between the inlet and
outlet sodium nozzles in the event the steam isolation $.6.2 Scope of Review
valves fail to close during a steam generator tube leak.

The fiJIlowing submitted material was used in this review:
A steam drum is located 4.57 m (15 fl) above the steam
generator, at grade level, outside the steam generator • Chapter 5 of the PRISM PSID
building. It is fabricated from carbon steel SA516 GR 70

and is approximately 3.66 m (12 ft) in diameter, 10.36 m • responses to NRC comments contained in PSID
(34 ft) long, and contains two-stage separators and chevron Appendix F
dryers.

• Volume VI (Appendix G) of the PS1D

Sodium-WaterReaction Pr_sure-Re!ief System • the Steam Generator Concept Selection Trade Study
Report (Ref. 5.16)

In the event of a steam generator tube rupture, the steam

generator depressurizes rapidly through a steam-side and • the Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability
water-side blowdown system which is initiated in Program Plan(Ref. 5.17)
conjunction with the sodium dump of the IHTS by the

SWRPRS. The SWRPRS, shown in Figure 5.11, consists • supplemental information submitted during the review
of two safety-grade 71.12-cm (28-in.)-diameter rupture (Refs. 5.18 and 5.19)
disks designed to rupture at 2241 kPa (325 psi), a reaction
products separation tank (RPST), two sodium dump tanks,

a vent stack, and a hydrogen ignitor. The system Appendix G of the PSID contains information revising the
can accommodate the reaction products, steam, and sodium steam generator design from that originally submitted in
flows associated with guillotine-typebreaks of all the steam PSID Chapter 5, as well as a discussion of the design-basis
generator tubes, with an IHTS baekpressure below steam generator tube rupture event.
4826 kPa (700 psi). Reaction products flow from the
lower head of the steam generator through a 76.2-cm SRP Sections 5.4.2.1, "Steam Generator Materials," and

(30-in.)-diameter SWRPRS line, through the rupture disks, 5.4.2.2, "Steam Generator T'lbe Inservice Inspection,"
to the RPST (4.27-m (14-fl)-diameter, 7.01 m (23 fl) in were considered in this review. These SRPs specifically
height, SA-533 low alloy). The liquid and solid reaction require conformance to GDCs of 10 CFR Part 50,

products and displaced sodium are separated from gaseous Appendix A, relating to the performance of components
reaction products within the RPST and drain into one of serving as portions of the reactor coolant pressure
the horizontally oriented sodium dump tanks through two boundary. Although the PRISM _team generators will not
24-inch-diameter drain lines. The sodium dump tanks carry primary sodium, the safety significance of an SWR

(4.27-m (14-fl)-diameter, 10.06-m (33-ft)-Iong carbon (as a threat to the IHX integrity) warrants regard for these
steel) are intercotmected by two 60.96-cm (24-in.)- LWR requirements.
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L
Design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, Post-test evaluations of 40 tubes are to be specified by the
"General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal designer.
Nuclear Power Plant" (Ref. 5.20), were used to provide
more specific guidance for review of areas involving 5.6.5 Safety Issues
unique characteristics of the PRISM. These criteria
supplement the design criteria contained in 10 CFR As discussed in Chapter 10, "Evaluation of Steam and

Part 50, Appendix A. Power Conversion Systems" of this report, balance-of-plant
influences on plant safety must be clearly addressed as the

Several design guidelines proposed by the Admnced Light- design progresses. In the PRISM design, the incorporation
Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document (ALWR of the IHTS negates the role of the steam generator as a
Passive Plant) (Ref. 5.21) were referred to in this review, part of the primary coolant boundary. Further, the use of
Although intended to address LWR safety or operability the RVACS as the safety-related means for removing

issues, these suggestions warrant consideration for their decay heat relegates the SGS to a non-safety heat transfer
potential for reducing PRISM safety systems challenges, role. Although not intrinsic to safety concerns, the SGS
These points do not reflect regulatory positions, but are still has an indirect effe_.'tupon plant safety in its impact
intended to provide early indication of expected industry upon IHX integrity.
design objectives for standard plants.

The steam generator tubes are the boundary between the
5.6.3 Design Criteria secondary sodium in the IHTS and the higher pressure

steam system. Interaction of sodium and water, which
The PRISM designers have stated that the following RGs would occur as a result of a steam generator tube rupture,
will be fully complied with: could present conditions in the IHTS (i.e., temperature,

pressure, or chemical constituents) which could threaten

• 1.84, "Design and Fabrication Code Case Acceptability the IHX unless protective systems perform as expected.
-- ASME Section llI, Division I" (Ref. 5.22) Among the subsystems of the SGS designed to respond to

such threats to the IHX are the SWRPRS, the leak-

. 1.85, "Materials Code Case Acceptability -- ASME detection subsystem, and the water-dump subsystem. Of
Division I" (Ref. 5.23) these, only the rupture disks of the SWRPRS are to be

classified as safety-grade.
The PRISM designers consider the following RG not
applicable to the design: As discussed in Section 5.6.6 below, it is not clear that the

designer's analysis of the proposed worst-case steam
• 1.83, "Inservice Inspection of PWR Steam Generator generator tube rupture event adequately considers the

Tubes" (Ref. 5.24) combined effects of safety system degradation and failure
(including rupture disk malfunctions) along with the

The steam generator will be fabricated to the requirements proposed failures of non-safety-grade systems. A
of the ASME Code, Section VIII, Division2. The PRISM thorough accounting of possible failure modes of SGS-

PSID farther states that the steam generator system will be associated safety and non-safety systems which could
designed to withstand a 0.5g peak ground acceleration challenge IHX integrity is essential, since a containment
*earthquake. The steam generator building will be designed bypass path would be established in the event an IHTS
as a seismic Category II structure, which is defined by the isolation valve failed to shut during a steam generator tube
designer as being evaluated for a 0.5g earthquake, and rupture event which damages the IHX.
strengthened as necessary to ensure failure will not imFair

safety-related systems. Other specific areas requiring att¢ntion before future
reviews are the consequences of using a single-walled tube,

5.6.4 Research and Deveiopm,._R helical coil design, the reliability of the design over its
proposed lifetime, and safety classification of components

Testing of the 70-MWt helical coil, prototype steam required to mitigate an SWR.
generator at the Energy Technology Engineering Center
_TEC) was discontinued by the U.S. Department of 5.6.6 Evaluation
Energy (DOE) in 1989 following 1.6)<104 hours of
operation. In PSID Appendix G, the designer reports that The PRISM SGS outlined in the PSID has evolved from a

tests were completed for a broad range of conditions design using straight double-walled tube construction with
covering normal and off-nonml unit opera,;ng conditions, an integral steam drum, to a helical coil configuration
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using single-walled tubes with a separate steam drum. which could impede SWRPRS function. The design must
This fundamental design shift has necessitated a re- include much more detailed analysis of postulated steam
examination of the SGS. generator building failure modes and their consequences on

SWRPRS operability.
Questions regarding failure modes associated with a tube

rupture event and the safety classification of the SWRPRS Other means of dealing with the SWR situation seem
and other SWR-related systems have greater significance adequate as long as component reliability problems are
in a single-walled tube design. A number of other issues avoided. The non-safety-related leak detection system,
unique to the steam generator were raised during this relied upon only for indication and annunciation of small
review and have less obvious safety impact, but should be steam-water leaks into the intermediate sodium system,
considered early in the design process to preclude safety provides no automatic response capabilities. Redundant
questions later. These include the suitability of single- safety-grade IHTS pressure sensors located in the
walled tubes, the implications of a helical coil design seismically isolated NI lX.. ,lon of the plant, provide reactor
versus a straight robe design, and seismic classification of scram and IHTS isolation signals in the event of a sodium-
the system, water reaction. These same automatic responses are

initiated by non-safety-grade sodium detectors located
between the SV_7,PRS rupture disks. This leaves the IHTS

Sodium-Water Reaction Response pressure sensors as the only safety-grade protection signal
for reactor scram and IHTS isolation in the event of a

The reference steam generator design using single-walled major SWR. The combination of the pressure sensor
tubes has a greater !ikelihood of leakage than the previous signal and the SWRPRS disks has the potential to provide
design. Along with this change, however, the design of sufficient protection. Designer evaluation of the design-
the IHTS was modified to include safety-grade IHTS basis tube rupture event included the assumed failure of the
isolation valves. As discussed in Section 5.5.1 above, IHTS isolation valves to shut, thus accounting for a single
these valves provide protection to the IHX. safety-grade component failure of the valves themselves,

or of the pressure-sensing syste m to produce the required
Analysis of the proposed worst-case steam generator tube shutting signal. However, future reviews should examine
rupture (see Chapter 15 of this report), includes plant the likelihood for non-safety-grade component failure in
response to the event without the IHTS valves shutting as the SWRPRS so that the sodium relief, path is degraded or

required or the water-side dump operating. The ability of even fully blocked despite the proper functioning of the
the plant to prevent a pressure challenge to the IHX seems rupture,disks. This scenario would present the possibility
to be predicated on the reliability of the SWRPRS to of a single failure occurring (IHTS isolation valves fail to
quickly relieve sodium-side pressure. The current design shut) during a tube rupture without sufficient sodium relief

considers only a limited set of the SWRPRS failure modes the degradation or failure of a capacity due to non-safety-
(i.e., a pipe break just downstream of the rupture disks) in grade component. Further, an analytical basis will be
the analyses of plant response to a tube rupture event, required to justify the maximum expected IHTS pressure
Bounding Event 5 (see Chapter 15 for details). The major of 4826 kPa (700 psi) during this event, considering
function of the SWRPRS to provide a relief path for SWR chemical reaction and hydrodynamic effects. This is
products is never questioned. The possibility of n_ry to ensure that the IHX design pressure of
degradation of this essential relief path due to a deficiency 6895 kPa (1000 psi) provides adequate margin from
in the non-safety-grade portion of the SW_RPRSshould be damage.
considered. Furthermore, reliability data for the rupture

disks will be a required input to support their safety-grade Sinele-Walled Tubes
classification.

The designer, GE, used the reliability estimates presented
Although not designed to seismic Category I, the steam in the PRISM Trade Study Report (Ref. 5.16) to choose
generator building is to be evaluated for 0.5g peak the helical coil steam generator design. The designer
ground acceleration (part of the designer definition of estimated that the failure rate of single-walled tubes in a

seismic Category II). Further, the building will be helical coil configuration will be about 25 percent higher
designed so that any postulated failure of the structure will than that of double-walled straight tubes (1.5 x 10-3 failures
not affect the operability of the SWRPRS rupture disksor per year as opposed to 1.2x10- 3 failures per year).

other safety systems. It is not clear how the designer Although the failure rate per tube for single-walled helical
intends to meet this goal, nor is it clear what sort of tubes is higher than for straight double-walled tubes
failures are considered challenges to the building integrity (5.0 x 10-6 as opposed to 0.66 x 10"6), the smaller number
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of tubes in the helical coil unit offsets much of this benefits of the helical coil design and to address the issues
difference when considering reliability per unit. The data listed above.
used for these estimates were gathered from performance
experience in PWR steam generator tubes tempered by
expert judgment about the effects of specific design .Se.ismic Classification
configurations, materials used, and exposure to sodium as

a heat transfer medium. Although this assessment is As discussed previously, the safety significance of the
valuable as an initial comparison of design alternatives, steam generator for the PRISM as compared to
further analysis using liquid-metal fast-breeder reactor conventional LWRs is altered since it is not a portion of
(LMFBR) steam generator performance could confirm this the reactor coolant boundary. The safety significance of
initial assessment, the PRISM SGS and associated systems rests upon the

capability to protect the IHX, a part of the reactor coolant
Designer estimates of the material effects of sodium boundary. GDC 2, "Design Basis for Protection From

exposure to the tubes must be well confirmed to ensure Natural Phenomena," states that systems important to
their reliability. The major problem faced by 2-1/4-Cr -- safety must be designed to withstand natural phenomena
l-Me alloy in a sodium environment is decarburization and without losing the capability to perform their safety
the resultant loss of strength (Refs. 5.25, 5.26, and 5.27). functions. It is _aotclear that systems required to respond
This phenomenon appears to be well documented and is to an SGS sodium-water reaction, especially the relief path
probably not significant for the SGS expected sodium in the SWRPRS, are adequately protected from such

operating temperatures. However, decarburization during natural phenomena as seismic events. The assignment of
long-duration high-temperature transients (e.g., RVACS- seismic Category II to the steam generator building must
only cooling events) should be considered. The long-term be defined in more detail so that the degree of adherence
impact (i.e., expected component life)of other potential to GDC 2 may be more clearly determined in future
material effects should be considered, such as mass reviews.

transfer of tube material, effects of impurities in the
sodium stream, and changes in other mechanical properties The staff compared the SGS with the proposed
due to expected transients which could shorten expectation requirements of the Electric Power Research Institute
of 60-year performance, contained in the Advanced Light-Water Reactor Utility

Requirements Document (ALWR Passive Plant). Although
Helical Coil Design intended for application to LWR designs, some of the

criteria could be applied to the PRISM design. Section 4
The helical coil design offers perceived advantages over of Chapter 3 of the EPRI document discusses steam

other design approaches, including the straight-tube steam generator requirements. Section 4.2.1 requires that the
generator. Among these are fewer tubes with larger SGS be capable of producing the specified steam mass
diameters and g:eater wall thicknesses, fewer tube-to- flow and pressure at full power with 10 percent of the
tubesheet welds, easier accommodation of tube-to-tube and tubes plugged. This possibility has not been addressed at
tube-to-shell thermal expansion differentials, smaller and this design stage, but is worth considering as the design
thinner tubesheets, mitigation of departure from nucleate, matures. Section 4.2.8.1 details requirements for
boiling (DNB) effects, increased DNB quality and heat preventing steam generator dryout following a loss of feed,
transfer (see Refs. 5.25 and 5.28 for helical coil thermal- including the capability of the SGS to avoid dryout for 20
hydraulic discussions), and easier accommodation of an minutes following a low-level trip. Although the details of

expansion gas space. A prototype helical coil steam this item may not be applicable to the PRISM SGS (e.g.,
generator was tested to demonstrate these benefits. Areas the necessity for secondary-side low-level trip), potential
to be addressed in future reviews include available dryout raises material degradation concerns. The current
inspection methods for this arrangement, long-term design information has not addressed this potential
material and structural issues, mechanical effects from problem. Future design refinements should ensure that
steamline breaks or other significant steam plant transients, provisions are made for secondary-side cleaning and
failure propagation characteristics such as impingement adequate access openings as discussed in Sections 4.3.2.3

wastage and overheat or blowout of tubes adjacent to the and 4.4.1.4.1 of the EPRI document. This is pertinent to
failure, and the magnitude of dynamic pressures resulting ASME Code inservice inspection requirements (Ref. 5.29)
from a tube rupture event. Data gathered from operation which the designer has stated will be followed, and is

of this prototype unit, and results of tests performed on it, especially important in a component required to operate for
should be available for future reviews to validate the 60 years.
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The design criteria proposed by the American Nuclear determined. Possible degradation of the SWRPRS relief
Society in its, "General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid path in response to other failures should be considered, and
Metal Nuclear Power Plant," have clear requirements for reliability data for the rupture disks will be required to
systems serving as barriers between sodium and sodium- support their safety-grade classification. In addition, a
incompatible materials. Section 3.1.4, "Protection Against more rigorous analytical basis will be required to justify
Sodium and NaK Reactions," states that "two barriers shall the maximum expected IHTS pressure of 4826 kPa
be provided between reactor coolant and fluids not (700 psi) during this event.
compatible with sodium unless the consequences of failure

of a single barrier can be shown to be acceptable." The basic SGS design has the potential to ensure its safety
function of reactor coolant boundary protection (IHX)

Although the PSID discussion of the design-basis SWR during a sodium-water interaction. While the items listed

event for the PRISM provides some assurance of above raise important concerns for the SGS design, they
acceptable consequences for a tube rupture, compliance appear to be capable of successful engineering solutions.
with this statement requires more analysis and Increased understanding of SWRPRS failure modes and
consideration of SWRPRS-related systems failure modes adequate justification of system classifications in the design
and safety classification, would contribute to resolution of these issues.

5.6.7 Conclusions 5.7 Residual Heat Removal Systems

Modification of the SGS from a straight tube double-walled 5.7.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
construction to a helical coil configuration using single-
walled tubes places more emphasis upon the IHX Residual heat removal in the PRISM design is
protection role of the steam generator and its associated accomplished through several alternative means:

systems. These systems, namely the SWRPRS, the water condenser cooling, active auxiliary cooling, and passive
dump subsystem, and the leak detection subsystem, are reactor vessel auxiliary cooling. The non-safety-grade
required for IHX protection because they are important in condenser cooling and non-_fety-grade ACS are used for
the plant's response to a SWR. The issues raised during normal shutdown events. The RVACS, a direct and

this preapplication review all relate to preventing an SWR constant natural circulation cooling of the reactor vessel,
and mitigating the event should it occur, is safety grade and is relied upon for sufficient RHR

during accidents involving the loss of the ACS and the
Issues specific to the steam generator mainly concern the condenser. A diagram of the three systems is shown in
tube design. Long-term chemical, metallurgical, and Figure 5.12.
mechanical characteristics of 2-1/4 Cr-1 Me tubes in a

sodium envirovment must be understood. Such 5.7.1.1 RVACSOperation
characteristics of tube failure propagation as impingement

wastage and overheat or blowout of tubes adjacent to the The RVACS operates continuously. Outside air at ambient
failure, and the magnitude of dynamic pressures resulting temperature is drawn into the four RVACS inlet ducts --

from a tube rupture event should be known in more detail the ducts are in a tornado-hardened housing about 4.57 m
to ensure that the IHX will not be threatened. Prototype (15 ft) above the grade -- then flows down the silo walls.
unit operating data and results of tests performed on it The airflow turns inward and upward at the bottom of the
should be available tbr future reviews to validate the silo. Heat is drawn from the containment vessel wall and

design and to help answer such questions. Other LMR the collector surface separating the downflow and upflow
operating experience and test facility data should be air pathways. The collector surface receives heat by
considered during design efforts to more completely thermal radiation and convection, and is insulated on the

characterize expected SGS component performance, outside. The air exits the RVACS at the outlet ducts,
located near the inlet ducts. The air flows entirely by

A number of items concerning the ability of steam natural circulation. During normal operations, the heat
generator subsystems to respond to an SWR should be transfer rate of the RVACS ranges between 0.7 and
considered as the design matures. It is not clear that the 0.9 MWt. In situations where the reactor vessel and

required systems, especially the relief path in the containment vessei temperatures increase, the heattransfer
SWRPRS, are adequately protected from seismic events, rate of the RVACS increases to about 2.5 MWt. Also,

The assignment of seismic Category II to the steam during a temperature increase, expansion of the sodium
generator building must be explained in more detail so that inboard of the vessel liner raises the sodium level to

the degree of compliance with GDC 2 may be clearly RVACS overflow slots in the reactor vessel liner, and
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natural circulation of the primary sodium commences. • 5.4.6, "Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System"
This increases heat transfer to the reactor and containment

vo-qsels, which augments RVACS heat removal. • 5.4.7, "Residual Heat Removal System"

5.7.1.2 Auxiliary Cooling System Operation Although the PRISM contains RI-IRsystems quite different
from those referred to in the SRP, analogies of

The ACS is based on natural circulation air-cooling of the certain acceptance criteria from SRP Sections 5.4.6 and
steam generator. Operation is initiated by opening the 5.4.7 conceptually apply to the PRISM:
inlet and outlet louvers in the steam generator building.
The louvers can be opened remotely, or manually upon • RHR must remove all decay heat required for complete
loss of power. When the louvers are opened, air flows in shutdown.
at the bottom of the steam generator shroud and passes
upward along the outside of the steam generator to the top • RI-IR must remove heat such that fuel damage and

of the shroud and out the top of the steam generator sodium boiling are precluded.
building. For the ACS to effectively remove decay heat,
the louvers must be open, and sodium must be circulating • All RVACS components must be seismic Class 1.
in the intermediate loop. It is not n_ry to have water
or steam in the steam generators, although an initial • Provisions must be made for sufficient instrumentation
volume of water in the steam generator can be evaporated to determine the operability status of the RVACS.
and vented from the steam generator, augmenting the ACS

heat removal. The ACS system can operate with either • Reactor internals must not exceed ASME Service Level
forced or natural circulation flow in the IHTS, as stated in D limits for postulated RVACS accidents.
the PSID. The ACS is not safety grade, and is present in
PRISM only to help the RVACS remove residual heat
when the steam condenser is not available. The following GDCs were considered in this review:

5.7.2 Scope of Review • GDC 1. "Ouality Standards and Records': A quality
assurance program for RHR systems w i 1 1 b e

The RVACS and the ACS are reviewed in terms of design developed. A total quality assurrmce program will be
basis, system design, performance evaluation, tests, developed for safety-grade systems like the
inspections, and instrumentation. PSID Section 5.7 and RVACS.
PSID Appendix G were the basis for review for both the
RVACS and the ACS. Independent analyses on design • GDC 4, "Environmenta! and Dynamic Effects Desien

changes were also reviewed. The normal condenser Bases': The RHR system is to be designed to
cooling system is not considered in this sect_.on, perform its intended function for all reasonable

environmental conditions and applicable dynamic
The ACS is a non-safety-grade system and is present in the effects.
PRISM mainly for investment protection, that is, to assist
the RVACS in effecting a timely cooldown of the vessel. • GDC 131 "Instrumentation and Control": Sufficient
Little analysis of ACS perforce by itself has been instrumentation is required for all p a ra m e t ers
done. Some testing results analyzing the performance necessary to determine the operability and radiation
of the ACS operating simultaneously with the RVACS has leakage levels of the RVACS.
been completed, however, by the vendor. The ACS is
also discussed in greater detail in Section 5.7.4 below. ,, GDC 34, "Residual H_t Removal': RHR shall

transfer fission-product decay heat at acceptable
5.7.3 Review Criteria ASME service limits and suitable redundancy in RHR

components shall be provided.
In Section 3.1.1 of this report, the staff gives a general
approach and criteria for the PRISM review. Further • GDC 39 and 40. "Inspection and Testing of

guidance in reviewing the RHR systems i._ given in the Containment Heat Removal System': Inspection a nd
SRP and the GDCs in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. testing will take place through the continuous

monitoring of RVACS heat removal and
The following SRP sections were considered in this periodic visual inspections of airflow channels of RHR
review: systems.
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5.7.4 Discussion of Safety Issues to 960 K (1268 °F), below Level D limits. However,
analysis of this mode of heat transfer does involve

The design-basis RVACS event involves a reactor scram considerable estimates about the air flow around the
with only RVACS cooling. Analyses submitted by the containment vessel. Blockage of all four outlets would be
designer show that the reactor vessel temperature will rise much more difficult, as ice formation is not possible, and
until the RVACS heat removal equals decay heat levels, there is no air suction on the outlets as there is on the
The time for this equalization to occur is predicted to be inlets.
about 30 hours. The analysis further predicts sodium
temperatures in the vessel that would peak nominally at Bounding Event 3 (BE-3), reviewed in Chapter 15, deals
880 K (1125 °F), with a 95-percent certainty that with RVACS blockage. The underlying assumption for the
temperatures would be below 919 K (1195 °F). These RVACS response to this bounding event is that if the
temperatures exceed the ASME Service Level B limit for RVACS is 100-percent blocked, it must be unblocked in
structures (upset conditions), but are less than Service approximately 12 hours. If the RVACS is completely
Level C temperatures. These results were confirmed defeated for more than 12 hours, or if no other system can
generally in studies initiated by the staff. These elevated be brought on line in this time period, then temperatures
temperatures have the possibility of causing in the core will rise above the ASME Service Level D
correspondingly higher temperatures in the reactor silo of limit for structures. The Level D limit in the elevated

339 K (150 °F) and 367 K (200 °F). The materials used temperature Code Case N-47 is 1099 K (1500 °F);
for the silo will require substantial justification owing to however, the preapplicant has used 978 K (1300 °F) in
these elevated temperatures, place of the Level D limit in the conceptual design to allow

a margin for uncertainties. However, Code Case N-47 has
One mode of failure postulated for the RVACS is blockage not been accepted by the NRC and will need to be
of the inlet air passages. There are four inlet ducts for the evaluated during the next stage of review.
RVACS per module and these ducts enter into a single
annular downeomer outboard of the collector surface at the Surface degradation is another failure mode postulated for

level of the closure head. Main causes for the postulated the RVACS. A high-emissivity surface is required on the
blockage include ice/0rmation on the inlets, large objects, outer side of the containment vessel for thermal radiation
seismic events, sabotage, and flooding. The PRISM can to the collector cylinder. This surface "screated in part by
respond to these events in a number of ways. First, the air oxidation at high temperatures. Independent studies

PRISI¢ includes a sump system at the bottom of the initiated by the staffhave confirmed the designers' findings
RVACS, under the reactor vessel, to remove water during indicating satisfactory RVACS performance over the
flooding events. Water that accumulates near the bottom applicable range of emissivities.

of the vessel and causes blockage can be evaporated by the
increased temperature of the containment wall The design-basis RVACS transient exeee_ ASME Service
during accident scenarios. The PRISM also incorporates Level B limits as mentioned above, and the potential for
screens and weathercaps for the RVACS inlets to keep damage to internal components during these transients is

large objects and rain from entering. With the PRISM raised. The designer predicts a dependence on the RVACS
system, there will also be continuous monitoring of the only once in the 60-year life of the plant, and states that
RVACS airflow rates, and inlet and outlet temperatures so one RVACS transient does not reduce the life of the plant
that blockage of the RVACS can be recognized and or its components. However, the PRISM design excludes
resolved, safety-grade diesel generators, so it can be reasoned that

the probability of station blackout, hence reliance on the
For a blockage of just the inlets, an alternative method of RVACS, is higher for the PRISM than for other reactors.
heat transfer becomes important. This method is shown in The designer is planning to prepare a thermal map of

Figure 5.13. In this case, two of the four outlets would components within the reactor vessel in the prototype
become inlets. Air would still circulate by natural during the RVACS transient to determine the effects of

convection; however, air would circulate downward near these temperature excursions. Furthermore, during
the cool sodium of the EM pumps, and would rise near the thermal mapping of the prototype, it would be quite useful
hotter sodium of the IHX. Hence, the two outlets near the to determine the extent of uneven cooling (hot spots) that
EM pumps would become inlets, and the outlets near the may exist during RVACS transients.
IHXs would remain outlets. The designer has stated that

maximum temperature at the core outlet would reach The magnitude of the temperature excursions in situations
904 K (1168 °F), below Level C limits, and that where power is not available can be reduced by making the
uncertainties in the analysis might increase this temperature ACS more reliable. If the ACS is available whenever the
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Figure 5.13 Alternative flow model for blockage of RVACS inlets
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RVACS is required, the peak temperatures in the design- Continuous RVACS monitoring becc_mes very important
basis event would be lowered from 880 K (1125 °F) to for detecting blockage in a timely fashion. Therefore,
766 K (920 °F), slightly above the operating temperature monitoring instruments for the RVACS should be arranged
of 758 K (905 °F). The ACS reliability can be increased and alarmed in the control room in such a way that if there
by increasing the reliability of the one mechanism involved is a blockage or another problem with the RVACS, it will

with the dominant faik_re mode, the louvers. Increasing be recognized in the control room in a timely manner.
redundancy or diversity or both of the louvers and

their actuation systems is one option. The PRISM designers will use thermal mapping techniques
in the prototype in response to concerns about magnitude

5.7.5 Research and Development and frequency of high temperatures that accompany
RVACS transients. During thermal mapping of the

The performance of full-length annular segments of the air prototype, PRISM designers should also look for hot spots
side of the RVACS has been tested at ANL under various in the reactor that develop during the RVACS transient as
operating conditions (Refs. 5.30 and 5.31 ). Heat transfer a result of uneven natural circulation cooling. These

correlations were developed for the panels, and testing was temperature excursions can be nearly eliminated if the
done to determine alternative cooling patterns for a blocked ACS is reliable enough to be available during the design-
RVACS system. These tests have generally supported the basis RVACS event. This can be achieved by increasing
adequacy of the RVACS design. RVACS component diversity/redundancy on the ACS louver system, and
testing is continuing at ANL. The RVACS will also be including a capability for local manual actuation of the
tested as part of the safety program for the first PRISM louvers.
module. If the ANL test results continue to be consistent

with predictions, there should be high confidence that the 5.8 References
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives 7.32 m (24 ft) in diameter and 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) thick.
The dome is 7.32 m (24 ft) high at the centerline.

The power reactor innovative small module (PRISM) Personnel can access the dome through an airlock. All
design incorporates three features that are designed to piping and instrumentation penetrations through the
prevent or mitigate the consequences of an accident: the containment dome are located above the reactor primary
containment system, the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system boundary and operating sodium level. The main-

system (RVACS), and the head access area (HAA) guard loop lilTS piping (50.8 cm (20 in.) diameter) is a closed
pipes, system that penetrates the containment. Each IHTS line

has a single safety-grade isolation valve outside tht:
The RVACS, a passive shutdown heat removal system, is containment dome. In addition to equipment and personnel
evaluated in Section 5.7 of this report, accesses_ four maintenance access ports, and the four

IHTS lines, a number of reactor system componentst

The intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) piping is penetrate the upper reactor containment:
evaluated in Section 5.5 of this report. The piping has a
second or guard pipe that will limit the hazards posed by - electromagnetic (EM) pump cabling
sodium fires and spill hazards in the HAA. The guard
pipes are discussed in this chapter. - reactor instrumentation

The containment system, as modified in Preliminary Safety - five sodium processing lines (3-inch diameter)
Information Document (PSID) Amendment 13 (Ref. 6.1),

is discussed below, as are site suitability analysis and the • sodium pool cover gas processing line (l-1/2-inch
proposed source term. diameter)

6.1.1 Containment System ,, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
refrigerant lines

The containment system is designed to provide a leak-tight
boundary that will contain the accidental release of core All piping and instrument penetrations of the containment
fission products and primary coolant so that the 10 CFR are located well above the operating primary sodium level.
Part 100 dose guidelines are not exceeded. The The penetrations are similar to those used in pressurized-
containment is designed to withstand the static and dynamic water reactor (PWR) containments, including the main-

loads resulting from a primary-sodium leak accident. As loop IHTS piping penetrations which have bellows and
proposed, the containment system for the PRISM design is single isolation valves outside the containment dome. The
not the conventional containment structure used at IHTS isolation valves are designed to meet safety-grade
contemporary light-water reactors (LWRs). Rather, the requirements. Open-loop containment penetrations, such

containment boundary is composed of a containment vessel as the sodium and cover gas cleanup lines, use double
surrounding the reactor vessel connected to a low-leakage isolation valves. There are no penetrations in the lower
pressure-retaining containment dome above the reactor cylindrical containment vessel.
vessel head, and isolation valves in the intermediate heat

transport system (IHTS)piping which penetrates the upper The IHTS main loop isolation valves will automatically

containment. This provides a low-pressure/low volume shut upon detection of a major steam generator leak event
controlled leakage barrier around the primary system, and in order to protect the intermediate heat exchangers (IHX)
represents a departure from current design practice on from the effects of a sodium/water reaction. The signals
LWRs and previous sodium-cooled reactor designs. The to shut the valves will come from two diverse
containment is examined in depth in Section 6.2 of this indications: the first will be from the sodium detectors
report, downstream of the sodium-water-reaction pressure-relief

system (SWRPRS) rupture discs; the second from
Figure 6.1 shows the containment vessel and containment redundant safety-grade IHTS pressure sensors located
dome. The upper dome is a cylindrical carbon steel within the nuclear island (NI).
(SA516 Grade 70) torispherical dome comprising two
sections, one resting upon the other. Leakage limits are

set at less than 1 percent of the containment dome volume The upper and lower containment boundaries are connected
per day at design conditions of 134.4 kPa (25 psig) and by a horizontal plate at the same elevation as the reactor
645 K (700 °F). The l-inch-thick lower cylindrical vessel head. The l-inch-thick cylindrical lower
portion of the dome is 3.67 m (12 fi) high and 14.63 m containment vessel is approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) in
(48 ft) in diameter. The upper cylindrical portion is diameter, and made of 2-1/4-Cr -1-Mosteel. lt hasno
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penetrations and is designed to remain leak-tight at radioactive primary sodium. In effect, the PSPS becomes
253 kPa (60 psig) and 700 K (800 *F). The containment an extension of the primary coolant and containment
vessel is classified as a safety-related seismic Category I boundaries and, as such, is designed as a safety-related
structure, system.

A 12.7 em (5-in.) wide gap (annulus) between the reactor

vessel and containment vessel is sized to limit the volume 6.1.3 Source Term and Site Suitability Analysis
of sodium that could be contained between the reactor

vessel and ccntainment vessel. Since the primary sodium A stated goal of the designer is to develop source terms
system is at low-pressure relative to the design pressure of from mechanistic analyses and use these source terms to
the containment vessel, the annulus should be able to evaluate containment performance and off-site doses from
contain a primary sodium leak. The volume of the annulus events. The designer continues to refine its source term,

ensures that the core, spent fuel, and intermediate heat but used these assumptions for design-basis analysis
exchanger inlets will remain covered with primary sodium (Ref. 6.1):
should the reactor vessel leak. This gap is filled with
argon gas at 90.4 kPa (12 psig) and monitored with = Release to the containment dome is assumed to occur
pressure sensors, as well as sodium liquid and aerosol at time zero of the event.
detectors to detect leakag_ of either vessel.

6.1.2 Containment During Maintenance ,, A leak path forms in the reactor closure as a result of
an unidentified cause, allowing cover gas to be released

Unlike an LWR, the PRISM reactor cannot be opened to into the containment volume and air to enter the cover

the atmosphere during refueling or maintenance. The gas region, initiating a sodium fire.
design maintains a sealed primary coolant boundary to
prevent air from reaching the sodium pool and initiating a
sodium fire. The containment dome is fitted with four • The complete core and in-vessel stored fuel melts,

ports to allow access for maintenance activities. These uniformly distributing fission products in the primary
ports are sized to permit refueling and the removal and coolant.
replacement of small equipment. Refueling operations are
performed using a hardened refueling enclosure (RE), and

the primary system remains closed by means of dual ,, The sodium fire continues until all the oxygen in the
isolation valves. The RE extends the containment containment dome is consumed.

boundary as shown in Figure 6.2; however, the enclosure
is vented and is designed to allow controlled leakage.

Replacement of the IHX and EM pumps requires cutting The source term selected for containment performance
and subsequent rewelding of the upper portion of the analysis was estimated on the basis of oxide fuel
containment dome (expected to be done once during plant information. The source term used for the design-basis
life). During normal reactor operation, the containment analysis is provided in Table 6.1.
dome access ports are sealed with a mechanically secured

seal plug. As discussed in the following section, containment
performance has been assessed, and the findings were that

Before a refueling or maintenance operation is performed, doses from the design-basis accident (DBA) would be
the primary system is cooled to 478 K (400 *F) and the maintained within acceptable levels. This analysis was
cover gas is replaced. A transfer adapter is positioned on performed using computer codes, some modified to
the reactor closure head, providing a leak-tight transfer perform analyses for liquid-metal reactors. The designer

path between the reactor and the fuel or equipment transfer used the CONTAIN Code to estimate the magnitude of
cask, which is in the RE, as shown in Figure 6.2. The radionuclide release, and the SMART Code to determine

transfer cask, transfer adapter, and their associated containment release levels and the resulting site boundary
isolation valves serve as the primary system boundary dose. Dose estimates were calculated for a period of one
during maintenance activities. During maintenance, the week, yielding values for dose at the site boundary at one-
primary sodium purification system (PSPS, discussed in half mile. Table 6.2 provides the results using weather
Chapter 9) which draws suction from the normal primary conditions specified in Regulatory Guides (RGs) 1.3 and
coolant system is used to remove impurities from the 1.4 (Ref. 6.2) for the first 8 hours.
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Table 6.1 Source term used for design-basis analysis

Percent Reactor Inventory

Materials Released to Containment Eari_ Release (O-10 sec.) Due to Fire (to 6 hrs.)

Noble Gases (Xe, Kr) 100 % 0 %

Halogens (Br, I) 0.1% 0.8 %

Alkali Metals (Cs, Rb) 0.1% 1.6 %

Te, Ru 0.1% 0.004 %

St, Ba 0.01% 0.0016 %

Fuel & Other Fission Products 0.01% 0.0008 %

Na-22, Na-24 None .....0.4 %

Energy Sources:

Sodium Fire (in Reactor) None -773 kg(1700 lbs) sodium
consumed

Leak Rate:

< 1%/day @ 172 kPa (25 psig), < 1%/day @ 172 kPa

645 K (700 OF) (25 psi_), 645 K (700 OF)

I I iiiii i

Table 6.2 Dose estimates for the f'wst 8 hours

i , i

Organ Dose (rent) %PAG (Lower-Level)

, Whole Bod_' 0.19 18.6

Bone Marrow 0.22 17.6

Lun_ 0.51 40.7

Thyroid 0.87 17.3

Note:Thesevaluesarethesum ofinhalationanddirectexposuredoses,aswellasexposurefromgrounddepositionfor

one week,and areconsideredconservativeby thedesigner.
i i i lliliii

6.1.4 Containment Performance excessive fission-product release is largely based on the
development of a mechanistic analysis of the source term,

The PRISM advanced liquid-metal reactor (ALMR)design which is based on the present site suitability source term
incorporates features intended to provide defense in depth developed by GE.
for a range of severe accidents, including hypothetical
core-disruptive accidents (HCDAs). The ability of the Preliminary assessments performed by the designer and
containment design to effectively provide protection from confirmed independently indicate that, for the specified
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source term, the design should withstand the effects of 6.1.6 Leak Testing and Inspections
extreme events. The proposed design-basis event is a large
primary system breach (from an undefined initiating The designer plans to perform integrated leak tests on the
event), accompanied by a sodium pool fire. An assumed upper containment dome to ensure that it meets leakage
primary boundary breach leads to a release of fission rate design criteria (Ref. 6.5). The test to be used will be
products when the helium cover gas escapes to the a Type A integrated leakage test as defined in
containment volume and air enters the primary system. ANSI/American Nuclear Society (ANS)-56.3-1987 and is
Contact of sodium with the air initiates a sodium fire intended to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
which continues until all the available oxygen in the Appendix J, as applicable to the PRISM design.
containment volume is consumed. The preliminary
analyses of this event, using the designer's source term, The integrity of the lower vessel is to be assured by
show that the design provides margin for containment continuous leak detection and periodic visual inspection
temperature and pressure conditions, and that the releases (Ref. 6.5). Approximately one-third of this inspection will
are within Protective Action Guideline limits (PAG) be performed every 3 years, so that 100 percent of the
(Ref. 6.3). vessel welds are examined over a 10-year period. Most of

the welds will be inspected from the outer surface using a
The preapplicant also postulated a maintenance accident to remotely operated miniature television camera. Welds on
demonstrate the capability of the maintenance containment the uppermost portion of the vessel will be examined from

configuration. During apostulatedEMpumpreplacement, within the RVACS plena using a television camera.
the transfer adapter is removed without installing the Details of these tests and inspections are not complete,
replacement EM pump. This would leave a large opening however the preapplieant intends to satisfy the applicable
in the primary system, allowing air to enter the vessel, code requirements listed above.
causing a sodium pool fire. The fire is terminated after an

hour by nitrogen inerting of the vessel cover gas region 6.2 Scope of the Review
(the containment atmosphere is not inerted directly). This

is a function of the fire protection system described in PRISM PSID, Chapter 6, "Engineered Safety Features,"
Chapter 9. The vessel cover gas, containment volume, and portions of Chapter 5, "Reactor Coolant and
and refueling enclosure volumes are then purged through Connected Systems," which dealt with the containment
the refueling enclosure by the standby gas treatment vessel, as well as Section 9.5, "Auxiliary Liquid Metal
system. More than 99 percent of the sodium aerosols are Systems," describing the PSPS, Sections G.4.1 and G.4.16
expected to be removed from the vented gas by the of Volume VI, and Section F-6 of Volume V were used

• particulate filters on the standby gas treatment system, for the review of containment capability. Review emphasis
The designer's analysis of this event concludes that and requests for additional information addressed proposed
releases will be within the limits of 10 CFR Part 100. design changes and bounding event reanalysis, combustible

gas sources and mitigation measures for the containment
dome volume, containment configuration during

6.1.5 Guard Pipes maintenance, design code applicability of the containment
dome, containment vessel temperature limits and margins

Guard pipes surrounding the IHTS and PSPS piping to limits during degraded RVACS operation, fission
prevent intermediate sodium leakage into the head access product inventory and source term development.
area (HAA or upper containment volume) in case of a

piping leak. The guard pipes are sealed at the reactor The following standard review plan (SRP) sections
closure and the containment wall. (Ref. 5.6) provided guidance for review of this

area: 3.2.2, "System Quality Group Classification;" 3.6.1,
The designer states that the guard piping will be designed "Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping
in accordance with American National Standards Institute Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment;" 3.6.2,
(ANSI) B31.1, following RG 1.26 (Ref. 6.4). The design "Determination of Rupture Locations and Dynamic Effects

purpose of the guard piping in the HAA is to provide Associated With the Postulated Rupture of Piping;" 3.8.2,
investment protection by assuring that neither radioactive "Steel Containment;" 6.2.1, "Containment Functional

primary sodium nor secondary sodium can enter the Design;" 6.2.2, "Containment Heat Removal Systems;"
containment volume in the event of a leak in either of the 6.2.4, "Containment Isolation System;" and 6.2.5,
sodium systems. Continuous leak monitoring of the inter- "Combustible Gas Control in Containment." Branch

pipe (system piping/guard piping) annulus will be provided Technical Position (BTP) RSB 5-1 (part of SRP

by sodium detectors, and insulation material will be Section 5.4.7 of Ref. 6.6), "Design Requirements of the
situated within the inter-pipe annulus. Residual Heat Removal System," was used to clarify
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isolation guidance for auxiliary systems containing primary The review noted that the General Electric Company (GE)
coolant. These SRP sections specify conformance of the does not consider RG 1.7 (Ref. 6.16), "Control of

containment system to General Design Criteria (GDC) 1, Combustible Gas Concentration in Containment Following
2, and 4 (which relate to design of equipment and systems a Loss of Coolant Accident," to be applicable to PRISM.
important to safety), GDC 16 and 50 (which give the basic The staff has not determined the applicability of RG 1.7
containment functional design requirements), GDC 38, 39, (see Section 6.5.2 of this report).
and 40 (which detail the containment heat removal system
requirements), GDC 41, 42, and 43 (concerning Section G:4.1 of the PSID indicates that the containment

combustible gas control in containment), and GDC 54 vessel and dome are designed in accordance with
through 57 (relating to lines penetrating containment). Subsection NE of the American Society of Mechanical
GDC 64 requires means for monitoring the reactor Engineers BoilerandPressureVessel Code(ASME Code),

containment atmosphere for release of radioactive Section Ill, Division 1 for class MC components
contamination. These GDC are contained in I0 CFR (Ref. 6.17). However, the preapplicant states in
Part 50, Appendix A. Reference 6.26 and in the PSID (Section 5.2.2.2 and

response to Comment f.9 of Section 5 to Appendix F)
states that the containment vessel will be designed

Design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, according to Subsection NB of the ASME Boiler and
"General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal Pressure Vessel Cede, Section Ill, Division 1 for Class 1

Nuclear Power Plant" (Ref. 6.7), were used to provide components, as well as the elevated temperature code cases
more specific guidance for review of areas involving N-47 through N-50 since the vessel will be exposed to
unique characteristics of PRISM. These criteria temperatures above 700 K (800 OF).
supplement the design criteria contained in 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix A. Chapter 1 of the PSID outlines safety design criteria in
Section 1.2.1.2. This includes the requirement that design
of the containment will ensure that dose guidelines

6.3 Design Criteria equivalent to 10 CFR Part 100 are not exceeded. The
containment, its penetrations, and the containment heat

In Section 1.8 of the PRISM PSID, the designer states that removal system (RVACS only) will accommodate
at least the intent of the following RGs will be met: conditions resulting from a sodium leak and fuel plenum

fission gas release. The containment pressure boundary
• 1. i 1 "Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor will be designed so that under all normal and postulated

Containment" (Ref. 6.8) accident conditions, its materials behave in a non-brittle
manner and it reflects consideration of service

- 1.29 "Seismic DesignClassification" (Ref. 6.9) temperatures and other service conditions of the
containment boundary during these operating conditions.

• 1.57 "Design Limits and Loading Combinations for

Metal Primary Reactor Containment System 6.4 Research and Development
Components" (Re£ 6.10)

Reservations about the original containment design (e.g.,
,, 1.60 "Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design no containment dome) were based upon the results of four

of Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 6.11) bounding events (BEs) that were evaluated against

proposed containment performance criteria. The updated
• 1.61 "Damping Values for Seismic Design of proposed containment design is still unique, compared to

Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 6.12) conventional LWRs. The bounding events have been
analyzed for the updated design indicating performance

• 1.63 "Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment improvements. Butt the basis of containment per/brmance
Structures for Nuclear Power Plants" requirements, the nature of the source term, is not yet
(Ref. 6.13) thoroughly verified. The importance of these source term

data to the containment design is discussed in
• 1.87 "Guidance for Construction of Class 1 Section 6.5.5.

Components in Elevated Temperature Reactors"

(Ref. 6.14) In Appendix G of the PSID, GE has identified activities

under the safety and licensing research and development
• 1.141 "Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid plans which address containment evaluations. These

Systems" (Ref. 6.15) include characterization of radionuclide transport, retention
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of radionuclides in the primary sodium, and other release through the RVACS system. Avoiding this

activities. This work, along with the planned Integral Fast situation requires attention to the prevention of core
Reactor 0FR) development effort, is required to provide damage. Recent design changes address this by
the basis for the mechanistic source term upon which
PRISM containment performance analyses are based. The • incorporating provisions to prevent BEs of concern
source term is evaluated in Section 6.6 and accident from leading to core damage
analysis is discussed in Chapter 15 of this report.

• adding features to preserve primary system integrity in
Evaluation of available information indicates that further case of HCDAs or core melt

development work should be considered in order to
provide the requisite confidence in the proposed s introducing the containment dome and IHTS isolation
containment design before applying for formal design valves which, along with the containment vessel, will
certification. The IFR fuel development program is provide a containment system surrounding the primary

important to most of the information requirements, system
Characterization of the containment DBA depends upon
expected metal fuel behavior under abnormal conditions.
The ability of the core to withstand core melt and large The staff found that four BEs severely challenged the
reactivity insertion during accidents hinges upon the fuel original containmentdesign: BE-1 (inadvertentwithdrawal
characteristics. The IFR program is the means to provide of all control rods with failure to scram), BE-3 (loss of all
information on the metal fuel. decay heat removal for 36 hours), BE-4 (instantaneous

loss of flow from one primary pump with failure to
Further information on vessel material performance willbe scram), and BE-7 (flow blockage of a single fuel
needed to ensure that the containment vessel will serve as assembly). Along with design changes, the designer
specified under postulated operating and accident presented updated analyses of these events in slightly
conditions throughout the proposed plant lifetime. The modified form. The staff analyzed three of these BEs
effects on the containmentboundat'y of long-term radiation independently (Ref. 6.18) to determine if fuel melting
exposure combined with possible exposure to high- could be avoided (the detailed analyses are discussed in
temperatures, environmental effects, and other challenges Chapter 15 of this report). The designer analysis of BE-l,
must be well understood. The specific areas of vessel and redefined as two cases, BE-IA and BE-1B, indicates that
dome material fracture toughness and long-term high- localized fuel melting would occur. The analyses of the

temperature effects (over the proposed plant lifetime) are other BEs indicate that the design changes preclude fuel
discussed in this review. This added materials research melting. The staff's independent analyses of these events

and development effort could provide sufficient largely confirm the findings. Unknowns in the design and
information to give adequate assurance of design attributes, fuel behavior dictate that a significant margin be

maintained to challenging containment integrity. Further,
6.5 Safety Issues the containment DBA should include a substantial

challenge to the containment vessel as well as to the dome.
The unique approach that the PRISM design uses to This could include direct containment heating from sodium
provide a containment fimction presents several design or core-melt impingement or both. However, before a
challenges. These include providing the ability to avoid definitive conclusion can be drawn in a formal design

conditions resulting in containment breach, ensuring certification review, further information is required from
containment boundary integrity for all postulated the significant research and development effort for the
conditions, and ensuring that the containment can function metal fuel.
during maintenance activities.

6.5.2 Containment Atmosphere and Combustible Gas

6.5.1 Response to Challenges Control

Should a core-melt or fuel-dislocation event occur, the size Although the design includes a nitrogen purge system for
of the containment and its proximity to the reactor could the key "reactor" cover gas region, it does not include a
result in a challenge to containment integrity. The direct means of containment atmosphere cleanup or
proximity of tbe reactor vessel to the containment vessel containment volume combustible gas control during
could subject the containment vessel to the effects of a operation. GDC 41, "Containment atmosphere cleanup,"
primary boundary breach. Such an event in the form of an requires that systems be provided to remove fission
ex-vessel core melt could damage the containment vessel, pnxlucts or control combustible gas concentrations which
increasing the risk of allowing a path for fission-product could threaten containment integrity. This same
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requirement is stated in Section 3.5.11 of paths it would follow to the environment. The effect of
ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, with the additional suggestion that this approach has been to ensure that a high-strength, low-
e_odiumleak effects and the potential for oxygen reaction leakage structure is provided to preclude a large release to
or hydrogen generation be considered. The preliminary the environment. The availability of more detailed
PRISM design information indicates that the potential for knowledge concerning LWR fission-product release and
combustible gasgenerationshouldbeprecludedby design, transport have begun a trend toward more realistic
GDC 64 states that means should be available for treatment of the source term.

monitoring the containment atmosphere for contamination.
The issue of containment atmosphere monitoring and Supporting information for the PRISM source term, metal-

cleanup remains, and must be addressed in subsequent fuel behavior under adverse conditions, as well as the
design review, overall source term itself, is still being developed (Ref. 6.5

discusses updates to the PSID Appendix 13 source term).
6.5.3 Containment During Maintenance Although methods of estimating the release of the

containment atmosphere to the environment for a
The proposal to use a temporary vented containment containment breach have been adapted to PRISM, the
structure during refueling and maintenance activities differs starting point for this effort is the source term. PRISM
from current LWR-related containment regulatory practice, source-term formulation is not yet sufficient to perform a
As the design is refined and further event analyses are reliable assessment of the release of fission products to the

performed, the extent to which containment integrity will containment atmosphere.
be required during maintenance will become more clear.
The current level of design detail cannot be used to Until the Commission makes a final determination on the
conclusively assess the adequacy of this approach, but this acceptability of mechanistic source-term analysis, and the
area will need to be addressed in any future formal designer has more complete metal-fuel failure data, which
applications, will permit a definitive source-term approach, the PRISM

containment design cannot be conclusively assessed.
6.5.4 Material Characteristics

The close proximity of the containment vessel to the 6.5.6 Containment Isolation
reactor core, as well as the proposed 60-year lifetime of

the PRISM plant, require that containment material The means to isolate the containment received significant
properties be well understood for expected operational and special attention for this review. The use of a single
accident conditions. Low fast-fluence levels are isolation valve for each IHTS line will need to be

anticipated at the containment vessel (see response to substantiated by additional information on the IHX
Comment 5.29(d) of PSID Appendix F). Verification of reliability. Unknowns must be resolved concerning IHX
these fluence levels will include consideration of core long-term performance in the reactor vessel environment,
internal design changes (such as the gas expansion modules IHX response to conditions inside the reactor vessel during
(GEMs)). Analysis must be performed to understand the accident sequences, and plans for inservice inspection and

performance of the steel to be used for the vessel. Also, testing of the IHX before parallels to PWR steam system
during duty-cycle events that rely on RVACS-only cooling, isolation schemes can be drawn. The operation of isolation
temperaturesin excess of the design value may be systems will be examined at a later stage in the design
encountered by the vessel and its supporting structures, review to ensure that they operate when required, perform
ASME Code Case N-47 analysis accounts for any creep their function for the duration of any challenge, and satisfy

effect, but not for the entire 60-year lifetime. Further, the safety-grade design requirements.
combined effects of high-temperatures, irradiation, and
undetermined corrosion effects must be considered.

6.5.7 Containment Penetrations
6.5.5 Source Term

Design effort should carefully consider the classification
In the past, the magnitude and type of fission-product and code applicability of containment penetrations and
release to the containment have been determined according those components required to maintain leak-tight integrity.
to the methods of Technical Information Document The designer acknowledges that specific details of the

(TID)-I4844 (Ref. 6.19). This source term has been guard pipes to containment dome interfaces need to be
integral to a conservative design approach that was used to developed. The design should clearly define the code
account for unknowns in developing reactor technology, applicability of each part of the containment system so that
such as the type of material released from the fuel and the suitability of the design can be determined.
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6.6 Evaluation preliminary metal-fuel of data on fuel-failure mechanisms

and fission-product release introduces doubts about
Review Criteria containment performance in such adverse situations. The

results of ongoing fuel development work discussed in

The containment performance criteria to be applied during Section 6.4 should more clearly define the magnitude of
certification review continue to evolve. In addition to risks of violating fuel integrity.
meeting onsite and offsite radionuclide release limits for
the design-basis event categories detailed in Chapter 15, The design-basis containment challenge, as proposed by
the design must conform to defin,_d release and leakage the designer, is a primary boundary breach, followed by a
limits for beyond-design-basis events for a specified sodium pool fire. This scenario concentrates on effects in
duration, following which leakage must at least be the upper containment. The design basis for the
controlled, containment vessel is not discussed in the scenario. Short-

and long-term material effects of a challenge to the

Fundamental Design containment vessel, to include direct containment heating
from primary sodium impingement, should be included in

The design of the PRISM containment, including the design-basis considerations. This will help to quantify
additions of the dome and IHTS isolation valves, differs design margins for this important portion of the
from earlier reactor containment designs. The design containment system.
follows the conventional philosophy of providing a low-
leakage boundary for conditions postulated to challenge the GDC 50 requires the reactor containment to be able to
containment. The PRISM containment is much smaller accommodate any loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
than conventional containments that are intended to deal GDC 4 requires that structures important to safety, such as
with large energy releases from high-pressure primary containment, have the capability to withstand effects of a
systems. The containment boundary itself is much closer LOCA, including dynamic effects from a pipe break (i.e.,
to the reactor than is normally the case. The testing and pipe whip or discharging fluid). SRP Sections 3.6.1 and
inspection plans involve leak testing of the upper dome, 3.6.2 define PRISM sodium systems as high-energy
and a visual inspection and vessel annulus leak monitoring systems, and provide guidance for determining dynamic
for the containment vessel. At this design stage, details of effects of pipe breaks. The effects of the postulated pipe
these tests and inspections are lacking, so future reviews break on the containment, environmental qualification (EQ)
will direct significant attention toward these requirements, of electrical equipment, and containment atmosphere
Finally, the design relies upon passive cooling phenomena control and cooling should be considered. Even if the
instead of on the dedicated active cooling systems used for "leak before break" approach is accepted in future reviews,
LWR containments. GDC 4 does not permit its application as justification to

eliminate consideration of pipe break effects. Local
Uncertainties in the nature of challenges and their impact dynamic effects of a PRISM pipe break may be less of a
on the containment mean that a considerable work effort concern than for LWRs due to the comparatively low-

remains to achieve confidence that the Commission's safety pressure of the sodium systems; however, global effects
goal objectives are met. Therefore, although the such as EQ should be considered during design due to the
containment design appears to go far toward achieving this temperature and chemical effects of a sodium leak. One
objective, more design data and research are required particular concern is containment response following
before the containment system can be evaluated for a failure of the IHTS piping just outside containment. This

design certification review. Source-term development and could result in damage notonly from the expected fire, but
thorough containment system performance analysis based sodium/concrete interaction could produce combustible gas
upon this additional information are needed to determine if concentrations in confined spaces outside containment,
the safety goal is achieved. These requirements are posing a threat to the containment.
detailed in the remainder of this section.

GDC 50 also directs that the design margin include

Response to Challenees consideration of the effects of potential energy sources not
included in the determination of peak conditions. Although

Design improvements, outlined in Section 6.5.1, have a sodium pool fire is a significant challenge for a PRISM
reduced the potential of a large reactivity or fuel-melt reactor, it is not clear if other events could result in more
event that could result in a large release. However, the severe conditions in containment. For instance, unknowns

close proximity of the containment boundary to the reactor in pipe break characterization and results of combustible
itself could make a core dislocation or a reactor vessel gas generation are examples of such conditions which

breach a direct threat to the containment boundary. The could be factored into the containment design analysis.
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SRP Section 3.$.2 discusses the loadingcombinationstobe transfer adapter and transfer cask is important since it
considered for the containment such as, "normal operating prevents challenges to the containment from sodium fires.
loads with severe environmental loads and abnormal This feature will have to be able to serve the containment

loads." Future reviews will determine if seiected load function under such external challenges as those required
combinations are sufficient, for the operating containment structure. An auxiliary

concern for futuredesign consideration are the details of
Containment Atm.osphere Cle..gn.Up monitoring and maintaining the reactor cover gas volume

during maintenance.
The containment dome is a significant barrier to fission-
product release and to external reactor hazards. However, In addition to the technical concerns outlined above, the
the requirements of GDC 41 for containment atmosphere use of a temporary containment on a recurring basis must
cleanup, as addressed in RG 1.7, as well as GDC 64 for be considered under routine regulatory practice. An
means of monitoring containment atmosphere involved procedure has been developed to perform
contamination, should be more clearly addressed in future expected maintenance procedures, but the details must be
design submittals. Additionally, the design appears to reviewed. This containment practice has not been used

avoid the potential for a dangerous accumulation of previously, so the regulatory requirements have to be
combustible gases by eliminating virtually all sources of developed.
water to the containment volume. The analysis in

Appendix G to the PSID, using the modified CONTAIN Associated with containment practices during maintenance
Code, of a postulated sodium fire is largely confirmed by is the configuration of the PSPS. The PRISM PSID
staff analysis (Ref. 6.18). Preliminary calculations show discusses a postulated sodium spill from this system during
that combustion of the maximum possible hydrogen its operation while doing maintenance. Although more
accumulation (from water vapor in the containment design detail will be required to fully assess this event, it
atmosphere) would yield only about 1 percent of the appears that response to this event received adequate

energy that would be released by the sodium fire. The consideration for this level of conceptual design.
requirement to reduce the containment atmosphere However, the design did not describe means for ensuring
concentration of fission products, as well as the ability of that the system remains secured and isolated during power
the design to prevent hydrogen accumulation, will be operation. The connection of a system that penetrates
considered in any future design reviews, containment to the primary coolant system should follow

such guidelines as those used for LWR residual heat
Containment During Maintenance removal (RHR) systems. The designer should consider the

guidance contained in BTP RSB 5-1 (Ref. 6.6) which
Maintenance activities for a liquid-metal reactor present a provides means to ensure that the RHR does not become

design challenge since the coolant cannot be allowed to a release pathway during normal plant operation.
cool to ambient temperature, and air contact with the

coolant is not permitted since a sodium fire could result. Materials
The PRISM design presents a potentially workable means
to meet these requirements, but the use of a temporary Material performance issues are raised by the proposal to
filtered containment structure will be evaluated in detail in use a containment vessel in close proximity to the reactor

any formal design application. A number of technical vessel for a longer design life than previously accepted.
features that are to be used have not been evaluated. The Expected material properties of the containment vessel
seals between (1) the enclosure and the concrete deck and under long-term fast-neutron exposure should be
(2) the containment dome and deck require a demonstrated considered. GDC 51 requires containments to have
leakage rate not to be exceeded during any postulated adequate fracture toughness to prevent brittle rupture.
event. The basis for the specified leak rate must be
explained, and a test procedure must be devised to verify The estimated fast-neutron end-of-life fluence at the
the leak rate. Heat and corrosive effects of sealing containment vessel of 3x10 t5 n/era 2 (Ref. 6.20) is much

surfaces/mechanisms as a result of a sodium fire and lower than the 1017 n/cm 2 value at which Appendix H of
possible seismic effects should be considered. The 10 CFR Part 50 requires a material surveillance program
concrete deck, which normally serves as the reactor for reactor vessel materials. This limit is based upon the
building roof, serves as a containment boundary during expected neutron energy spectrum for LWRs, which is
refueling. Additional design stipulations may be required quite different from that of PRISM. A more appropriate
so that the containment can satisfy structural, chemical, or measure of neutron irradiation may be based on
other qualifications to ensure that releases are adequately displacement per atom (dpa). The staff is studying this
controlled. The extension of the primary boundary by the area, so this issue will be revisited in future reviews.
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Furthermore, the effect of GEMs on the radial flux Future accident and release analysis must include reliable
distribution (i.e., streaming)should be discussed. It may information on the behavior of the metal fuel during
also be appropriate to consider the reactor vessel normal and off-normal conditions, as well as fission-
requirements of Appendix G, 10 CFR Part 50, for the product release characteristics. Extensive research and
containment vessel, since it would become the reactor development work (see Section 6.4 and Chapter 4) should
coolant boundary in the event of a reactor vessel leak. provide this information.

The containment vessel, as well as its structural supports, Containment Isolation
would be exposed to high-temperatures during RVACS
cooling events and to primary coolant sodium temperatures The approach used for isolation of lines penetrating
if called upon to contain a reactor vessel leak. The 2-1/4 containment conforms to most of the requirements of the
Cr-I Me steel is acceptable for service under Section III, GDC of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. However, the
Division 1 of the ASME Code for temperatures up to use of a single isolation valve for each lilTS line requires

645 K (700 OF). The designer plans to incorporate ASME further examination. The designer draws a parallel
Code Case N-47-28 for elevated temperature application between lilTS isolation and the single main steam isolation
of the material. The staff has not fully reviewed these valves (MSIVs) used on some PWR steam systems
code cases under RGs 1.84 or 1.85 (Refs. 6.21 and 6.22). (Ref. 6.23). The special considerations for a sodium
Therefore, this area will have to be reviewed at a later design, along with the current level of design detail for the
design stage. In addition to the Nuclear Regulatory PRISM reactor cast serious reservations on this approach.
Commission (NRC) code case acceptance, the designer The licensing of a PWR with single MSIVs on steam lines
acknowledges that tensile properties for the vessel material was done with the knowledge of steam generator design,
need to be determined for temperatures in excess of 922 K inspection, and maintenance plans, as well as an
(1200 OF). Also, extrapolation of the code past the service understanding of steam generator effects during accidents.
life limit of 34 years will be a subject of future review (see The strict requirements imposed on PWR steam generators
Ref. 6.20). due to their role as part of the primary boundary provides

confidence in their ability to serve as dependable barriers
between the reactor coolant and the environment. Before

Since the RVACS circulates air over the exterior surface a parallel can be drawn between PRISM reactors and
of the containment vessel, the containment vessel is PWRs, unknowns must be resolved concerning IHX long-
expected to corrode and, in fact, such corrosion is term performance in the ,e.actor vessel environment, IHX

expected to enhance heat transfer to the environment, response to conditions inside the reactor vessel during
Exposure to environmental effects must be thoroughly accident sequences, and plans for inservice inspection and
analyzed for any detrimental effects on material properties, testing of the IHX (see Section 5.4.5.5).
For instance, the oxide layer could spall as the containment

vessel is subjected to thermal or stress cycles. This During future design refinement, attention should be
spalling would expose new material which would corrode directed toward two points contained in the guidance in
and lead to subsequent spalling, degrading the vessel SRP Section 6.2.4, "Containment Isolation System"
material. (Ref. 6.6). First, isolation valves take the positions that

offer greatest safety upon a loss of actuating power. This
depends on the function of the particular fluid system and

S..ourceTerm its post-accident role. Secondly, the containment isolation
reliability requirement of GDC 54, which involves the use

As discussed in Section 6.5.5, the nature of the of diverse isolation signals, should be addressed. Means

TID-14844 source term has influenced conventional LWR should be provided to ensure that isolation valves will not
containment requirements. Likewise, the basis for a be inadvertently reopened, for example, when the isolation
design using a non-conventional containment is utilization signal is cleared. Isolation valves should only be reopened
of a mechanistic source term. The preliminary analysis of deliberately, on an individual basis (i.e., valve-by-valve),
a hypothetical release presented in the PSID gives promise, not in group fashion.
and appears to be fairly accurate given the inputs available.
These inputs, however, rely on extrapolated oxide-fuel Containment Penetrations

data, not metal-fuel data. The assumptions made for
sodium retention and release fractions for the groups of The designer acknowledges that specific details of the
nuclides (see Section 6.1.3) seem reasonable in the light of guard pipes to containment dome interfaces need to be
experience cited in research literature, but will be developed. The current design specifies that the guard
examined in detail for any future design review, piping will be designed to ANSI 31.1 in accordance with
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RG 1.26. PSID Figure G.4.1-4 indicates that the guard EPRI suggests the use of a "physically based" source term
piping extends beyond the containment and the expansion similar to the mechanistic source term proposed by
bellows. This implies that the guard piping, including this PRISM. The source term discussed in Section 1.2.3 of the

portion between the containment dome and the IHTS EPRI document includes consideration of a large-scale
isolation valve, will be Quality Class D under the RG core-damage event, leading to rapid fission-product release
criteria. /mother figure (submitted in Ref. 6.24) shows into the containment, with the potential for primary system
that this guard pipe extension is a portion of the boundary (reactor vessel head)penetration. An additional
containment boundary and designed to ASME Section llI, important EPRI consideration is that the plant probabilistic
Class 1 requirements. Future design review submittal risk assessment (PRA), performed as part of the
information should clearly delineate the code applicability standardized certification process, be used to confirm the
of each part of the containment system so that the specific plant source term. This suggestion indirectly
suitability of the design may be determined, emphasizes the importance of understanding fuel failure

progression, as well as other plant system responses.
In this case, the guard piping that serves as part of the
containment boundary should be Class 1 or Class 2 under The EPRI document includes other, more specific
Article NE-1000, Section III of the ASME Boiler and requirements of interest to the PRISM design.
Pressure Vessel Code. This article states that, Section 6.3.2.5 requires that the design provide means to
"Piping...which is part of the containment system.., or allow performance of a periodic check for gross leakage of

which penetrate[s] or [is] attached to the containment the containment atmosphere during normal operation.
vessel shall be classified as Class 1 or Class 2 by the Section 6.4.3.1 states that fission-product leakage should
[d]esign [s]pecification and meet the requirements of the be controlled to meet PAOs for the physic.ally based source
applicable [s]ubsection." Article NCA-2000 defines the term. Section 6.4.3.5 allows credit for fission-product
code classes for Division 1 components (such as the holdup and removal in secondary structures (the reactor
containment) and indicates the appropriate subsections of building) in order to meet the PAGs. Again, the nature of
the Code to be applied to each class. Article NE-1000 fission-product transport and release for PRISM metal fuel
contains sample diagrams which clearly indicate code is of prime importance for such a design consideration.
applicability of the pictured components.

EPRI combustible gas control requirements parallel a
Future design effort should carefully consider the safety issueexaminedduringthisreview. Section6.5.2of
classification and code applicability of containment system the EPRI document discusses requirements for combustible
components, especially those structural items required to gas measurement and control within the containment
maintain leak-tight integrity. As design details of atmosphere. This discussion includes a requirement that

expansion bellows and guard vessels for sodium system a natural circulation mixing of the containment atmosphere
isolation valvesaredetermined, the requirementsofASME be possible when it is not inerted (Section 6.5.2.3).

Article NE-1000 should be considered. The intent to Although these concerns are based upon LWR experience,
design the isolation valve guard vessels according to the such consideration is prudent during the continued
requirements of ASME Section VIII seems to counter development of the PRISM design. The current design
paragraph NE-1130 which includes all appurtenances does appear to preclude a combustible gas accumulation
attached to the containment vessel as part of the hazard, but future design reviews should ensure that the
containment system (implying Section IlI requirements), potential for such hazard remains minimal.
Further, SRP Section 3.2.2, "System Quality Group

Classification," indicates that metal containment T he g en e ra I s a fe ty de s i g n c r i te r i a o f
components are to be considered under the NRC Quality ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 parallel existing regulatory
Group B requirements. RG 1.26 lists ASME Boiler and requirements for containment, with some specific items to
Pressure Vessel Code Section III as the governing design account fo_"sodium reactor design. The standard includes

criteria for Group B components, separate definitions (Section 2.2) for a confinement system
and reactor containment, which could prove useful in

This review included an examination of the PRISM design designation of design requirements for features such as the
against the proposed requirements of the Electric Power PRISM refueling enclosure. In Section 3.5.1,
Research Institute (EPRI) as stated in the "Advanced "Containment/Confinement System Design Basis," the

Light-Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document" standard requires that the system or systems designed to
(ALWR Passive Plant) (Ref. 6.25). Although intended for prevent fission-product release include design margin to
application to LWR plants, some of the general reflect consideration of sources of energy to include
containment design criteria proposed by EPRI are relevant potential exothermic chemical reactions (such as those
to PRISM. between sodium and structural materials). Further, it
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require:_ consideration of the limited experience and • The overall influencing factor for the containment
expertmental data available for defining accident review remains the mechanistic source term. More
phenou._na, such as the limited fuel behavior data available information is needed to allow an assessment of fuel
for the PRISM metal fuel. Section 3.5.11, behavior and fission-product transport during abnormal
"Containment/Confinement Atmosphere Control," details operations and core upset events.
criteria for combustible gas control specific to sodium-

cooled reactor plants. Overall, the conceptual design of The resolution of these questions should help to provide
the PRISM containment follows the guidance of the assurance that a PRISM containment of the type described
containment-related sections of the standard. The portions in the PSID will function in the manner required to meet
referred to here apply to design areas requiring attention the Commission's safety goal. These concerns, as well as
during future design development, review of further design development, must be resolved

before the staff can fiAly accept the proposed containment
design.

6.7 Conclusion
6.8 References

The PRISM containment design is conceptual in nature and
lacks sufficient detail to draw firm conclusions about its 6.1 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary Safety
overall suitability. However, a number of general safety Information Document, GEFR-O0793 UC-87Ta,
questions arose during the review which require November 1986.

consideration before a formal application is submitted.
6.2 U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, "Assumptions

• The reactor response to BEs of concern is uncertain Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
(see Section 6.5.1). Consequences of a Loss of Coolant Accident for

i Boiling Water Reactors/Pressurized Water
• Means to clean up a release to the containment Reactors," Regulatory Guides 1.3/1.4.

atmosphere are provided only for refueling operations.
6.3 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Code of

Federal Regulations, Title40, "Protection of
• The containment configuration during maintenance Environment," Part 190, "Environmental Radiation

presents unique technical and regulatory challenges, Protection for Nuclear Power Operations."
including the use of a temporary containment enclosure
and temporary extension of the primary boundary. 6.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Quality

Group Classifications and Standards for Water,
• Material performance characteristics for the Steam, and Radioactive Waste Containing

containment vessel are important issues, specifically Components of Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory

long-term neutron irradiation and high-temperature Guide 1.26.
exposure due to the proposed plant lifetime and the
location of the containment vessel relative to the 6.5 Salerno, L.N., General Electric, letter to Nicholas

reactor. Grossman, Department of Energy, April 27, 1992.

• Means of containment isolation require further 6.6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard

consideration and more detailed information for future Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
reviews. The plan to use single IHTS isolation valves Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition,"

must be supplemented with confirmation of IHX NUREG-0800, July 1982.
reliability and performance claims. The operation of
the isolation valves must be examined under adverse 6.7 American National Standards Institute/American

conditions to ensure that their function will be fulfilled. Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, "General

Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal Nuclear
• The design of containment penetrations, especially the Power Plant," ANS, LaGrange Park, Illinois.

IHTS lines, needs to be more detailed so that the

assigned quality grade suitability of these components 6.8 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Instrument
may be determined. The use of guard pipes is sensible Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor Containment
from the standpoint of fire mitigation and leakage (Safety Guide 11) Supplement to Safety Guide 11,
control, but their interface with the containment Backfitting Considerations," Regulatory
boundary must be clearly defined. Guide 1.11.
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6.9 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Seismic 6.18 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Evaluation
Design Classification," Regulatory Guide 1.29. of 1990 PRISM Design Revisions,"

NUREG/CR-5815 (BNL-NUREG-52311 R7),
6.10 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Design March 1992.

Limits and Loading Combinations for Metal

Primary Reactor Containment System 6.19 U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, "Calculation of
Components," Regulatory Guide 1.57. Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor

Sites," Technical Information Document 14844,
6.11 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Design March 1962.

Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.60. 6.20 General Electric, "ALMR Structural Materials,"

Presentation to the Advisory Committee on Reactor
6.12 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Damping Safeguards, San Francisco, CA, May 21, 1992.

Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power

Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.61. 6.21 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Design and
Fabrication Code Case Acceptability -- ASME

6.13 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Electric Section Ill, Division 1," Regulatory Guide 1.84.
Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures

for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.63. 6.22 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Materials
Code Case Acceptability -- ASME Section III,

6.14 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Guidance Division 1," Regulatory Guide 1.85.
for Construction of Class 1 Components in Elevated
Temperature Reactors," Regulatory Guide 1.87. 6.23 Salerno, L.N., General Electric, letter to Nicholas

Grossman, Department of Energy, June 12, 1992.
6.15 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

"Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid 6.24 Salerno, L.N., General Electric, letter toNicholas

Systems," Regulatory Guide 1.141. Grossman, Department of Energy, April 27, 1992.

6.16 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Control of 6.25 Electric Power Research Institute -- Advanced
Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Light-Water Reactor Utility Requirements
Followinga Loss-of-Coolant Accident," Regulatory Document, Vol. III, ALWR Passive Plant,
Guide 1.7. Chapter 2, "Power Generation Systems," 1990.

6.17 American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler 6.26 J.E. Quinn, General Electric, letter to S.P. Sands,
and Pressure Vessel Code, 1989edition, Subarticles NRC, "GE Comments on NUREG-1368

NCA, NE, NB, and Code Case N-47, "Rules for Preapplieation Safety Evaluation Report for the
Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components," Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)

New York. Liquid-Metal Reactor," November 29, 1993.
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

7.1 Reactor Protection For each reactor, four divisions within the RPS monitor

safety-related parameters and initiate safety system trips to

Normal reactor operations are conducted using the plant shut down the reactor. Parameters such as primary
control system (PCS). The PCS contains a high level of sodium level, inlet and outlet core temperatures, core inlet
automation for plant control, protection of the plant pressure, and neutron flux will be monitored by four
investment, and data handling transmission. The PCS sensors each. Each of the four divisions monitors the
functions utilize highly reliable redundant digital equipment three sensors from the other divisions with its own sensor
and reliable power supplies. The nine nuclear steam acting as a spare. (For example, division A monitors
supply systems, three turbine generators, and associated sensors B, C, and D with sensor A available as a spare
balance-of-plant (BOP) equipment in the standard PRISM should B, C, or D be taken out of service or fail.) Each
plant can be controlled by means of the PCS from a single division initiates a trip when two of three of the sensors
control center, exceed the setpoint. Subsequently, when any two of the

four divisions trip, the breaker contacts interrupt the

The PRISM design includes a reactor protection system electrical current to the control rod latch coils to release all

(RPS) that is independent of the PCS. The RPS, in absorber bundles and shut down the reactor. (See
response to changes in monitored parameters, initiates Figure 7.1.)
reactor module safety-related trips to shut down the
reactor. There are nine local and independent RPSs, one
per reactor. Each local RPS consists of four identical The logic design of the RPS allows for improved flexibility

sensor and electronic logic divisions, each located in response to component failures and for maintenance and
immediately adjacent to the reactor in equipment vaults, testing activities. When a failure occurs or maintenance
The RPS performs independent Class 1E conditioning and and testing is being performed on all or part of a division,
monitoring of sensors to determine plant status during and that division is declared inoperable and its trip breaker is
after an accident. All safety-related data handling and deenergized. The three remaining sensors are shared by
information transmission are provided locally by the RPS the remaining divisions, preserving the two-out-of-three
for the individual module, logic necessary to deenergize a second trip breaker and

shut down the reactor. Such flexibility preserves the level

The passive safety concept used in the PRISM design of reactor protection during routine activities and expected
results in a minimum amount of plant instrumentation and failure modes.
control being classified as safety related. The staff focused
its review effort on the conceptual design of the RPS and
how it works with the other instrumentation and control The RPS is designed with a high degree of fault tolerance;

systems. The staff will perform its detailed review of the it has the capability for fault detection, confinement of

RPS when a design certification application is submitted faults, and isolation of fault effects. The system includes
containing the design details and associated failure mode self-diagnostic features so that failures can be identified

and effects analysis, and equipment can be readily repaired or replaced. The
RPS is designed to limit the consequences of initiating

7.1.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives faults in its own module of the PRISM plant.

The RPS is classified as safety related, Class 1E, and is

designed to protect the health and safety of the public.
The actions initiated by a reactor trip include The RPS is made up of safety-related equipment from the

sensor through and including the isolation device

• the release of all control rod absorber bundles for communicating with the PCS via the fiber-optic data

insertion by gravity handling and transmission system (DHTS). Each division
sensor, its cabling, and its electronics is electrically and

• activation of the post-trip control rod drive-in motors physically isolated from the other divisions. There are
to ensure full control rod insertion under power four physically separate isolated instrument vaults, one for

each division. All signal-conditioning electronics and the

• initiation of electromagnetic (EM) pump coastdown RPS divisional logic are contained within these vaults.
following reactor scram confirmation Safety-related indication of RPS parameters exists within

the vaults. Manual trip is possible from each panel within

• a trip signal to the PCS for related investment the vaults, the control center, and the remote shutdown
protection action in the BOP facility (RSF).
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7.1.2 Scope of Review • NRC, "Physical Independence of Electric Systems,"
Regulatory Guide 1.75, Rev. 2, September 1978.

The staff reviewed the RPS conceptual information to
determine if it could meet the necessary design • NRC, "Environmental QualificationofCertainElectrie

requirements of a system required for protection of the Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power
health and safety of the public. The staff also reviewed Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.89, Rev. 1, June 1984.
the RPS to establish that provisions would be included to
prevent RPS degradation due to interactions with other • NRC, "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled
plant instrumentation and control systems that are not Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant Conditions
safety related. During and Following an Accident," Regulatory Guide

1.97, Rev. 3, May 1983.

7.1.3 Design Criteria
• NRC, "Seismic Qualification of Electric and

A number of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Mechanical Equipment for
regulatory guides and industry standards apply to the Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.100, Rev.
reactor protection system. The guides and standards are as 2, June 1988.
follows:

• NRC, "Instrument Set-points for Safety-Related
• NRC, "Instrument Lines Penetrating Containment," Systems, "Regulatory Guide 1.105, Rev. 2, February

Regulatory Guide 1.11, February 1972. 1986.

• NRC, "Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation • NRC, "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and
Functions," Regulatory Guide 1.22, February 1972. Protection Systems," Regulatory Guide 1.118, Rev. 2,

June 1978.

• NRC, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Design and Construction)," Regulatory Guide 1.28, • NRC, "Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power
Rev. 3, August 1985. Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.120, Rev. 1, November

1977.

• NRC, "Quality Assurance Requirements for the
Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation • NRC, "Qualification Tests of Electric Cables, Field
and Electric Equipment," Regulatory Guide 1.30, Splices, and Connections for Light-Water-Cooled
August 1972. Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.131,

August 1977.

• NRC, "Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Power
Systems for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide , NRC, "Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer
1.32, Rev. 2, February 1977. System Software in Safety-Related Systems of Nuclear

Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.152, November
• NRC, "Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for 1985.

Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems," Regulatory
Guide 1.47, May 1973. • NRC, "Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, and

Control Portions of Safety Systems," Regulatory Guide
• NRC, "Application of the Single-Failure Criterion to 1.153, December 1985.

Nuclear Power Plant Protection Systems," Regulatory
Guide 1.53, June 1973. • NRC, "Guidance for Application of Regulatory Guide

1.47," BTP ISCB 21 of Standard Review Plan
• NRC, "Manual Initiation and Protection Actions," Section 7, Rev. 2, July 1981.

Regulatory Guide 1.62, October 1973.
• NRC, "Guidance for Application of Regulatory Guide

• Initial Startup Test Program to Demonstrate Remote 1.22," BTP ISCB 22 of Standard Review Plan
Shutdown Capability for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Section 7, Rev. 2, July 1981.
Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.68.2, Rev. 1, July 1978.

• NRC, "Qualification Tests of Electrical Valve • IEEE, "Criteria for Class IE Power Systems for
Operators Installed Inside the Containment of Nuclear Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 308_
Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.73, January 1974. Copyright 1980.
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• IEEE, "Standard for Electric Penetration Assemblies in • IEEE, "Standard Quality Assurance Program
Containment Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Requirements for the Design and Manufacture of
Stations," IEEE Std. 317, Copyright 1983. Class 1E Instrumentation and Electric Equipment for

Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 467,
• IEEE, "Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Copyright 1980.

Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 323, Copyright
1983. • IEEE, "Standard Method for Identification of

Documents Related to Class IE Equipment and
• IEEE, "Type Tests of Continuous Duty Class 1E Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE

Motor for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 494, Copyright 1974, Reaffirmed 1983.
Std. 334, Copyright 1974.

• IEEE, "Criteria for Post Accident Monitoring
• IEEE, "Installation, Inspection, and Testing Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Generating

Requirements for Class 1E Instrumentation and Electric Stations," IEEE Std. 497, Copyright 1981.
Equipment at Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
IEEE Std. 336, Copyright 1985. • IEEE, "Guide for the Installation of Electrical

! Equipment to Minimize Noise Inputs to Controllers for

• IEEE, "Criteria for Periodic Testing of Nuclear Power External Sources," IEEE Std. 518, Copyright 1982,
Generating Station Safety Systems," 1EEE Std. 338, Reaffirmed 1990.
Copyright 1977, Reaffirmed 1984.

• IEEE, "Recommended Practice for the Design of
• IEEE, "Recommended Practices for Seismic Display and Control Facilities for Central Control

Qualifications of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Rooms of Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE
Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 344, Copyright Std. 566, Copyright 1977.
1975, Reaffirmed 1980.

• IEEE, "Requirements for Reliability Analysis in the
s IEEE, "Guide for General Principles of Reliability Design and Operation of Safety Systems for Nuclear

Analysis of Nuclear Power Generating Station Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 577, Copyright
Protection Systems," IEEE Std. 352, Copyright 1975, 1976.
Reaffirmed 1980.

• IEEE, "Application of the Single Failure Criterion to • IEEE, "Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power
Nuclear Power Generating Station Class 1E System," Generating Stations (intended to replace IEEE Std.
IEEE Std. 379, Copyright 1977. 279)," IEEE Std. 603, Copyright 1980.

• IEEE, "Criteria for Type Tests of Class 1E Modules • IEEE, "Design Qualification of Safety Systems
Used in Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE Equipment Used in Nuclear Power Generating
Std. 381, Copyright 1977, Reaffirmed 1984. Stations," IEEE Std. 627, Copyright 1980.

• IEEE, "Standard for Qualification of Safety-Related - IEEE, "Preferred Power Supply for Nuclear Power

Valve Actuators," IEEE Std. 382, Copyright 1990. Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 765, Copyright 1983.

• IEEE, "Standard for Type Test of Class 1E Electric • ANSI/IEEE/ANS, "Application Criteria for
Std. Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Programmable Digital Computer Systems in Safety
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. 383, Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations," IEEE
Copyright 1974, Reaffirmed 1980. Std. 7.4.3.2, Copyright 1982, Reaffirmed 1990.

- IEEE. "Criteria for Independence of Class IE • IEEE, "Standard for Software Quality Assurance
Equipment and Circuits," IEEE Std. 384, Copyright Plans," IEEE Std. 730, Copyright 1989.
1981.

• IEEE, "Guide for the Design and Installation of Cable • ANSI/ANS, "Design Basis Criteria for Safety Systems
Systems in Power Generating Stations," IEEE Std. in Nuclear Power Generating Stations," ANSI/ANS
422, Copyright 1986. Std. 4.1, Copyright 1978.
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• ANSI/ISA, "Transducer and Transmitter Installation The ultimate shutdown system (USS) is a safety-grade

for Nuclear Power Safety Applications, ANSI/ANS system that releases balls of B4C into channels into the
Std. $67.01, Copyright 1979, Reaffirmed 1987. core. This system was added to the design in response to

concerns about the adequacy of the passive reactivity
• ISA, "Response Time Testing of Nuclear Safety- feedbacks to shut down the reactor if the rods cannot be

Related Instrument Channels in Nuclear Power Plants," inserted as discussed above. Acceptance of passive
ISA Std. $67.06, Copyright 1984. reactivity feedback as a diverse means of reactor shutdown

may depend upon a prototype demonstration to characterize
These design criteria, particularly IEEE Std. 603 (which and qualify the passive safety features. The use of the
will supersede IEEE Std. 279 as the specification defining USS as a manual recovery action to achieve subcriticality
the requirements of Class 1E electrical systems), are is acceptable provided it is designed with sufficient
required for design, manufacture, and construction reliability and redundancy.
activities. The staff will consider its review of the Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI) Requirements Document The use of both the passive reactivity feedbacks and the
for advanced passive plants when it assesses the content, USS as diverse means of achieving shutdown is acceptable
extent, and boundaries of safety-related systems that would pending review of the final designs when the design
be subject to these design criteria, certification application is submitted.

7.1.5.2 Isolation Devices

7.1.4 Research and Development (R&D)

The RPS has a number of interfaces with non-safety-
The RPS uses digital electronics and associated software, related plant instrumentation and control systems as well as
Extensive use of fiber-optics is also planned. Such state- a number of points at which the independent divisions
of-the-art technology available for design is ahead of the communicate with each other. At these points, various

technology that is well understood through experience and types of isolation devices will be employed. The final
supported by application standards and, as a result, the design for the RPS interfaces with other systems will have
specifics of a research and development (R&D) program to meet the requirements of IEEE Std. 279 (or IEEE
have not been identified. The NRC staff recommends that Std. 603). The PRISM design team should maintain
the PRISM design team should pay attention to possible contact with the NRC staff as the RPS design progresses
further development in NRC and industry regarding this to keep abreast of current staff guidance in this and other
area, particularly with respect to isolation devices between areas. The PRISM design team agreed to pay special
the RPS and its ancillary systems (see Section 7.1.5.2). attention to the testing and qualification of the isolation

devices.

The computer software validation and verification program

will be reviewed at a later stage as the design progresses. 7.1.5.3 Electromagnetic (EM) Pump Instrumentation
and Control

7.1.5 Safety Issues In response to staff questions on the safety design bases for
the EM pump eoastdown feature, GE provided the

7.1.5.1 Second Shutdown System following

General Electric (GE) acknowledges the need for a highly A reactor scram includes insertion of the control

reliable scram of the reactor. GE is relying on one rods and a coastdown of the EM pumps. The
shutdown system that does appear to be highly reliable, primary design basis for initiating an EM pump
However, its susceptibility to common-mode failure needs eoastdown as part of a reactor trip is to cover the
a thorough review at a later design stage. The staff loss-of-electrical-power design-basis event. EM
believes that the diverse means of shutdown provided by pumps do not provide the mechanical inertia to

the passive reactivity feedbacks could be acceptable to sustain flow following a loss of electrical power as
meet the intent of General Design Criteria (GDCs) 26 and do mechanical pumps. The flow in an EM pump
27, provided that suitable recovery actions are developed stops as rapidly as does the decay of the magnetic
to achieve subcriticality in a reasonable time and if an in- flux following an interruption of the electrical
service testing program can be developed to verify over the power. The sudden cessation of flow through the
life of the plant that the magnitude and nature of the reactor core without rod insertion could lead to

feedbacks remains sufficient to respond to events in EC-I local overheating, cladding failure and possibly
through EC-III without reliance on the RPS. limited boiling within the inner fuel assemblies.
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Consequently, the primary flow is lowered at a rate Penetrations of the reactor closure that require
to match approximately the inherent reactivity isolation are limited to two 3" sodium processing
response. This is referred to as the primary flow lines and one 1-1/2" cover gas processing line.
"coastdown." With EM pumps, coastdown is During reactor operation, these lines are closed
provided by the inertia stored in a rotating with redundant manually operated isolation valves
synchronous machine. With the interruption of that are located i_iately inboard and outboard
electrical power to the EM pumps and their of the containment dome shell. Position sensorsare
synchronous machines, the machines begin to mounted on these valves to provide position
convert stored energy to electrical power which is information to the RPS. RPS logic prevents startup
delivered to the EM pumps to provide the requisite of the reactor if the position sensors indicate these
primary flow "coastdown." isolation valves are open. These valves are

prevented from opening during reactor operation by
Regarding the safety classification of the equipment mechanical locking mechanisms and administrative
associated with the EM pumps, GE stated that procedures. An alarm will sound in the control

room if these valves are inadvertently opened
The EM pump, the synchronous machine, and the during reactor operation. The positions of these
dual RPS breakers in the power supply lines are all valves are also monitored following an accident.
safety related and classified as electrical Class 1E The preapplicant will meet the IEEE standards for
equipment. The controller, the load commutated Class 1E electrical equipment associated with the
converter, and the ac power input source are not position indication function of these valves.
safety related. All safety-related actions of the EM

pumps and the synchronous machine are detected 7.1.5.5 Essential Auxiliary Support Systems
by the RPS through the measurement of the pumps
outlet pressure. Any problems with the input Systems such as heating, ventilation, and cooling systems,
electrical power, the synchronous machine, or the that must function to ensure the capability of the safety-
EM pump will result in a reduction of the pump related instrument and control systems, must be identified
outlet pressure. Normally, the synchronous to facilitate the review of the RPS.
machine corrects the power factor of the EM pump.

Hence, any problem that would degrade the 7.1.5.6 Sensor Array Configuration
performance of a synchronous machine will degrade

the efficiency of the EM pump -- and be sensed as Any potential for spatial dependence of the sensors in
a decrease in the pump outlet pressure, relationship to their respective process variables must be

analyzed and accounted for in the final design of the RPS.
Any EM pump, synchronous machine,
controller/converter or electrical power source 7.1.5.7 Information Systems Important to Safety
malfimction that influences the performance of the
reactor will be sensed by the RPS pressure and Identification and qualification of information systems
temperature sensors and result in a reactor trip as important to safety will need to be reviewed as the design
the safety set-point is violated, progresses.

The electric power supply for each EM pump is monitored 7.1.5.8 Failure Mode Analysis and Testing
at the power conditioning unit. These sensors and logic Configuration
are not classified as Class 1E. For further information in

this area, refer to Section 8.3. A comprehensive failure mode analysis will be required
before the design of the RPS can be accepted.

In response to concerns about maintaining forced coolant Consideration should be given to the mechanics of

flow while at power, GE has modified the EM pump trip maintenance and test activities and their effect on the level
circuitry to delay pump trip and coastdown following a of protection offered by the RPS.
scram until indication of control rod insertion is received.

7.1.5.9 Manual Scram Configuration

7.1.5.4 Containment Isolation Function The final design of the manual scrams at the RPS vaults,
RSF, and control center will require final review and

In Reference 7.16 GE described the containment isolation approval to assess their diversity, safety classification, and
function, which is a portion of the RPS, as follows redundancy. This design should demonstrate a diverse
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capability to scram the reactor from the control center that 7.2.1.1 Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
does not require the PCS. It should also include safety-
grade manual scrams from each of tb,_ RPS vaults and the The reactor protection system is activated by outputs from
RSF. In addition, the ability to actuate the USS from the instrumentation monitoring the following parameters: core
control center and the RPS vaults in addition to the RSF neutron flux, core outlet temperature, cold pool
needs to be addressed. A detailed review will be temperature, EM pump discharge pressure, and primary
performed when a design certification application is sodium level.
submitted.

The power range flux monitor provides a signal from
7.1.6 Evaluation 1 x 10-6 percent to 130 percent of full operating power,

Output is proportional to neutron flux leaking from the
The staff has reviewed the conceptual design of the RPS, core, which in turn is proportional to thermal power. The
as proposed for the PRISM. The RPS will be a highly flux monitors are located in dry wells in the concrete silo
automated, digital system that uses fiber-optics for data and are surrounded by neutron thermalizing blocks and
handling and transmission. It will be completely isolated gamma shielding. The signal conditioning equipment
from the PCS. complementing the monitors is located in the

instrumentation vaults, connected to the monitors by cables

The research and development program, now underway, is in protected conduit. Power range flux is used to indicate
intended to provide the supporting information needed to excessive reactivity insertion, causing the RPS to take
review the final design during the design certification action to prevent overpower conditions. The non-safety-
review. The program for validation and verification of the related, low-level-range flux detectors will be located in
digital systems and the computer software will also be dry wells near the outer radius of the upper internals
reviewed at that time. structure (UIS), 15.2 cm (6 in) above the top of the reactor

core. These will measure core fission levels during
7.1.7 Conclusions shutdown and refueling.

GE has described its concept of the reactor protection Core outlet sodium temperature is measured from
system. After reviewing that design, the staff concludes 255 - 1367 K (0 - 2000 OF)and serves to protect the fuel
that the RPS has the potential of being implemented in an from excessive cladding temperatures. Four thermowells
acceptable manner. Final acceptance of the passive penetrate the closure head and are attached to the UIS.
shutdown features will depend upon completion of Each is capable of holding four sensor elements, one

additional R&D and satisfactory development of a means dedicated as the primary sensor, the others as spares or for
for in-service testing/measurement of the reactivity calibration. The sensors are located just below the spent
feedback mechanisms and recovery actions to achieve fu_l assemblies. Spent fuel storage positions are in the hot
subcriticality. Acceptable validation and verification plenum above the top of the core barrel. These sensors
program(s) for all digital electronic control hardware and indicate mixed mean outlet temperature of the sodium
software will be requested, flowing from the core.

7.2 Safety-Related Instrumentation Cold pool temperature is sensed by four Class IE
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), one in each pump

7.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives discharge plenum (Figure 7.2 shows these as pump
discharge temperature). These RTDs provide RPS input

Safety-related instrumentation is used in the reactor in response to loss-of-heat-sink events and for off-normal
protection, containment isolation, and accident monitoring events in the balance-of-plant.
systems. Reactor flows, fuel cladding integrity, reactor
power, vessel closure leakage, vessel leakage, and reactor A temperature sensor also measures sodium temperature in

vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) performance are the hot pool. The purpose of the system is to prevent
monitored. Figure 7.2 shows the locations of the sensors overheating of load-bearing structures, especially the

used for these systems. The signals are used to provide reactor vessel, and to prevent excessive fuel pin
indicators to the operators and to initiate reactor trips cladding/fuel interface temperatures which could lead to
through the reactor protection system, eutectic formation and cladding damage.
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Sodium flow in the core is measured indirectly as EM electrical power supply operability. The relationship of
pump discharge pressure and is used to initiate a reactor these systems to the RPS is depicted in Figure 7.3. These

trip on low pump discharge pressure to prevent high fuel systems do not provide trip signals for the RPS, but they
temperatures. The four pressure sensors are bellows type are Class 1B.
with strain gauge instrumented, diaphragm pressure

transducers. Four instrument pipes connect the pump Trip actuation and trip function completion indicators
discharge with wet wells under the vessel closure head. inform the operator that required actions have been taken
The lower bellows assembly is located at the measurement by any device with a trip function (reactor protection
point in the wet well and isolates the primary coolant from systems are described in Chapter 4). A limit switch
the instrument. Core flow is computed from the difference associated with each control rod is monitored. The switch
between the pump discharge pressure and the combination opens when the control rod has completed its full insertion
of the cover gas pressure and sodium static head as travel following a scram actuation. The state of the rod
follows: shim and scram drive-in motors is monitored. The drive-

in motors, which are activated on a reactor scram, are

_Pcore = Ppempdischarlle- PcoversM- Static head intended to overcome a stuck rod as a backup to the
normal scram function. The motors would continue to run

Flow = Rated flow [a Pcore+ a Praed]°'s3 until deenergized by a signal when the control rods hit the
end-of-stroke limit switches. If the control rod is stuck

In low-core-flow scenarios, such as RVACS-only cooling and the motor can not move the rod to the limit switch,
events, the differential pressure method will not be used operator action would be needed to deenergize the motor.
because of the loss of detector sensitivity. In this case,

core differential temperature will be used as an indication The EM pump synchronous coastdown machines, the
of core flow. sources of emergency power to the pumps, are monitored

during rundown to confirm expected performance. This
Hot pool sodium level is sensed by four Class lE-qualified monitoring system is described in Chapter 8.
inductive probes located within the EM pumps. The
sensors are mounted in dry wells; one is mounted in each Contributors to heat generation within the reactor vessel
EM pump stem. The dry wells penetrate the closure head are the reactor core, the EM pumps, and stored fuel. Core
through the pump plugs and extend to just above the EM heat output is determined by measurement of three
pump discharge plena. These sensors monitor the reactor parameters: mixed mean outlet temperature, mixed memt
module sodium level during all reactor operations with a inlet temperature, and the core flow rate. Core outlet
range from above the maximum sodium level to below the temperatures and core flow monitoring were discussed
minimum leak level, earlier in this section. Core inlet temperature is inferred

from the measurement of EM pump outlet temperature.
7.2.1.2 Containment Isolation System Instrumentation Each pump outlet has a single dry well containing four

sensors which provides the measurement. Electrical input
The intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) main loop to the EM pumps is assumed to be totally converted to

isolation valves automatically close upon detection of steam thermal energy. Heat produced by the pumps is calculated
generator tube leakage to protect the intermediate heat from electrical pumping power. Spent fuel elements can
exchanger (IHX) from the effects of a sodium-water add as much as 0.2 MWt to the heat generation rate. The

reaction. Actuation signals are generated from redundant core exit flow is assumed to then flow past the spent fuel
safety-grade 1HTS pressure sensors, bundles. Temperature will be measured at the spent fuel

inlet storage section and at each IHX. These inputs supply
The 12.7 cm (5-in.) wide gap (annulus) between the the data required to determine spent fuel heat generation.
reactor vessel and containment vessel is filled with argon
gas at 184 kPa (12 psig). Pressure sensors and sodium

liquid and aerosol detectors are provided to detect leakage Residual heat removed through RVACS is estimated from
of either vessel, the enthalpy change in the air flowing through the duct

system. This is calculated from the air mass flow rate,
7.2.1.3 Accident Monitoring System Instrumentation humidity, and the temperature differential between inlet

and outlet flows. RVACS air mass flow rate is to be

The accident monitoring system incorporates information monitored by a pitot tube dynamic and static air pressure
from several separate monitoring systems. These are trip measurement system with two sensors located in the exit

actuation, reactor power generation, reactor heat removal, chimney of each of the four RVACS stacks. Air mass
reactor vessel and containment integrity, and emergency flow from 0 to 36.3 kg/sec (80 lbm/sec) is measured.
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A thermistor-type device is used to measure the air The design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989,
temperature from :t: 2 percent of full scale, 255 - 533 K "General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal
(0- 500 OF) and the air velocity can be resolved to Nuclear Power Plant" (Ref. 7.8), were used to identify
+ 2 percent of full scale, additional areas for review involving unique characteristics

of the PRISM.

All portions of the RPS and accident monitoring system
are de powered from dual battery-backed sources. The Several design guidelines proposed in the Advanced Light-
batteries are maintained at full charge by safety-related Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document (ALWR
battery chargers. The Class IE battery-baekedsources are Passive Plant) (Ref. 7.9) were also considered in this
monitored by continuous measurement of voltage and review. Although intended to address light-water reactor
current at critical points throughout each power source (LWR) safety or operability issues, these guidelines
circuit. Indications are available on Class IE displays in warrant consideration based on their potential for reducing
the RPS instrument vaults adjacent to the head access area safety systems challenges in PRISM. They do not reflect
(HAA) and in the remote shutdown facility. Diagnostic regulatory positions, but are intended to provide early
data is provided to the control room through Class IE indication of expected industry design objectives for

isolation devices, standard plants.
J

7.2.2 Scope of Review 7.2.3 Design Criteria

The following material was used for the review of safety- In addition to the regulatory guides (RGs) and industry
related instrumentation: standards cited in Section 7.1.3, the PRISM designers have

stated that the following RGs are applicable to the design:
• Chapter 7 of the PRISM preliminary safety information

document (PSID) (Ref. 7.1) • RG 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection" (Ref. 7.10)

• Responses to NRC comments, PSID Appendix F
• RG 1.151, "Instrument Sensing Lines" (Ref. 7.11)

• Volume VI (Appendix G) of the PSID
The designers stated that the intent of RG 1.97,

• Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability Program "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plan (Ref. 7.2) Plants To Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During

and Following an Accident," would be followed (listed in

• ALMR Technology Development Plan (Ref. 7.3) PSID Table 1.8-1). However, a number of references to
this guidance in the PSID seem to demonstrate that even if

• Supplemental information submitted during the review modifications to this RG may be required for application
as responses to requests for additional information to a liquid-metal reactor (LMR), the RG will serve an
(Refs. 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6) important role in the design of safety-related

instrumentation systems for LMRs.
Appendix G of the PSID describes some changes from the
originally submitted design, including safety-grade reactor 7.2.4 Research and Development
scram and post-accident monitoring capabilities in the RSF.

The ALMR Technology Development Requirements Plan

discusses advanced instrumentation development plans.
Standard Review Plan (SRP) (Ref. 7.7) Sections 3.11, Current plans include validation and testing at EBR-II of
"Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical the delayed neutron monitor (see Section 7.3), the high-
Equipment'; 7.1, "instrumentation and Controls'; 7.5, temperature wide-range flux monitor, the qualification of
"Information Systems hnportant to Safety'; and 7.6, a sodium ionization detector, and the qualification of
"Interlock Systems Important to Safety," were used as pressure sensors for the reactor cover gas, primary
guides for this review. These SRPs ensure conformance sodium, and containment. No specific work scope has
to the GDCs of 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix A), especially been specified for developing the technology for post-
GDC 13, "Instrumentation and Control'; GDC 20, accident monitoring, but the development plan stated the

"Protection System Functions'; and GDC 23, "Protection intention of periodic reviews to determine if any future
System Failure Modes." effort is needed in this area.
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7.2.$ Safety Issues pointed out that although post-accident monitoring had
been considered, no specific research and development

The review of safety-related instrumentation systems was tasks were planned. The plan does include tasks for
limited by the minimal design detail available, a qualification of a number of sensors expected to be
characteristic of this preapplication conceptual design exposed to harsh environments such as reactor cover gas
stage. No distinct safety issues were identified. A number sensors, instruments exposed to primary sodium, and
of concerns are noted in areas which will need to be containment instrumentation. Although designer analyses
evaluated in future review efforts. These are discussed in include estimates of expected cote and containment

the following section, atmosphere conditions, it is not clear that these conditions
have been factored into safety instrumentation design

7.2.6 Evaluation requirements. This development effort should include
conditions for normal operation and accident situations to

The review of safety-related instrumentation focused on the confirm operability for accident monitoring. The
requirements for post-accident monitoring. Although the requirements of GDC 4, environmental and dynamic
review revealed no significant items of safety concern, a effects design bases, and the environmental considerations
number of issues were raised warranting attention during of 10 CFR 50.49(c)(3) should be used to guide future

future design efforts. This review did not include an design work. Additionally, 10 CFR 50.49(e)lists design
examination of EM pump synchronous machine monitoring considerations, including synergistic effects. This is an
instrumentation, which is covered in Chapter 8. important point for a design such as PRISM that involves

some untried or unconventional design features (e.g.,
7.2.6.1 Accident Monitoring RVACS).

Future design efforts should ensure that accident
monitoring guidance contained in SRP Section 7.2, The duration of operability for instrumentation important
RG 1.97, ANS 4.5-1980 (Ref. 7.12) (cited by RG 1.97), to monitoring plant conditions in a post-accident situation

and the Three-Mile Island (TMI) action items is an issue especially pertinent to PRISM considering the
(10 CFR 50.49(f)) are considered. Among the areas extended recovery times involved for some events (e.g.,
covered by these documents are range of the parameter RVACS-only cooldown). ANS 4.5-1980 (Section 6.1.2)
covered, environmental qualification, duration of gives durations expected for instruments monitoring
operation, and application of the single-failure criterion, parameters for three variable categories. The categories,

A, B, and C, are based on instrumentation requirements
ANS 4.5-1980 has requirements for the ranges of for different phases of accident response. Type A
parameters measured by instrumentation used to _s variables are used to initiate operator actions, Type B
reactor coolant and containment boundary integrity, variables give the operator a means to assess the
RG 1.97 states: effectiveness of corrective actions, and Type C variables

indicate the potential for fission-product release.

It is essential that the range selections be Differences exist between the approach used in the ANS
sufficiently great to keep instruments on scale or standard and in RG 1.97. For instance, the RG defines
that one of a set of overlapping instruments will be variable categories in addition to those in the standard, and
on scale at all times. Further, it is prudent that a the time phases discussed in the standard are not used in
limited number of those variables that are the RG. However, the basicrecommendationremainsthat

functionally significant be monitored by instrumentation systems should be able to function as long
instruments...with ranges that extend well beyond as the information being provided is needed by the
that which the selected variables can attain under operators.
limiting conditions.

Appendix B to SRP Section 7.1 discusses the single-failure
The guidance then uses reactor containment pressure as an criterion with respect tc. protective systems. The design
example of a parameter that should be monitored over a should account for any single failure, including
wide range. Other parameters that could be considered instrumentation, which could affect protection system
applicable are cover gas pressure, primary sodium performance. This will be an area of significant
temperature, and sodium flow. importance for future reviews, since some aspects of the

design appear to depend upon a limited number of
SRP Section 3.11 requires that the designer identity the parameters for protective action. One example is the
environmental design bases for equipment required to response to a steam generator tube rupture that uses only
perform safety functions. The R&D requirements plan one safety-grade instrumentation system (the IHTS
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pressure) to initiate a reactor scram for the event (see 7.2.6.4 Measurement Redundancy
Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion).

The redundancy of variables used to assess the
7.2.6.2 Indirect Parameter Measurement performance of safety functions should be examined in

future reviews. RG 1.97 points out that a single variable
SRP Section 7.1, "Instrumentation and Controls," may not be sufficient to ascertain the performance of a
addresses the issue of indirect measurement of variables, safety function. Further, it discusses the importance of
Referring to Section 4.8 of IEEE Std. 279 (Ref. 7.13), multiple measurements of the same variable to account for
Appendix B of the SRP states that the use of an indirect spatial variations or variations due to system
parameter as an input for protective actions should be idiosyncrasies. Containment atmosphere temperature is a
validated for all postulated events, cited example, but the concept could be applicable to

PRISM sodium leak detectors, RVACS temperatures, and
Primary sodium flow is measured indirectly in both forced sodium temperatures (to list only a few examples).
and natural circulation regimes. During forced circulation,

core flow is inferred from the pressure differential between 7.2.6.5 Flux Monitoring
the EM pump discharge and the cover gas. Analyses

should ensure that determining flow in this manner is a PRISM uses a safety-grade wide-range flux-monitoring
valid approach for postulated events, system and a non-safety-grade source range system. The

reference PRISM design will monitor flux from 10-6 to
The proper operation of RVACS requires primary sodium 130 percent of full power, but it is not clear that the entire
flow, even if forced circulation is not available (see PSID, range will be covered by the safety-grade wide-range
Appendix G, Section G.4.3.2.1). Residual heat removal monitor. Final design of these systems should ensure that
(RHR) flow is a Type D parameter in RG 1.97, which the guidance of RG 1.97 is followed for the range of
further requires that it be available to monitor RHR neutron flux monitored by post-accident monitoring
operation. Thus, in addition to RVACS air flow, primary instrumentation. Safety-grade neutron monitoring for 10"4s

sodium flow in the reactor vessel should be considered a to 100-percent full power should be available. The spatial
parameter required to verify proper RHR operation. The dependence of the flux-monitoring systems should also be

current design implies that core temperature assessed. The location of the wide-range sensors under the
instrumentation could also be used for determining natural vessel should be examined to ensure that power can be
circulation flow (see Re£ 7.4). This approach seems adequately measured, especially due to the possible effect
adequate with the information available at this design of the gas expansion modules (GEMs)on the wide-range
stage. However, future reviews will consider indirect flux profile.
measurement of natural circulation flow in detail. The

necessity of measuring primary sodium flow magnitude, 7.2.6.7 Comparison to EPRI ALWR Requirements
changes to flow, or flow blockages during RVACS

operation will be examined relative to the guidance in This review included an examination of the PRISM design
RG 1.97. against the proposed requirements of EPRI as stated in the

Advanced Light-Water Reactor Utility Requirements
7.2.6.3 RVACS Instrumentation Document (ALWR Passive Plant). Although intended for

application to LWR plants, some of the general design
Redundancy and operability of RVACS flow sensors for criteria proposed by EPRI are relevant to PRISM.
off-normal events should be carefully considered. The
instrumentation used to measure RVACS air flow must be The EPRI document treats instrumentation concerns within

able tomeasure the magnitude and direction of flow during each major system chapter. Section 4.6.3.3 of the EPRI
an event with blocked flow paths, when expected flow document discusses reactor pressure vessel level
patterns will be altered or even reversed. The unusual requirements and emphasizes the need for a dedicated level
demands upon the RVACS flow measuring system, as well monitoring system which can reliably indicate level during
as its role as a vital safety system component, require that shutdown maintenance activities when reactor coolant

operability checks encompass all operating and accident levels may be changed is especially applicable to PRISM.
regimes. Sections 4.9 and 4.10 of IEEE Std. 279 In Section 4.7.3.2.3, EPRI addresses core power
(discussed in Appendix B to SRP Section 7.1) discuss instrumentation requirements for PWRs in a manner
means for sensor checks and instrument testing and generally applicable to most reactor types. The need to
calibration. Future designs should ensure that testing and account for spatial flux variations is emphasized in the
calibration for these systems cover all postulated discussion on in-core monitoring assemblies that can

measurement conditions and parameter ranges, provide an axial flux profile. For the PRISM, the designer
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seems to intend to follow the guidance in Chapter 5 of the • refueling neutron flux monitoring
EPRI guidance (Sections 5.4.3. and 5.5.3) on display of s fuel element detection and location (FEDAL)
passive decay heat removal system information in the s loose parts monitoring (LPM)
control room and remote shutdown facility.

Section 6.6.5.2 of the EPRI document is especially 7.3.2 Scope of Review
pertinent to this review since it addresses severe-accident

equipment needs. The environmental qualification of The staff reviewed the limited information submitted by the
instrumentation expected to be exposed to severe preapplicant. The staff performed only a cursory review
conditions is emphasized, of the conceptual designs of these non-safety-related

systems. The PRISM design is currently at a stage at
The general safety design criteria of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989 which the instrumentation and monitoring systems are not
parallel existing regulatory requirements for yet fully designed. When details of system descriptions
instrumentation, restating GDC 4 in its entirety and closely and functions are developed in later stages of the
following other related LWR requirements. A notable application process, the staff will perform a more
difference, however, is the contrast between Section 3.1.5 comprehensive review of these systems.
of the standard, "Environmental and Missile Design
Bases," and GDC 4, "Environmental and Dynamic Effects 7.3.3 Review Criteria
Design Bases." The standard does not discuss the

exception for consideration of pipe break effects based on In Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 7.14), GDC 13

the probability of pipe rupture, although a sodium leak and states that instrumentation shall be provided to monitor
resulting fire should be an environmental qualification variables and systems over their anticipated ranges for
consideration, normal operation, for anticipated operational occurrences,

and for accident conditions as appropriate to assure
7.2.7 Condusions adequate safety. GDC 20 states that one function of a

protection system is to sense accident conditions and to
GE has described an accident-monitoring system that can initiate the operation of systems and components important
satisfy the provisions of RG 1.97 and the requirements of to safety. GDC 64 requires that means be provided for
10 CFR Part 50. The staff focused its review on accident- monitoring the reactor containment atmosphere spaces con-
monitoring capabilities, since this is an area that is tainingcomponentsforrecirculation of fluids from loss-of-
expected to be quite different for PRISM than for more coolant-accidents, effluent discharge paths, and the plant
familiar LWR designs. No significant safety issues were environs for radioactivity that may be released from
apparent from examination of the current design, but the postulated accidents.
staff is raising several concerns at this preapplication stage
to ensure that they receive adequate consideration before Standard Review Plan Sections 7.1, "Instrumentation and

a design certification review. The areas requiring further Controls," and 7.5, "Information Systems Important to
attention or design detail are: general accident monitoring Safety," provided guidance for this review. The SRP

requirements, indirect parameter measurement, RVACS describes the categories of instrumentation systems for
instrumentation, redundancy of measurements, and flux light-water reactors and gives guidance and acceptance
monitoring systems, criteria for the review of these systems.

Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 7.15), provides guidance for

7.3 Other Instrumentation and Monitoring the review of instrumentation systems designed to monitor

Systems plant variables during and following an accident. Although
this guide pertains to current LWR technology, the staff

7.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives may determine that some of the guidance is also applicable
to PRISM technology.

A number of instrumentation systems are provided to

monitor the various reactor subsystems or to supply Design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS 54.1-1989,
specialized diagnostic information. None are considered "General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal
safety related. They include Nuclear Power Plant," were used to provide more specific

guidance for review of areas involving unique

• radiation monitoring characteristics of the PRISM design. These criteria

• fire protection supplement the design criteria in 10 CFR Part50,
• impurity monitoring Appendix A which constitute the requirements.
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7.3.4 Research and Development review fire protection in detail when the design is
complete.

There are no research and development plans for the

instrumentation and monitoring systems not considered to 7.3.6.3 Impurity-Monitoring System
be safety related:

The reference design for primary system processing and
7.3.5 Safety Issues impurity monitoring uses a permanent cold trap. The cold

traps could be potential radiation and leakage hazards and
There are no safety issues identified for the instrumentation should be designed accordingly. The system is used
and monitoring systems not considered to be safety related, intermittently to purify sodium from one of three adjacent

PRISM reactor modules (a power block). The purification
7.3.6 Evaluation system and associated impurity monitors are contained in

a hardened building. This system appears to be in a
7.3.6.1 Radiation-Monitoring System preliminary design stage at this time. The primary system

should be monitored to maintain purity within specified
The radiation-monitoring system measures radiation levels design limits. These limits should be based on
during all plant operating, shutdown, abnormal, and consideration of chemical attack, fouling and plugging of
accident conditions. Monitors will be positioned in the passages, radioisotope concentrations, and detection of
areas surrounding the module, in the head access area, the sodium-water interactions. The staff anticipates that this
safety-qualified equipment vaults, and at the site boundary, system would be designed employing such criteria as
In Chapter 7 of the PSID, the preapplicant has identified discussed in ANSI/ANS 54.1, "General Safety Design
the radiation-monitoring system as a non-Class 1E system Criteria for a Liquid Metal Reactor Nuclear Power Plant."
and has not identified any of the equipment within the

radiation-monitoring system as being safety related. 7.3.6.4 Refueling Neutron-Flux Monitoring System
Information systems important to safety are defined in

Section 7.1 of the SRP as those systems that provide Low-level-range flux detectors are located in drywells near
information for the safe operation of the plant during the outer radius of the upper internal structure and are
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and located 6 inches above the reactor core to measure core-

accidents. They include those systems that provide fission power and suberiticality during shutdown and
information from which appropriate actions can be taken refueling. These detectors are shut off during normal
to mitigate the consequences of anticipated operational power operation (Ref. 7.16). If these low-level-range flux
occurrences and accidents. Certain portions of the detectors are required to ensure or monitor subcriticality
radiation-monitoring system are normally included in the during refueling, there should be redundancy in the
category of information systems important to safety. The system. If this system is designed with interlocks to

staff intends, at a later stage in the design, to review those prevent refueling accidents, then it should be designated as
portions of the radiation-monitoring system designed to an instrumentation system that is required for safety.
assess plant and environs conditions during and following

an accident using the guidance stated in RG 1.97. 7.3.6.5 Fuel Element Detection and Location System

7.3.6.2 Fire-Protection System The FEDAL system comprises the following three
subsystems: (1) delayed neutron monitoring, (2) fission

The fire-protection system should be designed in gas monitoring, and (3) pin gas tagging/tag recovery and
accordance with current light-water reactor regulations analysis. Two delayed neutron-monitoring stations, a

such as 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to fission-gas monitor, and fuel pin gas tagging are employed
10 CFR Part 50. In Chapter 7.6 of the PSID, the in each reactor. A single tag gas recovery and analysis
applicant stated its intention to provide fire protection in system serves all nine plant reactors.
accordance with 10 CFR 50.48 and 10 CFR Part 50,

Appendix R regulations. The fire-protection system for a The delayed neutron-monitoring subsystem monitors
sodium-cooled reactor will also require unique primary sodium to detect fuel exposed to primary sodium.
specifications. Fire-control systems and a means to detect The delayed neutron (DN) detectors are located in the
sodium, NaK or their reaction products should be provided intermediate heat exchanger drywell and monitor the
to limit and control the extent of reactions as necessary to primary sodium for the presence of sodium-borne fission

ensure that the nuclear safety functions of structures, products that decay by neutron emission (mainly bromine
systems, and components are maintained. The staff will and iodine). The DN detector signals are processed to
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provide several continuous parameters which indicate the considered safety related. Portions of these systems could
amount of fuel-to-sodium exposure, be designated as safety related or important to safety,

particularly radiation monitoring (as it pertains to the
The fission-gas monitor detects fuel pin breaches, counts function of providing information in order to mitigate
the number of breaches in the core, and transmits the accidents), refueling, criticality monitors, and portions of
inform_ion for operator display. The fission-gas monitor the fire detection systems.
samples the cover gas and through analysis of the gain-
ray spectra, determines the concentrations of selected
fission gases. Data from the fission-gas monitor are 7.4 References
processed to inform the opelator about the state of the core

in the reactor. 7.1 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary Safety

Information Document, GEFR-O0793 UC-87Ta,
Pin-gas tagging, tag recovery, and analysis are used to November 1986.
locate fuel assemblies with a breached pin. Small amounts
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Cooled Reactors," ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois. 7.15 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

"Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs

7.13 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Conditions During and Following an Accident,"
IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Regulatory Guide 1.97.
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
Piscataway, New Jersey. 7.16 J.E. Quinn, General Electric, letter to S.P. Sands,

NRC, "GE Comments on NUREG-1368-

7.14 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report for the
Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 50, Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
"Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Liquid-Metal Reactor," November 29, 1993.
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8 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

8.1 Overall Electrical System Class 1E ae subsystems are powered by dedicated battery-
backed (125-V de) UPS systems through inverter and static

Design Description and Safety Objectives transfer switch arrangements. Separate Class 1E vital
120-V ac UPS systems in each reactor building produce

Power from the preferred offsite sources is delivered to reliable power for each individual reactor protection
each power block through high-voltage switchyard system. Separate UPSs, each with its own battery and
breakers. The breakers are arranged in a ring bus to battery charger, power each of the four reactor protection
accommodate multiple ties with the transmission network, systems. Two spare battery chargers are shared between
If required, power from a secondary offsite source is the 125-V dc buses, one serving channels A and C, the
available to the service power system through a separate other for B and D. Only Class IE loads are connected to
high-voltage ring bus. The preferred and secondary offsite Class 1E buses.
sources are connected to the power grid by separate and
physically independent transmission lines. Power for the 48-V de control rod latch coil and control

rod drive-in motor circuits is furnished by batteries and

The offsite sources furnish power to the 7.2-kilovolt (kV) chargers in the reactor buildings. Separate batteries power
onsite ac power system through unit auxiliary each of the four channels for each drive-in motor and latch

transformers. The power is distributed to each reactor coil system. Two spare battery chargers are available for
block through two dedicated 7.2-kV buses and tour 480-V each 48-V dc system. These are each shared between a
buses. Power may be routed to each power system from pair of channels (channels A and C, and channels B and
the preferred or secondary offsite power supplies. D).

In the event of a loss of offsite power, a power-runback The primary sodium electromagnetic (EM) pumps (see
feature reduces reactor power and provides approximately Section 8.3) are normally supplied from the 7.2-kV ac

120 megawatts electric (MWe) from the turbine generators distribution system through input transformers and power
to accommodate loads of the three power blocks. Any conditioning units. Each EM pump has a separate power
single turbine generator is capable of furnishing the power supply and a controlled coastdown system which is safety-
requirements of the plant, related. Power for the controlled coastdown of the pump

is supplied by a synchronous machine connected in parallel
Upon loss of both the primary and secondary offsite power with the EM pump power. The synchronous
sources and a failure of the power-runback function, two machine--rated at 2000 kVA--I 110 V, 3-phase, 20 Hz,
non-safety-related gas turbine generators, normally in normally runs unloaded in an overexcited mode of

standby, are available to power essential loads through two operation and supplies reactive power (acting as a
separate 7.2-kV buses; thereby, serving all site synchronous condenser). Upon loss of normal pump
requirements, power, the stored kinetic energy in the synchronous

machine is converted into electrical energy to provide a
Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) connected to the controlled-pump coastdown. Physical and sei:,mi,:

non-safety-related 125-V de systems fumishpowertoloads separation is maintained between cables connecting the
in each turbine building, the common facilities for control synchronous machines and pumps.
and instrumentation functions, and the plant control
system. 8.2.2 Scope of the Review

The review focused on the safety-related portions of
8.2 Safety-Related Electrical Power System PRISM electrical power systems. The PRISM PSID

Chapter 8, Section F8 of Appendices F and G were

8.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives reviewed. At this conceptual design stage, limited detailed
information is available on system characteristics.

The PRISM design places minimal safety-related However, overall function and safety purposes were
requirements on the electrical systems because few safety- evaluated.
related systems require power (Ref. 8.1).

Standard Review Plan (SRP) (Ref. 8.2) Section 8.1,
The Class 1E de and Class 1E ac subsystems, the "Electric Power;" 8.2, "Off-site Power Systems;" 8.3.1,
electromagnetic pump power supply, and the control rod "AC Power Systems (On-site);" and 8.3.2, "DC Power
latch coil and control rod drive motor power systems are Systems (On-site)," provided guidance for review of this

considered safety-related electrical power systems, area. These SRP sections specifically require that the
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electrical systems conform to General Design Criteria • 1.131 "Qualification Tests of Electric Cables, Field

(GDC) 2, 4, 5, 17, 18, and 50 of 10 CFR Part 50. Splices, and Connections for Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 8.14)

Inconsistencies between general aspects of the PRISM - 1.153 "Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, and
design and basic guidelines proposed in the Electric Power Control Portions of Safety Systems" (Ref. 8.15)
Research lnstitute's (EPRI's) "Advanced Light-Water

Reactor Utility Requirements Document" (Vol. III, The PRISM designers also noted that the following two
"ALWR Passive Plant') (Ref. 8.3) were noted. These RGs do not specifically apply to the PRISM electrical
points do not reflect regulatory positions, but are intended power system:
to give early indication of conformance with expected

industry design objectives for standard plants. - 1.9 "Selection, Design and Qualification of Diesel-
Generator Units Used as Standby (On site) Electric
Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 8.16)

_8.2.3 Design Criteria
• 1.108 "Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units

The PRISM designers identified the following regulatory Used as On site Electric Power Systems at Nuclear
guides (RGs) as applicable to the electrical power systems: Power Plants" (Ref. 8.17)

• 1.6 "Independence Between Redundant Standby (On RGs 1.9 and 1.108 were excluded because the designers
site) Power Sources and Between Their Distribution did not identify a need for a large safety-related power
Systems" (Ref. 8.4) supply.

• 1.32 "Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Power RGs applicable to this review, but not listed in Table 1.8-1
Systems for Nuclear Power Plants (Use of IEEE Std. of the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)
308-1971)" (Ref. 8.5) are

• 1.63 "Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment • 1.155 "Station Blackout" (Ref. 8.18)
Structures for Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 8.6)

• 1.158 "Qualification of Safety-Related Lead Storage
• 1.75 "Physical Independence of Electric Systems" Batteries" (Ref. 8.19)

(Ref. 8.7)
8.2.4 Research and Development

• 1.81 "Shared Emergency and Shutdown Electric
Systems for Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants" General Electric (GE) addressed concerns about the EM

(Ref. 8.8) pumps and supporting equipment performance that had
been raised during the preliminary review in Volume VI of

• 1.89 "Environmental Qualification of Electric the PSID, "Responses to Issues in Draft Preapplication
Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Safety Evaluation Report (PSER)," Section G.4.7.3.7. GE

Plants" (Ref. 8.9) stated that work would be performed to determine
consequences of the synchronous machine supplying power

• 1.93 "Availability of Electric Power Sources" to an electrically faulted pump. This work would include
(Ref. 8.10) tests to ensure that the requirements of RG 1.63, "Electric

Penetrations in Containment Structures," are satisfied for

• 1.100 "Seismic Qualification of Electric and electrical penetrations of the containment dome, including
Mechanical Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants" the requirement that an excessive fault current will not

(Ref. 8.1 l) cause failure of the containment penetration integrity.

,, 1.118 "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and A test program for the EM pump and synchronous
Protection Systems" (Ref. 8.12) machine is planned, including controlled coastdown tests

(PSID, Vol. VI, Section G.4.7.3.3). Components of the
• 1.128 "Installation Design and Installation of Large overall electrical system for the PRISM design are state of

Lead Storage Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants" the art, so they do not need a research and development
(Ref. 8.13) program.
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8.2.5 Safety Issues de systems. The design should include battery capacity
and reliability information to ensure that plant monitoring

A significant difference between the safety-related and a control capability are available throughout the event.
electrical system for the PRISM design and for operating Redundancy of battery sources appears sufficient, but ways
reactor plants is the absence of Class IE emergency diesel to avoid common-mode failure should be considered.
power in the PRISM design. This design choice was made
on the basis of the availability of passive shutdown and Viability of the design without onsite safety-grade ac
decay-heat-removal systems. The emergency diesels were power is based upon the capability of a single passive
made unnecessary because of the use of these passive decay heat removal system (i.e., RVACS). Although GE's
reactivity shutdown features and the passive decay-heat- analysis of the station blackout event (BE-2) shows that the
removal system called the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling core will sustain no damage, RVACS does not appear to
system (RVACS). Without diesels, however, the be capable of bringing the reactor to a cold-shutdown
likelihood of a station blackout event is increased for the condition in the short-term. RG 1.81, "Shared Emergency
PRISM design compared to operating light-water reactors and Shutdown Electric Syste,lts for Multi-Unit Nuclear
(LWR). Power Plants," stipulates that each unit should have

independent onsite emergency and shutdown electric
Analyses for station blackout (Bounding Event (BE) 2), systems, both ac and dc, capable of supplying the loads
done by GE and Brookhaven National Laboratories (dNL) required for attaining cold shutdown, assuming a single
(see PSER Chapter 15 and PSID Section G.4.16), shewed failure and the loss of offsite power. RG 1.139,
that PRISM can sa|_ly withstand a loss of ac power for "Guidance for Residual Heat Removal" (For Comment)
36 hours without adverse core consequences. This (Ref. 8.20), specifies that the design should have the

blackout duration is well beyond the requirement of capability of establishingreacto,' cold-shutdownconditior_
RG 1.155, "Station Blackout." However, other LWR using only safety-grade systems, and that residual heat
station blackout requirements dictate that a multi-unit plant removal systems should be capable of bringing the reactor
(sharing onsite ac sources) shall be able to reach hot to a cold-shutdown condition within 36 hours after
standby or hot shutdown during a station blackout (10 CFR shutdown with only offsite power or onsite power
Section 50.63(c)(2) and 50.2). Also associated LWR available, assuming the most limiting single failure. The
regulatory guidance recommend that the core shall be able present PRISM design, with RVACS as the only safety-
to reach cold shutdown in the event of a loss of offsite grade decay heat removal system, does not satisfy this
power (RG 1.81). guidance. Further, confidence in the operability of the

passive decay heat removal system in all credible
The PRISM reactor can be brought to hot standby, hot conditions should be established as a prerequisite to this
shutdown, or cold shutdown by RVACS without offsite deviation from the RGs.
power; however, the time to reach these core conditions

will be very long (approximately 80 days) compared to the
36 hours in RG 1.139 and may be long compared to the Although the EM pump power system appears to be a
"reasonable period of time" in Branch Technical workable design, confidence needs to be established about
Position RSB 5-1 of SRP 5.4.7. its capabilities and its failure modes need to be understood.

Reliability of the synchronous machine and other power

8.2.6 Evaluation system components to provide controlled coastdown power
in faulted conditions must be demonstrated. Means to

The conceptual design of the onsite power system includes monitor synchronous machine performance during
standby power sources and the distribution system required operation, which were addressed by GE in PSID
to supply power to safety-related components and systems. Volume VI, Section G.4.7, will need to be further detailed
By following accepted design practice and expressing the and subsequently examined.
intent to comply with applicable design and regulatory
standards, the overall electrical power system should meet The factors chosen to be tracked for early indication of
NRC requirements once the issues discussed below are machine degradation appear to give a good representation
resolved, of performance during normal operation. However, the

adequacy of these factors as indications of machine
The passive systems included in the design are intended to readiness will be examined when more detailed design
enhance plant reliability without the need for an onsite information and test data are available. The possibility of
emergency safety-grade ac power source. Reliance upon common-mode failures of the synchronous machines will
dc power sources to supply all vital ac and dc loads for also be examined when more detailed design information
station blackout event places greater safety emphasis on the and performance data are available.
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This review includeda comparison of the PRISM design electrical power system operation. The reviewers will also
with the proposed requirements of EPRI as stated in the assess desig_ details such as satisfactory means of lightning
"Advanced Light-Water Reactor Utility Requirements pr_tection_ cathodic protection, lighting, and service power
Document" (ALWR Passive Plant) (Ref. 8.3). Although distrlbuuon.
intended for application to LWR plants, some general
criteria proposed in the document may apply to other 8.2.7 Conclusion
reactor types.

The conceptual design of the PRISM electrical distribution
The PRISM design does not use an onsite safety-grade ac system is based upon accepted power distribution practices.
power source (EPRI General Requirement 2.3.1.7), The detailed design is expected to meet NRC requirements.

although standby, non-safety-related, onsite power systems Issues remain involving the lack of an emergency ae power
are available. EPRI Requirement 1.5.2 specifies that these source, and the capability of the EM pump power system
standby sources should be sized so that each can supply to supply coastdown to the EM pumps.
power to keep the plant in hot standby condition, and both
can supply loads necessary to achieve normal cooldown. In particular, the viability of the design approach for
A number of related requirements are detailed in emergency ac power is based upon the RVACS ability to
Chapter l 1 of the EPRI Requirements Document, "Electric meet decay heat removal requirements for loss of offsite
Power Systems," to ensure that the dc power system is power and station blackout. The design does not satisfy
capable of providing power for required loads in the event current LWR regulatory guidance because it cannot

of a loss of ac power. EPRI Requirement 1.5.3 gives a establish cold shutdown during a loss of offsite power.
guideline that passive safety systems, including the More information will be required to demonstrate dc
associated dc power systems for monitoring and control, system reliability and capacity. Future reviews will
should function for at least 72-hours during a loss of ac require demonstration of the ability of the synchronous
power. This dictates that battery capacity machines to provide EM pump controlled coastdown power
(Requirement 7.2.3) meet the 72-hour requirement to in faulted conditions, as well as details of means to
supply selected safety loads. Other related design monitor controlled coastdown.
considerations include the ability to cope with extended
operation (72-hours) of the de and low-voltage ac systems 8.3 Electromagnetic Pump Power System
without forced or ambient cooling (Requirement 7.2.4); the

choice of battery types to reduce the chance of common- The four primary sodium-coolant pumps are
mode battery failures of the safety-grade power supply to electromagnetic (EM) pumps and they are normally
less than 1 percent of all failures affecting separate supplied power from the non-Class 1E ac distribution
divisions (Requirement 7.4.2.5); specification of battery system. The non-Class 1E ac distribution system has a

charger capacity so that steady-state loads will be supplied preferred offsite power supply and a secondary offsite
under the maximum expected load conditions while power supply, as part of the common station service
recharging batteries from design minimum charge to system. The secondary offsite power supply system also

95 percent of fully charged within 24 hours. The includes two non-safety-related standby gas-turbine
requirements given here do not indicate a current or future generators, each rated at 2,000 kW, that can teed the

regulatory stance, but show areas in which the present 7.2-kV distribution systems. If the preferred and the
design does not appear to conform with perceived industry secondary offsite power supplies are both lost, these
design trends, generators can furnish power to common equipment

essential to maintaining plant operation and preventing
As discussed in Section 8.2, due to the current level of major equipment loss, but not to the EM pumps. The
design detail and the nature of the preapplication review, plant and, therefore, the EM pumps have no emergency ac
the majority of review attention was directed toward power system.
safety-related functions of electrical systems. However, in

future reviews, the detailed design will be evaluated 8.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
against the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49, "Environmental

Qualification of Equipment Important to Safety," as well After a scram, a 2-to-3-minute long controlled coastdown

as the RGs, SRPs, and GDC of 10 CFR Part 50 of the EM pumps is required to prevent core temperatures
(Ref. 8.21) listed in Sections 8.2 and 8.3. Particular from exceeding acceptable limits.
emphasis will be directed toward requirements of GDC 17,

including diversity and redundancy of breaker tripping and Power to the four EM pumps is normally supplied from a
closing devices, fault protection and isolation, physical 7.2-kV, 3-phase, 60-Hz, ac distribution system through a
separation of circuits and components, and methods to test dedicated input transformer and a highly reliable solid-state
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power conditioning unit. Each EM pump has a separate, rotational motion without need for an external power
independent power supply and eoastdowa system. The supply. During startup of an EM pump, the ac power is
flow control regulator, which receives input from the non- needed for the initial excitation of the synehronous
safety-related plant protection system, foods the power machine.
conditioning unit to control the primary sodium flow. This

unit also supplies power to the EM pump during startup The EM pumps and synchronous coastdown machine
and normal shutdown operation. On loss of this system, performance are monitored for degradation during power
power to the EM pumps is required for a controlled operation.
coastdown for a period of about 2 to 3 minutes to prevent
core temperatures from exceeding acceptable limits. This The parameters used to monitor the performance of the

power comes from a synchronous motor-generator machine EM pumps are listed in Table 8.1.
which, in normal operation, runs in a standby mode. The

synchronous machine is self-excited; once the machine has The parameters used to monitor the performance of the
started, the excitation current is generated through its own synchronous coastdown machines are listed in Table 8.2.

Table 8.1 EM pump performance monitoring parameters

Parameter Purpose ii i

Pump discharge sodium pressure Control performance and diagnostics

Insulation and core lamination temperatures Relate to coil and magnetic material properties for the detection

allowable limits temperatures of impendin_ failures, comparison allowable limits

Duct temperature Performance anal),sis, comparison to analytical predictions

Sodium leakage Detection of internal sodium leakage (failure of seal welds)

Stator internal gas pressure Loss of inert gas from the stator pressure cavity, (leak
monitoring)

ii i ii i i i iiii ii

Table 8.2 Synchronous coastdown machine performance monitoring parameters

Parameter _Pu_ ]II I IIIII I i

Input/outpu t voltage and current Determine load and control for protection and diagnostics

Output power Control and waveform analysis for performance monitoring,
diagnostics, maintenance, and the evaluation of power factor

correction,.switchin _ transients, etc.

..Shaft speed output frequency Performance, dia[gnostics, and maintenance

Shaft torque Performance, dia_gnostics, and maintenance

Rotor electrical voltage and current Measure output of the synchronous machine's pilot exciter and

regulator circuitr), for control and diagnostics

Vibration Performance, dia_mostics, and maintenance

Bearin$ temperatures Performance, dia_nostics, and maintenance

Winding temperature Performance, diagnostics, and maintenance
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The power conditioning unit is a three-stage solid-state in either the EM pump or the synchronous coastdown
device. The first stage is an ac-to-dc converter. The machine, the current must flow through the fault into the
second stage filters the dc current and makes it available grounding circuit, then through the grounding resistor to
to the output section of the unit. The third stage is a set complete the circuit back to the source. The maximum
of solid-state switches that converts the dc output to a current will be sized to prevent any single ground fault
three-phase power source for the EM pump and its from supplying sufficient energy to burn through the EM
associated synchronous coastdown machine. The power pump duct. Operator alarms and pump trips are set to
conditioning unit forces a three-phase square wave current initiate protective actions, such as shutting down the
to flow through the EM pump windings. The rotating reactor, before any damage can occur.
synchronous machine develops a sinusoidal counter
electromotive force which develops a nearly sinusoidal If the ground leakage current is large enough, the non-

voltage waveform on the EM pump stator, safety=related plant protection system automatically opens
the power-conditioning unit breakers, thereby tripping the

The power conditioning unit is instrumented as listed in EM pump and allowing the synchronous coastdown
Table 8.3 to verify and monitor its performance, machine to switch to its generator mode to provide flow

coastdown. The resulting mismatch in the core flux-to-
All of the elements from the secondary side of the isolation flow ratio will produce a scram signal in the safety-related
transformer through the EM pump and the synchronous reactor protection system. Following positive indication of

machine are electrically isolated from ground. The only scram and control rod insertion, the remaining EM pumps
ground point in the electrical power system for the primary will be tripped.
heat transport system is a grounding resistor located in the
power conditioning unit. A separate safety ground wire If a scram occurs during a ground fault, the reactor
connects the frame of the synchronous machine, the protection system opens all of the EM pump breakers (the
magnetic core laminations and Faraday shield ofthe input scram logic ,_G.:des circuitry to delay EM pump trip
transformer, the housing of the EM pump, and the metal following a scram until positive indication of control rod
enclosure of the power conditioning unit to the facility insertion is received) and the synchronous coastdown
electrical ground at the power conditioning unit. This machines switch to generator mode. When the EM pump

safety ground conductor protects personnel and equipment, breakers open, the ground fault is isolated and the current
through the fault cannot return to the synchronous

A ground fault detection and limitation system, consisting machine..
of a grounding scheme and a cut'rent measurement and

lirL_ting resistor, is provided for the EM pump and the The power-conditioning unit, the EM pump synchronous
synchronous machine. This system performs the requisite coastdown machines, the EM pump breakers, and the
protection functions, supplies the needed diagnostics for overcurrent breakers are located below grade on the
continuous on-line monitoring of the electrical insulation, seismic island in separate reinforced-concrete, tornado-
and detects any deterioration. If a fault to ground occurs hardened seismic Category I equipment vaults.

I II III I i IIII III III II

Table 8.3 Power conditioning unit performance monitoring parameters

Parameter Purpose
|i ii l i||llli i i i .ill |llJ ii i lllll i i i

_Outputvoltage,current,and power Determineloadand controlforprotectionand diagnosticpurposes

Outputfrequency Controland waveformanalysisforperformancemonitoring,

,,,diasnostics,and maintenance

Groundfaultcurrent Measureinsulationperformanceand detect:failureofinsulation

system;outputforagroundfaulttrip;identificationofthephase

withwhicha _roundfaultisidentified
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8.3.2 Scope of Review The four EM pump synchronous coastdown machines and
their associated electrical equipment and instruments are

The review focused on the normal power supply system to each housed in four separate below-grade, reinfo ",':ced-
the EM pumps and the safety related aspects of the EM concrete, tornado-hardened, seismic Category I equipment
pump synchronous coastdown machines. The electrical vaults. These vaults are located on the seismic island to
systems necessary to ensure the availability of the isolate seismically, to support structurally, and to protect

synchronous coastdown machines were reviewed, along environmentally the EM pump flow controllers, the power-
with the design criteria and failure modes studies presented conditioning units, the safety-related synchronous
in the PSID Chapter 8 and Appendix G, to support the EM coastdown machines, and related equipment.
pump system design.

The EM pump failure rates and risk estimates are given in
Appendix A to this report. These evaluations include

8.3.3 Design Criteria effects of systems interactions, environmental interactions,
aging, maintenance, and performance monitoring.

The synchronous coastdown system is connected in parallel
with the EM pump and is considered safety related. The EM pump synchronous coastdown machine failure
Normally, it is running unloaded in an overexcited mode modes are identified in Table 8.4.
of operation, supplying the reactive power requirements of
the EM pump. Upon loss of the normal power supply to There are no system interactions among the four pump
an EM pump, the stored kinetic energy in the synchronous systems except for use of the same power supply system.
machine is used to provide flow coastdown of the EM The successful coastdown of each EM pump is fully
pump. The synchronous machine converts the kinetic dependent upon the successful operation of that EM pump
energy of the spinning rotor and flywheel into electrical and its associated synchronous coastdown machine, and its

energy required by the EM pump to yield the necessary safety-grade Class 1E breakers. Backing up each circuit
primary flow coastdown, breaker are individual Class IE current overprotection

devices.

If normal power to the EM pumps should fail, the
coastdown of the pump needs to be ensured. To The only credible external common-cause failure that fails
accomplish this, the reactor protection system will, upon two or more coastdown systems simultaneously is a very
sensing loss of flow, open double safety-related breakers strong earthquake. Since the coastdown equipment is
to isolate the power to the pump and associated seismically isolated, the effectsofastrongearthquakewill
synchronous machine from the rest of the power system to be considerably mitigated. Fire, smoke, and loss of
ensure coastdown power. The synchronous machine is heating and ventilation are not postulated to be m_or
designed and qualified as Class IE, and any sensor whose common-cause risk factors due to the separation and

failure could impair the safety performance of the 3-hour fire barriers of the EM pump auxiliary equipment
synchronous machine is Class 1E and is continuously vaults, and the short time interval (2 to 3 minutes) during
monitored by the reactor protection system, which the synchronous coastdown machine is required.

Aging is not expected to be a concern because of the on-

To ensure that the EM pump synchronous coastdown linep_,rformance monitoring systems. Plant operation and
machines provide the necessary flow coastdown to remove maintenance requirements will include protection to
decay heat, the reactor protection system scram logic prevent common-mode failures from such human actions
includes circuitry to delay EM pump trip following a as testing, calibration, and maintenance.
scram until positive indication of control rod insertion is
received. After the reactor protection system senses that Common-mode failures, associated with the mechanical
the core flux is rapidly decreasing, indicating that the rods and physical design of the hardware and within the
are inserting into the core, a signal is sent to open the EM electrical supplies and control systems, that could result in

pump circuit breakers. Opening the breakers shuts off the loss of more than one EM pump synchronous
normal ac power to the EM pumps, so the synchronous coastdown machine need to be evaluated when the system

machines can produce a controlled coastdown, design is complete.
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Table 8.4 EM pump synchronous coastdown machine failure modes
iiiii i i i i i i ] ] iiii IIII i[i iiiii

Information Parameter
,,u ii f'"' ,iiT1_ "I, "ix'u'_'...... : ,,.... ......

Winding fails open Input current and voltage; loop pressure and flow

Windina:' turn-to-turn failure Input current and voltage; loop pressure and flow

Winding short _ ground (_round fault) Ground fault detection end dia_nostics

General insulation degradation Ground fault detection and dia_nostics

Rotor diode failure Current, voltage, loop pressure and flow

Regulator failure Current, voltage, loop pressure and flow

Pilot exciter fails to provide proper voltage and Current, voltage, loop pressure and flow
current

Bearinff fails Bearin_ temperature, vibration, rotor speed

Excessive vibration Bearing vibration ....

Shaft torque incorrect Shaft torque

Shaft rotational speed improper Shaft speed, current, voltage, and loop pressure and flow

I I II II

8.3.4 Research and Development samples and individual coils in ovens. These tests
continued through fiscal year 1992. The findings of these

A test program for the EM pump and synchronous tests, which include several insulation systems,
machine is planned. The planned test program for the EM temperatures from 773 to 973 K (960 to 1,315 °F), and
pump will test the components of a full-size EM pump and constant voltages of either 1500 or 2000 V, will be used to
synchronous coastdown machine in a facility separate from predict the insulation lifetime under normal operating
the PRISM prototype test facility. The testing will be conditions, that is, at lower temperatures and voltages.

performed in sodium over a range of conditions. The test
program should examine the coastdown performance of the 8.3.5 Safety Issues
synchronous machine and the effects of transition from an
unloaded synchronous motor to a synchronous generator. The primary failure mechanism of concern within the
The EM pump and synchronous coastdown machine will power systems is an electrical fault in the pump stator or
also be tested as part of the advanced liquid-metal reactor in the power feeds. Such a failure could result from a
prototype test. breakdown of the electrical insulation system due to

excessive temperatures, mechanical abrasion, or leakage of
A 1/4-length, full-diameter stator segment of an EM pump sodium into the stator housing. The windings are arranged
was tested at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to so that the fault would first be to ground, and would be

estimate the thermal load, profile, and distribution handled by the ground fault protection system.
expected in a plant-scale pump. The tests also included a
full simulation of the electrical and mechanical stresses The synchronous coastdown machine remains connected to

imposed on the coil insulation. A nominal sodium flow the EM pump to provide the desired coastdown, and since
through the stator segment provided a prototype of the heat the ground loop is also disconnected by opening the EM
removal mode of operation. Although the duration of the pump breakers, the ground fault will not impede the
stator segment test was short -- the test lasted 3,600 hours transfer of energy from the synchronous coastdown
-- it gave confidence that the coil insulation is sufficiently machine to the EM pump as long as the fault remains a
developed to be used in a prototype full-size EM pump. simple fault to ground. Evaluations are being performed
In parallel with the stator segment test, ANL is conducting by the designers to determine what happens if the

thermal aging and high-voltage testing of insulation synchronous machine continues to supply power to the EM
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pump when the pump has an electrical fault. It is not disconnected from their power supplies by the EM pump
expected that an unsafe level of damage will occur since circuit breakers, the operator has hours in which to take
the amount of power that the synchronous coastdown action manually to turn off the pump before excessive

machine can supply is limited. In addition, a possible sodium temperatures are caused by pump-heating.
second passive overcurrent pt'otection device, which would

be incorporated into the synchronous machine, will also be A failure-modes anal., sis of the final design, including
evaluated, common-mode failures, of the EM pumps, synchronous

coastdown machines, and the associated electrical supplies
The possibility that operation of an EM pump during and control systems will be needed at a later review stage.
refueling could result in absorber bundle ejection or
floatation was raised earlier in the review. The absorber 8.3.6 Evaluation

bundle design requires that the bundle not be lifted by

hydraulic forces when the bundle driveline is disconnected The ability to monitor the necessary parameters and to
and the pumps are operating at full flow, and that the initiate electrical disconnection under all potential loss-of-
absorber bundle will fall into the core in a few seconds power conditions with safety-related equipment appears to
against full flow following a scram. GE analyses on the be critical. If one EM pump and its coastdown are lost,
current design, absorber bundle geometries and pump flow the designer's analysis demonstrates that it is important to

rates, indicate a substantial difference between the lift ensure coastdown of at least two of the three remaining
force generated by the pump and the force needed to lift EM pumps to avoid sodium boiling during an unprotected

the absorber bundle; the forces are 4.9 kFa (0.72 psi), and loss-of-flow transient. Coastdown of the remaining three
45.5 kPa (6.6 psi), respectively. Periodic scram testing EM pumps is required for this event only if all three gas
will ensure absorber bundle drop against full-flow expansion modules are also assumed to not function.
conditions.

If the reactor scram is successful, it does not appear that
The synchronous machine flywheel and rotor are designed the synchronous coastdown machines are needed to ensure
to satisfy prescribed coastdownflow requirements. The fuelintegrity.
flow profile, as a function of time, is selected by the

designer to maintain the required flow-to-power ratio To ensure that the EM pump synchronous coastdown
during core shutdown to minimize thermal shock and to machines can provide the necessary flow coastdown to
furnish sufficient flow coastdown to prevent remove heat, the reactor protection system scram logic

overtemperature challenges during loss-of-flow events. If includes circuitry to delay EM pump trip following a
the planned test program, as discussed in Section 8.3.4, scram until positive indication of control rod insertion is

indicates that the synchronous machine is not performing received. When the reactor protection system senses that
as required, the mechanical and physical design can be the core flux is rapidly decreasing, indicating that the rods
modified to obtain the necessary characteristics, are inserting into the core, it then sends a signal to open

the EM pump circuit breakers. Opening these breakers
During an unprotected, loss-of-heat sink (ULOHS) event, shuts off power to the EM pumps, thereby initiating the
the EM pumps are designed to trip to eliminate them as a controlled coastdown.
source of heat to the reactor. A separate Class 1E thermal

shutoff system that backs up the reactor protection system If a ground fault occurs in an EM pump or its synchronous
automatically opens Class IE pump circuit breakers when machine, the non-safety-related plant protection system

the cold sodium pool reaches a temperature of 810 K opens the power conditioning unit breakers and trips the
(1,000 OF). Tripping at this temperature ensures that the EM pump, and the synchronous coastdown machine
EM pumps will have sufficient electrical integrity to furnishes power for flow coastdown. If a coincident scram

provide coastdown. The thermal shutoff system utilizes occurs, the reactor protection system opens the EM pump
separate Class 1E thermocouples and temperature- breakers and the synchronous coastdown machines supply
measu_ng electronic chassis for each EM pump. The coastdown power.
thermocouples measure the pump outlet temperature, which

is normally within 3 K (5 OF) of the inlet sodium The normal power supply to the EM pumps is from the
temperature. When two of the four exceed the setpoint, a non-Class 1E ac distribution system through the highly
signal is sent to open the circuit breakers. Since the reliable power conditioning unit. The safety-related
thermal shutoff system is separate from the reactor synchronous coastdown machines meet the intent of

protection system, the chance that it also fails during a GDC 2 ('Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
ULOHS events is judged by the designers to be remote. Phenomena'), GDC 4 ('Environmental and Dynamic

In the unlikely event that the EM pumps cannot be Effects Design Bases'), and GDC 5 ('Sharing of
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Structures, Systems, and Components') of 10 CFR Part 50 A failure-modes analysis of the final design, including
since they are protected against natural phenomena, are common-mode failures, of the EM pumps, synchronous
designed to account for environmental and dyna_c effects, coastdown machines, and the associated electrical supplies
and do not share structures, systems, or components and control systems will be needed at a later review stage.
between nuclear power units. The common station service
system does cross-connect the non-CIsss IE ac power 8.4 References
supplies (preferred and secondary) between modules;
however, the power conditioning units and the circuit 8.1 General Electric, PRISM--Prellmtnary Sqfety
breakers provide appropriate isolation between each EM lnformmion Document, GEFR-00793 UC-87Ta,
pump, and its associated EM pump synchronous coastdown November 1986.

machine. The power conditioning units and the EM pumps
are instrmn_ted to monitor performance and diagnose 8.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard
degradation problems or failures, consistent with GDC 18 Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
('Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems') of Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition,"
10 CFR Part 50. The synchronous coastdown machines NUREG-0800, July 1982.
are also instrumented and meet the intent of GDC 18 for

the inspection and testing of electrical systems important to 8.3 Electric Power Research Institute-Advanced Light-
safety. The safety-related synchronous coastdown Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document,
machines are self-exciting during normal operations and do Vol. Ill, "ALWR Passive Plant," Chapter 2,
not require any external power source; therefore, GDC 17 "Power Generation Systems," 1990.
('Electric Power Systems') does not appear to be

applicable to this machine. 8.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
"Independence Between Redundant Standby (On

The power supply to the EM pumps comes from a non- site) Power Sources and Between Their Distribution
Class 1E ac distribution system, since the EM pumps are Systems," Regulatory Guide 1.6.
not required 1oremove decay heat (RVACS removes the

decay heat). The synchronous coastdown machine, 8.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Criteriafor
however, is required to ensure adequate flow coastdown if Safety-Related Electric Power Systems for Nuclear
power to the EM pump is lost, so it is considered safety Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.32.
related and is Class IE.

8.6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Electric
11.3.7 Conclusion Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures

for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.63.
The information in the PSID is considered sufficient at this

stage of the review to conclude that adequate testing will 8.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Physical
be provided to determine failures or degradations within Independence of Electric Systems," Regulatory
the EM pump and synchronous coastdown machine power Guide 1.75.
systems.

8.8 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Shared

Testing of the EM pump design is ongoing and the results Emergency and Shutdown Electric Systems for
of these tests will be reviewed at a later stage in the design Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory
review. Separate effects testing of the EM pump and Guide 1.81.
synchronous c_mtdown machine are planned. These tests

need to examine the effects of transition from an unloaded 8.9 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
synchronous motor to a synchronous generator when the "Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
EM pump breaker is tripped. Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants,"

Regulatory Guide 1.89.
The instrumentation and sensors to monitor the

performance of the power-conditioning unit, the EM pump, 8.10 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Availability
and the synchronous machine will be reviewed in more of Electric Power Sources," Regulatory Guide 1.93.
detail at a later design stage.

8.11 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Seismic
Additional studies by the designers evaluating the potential Qualification of Electric and Mechanical Equipment
effects of ground faults in the EM pump power system will for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory
also be reviewed at a later date. Guide 1.100.
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8.12 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Periodic 8.17 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Periodic
Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems," Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as On site
Regulatory Guide 1.118. Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants,"

Regulatory Guide 1.108.
8.13 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Installation

Design and Installation of Large Lead Storage 8.18 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Station

Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Blackout," Regulatory Guide 1.155.
Guide 1.128.

8.14 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 8.19 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
"Qualification Tests of Electric Cables, Field "Qualification of Safety-Related Lead Storage
Splices, and Connections for Light-Water-Cooled Batteries," Regulatory Guide 1.158.
Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.131.

8.20 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Guidance
8.15 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Criteria for for Residual Heat Removal," Regulatory Guide

Power, Instrumentation, and Control Portions of 1.139.

Safety Systems," Regulatory Guide 1.153.

8.16 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Selection, 8.21 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of

Design and Qualification of Diesel-Generator Units Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 50,
Used as Standby (On site) Electric Power Systems "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization

at Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.9. Facilities."
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

9.1 Summary Descriptions systems and the plant nitrogen, helium, and argon gas
systems in the PRISM plant, and acceptance sampling and

As categorized by the PRISM designer, the auxiliary analysis of incoming sodium, argon, helium, and nitrogen.
systems compromise (1) the fuel handling and storage Impurities in the sodium coolant, reactor cover gas, and
system; (2) the water system; (3) process auxiliaries; intermediate sodium system argon are monitored to aid the

(4) the heating, ventilation, air conditioning system; (5) the reactor operator in maintaining proper sodium and cover
auxiliary liquid-metal system; (6) the sodium piping and gas purity levels and to provide information on potential
equipment heating and insulation system; and (7)other degredation of components.
auxiliary systems.

Comvressed air system
9.1.1 Fuel Handling and Storage System

The compressed air systems consist of three reciprocating
The fuel handling and storage system is also known as the air compressors, complete with intake filter-silencers,
reactor refueling system (RRS). It is used (1) to receive, intercoolers, aftereoolers, and air receiver, prefilters,
inspect, store, and prepare new assemblies for use; (2) to driers, afterfilters, and interconnecting piping and valves
move assemblies between buildings; (3) to move to distribute the compressed air throughout the plant.
assemblies within the vessel; (4) to store fuel temporarily;

(5) to prepare assemblies for shipment; and (6) to control 9.1.4 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
the inventory of assemblies. The RRS manipulates fuel System
blanket, control, and radial shield assemblies.

The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
9.1.2 Water System system controls the air temperature for both the nuclear

island and the balance of plant. The system (1) controls
The water system comprises several subsystems. The temperature, humidity, pressure, and cleanliness of the air;
subsystems and their functions are (1) the plant service (2) removes heat released by various pieces of equipment;
water system to transfer heat from the balance-of-plant (3) supplies directedair for cooling; (4)sustains ventilation

(BOP) auxiliary systems to the cooling towers; (2)the and exhaust; and (5)helps to control airborne radioactivity.
chilled water system to cool rooms; (3) the treated water

system to supply makeup water, steam generator 9.1.5 Auxiliary Liquid-MetalSystem
blowdown cleanup water, drinking water, and chemical

feedwater; (4) the water source system to supply water to The auxiliary liquid-metal system comprises the auxiliary
the cooling tower basin and the water treatment facility; intermediate liquid-metal system and the auxiliary primary
and (5)the waste water treatment system to handle liquid-metal system. The two systems are further
sanitation waste, subdivided into the sodium receiving and transfer

subsystem (SRTS), the intermediate sodium processing
9.1.3 Process Auxiliaries subsystem (ISPS), and the primary sodiura processing

subsystem (PSPS).
The process auxiliaries are (1) the inert gas receiving and

processing system (IGRPS), (2)the impurity monitoring The auxiliary intermediate liquid-metal system is used
and analysis system, and (3) the compressed air system. (1) to receive, melt, and transfer all sodium delivered to

the site; (2) to prepare the intermediate sodium for offsite
Inert gas receiving and processing system disposal; (3)to purify the IHTS and the SDT sodium;

(4) to fill the IHTS loop or the SDT with sodium by using
The IGRPS provides liquified and ambient gas supply the ISPS electromagnetic (EM) pump; (5)to transfer
storage, delivers inert gases of specified composition and sodium between the IHTS and the SDT; (6) to fill the

purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to use reactor with sodium using the ISPS EM pumps; (7)to
throughout the PRISM plant. The IGRPS also accepts the maintain sample connections for withdrawal of fresh

contaminated gasses through its vacuum and compressor sodium and IHTS-loop sodium for the impurity monitoring
facilities for storage and transfer to the gas radwaste and analysis system; and (8)to supply sodium to the
system, intermediate sodium plugging temperature indicator.

Impurity monitoring and analysis system The auxiliary primary liquid-metal system is used (1) to
purify the primary sodium in the reactor vessel and in the

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides primary sodium storage vessel; (2)to maintain sodium
sampling, monitoring, and analysis of the plant sodium transfer and storage facilities; (3) to remove heat from the
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coolant used in the primary cold traps; (4)to supply enclosure is secured above the reactor. The enclosure
sodium to the primary sodium plugging indicator; and functions as a containment. The enclosure is evacuated to
(5) to maintain primary sodium sample connections for the 0.85 kPa (0.25 in Hg) by gas treatment systems during
impurity monitoring and analysis system, refueling and maintenance operations. The helium cover

gas in the containment is replaced with fresh helium to
9.1.6 Sodium Piping and Equipment Heating and reduce the possibility of airborne radiation. An adapter is

Insulation System installed through the containment and the head access area
roof and is attached to the transfer port. The fuel transfer

The sodium piping and equipment heating and insulation cask, already loaded with a fresh fuel assembly, is then
system is used to control the temperature of sodium- sttached to the adapter.
containing components, including the reactor vessel. The
system is used to preheat the sodium process systems A spent assembly is moved from the core to an in-vessel
before initial fill and whenever needed. The system also storage position by the in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM).
maintains the sodium systems at a minimum temperature. The fuel from the fuel transfer cask is lowered to the in-

vessel transfer positron, then moved by the IVTM to an
9.1.7 Other Auxiliary Systems empty position within the core. The IVTM then moves a

spent assembly from the core to an in-vessel storage
The other auxiliary systems are the plant fire protection position. The IVTM then moves a decayed spent fuel
systems(PFPSs), the eommunicationsystem, and the plant assembly from the in-vessel storage to the transfer
lighting system. The design of these auxiliary systems and position. Finally, the decayed spent fuel assembly is
their safety objectives are detailed in Section 9.8.1, and the raised into the fuel transfer cask. This cycle is repeated
PFPS is given separate treatment in Section 9.9. for all fuel assemblies. The movement of the non-fuel

assemblies (blanket, control, and radial shield assemblies)

9.2 Fuel Handling and Storage System is similar, but they are not stored in the in-vessel storage

(Reactor Refuefing System) for a cycle before being removed from the core.

9.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives The RRS comprises the reactor fuels handling system

(RFHS), the transport system (TS), and the fuel receiving,
The reactor refueling system (RRS) is designed for an 18- storage, and shipping system (FRSSS).
month fuel-handling interval and a 60-year plant life. The
refiteling process will nominally take 22 days. The RFHS is designed to replace such core components as

fuel, blanket, radial shield, and control assemblies. It is

The preapk_licantstated that the RRS will use "as low as able to begin refueling 4 days after shutdown, and can
reasonably achievable (ALARA)" radiation protection complete all refueling within 22 days after shutdown. It
principles, and will meet 10 CFR Part 20 exposure limits, will function with the primary coolant temperature at
Further, the RRS will protect the health and safety of the 480 K (400 OF). It will be able to move failed fuel
public and the plant personnel, will maintain a leak-tight assemblies without special precautions. The RFHS main
barrier, and will keep the fuel in a safe condition during all components are the in-vessel transfer machine, the

operations and accidents. The preapplicant stated that the rotatable plug drive, and the fuel transfer port.
system will function passively, without operator actions.

The transport system comprises the fuel transfer cask
The preapplicant stated that the RRS will contain a release (FTC), the cask transporter (CT), and the refueling
from the failure of 271 fuel pins, which is one fuel enclosure (RE). It will move fuel between the fuel cycle
assembly of the original core design. The core, however, facility and the reactor during the refueling outages.
has been modified to a reference design of 331 fuel pins.
The difference in the number of fuel pins will need to be The FRSSS will receive, store, and transfer the core
addressed at a later stage of review, assemblies to the co-located fuel cycle facility, and it will

support the RFHS during refueling.
The PRISM reactor will store up to 22 assemblies in the
outlet plenum above the reactor core. The fuel assemblies 9.2.2 Scope of Staff Review
are kept in the reactor vessel for at least one cycle to

reduce the decay power level during fuel handling. The review covered the RRS as presented in Chapter 9 of
the PSID (Ref. 9.1). The following regulatory guidance

To refuel, the reactor is shut down and the sodium is was reviewed for general applicability to the PRISM
cooled to 480 K (400 OF). The portable refueling design. Current SRPs and regulatory guides (RGs) were
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developed specifically for light-water reactors (LWRs). superseded by NUREG-0554 (Ref. 9.3), "Single-Failure-
Similar guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not been Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants," and has been
developed. The PRISM RRS should meet the intent of the incorporated into SRP Section 9.1.5. In Table 3.2-1 of the
following standard review plan (SRP) sections (Ref. 9.2): PSID, the preapplicr, nt identified the following equipment

and structures of the reactor refueling systems as safety
• 9.1.1, "New Fuel Storage" related. This table is reproduced here as Table 9.1.

• 9.1.2, "Spent Fuel Storage" 9.2.4 Research and Development Hans

• 9.1.3, "Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System" The RRS is in a preliminary stage of development. It is
expected that there will be much research, development,

• 9.1.4, "Light Load Handling System (Related to and testing when a prototype of the PRISM reactor is built.

Refueling)"
The preapplicant stated that the RRS or another supporting

• 9.1.5, "Overhead Heavy Load Handling System" system will cool the core assemblies. The actual methods
to be used need to be developed.

• 9.4.2, "Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation System"

• 9.4.3, "Auxiliary and Radwaste Area Ventilation 9.2.5 Discussion of Safety Issues
System"

The staff raised the issue of containment early in the

The SRP sections require compliance with the following review. Part of the PRISM response was to design the
general design criteria (GDC) from Appendix A to 10 CFR refueling enclosure to act as secondary containment to
Part 50, parts of which may apply to the PRISM RRS: mitigate refueling accidents.

• 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural 9.2.6 Evaluation
Phenomena"

The evaluation of the RRS was limited to identification of

• 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Bases" relevant codes and standards, and a cursory review of the
proposed design and methodology. The review findings

• 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components" are given below.

• 44, "Cooling Water" The preapplieant submitted Table 9.1-7 in the PRISM
PSID of unusual events to be considered in the design and

• 45, "Inspection of Cooling Water System" analysis of the RRS. The table, however, appears
incomplete; the preapplicant should also consider insertion

• 46, "Testing of Cooling Water System" of a hot fuel assembly into the fuel transfer cask and,
therefore, the risk associated with this accident should be

• 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity discussed.
Control"

The preapplicant stated that the RRS equipment and
• 62, "Prevention of Criticality in Fuel Storage and facilities will have an inherent means of cooling. The risk

Handling" associated with failure of this means of cooling should be
discussed.

• 63, "Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage"
The preapplieant stated that the refueling enclosure would

9.2.3 Design Criteria act as secondary containment. The risk associated with
failure of the secondary containment should be discussed.

The preapplieant stated that, "The requirements in the
NRC [SRP] Section 9.1.4, 'Fuel Handling System,' and The preapplicant stated that "LMFRB Safety Classification
NRC branch Technical Positions (BTPs) APCSBP-1, and Related Requirements," (Draft)American Nuclear
'Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear Power Society ANSI/ANS 54.6 (Ref. 3a), October 1979, should
Plants,' shall be used where applicable." The actual title be used to determine the safety classes of RRS equipment

of SRP Section 9.1.4 is "Light Load Handling System and facilities. The draft standard, however, was
(Rela':ed to Refueling)." The cited BTP has been withdrawn by the American Nuclear Society. The
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preapplicant should submit a justification for its safety conclusions about acceptability cannot be made at this stage
classification, of the review.

9.2.7 Conclusions

The concepts of PRISM design for the RRS appear to be

Since the PRISM design for. the RRS is a conceptual consistent with the objectives of the design for this stage of
design and the available information was limited, review.

I I I

Table 9.1 Safety-related equipment and structures for reactor refueling systems
|l i i i ,i, i i ,,,,,

System Equipment or Safety Quality Group Seismic

Structure Class t (QG) 2 or ASME Category
Code SeclCIass

Reactor fuel handling system In-vessel transfer 3 QG-C 1
, machine

Reactor fuel handling system Reactor fuel transfer I III/I I
port adapter and gate
valve

Interim transport s_,stem Fuel transfer cask 3 . III/3 1 .....

Mobile refueling enclosure Wall and roof steel 3 QG-C 1

.... framinj: .....

Mobile refueling enclosure Bridl_e crane 3 QG-C 1

Reactor internal structures In-vessel fuel storage 1 QG-A 1

Reactor internal structures Core assembly 1 QC-A 1
transfer station

,' r . I ' "'l' I I,l I

Notes:

1 Safety Class 1 (SC-1) applies to those components that'-are part of the primary coolant boundary; are used to
perform scram functions under any plant conditions; or maintain core geometry or provide core support and whose
failure could initiate a core disruptive accident.

Safety Class _ (SC-2) applies to any component not in SC-1 that is required to maintain an adequate reactor coolant
inventory following a primary coolant boundary leak; is part or an extension of the reactor containment boundary;
is required to remove residual he_t from the reactor core whose single failure following any plant condition
constitutes .. loss of safety-function or that is not normal operating or cannot be tested adequately during normal
power operation; the single failure of which could cause a loss of safety-function of other SC-2 components.
Safety Class 3 (SC-3) applies to those components not in SC-1 or SC-2 that are required to remove residual heat
from the reactor core; the failure of which could result in the loss of safety-function of another component; that are
extensions of the primary coolant boundary and are capable of being isolated from that boundary during all modes
of normal reactor operation by two valves, each of which is either normally closed or capable of remote closure;

the failure of which could result in the release to the environment of radioactivity and would result in potential off-
site exposures that are comparable to the guideline exposure of 10 CFR Part 100.

2 QG-A corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 1,
QG-B corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 2,
QG-C corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 3.
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9.3 Water System 9.3.3 Design Criteria

9.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives The preapplicant has not explicitly stated that the PRISM
design will meet the intent of the cited SRP sections nor

The water systems, for the PRISM design, are _ivided into has the preapplicamt identified any safety-related equipment
the following subsystems: or structures in the water system.

• Plant service water system 9.3.4 Research and Development Plans
• Chilled water system
• Treated water system The preapplieant submitted no research and development

• Water source system plans for the water system.
• Waste water treatment system

9.3.5 Discussion of Safety Issues
The water systems, although required for generating
electricity and for supporting a comfortable environment No safety issues associated with the water systems were
for personnel, are not required to assure nuclear safety, identified at this time.

9.3.2 Scope of Staff Review 9.3.6 Evaluation

Because of information available, the staff's review of the The PRISM water system designs are at a conceptual
proposed water system was limited, stage, and an in-depth evaluation is not practical or

necessary at the preapplication stage of review.
The following regulatory guidance was reviewed for
general applicability to the PRISM design. Current SRPs The design is expected to use available technology, and the
and RGs were developed specifically for LWRs. Similar water system will not connect to any safety-related
guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not been developed, equipment, with the possible exception of the HVAC
The PRISM water system should meet the intent of the system.
following SRP sections:

Many of the SRP sections cited for the water system
• 9.2.1, "Station Service Water System" review apply to non-safety-related equipment. The PRISM
• 9.2.2, "Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems" design is expected to follow the SRP guidance.
• 9.2.3, "Demineralized Water Makeup System"
• 9.2.4, "Potable and Sanitary Water Systems" 9.3.7 Conclusions

• 9.2.6, "Condensate Storage Facilities"
• 9.3.3, "Equipment and Floor Drainage System" The PRISM design for the water system appears to be

consistent with the objectives of the design for this stage of
The SRP sections require compliance with the following review.
GDC from Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 9.5),
parts of which may apply to the PRISM water system: 9.4 Process Auxiliaries

• 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural 9.4.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
Phenomena"

The IGRPS is part of the containment for sodium systen_
• 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Bases" during shutdown and will help to keep gas release below

the limits stated in 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix I).
• 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components"

The IGRPS is used (1)to receive, store, transfer,

• 44, "Cooling Water" distribute, and process inert gas; (2)to supply helium
cover gas for the reactor system; (3) to establish a helium

• 45, "Inspection of Cooling Water System" atmosphere in the fuel cycle facility for receiving, storing,
and shipping fuel; (4) to supply argon cover gas for the

• 46, "Testing of Cooling Water System" intermediate heat transfer system (IHTS) loops and the

sodium dump tanks (SDTs); (5)to maintain a purge
• 60, "Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials to capability for IHTS maintenance; (6) to maintain a

the Environment" nitrogen purge capability for the sodium-water-reaction
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pressure-relief subsystem (SWRPRS) and for the steam Stored as a liquid in tanks, the argon is vaporized and
generator system following a leak; (7)to establish vapor transferred to the steam generator building header. It
traps for all inert gases discharged from sodium systems; supplies the SWRPRS rupture disks, the intermediate pump
and (8) to sustain a vacuum for sodium transfer and gas seals, intermediate pump oil tank pressure, and other
analysis. The IGRPS is subdivided into the helium, argon, systems. The lilTS argon supply system is sized to be
and nitrogen subsystems, able to supply IHTS argon needs of 2970 ma/month

(105000 scf/month). Argon gas is used to supply an inert

The impurity monitoring and analysis system is used (1) to atmosphere to the sodium expansion tank, the intermediate
monitor sodium impurity levels in the intermediate sodium pump, the intermediate pump seal purge, the rupture disk
systems during operation and to alarm on abnormal purge, the SWRPRS sodium dump tank, the sodium
plugging (saturation) temperatures; (2) to monitor sodium receiving station, the auxiliary intermediate sodium system,
levels in the primary sodium systems during refueling the reactor containment vessel annulus, and the primary
operations and to alarm on abnormal temperatures; (3) to sodium storage tank.
sample sodium in the intermediate sodium systems during
all normal plant operating conditions and to sample sodium The IGRPS supplies nitrogen gas to quench sodium-water
in the primary sodium systems during refueling; (4)to reactions and to cool primary sodium processing
sample and to analyze sodium from all sodium systems subsystems. Nitrogen is used to inert the steam generator
chemically and radio-chemically; (5) to collect, identify, and the SWRPRS following a sodium-water reaction. The
and analyze helium cover gas from the reactor vessel, nitrogen is stored as a liquid in two separate gas
argon from the primary sodium storage vessel, argon and generators. The two generators can each produce
nitrogen from the SWRPRS, helium from the fuel 2,300 m3 (80,000 set), to be able to quench a sodium-
receiving, storage, and shipping system, helium from the water reaction.
interim transport system, and argon from the IHTS; and
(6) to collect, identify, and analyze samples of incoming
nitrogen, helium, and argon. 9.4.2 Scope of Staff Review

The compressed air systew includes the service air system Because of the information available, the staff's review of
and the instrument air system. The service air system is the proposed process auxiliaries was limited.
used to supply compressed air to maintenance, tools,

cleaning, and other pneumatic systems, and to feed the The following regulatory guidance was reviewed for
instrument air system. The instrument air system supplies general applicability to the PRISM design. Current SRPs
filtered, oil-free, dry air to instrumentation, controls, and RGs were developed specifically for LWRs. Similar
pneumatic pistons, diaphragm valve operators, and airlocks guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not been developed.
in all areas of the plants. The PRISM process auxiliaries should meet the intent of

the following SRP sections:
The IGRPS stores liquified and vaporized gas, sends the
gas through the plant, and receives contaminated gases. • 9.3.1, "Compressed Air System"

Helium is used to inert the reactor, the reactor building, • 9.3.2, "Process and Post-Accident Sampling Systems"
the spent fuel shipping cask, the fuel transfer cask, and the

ports and floor valves. A truck serves as the helium gas The SRP sections require compliance with the tbllowing
distribution subsystem, bringing cylinders and bottles of GDC from Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, parts of which
cover gas to the reactor to supply the fuel-handling cells may apply to PRISM process auxiliaries:
and to inert the fuel transfer casks and the shipping
canisters. ° 1, "Quality Standards and Records"

Argon is used to inert the intermediate heat transfer and ,, 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural
the auxiliary sodium systems. One argon subsystem Phenomena"
services each power block. One separate argon gas

distribution subsystem services the IHTS, IHTS cold traps, • 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components"
and sodium-water-reaction pressure-relief subsystem
rupture disk. Also, argon is used to inert the reactor ° 13, "Instrumentation and Control"
containment vessel, the primary sodium service vault, and

the primary sodium storage vessel. • 14, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary"
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• 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy and compatible with the system it is linked to. The
Capability" preapplicant stated that piping which penetrates

containments shall have double isolation valves, and that

• 41, "Containment AtmosphereCleanup" piping between isolation valves shall meet ASME
Section III Class 2 requirements.

• 60, "Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials to

the Environment" The preapplicant stated that, "Piping between ,solation
valves shall be designed to the lower level code

• 63, "Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage" classification of the connected components. The isolation
valve shall be designed to the code classification of the

m 64, "Monitoring Radioactivity Releases" connected component."

The preapplicant stated that non-safety-related piping and
9.4.3 Design Criteria vessels will be designed to ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code Section VIII, Division 1 (Ref. 9.6) and
The preapplicant has not explicitly stated that it will meet ANSI Standard B31.1 (Ref. 9.7), and that other piping will
the intent of the cited SRP sections, be designed to ANSI Std. B31.1.

Table 9.2 identifies the equipment and structures of the The preapplicant stated that the IGRPS safety-related

process auxiliaries that are safety related, components, piping, and associated instrumeatation and
controls will be designed to seismic Category I. Other

The preapplicant stated that each IGRPS component or components will be designed to Uniform Building Code
subsystem shall be designed for codes and standards Seismic Zone III.

ii I I iii iiiii i I i iii i I I i i

Table 9.2 Safety-related equipment and structures for the process auxiliary systems

,,, , ,=,,, , , ,, ,,,,

System Equipment or Safety Quality Group z or Seismic
Structure Class I ASME Code See/Class Category

Illll I I II I I Illl I

Inert gas receiving and Isolation valves 1 III/1 1
processing system """ ,, ,, i,,,,

Inert gas receiving and Piping 1 III/1 1
processing system i, ......

Notes:

1 Safety Class 1 (SC-1) applies to those components that are part of the primary coolant boundary; are used to
perform scram functions under any plant conditions; or maintain core geometry or provide core support and whose
failure could initiate a core disruptive accident.
Safety Class 2 (SC-2) applies to any component not in SC-1 that is required to maintain an adequate reactor coolant
inventory following a primary coolant boundary leak; is part or an extension of the reactor containment boundary;

is required to remove residual heat from the reactor core whose single failure following any plant condition
constitutes a loss of safety-function or that is not normal operating or cannot be tested adequately during normal
power operation; the single failure of which could cause a loss of safety-function of other SC-2 components.
Safety Class 3 (SC-3) applies to those components not in SC-1 or SC-2 that are required to remove residual heat
from the reactor core; the failure of which could result in the loss of safety-function of another component; that are

extensions of the primary coolant boundary and are capable of being isolated from that boundary during all modes
of normal reactor operation by two valves, each of which is either normally closed or capable of remote closure;

the failure of which could result in the release to the environment of radioactivity and would result in potential off-
site exposures that are comparable to the guideline exposure of 10 CFR Part 100.

2 QG-A corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 1,
QG-B corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 2,
QG-C corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 3.
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IGRPS components shall be classified as Class C presence of a lower classification pipe on a component
(ANSI Standard N45.2.1, "Cleaning of Fluid Systems and effectively lowers the component classification.
Associated Components During the Construction Phase of

Nuclear Power Plants,") (Ref. 9.8) and they will be 9,4.7 Conclusions
handled and received as specified in ANSI
Standard N45.2.2, "Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, and Since the PRISM design for the process auxiliaries is a
Storage of Items for Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 9.9). conceptual design, conclusions about acceptability cannot

be made at this stage of the review.
Pneumatic valve operators are supplied with instrument air.

Safety Class3 accumulators are included in the 9.5 Heating, Ventilation, and Air
compressed gas system for selected active valves that fail Conditioning System
in place so that these valves can be operated remotely for
a period of 10 hours after loss of the air or nitrogen 9.5.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
supply.

The HVAC system will be a typical HVAC system. It
The impurity monitoring and analysis system piping, will use standard air-handling units, and standard heating
components, and associated controls and instrumentation and cooling systems. The system will reject heat to either
shall be designed for seismic and other natural phenomena the chilled water system or to outside air. It will rely on
in accordance with the Uniform Building Code (UBC). natural circulation, whenever possible.

Fresh argon and nitrogen sampling shall be taken with a The safety-grade RSF HVAC system will use freon as a
sampler meeting the MIL-S-27626 designated T'I'U-131/E coolant and, therefore, will not rely on the chilled water
(Ref. 9.10). system.

Cover gas purity is equivalent to RDT Standard MI4-1T 9.5.2 Scope of Staff Review
(Ref. 9.11),

Because of the information available, the review of the

9.4.4 Research and Development Plans proposed plant heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
system was limited.

The preapplicant submitted no research and development
plans for the process auxiliaries. 9.5.3 Review CHteria

9.4.5 Discussion of Safety Issues The following regulatory guidance was reviewed for
general applicability to the PRISM design. Current SRPs

The staff raised a concern early in the review about the and RGs were developed specifically for LWRs. Similar

SWRPRS which involved the process auxiliaries. The staff guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not been developed.
recommended that both SWRPRS and the water/steam However, HVAC systems are similar, whatever the reactor
dump system should be safety grade. The PRISM design design. The PRISM HVAC system, therefore, should
response was to make the SWRPRS rapture disks safety meet the intent of the following SRP sections:
grade and the building seismic Category II.

• 9.4.1, "Control Room Area Ventilation System"
There are two interactions between the inert gas systems
and the SWRPRS, both of which should be examined for • 9.4.3, "Auxiliary and Radwaste Area Ventilation
safety classification. The nitrogen distribution system System"

supplies cover gas for the SWRPRS, and nitrogen purge
gas for the steam generator system and SWRPRS following • 9.4.4, "Turbine Area Ventilation System"
a large sodium-water reaction. The argon distribution
subsystem provides evacuation and argon inerting to the ,, 9.4.5, "Engineer Safety Feature Ventilation System"
space between the duplex rupture disks in the SWRPRS.

The SRP sections require compliance with the following
9.4.6 Evaluation GDC from Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, parts of which

may apply to the PRISM HVAC system:

Piping between isolation valves should be designed to the
upper level -- not the lower level - code classificatton of • 2, "Design Ba_s for I_rotection Against Natural
the connected components. This is necessary since the Phenomena"
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• 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Bases" 9.5.7 Research and Development Hans

• 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components" The licensee submitted no research and development plans
for the HVAC system.

• 17, "Electric Power Systems"
9.5.8 Conclusions

• 19, "Control Room"

The PRISM design for the HVAC system is not consistent
• 60, "Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials to with current LWR requirements. Because the control

the Environment" room Is_ks a safety-grade HVAC system, the design does
not satisfy the guidance given in SRP Section 9.4.1,

• 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity "Control Room Area Ventilation System." This is,
Control" however, an open policy issue within the NRC.

9.5.4 Design Criteria 9.6 Auxiliary Liquid-Metal System

The preapplicant stated that the HVAC system will meet 9.6.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
applicable Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA)

noise criteria, and will conform to the applicable sections The auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers, and
from the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and purifies all sodium used in the plant. This system consists
Air Conditioning (ASHRAE), American Society for of the sodium receiving and transfer subsystem (SRTS),
Testing and Materials (ASTM), the National Fire the intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS), and
Protection Agency (NFPA), Sheet Metal and Air the primary sodium processing subsystem (PSPS). The
Conditioning Contractors National Association, the SRTS handles new sodium delivered to the site, melts it in

American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and Air preparation for transfer to the intermediate or primary
Moving and Control Association. sodium systems, and transfers the melted sodium for use

in the reactor. The ISPS has the following functions:

The preapplicant stated that a safety-grade HVAC system • Provides the capability to transfer the intermediate
with toxic-gas isolation and emergency outside-air filtration sodium for offsite disposal.
capability is included for the remote shutdown facility.

• Purifies the sodium in the IHTS or in the sodium dump
9.5.5 Discussion of Safety Issues tank (SDT) continuously or intermittently.

The staff raised a concern early in the review about the • Provides the capability to fill the IHTS and SDT using
quality Of the environment for the operator. Part of the the ISPS EM pump.
PRISM designer's response was to upgrade the HVAC

system of the control room, and to install a safety-grade • Provides the capability to transfer sodium from the
HVAC system for the remote shutdown facility. IHTS to the SDT.

• Provides the capability to fill the reactor vessel initially
9.5.6 Evaluation with non-radioactive sodium using the ISPS EM pump.

SRP Section 9.4.1 provides specific guidance on the - Provides sodium sample connections for the impurity
HVAC system required for the control room. The monitoring and analysis system for fresh sodium and
philosophy of the PRISM designers is that for the PRISM sodium in the IHTS.
reactor, operators are not important to safety and,

therefore, require neither a safety-grade control room nor • Provides sodium to the intermediate sodium plugging
a safety-grade HVAC system, indicator.

The NRC is still conside_ng the role of the operator. The The PSPS has the following functions:
need for a safety-grade control room is a policy issue

before the Commission. The NRC staff cannot, therefore, • Purifies the prinutry sodium in the reactor ves_l du:mg
determine the acceptability of a control room without a refueling and in the primary sodium storage vessel
sa" ' ,fade HVAC system, during reactor module replacement.
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• Provides sodium transfer and storage facilities (the 9.6.5 Discussion of Safety Issues
primary sodium storage vessel) for the primary sodium
in one reactor module. No safety issues associated with the auxiliary liquid-metal

system have been identified at this stage of the review.
s Provides heat removal for the coolant used in the

primary cold traps. 9.6.6 Evaluation

• Provides sodium to the primary sodium plugging The PSPS penetrates the containment. The penetrating
indicator, piping and the dual isolation valves should, therefore, be

built to the same standards as the containment which is

• Provides primary sodium sample connections for built to ASME Section III Class 1. To do otherwise
Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System. effectively reduces the rating of the containment.

9.6.2 Scope of Staff Review 9.6.7 Research and Development Plans

Because of the information available, the review of the The preapplicant submitted no research and development

auxiliary liquid metal system was limited, plans for the auxiliary liquid-metal system.

9.6.3 Review Criteria 9.6.8 Conclusions

The following regulatory guidance was reviewed for The PRISM design is conceptual and lacks sufficient detail
general applicability to the PRISM design. Current SRPs to draw from conclusions as to whether this system will be
and RGs were developed specifically for LWRs. Similar designed to the same criteria as the containment. The

guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not been developed. PRISM design for the safety-related primary sodium
The PRISM auxiliary liquid-metal system should meet the processing system, particularly the safety classification of
intent of the following SRP sections: the pipes that penetrate the containment, will be evaluated

at a later stage in the design review to ensure applicable
• 9.2.6, "Condensate Storage Facilities" regulatory requirements are satisfied.
• 9.3.3, "Equipment and Floor Drainage System"

The SRP sections require compliance with the following 9.7 Sodium Piping and Equipment Heating
GDC from Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, parts of which and Insulation System
may also apply to the PRISM auxiliary liquid-metal
system: 9.7.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives

• 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural The function of the sodium piping and equipment heating

Phenomena" and insulation system is to liquify and maintain the sodium
as a liquid. The system comprises electrical trace-heating

• 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Bases" and reactor vessel preheating equipment, as well as pipe
and vessel insulation.

• 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components"
The trace-heating equipment uses mineral-insulated-type

• 60, "Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials to cable wrapped around the component or zig-zagged around
the Environment" pipes. Thermocouple monitors and solid-state relays

control the power to the cables, and thus control the heat

9.6.4 Design Criteria rate. There are local and global control centers for the
heating system, with the global system overriding the

Table 9.3 identifies the equipment and structures of the local.
auxiliary liquid-metal system that are safety related:

The reactor vessel preheating system consists of two self-
The preapplicant stated that the auxiliary intermediate contained blower heater packages.

liquid-metal system components will be designed to ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII and piping The insulation for the systems consists of alumina silica
and fittings to ANSI B31.1, "Power Piping Code." sandwiched between layers of stainless steel.
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Table 9.3 Safety-related equipment and structures for the auxiliary liguid-metal system
: - i] I $1 llj , T_ I i ii I iiiiiii1 I ii i iiiiiiiiiiii iiii TII III! Ul .......... I1 I IIIII1,11111 I I I

Subsystem Equipment or Safety Quality Group 2 or Seismic

Structure Class t ASME Code See/Class Caterer),
II III II II I I I Illl IIIIIII I I I III T I I III I I i I I I [ I III II IIII I II

Primary sodium processing s_,stem EM pump 3 III/3 3 1 .......

. .Primary sodium processin_ 's_stem Cold trap module . .3 III/3 1

Primary sodium processing s_,stem Sodium drain tank 3 III/3 1

Primary sodium processing system Sodium valves 2 ....... I!I/2 .......... 1

Primary sodium processin s stem Pipin_ 3 III/3 1
Notes:

1 Safety Class 1 (SC-I) applies to those components that are part of the primary coolant boundary; are used to
perform scram functions under any plant conditions; or maintain core geometry or provide core support and whose
failure could initiate a core disruptive accident.
Safety Class 2 (SC-2) applies to any component not in SC-1 that is required to maintain an adequate reactor coolant
inventory following a primary coolant boundary leak; is part or an extension of the reactor containment boundary;
is required to remove residual heat from the reactor core whose single failure following any plant condition
constitutes a loss of safety-function or that is not normal operating or cannot _e tested adequately during normal
power operation; the single failure of which could cause a loss of safety-function of other SC-2 components.
Sa.fety Class 3 (SC-3) applies to those components not in SC-I or SC-2 that are required to remove residual heat
from the reactor core; the failure of which could result in the loss of safety-function of another component; that are

extensions of the primary coolant boundary and are capable of being isolated from that boundary during all modes
of normal reactor operation by two valves, each of which is either normally closed or capable of remote closure;
the failure of which could result in the release to the environment of radioactivity and would result in potential oft'-
site exposures that are comparable to the guideline exposure of 10 CFR Part 100.

2 QG-A corresponds to ASME Code Section III -- Class 1,

QG-B corresponds to ASME Code Section III w Class 2,
QG-C corresponds to ASME Code Section 1II -- Class 3.

3 Portions that form the primary boundary.
II I Ill|Ill II I I I II I I I I I

9.7.2 Scope of Staff Review The equipment will heat the systems to 500 K (450 °F)
and maintain them at no less than 480 K (400 °F). The

The review was limited to a cursory look at the proposed equipment will not damage components during the heating
RRS. A more in-depth review will be done after the process.
preapplicant submits a more complete design.

9.7.3 Design Criteria The preapplicant indicated that the design will keep
thermal stresses to a minimum and will not affect safety

Current SRPs and RGs were developed specifically for functions of any systems, burden the HVAC system, or
LWRs. Similar guidance for liquid-metal reactors has not pose a personnel hazard.
been developed. Regulatory guidance for the PRISM
sodium piping and equipment h_ating and insulation system

design will be developed at the next stage of review. 9.7.4 Discussion of Safety Issues

The preapplicant identified no equipment or structures of No safety issues associated with the sodium piping and
the piping and equipment heating and insulation system as equipment heating mid insulation system have been
safety related, identified at this stage of the review.
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9.7.$ Evaluation in the steam generator buildings and reactor support
building areas with access to liquid-metal systems. The

The use of heat tracing and insulation to maintain pipes at Halon facilities will furnish 5 to 6 volume percent of
temperature is already accepted within the nuclear Halon for 10 minutes within the largest protected area.

industry. The carbon dioxide subsystem will achieve a 30-percent
concentration in 2 minutes and a 50-percent concentration

The prespplicant will be required to submit a more detailed in 10 minutes for up to 20 minutes.
design for evaluation.

The SFPS will use passive catch pans and fire suppression
9.7.6 Research and Development Plans decks to prevent continued sodium pool burning and will

limit sodium burning to loss than 10 percent of the mass of
The preapplicant submitted no research and development the spill. Small sodium fires will be suppressed by
plans for the sodium piping and equipment heating and manually operated, portable fire extinguishers located
insulation system, throughout the nuclear island (NI) buildings.

9.7.7 Conclusions Fire will be detected through the use of smoke, aerosol,
and/or heat detectors which will actuate alarms to alert

The sodium piping and equipment heating and insulation operators to the existence and location of fires. Where
system will be reviewed when the preapplicant submits a considered appropriate, heat detectors will be used to
more detailed design, initiate automatic fire-suppression systems. Isolation

features, including fire barriers, doors, dampers and low-
9.8 Plant Fire Protection System leakage penetrations, will be used in the building and

HVAC system design to impede the spread of fire and
The plant fire protection system (PFPS) includes two limit the distribution of airborne contaminants.
systems, the sodium fire protection system (SFPS) and the

non-sodium fire protection system (NSFPS). The PRISM The sodium fire protection system is designed to
design employs features addressing the unique fire
protection requirements posed by the use of sodium in the • Protect safety-related systems and components.
plant. The NSFPS utilizes standard technology and was
examined to ensure compatibility with the SFPS so that the • Protect ptant personnel from sodium fires.
special requirements of sodium fire protection and
mitigation were addressed. • Limit the chemical reaction between sodium and

concrete.

9.8.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
• Limit the formation and release of radioactive sodium

The NSFPS will use water-supplied fire-fighting equipment aerosols.
on areas of the plant completely isolated from systems and
components containing sodium. Total carbon dioxide • Limit the release of non-radioactive sodium aerosols
flooding or local carbon dioxide application systems will
be used for normally unoccupied electrical cable and 9.8.2 Scope of Staff Review
equipment rooms. Total flooding systems of Halon 1301
will be used for the protection of electronic equipment The staff used PRISM PSID (Ref. 9.1), Section 9.7.1,

rooms. The NSFPS includes the following subsystems: "Plant Fire Protection System," and Section F-6 of PSID
(1) fire protection water supply subsystem; (2) sprinkler, Volume V (responses to NRC comments) for the review of
deluge, and water spray subsystems; (3)wet and dry PRISM fire protection systems. The review considered
standpipe subsystems; (4) carbon dioxide, Halon, and foam fire effects on safety systems, fire-detection features,
subsystems; and (5) portable fire extinguishers. The fire- special systems required to mitigate sodium fires, inert gas

protection water-supply subsystem will be capable of flooding system requirements, and simultaneous fires in
delivering 9,463 l/per minute (2500gpm) at 963 kPa muitipleunits.
(125 psig). The equipment, instrumentation, and controls

that make up the sprinkler and deluge subsystem will Current regulatory documents were developed for LWRs,
furnish protection to areas within plant buildings and on and do not specifically address LMR safety concerns.
plant grounds that are suited to fire mitigation by sprinkler However, general guidance for the review was found in
or spray systems. The dry standpipe and manual fire- the SRP 9.5.1, "Fire Protection Program" and
fighting equipment will be located in non-alkali metal areas BTP CMEB-9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for
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Nuclear Power Plants" (attached to SRP Section 9.5.1). Reactor, and should be readily available. Thus, no
This SRP and the BTP specify conformance of the fire research and development effort is expected to be needed
protection system to 10 CFR 50.48 and GDC 3 and 5 of to finish the PRISM fire protection system design.
10 CFR Part 50. GDC 3 specifies design objectives to be
met by the fire protection system, GDC 5 is related to fire Future design refinements should consider fires involving
protection for shared safety-related structures. Fire facilities shared between units and fires due to man-made
protection requirements referring to BTP 9.5-1 and GDC 3 events. This guidance, from Section C (1) of BTP
are furnished in 10 CFR 50.48. CMEB 9.5-1, includes design regard for a fire caused by

such an event as an airplane crash, affecting more than one
Design standards proposed by ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, reactor unit on the site.
"General Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal
N u c Ie a r P o w e r P Ia nt" (R e f. 9.12) a n d Although Section 9.4.1 of the PRISM PSID mentions that
ANSI/ANS-54.8-1988, "Liquid Metal Fire Protection in NFPA standards will be used in the design of the
LMR Plants" (Ref. 9.13), were used for more specific ventilation system, no specific mention is made with

guidance for review of areas involving unique respect to special ventilation requirements for sodium
characteristics of the PRISM design. These criteria combustion products. As mentioned in SRP Section 9.5.1,
supplement the designcriteria contained in 10 CFR 50.48 the means to remove smoke and other products of
and 10 CFR Part 50 (Appendix A), which are combustion should be established during the early stages of
requirements, design. This is especially important for the PRISM design

since the designer's strategy for mitigating small sodium
9.8.3 Design Criteria fires emphasizes use of manual fire-fighting measures

(PSID Section 9.7.1.2). The SRP lists other ventilation
In Section 1.8 of the PRISM PSID, the designer stated that considerations, and references which NFPA standards
RG 1.120, "Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power should be used for future design efforts.
Plants" (Ref. 9.14), will be applicable (although minor
modifications may be necessary to accommodate a liquid- Other significant areas covered by NFPA requirements, as
metal system). Much of the guidance of RG 1.120 appears referenced by the SRP Section 9.5.1, which should receive
in BTP CMEB 9.5-1. design attention before future design review include fire

detection systems, especially the means to provide reliable
Section 9.7.1.1.2 of the PSID stated that the PRISM plant power to sensor and annunciator systems; water supplies
fire protection system will be designed so that it complies to fire protection systems, mainly the pumping capacity,

with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) pump power source, and seismic qualification
standards. Other system design requirements are specified, requirements; and Halon and carbon dioxide fire-
such as use of inert gas flooding systems for normally suppression system requirements which ensure that toxicity
unoccupied electrical equipment rooms and use of a and corrosive effects are considered in the system design.
standby diesel-driven fire pump, many of which are

addressed in review guidance cited in Section 9.3.2 Along with safety design criteria paralleling existing fire
(above). protection system design requirements, ANSI/ANS-54.8

contains guidance for the design of feafures used for fire
9.8.4 Discussion of Safety Issues protection and mitigation in liquid-metal plants that are not

covered in other codes and standards. For instance, details

No safety issues associated with the plant fire protection for catch pan design are discussed, as are the potential
system were raised in this review, effects of sodium fire byproducts upon electrical equipment

and structural components, as well as their danger to

9.8.5 Evaluation personnel. Such requirements should be carefully
considered as the PRISM design proceeds.

The PRISM plant fire protection system outlined in the

PSID has the potential to meet the general requirements for This review included examination of the PRISM design
fire protection at nuclear power plants. However, the with respect to the proposed requirements of the Electric
design presented for preapplication review lacks details Power Research Institute (EPRI) as stated in the Advanced
needed to permit final conclusions to be reached on the Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document
effectiveness of the system to meet liquid-metal plant (ALWR Passive Plant)(Ref. 9.15). Although intended for

requirements. The technology applicable to sodium system application to LWR designs, some of the criteria could be
fire safety should be consistent with that developed for the applied to the PRISM design. Most of the requirements
Fast Flux Test Facility and the Clinch River Breeder presented in Volume Ill, Chapter 9: Site SuDDortSvstems,
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paragraph3, of the EPRi documentparallelthosecurrently 9.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Single-
appliedto LWRsand those referredto in Section 9.9.2 of Failure-Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants,"
this report. A notable difference exists, however, under NUREG-0554, May 1979.
Section 3.4.2.1 of the EPRIdocument, which requires that
at least 100 percent of the design fire pump capacity be 9.4 American National Standards Institute/American
available from a diesel-driven fire pump or pumps. Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS 54.6-1979, "LMFBR
Although the PRISM diesel-driven fire pump is capable of Safety Classification and Related Requirements,"
maintaining system pressure without the electric-driven ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois.
pump (PSID Section 9.7.1.2), it is not clear that it can do
so at the rated design flow of 9,463 l/min. (2,500 gpm). 9.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of

Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy,"Part 50,
9.8.6 Conclusions "Domestic Licensing of Productionand Utilization

Facilities."
The review of PRISM fire protection systems raised no
safety issues, but also did not reach a conclusion on the 9.6 American Society of Mechanical Engineers -
suitability of the system to effectively satisfy liquid-metal ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
plant fire protection requirements. The information Section III, Division 1.
availableat this preapplication stage indicates that the final
design could meetstandardfireprotectionguidanceaswell 9.7 American National Standards Institute/American
as challenges posed by the presence of sodiumin the plant. Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS B31.1, "PowerPiping
Specifics in the areas of fire detection, sodium-fire Code," ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois.
mitigation (e.g., catch pan design), ventilation features for
sodium combustion byproducts, and means to deal with 9.8 American National Standards Institute/American
multi-unit fires (caused by man-made events) are among Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS N45.21, "Cleaning of
the issues to be considered during future reviews. Fluid Systems and Associated Components During

the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants,"
The sodium-fire protectionsystem should build upon and ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois.
utilize standard sodium-fire suppression and mitigation
techniques developed, tested, and applied on previous 9.9 American National Standards Institute/American
liquid-metaldesigns. The staff believes that these features, Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS N45.2.2, "Packaging,
if properly implemented, would constitute an acceptable Shipping, Receiving, and Storage of Items for
means to preclude undue health hazards to the public, Nuclear Power Plants," ANS, La Grange Park,
minimize equipment damage, and minimize release of Illinois.
sodium aerosols to the atmosphere.

9.10 U.S. Department of Defense, "Sampler, Cryogenic
The staff also believes that as the design progresses, the Liquid," MIL-S-27626, first issued September 12,
guidance of ANSI/ANS-54.1-1989, "General Safety Design 1966, Rev. D, Amend. 1, April 24, 1981.
Criteria for a Liquid Metal Nuclear Power Plant," and
ANSI/ANS-54.8-1988, "Liquid Metal Fire Protection in 9.11 U.S. Department of Energy, "Sodium Cover Gas -
LMRPlants," should be incorporated into the design, and Purchase Specifications," RDT Standard M14-IT
that PRISM at least meet their intent. (DOE/NE Standard M14-IT), first issued July

1972, Revised (Amend. 1) January 1975.
9.9 References

9.12 American National Standards Institute/American
9.1 General Electric, PRISM--Prelimina, y Safety Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS 54.1-1989, "General

Information Document, GEFR-00793 UC-87Ta, Safety Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal Nuclear
November 1986. Power Plant," ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois.

9.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard 9.13 American National Standards Institute/American
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Nuclear Society, ANSI/ANS 54.8-1988, "Standard
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWREdition," for Liquid Metal Fire Protection in LMR Plants,"
NUREG-0800, July 1982. ANS, La Grange Park, Illinois.
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9.14 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Fire 9.15 Electric Power Research Institute-Advanced Light-
Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants," Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document,
Regulatory Guide 1.120 (for comment), November Voi. III, "ALWR Passive Plant," 1990.
1977.
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10 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS

10.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives reactor buildings are within the low-trajectory, turbine-
missile zone defined by Regulatory Guide (RG)1.115
(Ref. 10.2) with respect to missiles generated by turbines

10.1.1 Summary Description of other power blocks. The plant will be protected against
turbine missiles by assuring (1)turbine disk integrity
through design, fabrication control, and inspection and

A PRISM power block consists of three reactor modules, maintenance measures; (2) turbine overspeed protection;
each with one steam generator that collectively supply one and (3) underground siting of principal safety-related
turbine generator set. The designer, General Electric, has structures within the low-trajectory-missile zone.
stated in PSID (Ref. 10.1) Section 10.1 that the operation
of the equipment, piping, and valves in the system do not Auxiliary systems will contain conventional shaft sealing,
affect the reactor modules and their safety features, electrohydraulic control, lubrication, and instrumentation

to the turbine unit.

Steam from the three steam generators in a power block is 10.1.3 Main and Auxiliary Steam Systems
combined and supplied at near-saturated conditions to the
high-pressure inlet of the turbine generator. The exhaust
steam enters the two low-pressure turbine sections after it Each PRISM power block includes a main steam system,
passes through moisture separators and reheaters. The a main steam dump system, and an extraction steam

steam is exhausted from the low-pressure sections to the system. A single auxiliary steam system, supplied from
condenser, the two steam-jet air-ejector (SJAE) auxiliary boilers, is common to all three power blocks.
condensers, the steam packing exhauster (SPE)condensers, The main and auxiliary steam piping shall be constructed
and the steam generator system (SGS) blowdown coolers, of carbon steel in accordance with American Society for
3efore it enters the feedwater and condensate system. For Testing and Materials (ASTM) material specification
a simplified diagram of the secondary system, see A53 Grade B (Ref. 10.3).
Figure 10.1.

The main steam system delivers steam from the steam

generators to the high-pressure cylinder inlet of the
10.1.2 Turbine Generators turbine. This system also directs high-pressure turbine

exhaust to the _oisture separators/reheaters and then to the
low-pressure turbine inlet cylinders. The main steam

The PRISM design uses one turbine generator set for each dump system allows steam flow to bypass the turbine and
power block. Each turbine is an 1800-rpm, tandem- directly enter the condenser when required. This acts as
compound, four-flow reheat machine. It consists of one a means of controlled heat release from the reactors

single-flow, high-pressure cylinder and two double-flow through the steam generators for decay heat removal
low-pressure cylinder casings. The steam enters the (DHR) and plant startup, and also helps to prevent reactor
turbine at a pressure of 6591 kPa (956 psia) and a trips during rapid load rejections.
temperature of 556 K (540 OF), and exhausts to a

condenser vacuum of 8.5 kPa (2.5 in. of mercury) Feedwater heaters get steam from the extraction steam

absolute. Since the turbine casing is an integral component system which taps steam from points on the high-pressure
of rotating machinery, it will be excluded from meeting the and low-pressure turbines. This system has means to
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler protect the turbine from water induction and offers

and Pressure Vessel Code and will be built to overspeed protection. Various process uses are supplied
manufacturer's standards, by 1825 kPa (250 psig) auxiliary steam sent to a single

header by three auxiliary boilers. Each boiler can produce
The designer has specified such load demand change 50 percent of the total maximum auxiliary steam demand
capabilities as normal daily load following from for theplant.
100 percent to 50 percent of rated output at up to 2 percent
per minute over 2 hours. After 20 minutes following

prompt resynchronization from a total load rejection, the The main and auxiliary steam system piping, equipment,
turbine can be reloaded to 100 percent power, and components are specified as not nuclear safety-related,

but are designed to serve for 60 years. The system has the
The turbine generators will be located so that turbine capability for periodic surveillance testing and inservice

missiles will not be able to damage safety-related systems inspection, and is capable of withstanding the dynamic
of the same power block. The designer states that the forces of a turbine trip.
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Steam and Power Conversion Systems

10.1.4 Feedwater and Condensate System The following sections of the Standard Review Plan (SRP)
(Ref. 10.4) Were used for the review: 10.3, "Main Steam

Three subsystems (one for each power block) constitute the Supply System;" 10.4.2, "Main Condenser Evacuation
feedwater and condensate system: condensate subsystem, System;" and 10.4.7, "Condensate and Feedwater
feedwater subsystem, and feedwater heater drain System." These SRP sections specifically require
subsystem. A single auxiliary boiler feedwater and conformance to General Design Criteria (GDC) set forth
condensate system serves each power block. Major in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (Ref. 10.5)concerning

components of the feedwater and condensate system are the performance of safety-related portions of the system,
depicted in Figure 10.1. These systems supply feedwater control of any release of radioactive materials to the
to the steam generators and auxiliary boilers, and have secondary plant, as well as the DHR functions of the feed
means to control and monitor feedwater quality to maintain and condensate system (GDC 2, 4, 5, 34, 44, 45, 46, 60,
chemistry specifications, and 64). The staff consulted Branch Technical Position

(BTP) MTEB 5-3, "Monitoring of Secondary Side Water
Exhaust from the turbine is condensed in the condenser, Chemistry in PWR Steam Generators," (attachment to
and condensate flows to the condenser hotwell. The SRP Section 5.4.2.1), to assess secondary chemistry
condensate is then pumped through the SJAE and SPE control.
condensers, the SGS blowdown coolers, and the four
stages of low-pressure feedwater heaters to the deaerator. The staff referred to a number of design guidelines

Condensate flows from the deaerator to the deaerator proposed by the Advanced Light-Water Reactor Utility
storage tank, which holds feedwater for the feed pumps. Requirements Document (ALWR Passive Plant)
The feedwater then passes through one stage of high- (Ref. 10.6) in this review. Although many of these
pressure heating where it reaches 489 K (420 OF). Fluid requirements are important only for LWR safety
is returned to the feedwater and condensate systems considerations, some of these proposals warrant
through the feedwater heater drain system or the condenser consideration at least in terms of reducing safety system
hotwell, or both. challenges for the PRISM design. These points do not

reflect regulatory positions, but are intended to give early
10.1.5 Water Chemistry Control indication of expected industry design objectives for

standard plants.
Water chemistry is controlled in order to minimize
corrosion in the steam generator system and to minimize 10.3 Design Criteria
fouling on the steam generator heat-transfer surfaces.
Conditions will be maintained by feedwater deaeration, use The designer will comply fully with the following RGs:
of all-volatile chemical treatment, steam drum continuous

blowdown, and demineralizationofblowdowndrains. The - 1.26 "Quality Group Classifications and Standards
use of stainless steel feedwater heaters will minimize for Water, Steam and Radioactive-Waste-

introduction of corrosion-product impurities into the steam Containing Components of Nuclear Power
generator. Recirculation water pH is to be maintained Plants" (Ref. 10.7)
between 8.7 and 9.1 by adding ammonium hydroxide.
Hydrazine will be used to scavenge oxygen not removed • 1.115 "Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine
by the deaerator. Condensate dissolved oxygen content is Missiles"
to be maintained below 5 ppb.

The main and auxiliary steam piping and the feedwater and
condensate system piping will be designed, fabricated, and

10.2 Scope of the Review inspected in accordance with American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) Standard B31.1 (Ref. 10.8). Valves shall

Chapter 10 of the PSID and responses to NRC comments be designed in accordance with the applicable ANSI
contained in Appendix F of the PSID were used in the Standard B16.5a (Ref. 10.9) pressure and temperature
review. Volume VI (Appendix G) of the PSID contained ratings.
no design changes for the systems described in PSID

Chapter 10, but associated research and development plans 10.4 Research and Development
and safety analyses were covered. The designer states that

operating the systems related to steam and power The technology to be used in components of the steam and
conversion does not affect the reactor modules and their power conversion systems is not unique and does not
safety features. Therefore, the staff focused its review on require research and development. Development of an
the overall operability of the system, effective multi-module control system directly affects the
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function of this system, but is dealt with separately in should be determined. The capability of a single
Section 7.5. Development of the new steam generator safety-related DHR system such as RVACS must be
design is important, since this will affect secondary plant determined for any postulated condition, including
chemistry control requirements, conditions established by a non-safety-related BOP.

At some future point in the design process, the safety In the course of this review, more general questions were
immunity of the steam and power conversion systems posed concerning the extent to which the designer
should be substantiated with detailed event analyses, addressed the impact of BOP influences. Accident analysis

Accident analyses performed at this stage appear to beyond that presented in the PSID was referenced in
envelope possible balance-of-plant (BOP) affects. For response to one comment (see Comment 15.4 in PSID
instance, a loss of feedwater flow should not cause more Appendix F), but little detail was presented. Although
adverse conditions than cooldown on the reactor vessel such analyses are not considered a requirement for

auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) alone. However, staff preapplication review, the results of such work would
review of additiona_ information will be required to enable the staff to determine if the non-safety classification
maintain the non-safety status of these systems, is suitable for these systems. Such assessments for this

design must be deferred until more design detail and
10.5 Safety Issues accident analysis data are available.

The non-safety role of the steam and power conversion The safety impact of the steam and power conversion

systems precludes raising safety issues in this area at this portion of the plant is important since it is the basis for
time. This review disclosed no potential impacts on plant applying regulatory guidance and a number of related
safety. However, the information submitted by the regulations for LWRs. As pointed out in Section 10.2, a
designer is preliminary at this stage and, as discussed in number of the GDCs and SRPs apply to components and
Section 10.4, further development and analysis could functions that relate to (1) safety-related portions of the
modify this position, system, (2) systems important to safety or influencing

safety systems, (3) the capability to remove decay heat, or
10.6 Evaluation (4) the potential of the system to release radioactive

materials to the environment. The design seems to satisfy
Although the preliminary nature of the information most requirements of the review criteria cited here, based
available for these systems prevents a detailed assessment on inherent differences between ALMRs and LWRs.
of their effect on safety-related functions during abnormal However, some areas could become safety issues should
or upset conditions, three significant points were raised some aspects of the system be considered safety-related.

concerning BOP impact on reactor safety. First, the plant It is not clear if the feedwater flow control and main steam
control system includes inputs from the BOP regarding isolation functions would satisfy current regulatory
such non-safety functions as the power runback feature for guidance. The impact of feedwater flow control
loss of all offsite power (see Section 8.1.1). Also, in malfunctions on the reactor system, discussed in SRP
Appendix D of the PSID, the preapplicant mentions Section 10.4.7, are not yet detailed. More design
feedwater and steam generator system inputs to the reactor information could clear up this question.
control system that serve as a reactor trip function for loss
of feedwater flow control events. It is not yet clear how
such inputs will affect the plant protection system and Although the designer does not consider it a serious safety
reactor safety, challenge to plant systems, a steamline rupture is a serious

safety challenge. Design review must include an
Additionally, means to protect safety structures from evaluation of capabilities to deal with this event to ensure
hazards posed by turbine missiles, as discussed in that plant safety will not bejeopardized. SRPSection 10.3
Section 10.1.2, must be assessed. Although RG 1.115 guidance for means to detect a main steamline break and
allows safety-related plant components to be located within initiate steam generator isolation are not discussed. The
the low-trajectory turbine-missile zone, sufficient design design should preclude blowdown of more than one steam
and analysis information must be submitted to substantiate generator with concurrent failure of a single active
a conditional low probability of safety system damage component.

(<IOE-3 per Regulatory Position C.4 of RG l.ll5).
Finally, the role of the secondary system DHR capability Consideration of these control system questions should
should be established. Although not explicitly required to include GDC 24 of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A,
ensure reactor safety, the consequences of a loss or "Separation of Protection and Control Systems," which
degradation of secondary system DHR, while in progress, requires that the interconnection of the protection and
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control systems be limited to avoid impairing the EPRI has proposed many other BOP requirements. Those
operability of safety systems, discussed here are considered pertinent to the PRISM

design. It must again be emphasized that these points do
The specifications for water chemistry control and the not indicate a present or future regulatory stance, but
means used to achieve these conditions appear to follow indicate design concerns that may predict significant
the guidance of BTP MTEB 5-3 (referenced by SRP industry trends.

Section 5.4.2.1) for plants utilizing volatile chemistry
control. A number of design details are yet to be
determined and steam generator chemistry requirements 10.7 Conclusions
are not yet fully specified. This area will require further
scrutiny since the integrity of steam generator tubes must The information submitted for the PRISM design specifies
be maintained to avoid the consequences of a sodium-water the general interface and design conditions for the steam
reaction, and power conversion system. Although the overall design

appears to satisfy the requirements for a non-safety-related
This review examined the PRISM design with respect to system, further design detail and plant response analysis
the proposed requirements of the Electric Power Research will be required for future reviews to ensure that safety is
Institute (EPRI) as stated in the Advanced Light-Water not affected.
Reactor Utility Requirements Document (ALWR Passive

Plant). Although intended for application to LWR plants, Among the significant items of concern in this review are
some of the detailed BOP design criteria proposed by EPRI the interaction between BOP control systems and the
may be applicable to PRISM. Specifications range from reactor protection system, the means to protect safety
material and fabrication techniques to system capacity, but structures from low-trajectory turbine missiles, and the
only select points considered relevant to the PRISM design role of secondary system DHR. Although these are not
are mentioned here. serious safety concerns at present, the staff will examine

these areas in detail in future reviews to ensure that there

The general design description of the PRISM steam dump will be no adverse impact on safety. Such important
system appears to meet the EPRI requirements in functions as feedwater control and main steam isolation
Section 3.2.1.2 of Reference 10.6, "PWR Steam Bypass must be considered in more detail to ensure that any
and Relief Capacity." As the design is completed, such malfunctions will not challenge the safety of reactor
detailed EPRI requirements as bypass flow capacity and modules.
actuation times should be considered in order to limit

challenges to the steam system and demands upon steam
relief capability. 10.8 References

Documents available on the PRISM design do not provide

specific information on the main steam isolation valves 10.1 General Electric, PRISM--Preliminary _,afety
(MSIVs). Section 3.2.2, "Main Steam Isolation Valves," Information Document, GEFR-00793 UC-87Ta,
of the EPRI document gives a number of general November 1986.

requirements and some specifications. Although the EPRI
requirements address LWR containment and reactor safety 10.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Protection

factors, the MSIV structural and operability criteria should Against Low-Trajectory Turbine Missiles,"
be considered for overall safety considerations. Regulatory Guide 1.115.
Specification of the valve actuation time during steamline
breaksl as well as redundancy and separation of control

system components, should also be considered. 10.3 American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM
A53, "Standard Specification for Pipe, Steel, Black

EPRI feedwater and condensate system requirements and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-Coated, Welded and
emphasize such conditions of system reliabili¢_, as plant Seamless," ASTM Standards, Vol. 01.01, "Steel-

capacities with degraded system lineups and pump control Piping, Tubing, Fittings, American Society for
features to maintain plant operation during system Testing and Materials," 1989.
transients. The PRISM design could have an operational

weakness in this area since a single high-pressure 10.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Standard
feedwater heater will be used. Although this does not Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
seem to impose a safety challenge, operational flexibility Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition,"
may be limited at this component. NUREG-0800, July 1982.
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10.5 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of Steam and Radioactive-Waste-Containing
Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 50, Components of Nuclear Power Plants," Regulatory
"Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Guide 1.26.
Facilities," Appendix A, "GeneralDesign Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plants." 10.8 American National Standards Institute/American

Society of Mechanical Engineers,
10.6 ElectricPowerResearch Institute--Advanced Light- ANSI/ASME B31.1, Code for Pressure Piping,

Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document, 1989, New York.
Vol. III, "ALWR Passive Plant," Clmpter2,
"PowerGenerationSystems,' 1990. 10.9 American National Standards Institute/American

Society of Mechanical Engineers,
10.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Quality ANSI/ASME B16.Sa, Code of Pipe Flanges andi

Group Classifications and Standards for Water, Flanged Fittings, 1988, New York.
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11 RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

11.1 Source Terms Acceptancecriteriafor radioactiveliquid waste rel_ses as
a result of tank failures will be based on radionuclide

The source term informationthe preapplicantwill use for concentrationsat the nearest potable water supply not in
the design basis for expected releases will be provided at exce_ of the values in Appendix B, Table II, Column2 to
a later stage of review to demonstrate that the applicable 10 CFR Part 20. Analysis will be provided at a later
requirements of 10 CFR Part20 (Ref. 11.1) and design stage to show thatthese criteria can be met.
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 11.2) will be met.

11.3 Gaseous Waste Management Systems
11.2 Liquid Waste Management Systems

The gaseous-radioactive-wastesystem providesa meansfor
The liquid radioactivewaste system provides a means for collecting,processing, anddisposing of radioactivegaseous
collecting, processing,storing, anddisposing of radioactive wastes to controlradiationwithin the plant. The systemis
liquid wastes to control radiationwithin the plant. It is designedto give reliableprocessing of collected _lioactive
designed to yield reliable processing of collected liquid gaseous wastes to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
wastes to meet the requirementsof 10 CFR Part20 and the Part 20 andthe design objectives of AppendixI to 10 CFR
design objectives of AppendixI to 10 CFR Part50. The Part50. The gaseous-radioactive-waste system is not
liquid radioactivewaste system is not safety relatedand is safety related and is designed in accordance with
designed in accordancewith RegulatoryGuide(RG) 1.143 RG 1.143.
(Ref. 11.3). This system disposes of the treatedwastes
after monitoring radioactivity concentrations for The primary source of radioactive gaseous wastes is the
conformance to 10 CFR Part20. reactor cover gas. The PRISM reactor is designed to

operate as a hermetically sealed system and is opened only
The two systems within the liquidradioactivewaste system for refuelingor maintenance. Thus, there is no feed/bleed
are the intermediate-activity-levelliquid(IALL)system and of reactor cover gas duringoperation. The helium cover
the low-activity-level liquid (LALL) system. In the gas is replaced before refueling with clean gas. A
IALL/LALL systems, the primary sources of wastes are portable, vehicle-mounted, helium gas supply system is
(1) component and equipment cleaning and provided to evacuate, purge, and establish the reactor
decontaminationand (2) laboratorydrains. These liquid cover gas pressureat refueling. The system consists of a
wastes are collected andstored in collection tanks. From helium supply, filter, vacuum pump, receiver tank, vapor
the collection tanks, wastes are periodically processed trap, compressor, and storage/transfer tank. The reactor
through a demineralizer train consisting of filters and cover gas is evacuated from the reactorbefore refueling to
mixed-bed demineralizers. The processed liquid wastes the receiver tank through the vapor trar,using the vacuum
are stored in monitortanksand sampled to ensure thatthey pump. From the receiver tank, the cover gas is
meet thewaterqualityrequirementsand radioactivitylevels transferredto the helium storage/transfer tank using the
for discharge. If the processed wastes do not meet the compressor. The cover gas is replenished with clean
dischargerequirements, they are reprocessed throughthe helium. The radioactive reactor cover gas, collected by
demineralizer train. Once they meet the discharge the mobile unit, is then transferred to the gaseous-
requirements, the process wastes are mixed with the radioactive-waste system for processing. It is kept in
cooling tower blowdown and dischargedto the river, storage for 45 days for the radioactivity to decay to

allowable levels and then reused or discharged to the
The detergentand decontaminationliquid(DDL) system is atmosphere througha monitoredexhaust.
used to process low-activity liquidsthat contain detergents
and other impurities that would rapidly degrade the The acceptance criterion for gaseous waste releases as a
IALL/LALLdemineralizerresins. The primarysources of resultof a leak or failureof the waste gas system is a total
DDL wastes are laundry, showers, handwashes, and bodyexposure to an individualnot in excess of 0.5 rein at
equipment and area contamination where detergents are the nearest exclusion area boundary. At a later design
used. The liquid wastes are collected and stored in stage, analysis needs to be provided to show the criterion
collection tanks. From the collection tanks, the wastes are can be met.
periodically processed through a filter and stored in a
monitor tank. After sampling to ensure that the water Ventilation systems are considered to be gaseous waste
quality requirements are met, the waste water can be management systems with regard to the requirementsof
recycled for further use or mixed with the cooling tower 10 CFR Part20 and Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.
blowdownand dischargedto the river. If thewater quality Information on these systems will be provided at a later
requirementsarenot achieved, the wastes are reprocessed design stage. Applicable guidance concerning these
until they meet these requirements, systems is contained in RG 1.140 (Ref. 11.4).
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11.4 Solid Waste Management System Continuous radiation monitoring and sampling analysis of
selected radioactive processes are performed. These

The .solid radioactive waste system provides means for monitors give early warning of process system
collecting and disposing of radioactive solid wastes to malfunctions (abnormal conditions), provide a signal for
control radiation within the plant. It is designed to provide process control (if required), and verify that the process
reliable collection and transfer of radioactive solid wastes product is suitable for release to the environment (if
to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 61. applicable).
Additional intormation will be provided at a later design

stage regarding compliance with the requirements of Sampling and accompanying counting room analysis is
10 CFR Part 71. The solid radioactive waste system is not performed at each plant effluent point that has the potential
safety, related and is designed in accordance with for radioactive release to determine the type and quantity
RG 1.143. The primary sources of solid radioactive of radioisotopes released to the environment. In addition,
wastes are wide-range detectors are provided to monitor a wide

spectrum of postulated design-basis accident conditions.
• spent radwaste demineralizer resins

Acceptance criteria for the process and effluent

• spent radwaste filter cartridges radiological monitoring instrumentation and sampling
systems are the relevant requirements of 10 CFR Part 20

• sodium-bearing radioactive solids from equipment as it relates to radioactivity monitoring of effluents to
cleaning unrestricted areas.

• eompactible solids such as rags 11.6 References

The solid wastes are collected, processed, and packaged 11.1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
for shipment to a Federal or State licensed burial site. Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 20,

"Standards for Protection Against Radiation."
11.5 Process and Effluent Radiological

Monitoring Instrumentation and 11.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
Sampling Systems Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 50,

"Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
The radiation monitoring system is designed to ensure Facilities," Appendix I, "Numerical Guides for
radiation protection to plant personnel and the surrounding Design Objectives and Limiting Conditions for
environment during all foreseeable operating and accident Operation to meet the Criterion 'As Low as
conditions. To meet this general requirement, the system Reasonably Achievable' for Radioactive Material in
design includes three basic equipment groups: Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor

Effluents."
• area and airborne radiation instrumentation

• process radiation instrumentation 11.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Design

• effluent radiation instrumentation Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management
Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in

The radiation monitoring system gives continuous area Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
radiation monitoring within accessible cells located near Regulatory Guide 1.143.
radiation sources and where a significant increase in a

gamma radiation level could occur (indicative of a process 11.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatoly Commission, "Design,
system failure). Continuous monitoring for airborne Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal
radioactivity is c_aducted (using mobile equipment) within Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and
the designated operating areas adjacent to potential Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
radioactive sources. Power Plants," Regulatory Guide 1.140.
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12 RADIATION PROTECTION

Information on radiation protection methods and estimated 12.1.2 Design Considerations
occupational radiation exposures to operating and

construction personnel during normal plant operations and The objectives of the radiation protection design are:
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs) is presented in
Chapter 12 of the Preliminary Safety Information • Minimize the necessity for and the amount of time

Document (PSID) (Ref. 12.1). The radiation protection spent in radiation areas.
measures incorporated for the standard power reactor

innovative small module (PRISM) design are intended to - Minimize radiation levels in routinely occupied areas
ensure that internal and external occupational radiation and in the vicinity of plant equipment expected to
exposures to plant operating personnel, contractors, admin- require personnel attention.
istrators, visitors, and the general population as a result of

station normal operating conditions, including AOOs, will • Limit occupational radiation exposure to less than
be within the applicable limits of regulatory criteria and 20 person-rem per year.
will be as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).

• Meet the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50
At the preapplication review stage, the stsf:_s acceptance during plant operations, shutdown, and refueling.
of the PRISM radiation protection program is based on the
designer's assertion that doses to personnel will be

maintained within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 Some of the design considerations used to meet the plant
(Re£ 12.2). The PRISM radiation protection design and objectives include modularization of radioactive

program features are consistent with the guidelines of components for ease of disassembly and removal to lower
Regulatory Guide (RG) 8.8 (Ref. 12.3). These radiation radiation areas for repair, remote operation (including use
protection features will help to ensure that occupational of special tools or equipment), use of labyrinth entrances
radiation exposures are maintained ALARA during plant to shielded cubicles, utilization of remote viewing devices,
operation and during decommissioning, and provisions for venting, purging, and decontamination

to reduce radiation levels in systems that may experience
plateout. These design considerations are consistent with

The radiation protection measures incorporated in the the guidelines of RG 8.8.
design and the proposed radiation protection program
described in the PSID provide reasonable assurance that

occupational doses can be maintained ALARA and can be 12.1.3 Operational Considerations
below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20.

The Department of Energy's (DOE's) operational
12.1 Ensuring That Occupational Radiation considerations include the development and implementation

Exposures Are ALARA ol plant operating plans and procedures for radiation
exposure control as discussed in RGs 8.8 and 8.10. These

12.1.1 Policy Considerations operating plans and procedures cover system operation,

maintenance, surveillance, testing, fuel handling,
In the PRISM PSID, the preapplicant commits to ensure emergencies, radiation protection, and administration.

that the PRISM design will be designed, constructed, and Station procedures for work in radiological areas are
operated in a manner consistent with RG 8.S, RG 8.10 prepared to ensure that
(Ref. 12.4), and RG 1.8 (Ref. 12.5). The ALARA

philosophy was applied during the initial design of the • Applicable activities are completed with adequate
plant. These policy considerations will continue to be preparation and planning.
applied as the design is reviewed and modified.

• Work is performed with appropriate radiation
During the next review stage, this section should include protection recommendations and support.
a description of the applicable responsibilities and the

related activities to be conducted by the individuals having • Evaluations during post-work debrief'rags are used to
responsibility for radiation protection, identify improvements in future activities.
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The PRISM design is conceptual and lacks sufficient detail maintenance using a mobile refueling enclosure. The
to draw firm conclusions about the overall suitability maximum design contact dose rate on the refueling
conceming radiationprotection. However, the operational enclosure is 0.25 rein per hour, Remote handling
considerations presented in the PSID appear to be equipment is provided for transfer of solid waste into the

consistent withbothROs8.8and8.10, storage areas and from the storage area to the
transportation vehicles. Gaseous radioactive waste system

12.2 Radiation Sources componentsare located on a vehicle capable of moving
between each of the reactors and the fuel cycle facility.

Section 12.2 of the PRISM PSID describes the sources of The design vehicle contact dose rate is 0.25 millirem per
contained and airborne radioactivity that form the basis for hour. Areas in which radioactive spills could contaminate
in-plant radiation protection. The initial sources of the floor are fitted with facilities for decontamination,
radioactive materials derive from the fission process in the washdown, and radioactive liquid collection. Additionally,

reactor fuel. Initial and derived radiation sources are floors in these areas are designed to prevent seepage and
prompt neutron and gamma radiation, fission products, and the spread of radioactive materials. Radioactive systems

neutron activation products. Prompt radiation sources are and equipment are designed and selected to minimize
located in the reactor vessel. Activation products and leakage. Collection headers and equipment drip pans are
fission products from leaking fuel, however, can be provided to minimize the spread of radioactivity.
transported and distributed to other plant systems.
Equipment areas containing systems that are potential The features incorporated in the standard PRISM design
sources of leakage are provided with controlled ventilation for maintaining occupational radiation doses ALARA

systems. The use of activity and leakage control features, during plant operation and maintenance will also serve to
as well as controlled ventilation systems, ensures that maintain radiation doses ALARA during decommissioning

airborne radioactivity levels in personnel access areas are operations.
maintained within the limits given in I0 CFR Part 20. The
source terms appear to have been estimated conservatively; 12.3.2 Shidding
however, due to the conceptual nature of the design and
the level of detail presented in the PSID, the preapplicant The objective of the plant's radiation shielding is to

will need to furnish detailed source term information at a provide protection against radiation for operating personnel
later stage of review. (both inside and outside the plant) and for the general

public during normal operation, AOOs, and accidents.
12.3 Radiation Protection Design Features The shielding is designed to meet the requirements of the

radiation dose rate zone system that is based on frequency
In Section 12.3 of the PRISM PSID, the preapplicant and duration of occupancy. The design of the radiation

describes the features that are included in the radiation sldelding considers the dose rate criterion for each zone
protection design of the plant to maintain exposures at the based on maximum access from time estimates in each
ALARA level. Separate descriptions are presented for the compartment within the zone.

categories of facility design features, shielding, ventilation,
and monitoring instrumentation for area radiation and The PRISM design has provided eight radiation zones as
airborne radioactivity, a basis for classifying occupancy and access restrictions on

various areas within the plant. On this basis, maximum
12.3.1 Facility Design Features design dose rates are established for each zone and used as

input for shielding of the respective zones. For example,
The acceptability of the facility design features for the design radiation levels in operating areas where personnel
standard PRISM design is based on DOE's application of are expected to be working for a 40-hour week will be less
the guidance contained in RG 8.8. The radiation than 0.2 millirem per hour. The areas that will have to be
protection design features are intended to help maintain the occupied on a predictable basis during normal operations

occupational radiation exposures below the goal set by the and AOOs are zoned so that exposures are below the limits
user and, thus, to keep them within the limits of the of 10 CFR Part 20 and will b: ALARA. The zoning
regulatory criteria, system and access control features will also meet the

posted entry requirements of 10 CFR 20.203 or the
The standard PRISM design contains many features to Nuclear Regulatory Commission Standard Technical
minimize occupational radiation exposures. Plenum and Specifics'ions.
duct arrangement reduces streaming potential by including

offsets and eliminating open access ways into duct areas. The next stage of review should contain the results of a
Reactor modules are designed for in-place refueling and design review of station shielding to ensure the
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accessibility of vital areas after an accident (in accordance 12.3.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring System
with the criteria of TMl Action Item II.B.2, NUREG-0737

(Ref. 12.6). These results should include post-accident Airborne radioactivity is monitored in compliance with
source terms, a listing of plant systems containing highly 10 CFR Part 20 and RG 8.2. The design objectives of the
radioactive materials following an accident, a set of post- airborne radioactivity monitoring system are to
accident radiation zone maps depicting the radiation levels

in various areas of the plant 1 hour after the accident, a • assist in maintaining occupational exposure to airborne
list of the vital areas that will require continuous or contaminants ALARA
frequent occupancy following an accident, and a summary

of the integrated doses to personnel in these areas for the - check on the integrity of systems containing
duration of the accident. TMI Action Item II.B.2 is radioactivity
directly applicable to the PRISM design.

- warn of unexpected release of airborne radioactivity to
12.3.3 Ventilation System prevent inadvertent overexposure of pe.,_onnel

The ventilation system for the PRISM design will be Airborne radioactivity monitors are installed in work areas

designed to ensure that plant personnel are not where there is a potential for airborne radioactivity. These
inadvertently exposed to airborne contaminants exceeding airborne radioactivity monitors have the capability to detect
the limits given in 10 CFR Part 20. The PRISM designer maximum permissible concentrations in air (MPCA) of the
intends to maintain personnel exposures ALARA by most restrictive particulate and iodine radionuclides in the

(1) maintaining airflow from areas of potentially low area or cubicle of lowest ventilation flow rate. The design
airborne contamination to areas of higher potential will provide portable continuous air monitors when needed
concentrations, (2)ensuring negative or positive pressures to monitor air in areas that have no fixed airborne
to prevent exfiltration or infiltration of potential radioactivity monitors. All airborneandarearadioactivity

contaminants, and (3) locating ventilation system intakes so monitors are to be calibrated periodically. The objectives
that intake of potentially contaminated air from other of the PRISM area and airborne radiation monitoring
building exhaustpointsisminimized. These designcriteria systems are in conformance with those portions of
are consistent with the guidelines of RGs 1.52 (Ref. 12.7) 10 CFR 20.201, 10 CFR 50.34, and 10 CFR 70.24, as
and 8.8. well as RGs 1.97, 8.2, and 8.8 and American National

Standards Institute Standard NI3. I (Ref. 12.11) related to

12.3.4 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity airborne radioactivity monitoring.
Monitoring Instrumentation

12.4 Dose Assessment
The PRISM area radiation monitoring system (ARMS) is
provided to supplement the personnel and area radiation A dose assessment, as described in RG 8.19 (Ref. 12.12),

survey provisions of the plant radiation pr,3tection program has not been submitted at this stage of the design. This
to ensure compliance with the personnel radiation information will have to be submitted at the next stage of
protection guidelines of 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR Part 50, review.
10 CFR Part 70 (Ref. i2.8), and RGs 8.2 (Ref. 12.9),

8.8, and 8.10. 12.5 Operational Radiation Protection
Program

12.3.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring System
The PSID for the PRISM design does not contain a

The ARMS is designed to (1) monitor the radiation levels Section 12.5. As mentioned in Standard Review Plan
in areas where radiation levels could become significant, (SRP) (Ref. 12.13) Section 12.5, this section should

and where personnel may be present, (2) alarm when the describe the health physics program with respect to
radiation levels exceed preset levels to warn of increased organization, equipment, instrumentation, facilities, and
radiation levels, (3) provide a continuous record of procedm'es. Since the PSID is a preliminary document to
radiation levels at key locations throughout the plant, and the preliminary safety analysis report and since the PSID

(4) provide criticality warning for new and spent fuel describes a standardized plant (not a plant at a specified
storage areas. The ARMS meets the criteria of site), most of the level of detail included in SRP

Section II.F. 1(3) of NUREG-0737 and RG 1.97 Section 12.5 is not warranted at this stage of the review.
(Ref. 12.10), and is equipped with local and remote However, during the final design approval review stage,
audible and visual alarms and a facility for central Chapter 12 should contain (1)a description of the
recording, administrative organization of the health physics program,
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including the authority, responsibility, and training of each 12.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Design,
position identified; (2) the criteria for selecting portable Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident
and laboratory technical equipment and instrumentation for Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleaning
performing radiation and contamination surveys, area and System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
airborne radioactivity monitoring, and personnel Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,"
monitoring during normal plant operations and AOOs; and Regulatory Guide 1.52.
(3) a description (including location) of the health physics
facilities, access control stations, laboratory facilities,
decontamination facilities, and other contamination-control 12.8 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of
equipment and facilities. Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 70,

"Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material."
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12.9 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Guide for
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November 1986.

12.2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Code of 12.10 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Federal Regulations, Title 10, "Energy," Part 20, "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
"Standards for Protection Against Radiation." Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs

Conditions During and Following an Accident,"
12.3 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Information Regulatory Guide 1.97.

Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational Exposures
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Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear
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13 CONDUCT OF OPERATION

Planning for a radiological emergency, plant operations, The preapplicant has also proposed that the plume
and plant security are discussed and evaluated in this exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ)would
chapter. Key policy issues identified for the PRISM be within the plant site exclusion area boundary (EAB).
design and discussed in this chapter are emergency The preapplicant asserts there are significant advantages to
planning (Section 13.1), control room and remote this approach.
shutdown facility design (Section 13.2.3), and the role of
the operator and staffing (Section 13.2,4). These advantages would simplify offsite planning for the

PRISM design by eliminating the need for extensive

13.1 Radiologicai Emergency Planning interaction between the licensee and State and local
governments in developing a plan and implementing it.

13.1.1 Preapplicant's Proposed Planning The preapplicant did address methods for alerting
responsible individuals off site in the event of an accident.

Planning for a radiological emergency at a nuclear plant
site entails offsite planning and onsite planning. The The preapplicant stated that the PRISM is designed so that
preapplicant has briefly discussed its emergency planning accidents, including severe accidents, have a very low
for the PRISM design in Section 13.1 and probability, have long delay times to release radioactivity,
Appendix G.4.11 of the Preliminary Safety Information and result in an extremely low probability of early health
Document(PSID)(Ref. 13.1). The preapplicantsubmitted effects. The PRISM design is stated to meet the
Appendix G.4.11 to address staff concerns identified Commission's safety goals on prompt fatalities and long-

during the review. The preapplieant stated that the term cancer fatalities on accident prevention alone.
detailed PRISM emergency plan would be submitted with Radiological exposures from design-basis events (DBEs),
the application for standard design certification and would as calculated by the preapplicant, indicate that the

fulfill the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47 and Appendix E exposures are below the lower level protective action
to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 13.2). The preapplicant did not guides (PAGs) at the plant site EAB. These are the PAGs
address emergency planning for the offsite food ingestion used by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
pathway, deciding on whether to evacuate and shelter the public in

response to a radiological accident at a nuclear power

As proposed, the emergency plan would take advantage of plant.
the protection features inherent in the modular PRISM
design. These are its relatively low power (471 MWt), For these reasons, the preapplicant has stated that such
large heat capacity, low primary reactor coolant pressure, planned offsite protective actions as early notification,
prompt reactivity shutdown and passive heat removal evacuation, sheltering, and public drills are not needed to
systems, seismic isolation, and containment barrier. These adequately protect the health and safety of the public

features should reduce the occurrence of core damage and during postulated accidents, including severe accidents.
large radioactivity release to extremely low probabilities. The onsite plan will be developed in accordance with the

The emergency planning proposed for the design is applicable requirements of NUREG-0654 (Ref. 13.5).
supported by accident analyses and probabilistie risk Onsite planning will include emergency operating
assessment (PRA). The PRA showed that evacuation and procedures (EOPs), prevention of core damage, and

sheltering of the public are not significant contributors to management of accidents, including core damage accidents.

reducing the risk to the public from the operation of the The preapplicant stated tha! the emergency plans would
plant design, ensure the following:

The preapplicant's proposed approach to offsite emergency - Adequate measures are taken to protect employees and
planning differs significantly from that approved for the public.
operating light-water reactors (LWRs). The proposed
approach, however, is similar to (1) that being proposed • All individuals having responsibilities during an
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) for the accident are properly trained.

passive LWR advanced reactors (Ref. 13.3) and (2)the
approach taken by the Commission for low-power research • Procedures exist to provide the capabiiity to cope with
reactors (Ref. 13.4). a spectrum of accidents ranging from those of little

consequence to those associated with a major

The preapplicant's proposed approach would establish a radioactive release to the containment.

reactor design that would not require early notification,
detailed planning for offsite evacuation and protective • Equipment is available to detect, assess, and mitigate
sheltering, and exercise of the offsite emergency plan. the consequences of such accidents.
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J Emergency action levelsandprocedures are established (Ref. 13.7) exempts those facilities at which the lower
to assist in making decisions. PAOs will not be reached outside the owner-controlled

areas. Therefore, there is a precedent for not requiring

13.1.2 Scope of the Review offsite emergency planning, beyond simple notification,
where it is warranted by operation. The response of

The staff has reviewed the proposed approach to certain offsite agencies into the owner-controlled area

emergency planning and the supporting analysis presented (e.g., police, fire, medical) is traditionally considered a
in the PSID. The preapplicant submitted PRA analyses part of the onsite planning.
similar to those in NUREG-0396 (Ref. 13.6) to show the
very low probability of exceeding the lower level PAGs of The staff believes that emergency planning requirements
1 rem wholebody and 5 rem thyroid at the site boundary, for advanced reactors can be evaluated on the basis of the

characteristics of the designs. This principle is similar to
13.1.3 Discussion that in the emergency planning rule (10 CFR 50.47),

which states in 50.47(c)(2) that the size of the EPZ for

The staff considers emergency preparedness an essential high-temperature gas-cooled reactors and for reactors with
part of the NRC "defense in depth" philosophy, in addition an authorized power level less than 250 MWt can be
to safety classification and the three barriers to releases of determined on a case-by-case basis.
radioactivity to the public. Briefly stated, this philosophy
(1) requires a high quality in the design, construction, and Reduced requirements for emergency planning could be
operation of nuclear plants to reduce the likelihood of based on the characteristics of a design that would prevent
malfunctions; (2) recognizes that equipment can fail aod significant releases of r_ulioactive material to the public and
operators can make mistakes and, therefore, requires safety would provide long times after accidents preceding releases
systems of high reliability and sufficient training of for all but events of very low probability. The
operators to reduce the chances that malfunctions will lead preapplicant has stated that the PRISM design has these
to accidents that release fission products from the fuel; characteristics. A possible basis for reduced requirements,
(3) recognizes that, in spite of these precautions, serious that would be consistent with evaluating a range of events
fuel damage exceeding that calculated for licensing the similar to those now evaluated for LWRs, could be

plant may happen and, therefore, requires containment developed using the PAGs as a guide for acceptability. A
structures and other safety features to prevent the release reduction in offsite emergency planning (beyond simple
of significant amounts of fission products off site; and notification) could be considered if, for example
(4) recognizes that significant amounts of fission products,
higher than expected from dose consequences for accidents • The lower level PAGs are not predicted to be exceeded

evaluated during licensing of the plant, may be released to at the site boundary within the first 36 hours following
the public. Offsite planning offers reasonable assurance any event in Event Categories (ECs) I, II, and III.
that protective measures can be taken in an emergency to
protect the population around the nuclear power plant from • A PRA for the plant that includes at least all events in
releases from that plant. 10 CFR 50.47(a)(l)requires that EC-I through EC-III indicates that the cumulative
no operating license will be issued to a nuclear power plant frequency of exceeding the lower level PAGs at the site
unless a finding is made that there is reasonable assurance boundary within the first 36 hours does not exceed

that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in approximately 10-6 per y_r.
the event of a radiological emergency.

Unplanned (i.e., few details and no drills) or ad hoe

Currently, offsite protective actions are based on the PAGs evacuation and sheltering plans for the public that are
for projected doses, which are 1-5 rem wholebody and aided by prompt notification of offsite authorities may be
5-25 rein thyroid. At the lower level projected dose, sufficient if these guidelines can be met. Communities
protective actions should be considered. At the higher already have plans for such events as hurricanes and

level projected dose, protective actions are warranted, flooding. These plans for such low-frequency events
include means to evacuate and shelter the public and they

In the past, the Commission has limited offsite emergency are not exercised on an annual basis. Considering the
activities to situations in which the lower level PAGs were history of ad hoe evacuations that were completed in from
expected to be exceeded. For example, emergency 2 to 8 hours, 24 hours n_y be sufficient for local agencies
planning for low- power research reactors is restricted to to take ad hoe protective actions (e.g., shelter or
the area around the reactor where the lower level PAGs evacuate). If this could be established at a high-confidence
may be exceeded. This is usually within the owner- level, then it might be determined that preplanning would

controlled area. For fuel cycle facilities, the final rule not substantially reduce the risk to the public. The
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24 hours combined with 12 hours for plant personnel to 50.47(b)(14), although 50.47(c) allows the applicant to
diagnose the event and attempt corrective action before demonstrate that noncompliance with parts of 50.47(b) may
initiating evacuation and sheltering is the basis for the be acceptable.
proposed 36-hour criterion. The criterion on cumulative

frequency exceeding the PAGs should ensure that events of A design's ability to prevent the significant release of
similar frequency to those considered in NUREG-0396 are radioactive material, or to provide a long delay time
considered for advanced reactors and that low risk is preceding a release for all but the most unlikely events,
ensured for at least the time necessary to evacuate and would be reflected in any NRC decision on relaxing
shelter the affected public, emergency planning requirements. The staff believes that

certain modifications from the emergency planning
13.1.4 Evaluation requirements in 10 CFR Part 50 and from the siting

criteria in 10 CFR Part 100 may be appropriate for the
I The preapplicant has proposed that formal offsite PRISM design, considering its unique characteristics.

emergency planning for the PRISM design is not needed These unique characteristics would determine the extent of

for (1) giving early notification, (2) detailed planning for offsite emergency planning requirements in the EPZ.
evacuating and sheltering the public, and (3) exercising the However, the staff will require a high degree of assurance
offsite plan. The preapplicant did not state whether the that all potential containment bypass accident sequences
ear!y notification was for the public or for the State and have a very low likelihood to occur before it will consider
local officials, or for both. There was no proposed relaxing current requirements.
reduction in the onsite emergency planning. The

preapplicant did not address emergency planning for the The staff has reviewed the emergency preparedness
food ingestion pathway. The preapplicant stated that the planning basis and approach presented for the PRISM

detailed emergency plan would be submitted with the design. The preapplicant must develop the more detailed
application for the standard design certification, event sequence and consequence analysis necessary for a

detailed Level Ill PRA by the final design review stage to
In PSID Appendix G.4.11, the preapplicant stated that, support demonstration of (1) sufficiently low !_kelihood of
although additional work and analyses wore needed, the dose consequences to the public above the lower level
work completed indicated that the PRISM design could PAGs, (2)sufficiently low likelihood of containment
meet the proposed criteria. The staff has reviewed _vnass sequences, and (3) sufficient delay in the release of
potential EC-I to EC-HI events sufficiently (see _activity from the core. Particular attention should be

Chapter 15 of this report) to conclude that the PRISI_ to the evaluation of the consequences of very low
design should meet the proposed criteria. _.bility events. The preapplicant must also address the

emergency planning for the offsite food ingestion pathway.
The preapplicant has proposed that the plume exposure
pathway EPZ would be the plant site EAB, and also 13.1.5 Conclusion
proposed to refrain from including offsite emergency plans

on how to notify, evacuate, shelter, and drill the public. The staff's position is that licensees who would operate
The staff believes tha_ this is equivalent to not requiring advanced reactors should be required to develop offsite
offsite emergency planning. The preapplicant has emerg_¢y plans that contain detailed plans to evacuate and
proposed that it would not prepare such plans, even for the shelter the public, even if the likelihood of the need for

contingency that actual plant releases may torn out to be these plans may _ considered small. Additionally,
higher than the maximum consequences calculated for provisions for prompt notification and periodic emergency
licensing the plant. Because the Commission has a policy exercises, both on site and off site, should be included in

that offsite emergency planning is a requirement for the these plans. These are required by existing NRC
licensing and operation of a nuclear power plant and regulations for LWRs and include the establishment of an
represents defense in depth, the preapplicant's proposal is offsite EPZ.
considered as a request for a change in policy rather than
as an adjustment of the EPZ size. Further, exemptions to Information obtained from additional accident evaluations

existing regulatory requirements (e.g., 50.47(b)(5) for will serve as input to reevaluate the emergency planning
eal_y notification of the public ie the plume pathway and requirements for the PRISM design, for the standard

50.47(b)(14) for periodic drills of the emergency plan) design certification review stage. Based, in part, upon
may have to be pursued. The preapplicant has not these additionalaccidentevaluations, the staffwillconsider

explained how the reduced emergency plan will fulfill all whether some relaxation from current requirements for
of the 50.47 requirements, including 50.47(b)(5) and emergency plans may be appropriate at this later design
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review stage. The relaxations may include, but will not be The extensive automated control proposed by the
limited to, notification requirements, size of the EPZ, and preapplicant will be implemented by what is called a
frequency of exercises. This evaluation will take into "control engine," which consists of a set of distributed
aexount the NRC policy decisions regarding emergency digital computers which are started and monitored by the
planning for the advanced passive LWRs. control room operator. See Section 13.2.5 below.

13.2.2 Operating Modes

13.2 Plant Operations
Three normal operating modes are planned for the PRISM

13.2.1 General reactor: normal startup, load following, and shutdown.
Normal startup is expected to consist of the startup of a

The preapplicant discussed the proposed operation of the single reactor module or a power block's turbine-generator
PRISM reactor modules in Section 13.2, Section 7.2, and set. A startup of an entire nine-module facility is stated to

Appendices G.4.10 (control room), G.4.12 (role of be a rare event. Normal startup semiautomatically
operator), and O.4.13 (multi-module control) of the PSID. sequences major plant system operation between

pred,"ermined hold points. Operator permissives are
required to continue the startup operation from each hold

The plant will be operated from one central control room point. The preapplicant stated that this will free the
and one operator will be in control of a power block of operator from executing the laborious manual control
three reactor modules with their individual steam adjustments and from directly initiating each operational

generators and one turbine-generator set. step.

This high ratio of reactor power systems to operators will If the turbine-generator set is not in operation, it will be
be achieved by automating the procedures and diagnostic brought to synchronous speed and loaded at its minimum
capability available to the operators through the use of stable loading of 10 percent of rated load when the total
multi-module controls. The control system and the power block level of 12 percent of power is reached.
protection system are described in Chapter 7 of this report. During startup operations, main steam header pressure is

The preapplicant stated that the multi-module control of the maintained constant to permit individual modules to be
plant would include the follo\v_ng automated controls: brought to power without requiring isolation of their steam

generators until steam generator outlet temperatures are

• automatic coordination of power block operation matched. Once the turbine-generator loading is initiated,
(overall plant control) power is increased at the rate of 1 percent of rated power

per minute. During startup, primary and intermediate

• automatic coordination of the nuclear steam supply system sodium flow rates will be maintained constant at
system (NSSS) and balance of plant (BOP) and full-rated-power flow conditions.

automatic apportionment of load to the turbine-
generator sets and to the reactor modules (power block Normal operation of the Flant is stated to be under base
control) load conditions, or with the three rey.:.to,"modules of each

power block loadc4 equally. The plant i_ capable of load

• automatic operation of all power train systems in the following at the rate of l-percent power per minute in the
power range (25 percent to 100 percent load), including power range of 25 to 100 percent of rated power. The
adjustments to the rod profile maximum power change rate is anticipated to be

20 percent of rated power per minute for a maximum

• automatic turbine-generator warmup, rolling, and change of 5-percent power.
synchronization on demand

Normal reactor shutdown is stated to be the reverse of

• automatic reactor warmup on demand normal startup but with fewer operator hold points and
permissives required. An individw_ reactor module may

• automatic reactor startup on demand (from subcritical be shut down without interfering with the state of the other
through 2-percent power) two modules. Normal shutdown decay heat removal uses

the path through the main condenser out to the atmospheric

• automatic startup of Me power conversion portion of heat sink. Should this path be unavailable, heat can be
the plant (venting and draining of main steam, removed by the auxiliary cooling system which utilizes
extraction, turbine and bypass control, feedwater, and external air cooling of the steam generator for the reactor
condensate systems) module.
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13.2.3 Control Room and Remote Shutdown Facility later review stage the preapplicant should address
habitability protection for the operators in the RPS vaults.

As proposed by the preapplicant, the plant control room
will contain the instrumentation and controls for up to The pr_applicant classified the control room and the

three reactor power blocks and their power conversion equipment in it as non-safety-grade, contending that no
systems. It is proposed as a seismic Category II, tornado- equipment failure or operator action or inaction from that

hardened facility and, in response to staff concern, will location can interfere with safe plant operations. The
have some operator habitability features. It will be located preapplicant agrees that the operator has a safety role, but
within the "protected area" (see Section 13.3). The stated that the plant can automatically and safely be
preapplicant should explain which operator habitability shutdown with safety-related systems without the operator
features will protect the operators against smoke and other taking any actions. The preapplicant stated that the control
release of hazardous chemicals, room offers adequate protection for the operator until the

operator can reach the RSF or the RPS vaults (which
The control room contains the electronic display consoles would require an appropriate habitability system) giving
for each power block; these are driven by what the the operator safety-grade protection from natural
preapplicant referred to as a redundant array of phenomena and environments that result from accidents.
computationally powerful, high-speed, plant process The operator has a manual scram for each module in the
computers. The number in the redundant array was not control room (non-Class IE) and in the RSF (Class 1E); a
specified. The electronics, displays, and process manual scram is also available in the RPS vaults as are the
computers are part of the plant control system (PCS) and scram breakers which can be manually opened.
are not safety related. The control room has no safety-
related instrumentation or controls; however, all plant data, The staff considers that the operators are a critical element

including reactor protection system (RPS) and post- in ensuring plant safety and that no increased burden
accident monitoring (PAM) data, are sent to the control should be placed on operators engaged in managing off-
room. The safety-related data are isolated by Class IE normal operations. The control room is the area in the
isolators and are available at the operator consoles through plant where the operators are most familiar with the

the process computers. A manual scram for each module surroundings and would normally manage plant activities.
exists in the control room and is also not safety related. The key plant documentation for the operators is usuallyi

kept in the control room. The staff may be reluctant to
approve a design that would increase the frequency of

In the unlikely event of a natural disaster, or other severe evacuations of the control room during design-basis
accident that causes the control room to be uninhabitable, accident conditions or would hamper the control or
or should the non-safety-related instrumentation and monitoring of upset conditions as an event sequence
controls be lost, the operator will proceed from the control progresses. The staff also believes that human
room to the nearby separate alternative or remote performance will play a role in the safety of the advanced

shutdown facility (RSF). The RSF is also located in the reactor plants and that the quality of support provided by
protected area in the seismic Category I, tornado-hardened a safety-related, seismic Category I, and electrical
radwaste building, about 12 m (40 fl) from the control Class 1E control room is appropriate. This would include
building. Access to the RSF control building is gained a Class 1E manual scram for each reactor module. This

through a seismic Category II, tornado-hardened tunnel, capability does exist in the RSF and the lIPS vaults in the
The RSF has a safety-grade heating, ventilation, and air PRISM design. The staff position is that the control room

conditioning (HVAC)system with emergency outside air should be designed to current LWR safety-related
filtration; has the capability of being isolated during toxic standards for natural phenomena and habitability to protect
gas release; and has 36 hours of uninterruptible backup the operators and ensure their ability to control the plant.
power from batteries. The operator can communicate with

onsite and offsite locations from the control room and the The staff also believes that the RSF should be designed to
RSF. complement the control room. There should be sufficient

Class IE instrumentation and controls in the RSF to

The control of each module, including shutdown, can be effectively manage anticipated accidents that would result
accomplished from the RSF location or from the RPS in a loss of the control room. The preapplicant has stated
equipment vaults located at each module using safety-grade that this is the case for the PRISM RSF.
instrumentation and controls. The RPS vaults are seismic

Category I, tornado-hardened structures located on the The preapplicant has proposed reduced control room

seismically-isolated platform of the reactor facility. At a habitability requirements for the PRISM design. A related
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policy issue was noted in the staff's April 2, 1993, paper control for the operators in the control room is discussed
(Ref. 13.8) to the Commission on the passive LWRs. in Section 13.2.5 below and Chapter 7 of this report.
EPRI proposed reduced control room habitability
requirements, including reducing control room habitability In accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(iii), present-day
time to 72 hours (instead of to the duration of the LWR operating plants require a minimum of one shift
accident), as is required for current LWR operating plants, supervisor, one licensed senior reactor operator (SRO),
The staff position is that, pending resolution oft his policy and two licensed reactor operators (ROs) per reactor,
issue the control room and RSF for the PRISM design significantly more licensed operators than the preapplicant
should meet the current LWR habitability requirements for proposes for the PRISM design. The preapplicant has
operators during accidents, stated that the highly automated operating systems, the

passive nature of the inherent reactivity response features
13.2.4 Role of the Operator and Staffing and safety-related systems, and the large core and coolant

heat capacities (and, therefore, slow response times during
The staff has reviewed the preapplicant's proposed role of accidents) result in a design that responds to transients in
the operator and staffing for the PRISM design. In the a manner that demands less of the operator than do current

preapplicant's view, the operator plays the following safety LWR operating plants. The preapplicant has asserted that
role: because of the passive safety features of the PRISM

design, an operator may not be required to act for several
• monitors and verifies performance of safety systems, days following an accident. The design has automatic

and has the capability to initiate reactor shutdown by safety systems that start up, shut down, and otherwise
manual scram or manual activation of the ultimate control the reactor. The passive safety systems are

shutdown system operating at all times and do not have to start up. The
preapplicant has, therefore, suggested that the PRISM

• maintains communication with appropriate onsite and reactor could be operated with fewer licensed operators
offsite personnel than are required in 10 CFR 50.54(m).

• initiates recovery actions following an event
The staff L-elieves that operator staffing may be design

This is partially consistent with the staff's view of the role dependent and intends to review the justification for a
of the operator. The preapplicant stated that the safety smaller crew size for the PRISM design by requiring the
systems of the PklSM design offer primary protection of preapplicant to submit function and task analyses for
the plant and that the licensed operators' roles are normal operation and accident management.
primarily monitoring and backup to these systems.
Although the operator can initiate a manual scram of each These analyses must demonstrate, and tests and evaluations
reactor module from the control room, the manual scram must confirm, the following:
is non-Class 1E and the protection of the operator is

limited. The staff believes that the operators represent an (1) Smaller operating crews can respond effectively to
important source of knowledge concerning plant status, a worst-case array of power maneuvers, refueling
design, and behavior. This could prove extremely valuable and maintenance activities, and accident conditions.
in understanding, responding to, and recovering from an
accident situation. Therefore, the operators should be (2) An accident on a single unit can be mitigated with
protected from the effects of natural phenomena, accident the proposed number of licensed operators, less one

environments, and potential intrusion, operator who is assumed to be incapacitated, and all
other units can be taken to the equivalent of a cold-
shutdown condition for a LWR from a variety of

In addressing the size of the crew necessary for operating potential operating condition_, including a fire
the PRISM plant, the preapplicant stated that operating (e.g., consider the effect of fire brigade duties on
procedures and diagnostics will be automated to the extent the number of available operators) in one unit.
that an operating staff of not more than three licensed
operators, a senior operator as assistant shift supervisor, (3) The units can be safely shut down with eventual
and a senior operator as shift supervisor will be required progression to a safe long-term shutdown condition
for the control room to manage a nine module plant, under each of the following conditions: (a)a

There would be three roving licensed reactor operators complete loss of computer control capability, (b)a
plus other roving non-licensed operation and maintenance complete station blackout, or (c) a design-basis
personnel on site (Ref. 13.26).' The use of multi-module seismic event.
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(4) Theadequacy of these analyses shall be tested and 13.3 Safeguards and Security
demonstrated on a control room prototype.

13.3.1 Design Description and Safety Issues
13.2.5 Multi-Module Control

The PRISM plant will have two separate but adjacent
The preapplicant has stated that the control room has an security areas in the owner-controlled exclusion area
operator console for each power block with electronics and boundary: the BOP area and the nuclear island (NI) area.
displays. The electronics and displays will provide highly

processed and well-integrated information to the operator The BOP area contains non-safety-related controls and

through a highly interactive, user-friendly, man-machine power conversion structures and equipment, including
interface driven by high-speed plant process computers and three turbine buildings, below-grade pipe tunnels, steam
digital systems. This multi-module control, for the nine generator buildings, circulating water pumphouses, cooling
reactor modules at the PRISM plant, is part of the towers, the BOP guard house, and a warehouse, as shown
preapplicant's basis for reduced staffing for PRISM as in Figure 1.2 in Section 1 of this report. The BOP area
compared to current LWR operating plants. This concept has ordinary industrial-level security with unalarmed
is new to the control of nuclear power reactors where physical barriers to channel cooperative individuals to
current LWR operating plant controls, even using access points.
computers, are designed to control only one reactor. This
is discussed in Chapter 7 of this report.

The NI area comprises the reactor modules with reactor
In its April 2, 1993, policy paper to the Commission systems and equipment containingradionuclides. This area

(Ref. 13.8) on the passive LWR advanced reactor designs, also has the control building, a warehouse, the NI guard
the staff submitted positions on common-mode failures and house, and a personnel services building. The NI
analog backups for digital control and instrumentation warehouse is separate from the BOP warehouse. Each
systems. The staff requirements for advanced reactor reactor module is housed in its own below-grade
designs, including the PRISM, wi_'.be consistent with the reinforced-concrete structure within the NI. The below-

Commission policy guidance on the passive LWR advanced grade sodium piping tunnels for the intermediate heat
reactor, transport system (IHTS) and the electrical cabling for

instrumentation and control connect between the NI and the

13.2.6 Conclusion BOP areas. Security access control points and one of two
alarm stations are located within the NI guard house.

The staff has developed positions on issues concerning the
control room and RSF design, and the role of the operator

and staffing. The staff believes that, prior to pending The NI security program consists ot a nuclear level
policy decisions, the PRISM designers should adhere to the physical security organization, a protected area, one or

current LWR design requirements for control rooms and more vital areas within the protected area, physical
RSFs, including operator habitability. The staff will barriers, controlled access points, detectr)n aids,
evaluate reduced operator staffing after the preapplicant communication capabilities, a testing and maintenance
submits and the staff reviews required function and task program, and an armed response force.
a_alyses to justify the proposed staffing for normal

operation and accident management. In this review, the staff did not give credit to the BOP area
security or to plant equipment located outside the NI,

The operating modes outlined ifi the PSID and planned for based on a conservative assumption that those things would
the PRISM design appear reasonable at this stage of the be vulnerable to a threat with the capabilities defined in
design. Adequate demonstration of the automated multi- 10 CFR 73.1.
module control system will be required. Plant operation
with only one or two modules in a power block was not

reviewed at this stage and needs to be included in the 13.3.1.1 Physical Security Organization
function and task analyses. Multi-module control is

another area needing further evaluation by the staff at a The NI physical security organization was not described.
later stage in the design review. This is appropriate at the preapplication stage.
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13.3.1.2 Physical Barriers sufficient for the preapplication stage and should not be a
factor in the licensability of PRISM as a standard design.

Protected Ar_. In meeting the requirements of
10 CFR 73.55, Reference 13.9 described a barrier to the 13.3.1.3 Access Requirements
protected area that appears to meet or exceed the standards
of 10 CFR 73.2(0(1). Two chain-link fences of adequate In accordance with 10 CFR 73.55(d), all points of
height and a vehicle barrier are described. The personnel and vehicle access to the protected area will be
preapplicant committed to illuminate the protected area controlled. The individual responsible for controlling the
with no less than 0.2 foot-candle (2.15 lux) with an final point of access into the protected area will be
uninterruptible power supply, stationed in a bullet-resistant structure. As part of the

program to control access, vehicles, personnel, packages,

The security plan commits the plant owner/operator to and material entering the protected area will be requiredto
keep the protected area around the reactor free from the pass through metal and explosives detectors before gaining
clutter of construction and maintenance at all times once access to the protected area. In addition, barriers in the
the module has been installed. Because the reactor vehicle portals will protect against vehicle bombs. The

modules are installed underground, the openness of the site design objectives are consistent with existing physical
will make it easier for patrols to detect unauthorized security regulations for access control.
persons or vehicles.

Vital Ar,e_. The preapplicant identified vital areas and The preapplicant stated that a photo-badge/key card system
vital equipment. According to Review Guideline 17 using encoded information will identify individuals who are
(Ref. 13.20), seismic Category I equipment would be authorized unescorted access to protected and vital areas
sufficiently protected from radiological sabotage. All of and will be used to control access to these areas.
this equipment is located within the NI protected area. Individuals will be identified by personnel recognition

equipment (e.g., hand geometry, retinal patterns, or voice
Reference 13.9 states that substantial barriers are patterns).
incorporated into the design of structures housing vital
equipment. Exterior walls, portals, ducts, and vents will

be hardened to yield a penetration delay comparable to the 13.3.1.4 Detection Aids
time needed to penetrate 8 inches of reinforced concrete.

Except for the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system In satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(e), the
(RVACS) inlet/outlet stacks, all equipment identified as preapplicant has committed to three types of sensors in
vital is located in below-grade structures and is surrounded each sector. Closed-circuit television (CCTV) will be used
by reinforced concrete, to observe and assess the cause of perimeter alarms.

Illumination within the perimeter assessment area will be
Vital equipment that is not protected by vital area barriers at a minimum level of 1.0 foot-candle (10.8 lux), which
comprises the RVACS air inlet and outlet structures. An exceeds NRC requirements (Ref. 13.25). Cameras will be

analysis in Reference 13.9 indicates that disabling the positioned to preclude obstruction by fencing or lighting.
RVACS (in conjunction with disabling other decay heat
removal systems and _.ausing a loss-of-offsite-power Alarm mechanisms on doors to vital areas have not yet

transient) for a period of time sufficient to cause significant been selected. Doors will be of hardened construction to
fuel damage is beyond the defined sabotage design-basis yield a delay comparable to at least 8 inches of reinforced
threat. Access to the containment vessel and reactor vessel concrete. Unreliable locking and alarm mechanisms on
can only be gained through RVACS vents and inspection heavy doors in high traffic areas have sometimes signaled
ports, and the security system for the RVACS ventilation excessively. Door hardware must provide adequate delay
stacks contains intrusion detection sensors and alarms, while ensuring timely access and rapid exit for emergency

situations. The preapplicant has stated that appropriate
An uninterruptible power supply, protected as vital power, requirements will be established to ensure access and exit
will produce onsite secondary power for security functions, but the specific alarm mechanisms and door
equipment and exterior lighting for the NI protected area hardware will be selected during the detailed design phase.

for a minimum of 8 hours. The sodium-water-reaction This is not a significant issue at the preapplication stage
pressure relief system (SWRPRS) inside the steam because the preapplicant has stated that the appropriate
generator building is located outside the vital area, but a requirements will be met in the final design stage and
protective area will be established to protect the SWRPRS should not be a factor in the licensability of PRISM as a
from sabotage and terrorist attack. This commitment is standard design.
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13.3.1.$ Communications onsite response force are not significant issues at the
preapplication stage. This is an issue that must be based

Security communication was not described. However, on the site and plant design. The final determination will
Reference 13.9 gives requirements for security be made at the combined 10 CFR Part 52 operating license
communications that should satisfy the requirements of stage and should not be a factor in assessing the

10 CFR 73.55(0. licensability of PRISM as a standard plant design.

13.3.1.6 Test and Maintenance Requirements The design-basis threat used in the vulnerability analysis
exceeds the threat in 10 CFR 73.1 by including vehicles

The preapplicant did not describe physical security testing for breaching barriers and carrying explosives. Although
and maintenance. Since the PRISM design is conceptual the PSID excludes rockets and high-level explosives from
and the available information was limited, conclusions the scope of the design-basis threat, a commitment was
about acceptability cannot be made at this stage of review, made to address hand-carried rockets and explosives in a

subsequent revision. Because of the large amount of
13.3.1.7 R e s p o n s e R e q u i r e m e n t s a n d carefully placed explosives deemed necessary to cause

Vulnerability Analysis enough debris to block the RVACS vents, consideration of

a rocket attack from outside the protected area is not
In addressing the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(h), the anticipated to be a viable means of prohibiting decay heat
designer analyzed the ability of the armed response force removal.
to interpose i_elf between vital areas (or vital equipment
in the case of the exposed ,RVACS stacks) and any 13.3.1.8 Employee Screening Program
saboteur attempting entry. The preapplicant's analysis
indicates that the response force would be c_pable of The preapplicant did not describe the screening program to

intercepting the adversaries and interrupting the postulated ensure the trustworthiness of persons who are authorized
sabotage activities. However, at least one assumptionused unescorted access to the NI and to vital equipment.
in the analysis may be unrealistic. Specifically, movement Considering the conceptual stage of the PRISM design and
of the response force to the target area assumes a the limited information available of this program,
minimum time path without considering the effects of conclusions about acceptability cannot be made at this stage
adversary weapons on the in-transit response force, of the review.
Although the response force would not necessarily need to
advance the assumed distance to engage adversaries armed 13.3.1.9 Severe-Accident Policy Considerations
with semiautomatic rifles, a site plan that placed the
perimeter of the protected, area farther from the vital areas The staff review of the acceptability of the protection
and located members of the armed response force and their afforded against the insider sabotage threat is deferred
respon_ weapons and equipment at or closer to the reactor because Reference 13.9 states that the insider threat will be

buildings could help ensure a faster response, evaluated in a subsequent study to be performed in the
preliminary design phase of PRISM. Also,

The size of the armed response force deviates from the Reference 13.10 states that Generic Safety Issue A-29,
nominal force of 10 given in 10 CFR 73.55. The "Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction of
preapplicant stated that support from local law enforcement Vulnerability to Radiological Sabotage," will be addressed
authorities was not included in the determination of the in the next revision of Reference 13.9 and that the risk of

size of this onsite force. NUREG-0907, "Acceptance tampering and vandalism will be reported in a PRA
Criteria for Determining Armed Response Force Size at update. However, the preapplicant stated that an
Nuclear Power Plants," includes factors that cannot be assessment of insider actions in Reference 13.13 concludes

evaluated until a specific site has been selected, that fuel damage or theft, even from insider assistance, is
Therefore, it is premature at this conceptual design stage not credible. The preapplicant concluded that, although
to assess the acceptability of the force size identified in insider assistance would help adversarial actions against
References 13.9 and 13.13. vital areas, such assistance would be insufficient to

overcome design features and security provisions of the
The preapplicant has stated that a vulnerability analysis plant.
(Ref. 13.13) in response to a design-basis threat was used

to de_rnfine the size and location of the onsite response Although the preapplicant has not established PRISM

force needed to provide a sufficient response time to defeat design criteria for protection against radiological sabotage,
the threat discw',sed above. The size and location of the the passive safety features of the PRISM design provides
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advantages in protection against insiders and outsiders as also recognizes the importance of such potential
compared to a current-generation LWR. contributors to severe accident risk as human performance

and sabotage. The issues of both insider and outsider
A humor of redundant means of decay heat removal will sabotage threats will be carefully analyzed and, to the

protect the PRISM design against induced transients. A extent practicable, will be emphasized in the design and in
saboteur would find it difficult to totally disable the passive the operatinB procedures developed for new plants."
safety-grade RVACS, given the capabilities assumed in
10 CFR 73.1. The RVACS and the non-safety-related Also, Genetic Issue A-29, "Nuclear Power Plant Design
auxiliary cooling system (ACS) ate each designed to for the Reduction of Vulnerability to Sabotage," is one of
operate and remove decay heat using natural circulation of the medium-priority generic safety issues for which the
air in the event of a station blackout and loss of Commission expects new designs to demonstrate technical
instrumentation, resolution by the standard design certification.

The staff concludes that the preapplicant has sufficiently This review considers protection of the reactor facility
addressed the insider sabotage threat for the preapplication from sabotage; it does not address protection against theft
stage. This area will be addressed later in the preliminary of nuclear material from onsite storage.

I and final design stages of review.

The preapplicant stated in Reference 13.1 that an
13.3.2 Scope of the Review assessment of insider actions concluded that fuel damage

or theft, even with insider assistance, is not credible. The

The staff reviewed Sections 1.2 and 13.3 and insider assistance would help adversarial actions against
Appendix G.4.14 of the PSID (Ref. 13.1) and vital areas but would not be sufficient to overcome design
References 13.9 to 13.13. The preapplicant submitted features and security provisions to make this threat
References 13.9 to 13.13 under separate cover; these are credible. This assessment is sufficient for the
controlled separately because they contain safeguards and preapplication stage.
security information that is protected by NRC regulations.
The preapplicant submitted Appendix G.4.14 of the PSID

on plant security in response to staff concerns raised early The staff's review of the acceptability of the protection
in the review process, afforded against the insider sabotage threat is deferred

because Reference 13.9 stated that the insider threat will

The staff performed a review that focused on the potential be evaluated in a study to be performed in the preliminary
of the design to meet existing requirements and guidance design review stage of the PRISM. Further, in

for protection against radiological sabotage. These Reference 13.10, the preapplicant stated that Generic
requirements and guidance are contained in the following Safety Issue A-29, "Nuclear Power Plant Design for the
NRC documents: Reduction of Vulnerability to Radiological Sabotage," will

be addressed in the next revision of Reference 13.9 and

• 10 CFR Part 73, including Sections 73.1, 73.2, 73.55, that the risk of tampering and vandalism will be reported
and Appendices B and C (Ref. 13.14) in a future probabilistic risk assessment update for the

PRISM plant.
• Regulatory Guides5.7 (Ref. 13.15), 5.12 (Ref. 13.16),

5.44 (Ref. 13.17), and 5.65 (Ref. 13.18) 13.3.3 Conclusions

• Review Guideline Numbers 10 (Ref. 13.i9), 17

(Ref. 13.20), and 18 (Ref. 13.21) The safeguards against radiological sabotage for the
PRISM design are at an acceptable stage of development

• NUREG reports 0800 (Ref. 13.22), 0908 (Ref. 13.23), for the preapplication review of a conceptual design. The
CR-0509 (Ref. 13.24), and CR-1327 (Ref. 13.25) design is inherently less dependent than LWRs on proper

functioning of security systems for protection against
The review placed special attention on how the PRISM insider and outsider sabotage. There are no significant
design would addre_s the objectives of the Commission's safeguards issues at this stage that could affect the
Severe Accident Policy, which states: "The Commission licensability of PRISM as a standard design.
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14 SAFETY TEST PROGRAM

14.1 Design _ription and Safety Objectives - four electromagnetic (EM) pumps
• four EM pump coastdown power supplies

The preapplicant is proposing to construct a prototype of • reactor core (471 MWt) with metal fuel
the PRISM design and to conduct tests of this prototype • upper and lower internal structures

with a safety test program. The objectives of the program • fuel transfer machine
are to demonstrate the safety characteristics of the PRISM • control rod system

design and to establish the data base required by • control, reactor protection, and instrumentation systems
10 CFR Part 57 (Ref. 14.1) for certification of the design. • seismic isolation system
This program is one part of the PRISM research and • reactor vessel air cooling system (RVACS)
development (R&D) program for the design and focuses

only on the testing of the prototype. The R&D program To minimize the investment in the prototype, it will consist

develops systems and components, such as the multi- of only one reactor module without the PRISM-design
module control system, for the final design which will be steam generator or turbine generator. The preapplicant
demonstrated later in the safety test program. Therefore, does not consider the PRISM-design steam generator,
the R&D program and the safety test program for PRISM turbine generator, or the multi-module controls to be safety
will be reviewed together in this chapter to determine if the related, and, therefore, they are not considered necessary
preapplicant has adequately provided for the analysis, for the safety testing of the design. The preapplicant states
experience, and testing needed to certify the PRlrSMdesign that the modular design of PRISM, with the safety-related
in accordance with 10 CFR Part 52. portion separate from the non-safety-related portion of the

plant, should permit the testing of a single reactor module,
14.1.1 Safety Test Program without the steam generator, turbine generator, and multi-

module controls, to demonstrate the safety characteristics
The safety test program is discussed in Chapter 14 and of a complete nine-module plant.
Appendices F.14 and G4.15 of the Preliminary Safety

Information Document (PSID) submitted by the Instead of the PRISM-design steam generator and power
preapplicant for PRISM (Ref. 14.2). Appendix F provides conversion system, two different heat dump systems are
the preapplicant's responses to NRC questions about the under evaluation for rejecting the heat from the reactor
PRISM design. These questions and responses were module to the air during the prototype tests. These are

generated before PSID Amendments 12 and 13 were (1) a steam generator system with steam delivered to a
submitted by the preapplicant in response to concerns condenser cooled by water from a cooling tower and (2) a
raised by the staff on PRISM. The safety test program sodium-to-air heat exchanger system with heat from the
will be conducted during the final stages of the R&D intermediate loop rejected directly to the air. It is stated
program and will go into effect near the end of the in Reference 14.2 that this choice of non-prototypic heat
construction of the prototype. The preapplicant has dump system is subject to change if a review shows that
implied that the program may continue after the NRC staff safety interactions with the balance of plant can not be
certifies the design. The main elements of the program are adequately simulated in the prototype with either heat
the prototype to be tested, the site to conduct the testing, dump system.
and the test and evaluation plan.

After the safety characteristics of the design are
The PRISM standard plant comprises nine 471-MWt demonstrated by the prototype testing which is _ntended to
reactor modules arranged in three separate power blocks, resolve the licensing issues for certification, the

Each power block contains three reactor modules, three preapplicant will modify the prototype by adding a fully
steam generators (one for each reactor module), and one prototypical steam generator and turbine generator to enter

turbine-generator. The proposed prototype is stated to be what is called the power operation phase. The power
a single, full-scale, prototypical PRISM reactor module operation phase has two functions: (1) permit operation of
(i.e., one reactor) in a below-grade silo, with the the module as a power producer to demonstrate
associated support and isolation structures, and module availability, operating and maintenance reliability, and
instrumentation. The major elements of the prototype are inspection characteristics; and (2) recover a majority of the

the following: capital investment in the prototype. The preapplicant may
also change the prototype into a full three-reactor module

• reactor vessel, deck, and rotatable plug power block after the prototype testing is complete before
• associated support and isolation structures a nine-module plant is constructed. The preapplicant states
• containment vessel that up to half of the 60-year design life of the prototype
• two intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) may be utilized for safety tests.
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The prototype tests are currently planned to be conducted isothermal refueling temperature against which all
at one of two existing reactor test facility sites at future inservice inspections can be compared.
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) national laboratories.
The tests would be done at either the Fast Flux Test = Hot functional testing to operate (1)"key" systems at
Facility site at Hanford in Washington State or the near normal operating and abnormal conditions
Experimental Breeder Reactor Number II (EBR-II) site at preceding fuel loading and power operation and (2) the
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in reactor coolant system, in particular, at full reactor
Idaho. Existing facilities and services at either site would design inlet temperature and pressure to demonstrate
be shared with the PRISM prototype to reduce the cost of key safety performance characteristics.
the prototype.

i s Fuel loading testing to prepare and load fuel into the

One goal of the safety test program is to perform tests of core and make all initial preparations for taking the
selected design-basis events (DBEs) and beyond-design- core critical, including the calibration and testing of

basis events (BDBEs) to demonstrate the design's passive fuel handling equipment, radiation monitors, nuclear
safety characteristics. However, the preapplicant does not instrumentation, and radiation control equipment.
consider the prototype tests to be sufficient to validate the
PRISM transient performance and provide the basis for • Startup testing to characterize the core and "key" safety
PRISM standard design certification. Therefore, these systems in a series of tests during precriticality,

tests will be in conjunction with other supporting scale criticality, low power, power ascension to 100-percent
model testing, component testing, and key feature testing power in pre-set stages, and selected module duty
to demonstrate the safety characteristics of the design. It cycles.
is also stated that analyses and laboratory testing will be
used to provide data for conditions that are not considered The benchmark testing phase is to (1) measure and verify
amenable to prototype testing, including interaction effects the passive reactor response characteristics (reactivity
between the nuclear island and those parts of the plant feedback) and structural responses and (2)verify the
which are not included in the prototype, performance of the decay heat removal systems and the

seismic response system. It is divided into the following

The safety test program is stated to be composed of three areas:
phases: (1) the conventional testing phase on systems and
components, beginning before the construction of the • passive reactor response characteristics testing to
prototype is completed and ending with the reactor power establish baseline data on reactivity
ascension and duty cycle tests; (2) the safety benchmark
testing phase to measure and verify key design • inherent structural seismic response characteristics
characteristics; and (3)the safety testing phase to testing to verify analytical predictions of dynamic
demonstrate the response of the module to DBEs and seismic response behavior
BDBEs. Each testing phase is to provide assurance that
this advanced reactor design is safe for the next testing • performance testing of the decay heat removal system

phase, to verify heat transfer characteristics and heat rejection
rates for the safety-grade RVACS and the normal heat

The conventional testing phase is the testing that is rejection systems
applicable to any reactor startup and will be completed
before starting any of the safety tests. It is divided into the • seismic response verification testing to verify seismic
following areas: isolation and integrity of the module, major

components, and reactor internals

• Preoperational testing during the construction of the The safety testing phase, the final testing phase preceding
prototype to demonstrate the capability of structures, the power operation phaso for the prototype, is to
systems, and components (SSCs) to meet individual demonstrate the safety respon_ of the prototype modul_ to
performance requirements, including safety-related certain DBEs and BDBEs. The less severe events will be
requirements, in all operating modes and over the full tested first to minimize the risk of damaging the prototype.
design operating range, without taking the reactor The program will be designed to bound events to reduce
critical, the number of tests needea to be conducted on the

prototype. Testing will be at a reduced power level in the
• Baseline inservice inspections during the construction module to prevent damage to the module but will allow for

of the prototype to provide a preservice baseline at an extrapolation of the results from the reduced power level
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to 100-percent power. Extremely unlikely events which Specifications and will characterize the passive control of
could damage the prototype would be conducted at less reactivity.
than rated conditions or would be addressed by analyses
and laboratory testing to prevent damage. In addition to these tests on the prototype, there will also

be scale model testing and laboratory tests which are
A preliminary list of the DBEs and BDBEs being discussed in Appendix 14A and Table G.4.15-2 of the
considered (PSID Table G.4.15-1) by the preapplicant for PSID. These types of non-prototype testing will be
testing the prototype includes the r011owing: conducted to minimize the cost of the testing and reduce

the risk of damaging the prototype. Currently, these types

• DBE testing, with a reactor scram, to envelope the of testing are being considered for the following:
design duty cycles for normal operation, anticipated (1) performance testing of a degraded RVACS following
scram events, and unlikely accidents, will include a release of sodium (i.e., fire) inside the RVACS which is

Service Level D Event D-5 of Appendix D of the PSID,
• normal scram transients with flow coastdown (2) structural seismic response testing discussed in the

benchmark testing phase (above) and seismic event,;

• reactivity addition with scram and flow coastdown beyond the safe-shutdown earthquake, (3) performance
testing of a prototypical fuel assembly with the simulation

• loss of intermediate heat exchanger system at full of failure-initiating mechanisms, (4) steam generator tube
flow failure followed by failure of the water/steam dump

system, (5) large sodium leaks, ,and (6) station blackout
• BDBE testing, with an immediate or delayed scram, to without reactor scram for extended times.

bound a series of extremely-low-probability events will
include To address the transition from the initial core to the

equilibrium core, it is stated that a series of analyses will

• reactivity addition at full flow without scram be done to predict the performance of these cores.
Furthermore, work will be done to determine how the

• loss of intermediate heat exchanger system at full results of the tests on the initial core can be used to predict

flow without scram the behavior of transitional and equilibrium cores. The
preapplicant stated, in response to NRC Comment 14.9 in

• loss of flow with flow coastdown without scram Appendix F of the PSID, that the PRISM core for design
certification will use U-Pu-Zr (i.e., uranium-plutonium-

. reactivity addition and loss of flow with flow zirconium) fuel and has what is called a "zero" burnup
coastdown without scram swing because the core reactivity state does not change

appreciably with burnup; however, this response may no
• loss of flow and intermediate heat exchanger system longer be applicable with the changes identified in

with flow coastdown without scram Amendments 12 and 13 of the PSID. The effects of fuel

bumup are being investigated in the metal-fuel R&D
• reactivity addition and loss of power with flow program (Section 4.2.4 of this report). Also, the testing

coastdown without scram of the prototype may be continued into a power operation
phase, as discussed above, to confirm the transition effects

• degraded RVACS and loss of intermediate heat from the initial core to the equilibrium core.
exchanger system with flow coastdown and scram

The preapplicant stated that a key feature of the prototype

testing is this follow-on power operation phase which
During the safety testing phase, there will also be activities would (1) confirm interaction effects for equipment not
which the preapplieant has referred to as surveillance included in the safety test program and (2) demonstrate the
activities and post-testing reactor monitoring. The availability, operability, maintainability, reliability, and
preapplicant states surveillance activities are being inspectability of the PRISM design. This would also

conducted to (1)develop reliability and operability include the effects of bumup on the core reactivity
monitoring, (2) demonstrate the on-line maintenance characteristics.
capability as it influences safety, and (3) demonstrate the

in-service inspection capability. The post-testing reactor The use of a single reactor module raises questions
monitoring is established to develop a set of criteria, concerning what may be needed to test the behavior of the
associated parameters capable of being monitored, and on- multi-module control system for the three-module power

line monitoring that will form the basis for Technical block and the nine-module plant. In addressing this issue,
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the preapplicant has stated that the interaction among the preapplicant has stated that the R&D program will be used
three modules in a power block and among the three power to qualify certain equipment and systems outside of the
blocks (i.e., a total of nine modules) in a plant would be prototype testing program and, therefore, outside of the
simulated with a control program and confirmed in the safety test program. From the list of technology areas for
power operation phase if a full power block is added, as the R&D program in Section 14.4 of this report, it appears
discussed above, or with the first commercial plant, that the EM pumps, fuel transfer machine, multi-module

control system, and steam generator will not be tested and

Appendix 14B of the PSID discus_ instrumentation and verified in the safety test program. Therefore, it appears
testing technique development for the safety test program, that what the safety test program does not demonstrate
Instrumentation and testing techniques are considered with the prototype, the R&D program is expected to prove
important by the preapplicant to the safety testing phase of or demonstrate.
the safety test program, but they are not considered as an

integral part of the program in that the entire development The R&D program was started in 1987 and work is being
described in Appendix 14B is not required to be completed done to develop and demonstrate the PRISM design. On
before the safety testing is started, the other hand, the safety test program has not been started

by the preapplicant and is still under development. It is
In PSID Section G.4.15.3.3, it was stated that the safety not expected to be submitted to the NRC tbr review until
test program would be based on startup test programs for at least the preliminary design review stage. The review
commercial power reactors, testing which was proposed of both of these programs cannot be con,pleted until the
for the sodium-cooled Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant final design review stage when the specific testing
(CRBRP), and testing which has been performed at FFTF, necessary to support certification must be proposed for the
EBR-II, and other liquid-metal reactors. PRISM design.

From the discussion on the power operation phase of the 14.3 Review Criteria
prototype tests in PS!D Section G.4.15.6, it is uncertain
whether the preapplicant expeqts the certification of the 14.3.1 10 CFR Part 52

design to come at the end of the power operation phase or
whether the power operation phase would continue after Section 47(b)(2)(i) of Subpart B, "Standard Design
certification to collect further data on the design. The Certification," of 10 CFR Part 52 provides criteria to
preapplicant did state that it expected up to half of the determine if a design that (1) differs significantly from ihe
60-year lifetime of the prototype would be involved with current or evolutionary light-water reactor designs or
safety tests, many of which could be considered quite (2) utilizes simplified, inherent, passive, or other
severe, innovative means to accomplish its safety functions has met

certain requirements necessary prior to grar,ting a standard
14.2 Scope of Review design certification. This section of 10 CFR Part 52

provides criteria for determining what demonstration of the

The safety test program and the R&D program were design safety features, including testing and testing
reviewed with the purpose of ensuring that the major facilities, and the possibility of a prototype plant, may be

objectives and features of these programs will support the needed to support design certification. These criteria, in
standard design certification of PRISM in accordance with Paragraphs 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A)(1) through (4), Paragraph
10 CFR Part 52, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 52.47Cu)(2)(i)(B), and 52.47(b)(2)(ii)are the following:
(NRC's) Advanced Reactor Policy Statement (Ref. 14.3_,
Commission Paper SECY-91-074 (Ref. 14.4) on prototype
testing for advanced reactor designs, and St,._dard Review • Item 1 -- Performance of each _fety feature has been

Plan (SLIP) Section 14.2 (Ref. 14.5) on the initial plant test demonstrated through either analysis, appropriate test
program, programs, experience, or a combination thereof.

These programs cannot be reviewed separately because, - Item 2 -- Interdependent effects among the safety

although the preapplicant has not stated so, it appears that features of the design have been found acceptable by
the preapplicant will be using both programs together to analysis, appropriate test programs, experience, or a
(l) demonstrate the design features and the safety combination thereof.
characteristics of the design and (2) provide a part of the

basis for the certification for the design. The preapplicant • Item 3 -- Sufficient data exist on the safety features of
is developing the safety test program to t_,stthe prototype the design to assess the analytical tools used for safety

as a part of the overall R&D program (Ret. 14.6), but the analyses over a sufficient range of normal operating
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conditions, transient conditions, and specified accident make a case-by-case judgment about the need for a
sequences, including equilibrium core conditions, prototype test considering such factors as

• Item 4 -- The scope of the design is complete except • departure from proven technology
for site-_ecific elements, such as the service water

intake structure and the ultimate heat sink. • uncertainties in performance and how they can be
reduced

Items 5 sad 6 below are an alternative set to Items 1

through 4 above: • degree of defense-in-depth

• Item 5 -- Acceptable testing of an appropriately sited, - other R&D programs planned to support the design
full-size prototype must include a sufficient range of

normal operating conditions, transient conditions, and In the appendix to NUREG-1226, in the response to
specified accident sequences, as well as including Question 6, the Commission ,"ated that it requires proof of

equilibrium core conditions: performance of certain safety-related components, systems,
or structures before it will issue a license for that design.

- Item 6 -- If Item 4 (above) is not met, then the testing This proof will be design dependent and, therefore, the
of the prototype must demonstrate that the non-certified evaluation of a safety technology development program for
portion of the plant cannot significantly affect the safe an advanced reactor design and the possible need for a
operation oftheplant, prototypical demonstration of that design, can be

determined only by the review of that design. Therefore,
And finally, whichever approach is chosen: the Commission favors the use of prototypical

demonstration facilities as an acceptable way of resolving
• Item 7 -- The application for final design approval of many safety related issues.

a standard design must propose the specific testing
necessary to support certification of the design, whether The definition of an advanced reactor, in the context of the

the testing is prototype testing or the testing required in Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy Statement, is a
the alternative by Items 1 through 4. reactor design that differs significantly from the current

light-water reactor designs which are under construction or
in operation, or that utilizes simplified, inherent or other

14.3.2 Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy innovative means to accomplish its safety functions. This
Statement would include designs that are classified as evolutionary

light-water reactors.
The Commission's Advanced Reactor Policy Statement

(Ref. 14.3) does not require that a prototype of an 14.3.3 Commission Paper SECY-91-074
advanced reactor design be constructed and operated to

demonstrate the safety characteristics of the design for the The NRC staff, in continuing to evaluate the need for a
standard design certification. The policy statement does prototype to certify an advanced reactor design, submitted
state that "The Commission favors the use of the SECY-91-O74, "Prototype Decisions for Advanced Reactor
prototypical demonstration facilities as an acceptable way Designs," to the Commission on March 19, 1991. The
of resolving many safety-related issues." staff stated in Enclosure 1 to the paper that it will use the

criteria in 10 CFR 52.47C0)(2) to determine if the designer
has sufficiently justified an advanced reactor design for a

Section 5.4.4 of NUREG-1226, "Development and standard design certification. In Enclosure 2 to the

Utilization of the NRC Policy Statement on the Regulation Commission paper, the staff provided a process consisting
of Advanced Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 14.7), states that of 19 steps to determine what type of testing and facilities
the NRC staff will have to be satisfied, for the design may be needed for a standard design certification. This
being reviewed, that there is a bas_s for each claim made process would be applied to each performance or safety
for the design regarding system and equipment claim made for the design. The types of testing include
performance and reliability. For reactor designs that tests of components, systems, simulators, non-nuclear and
depart significantly from proven technology, the staff nuclear test loops, and prototypes. It is stated that the
favors but does not require the use of a full-scale prototype applicant for design certification may consider the least

test facility to demonstrate those features of the design that burdensome type of testing that offers the proof required
are fundamental to its safety performance. It is stated that to substantiate the performance and safety claims made for
as part of its review of the conceptual design, the staff will the design.
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14.3.4 Standard Review Plan Section 14.2 • The sequential schedule for individual startup tests
should establish, insofar as is practical, that test

SRP Section 14.2 (Ref. 14.5)provides requirements on the requirements will be completed for all plant SSCs
initial plant test programs for a light-water reactor. The that are relied upon to prevent, limit, or mitigate
PRISM design is not a light-whter reactor; however, the the consequences of postulated accidents before
type of testing that should be done in the initial plant test exceeding some low power level.
programs to start up a plant or a prototype of a plant
should be, for the most part, independent of the design. • Approved test procedures should be in a form
The specific equipment to be tested, the specific tests to be suitable for review by regulatory inspectors at least
conducted, and the reactor power holdpoints will depend 60 days preceding their intended use, and, for fuel
on the design; but the requirements for a test program loading and startup test procedures, at least 60 days
(i.e., the program objectives, test procedures, use of preceding the fuel loading.
operating experience, trial use of emergency operating
procedures, initial fuel loading and criticality, test program - Tests should be planned for the SSCs and design
sequence, and individual test descriptions in features that meet the criteria in RG 1.68. Abstracts of
SRP Section 14.2) are generally independent of the reactor the planned tests should be provided and should include
design, the objectives, prerequisites, test methods, test

operating conditions, significant parameters and plant
The criteria in SRP Section 14.2 that appear to be performance characteristics to be monitored, and
applicable to any design including a sodium-cooled reactor acceptance criteria, in sufficient detail to establish the
are the following: functional adequacy of what is being tested. If the test

operating conditions are not representative of design
• A test program should establish the major phases of the operating conditions, the abstract should justify the test

program and the objectives for each phase consistent conditions to be used.
with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.68 (Ref. 14.8).

RG 1.68 is referred to several times in the criteria

• Test procedures should be written in a format specified in SRP Section 14.2. The regulatory guide was
consistent with RG 1.68. written specifically for light-water reactors and in many

cases specifies components, systems, and hold points for
• The test program should be consistent with Appendix A pressurized-water reactors and boiling-water reactors, at

to RG 1.68. least some of which would not apply to a liquid-metal
reactor. However, these specific references are

• The test program should use operating and testing representative of systemfunctionsthatshouldbeapplicable
experience from other facilities, to all reactor designs. The specific equipment to be tested

and the specific tests to be conducted will depend on the
• The test program should include the plant operating, design; but the requirements for test programs should not

emergency, and surveillance procedures, or should depend on the reactor design. Therefore, the guidance in

otherwise verify these procedures, to the extent RG 1.68 is considered applicable to such designs as
practicable through use and the test program should PRISM, except where the guide refers to specific
verify operator training procedures, equipment, systems, schedules, or test power level

holdpoints which are not applicable to PRISM.
• Procedures to guide the initial fuel loading and initial

criticality should include precautions, prerequisites, and The following guidance in the regulatory position section
measures that are consistent with RG 1.68. of RG 1.68 is considered applicable to the PRISM design:

• The test program schedule and holdpoint requirements • Proper sequence of tests as defined in Appendix A, so
are for light-water reactor testing and do not apply to that the safety of the plant is never totally dependent on
the PRISM; however, the following requirements the performance of untested safety-related SSCs
should apply:

• Criteria for selection of SSCs and design features to be
• Overlapping test program schedules should not tested, with a representative list for light-water reactors

result in significant divisions of responsibilities or in Appendix A which can be compared to the PRISM
dilutions of the staff provided to implement the test design (Because the guide was not written for the first-
program, of-a-kind light-water reactor, the selection must also
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include SSCs and design features which are iamovative fuel and fuel cycle for the PRISM design. The metal fuel
and unique.) is being developed and demonstrated by Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) in its Integrated Fast Reactor (IFR)
• Prerequisites to be completed before testing of the Program but no details on this development are given in

selected SSCs GEFR-O0845. The development requirements on the fuel
and fuel cycle are discussed in the ANL IFR Program

• Scope, testing conditions, and length of the testing plan. This plan was reviewed as part of the evaluation of

accidents for the PRISM design in Chapter 15 and the
• Guidance on the test procedures and the schedule to details of the plum are discussed in Section 4.2.

provide them to the NRC staff, with guidance on the

preparation and content of the procedures given in The R&D program is organized into three categories:
Appendix C (1) tasks important to safety, (2) tasks related to

component development and design verification, and
• Schedule to conduct the test, with the minimum times (3) tasks related to investment protection. These categories

specified applicable only to light-water reactors are shown in PSID Figure G.3.2-2 and Table 6-1 of
GEFR-O0845 to be organized into the following technology

• Participation of plant operating and technical staff in areas:
the development and conduct of the tests

• advanced components and systems
• Trial testing of plant operating and emergency

procedures • EM pumps, including the coastdown mechanism
• in-vessel fuel transfer machine

• Milestones and power hold points for testing, with the • control drive
specific values applicable only to light-water reactors • steam generator

• ultimate shutdown system
• Test report format, with the reports retained as part of

the plant historical record • advanced instrumentation and controls

The requirements specified in SRP Section 14.2 are • advanced instrumentation

repeated with more detail in the guidance given in ° advanced plant controls
RG 1.68. • robotics

t

• advanced technology
1.4.4 Research and Development

• seismic isolation

The PRISM R&D program is discussed in Appendix G.3 • shielding
of the PSID and in the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor • materials
(ALMR) Technology Development Requirements Plan, • thermal-hydraulics
GEFR-O0845 (Ref. 14.6). This program is currently in

effect and has been aiming since 1987 to have an advanced • reactor safety
conceptual design in 1991 for the current preapplication

stage, a preliminary design in 1993, and a prototype for • passive reactivity reduction
the final design in 1999. The objectives of the program • passive shutdown heat removal
are to develop equipment and system technology for the . safety and licensing support
PRISM design, collect data that support the safety
characteristics of the design, and conduct the testing of the • fuel cycle safety
prototype of the design (i.e., the safety test program). The
program is stated to be built on the data base from earlier • fuel safety

U.S. liquid-metal reactors, such as FFTF, EBR-II, and • fuel cycle satiety
CRBRP (never built), and from foreign reactors, such as

Phenix and Super Phenix (France), MONJU (Japan), and The ultimate shul:down system (above) has been added to
PFR (Britain). the R&D progt'am since PSID Figure G.3.2-2 was

submitted in Amendment 13. Safety and licensing support
The development requirements for the R&D program are (above) will provide analysis tools and experimental data

given in GEFR-O0845, except for the requirements on the for safety evaluations and licensing, specifically for severe
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core accidents, hypothetical core disruption accident the R&D program is not expected to be completed until

(HCDA) energetics, containment, sodium-water reactions, after the testing of the prototype and the certification of the
and sodium fires. PRISM design.

Table G.3.1-1 of the PSID summarizes the current results 14.5 Safety Issues
and status of 16 of the 17 major technology areas (except
for robotics) as of May of 1990. Loss-of-flow tests have This section outlines safety issues which are discussed in
been performed at EBR-II and FFTF. Table G.3.2-2 greater detail in Section 14.6 (below). In each case,

shows a breakdown of the R&D work by the different additional information is needed by the staff to address the
organizations involved in the program, issue. This information must be submitted by the final

design review stage for the staff to identify the specific
Equipment and systems are being developed for the final testing required for certification of the design in
design which will be qualified separately in the R&D accordance with 10 CFR 52.47Co)(2)(ii).
program from the safety test program. These include the
electromagnetic pumps, steam generator, in-vessel fuel

transfer machine, module instrumentation, plant controls, 14.5.1 Risks Associated With the Prototype Tests
and seismic isolation. This development includes the

consideration of reliability of the equipment and systems. The safety testing of the prototype carries some degree of
The research and development for the steam generator risk, because the tests are evaluating a new advanced
includes a test of the helical coil steam generator, the leak reactor design which has a higher power level than test
detection system, and an evaluation of mechanisms limiting reactors of a similar design, differs significantly from the

the life of the steam generator. It does not include an current light-water reactor designs, and uses unreviewed
evaluation of the water dump system and the sodium-water simplified, passive, or other innovative means to
reaction products relief system, sx.complish safety functions. However, if tests are

performed in a sequence so that the plant is not totally
The performance of systems will be verified in the R&D dependent on the performance of untested safety
program. For example, performance of the RVACS, the equipment, and there is proper planning and
only safety-grade shutdown heat removal system for the instrumentation coupled with planned safety and acceptance
design, will be tested, and the heat transfer correlations criteria, recovery actions, and validation of analytical
will be experimentally verified. Analytical models and predictions, the risk may be acceptable.
experimental data supporting the modeling of key

phenomena important to safety are also being developed Structuring the safety test program in accordance with the
for the characterization of radionuclide transport from the applicable portions of SRP Section 14.2 and RG 1.68 is a
core, and the retention of radionuclides in the sodium pool. necessary part of assuring the risk is acceptable. The lack

of information on the proposed safety test program is
The testing in the program is organized into the following discussed in Section 14.5.2 (below). Also, an

three phases: (1) the technology feasibility tests which appropriately sited prototype is another necessary part. An
support the conceptual design and have been completed assessment of the risk to the public from potential
already, (2) the key features tests or technology accidents at the prototype needs to be provided by the
development tests which support the advanced conceptual preapplicant by the final design review stage. See Sections
design and are being completed, and (3) the components 14.6.1.4 and 14.6.4 (below).
and subsystems tests or technology demonstration tests

which support the final design and which have not been 14.5.2 Lack of Detail on the Safety Test and R&D
started. This testing, including the development of the fuel Programs
for the PRISM design, is to support the development of the
final design for PRISM. The preapplicant has not submitted sufficient information

on the R&D program and the safety test program tbr the
Most of the tasks in the R&D program lead to the staff to review the programs and understand how they
construction of the first prototype reactor module discussed support the certification of the PRISM design. The
in Sect':m 14.1.1 (above). However, it is stated that there preapplicant has not provided the following: (1) a

are development tasks, such as for advanced multi-module description of that part of the PRISM plant which is to be
control systems, improved structural materials, and certified including an explanation of how the non-certified
robotics for maintenance and repair work, that are not part art of the plant will not affect the safe operation of the
of the prototype and may extend beyond the prototype plant; (2) a description of the proof needed to certify the
testing and the standard design certification. Therefore, PRISM design including how these two programs will
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provide this proof; (3)a description of how the power inlet air temperature, outlet air temperature, and air outlet
operation phase of the prototype tests would be related to radiation, and these readings will be continuously displayed
the certification of the PRISM design; and (4) a description in bother the control room and RSF. This addresses the
of the modifications to the programs which account for staff's concern about the RVACS instrumentation in the
changes to the PRISM design submitted in Amendments 12 control room.
and 13 to the PSID. See Sections 14.6.1.1, 14.6.1.2,
14.6.1.5, 14.6.2, 14.6.3, 14.6.5, and 14.6.6 (below)for 14.6 Evaluation
additional details.

The preapplicant has submitted details of the R&D
14.5.3 Justification of the Single-Module Prototype program for PRISM but has only submitted an outline of

the safety test program in the PSID. There is a lack of
The proposed prototype will consist of one reactor module specific information needed to review the safety test
without the PRISM-design steam generator or power program. For example, there is no discussion of the
conversion system. The preapplicant has not sufficiently organizations to conduct the tests, the specific equipment
justified the proposed prototype for the PRISM design in to be tested, the specific tests to be conducted, the
terms of (1) the tests to be conducted on the prototype and objectives or safety claims to be demonstrated by the tests,
(2) what the prototype will prove that the rest of the R&D the acceptance criteria for the tests, and how the tests will

program has not demonstrated, demonstrate the safety objectives of the equipment. Also,
the preapplicant has not specified what parts of the PRISM

14.5.4 Justification of the Systems for the Prototype design will be certified in accordance with

10 CFR Part 52. In PSID Appendix G.4.15.2.3, it was
The preapplicant has not sufficiently justified the selection stated that certification will be requested for the power

i of systems to be included in the prototype module. The block and key support systems only, but the key support
proposed prototype may not include the PRISM-design systems were not specified. Until the key support systems
steam generator and the multi-module control system. The are specified, the staff will not know which parts of the
preapplicant needs to justify which analyses, laboratory design are to be certified and, thus, cannot determine the

and R&D testing, and simulations will be used to extent of testing required in the R&D program and the
investigate the possible interaction effects between the safety test program to support the certification of the
reactor module and the balance of plant for the raodule PRISM design.
which is not included in the prototype for testing. The

lack of the PRISM-design steam generator and the multi- Because of the conceptual nature of the design and the
module control system in the prototype needs to be limited information available for some systems, it is
addressed further. See Section 14.6.1.3. acceptable for the preapplicant not to specify which parts

of the design are to be certified or the specifics of the
14.5.5 Additional Development or Testing in the R&D safety test program at the preapplication review stage.

Program This information, however, is needed by the f'mal design

review stage when the preapplicant must submit, in
Although the EM pump coastdown mechanism and the accordance with 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(ii), the testing that it
RVACS are very important to the safety of the PRISM considers necessary to certify the design. The staff must
design, there appeared to be (1) no testing of the pump then identify the specific testing that will be required for
coast mechanism to determine its in-service operability final design certification.
during reactor power operation, exeeFt for that during the

loss-of-flow testing of the prototype--the BDBE testing in
the safety testing phase discussed in Section 14.1.1--in the 14.6.1 Comparison to 1O CFR 52.47(b)(2)
safety test program; and (2) no development of

instrumentation to monitor RVACS performance in the It is by comparing the R&D program and the safety test
control room during reactor power operation. The program to 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) that the NRC staff will

preapplicant will need to justify why the testing of the determine if the proposed analysis, experience, and data
pump eoastdown mechanism in the safety testing phase of base from other applicable designs or from testing of an
the safety test program is sufficient to determine the in- advanced reactor, or from both, are sufficient to document

service operability of the mechanism during reactor power the safety characteristics of the design and, therefore, to
operation, certify the design. The criterion for this decision is that

there are no unanswered safety questions about the design.
In Reference 14.9, the preapplicant stated that RVACS This criterion will depend on the specific design and the

instrumentation will be developed to monitor air flow rate, state of development of the design.
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14.6.1.1 Demonstration of the Design for Certification After the safety characteristics of the design are
demonstrated by prototype testing to resolve the licensing

PRISM is a pool-type, sodium-cooled reactor with one issues for certification, the prototype may be changed for
safety-grade heat removal system. This system, known as what the preapplicant calls a "power operation phase" by
RVACS, allows air to remove heat conducted from the adding a fully prototypic steam generator-turbine generator

primary coolant through the reactor and containment or a full three-reactor module power block. The
vessels by natural convection. The design differs preapplicant states that half of the 60-year design life of
significantly from the current and evolutionary light-water the prototype may be involved with safety tests. The

reactor designs and uses simplified, inherent, passive, or preapplicant has not discussed how this power operation
other innovative means to accomplish its safety functions, phase of the prototype tests would be related to the
Therefore, the PRISM design should meet the requirements certification of the PRISM design.
in 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i) to have its safety characteristics

demonstrated either by (1) analyses, appropriate test 14.6.1.2 Non-Certified Part of theDesign
programs, experience, or a combination thereof or (2) an
appropriately sited, full-size prototype tested over a N e i t h e r 1 0 C F R 5 2.4 7 ( b ) (2) ( i ) ( A ) n o r
sufficient range of normal operating conditions, transient 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(B) requires that the portion of the
conditions, and specified accident sequences, plant design to be certified in accordance with

10 CFR Part 52 include the entire plant except for such
site-specific elements as the service water intake structure

The preapplicant has an R&D program to develop and the ultimate heat sink. However, if
equipment and system technology for the PRISM design 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(B) is the basis for certification, it
and to collect data to support the safety characteristics of also states that if the scope of the plant to be certified is
the design. The preapplieant is proposing, through the not complete, except for site-specific elements, then testing

I R&D and the safety test programs, to test a prototype of of the prototype must demonstrate that the non-certified
i the PRISM design to demonstrate its safety characteristics, part of the plar_t can not significantly affect the safe

Although the details of the safety test program have not operation of the plant. Because the portion of the plant to
been given and the extent of the PRISM design to be be certified by the preapplicant is not known, it is not
certified is not known, the discussion of the R&D program possible to determine at this time if the safety test program
and the safety test program shows that the testing should will cover the interaction between that part of the design to
be extensive and should include tests that demonstrate be certified and that part not to be certified. Because the
safety features, interdependent effects, and provide data to safety test program does not address this interaction, it
assess analytical tools and models, would appear that the proposed testing of the prototype

may not do this. This must be resolved by the final design
The preapplicant appears to propose, in addition to the review stage.
prototype, (1)using analyses and laboratory testing to
provide data for conditions not amenable to prototype 14.6.1.3 Justification of the Prototype
testing, (2) incorporating data and experience from other

sodium-cooled reactors in the United States and abroad in On the basis of the modular nature of the design, the
these programs, and (3)qualifying equipment and systems preapplicant has proposed to have only one reactor
for the final design in the R&D program separate from the module, without its attcndant reference design steam
safety test program and the testing of the prototype. Also, generator and power conversion system, serve as the
the preapplicant appears to be planning to address by prototype of a nine-module plant. The PSID states that all

analysis and non-prototype testing the impacts of the of the equipment for the proposed prototype will be
aspects of the balance of plant that will not be tested as prototypic of a plant except for the following:
part of the prototype and for which the applicant may not

seek certification as part of the PRISM plant. Therefore, ,, One of two heat dump systems will replace the steam
the preapplicant appears to be working to provide a generator system.
combination of testing, including a prototype, analysis, and

experience, to certify the PRISM design in accordance ,, The control system will be fbr only one reactor module
with the provisions of both 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A) and instead of for a power block or nine modules.
(B). The preapplicant, however, has not described the

extent to which the provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A) ,, Diagnostic instrumentation which is not part of the
and (B) will apply as the basis on which to justify the PRISM design will be added to collect data during the
certification of the PRISM design, prototype tests.
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To address the first two differences (above), the control system and the PRISM plant with the control
preapplicant has stated that analyses, laboratory testing, system.
and simulations will be used to investigate the possible
interaction effects between the reactor module and the

balance of plant which is not included in the prototype. 14.6.1.4 Siting of the Prototype

The use of either of the two heat dump systems instead of As currently planned, the prototype is proposed to be built
the PRISM-design steam generator would affect the at either the Hanford site (the Fast Flux Test Facility) or
response of the design to a loss-of-heat-sink event. The at the INEL site (the Experimental Breeder Reactor
key cases for the PRISM design where this is true are the Number II test facility). These sites appear to meet the
unscrammed loss-of-heat-sink events such as transient "a p p ro p r i a te ! y s i t e d" re q u i re m e n t o f
overpressure events. Preliminary analyses of the 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(ii) because the prototype would be at
unscrammed transients indicate that this class of an existing reactor test facility which is away from the
unscrammed transient is perhaps the most benign because public. However, additional information on the location of
the reactor, with the large pool of sodium, has a long time the public with respect to these sites and the risk to this
to respond to such an event. Thus, of the unscrammed public from potential accidents at the prototype would need
tests in the safety test program, the loss of heat sink to be supplied by the preapplicant.

appears to be the lowest in importance and, therefore,
simulating the heat sink with a heat dump system instead
of with the steam generator would appear to be a viable 14.6.1.5 Safety Testing of the Prototype
option. The preapplicant stated in Amendment 13
(Section G.4.15.3.2) of the PSID that the current reference In the safety testing phase of the safety test program, the
plan for the prototype configuration is to use a sodium-to- preapplicant has proposed a preliminary list of ten
air heat exchanger system in place of a steam generator proposed DBEs and BDBEs to be tested using the
and steam-to-air heat exchanger system. The plan is open prototype. These proposed prototype tests should bound
to change if further investigation shows that safety transient overpower events, loss-of-heat-sink events, loss-
interactions between the reactor module and the heat sink of-flow events, and failure-to-scram events for the PRISM

cannot be adequately simulated. The proposed prototype design; therefore, at this time no additional events for the
heat dump systems would have different response prototype are considered necessary to demonstrate the
characteristics to transients, as compared to the PRISM- safety characteristics of the design for certification. The
design steam generator, and the staff has raised questions preapplicant has stated that these events may be conducted
concerning safety-related aspects of the steam generator at less than rated conditions to validate analytical and
and associated sub-systems (see Section 5.6 concerning computer models and to prevent damage to the prototype.

SWRPRS). The preapplicant should address these items This is an acceptable approach to certification of the
and justify what will be tested as the prototype heat sink. design; however, the details of this testing and how it will

sufficiently demonstrate the safety characteristics of the
design have not been submitted to the staff.

For the multi-module control system, the preapplicant
stated that the multi-module control system is neither safety
related nor part of the reactor protection system, and that Concerning tests to verify the effect of bumup from the
there will be extensive real-time simulations of the initial core to the equilibrium core on the safety

interactions among the three modules in a power block and characteristics of the core, the preapplicant has stated, in
among the three power blocks in a plant. The preapplicant response to NRC Comment 14.9 in Appendix F of the
also stated that there would be a confirmation of the multi- PSID, that the PRISM core for design certification has
module simulations in either the power operation phase of what is called a "zero" bumup swing because the core
the prototype if a complete power block is added or with reactivity state does not change appreciably with burnup.
the initial testing of the first commercial nine-module This, however, may no longer be correct with the changes
plant. This would appear to be a basis for a single reactor identified in Amendments 12 and 13 of the PSID. The
module to represent the PRISM multi-module plant design, preapplicant has stated that the effects of fuel bumup will

but there are (1) no details of the analyses, testing, and be investigated in the metal-fuel R&D program, discussed
simulations to be performed on the multi-module control in Section 14.1.2 (above), prior to the prototype test
system and (2)no justification for how these analyses, program. The preapplicant, however, must address the
testing, and simulations would address the differences question of tests at different burnups during the prototype
between the prototype module without the multi-module tests.
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14.6.1.6 Work Scopes in the R&D Program 14.6.2 Comparison to the Commission's Advanced
Reactor Policy

In the R&D program, the work scopes for the technology
areas in GEFR-O0845 were reviewed to determine if any The preapplicant has proposed to test a prototype to

additional development work may be needed for the demonstrate thesafety characteristics of thePRISM design.
design. The EM pump coastdown mechanism and the Because the PRISM design differs significantly from the
RVACS are very important to the safety of the PRISM current and evolutionary light-water reactor designs and
design, and their peffornmnce is being investigated in the uses simplified, inherent, passive or other innovative
R&D program; however, the preapplicant should justify means of accomplishing its safety functions, the proposed

why the testing of the pump eoastdown mechanism in the use of a prototype is consistent with the Commission's
safety test program is sufficient to determine the in-service Policy Statement (Ref. 14.3) on advanced reactors which
operability of the mechanism during reactor power favors a prototypical demonstration facility.
operation.

The prototype proposed by the preapplicant is not a full-
size prototype of the PRISM plant. In NUREG-1226, the

Probably the most important technology area in the R&D staff states that it does not require a full-size prototype;
program for the final design is the reactor fuel that is however, there must be (1)a demonstration of the features
discussed in Section 4.2. The extent of fuel testing in the of the design that are fundamental to its safety performance
safety test program will depend on what cannot be proven and (2) an integrated test of plant systems under
for the fuel in the other paris of the R&D program, prototypicalconditions. The preapplicanthas not provided
Additional tests beyond what is currently described in the sufficient detail of the safety test program to determine if
safety test program may be required by the final design the R&D program and the safety test program will do this.
review stage for certification of the design. This information must be provided by the final design

review stage.

14.6.1.7 Conclusions 14.6.3 Comparison to Commission Paper
SECY-91-074

By the final design review stage, the details of the safety
test program will be reviewed together with the R&D The preapplieant has not submitted a comparison between
program to determine ; ooth programs are expected to the testing proposed for the prototype and the 19 steps
provide the necessary aonstration of the PRISM design listed in Enclosure 2 to Commission paper SECY-91-074

I for certification. The ,ceapplicant will need to provide or for determining the type of demonstration facilities that

amplify the following information: (1) the part of the may be needed for the test approach under
PRISM design to be certified and how the non-certified I0 CFR Part 52.47(b)(2)(i). This test approach is
part will be shown not to significantly affect the safe specified in 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A)(1) to (4)and
operation of the plant; (2) the paragraphs of 52.47(b)(2)(i) 52.47(b)(2)(i)(B) discussed in Section 14.3.1. This
which would be the basis for demonstrating the safety comparison to Enclosure 2 would be part of the
characteristics of the PRISM design for certification; preapplieant's justification that the testing proposed is
(3) how the proposed analysis, experience, and testing sufficient to demonstrate the safety characteristics of the
(including the prototype testing)will support certification design to support the certification of the design. This
of the design; (4) the justification for proposing only one comparison should be provided by the final design review
module to represent the multi-module site and whether the stage.

addition of a power conversion system and multi-modules
would be part of the testing for the certification of the 14.6.4 Comparison to SRP Section 14.2 and RG 1.68
plant; and (5) the justification for the final proposed site
for testing the prototype and for later adding a power In PSID Section 1.8, it is stated that the initial testing of

conversion system and additional modules to the prototype, the PRISM design would meet the intent of RG 1.68.
However, the preapplicant has not provided sufficient

The preapplicant has stated that a certification basis details of the safety test program, except that the test
agreement would be submitted to the NRC staff to clarify program will use operating and testing experience from
and summarize the information required to support an other facilities, to determine to what extent the program
application for standard design certification. This will meet the intent of SRP Section 14.2 and RG 1.68.
agreement will define proposed standards and criteria for Examples of the details needed are the following: (1) an
certification of the PRISM design, and the staff would use explanation by the preapplicant of the objectives of each
this to review the safety test and the R&D programs, analysis or test and how it will support the certification of
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the design and (2) a justification of the SSCs to be tested in the PRISM design since the draft PSER was issued by
in terms of the remainder of the design that will not be the NRC staff. This information must be submitted by the
tested. For example, SRP Section 14.2 and RG 1.68 list final design review stage in order for the staff to identify
the SSCs to be tested and include those that will be used to the specific testing required for certification of the design,
process, store, control, or limit the release of radioactive in accordance with 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(ii).
materials from the plant; however, the R&D program and
the safety test program appear not to address these types of 14.8 References
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15 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

15.1 Introduction events take place, thus producing a passive response to
most unscrammed scenarios. Core inlet nozzles are

In this chapter, the staff reviews the PRISM safety analysis designed to make total blockage of flow to an assembly
presented in Chapter 15 and Appendix G of the nearly impossible. Passive heat removal systems such as
Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID) the reactor vessel air cooling system (RVACS) have the
(Ref. 15.1). Supplementing this review is the staff's potential to supply highly reliable decay heat removal.
review of the PRISM probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) Finally, the metal fuel more effectively retains fission
discussed in Appendix A of this report and the staff's products but has a smaller Doppler reactivity feedback,
independent analysis of selected events discussed in compared to oxide fuel. The Doppler adds negative
Appendix B of this report, reactivity on a power increase, but its effect is less for the

metal fuel. This, in turn, allows the temperature defect to
15.1.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives be small and other passive feedbacks (for example, radial

and axial expansion of the core) can control the core.
The methodology used by General Electric (GE) for

defining the design-basis events (DBEs) for the PRISM (2) Protection Aeainst .Anticipatedand Unlikely Events
reactor is described in Chapter 15 of the PSID. The
procedure is systematic and draws upon PRA work GE states that this protection comes from a safety-grade
performed in the conceptual stage of the design. The PRA reactor protection system (RPS), a non-safety-grade plant
is used to help ensure completeness in the identification of control system (PCS), the auxiliary cooling system (ACS)
accident sequences and to rank the sequences in order of and safety-grade RVACS backup heat-removal systems, the
their importance on the basis of their expected occurrence containment vessel, and from the use of four
frequency and offsite consequences. Each event is placed electromagnetic (EM) pumps with synchronous machines

into a category of either a DBE or a beyond-design-basis to produce coastdown. The gas expansion modules
event (BDBE). GE has considered all events occurring at (GEMs) for loss-of-flow events, the control rod stop
a frequency of 10.6 or more per reactor-year to be DBEs. system for reactivity insertion events, and the ultimate
GE analyzes these events in a conservative manner. Less shutdown system (USS) give additional protection against
likely events are considered BDBEs (frequencies < 106 anticipated and unlikely events.
per reactor-year). GE considers these off-normal

conditions of such extremely low probability that no event (3) Protection Against Extremely Unlikely Events
in this category is considered credible during the plant's

lifetime. BDBEs can, however, have significant The designer cites the ability of systems identified in the
consequences. GE acknowledges some of these event's first and second levels of safety to defend the reactor
may merit consideration in establishing the design. These against those accidents classified as extremely unlikely.
BDBEs are discussed in Appendices E aad G of the PSID. Additionally, the reactor vessel and reactor module closure

assembly are designed to contain radioactivity released by
15.1.2 PRISM Approach to Safety any fuel or cladding failure.

GE cites five levels of safety in the PRISM design: (4) ProtectionAgainst Beyond-Design-Basis Events

(I) passive ('Inherent') and Basic Design The fourth level of safety is the protection against BDBEs
Characteristics provided by the reactor's passive feedbacks. The reactor

is protected against several of the most probable
GE identifies the first level of safety as passive unscrammed events, such as loss of heat sink or loss of

("inherent') and related to or deriving from basic design flow with coastdown. Not all events beyond the design
characteristics. This means taking advantage of every basis are considered, only those falling in a range that is
aspect of the design from the type of coolant it uses down considered to be credible. A hypothetical core disruption
to the simplification of the engineered safety features accident (HCDA) is postulated to evaluate the integrity of

employed. For example, sodium has excellent heat the reactor coolant system and to test the mitigative
transport characteristics; it can be utilized at low pressure effectiveness of the containment system.
and yet be far below its boiling temperature. Building a
power plant with nine completely separate small-size (5) Risk Assessment
reactor modules allows each unit to have passive decay

heat removal and a lower source term in the event of a The fifth level of safety, according to GE, is the use of
catastrophic accident. The reactivity feedbacks are such PR,_, in evaluating the overall safety of the design and to

that the power decreases significantly when off-normal poi__t out areas requiring improvement. The PRISM
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designers are using the PRA throughout the development (d) Extremely Unlikely Event -- Off-normal
to keep the safety design process focused on issues of conditions of such extremely low probability
significance as measured by their impact on public risk. that no events in the category are expected,
PRA is used to select DBEs and BDBEs and to assign but represent limiting cases of failure that

reliability requirements for systems and components. The are identified as design bases (10.4 >
PRA is also the only evaluation in which the BDBEs are frequency _ 10-6 per reactor-year). These
considered. Some extremely improbable events are frequency ranges are the same as those used
considered in the PRA, and for these events, GE discusses by GE for the boiling-water reactor (BWR)
the eoolability of core debris and the possibility of and are similar to those recommended by
energetics. American Nuclear Society (ANS) standards

for the liquid-metal reactor (LMR)
15.1.3 Safety Evaluation Procedure (Ref. 15.2).

GE's safety evaluation procedure of the PRISM plant The final category is the BDBE. This is an off-
consisted of locating the dominant risks in the plant design normal condition of such extremely low probability
through the PRA. GE used the following steps to identify that CE considers no events in this category to be
the events for inclusion in the design basis: credible. However, these events may have potential

consequences that merit their consideration in the
(1) Event Selection design. These events have a frequency that is less

than 10-6 per reactor-year. The HCDA is one
In the PRISM approach to safety, the PRA was example.
used to ensure completeness in the identification of

i accident sequences and to rank the sequences in the (3) Event Analysis
order of importance. The order of importance was
based on the combination of occurrence frequency Conservative calculations were used to predict plant
and offsite consequences. Thus the PRA provided response during the postulated DBEs and selected
the framework for the DBE selection. BDBEs. Also, for each event category, a single

limiting event was selected for which the postulat'_,l

(2) Event Categorization consequences enveloped all of the others in that
category.

GE placed each identified event into one of four

DBE categories or the BDBE category using its (4) Risk Ass,essment
nominal frequency as a criterion. The dividing line
between DBEs and BDBEs is the frequency of 10-6 GE used the PRA to analyze all BDBEs and to
per reactor-year. The four DBE "ategories as assess conformance to NRC safety goals.
defined by GE are:

15.2 Scope of Review
(a) Normal Operation -- Any condition of

system startup, design range operations, hot The classification of DBEs and BDBEs and the _ale of
stamlby, or shutdown (frequency > 10"1per PRA in the process were discussed at length with the staff
reactor-year) from the Department of Energy and GE. Indepc, nden_

calculations by the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission (NRC)
(b) Antic_p;._tcd Event -- Of|-.normai condition staff generally support arguments about p_rformance of th_

that is e..'qmctexl _o occur once _,r more pas,_:ive, reactivity feedbacks and .,.,oh key syst_:ms as
d_:r i _g ti: c pi ants' t i fetime RVACS.
(10-I :> fretlaC;jcy 2_ _0"? D:r __ctor.-year)

'l"ko ' " " " ....:a_ae_t'-n of postulated acc_..&:_t:;,_..,,citla_,i_ t:,;il_i,_aeta
(c) i..):_:!,_!' :,, , _ Cii.,r:oi'mai _omtition fl_a:. ', ' "' ' ,' ..... &.._'._2...:.= ,a_',._ 3c,.:n rev=ie,'-,/a:'_] ,_ i:,. c;}!;dt.'-?:_ ._|'.
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dentified bounding events, as presented in Appendix B of (1) Be selected using traditional engineering judgment,
this report, complemented by PRA methods, that would include

individual internal events down to a frequency of
15.3 Design Criteria approximately 104 per plant-year (10"4/yr is based

upon ensuring that any event expected to occur over
It was considered necessary to review a spectrum of the lifetime of a population of reactors--lO0
accidents beyond the traditional light-water reactor (LWR) reactors operating for 100 years--is included). A
design-basis accident (DBA) envelope for the PRISM lower value of 10-5 per plant-year will be used by
design. Consideration of such a spectrum of accidents the staff to increase the confidence that the
(1) ensures that advanced designs comply with the collective risk of most potential DBAs are
Commission's Safety Goal (Ref. 15.3) and Severe considered in the design and to account for
Accident (Ref. 15.4) politic, (2)sufficiently tests the uncertainties, particularly for a preapplication
capability of the design to allow use of mechanistic source review. (Currently, GE considers all individual
terms for siting determinations and for decisions regarding events that might occur at a frequency higher than
containment design and emergency evacuation plans, and 10-6 per reactor-year to be DBEs. GE analyzes
(3) ensures tl_t the shift in emphasis in defense in depth these events in a conservative manner.)
from accident mitigation to accident prevention, as
compared to LWRs, does m fact still produce a design (2) Include a traditional selection of design-basis
with safety at least equivalent to that of current-generation external events.
LWRs. Therefore, a set of event categories corresponding
to events that must be used for design, siting, containment (3) Be subject to the single-failure criterion and other
performance, and emergency planning purposes needs to traditional cons,_rvatisms (such as no credit for non-
be defined. Events to be included in these categories safety-grade equipment). Events within this
should be selected deterministically, supplemented by category would require conservative analysis as is

insights gained from a PRA. The events selected can then presently done for LWRs.
be used as a basis for calculating source terms, for

evaluating the safety characteristics of the proposed 15.3.3 Event Category HI (EC-III)
designs, and for assessing the adequacy of the containment

systems and offsite emergency planning. The event This category of events for advanced reactors corresponds
categories frequency ranges, and the radiological to those severe events beyond the traditional DBA envelope
consequence limits associated with the categories, used by that should be used by designers in establishing the design
the staff for the PRISM preapplication review and their bases for these reactors. The staff believes that the

associated descriptions are presented below, identification and use of such an event category is

consistent with the Commission's Severe Accident Policy
statement and is justified for the PRISM design,

15.3.1 Event Category I (EC-I) particularly where the use of a mechanistic calculation of
source terms and a shift ; emphasis from accident

This category of events for advanced reactors would be mitigation to accident prevc,,,' a is proposed. The events
equivalent to the current anticipated operational in this category would be selected using engineering
occurre.,_ces (A(?,Os) class of events considered for LWRs. judgment, complemented by PRA. This is consistent with

"Die frequency range for these events is approximately 10-2 the guidance provided in the Commission's Safety Goal
per plmlt-year, or greater, which corresponds to the and Severe Accident policies, which encourage the use of
frequency ,,f event_ that may be expected to occur one or PRA methods to supplement engineering judg-ment and
_::,,r,_ times d_,ring the _ife of the phmt. These events world deterministic (nonmechanistic) analyses. Specifically,
bc analyzed in a manne_ similar to _he analysis tbr LWRs events in EC-lli weuld
to dc.mor,,..;trate compiiaa_ce with L.ppendix I to 10 CF_

Part 50 (Rcf. 1<,...._, and :i-OCFF,: _:'art *00 {,Ref. 15.6). (1) include internal events (less likely i.,:_itia'd.agcrcnts
'_i.._smultiple: !hiiurc cvet_t _,c_lticllccs) (i(,wt_ to ;_

{;_:quency _{ .,pi)ro>.i_:ateij iC)-7 per i,la__i_e_:;
.!._:.?..Z E:er,.V "?'e_(,.:-:O;;_' 5_ (:f.C---{i) ({O"7/y<i.,;::_:;..(.2v_i;_::,_,:;_.,;_,_i;xgth,{ (i_v cu,_,u_at{':.

"isk t)i: se_.<:,;:, ,_v,-:__l_: r.:i_xv i()_/yr a_c c(,a,.';i_i,.,_i
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external events beyond those in EC-II would be (1) the limited performance and reliability data for the
consistent with their application to future LWRs, critical systems, mainly the passive decay heat
which is currently being developed as part of the removal system using air at atmospheric pressureto
implementation of the Commission's Severe cool the reactor vessel, and the negative reactivity
Accident Policy. feedback mechanisms

(2) Include, using engineering judgment, additional (2) the lack of a final design which limits identification
bounding events to account for plant-specific of initiating events, dominating sequences, and
uncertainties. Selected bounding events for the equipment reliabilities
PRISM design are described in Table 15.1.
Further specification of these events is provided in (3) the incomplete state of supporting technology and
Table 15.2. The rationale for bounding event analytical tools relevant to the new designs
selection and use is described in the following
Section 15.3.4. (4) extntpolation of research and development (R&D)

results to a full-size unit

In selecting the events to be included in EC-III, the design
would be specifically reviewed to identify those events that (5) significantly less design, construction, and operating
have the potential for a large release, core melt, or experience compared to experience with LWRs
reactivity excursion to ensure that adequate prevention or
protection is fumishe¢' -_r these events. EC-III events Accordingly, the set of bounding events selected for
should be analyzed on .. oest-estimate basis, rather than on consideration at the conceptual design stage was intended
a known conservative basis as would be done for EC-II to provide a sufficient test of the conceptual design so that

events, accurate knowledge of the failure modes and failure
probabilities of the safety features of the design would not
be critical to assessing or understanding its safety.

15.3.4 Bounding Event Selection
Although the selected bounding events were not rigorously

In evaluating the PRISM design, the staff was faced with quantified in terms of probability, a judgment was made
the task of defining the range of events that should be that their probability could reasonably be in the lower
considered in the design. This task was made particularly range of EC-III (i.e., .-- 10"7/yr), as shown in Table 15.2.
important because the preapplicant was proposing a design The following major assumptions were used in selecting
with containment and emergency planning features the bounding events
significantly different than those applied to conventional

LWILs, with primary justification for these features being • Select worst-case plant states (specified by system
the proposed capability of PRISM to prevent accidents that pressure, temperature, flowrate, etc.) as initial

could lead to significant core damage and offsite release of conditions for the challenges to the safety functions.
radioactive material. Accordingly, a key test in evaluating

the proposed PRISM design is to establish confidence in • Assume non-safety-grade equipment fails (either as an
the ability of PRISM to prevent accidents that result in initiator or in response to the initiating event) in a way
significant core damage or offsite release of radioactive that exacerbates the accident to the maximum degree
material, physically possible, unless a lesser degree can be

justified. This will account for any uncertainties
caused by using commercial-grade procurement and

GE proposed selecting a range of events based upon PRA construction, and the lesser operational surveillance
results (see Section 15.1.2). The staff believes that PRA associated with the non-safety grade designation.
can provide useful insights into event selection but that
engineering judgment must ultimately be relied upon in • Assume failure of unique safety-grade equipment for a
event selection to account for uncertainties. Therefore, the period of time (bounds uncertainties in failure

staff has included in EC-III a set of bounding events for probabilities of safety-grade equipment).
the PRISM design whose purpose is to account for

uncertainties in design and reliability and acknowledge the • Allow a reasonable time (consistent with emergency
difficulty in being able to identify, particularly at this stage planning provisions) to recover safety-grade equipment
of the design, all failure modes of a system or component, where no plant damage has occurred (anticipated
Specifically, the following appear to be the major sources transient without scram, station blackout, loss of all

of uacertainty affecting event selection: cooling).
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Table 15.1 PRISM bounding events
i i

Description

1 Unvrotected transient overpower {3JTOP) events. Assume that the worst-case control rod withdrawal event occurs.
Assume that all control rods remain full out (at the mechanical stops) for 12 hours and then the reactor is scrammed.
Analyze this event for two cases on one module:

• A - Allforcedcoolingremainsfunctional.

•B - Allcoolingexceptthereactorvesselaircoolingsystem(RVACS) islostat thetimethecontrolrodsare
withdrawn.

2 Station blackout. Assume that scram occurs and natural circulation cooling is the only available mode of cooling for
all modules on the site. Assume that 24 hours pass before ac power is restored.

3 Loss-of-heat-sink events. From full-power conditions, assume that all cooling via the normal cooling system and the
auxiliary air cooling system is lost (loss of the intermediate loop). A scram is assumed to occur as soon as the reactor
protection system detects off-normal conditions. Analyze this event for two cases:

• A - All airflow pathways in RVACS are assumed to be fully blocked for 12 hours. Assume sabotage on one module
and analyze until the peak temperatures have passed.

• B - Assume a 75-percent, blockage of the RVACS airflow pathways for an indefinite period of time. Assume an
earthquake that affecfs all modules and analyze until the peak temperatures or 12 hours have passed.

4 Unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) events. Assume an unscrammed ULOF event on one module and analyze this event
for two cases:

• A - Assume that the flow through one pump stops suddenly and the others continue to operate normally. Analyze
the event until new equilibrium power and flow rates have been established.

• B - Assume that the pumps are tripped and begin to coastdown. For this case, one of the pumps does not coastdown
and it ceases pumping instantaneously. Analyze the first 10 minutes of the event.

5 Steam generator tube rupture event. Determine a justifiable number and the sequence of steam generator tube ruptures
and analyze assuming failure to isolate or to dump water from the steam generator for 12 hours. Evaluate this event
without forced cooling (one module).

6 Large sodium (Na) leaks (single module). Assume leaks in the intermediate heat transport system piping. Determine
the size of the leak in accordance with the criteria for moderate-energy fluid system piping. Evaluate for sodium fires
and leaks from the reactor vessel into the guard (containment) vessel.

7 Flow blockage. Assume blockage of flow to or from one fuel assembly.

8 External events. Evaluate external events that exceed those traditional analyzed as design basis events in a manner
consistent with their application to current-generation light-water reactors.
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Table 15.2 Bounding events specification

Description Probability range estimate t

BE-I Assumed worst-case failure of non- • Fire or control system failure,
safety-grade control system 10d . 10-4/yr

(due to fire or other mechanism). • Failure to scram - 10-5 - 10-7/yr
Results in inadvertent with- • Modules On site - 10

drawal of all control rods, Range of prob. - 10-5 - 10d°/yr
combined with failure to scram.

BE-2 Two- to sixteen-hour station • 2-16 hr station blackout - 10"5/yr
blackout is assumed for light-water for LWRs

reactors (LWRs). Addi[ional time • Additional 20-hr loss - 10-2 - lO'3/yr
added to compensate for lack of Range of prob. ffi 10-7 - 10"8/yr
design detail.

BE-3 Severe external event could • External event causes loss of

cause loss of offsite power offsite power and blocks RVACS -
ahd temporary loss of reactor < 10-7/yr
vessel air cooling system (RVACS). • Modules on site - 10

Auxiliary cooling system is Range of prob. = < 10"6/yr
non-safety-grade.

BE-4 Loss of one synchronous • Instantaneous loss of flow through
machine is an anticipated event one primary pump - 10"2/yr
combined with anticipated ,' Failure to scram - 10-5 - 10-7/yr
transient without scram (ATWS). = Modules on site - 10

Range of prob. = 10"6- 10-T/yr

BE-5 Steam generator (SG) and its water ,, Multiple SG tube ruptures have

dump and isolation system are non- occurred in the past. Such ruptures
safety-grade. Experience with SG would leave plant on RVACS cooling
tubes indicates multiple failures only.
have occurred. Exact number to be
determined later but should be at

least 40 based upon prototype fast
reactor (PFR) experience.

BE-6 Consistent with Clinch River • IHTS or reactor vessel leak =

Breeder Reactor (CRBR). 10.6 - 10"7/yr (per CRBR PRA)
• Modules on site- 10

Range of prob. = 10-5 - 106/yr

BE-.7 Fabrication error results in Fabrication errors have occurred in

blocked assembly being inserted the past, Experience show:_
into c:ore, fabrication and loading err_rs <_ccur.

BE-8 Severe external even s' anaiysis. U_der de¢eiopmer_t Ibr AL'_?_'R:s;wit_ 17,_
':Jevelop_ for PRISM.

severe acc ide::_ r::_?,_,.,.
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• Assume multiple humanerrors or other initiating events consistent with those applied to LWRs, (2)the events
consistent with events that have actually occurred, considered in the mechanistic analysis are selected toJ

bound credible severe accidents and design-dependent
• Assure at least an equivalent challenge to that applied uncertainties, and (3) the perfonmnce of the reactor and

to LWRs. fuel under normal and off-normal conditions is sufficiently
well understood to permit mechanistic analysis. This

These assumptions resulted in the bounding events for the would give a more realistic estimate of source terms and
PRISM design (Table 15.1), which the staff considers would give designers of advanced reactors incentive to

appropriate given the current stage of the design. Further develop designs that minimize releases. The following
specification of the bounding events is given in Table 15.2. criteria are proposed for the preapplieation review of the
These bounding events should be reviewed in the furore to PRISM design for the calculation of a mechanistic siting
determine if design changes, additional design detail, or source term:
R&D program results suggest that a change is necessary.

(1) Using the EC-II spectrum defined previously,
The bounding events are also intended to be used for the perform a conservative evaluation of EC-II
assessment of containment performance and offsite scenarios and calculate a source term.
emergency planning. Such assessment would include

internal events of similar frequency to those events (2) Using the EC-III spectrum defmed previously,
considered in the basis for the emergency planning zones perform a best-estimate evaluation of EC-III
and requirements for LWRs as described in NUREG-0396 scenarios and calculate a source term.
(Ref. 15.7).

(3) Ensure that sufficient data exist (through an R&D
The staff recognizes that large uncertainties may exist in program or prototype testing) on reactor and fuel
PRA results, especially in the lower frequency ranges, performance under EC-II and EC-III conditions to
Therefore, in selecting and analyzing the events in provide adequate confidence in the mechanistic
categories EC-I, II, and III, consideration must be given to analysis methods used.
the treatment of uncertainties. Accordingly, where the
event categories include in their definition a frequency (4) Ensure that none of the EC-II and EC-III scenarios
value, this frequency value is intended to be a guideline are on a threshold where a slight change in
only and is not to be considered a rigid limit for which assumptions or uncertainty can cause an
compliance must be rigorously demonstrated, unacceptable change in the source term.

In analyzing each event from the above event categories, The dose guideline specified for EC-II events is based

a determination must be made as to whether or not the upon maintaining a dose guideline equivalent to that for
event applies to all reactor modules simultaneously or to LWRs where mechanistically calculated source terms are
one module only. In addition, in determining the events to used (i.e., where the LWR Standard Review Plan
be included in EC-I through EC-III, and in assessing the (Ref. 15.8) allows the use of mechanistically calculated

risk from a plant (where a plant consists of more than one source terms in analyzing accidents, it specifies offsite
module), the probability of certain events occurring must dose must be a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100

be increased to account for the multiple modules, guidelines, which is generally interpreted as 10-25 percent
of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines). For the

Tables 15.3 and 15.4 show the review criteria used to preapplication review, the staff has chosen 10 percent of

assess the PRISM design at the preapplication stage of _-, 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. The dose guidelines for
review. These criteria are consistent with and very similar EC-II is meant to ensure, at this stage of review, that the
to those proposed by GE. It should be emphasized, likelihood of meeting the LWR equivalent of a small

however, that, as the design progresses, changes in the list fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines is high and
of bounding events may be warranted to account for design there is confidence in licensibility at a later review stage.
changes, additional design detail, and R&D program

results. The dose guideline specified for EC-III events is based
upon applying the same siting dose guideline as is applied

15.3.5 Source Term and Radiological Consequences to LWRs (10 CFR Part 100) to those events that are being
analyzed in place of the traditional non-mechanistic LWR

Source terms could be developed for advanced reactors source term (i.e., EC-III events are the severe events

based on mechanistic analysis provided (1)those source which in an LWR have traditionally been predicted to
terms are used in conjunction with dose guidelines result in a core melt and which, for LWRs, led to the
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Table 15.3 Summary of evaluation criteria

, , ,,, i

Frequency
range (per Preapplication evaluation criteria

ii "" ,,T ,,,,,,,, ,, i" :' ,, , h =I,,, L,,,

Design-basis event reactor year)
category (Note 1) Radiation '

exposure to
Core plant Offsite radio-

conditions Structural limil_ personnel logical dose
ii ii i i

Normal operation F_ 10"1 See Table 15.4 ASME Code IOCRF20 IOCFR50
service level "A" Appendix I, ,, ,,

EC-I Anticipated 10"1> F _: 10 .2 See Table 15.4 ASME Code 10CFR20 IOCFR50
events service level "B" Appendix I, , ,, ,,,, , i ,

EC-II Unlikely 10"2>F> 10.4 See Table 15.4 ASME Code 10CFR20 10% of
events service level "C." 10CFR 100

(Note 3)
, ,, ,,

EC-III Extremely 10"4>F _ 10.7 See Table 15.4 ASME Code (Note 2) 10CFR100
unlikely events service level "D" (Note 3),, ,i ,

Note 1: Event frequencies are nominal values.
Note 2: Radiation exposure to plant personnel in main control room not to exceed 5 rein whole body, 30 rein inhalation,

and 75 rem skin from any one event.
Note 3: For relaxation of emergency planning requirements, lower doses must be met.

I I II I

Table 15.4 Evaluation criteria - PRISM core conditions

.... _[ Long-term temperatures, OF ,

Event category
Bulk coolant Cladding* Bulk coolant Cladding**

i ii i,i i ill 'l"l " ii

Normal operation 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200

Anticipated events 1,200 1,200 1,200 !,200 ......

Unlikely events .....1,300 1,450 .... 1,300 1,300

Extremely unlikely 1,300 1,450 1,300 1,300
events

, ,, ,, , ,,,

* - Temperaturesatcladdingcent_rlinebasedon preventingbreachby stres:srupture.

**- Temperatureat fuel-claddinginterfacebasedon preventingcladdingbreachby low-meltingpointformation
(eutectic).
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establishment of the non-mechanistic TID-14844 metal fuels has not been focused on source-term aspects.
(Ref. 15.9) source term). ANL has theoretical arguments supporting an assertion that

only noble gases would reach the cover gas. A future
The staff recognizes that the Safety Goal large release applicant will need to acquire, through an R&D program,
criteria would allow greater release than Part 100 at supporting data for future licensing activities.
sufficient low probability. The dose guideline for EC-III
is meant to ensure, at the preapplication stage, that the Exclusive of the PRA and analyses of the bounding events,
likelihood of meeting the Safety Goals is high and there is there is little discussion of severe accidents and source
confidence that future licensability is assured, terms throughout the PRISM PSID. However, for BE-lb,

BE-3, and BE-7, some fuel melting is shown to be
To allow the use of mechanistic analysis for siting source- possible, and BE-4 and BE-7 could lead to energetic core
term selection, the staff proposed and GE adopted the disassembly events. If these events cannot be eliminated
following dose guidelines for siting assessment during the from EC-III by design, then many questions regarding
preapplication and preliminary design approval review fission-product retention in metal fuels and sodium, as well

stages, as the energetics of the metal fuel during fast transients,
need to be answered through the R&D program. The IFR

,, program is addressing these issues. To address energetic

events in a bounding manner, GE evaluated an analyses of
Category Dose Guidlines Meteorology a hypothetical core disruptive accident in Appendix G of

the PSID.
EC-II 10% of 10 CFR Part 100 Conservative

Sodium fires have been thoroughly investigated in the past
EC-III 10 CFR Part 100 Conservative and analysis of heat and aerosol generation is well

. characterized. A detailed review of fire protection in
PRISM will be performed at a later review stage. A more

These proposed criteria on siting source-term calculation difficult question might be the amount of fission products
and dose guidelines would be used in conjunction with the leaked into and retained by the sodium, but the ongoing
traditional assessment of site suitability using the guidelines metal-fuel program will add to this data base.
of Regulatory Guide (RG)4.7 (Ref. 15.10), "General Site
Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power Stations," for such

factors as population distribution and meteorology. These 15.5 Safety Issues
criteria are not intended to modify any of the other NRC
siting guidelinesdescribed in RG 4.7. The use of PRA to ensure completeness in the

identification of accident sequences and to separate DBEs
15.4 Research and Development from BDBEs needs to be viewed with caution, particularly

for an advanced design at the conceptual design stage.
Accident selection and event categorization are difficult for Several of the systems use natural physical phenomena or
a new design where reliability data are not well totally passiveconceptsforsafety, which makesitdifficuit
established. The R&D program for various portions of the to assign reliabilities to these key systems. It is not
PRISM system (for example, the EM pumps and the metal difficult to appreciate the use of passive safety in the

fuel) may influence event selection as program results are PRISM design, but it is extremely difficult to quantify it.
obtained. The plant response to transients that rely on the Therefore, the line between DBEs and BDBEs cannot be

passive reactivity feedback characteristics of the metal core based solely on PRA results. However, the preapplicant's
should be part of the Safety Test Program planned for the approach to selecting DBEs and BDBEs for the PRISM
PRISM prototype test module, does provide useful insight into the design.

Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) is currently testing Initially, GE and DOE only chose to analyze several key
large, heated panels to represent the containment vessel BDBE events. However, some other BDBE events have

and collector panel walls of RVACS, Tests of the RVACS the potential to fail the PRISM reactor module that, in the
are also part of the PRISM Safety Test Plan. ANL is also staff's judgment, fall within EC-III. These events were
testing the performance of the EM pumps, called bounding events and were analyzed by GE and NRC

as discussed in Section 15.6.7. The response of PRISM to
The ongoing integral fast reactor (IFR)program, also these events lends confidence to the evaluation of

known as the ANL metal-fuels program, will continue to containment and emergency planning features proposed for
generate data on failed fuel. To date, the ANL work on the PRISM design.
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Traditionally, U.S. reactor safety has been based on results in the addition of 2¢/sec up to a total insertion of
accident prevention and mitigation, using defense in depth, 36¢ for all rods withdrawn. The reactor was assumed to
and diversity of systems. The PRISM safety is based trip at 15 percent overpower, terminating the significant
primarily on prevention, again using defense in depth and part of the transient. Key temperatures and other factors

diversity. The reactivity feedbacks, the safety-grade scram remained well within design limits. GE also analyzed the
system, and the potential reliability of RVACS and ACS unscrammed reactivity insertion DBE, and again
tend to support GE's position that serious accidents in temperatures and other parameters remained within design
PRISM can be prevented at a very high confidence level, limits. With a reactor trip, the reactivity insertion DBE is
GE originally reduced accident mitigation features in the not a major challenge to PRISM.
design. A large containment building serves this role for
LWRs, and GE argued that such a structure around 15.6.1.2 Scope of Review
PRISM could be counterproductive, as it could inhibit the

use of one of the major safety features, the RVACS. In Both the staff and GE examined the unscrammed reactivity
the revised design, a containment dome has been added to insertion event. The failure to scram on rod withdrawal

the upper portion of the reactor vessel, fully enclosing the event depends solely on passive response, i.e., only
upper structure without compromising the design or reactivity feedbacks protect the reactor. Independent
function of the RVACS, which surrounds the lower part of analyses of the unscrammed event was done by the staff;
the reactor and containment vessels. The containment these are presented in Appendix B along with GE result.
accident evaluation in response to an HCDA is discussed

in Section 15.6.8. 15.6.1.3 Design Criteria

With a new design, the data to support reliability claims is For this event, GE uses the staff proposed release limits of
generally not available. Thus, what may look like a 10"12 10 percent ('small fraction') of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose
event to GE may be treated as a 10.7 event in near-term guidelines for the scrammed case and 100 percent of
licensing activities. GE has stated that only DBEs with 10 CFR Part 100 for the unscrammed case.
failure-to-scram events need be considered. The staff has
identified those events which it believes should be

considered in the PRISM design, with emphasis at this 15.6.1.4 Research and Development Program
stage of the review on the bounding events in EC-III

(Table 15.1). The plant response to the transient covered in this section
should be part of the Safety Test Program planned for the

15.6 Evaluation PRISM prototype test module.

15.6.1 Reactivity Insertion DBEs 15.6.1.5 Safety Issues

15.6.1.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives There are two issues here. First, is the size of the post-
ulated TOP initiator correct? Second, is the GE analysis

The PRISM reactor was originally designed to have a correct and are the consequences acceptable?
burnup reactivity swing targeted at zero, so that the six

control rods could be almost fully withdrawn at power with The rod stop system may provide a viable means of
a remaining worth of about 6¢ each which is available for limiting the size of potential unprotected transient
insertion by rod withdrawal at full power. This design overpower (UTOP) initiators, but there may be safety
tended to minimize the reactivity which is available for the deficiencies in the approach. Allowing the non-safety-
transient overpower (TOP) event. In the revised design, grade plant control system (PCS) control over such an
the total worth of the control rods needed to be increased important safety system may not be the best choice. In

by approximately $1 to account for reactivity order to be able to make a judgment regardiag a proposed
characteristics of the metal fuel (axial growth, for adjustment of rod stops, an operator will need reliable

example) that were not included in the original design instrumentation and adequate training. Also, the
analyses. The revised design now includes a control rod determination of how far the stops should be moved up the
stop system which is currently designed to limit the rod mustbedone using a fairly elaborate caiculationbased
reactivity insertion to 30¢, with an uncertainty of 10¢ or a on rod worth curves, burnup data, and detailed core-
maximum withdrawal of 40¢. physics analysis. Moving all six rods up one-half inch is

worth slightly less than 10¢, so the precision of the
The event originally analyzed by GE was a seq_iential mechanical relocation does not seem a major concern. The
withdrawal of the six rods at 100 percent power, '.vhich reactivity insertion, or rod worth, will have to be verified;
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this will be reviewed at a later design stage when the assumed to be 0.77. For the conservative case,

control rod stop system is designed and reviewed in detail. 105-pereent nominal decay heat is assumed and the reactor
and containment vessel emissivity is reduced to 0.7.

On the basis of independent analysis discussed in
Appendix B, the staffeoncludes that GE's analysis is fairly The GE analysis indicates a maximum sodium outlet
accurate and that, in the short term, this event is of little temperature of 912 K (1182 *F) for the conservative case,
consequence. For example, during the initial portion of which is below the Service Condition C structural limit of
the tmserammed event, GE projected a 95-percent increase 922 K (1200 OF). Maximum temperatures come about

in power; the independent calculation showed an 30 hours into the transient, when heat removal through the
85-percent increase in power. There were many other RVACS increases to meet the decay heat load.
similarities in the calculations, including most of the
reactivity feedbacks. Thus, the GE analysis is a

reasonable estimate of the PRISM system response to the 15.6.2.2 Scope of Review
postulated event. Regarding consequences, GE's analyses

showed that throughout the event sequence, proposed The performance of RVACS was independently verified
acceptance criterion were met. Further, staff proposed using the PASCOL computer code (Ref. 15.11). Using
safety tests of the prototype test module would be able to GE values for thermal emissivity and other factors, the

verify GE claims regarding this event sequence, staff was able to reproduce the GE results for system per-
formance. Sensitivity analyses using different emissivities

15.6.1.6 Conclusions were also performed. Because GE has chosen to make

RVACS the only safety-grade decay heat removal system
The reactivity insertion DBE, with scram, is not a major in the PRISM design, this system received the most

challenge to PRISM. For unscrammed reactivity insertion attention in the staff review. The staff performed a
BDBEs fuel damage could occur long into the transient; calculation based on decay heat, heat capacity, and
this is discussed in Appendix B of this report. Any RVACS performance, in order to estimate reactor outlet

residual uncertainties can ultimately be resolved by the sodium temperatures. As shown in Figure 15.1, neither
safety tests. Further information regarding this event is ASME Limit C (922 K, 1200 *F) nor D (977 K, 1300 *F)
in Appendix B of this document, temperatures are exceeded for undegraded RVACS

performance. Its performance under nominal conditions

15.6.2 Undercooling DBEs (I,,oss of Normal Shutdown must be further verified, although independent analysis
Cooling) indicate.,s that the RVACS will perform as conceived.

Partial blockage of the air pathways via seismic event or
15.6.2.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives sabotage has been postulated, but the RVACS can function

oven with large blockages. Furthermore, hours would be
Normal shutdown cooling for the PRISM design is via available to remove blockages during a heatup event.
condenser cooling. The first backup cooling system is the
ACS, which supplies ambient temperature air from outside

the plant to the outside surface of the steam generator. Leakage of some sodium from the reactor vessel into the
Should the intermediate heat transport system be containment vessel has been postulated, and this does

unavailable (sodium-water reaction, for example)decay change RVACS performance in two ways. First, if
heat is removed by RVACS, which is the only PRISM enough sodium leaks out, the sodium level drops below the
decay heat removal system that is safety grade. This height needed for vessel liner overflow. This altecs the
section focuses on the event in which only the RVACS is heat transfer mechanism from the reactor vessel and will

available for removing decay heat. GE uses a special affect the RVACS performance. Second, having sodium
purpose computer program to analyze the undercooling between the two vessels improves the heat transfer because

event, it partially fills a volume once occupied by a gas.
Consequently, the RVACS performance is probably

In analyzing the postulated event, GE assumes that the improved by such a leak, as the GE and ANL analyses
sodium flow through the intermediate heat transport system show. Sensitivity studies will be necessary at a later
(IHTS) drops to zero in 2 sec and that heat removal design stage to assess the effect of leak size and location

through the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) drops on the RVACS performance and the potential to produce
accordingly. Two cases, using "expected" and hot spots in the reactor vessel. Finally, fouling of the heat
"conservative" assumptions, are analyzed. For the transfer surface from sodium fires or dirt or corrosion

expected case, nominal decay heat is used and the thermal appears not to be a major problem, as performance
emissivity of the reactor and containment vessels is margins are very large.
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Figure 15.1 PRISM LOHS with RVACS performing normally
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Independent analysis indicated that major air flow RVACS. Tests of the RVACS are also part of the PRISM
blockages in the RVACS could be tolerated without getting Safety Test Plan.
serious degradation in performanc,. The findings of an
independent study on the sensitivity of RVACS 15.6.2.5 Safety Issues
performance are shown in Table 15.5. Comparison with

the GE performance findings indicates good agreement. In RVACS is a major factor in the overall safety of the
addition, the sensitivity of RVACS performance to the PRISM reactor system, so close scrutiny is justified.
airflow form loss is shown in Figure 15.2. The GE Analyses performed to date indicate that the GE findings

RVACS performance points are shown to indicate the presented in this section are reasonable and that RVACS
corresponding form loss for their calculations. Further, can indeed keep PRISM temperatures in an acceptable
the resistance through the airflow ducting was varied range during a loss of all cooling features other than
parametrically, and it was determined that partial flow RVACS. However, recovery actions from this event need
blockages had little impact on heat removal (see to be developed to avoid thermal shock to the primary
Figure 15.2). system upon recovery of forced circulation and normal

decay heat removal.

15.6.2.3 Design Criteria 15.6.2.6 Conclusions

For this event, GE uses the staff proposed release limits of The analysis shows that RVACS has the potential to

10 percent ('small fraction') of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose remove PRISM decay heat effectively. As the GE
guidelines would be appropriate, parameters were judged to be conservative, it is likely that

both GE and staff calculations underestimate RVACS

15.6.2.4 Research and Development performance. Further confirmation from the R&D
program and more detailed analysis will be required in

ANL is currently testing large, heated panels to represent later reviews, as RVACS is a key safety system in the
the containment vessel and collector panel walls of PRISM design.
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Table 15.5 PRISM RVACS performance

i ,,, ,, 'l , H i i

i Parameter PASCOL GEFR-00776 [, , , i ,, , "" ,,, "',] ,,,, , , "", " , ,,, , ,

! Emissivity 0.5 0.7 0.86 0.999 0.7
i

Q (Mw) 1.86 2.45 2.85 3.21 2.42, ......................

W (k_/sec) .... 24:2 26.0 27.0 27.8 25.9

Tout - Tn_ (°C) 75.1 92.2 103.2 113.4 91.7
""" ' • ,, I" ' "' '" "_' ""

Notes: RVACS performance during decay heat removal operation as a functionof steel emissivities (KIN= Knx = 4.0).

I I I Illll Ill I I I

Figure 15.2 RVACS parametric study on air flow resistance
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15.6.3 Fuel Failure (Local Fault) Tolerance not expected to be majorareas of concern in the safety of
the advanced LMR concepts.

15.6.3.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
15.6.3.3 Design Criteria

A combinationof design features is described in order to
minimize the possibility of local fuel failures and failure For these events, GE uses the staff proposed release limits
propagstion, and to detect failed fuel elements. These of 10 percent ('a small fraction') of the 10 CFR Part 100
features include dose guidelines would be appropriate.

(1) manufacturingquality assurancepracticestoprevent 15.6.3.4 Research and Devdopment
enrichment errors, oversized fuel elements, and
bond defects The ongoing IFRprogram, also known as the ANL metal-

fuels program, will continueto producedataon failed fuel.
(2) various identification and discriminatorschemes,

along with monitoring and inventory control, to 15.6.3.5 Safety Issues
prevent mispositioning of fuel assemblies to
forestall abnormalheat generation The status of development of the metal-fuel system is

discussed in Section 4.2 of this report. The success of
(3) the metal-fuel concept given a demonstration of a quality assurance (QA) programs with respect to

reliable fuel with minimal failures (0.01 percentof manufactureof the ternary fuel has yet to be established.
equilibrium core) Similarly, HT-9 is a relatively new cladding material.

Manufacturingand fabricationtechnologies are, therefore,
(4) the metal-fuel concept to provide good relatively new. It follows that the staff must treat claims

compatibilityof sodium and fuel in the event of a about QA at this point as a case _hathas yet to be made.
cladding breach Research, however, is in progress, and thereappear to be

no major obstacles toward providing the requisite QA
(5) the high conductivityof the fuel element to programs.

minimize local temperature gradients due to
geometric distortions or local accumulation of A basic contentionof the PRISM PSID is thatthe PRISM
debris design will have a highly reliablefuel system. It is argued

that the number of fuel failures to be expected during
(6) the high thermal conductivityof the sodium,which normal operations is less than one per year (0.01 percent

is believed (in combination with other factors) to of equilibrium core). The statistical data base required to
minimize or eliminate the possibility of pin-to-pin establish this case for the ternary fuel and PRISM fuel
failure propagation as a result of the release of element design has yet to be established. A strong
fission gas program of fuel irradiationis planned as part of the IFR

program. The conversion of Experimental Breeder
(7) fissiongas, tag gas, anddelayedneutronmonitoring ReactorEBR-II to the ternary fuel and irradiationtests in

for rapiddetection/locationof failed fuel elements FFTF will provide substantialexperimental information,
Researchis in progress, and informationis expected to be

15.6.3.2 S¢opeof Review forthcoming.

The staff directed its review toward establishing the The available evidence to date suggests that the metal fuel
plausibilityof the basic argumentspresentedby GE. The and sodium coolant are chemically compatible. Operation
subassembly hardwarewas reviewed with respect to the with failed fuel elements has not led to the observationof
question of mispositioning and the potential for del_Iteriousbehavior. No major corrosion or erosion
subassemblyflow blockage. The basic "knownproperties processes were detected. The planned program of fuel
of the metal-fuel system were assessed with respectto the irradiationwill furnishadditionaldata in the run-beyond-
expected reliability of the fuel and the potential for its cladding-breachexperiments.
insensitivity to local faults. Designs for the failed fuel
monitoring system and the features utilized to prevent The arguments related to pin-to-pin propagation due to
mispositioningof the core assemblies were not reviewed in fission gas release are plausible. No independent
detailat this stage of the design review. Suchfeaturesare calculations were done by the staff to substantiate the
state of the art (i.e., used on Fast Flux Testing Facility conclusionthatno pin-to-pinpropagationis expected, The
(FFTF) and Clinch River Breeder Reactor) and they are fuel irradiationdata base that will be accumulated in the
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coming yea.," will provide additional possibilities of lower, at least under some circumstances. The current
observing rapid gas release upon fuel element failure, i_dication of eutectic formation value being used is 980 K
Thu._,far, the experience in EBR-II has led to no such (1,300 OF). A large research program is in progress and
observations, is expected to produce the relevant data. Flow blockage of

a fuel assembly (due to fabrication error) remains a

The argument has been made that the metal-fuel system is concern and could, in the present PRISM design, lead to
relatively insensitive to such local fault conditions as bond fuel melting, sodium boiling, and the potential for an
defects or local deposition of debris. This argument is energetic reactivity accident and, as such, remains a

plausible because of the high conductivity of the metal concern. GE has developed a startup testing procedure to
fuel. However, the low fuel-clad eutectic temperature detect a blocked assembly before the power level is raised
raises some doubts as to whether the metal fuel is so following refueling of the core, as discussed in

highly insensitive to local faults. Experiments are planned Section 4.4.8.4 of this report.
in the fuels irradiation program to gain additional data
relevant to the question of local fault accommodation. 15.6.4 Primary Sodium Spills

It has been argued that the likelihood of a complete 15.6.4.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives

subassembly blockage is extremely small. This is probably
true for blockages caused by in-core debris. However, the GE analyzed a postulated primary sodium cold trap leak.
staff believes that the potential for a fabrication error The primary sodium service clean up system services one
resulting in a blocked or partially blocked assembly exists, reactor at a time and cannot be activated unless the reactor
and subsequently, for the assembly getting inserted into the has been shut down for at least 3 days. The DBA assumes
core, is credible within the EC-III event category, that the entire cold trap primary sodium inventory of
Accordingly, BE-7 for the PRISM design has been 3,785 l, (1,000 gallons) is spilled on the floor of the vault,
identified--the insertion of a blocked fuel assembly. The which contains catch pans to mitigate sodium fires.
response of PRISM to this event is of concern because of
the potential for sodium boiling, fuel motion, and a It was assumed that the reactor was operating with two
resulting positive reactivity feedback accident. In addition, failed pins. It was assumed that all of the fission products

previous work has not demonstrated that subassembly-to- and 0.01 percent of the transuranics from the failed pins
subassembly failure will not propagate under such leak into the sodium and become uniformly dispersed in
conditions. The current PRISM design does not have the coolant. On the basis of L_IT, experience, GE

i instrumentation to detect in-core flow blockages, assumed a leakage rate from the fuel equal to 1.3 x 10s
sec "1 for iodine and particulates. GE assumed sodium

15.6.3.6 Conclusions activity concentrations at the time of the accident equal to
4.7 x 10-6 Ci/cc for Na-22 and 0.031 Ci/cc for Na-24, but

The review has focused on several design features that are offered no justification. It was also assumed that 3785 1
implemented to minimize the occurrence of local faults and (1,000 gallons) of primary sodium are in the cold trap
to ensure that local faults will be detected. Research in when the spill occurs.

progress will provide experimental data to verify the local
fault accommodation arguments presented by GE. The GE assumed that 95 percent of the spilled sodium was

high conductivity of the fuel and the apparent compatibility caught in the catch pans, 20 percent of the caught sodium
of fuel and sodium lead to a good possibility of verifying burns, and 25 percent of the burning sodium becomes
the GE positions. It is also noted that the fuel-clad eutectic airborne. This airborne 4.75 percent is added to the
temperature is relatively low, so that some concern is 5 percent that is not caught, for a total of 9.75 percent
warranted. At elevated temperatures, the HT-9 cladding airborne sodium. The activity in the cold trap is estimated
begins to interact with the fuel to form a low-melt eutectic, to be 4,290 Ci and the activity that becomes airborne is

The eutectic depends, in part, on the composition of the estimated to be 418 Ci. More than 99 percent of this
fuel in the outer radial zone, _¢hich in turn depends on the activity is Na-22 and Na-24. The resultant doses
burnup level and the amount of component migration in the computed at the site boundary for the whole-body risk-
ternary metal fuel. It appears possible for significant equivalent dose is 0.69 rein. All doses are well below the

eutectic formation to develop at temperatures as low as 10 percent of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose limits.
903 K (1,165 OF), which, if confirmed, would indicate

some cladd.ing damage during several postulated events. 15.6.4.2 Scope of Review
Recently obtained data from a high-burnup test pin, with
a high linear heat generation rate (greater than the PRISM This area has not been reviewed in detail, but will be

design value) suggests that the eutectic limit may be even evaluated at a later stage in the design review when
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supporting design details and the findings from the R&D handling cask is passively cooled. The maximum fuel pin
program concerning source terms are completed, cladding temperature is predicted to reach 672 K (750 OF)

during the transfer.
15.6.4.3 Design Criteria

The onsite fuel transfer is accomplished within a portable,
For this event, GE uses the staff proposed release limits of passively cooled cask that is permanently attached to a rail
10 percent ('small fraction') of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose cask transporter. The cask transporter can raise and lower
guidelines would be appropriate, the vertically held cask and also has a gate valve that

allows it to seal to either the reactor vessel fuel transfer

15.6.4.4 Research and Development port or the adaptor at the fuel cycle facility. The onsite
self-propelled fuel cask transporter is moved back and

Sodium fires have been thoroughly investigated in the past forth on tracks between the reactor and the fuel cycle
and analysis of heat and aerosol generation is well facility (FCF). The cask is designed to withstand such
characterized. A more difficult question is the amount of events as the tornado-generated missile and the safe
fission products leaked into and retained by the sodium; shutdown earthquake (SSE). Therefore, the leaking cask
the ongoing metal-fuel program will add to this data base. containing failed fuel pins is the limiting accident

anticipated.
15.6.4.5 Safety Issues

15.6.5.2 Scope of Staff Review
GE examined the obvious issue: What radioactive release

would be expected from a cold trap spill7 The source term The staff reviewed this postulated accident with GE, DOE,
associated with this DBE is small, and ANL personnel. The review concentrated on the

assumptions and plant design features that affect the
A second safety issue is whether postulated sodium fires consequences of this event.
can cause damage to key safety systems. GE has analyzed

potential fouling of the RVACS surfaces and determined The assumed accident is a case in which five fuel pins
that it does not seriously degrade performance. As the within the cask fail as their temperature climbs from the
design evolves further, this question should be examined 477 K (400 °F) refueling temperature to 672 K (750 °F)
more closely, in the transfer cask. The failed pins leak their fission

gases into the cask. The cask gate valve fails to properly
15.6.4.6 Conclusions seal, thereby allowing leakage. A leak of 5 percent/day is

assumed. The resultant activity releases are calculated to
Unless the PRISM metal-fuel performance (fuel pin be well below the 10 percent of 10 CFR Part 100 dose
failures in an equilibrium core) is far worse than expected, criteria.
this event is unlikely to result in a major release to the

environment. As the design matures, this event should be 15.6.5.3 Design Criteria
examined further, particularly with respect to possible

damage to safety systems resulting from sodium fires. It For this event, GE uses the staff proposed release limits of
should be noted, however, that if the designers of PRISM 10 percent ("small fraction') of the 10 CFR Part 100 dose

incorporate state-of-the-art sodium fire detection and guidelines would be appropriate.
mitigation systems, the likelihood of a problem in this area

should be minimized. 15.6.5.4 Research and Development Programs

15.6.5 Fuel-Handling and Storage Accidents No R&D program is needed for the fuel handling
procedure. However, the reactor refueling system will be

15.6.5.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives evaluated more thoroughly at a later design stage and
during the .safety test program.

Each fuel assembly is stored within the reactor vessel for

20 months before it is removed. This allows decay heat 15.6.5.5 Safety Issues
generation in any given assembly to drop to levels at which

dry handling is possible, The average power level from a The major safety issue related to any part of the fuel-

given fuel assembly will be 600 W (1.2 kW maximum), handling procedure is its potential to cause a significant
A loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) like the one that release of radioactivity in the facility. The procedure
occurred at Chalk River, Canada, at the NRU reactor in described here calls for the spent fuel to remain inside the
May 1958, is not credible for this procedure, since the reactor vessel for 20 months. This means the decay heat
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generation in each assembly will be low when the fuel is 15.6.6.2 Scope of Review
being handled. This requirementalso allows the fuel to be
passively cooled in the cask, greatly reducing the risk of This event was not reviewed in detail for this
having a fuel failure, preapplication safety evaluation report. The refueling

process and its associated risks will be evaluated further at
15.6.5.6 Conclusion a later stage in the design review.

The requirement of leaving spent fuel assemblies in the 15.6.6.3 Design Criteria
reactorvessel for almost 2 years makes handling the spent
fuel less likely to result in releases due to fuel overheating. For a design-basis event, GE uses the staff proposed
This also makes many aspects of the fuel handling easier, release limits around 10 percent ("small fraction") of the
The method of moving the spent fuel between the reactor 10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines.
vessel and the fuel cycle facility by a self-propelled cask
transporter should minimize the exposure to plant 15.6.6.4 Research and DevelopmentNeeds
personnel.

To date, the ANL work on metal fuels has not been
15.6.6 Other Design-Basis Events (Cover Gas Release) focused on source-termaspects. ANL has argumentsas to

why only noble gases would reach the cover gas, but the
15.6.6.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives lab may need to strengthen its arguments and develop

supporting data through R&D programs for future
The portablecover gas system services one PRISMreactor licensing activities.
module at a time. Its first operation is to remove most of
the cover gas from the reactor module via vacuumpumps 15.6.6.5 Safety Issues
and compressors that transfer the contaminated helium
cover gas to a portable transfer tank before filling the Although the cover gas release does result in an offsite
evacuated cover gas space with clean helium. The dose, it is very small. As long as ANL can establish that
activated cover gas is eventually transferred to the fuel only noble gases can normallyreach the cover gas and that
cycle facility for processing before its reuse or release, only two or three fuel failures are likely, this event is not

likely to be a major safety concern.
The postulated cover gas release accident is the
nonmechanisticfailure of a pipe or valve that releases the 15.6.6.6 Conclusions
radioactive cover gas directly to the environment. The
plant is assumed to have been operating 20 months As long as it can be shown that only noble gases are
preceding theaccidentat the technical specificationlimit of involved in a release of the cover gas, this event is not
two fuel pin failures. It is also assumed thatan additional expected to be a major safety concern. Release of the
fuel pin fails at shutdown, releasingall of its activity. The cover gas is likely to result in a small release of radio
activity released fromthe fuel is assumed to be held in the active gases.
sodium coolant except for the noble gas isotopes, which
accumulate in the cover gas. The cover gas system is
assumed to service the reactor 5 days after refueling 15.6.7 Bounding Events
shutdown.

15.6.7.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives
The equilibrium cover gas activity, the acti¢ity fromone
additional failed pin, and the total activity released are The PRISM design has been described as passively safe.
136.7, 649.4, and 725.2 Ci, respectively. GE adjusted the On this basis, the designers contend that core melt and
equilibrium cover gas activities by 5 days of radioactive sodium boiling do not have to be considered in the design.

decay before adding the contribution from the third,failed _ The staff has required analyses of a set of bounding events
pin (already decayed by 5 days) to calculate thd' total_i_ (Table 15.1) to ensure that a sufficiently challenging set of
activity released. The resultant exclusion area boundary, events is considered in assessing the acceptability of the
whole-body, risk-equivalent dose is estimated to be about design and in determining whether or not the PRISM
6 mrem. The GE calculated doses are well below the design can be considered to have a level of safety at least
10 CFR Part 100 limits, equivalent to that of current-generation LWRs.
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The staff developed the bounding events (BEs) to take into BE-5 includes ruptures of a "justifiable" number of steam
consideration the uncertainties associated with the design, generator tubes combined with failure to isolate or dump
equipment reliability, and initial stages of supporting R&D. water from the steam generator. GE submitted a mixed
The BEs address the following categories of events: quantitative/qualitative analysis of such an event. GE
reactivity additions, reactivity-insertion failures, heat- concluded that even under worst-case assumptions
removal failures, sodium-water reactions and sodium fires, (assuming all tubes fail), the pressure in the IHX should
and external events (e.g., earthquakes and floods), remain below 4,826 kPa (700 psi).

Because the applicant has substituted a helical-coil single-
GE issued its response to the list of BEs in Appendices FE wall tube steam generator for the older straight double-wall
and G to the PRISM PSID. The GE response includes tube model, much of the analysis regarding possible
probabilistic and deterministic analyses. The staff also sodium-water reactions has changed significantly from the
performed independent analyses of selected boundary previous desig-_. The newer single-wall tubes are thought
events, as presented in Appendix B of this report. A to be more likely to fail, but there is a design feature
summary of the GE and staff analyses of the bounding (central conduit) in the new unit that should help to
events appears there, mitigate such an event.

The major objective is to protect the IHX, which forms a
15.6.7.2 Scope of R_view boundary of both the primary coolant system and the

containment system. The secondary sodium passes
BE-.._.!: UnprotectedTransient-Overpower(UTOP)Events through the IHX tubes, and the applicant claims that a

6,895 kPa (1,000 psi) pressure pulse (generated in the
The UTOP bounding events are addressed in Sections steam system from the steam generator tube failure) could
B.2.1, B.2.2, and B.3.4 of Appendix B to this report, be absorbed safely. The objectives in protecting the IHX

are to prevent a larger pressure pulse and to prevent the
BE-2: Station Blackout sodium-water interface from passing into the IHX, where

the ongoing chemical reaction could cause damage at the
The loss of power and station blackout bounding events are IHX tubes.
addressed in Sections B.2.3 and B.3.5 of Appendix B to
this report. The lilTS isolation valves form one line of defense, as

their closure, would protect the IHX from both pressure
BE-..__33:Unprotected Loss of Heat Sink CLILOHS)Events pulses and the sodium-water interface. These valves will

be safety-grade and since they are active components, there
The ULOHS bounding events are add_ in is some concern regarding the level of reliability that can
Sections B.2.3 and B.3.6 of Appendix B to this report, be ensured. These valves are provided for containment

isolation.

BE-...__4:Unprotected Loss of Flow (ULOF) Events

The more reliable (and far more complex) defense comes
The ULOF bounding events are addressed in from the passive rupture disks. Because of the rupture
Sections B.2.5 and B.3.7 of Appendix B to this report, disks, the dump tanks, and some steam flow limiters, a

large-scale sodium-water reaction can be accommodated
BE-_._.._5:Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event without a major pressure buildup. The challenge is to

ensure that the sodium-water interface cannot reach the

Liquid-metal reactor designs using a steam cycle for power IHX. As the reactions are developing in the steam
production have had a sodium-to-water heat exchanger and generator, the pressure builds, and pushes the sodium level

that pre_nted the potential for sodium-water chemical up into the argon cover gas in the top of the steam
reactions. In the original PRISM design, GE proposed a generator. Once the sodium level gets high enough, the
double-wall tube steam generator, a quick-acting sodium spills into a central conduit, which bypasses the
steam/water isolation and blowdown system, sodium side helical coil tubes and lets out near the rupture disks.
rupture disks, an IHX design pressure of 6,895 kPa Because of this bypasL_feature, the sodium in the steam
(1,000 psi), and intermediate loop sodium on the tube side generator can be driven through the rupture disks without
of the IHX, thus isolating the IHX tube support plates the argon cover gas pressure getting too high. Since any
from the pressures generated during a sodium-water sodium in the lower portion of the steam generator and
reaction. The PRISM design provides significant most of the sodium between the pump and the bottom of

protection against sodium-water reactions, the steam generator will exit through the rupture disks, it
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is only the sodium-water mixture in the top of the steam heat removal. Sodium fires can be a problem, but PRISM
generator that is a concern with respect to possibly passing should employ state-of-the-art sodium fire mitigation
into the IHX. Some of the sodium-water interface could systems. The most interesting question here is whether a

push upward from the argon cover gas and back into the major sodium fire could effectively foul the RVACS heat-
piping coming from the IHX (the hot leg). This would transfer surfaces and degrade performance. GE and ANL
involve pushing sodium upward from the IHX to the IHTS stated that they examined this question and determined that
pump, from which it would flow downward toward the even if all of the combustion products plated out on the
rupture disks. Whether or not this could happen depends RVACS walls, the RVACS heat removal would still be
partly on the pressure differentials in the IHX and the adequate. This was not independently verified.

IHTS. It seems fairly clear that one could design the
piping to prevent this possibilP.y, as long as the pressure Finally, a leak of sodium from the reactor vessel into the
drop through the steam generator is kept to reasonably low gap between the two vessels results in a drop in sodium
levels (which the conduit appears to accomplish), level and better heat transfer between the vessels. PRISM

has been designed so that a leak of sodium into the gap

Therefore, there appear to be two fairly reliable means to leaves the sodium level in the reactor vessel above the IHX
prevent a large sodium-water reaction from compromising inlet ports, allowing continued sodium circulation in the
the IHX tubes. However, one factor that seems to be at primary system. Since the improved heat transfer between
odds with a normal safety approach is the use of sequential the vessels would help RVACS performance, it is likely
(redundant) rupture disks (both must function for the drain that GE's claim that peak system temperatures under
process to begin). From a safety viewpoint, two parallel RVACS-only cooling are lower with a reactor vessel leak
rupture disks would increase the likelihood of achieving a is probably correct.
timely dump of the sodium. However, rupture disks tend
to open at lower than designed _pture pressure rather than BE-__..Z:Flow Blockage
to remain closed above the design rupture pressure.
Therefore, the applicant proposes sequentially redundant The event at the Fermi plant in 1966 involved a piece of
rupture disks to ensure they do not open by mistake and zirconium liner that had broken loose and mo,,el into the
allow expulsion of the IHTS sodium. Still, the proper core inlet region, creating a partial flow b'cckage that

opening of the rupture disks is very important in caused fuel damage and might have led t_ , much more
responding to a large sodium-water reaction, so the staff serious event. As a result, the PRISM core let region is

! recommends GE consider some parallel redundancy in the designed to prevent such a blockage. ?,,;out the only
i design as well. means of developing a comparable blockage would require

a piece of flexible material, such as aluminum foil, and
The protection against the results of sodium-water would require a complete wrapping of that material
reactions appears to be largely satisfactory, although some 360 degrees around an assembly inlet. It is difficult to
closer examination is advisable as the design matures. The consider such a development as being even remotely

designer's choice to use sequentially redundant rupture possible.
disks but not parallel-redundant rupture disks helps to
prevent the inadvertent dumping of the sodium in the
intermediate loop, but does not help in assuring the disks The concern raised by the staff regarding PRISM is a

will open if a large reaction takes place, manufacturing defect that might leave an assembly without
the slots that allow the sodium to pass into the assembly.
While unlikely, it is possible. The key point in the

BE-6: Large Sodium (Na) Leaks (Single Module) applicant's response is that the defect would be detected
before the reactor was taken to full power, and that at low

Because PRISM is a pool-type system with primary system power any reactivity addition resulting from sodium
piping (extending only from the pump outlets to the reactor voiding or fuel slumping could be accommodated without
inlet plenum) completely within the reactor vessel, a a major accident resulting. This response seems

primary loop pipe break is not a leak in the conventional reasonable, assuming the applicant ensures that the proper
sense, but, is rather, a flow short-circuit, instrumentation and procedures are used, but it also seems

to indicate a shift in policy. In the past, the applicant has

Leakage/b_g of an intermediate loop pipe could lead chosen to deemphasize the role of the operator in assuring
to a loss of IHTS inventory and to sodium fires. Given the safety of PRISM, but in this case the applicant is
that RVACS performs the safety-grade heat-removal indicating a reliance on a person or on a safety system (or
function and does not require the intermediate loop to on both) to detect a problem and to keep the problem from
function, the loss of IHTS inventory is not crucial to decay becoming much more serious.
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Flow blockage of a fuel assembly (due to fabrication error) 15.6.7.4 Research and Development
could, in the present PRISM design, lead to fuel melting,

sodium boiling, and the potential for an energetic reactivity Exclusive of the PRA and analyses of the bounding events,
accident and, as such, remains a concern. The fuel there is little discussion of severe accidents and source

i manufacturing QA program will need to be reviewed at a terms throughout the PRISM PSID. However, for BE-lb,
later stage in the design review. GE has developed a BE-3, and BE-7 some fuel melting is shown to be
startup testing procedure to detect a blocked assembly possible, and BE-4 and 7 could lead to energetic events.
before the power level is raised following refueling of the Therefore, if these events cannot be eliminated from
core, as discussed in Section 4.4.8.4 of this report. EC-III by design, many questions regarding fission-

product retention in metal fuels and sodium, the energetics
of the metal fuel during fast transients, and accident

BE-__..88:External Events progression following fuel melt will need to be answered
through the R&D program. These data would be reviewed

GE has not responded to BE-8, presumably because the at a later stage in the design review.
phrase "consistent with those imposed on LWRs" left this
item open ended. 15.6.7.5 Safety Issues

For a reactor design utilizing a maximum degree of passive GE has taken a position on PRISM that (1) a conventional
safety (and PRISM relies largely on passive safety), the containment structure is unnecessary and (2)ad hoc
likelihood of internally initiated events leading to core emergency planning is acceptable. These positions are
melts or to large releases will probably not dominate the defended largely through probabilisticarguments.However,

risk. Thus, one would ultimately expect to find external the reliability of new and unproven passive systems is very
events dominating the risk associated with passively safe difficult to estimate, particularly when assumed failure
reactor system designs. Therefore, while BE-8 remains rates fall in the 10-6 range. As a result, the staff has

undefined and GE did not respond to the staff's question, proposed the set of bounding events to bound the
this is likely to be a major factor in the long-term uncertainties and to assist in assessing the acceptability of
evaluation of advanced reactors in general and PRISM in the design. Four of these events have the potential to lead
particular. It should be noted that GE has included in the to the release of large amounts of fission products. For
design seismic isolators to provide a margin for BE-lb, a combined UTOP and failure of non-safety-grade
earthquakes beyond the SSE. cooling systems, a release beginning after only 2 hours is

possible. For BE-3, failure of the safety-grade heat-
removal system RVACS, a large release would occur in

15.6.7,3 Design Criteria the 24-to-36-hour frame. BE-4 and BE-7 could lead to

sodium boiling and possibly to energetic core disruption.
For a bounding-event sequence, GE use of release limits

consistent with the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 would The situation regarding the passive reactor shutdown is far
be appropriate. However, if reductions in offsite more complex, especially since the flow of data for

emergency planning are proposed, the release from these PRiSM-specific ternary metal fuel has only recently begun.
events might have to be lower than the 10 CFR Part 100 ANL will likely obtain the performance that is required,
limits, perhaps more in line with the lower level even shouldadjustments in the fuel composition or density
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) protective action be required. However, the ternary metal-fuel behavior
guidelines (PAGs). For reference, Table 15.6 details the appears to be very complex and there is evidence of some
relationship between Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 100, and undesirable redistribution of the uranium, zirconium, and

the PAG doses, perhaps the plutonium components.

I II I I I IIIII I I III I I I

Table 15.60ffsite dose criteria

Appendix I 10 CFR 100 10% of 10 CFR 100 Lower level PAGs

........ (,rem) (rem) (rem) .... (,rem) .........

Whole body , 0.003 ............. 25......... 2.5 .,, 1

Thyroid (from Iodine) 0.010 300 30 ...... 5
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The greatest challenge, for the current design coastdown machines are a critical safety feature and a high
characterization, appears to be the unprotected transient- likelihood of successful operation must be demonstrated.
overpower (UTOP) event, which boosts fuel centerline
temperatures. A 40¢ initiator may be too large, given the The PRISM passive shutdown has always appeared to
current knowledge of the ternary fuel, and GE may need perform well for the ULOHS events (BE-3), and nothing
to adjust the rod stops more frequently so as to reduce the has changed significantly with the revised design. If there
largest transient-overpower (TOP) initiator into the 30¢ are problems here, they will develop only if the event
range, continues for a long time, and the addition of the ultimate

shutdown system makes this very unlikely.
The main problem with the non-TOP unscra_ events

is at the fuel-cladding interface. ANL seems confident that 15.6.8 Hypothetical Core Disruption Accident
the rate of eutectic formation at the temperatures (HCDA)
experienced during the unscrammed events is very slow,
so minimaldamage is to be expected. However, the 15.6,8.1 DesignDescriptionand Safety Objectives
behavior of the ternary metal fuel is very complex, and
further experimental data will be needed before it can be The containment concept originally developed for PRISM
concluded that the cladding damage will be minimal, was unconventional, which may be expected given the

differences between PRISM and current LWRs. There are

15.6.7.6 Conclusions several contributing factors. The sodium coolant system
is at low pressure under normal operating conditions, so

The reasonableness of the results of the GE bounding event the need to use a large containment to absorb stored energy
calculations presented in PSID Appendices E and G have from a massive LOCA is not present. There are major
been largely confirmed by independent analyses and are advantages associated with keeping the core covered with
considered credible. Several postulated events were sodium, so there is a strong desire to build a

analyzed using independent codes, such as Super System guard/containment vessel system to catch any leaks within
Code (SSC) (Ref. 15.12) and MINET (Ref 15.13). a relatively small volume and ensure that the sodium level
Review of the results indicates that due to the reactivity will not fall too low. With sodium in the reactor vessel

feedback characteristics of PRISM, there is the potential and a moderate power production in the reactor, a natural
for the PRISM response to several postulated unscrammed draft air-cooling system capable of removing afterheat can
events to be benign and some degree of passive shutdown be designed, assuming that outside air can be brought into
safety is to be expected, proximity with the reactor vessel. As a result, the

applicant's original containment concept for PRISM bore
The recent design revisions have been quite significant, little resemblance to containments designed for
The increase in reactor power (for economic reasons) may conventional LWRs.
have reduced some safety margins. Some changes were

also required to compensate for a more current assessment In trying to convince the staff that its original concept was
oft he ternary metal fuel. These changes include a reactor appropriate for the PRISM containment, the applicant
redesign, and the addition of the GEMs and the control rod relied heavily upon the argument that the chance of a
stop system, major accident and radioactive release was very small.

Although these arguments had merit, there remains too

As a result of these changes, it is believed that the PRISM much uncertainty regarding the metal fuel (among other
system design has been improved, but that a more detailed things) for these arguments to be completely persuasive.
evaluation of the ternary metal fuel has revealed some As a result of these concerns, the applicant chose to
significant problems. It must be recognized that the ANL upgrade the PRISM containment. The revisions fall into
experience with the high plutonium (26.5 percent) ternary three categories. First, provisions were added to "ensure
metal fuel has been quite limited, and that some problems that none of the Event-Category III (EC-III) bounding
should be expected. It is expected that the R&D program events of concern leads to core damage or sodium
will address current issues about plutonium migration and boiling,"; that is, the improvements were intended to limit
low eutectic temperatures, the probability of such accidents to less than 10.6 (1 chance

in 1 million) per plant-year. Second, design features were
The addition of the GEMs appears to have improved the added to ensure the vessel and vessel closure would resist

passive shutdown for the unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) core melts and possible HCDAs. Third, GE added a
events (BE-4). As long as there is at least a partial containment dome above the head access area (HAA)and
coastdown provided by the synchronous machines, PRISM added isolation valves in the IHTS, trying to ensure that
would survive the ULOF category events. The EM pump the probability of a 1-rem radiation dose at the site
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boundary over a 36-hour period following a severe seeping study was undertaken by the staff to determine
accident is less than 104s per plant-year, whether that portion of the CONTAIN analysis appears to

be correct, what the impact on the containment might be,
It is noted that the revised containment concept is still and how the predictions depend on key assumptions in the
consistent with the objectives pointed out above, i.e., it is analysis.
still relatively small and is consistent with natural draft air-
cooling the vessel. Further, it may be the correct concept A modified Bethe-Tait (Ref. 15.16) core disassembly
for the PRISM design, depending on whether it could, in model was developed for the analysis of the PRISM design
fact, withstand postulated HCDA events. (Ref. 15.17). The purpose of this analysis was to compare

the HCDA potential with the 500-MJ assumption used by
GE for the maximum energy imparted into the coolant

GE described the assumptions used in specifying the system in the PRISM HCDA capability analysis.
system and the accident scenario for the containment

evaluation. A key assumption regarding the sodium fire is 15.6.$.3 Design Criteria
that the sodium pool is in direct contact with the
containment atmosphere, which should give a maximum It is difficult to come up with a reasonable source term for

rate of burning. The assumed containment dome leak area the advanced liquid-metal reactor (ALMR) (PRISM).
is 0.0005 in.2, resulting from an unknown failure in the Initially, the applicant argued that the chances of an HCDA
upper head structures (rotatable plug), or a core melt were so low that only some minor release

should be assumed as a design-basis event. After

15.6.8.2 Scope of Review considerable discussion, the applicant has now moved
toward using a source term based on a substantial HCDA

GE sponsored calculations by the Westinghouse Hanford that triggers a major sodium fire in the containment dome.
Corporation (WHC) to analyze the containment system
performance during the proposed design-basis event (the
HCDA and sodium fire), using the CONTAIN Code GE added a containment dome above the HAA and added
(Ref. 15.14). While Hanford staff members had isolation valves in the IHTS, trying to ensure that the
experience using the CONTAIN Code for this type of probability of a 1-rem radiation dose at the site boundary
application (for FFTF), they relied upon the people who over a 36-hour period following a severe accident is less
developed the CONTAIN Code at Sandia National than I0 "6per plant-year.

Laboratory for up-to-date versions of the code, as well as
updated input descriptions. An incorrect data specification 15.6.8.4 Re_earch and Development
led to what appears to have been a relatively small and
conservative error in the CONTAIN results included in The R&D needs are related to the metal-fuel development

Appendix G of the PSID. The impact of this error is program (i.e., IFR program) and include the fuel axial
discussed in Section 15.6.8.6. extrusion process which limits the energy resulting from

the HCDA. The behavior and transport of the fission
The CONTAIN Code was used to predict conditions within products from the fuel pins, through the sodium coolant

the containment dome and the quantities of the various and cover gas region, into the containment dome, and
isotopes released from the containment during the several finally into the environs is also under investigation as part
hours of transient time analyzed. Since the CONTAIN of the IFR program.
Code does not include the capability to calculate the
radiological consequences of any release from the 15.6.8.5 Safety Issues
containment, GE used the SMART (Ref. 15.15) Code to
estimate the radiological consequences of the releases A modified Bethe-Tait (Ref. 15.16) core disassembly
predicted by CONTAIN. model was developed for the NRC by BNL for the analysis

of the PRISM design (Ref. 15.17). The model was
Because of the large uncertainties associated with both the applied over a range of reactivity insertion from $10/sec to

size of the possible HCDA initiator and the behavior of the $2,000/sec, to determine maximum peak pressures,
fission products in the fuel and in the sodium pool, the temperatures, and energies during postulated HCDAs. The
staff did not commit major resources to evaluating this energy release was calculated as the work potential of the
event in detail. However, the impact of a large sodium adiabatic expansion of the metal-fuel vapor generated
fire on the containment is of interest and enough is known during the event. This relationship is shown in

about the system design and the phenomena involved to Figure 15.3. With this plot and the knowle_lge that GE
make its analysis significant and credible. Theretore, a has tentatively rated the PRISM reactor vessel at 500 MJ,
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Figure 15.3 Predicted adiabatic expansion work versus reactivity insertion rates for a metal-fuel
COre
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the BNL analysis indicates that this corresponds to a difficult to estimate when the excursion would be
reactivity insertion rate of $185/sec. This maximum rate terminated. This would be difficult data to acquire,
can b__used to assess the margin to reactor vessel failure although there is currently a test program to develop
for the two most severe classes of transients that have the similar data for oxide fuel. Second, the major factors

potential to develop into HCDAs, the UTOP and the preventing the release of harmful fission products will be
ULOF events. (1) retention in the fuel due to its comparatively low

melting temperature and (2) retention in the sodium pools
The UTOP event was predicted to result in an energy of such key fission products as iodine. Again, there are
release of 190 MJ and the ULOF event produced 160 MJ, relatively little data to support these arguments, even
both less than the 500 MJ value used by GE. The though such behavior seems likely.
equivalent reactivity insertion rates for these events is

about $110--$115/sec. The BNL analysis also indicates The applicant defines the containment design-basis source
that a large fraction of the fuel will be in a molten state term with the releases defined over the initial 10 sec (the
during most of the power excursion. Once the fuel pins HCDA) and over the period from 10 sec through 6 hr (the
fail, molten fuel becomes very mobile within the reactor sodium fire). The significance of the 6-hr cutoff is not
concern for the PRISM reactor and additional evaluations explained, although the containment pressure turns negative
of the HCDA may be required at a later stage of the (relative to outside the containment) in this time frame,
design review, i.e., once the oxygen has been consumed in the fire.

During the first 10 see, it is assumed that all of the noble

Although it is believed to be a positive development for the gases are released, that 0.1 percent of the halogens
applicant to acknowledge that some worst-case events (iodine), the alkali metals (cesium), tellurium, and
cannot be entirely ruled out, the effort to analyze the ruthenium escape, and that 0.01 percent of the strontium,
mitigative capabilities of the design suffers from some barium, fuel, and other fission products are released.
major gaps in the data. First and foremost, without data Over the longer interval, an additional 0.8 percent of the

on fuel extrusion for rapid power excursions, it is very halogens, 1.6 percent of the alkali metals, 0.004 percent
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of the tellurium and ruthenium, 0.0016 percent of the 15.6.8.6 Evaluation
strontium and barium, and 0.0008 percent of the fuel and
other fission products are assumed to be released. I' is To_! Enerev Re!_ by a Sodium Fire
also assumed that 0.4 percent of the sodium over the
10-sec-to-6-hr period is released, presumably The most crucial factor in this analysis of the containment

corresponding to the amount burned, and the assumed is the sodium combustion, which forms sodium monoxide
containment leak rate of less than 1 percent/day at 274 kPa when there is no excess oxygen available:
(25 psig) and 644 K (700 °F).

2 Na + 1/2 02 _ Na20 + 2195 cal/g,
It should be noted that the processes involved can be very
complex, and involve a combination of chemical reactions and sodium peroxide if there is excess oxygen available:
and radioactive decay. For example, the fission products
Br-89 and 1-138 are both soluble in sodium, and can be 2 Na + 02 _ Na.z 02 + 2500 cal/g,
released from the fuel and transported efficiently in the
coolant. However, each isotope decays within a few The amount of energy released per unit mass of the

seconds, to Kr-89 and Xe-138, respectively. These noble reaction product is 9.2 MJ/kg (3,955 BTU/Ib) for the
gases will escape to the cover gas, before decaying a few sodium monoxide and 10.5 MJ/kg (4,505 BTU/Ib) for the
minutes later to Rb-89 and Cs-138, respectively, which sodium peroxide. Since there is much more sodium
would likely settle out on some surface. Thus, the process available than oxygen, it would seem that more sodium
by which the fission products can escape the fuel, the monoxide would form than sodium peroxide. On the basis
sodium pool, the cover gas, and perhaps even further is of the GE CONTAIN analysis, it appears that for each
very complex, and a substantial effort may be required pound of oxygen consumed, a little more than two pounds
before a reasonably accurate source term can be of sodium are consumed (this trend roughly holds true
developed, through the transient). This implies that approximately

twice as many moles of sodium monoxide are being
The basis for the numbers provided is data from oxide fuel formed as is sodium peroxide. Since the event began with

in sodium pools. There are three problems related to the about 273 kg (602 lb) of oxygen in the containment dome,
use of such data to extrapolate for metal fuel. First, the this implies that about 529 kg (1,166 lb) of sodium
models for oxide fuel are largely empirical, and there is monox:de and about 333 kg (734 Ib) of sodium peroxide
little basis for extrapolating from equations that are mostly are formed. This should release about 7.9 million BTUs
fitted data. Second, the metal fuel melts at a relatively low (British thermal units) of heat. Integrating the area under

temperature, so that many fission products would remain the combustion energy curve during the transient, gives
in solid form, i.e., as solid particles in molten liquid fuel. between 7,400 and 8,400 MJ (7 and 8 million BTUs).
As a result, they are more likely to stay with the fuel, This indicates the CONTAIN calculation is at least
which is helpful. Third, the metal fuel includes zirconium consistent with respect to the chemical reactions.
rather than oxygen, so the sodium-fuel chemistry would be
different. As a further complication, if the initiating event As a conservative variation, it could be assumed that all of
is an HCDA, some of the fuel could reach very high the oxygen is used to form sodium monoxide. This would
temperatures, so a portion of the fission products could create about 1058 kg (2,333 Ib) of sodium monoxide,
become molten or could even conceivably vaporize. The releasing about 9,700 MJ (9.2 million BTUs) of energy.
numbers are very uncertain. Therefore, even if all the oxygen went into forming

sodium monoxide, the increase in energy release would be
only around 16 percent, which would not appeac to pose a

The key factor that would terminate a power excursion major problem with respect to the apparent safety margins
would be the rapid axial extrusion of the fuel, which is for this event.
expected to expand rapidly up into the fission gas plenum,
effectively expanding the core and increasing neutron Rate of Combustion
leakage, i.e., shutting down the reactor. To be effective,

this expansion needs to take place very quickly. The Although the total energy produced by the sodium fire is
fastest data that ANL has for metal-fuel axial expansion is important, it is the rate of combustion that directly impacts
for a period of about 8 sec (the TREAT facility). In peak temperatures and pressures within the containment
contrast, data from the international in-pile CABRI dome. Models used for analyzing sodium pool fires are
(Ref. 15.18) test program (co-sponsored by the NRC quite complex, as they must simulate the air and sodium
through early 1985) describes oxide-fuel axial expansion flow patterns around the sodium-air interface. In addition,

on a millisecond scale, such models typically contain some input data that is
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somewhat judgmental in nature, so the user may have As the air in the containment dome is heated, some heat
more control over key parameters ('dials') than might be ntarts to transfer to the internal structures and through the
desirable. However, there has been quite a bit of dome to the outside air. Once that rate of heat transfer
validation work done to confirm the performance of equalizes with the rate of energy being generated by the

sodium pool fire models used to support the CONTAIN sodium fire, the air temperature will peak. With the dome
Code (Ref. 15.14). Therefore, barring some user-input having a heat transfer area of about 336 m2 (3,617 ft2) and
errors, the sodium fire analysis used in the applicant's the equipment "slab" having a heat transfer surface area of
simulation is probably fairly accurate, about 107 m2 (1,152 ft2), the temperature required to

release the energy from the initial portion of the fire would
As a further check for this combustion rate, a "rule of be about 544 K (520 OF). As was discussed in the
thumb" cited in Reference 15.19, i.e., "Typical burning previous subsection, a temperature of 561 K (550 OF)
rates for pool fires in air are around 25 kg (55 Ibs) wouid giveapressurea little below 183 kPa (11.75 psig).
Na/meter squared/hour," was utilized by BNL. Since the Therefore, the temperature peaking around 561 K (550 OF)

sodium pool diameter is 5.64 m (18.5 fit), this implies an is entirely reasonable.
initial energy release rate of about 2.16 MJ/see

(2,048 BTU/sec), assuming that all the sodium goes to It should be noted that the containment is designed to leak
creating sodium monoxide. The peak combustion energy less than I percent/day at 274 kPa (25 psig) and 644 K
generation is about 1.33 MJ/sec (1,400 BTU/sec), which (700 OF). Although several approximations are made in
reflects several geometric considerations that are not in the comparing against the CONTAIN calculations, none of
"rule of thumb" estimate. Because this energy-generation these approximations suggest errors large enough to
rate is not out of line with respect to this very rough increase the containment pressure and temperature nearly
estimate, and because the sodium pool fire models used that high. Even if several worst-case assumptions were
with CONTAIN have a fairly good validation base, it combined, it seems unlikely that the design-basis sodium
seems likely that 1.33 MJ/sec (1,400 BTU/sec) value is at fire would push the containment pressure above 274 kPa
least approximately correct. (25 psig).

Temperature Transient Characteristics Once the heat-transfer process catches up with and then

passes beyond the heat-generation rate from the sodium
The initial inventory of air in the containment is roughly fire, the system temperatures can level off and begin to
1,180 kg (2,601 lb), and the heat capacity of air around decrease as the fire starts to exhaust the supply of oxygen.
477 K (400 *F) is about 1,028 joules/kg/K In addition, as the oxygen portion of the air is gradually
(0.245 BTU/Ibm-*F). At the original rate of energy consumed, the pressure decreases. Going back to the ideal
generation of 1,400 BTU/sec (1.47 MJ/sec), the air in the gas law, and estimating the pressure of only the nitrogen
containment would increase from 37.8 *C to 287.8 *C or portion of the air at the elevated temperature of 436 K
250 K (100 °F to 550 °F or 450 °F), in a little under (325 *F) (from Figure G.4.1-9 of the PSID at 6 hours),

3.5 rain. This then explains why the air temperatures would result in 105 kPa (15.2 psia). This is 105 kPa
increase so rapidly. (0.5 psig), which compares well with the containment

dome pressure of 0.1 psig at 6 hours from the GE
CONTAIN analysis.

pressure Transient Characteristics

Although the short-term pressure transient can be
The ideal gas law dictates the relationship between estimated, it is more difficult to confirm the trend through
temperature and pressure, assuming the volume and mass the 6 hours of transient. However, the dominant processes

hold constant. In this ease, the pressure in Pa is equal to are rate dependent, i.e., the rate of change is proportional
325 times the temperature in K. Thus, initially, the to the inventory. This should lead to classic exponential
pressure of 1 atmosphere is consistent with the temperature decay curves. In fact, most of the curves from the
of 311 K (100 *F). Once the sodium fire heats the t_ONTAiN Code calculations fit this description. Theonly
atmosphere to 561 K (550 °F), the pressure should reach oddity during this long period shows up as a kink in the
approximately 183 kPa (26.45 psia), assuming the amount slope (of several curves) after about 55 minutes. The
of oxygen consumed by the fire can be neglected for the reason for this kink can be traced to the water mass in the
first 4 minutes. From the ideal gas law, this pressure is containment. At lO0-percent relative humidity in the
about 183 kPa (11.75 psig), which is a little higher than containment at the start of the transient, with the ambient
the peak pressure of 169 kPa (9.8 psig) from the GE temperature of 310 K (100 *F) and an estimated water

CONTAIN analysis (which would include the consumption vapor pressure of 6.62 kPa (0.96 psia), the resulting mass
of oxygen in the fire), is 51.4 kg (113.3 lb). Due to an error made by GE in the
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input deck, the initial water vapor inventory from the Some essential data regarding fuel expulsion during rapid
CONTAIN Code calculation is 71.3 kg (157 Ib), which is transients simply do not exist. The fastest data available
39 percent too high. In either case, the water vapor reacts are for an 8-second period transient overpower event. In
with the sodium to form sodium hydroxide: contrast, data for oxide fuel are available over a few-

millisecond period (Ref. 15.18).

2 Na + 2 H20 _ 2 Na OH + H2
Because of the lack of the key metal-fuel data, the

This reaction acts to remove the water vapor from the applicant adapted some HCDA analysis that was performed
containment atmosphere during the first hour. Once the previously for the FFTF reactor, and evaluated how the

water vapor has been removed, the rate of the drop in PRISM vessels and structures would stand up to that event.
pressure slows, which creates the bends in the various The applicant's analysis indicates that the PRISM reactor
curves at 55 minutes. Because there is 39 percent too vessel and closure can safely accommodate HCDA loads

much water vapor in the CONTAIN calculation, the impact resulting from energetics on the order of 500 MJ without
and duration of this process is exaggerated somewhat, loss of structural integrity, disengagement of the rotatable
However, there is far more oxygen and nitrogen in the plug from the reactor closure, or expulsion of sodium.
containment atmosphere, so a 39-percent error in water Independent examination, by Battelle at Brookhaven

vapor inventory is probably not very significant. National Laboratory's request, of the applicant's analysis
has not revealed any apparent errors. Therefore, it does

15.6.8.7 Conclusion appear likely that the PRISM system could withstand this
large HCDA postulated for the FFTF.

The scoping review performed on the results from the GE
CONTAIN calculation indicates that the analysis seems In comparing the postulated HCDAs for different fuel
reasonable. The user-input mistake in specifying the types, a recent paper (Ref. 15.20) from the Indira Gandhi

amount of water vapor in the containment dome is the type Center for Atomic Research is particularly useful. This
of error that occurs fairly frequently when a large paper focuses on worst-case scenarios, with arbitrarily
computer code is being modified, and is unlikely to have large reactivity insertions in 500-MWe sodium-cooled
changed the results significantly. The scoping analysis reactors, using metal, oxide, and carbide fuel. The
shows there are large margins to accommodate errors and researchers make several interesting points:
uncertainties, in that the pressure increase could more than

double before there would be any cause for concern. • The lower operating and melting temperatures for metal
Therefore, at this time, it appears that the PRISM fuel decreases any concerns about fuel-coolant

I

containment dome could accommodate a worst-case sodium interaction (FCI), which is essentially benign for metal
pool fire, and with fairly large safety margins, fuel.

With respect to the fission-product release fractions and • The large difference between the melting and boiling
site boundary doses, there is far greater uncertainty temperatures in the metal fuel will tend to keep the
involved. The applicant shows projected doses at the site core together longer, and would result in larger melt
boundary ranging from 1 percent to 40 percent of the fractions (perhaps 100 percent).
PAGs. However, these low doses are due to the relatively

small amount of fission products and fuel that escape from • Because the fraction of metal-fuel melting is much
the sodium pool into the containment dome. The data base higher, the potential reactivity insertion in metal fuel
supporting those release rates is not complete, so these (due to slumping) is also higher.
predicted doses involve a great deal of engineering

judgment and should be used with care. A major concern - For reactivity insertions under about $75/sec, the metal
here is that the models for fission-product release from core releases more energy than the oxide and carbide
oxide fuel are largely empirical, so the extrapolation to cor_. However, for insertions above $100/sec, the

metal fuel is based more on speculation than on erJ_rg/release for the metal core is significantly lower.
understanding. However, GE and ANL arguments

regarding the likely retention of fission products within the ?erhaps the most crucial finding from Reference 15.20 is
metal fuel and the sodium pools appear to be reasonable that the energy release from a $200/sec ramp is only about

assumptions. 300 MJ, and is increasing only gradually as the reactivity
insertion rate increases. For the 155-MWe PRISM core,

It appears probable that a large HCDA could be the release would be less, and certainly less than the
accommodated in the PRISM reactor vessel, but it may be 500-MJ estimate made for the FFTF and utilized by the
some time before that can be established with confidence, applicant for determining HCDA loads. Thus, the analysis
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in Reference 15.20 supports the applicant's contention that may not be incorporated depending on the outcome of this
the PRISM vessel and head could survive a large HCDA work compared to alternative methods to achieve the
event. The modified Bethe-Talt analysis also supports this desired degree of safety.
conclusion. The consequences of the HCDA and resulting

sodium fire on containment performance indicate_s that the 15.6.9.2 Scope of Review
design values of 264 kPa (25 psig) and 644 K (700 OF)

would not be exceeded. The peak pressure is estimated to Appendix G (Section 4.19) of the PSID covers two

be about 183 kPa (12 psig) and the peak temperature is analytical efforts that attempt to use simple engineering
estimated to be 561 K (550 OF). principals to show that two worst ease scenarios may not

be as damaging as might be anticipated. This work
15.6.9 Severe Core Accident Considerations reflectssome degree of ingenuity, and provides some

reassunmce, although additional work is needed to
15.6.9.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives conclude that the results are correct.

The designer (GE) has stated that the PRISM design The first scenario is the HCDA. It is assumed by GE that
provides for both prevention and mitigation of severe core the analysis that was performed to assess the magnitude of
accidents. Prevention is provided by the reactor protection possible power excursions in FFTF, which uses oxide fuel,

system, by strong negative reactivity feedback with rising could be used to estimate an upper bound on the maximum
temperatures, and with passive shutdown features (the excursion that could develop in PRISM. The ramp rates,

i GEMs and the USS) and passive decay heat removal (the which were in excess of $100/second, ,rod the energy
RVACS). With these design features, it appears that releases, a few hundred megajoules, are quite high and
PRISM can withstand EC-III events including ATWS could be considered conservative at least for the FFTF

events and the bounding events identified in Section 15.6.7 oxide core. The analysis presented in Reference 15.20
of this report without unacceptable fuel failure. There also suggests that the energy release from a metal core should
appears to be margins to ASME Code design limits for be smaller than that from an oxide core, for reactivity
structural integrity. Mitigation is provided by the insertions above $100/second. However the 500 MJ

containment dome. HCDA was analyzed to assess the structural integrity of
the primary system boundary (the reactor vessel, the

Several design changes are now under consideration to closure head and the IHX).
enhance the ability of the reactor to contain the
consequences of an HCDA and/or a core melt accident The second scenario is core melt. Because a sodium

within the primary system boundary. Several specific cooled reactor is not designed to operate in its most
hardware features, to address HCDA energetics and core reactive configuration, any fuel relocation could well result
melt, under consideration, shown in Figure 15.4, are: in a significantly supercritical mass. As a result, a molten

metal fuel core would be very difficult to predict. It is
• a shear ring between the fixed closure and the rotatable possible that the fuel could gradually relocate and

plug to retain the plug under impact loading from a accumulate down on the core support plate, and that is the
sodium slug accelerated towards the upper head during condition that GE/ANL chose to analyze.
an HCDA

15.6.9.3 Design Criteria
• a self-locking refueling port

The structural design criteria for the primary system
• an upper internals structure with a slotted cylinder boundary and the reactor vessel internal structures are

based on American Society of Mechanical Engineers
• a redundant structure (backup plate) placed under the (ASME) Level D limits. The bolt capacities are based on

inlet plenum to retain a core melt in a coolable the material yield strength than the ASME stress limit in
geometry if the core debris leaks through any openings order to assure pressure retention.
that may develop in the inlet plenum lower plate

The core melt retention capability studies are primarily
GE does not consider containment of an HCDA and/or concerned with recriticality of the melt, the temperatures
core melt accident within the primary system boundary to reached by the melt and the retaining structures, and the
be a design or licensing requirement; however, attainment dissolving of iron from the retaining structures into the
of the capability appears feasible to the designer, and melt. Structural analysis of the structures retaining the
additional work is planned to determine if it actually is melt and design modifications to enhance this capability are
feasible. Design changes to provide this capability may or also included.
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15.6.9.4 Research and Development 15.6.9.5 Safety Issues

Metal core HCDAs are anticipated to have low energies The structural calculations don't include any radiation-
because of the low melt temperature, high mobility and induced embrittlement that might develop. One example
reduced tendency of the metal fuel to form blockages would be the core barrel, which will see increased fluence
relative to oxide fuel. Based on seeping analyses, a limit in the sectors directly out from the 3 GEMs, and could
of 40 MJ (as compared to the 500 MJ used) was stated for undergo embrittlement as a result.
the total work energy in the PRISM metal core
(Amendment 6 to the PSID). However the expected fuel A key factor in some of the scenarios that could result in

behavior and low work energy remain to be demonstrated, core melts is failure of RVACS to remove the decay heat.
A demonstration is planned in Phase HI (1991-1995) of the However, the preapplicant is assuming that when the
IFR program described in Section 1.5 of this report at the molten core is settled on the core support structure, the
Argonne National Laboratory. Included in the program heat is going to be removed via the RVACS (this appears
are: to be implied by Figure G.4.19-11). This points to a

possible weakness in the PRISM containment design, i.e.,
• development of analytical models of metal fuel if the cooling systems that are there to prevent core melt

response to severe accident conditions fail, it may not be possible to cool the containment vessel,
so the containment may also fail.

• ex-reactor experiments on fuel dispersal in a transient
overpower event including fuel/fission product retention 15.6,9.6 Evaluation
in sodium

The Appendix G analysis indicates that the PRISM vessel

• multi-pin transient tests in the TREAT reactor and structures could likely absorb the large energy release
predicted for FFTF. The staff independent estimates tend

• validation of the analytical models using the ex-reactor to confirm this, i.e., the large HCDA postulated for FFTF
data and the results from transients in EBR-II, FFTF as could probably be accommodated in PRISM without large
well as inTREAT, scale failures resulting. However, the structural

calculations don't include any radiation-induced
embrittlement that might develop. The structures were

Current understanding of in-vessel retention of core melt predicted to remain essentially elastic under the HCDA
is based on preliminary scoping analysis and experiments, loads. The primary system boundary appears to be able to
Preliminary experiments at ANL have investigated metal contain HCDAs with work potential up to 500 MJ without

fuel fragmentation. The results indicate that a very porous a structural failure, disengagement of the rotatable plug, or
debris will form that should be coolable by natural sodium expulsion. Seals, including the canopy seal over
convection of sodium within the PRISM reactor vessel the closure/plug interface, will be maintained under slug
without producing core melt. A demonstration is planned impact. The canopy seal will also hold the residual
in Phase III (1991-1995) of the IFR program at the ANL. pressures following the slug impact if the HCDA bubble is
Included in the program are ex-reactor tests concerning: quenched as expected during its expansion through the pool

sodium. The canopy wall can be thickened or the seal can

be redesigned if additional studies show problems with the
• downward melt relocation in the fuel assembly proposed design.

• melt breakup, quench, and solidification in the Because a sodium cooled reactor is not designed to operate
sodium-filled regions under the core in its most reactive configuration, any fuel relocation could

well result in a significantly supercritical mass. As a

• effect of iron in the melt compositions ranging from result, a molten metal fuel core would be very difficult to
UFe 2 to various compositions of U-FE-Zr predict. It is possible that the fuel could gradually relocate

and accumulate down on the core support plate, and that
• coolability of core debris accumulated on horizontal is the condition that GE/ANL chose to analyze.

surfaces in the sodium pool

The analysts considered four scenarios, including
• fuel dispersal in a transient overpower event relocation of the active fuel alone, the active fuel and its

cladding, the fuel and blanket materials (with cladding),
• retention of fuel a_ld fission products within the and virtually the entire core. There is no specific mention

sodium, of any sodium, although some experiments indicate that
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molten metal fuel is very porous and would certainly could probably be accommodated in PRISM without large
contain a considerable amount of sodium. Estimates of the scale failures resulting. However, the structural
infinite neutron multiplier, ko,, for each of the four calculations don't include any radiation-induced
compositions were made by GE/ANL. The first two embrittlement that might develop. One example would be
composites, i.e., materials coming only from the active the core barrel, which will see increased fluence in the

fuel region, have kc.(s)in the range of 1.9. While this is sectors directly out from the three GEMs, and could
high, there is a great deal of fissile plutonium in the undergo embrittlement as a result.
PRISM active fuel, and a k® even higher than 1.9 may be

possible. The remainder of the analysis involves geometric Since the projected FFTF HCDA energy release estimate
considerations, assuming the melt spreads evenly on the may well bound that expected for PRISM, it is entirely
core support plate, and involves estimating critical heights possible PRISM could survive such an event without

that would have to be attained before k_ reached 1.0. catastrophic failure of the vessels or key structures. The
GE/ANL concluded that the critical height cannot be structures were predicted to remain essentially elastic

reached for each of the four composites, due largely to the under the HCDA loads. The primary system boundary
degree of spreading on the support plate. GE also points appears to be able to contain HCDAs with work potential
out that if there existed a real hazard of achieving a critical up to 500 MJ without a structural failure, disengagement
mass on the plate that they could add neutron poisons to of the rotatable plug, or sodium expulsion. Seals,
the region just in case. including the canopy seal over the closure/plug interface,

will be maintained under slug impact. The canopy seal
In response to questions regarding the transition phase, the will also hold the residual pressures following the slug

preapplicant analyzed a case where the fuel assemblies impact if the HCDA bubble is quenched as expected during
melted and the fuel then accumulated in the lower shields, its expansion through the pool sodium.
Using some worst case assumptions, the preapplicant

predicted a maximum keff of 1.28. The preapplicant then The preapplicant's analysis showing subcriticality of a
showed that by using some natural B4C in the region, the molten core when distributed on the below-core support
maximum keffcould be reduced to a sub-critical value (less plate is useful. However, there is great uncertainty
than 1.(3). involved with the process of relocating the fuel from the

original core to the support plate. The preapplicant is
Having determined that the mass lying on the core support assuming that when the molten core is settled on the core

would most likely be subcritical, GE proceeded to analyze support structure, the heat is going to be removed via the
the long term heat removal and materials damage. RVACS (this is implied by Figure G.4.19-11). This points
Presumably they have assumed porous fuel with sodium in to a possible weakness in the PRISM containment design,
the pores, although this is not specifically stated. GE did i.e., if the cooling systems that are there to prevent core
include some analysis of the damage to the core support melt fail, it may not be possible to cool the containment

structure due to the prolonged exposure to the fuel, and vessel, so the containment may fail also.
states that they had to add a 2-inch backup plate
(Figure 15.5) to co--sate. 15.7 Conclusions

A key factor in some of the scenarios that could result in GE's approach of separating DBEs from BDBEs solely on
core melts is failure of RVACS to remove the decay heat. the basis of PRA for a new reactor design like PRISM is
However, the preapplicant is assuming that when the inappropriate for the preapplication review. Therefore, the
molten core is settled on the core support structure, the staff has identified deterministieally certain events which

heat is going to be removed via the RVACS (this is are intended to bound uncertainties in the design and which
implied by Figure G.4.19-11, anyway). This points to a should be considered for design purposes as bounding
possible weakness in the PRISM containment design, i.e., EC-III events, as described in Section 15.3.3. For this

if the cooling systems that are there to prevent core melt review of the PRISM PSID, the staff can accept GE's list
fail, it may not be possible to cool the containment vessel, of DBEs for EC-II events. The bounding events, which
so the containment may fail also. are considered in the EC-lll category, are listed in

Table 15.1
15.6.9.7 Conclusions

The PRISM designers have approached safety creatively by
The Appendix G analysis indicates that the PRISM vessel placing emphasis on accident prevention and reducing
and structures could likely absorb the large energy release mitigative hardware. However, acceptance of this
predicted for FFTF. Our independent estimates tend to approach will require a design for which a high confidence
confirm this, i.e., the large HCDA postulated for FFTF can be achieved that accidents that lead to core melt or
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positive reactivity feedback situatio_ can be prevented, vessel and the fuel cycle facility by a self-propelled cask
The events identified by GE for analysis, as supplemented transporter should minimize the exposure to plant
by the staff's review and preapplication accident evaluation personnel.
criteria, result in the analysis of PRISM and a preliminary
assessment of its licensability. Release of the cover gas is likely to result in a small

release of radioactive gases. As long as only noble gases
The festivity insertion DBE is not a major challenge to are involved, this event is not going to be a major safety
PRISM in the short term (first several hours). In the concern.
longer term, however, fuel damage could occur as

discussed in Section 15.6.1. Any residual uncertainties Since certain of the bounding events identified by the staff
can ultimately be resolved by the safety tests. Further for inclusion in EC-III have the potential to lead to core
information regarding this event is given in Section 15.6.1 melt or energetic reactivity accidents, or both, the
and Appendix B of this report, acceptability of the PRISM design (particularly the

containment and offsite emergency planning proposals) is
The analysis in Section 15.6.2 shows that RVACS has the of concern.
potential to re_mve PRISM decay heat effectively. As the
GE parameters were judged to be conservative, it is likely The scoping review performed on the solutions to the GE
that both OE and staff's independent calculations CONTAIN calculation indicate that the analysis seems
underestimate RVACSperfornumce. Further confirmation reasonable. The user-input mistake in specifying the
from the R&D program and more detailed analysis will be amount of water vapor in the containment dome is the type

required in later reviews, as RVACS is a key PRISM of error that occurs fairly frequently when a large
safety system, computer code is being modified, and is unlikely to have

changedthe results enough to cause concern. The scoping

The review has focused on several design features that are analysis shows there are large margins to accommodate
implemented to minimize the occurrence of local faults and errors and uncertainties,, in that the pressure increase, could
to ensure that local faults will be detected. Research and more than double before there would be any cause for
development progress is expected to produce experimental concern. Therefore, at this time, it appears that the
data to verify the local fault accommodation arguments PRISM containment dome could accommodate a worst-

presented by GE. The high conductivity of the fuel and case sodium pool fire with fairly large safety margins.
the apparent compatibility between the fuel and sodium

lead to the expected verification of the GE arguments. It With respect to the fission-product release fractions and
is also noted that the fuel-clad eutectic temperature is site boundary doses, there is far greater uncertainty
relatively low, so that some concern is warranted. A large involved. The preapplicant shows projected doses at the

research program now in progress is expected to produce site boundary ranging from I percent to 40 percent of the
the relevant data. Flow blockage of a fuel assembly (due PAGs. However, these low doses _re due to the relatively
to fabrication error) could, in the present PRISM design, small amount of fission products and fuel that escape from
lead to fuel melting, sodium boiling, and the potential for the sodium pool into the containment dome. The data base
an energetic reactivity accident and, as such, remains a supporting those release rates is not complete, so these
concern, predicted doses involve a great deal of engineering

judgment and should be used with care. A major concern
Unless the PRISM metal-fuel performs far worse than here is that the models for fission-product release from
expected, a primary sodium spill event is unlikely to result oxide fuel are largely empirical, so the extrapolation to
in a major release to the environment. As the design metal fuel is based more on observation than on

matures, the primary sodium spill event should be understanding. However, GE and ANL arguments
examined With respect to possible damage to safety regarding the likely retention of fission products within the
systems resulting from sodium fires. It should be noted, metal fuel and the sodium pools appear to be reasonable.
however, that if PRISM incorporates state-of-the-art

sodium-firedetectionandmitigationsystet_ls, thelikelihood There is a reasonably good chance that a large HCDA
of a problem in this area should be minimized, could be accommodated in the PRISM reactor vessel, but

it may be some time before that can be established with
The requirement for leaving spent fuel assemblies in the confidence.
reactor vessel for almost 2 years makes handling the spent

fuel less likely to result in rel_ due to fuel overheating. The analyses presented for the preapplication review have
This also makes many aspects of the fuel handling easier, been performed for nominal operating conditions at
The method of mov;,g the spent fuel between the reactor 100 percent power. Shutdown and low-power operations
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16 TECIINICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The technicalspecificationsare notreviewedat this stageof the preapplicationreview.
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17 QUALITY ASSURANCE

17.1 Quality Assurance Progrmn

The quality assurance (QA) program described for the There is a different data base supporting LWR safety
PRISM replicates the one for the advanced BWR (ABWR), analyses from that supporting LMR analyses. Therefore,
"Nuclear Energy Business Group BWR Quality Assurance further information will be required on how the appropriate
Program Description," NEDO-11209-04A, Revision 5, data base will be developed and validated. The applicant
March 1985. will have to describe the QA program to be used for the

PRISM design.

The complete description of the QA program for the
ABWR will need to be evalaated at the next stage of In addition, should the licensing process for the PRISM
review for applicability to the PRISM design before it can proceed as expected toward design certification, the QA
be approved by the NRC. It is reasonable to expect that program necessary to ensure conformance of each
the QA program will be equally acceptable for the PRISM production reactor module with the prototype module will
conceptual design and subsequent phases, have to be described, reviewed, and approved.
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Probabilistie Risk Assessment

A.1 Purpose and Objectives of the • m_dtimoduleinteractions
Conceptual PRISM Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) Review • external events other than (limited) seismic events

This section presents the staff's evaluation of the PRISM These excluded areas need to be considered in future PRA
PRA, as detailed in Appendix A and supplemented in activities when more details are available.
Appendix G of the Preliminary Risk Assessment (PSID)

(Ref. A. 1), within the framework of criteria given in the A.2.2 Description of 1990 Design Changes
Commission's Safety Goal Policy (Ref. A.2) and Advanced

Reactor Policy Statements (Ref. A.3). The safety goals set A.2.2.1 Increase in Reactor Power Level and System
the risk-based criteria, and the advanced reactor policy Power Production
expects, but does not require, that future designs will have

enhanced margins of safety over current generation light- The reactor power level and the nine-reactor-system power
water reactors (LWRs). production were increased from 425 MWt and 1245 MWe

to 471 MWt and 1395 MWe, respectively. This was done
In order to determine if the conceptual PRISM design can primarily for economic reasons at the direction of the U.S.

meet the above criteria, three review objectives were Department of Energy (DOE). General Electric Company
established: (GE) did not re-size the key decay heat removal system,

reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS), and this

• evaluate the PRA methodology and assumptions for leads to higher temperatures during postulated accident
accuracy and completeness conditions. In addition, the normal system operating

temperatures are 17 K (30 OF)higher, so all event analyses
• identify the weaknesses and limitations of the PRA had to be revised (see Appendix B of this SER),

accounting for hotter initial conditions.
• bring to the forefront for evaluation and scrutiny the

systems and features relied upon most for protection

against severe accident vulnerabilities A.2.2.2 Ultimate Shutdown System 0LISS)

The PRISM design is conceptual and, therefore, lacks While the passive reactor shutdown mechanism, based on
operational experience and data. A limited amount of reactivity feedbacks, has significant safety advantages, it
experimental data from research performed at the Fast usually leaves the reactor in a critical condition and,

Flux Test Facility (FFTF), EBR-II, and the TREAT therefore, exposed to further changes in system conditions.
reactor were used to partially validate computer codes that With the addition of the USS, GE has provided an

i model PRiSM's transientbehavior. The codes themselves, alternate means of shutting down the reactor. USS

however, are in a state of continuing development, and activation causes many small spheres of B4C to fall
code limitations coupled with lack of data have resulted in through a tube into the center of the core, in response to
the need for exercising engineering judgment throughout an operator-actuated shutdown command. This action

the PRA. Although the designers claim that conservative results in a subcriticai reactor producing only decay heat.

judgments were made, those judgments can only be The device fills an important gap in the PRISM safety
validated after sufficient operating experience with defenses. That is, the passive shutdown no longer has to
prototype and commercial reactors is gained, function indefinitely, because a neutronic shutdown can be

anticipated within some reasonable time.
A.2 Introduction

A.2.1 Overview A.2.2.3 Gas Expansion Modules (GEMs)

The PRISM PRA is a Level 3 conceptual PRA that A key question regarding the passive shutdown mechanism

includes the systems, containment, and consequence is whether it can act to reduce reactor power quickly
analysis. The PRA is done for a single module on the enough to prevent sodium boiling or fuel damage. The
plant site. The assumed location for population distribu- crucial test is the unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) case,
tion is the GESSAR II site. The current PRA does not which results in a relatively quick reduction in coolant flow
consider to the reactor. Initially, the applicant believed that the

reactivity feedbacks and their associated uncertainties were

• startup accidents and accidents at power levels other such that the passive shutdown could function effectively
than full power without GEMs in response to the postulated ULOF.
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GEMs are simple devices, resembling large inverted test to evaluate the performance of such a structure under
tubes. Under full pumping conditions, the gas in the tube severe a_ident conditions. The analysis suggests that such
is compressed so that sodium occupies the portion of the a below-core structure would accommcxlate a melt and
GEM that resides within the active core region and traps would probably result in a less-than-critical mass.
the gas in the GEMs above the core. When the pumps However, at present, it is very difficult to predict how the
stop and the system dynamic pressure falls, the gas region metal fuel will behave during the transition period, as it
expands into the core, speeding the decrease in reactor relocates from the core configuration to the below-core
power through increased leakage of neutrons, structure. It is not clear how soon such data will become

available, but it may take a few years to develop this data

A.2.2.4 Mechanical Stops on Control Rods base.

A key safety question regarding the passive shutdown, A.2.2.6 Accommodation of Hypothetical Core
particularly with the use of metal fuel and its small Disruptive Accident (HCDA)
Doppler reactivity feedback, is how much reactivity can be
added to the core by withdrawing the control rods and The key factor that would terminate a power excursion is
whether the resulting power increase can be safely the rapid axial extrusion of the fuel, which is expected to
accosted. In theoriginalPRISMreactordesign, GE push rapidly (pop) up into the fission gas plenum,
and the metal fuel experts at Argonne National Laboratory effectively expanding the core and increasing neutron
(ANL) felt they could limit the burnup reactivity swing to leakage, thereby shutting down the reactor. To be
be less than 35¢, including a degree of uncertainty. More effective, this expansion needs to take place very quickly.
recent fuel data and fuel cycle analysis indicates that the The fastest data that ANL has for metal fuel axial
burnup reactivity swing, due in part to significant axial expansion is on the order of about 8 seconds (the TREAT
expansion in the fuel, could be larger than was first facility). In contrast, data from the international in-pile
believed. As the passive accommodation of reactivity CABRI (Ref. A.4) test program (co-sponsored by the U.S.
additions is limited to roughly 40¢, some means was Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) through early
needed to limit the amount that could be inserted during 1985) describes oxide fuel axial expansion on a millisecond

the period when the control rod insertion could be much scale.
higher, for example $1. This was done by placing
electronically controlled mechanical rod stops on the The applicant's analysis and some cross-comparisons of
control rods and positioning them to limit how much rod key parameters suggest that the PRISM structures could
could be removed from the core by the rod positioning accommodate a fairly large HCDA event (see
system. These stops would be adjusted a few times during Section 15.6.8). Thus, it is likely that the applicant will
burnup to ensure that the possible reactivity insertion establish that the PRISM vessels, head, and containment
would be limited to a manageable level. Assuming the designs can withstand some design-basis HCDA without
control rods are at mid-core (limiting), the maximum failing catastrophically.
feedback for the movement of all six rods would be 75¢

per inch. Thus, a relatively large measurement error of A.2.2.7 Seismic Design
31.75 mm (1/8-in.) would introduce a less-than-10¢ error,

relatively little reactivity uncertainty from the measurement GE has moved two key systems, the electromagnetic (EM)
error. However, the uncertainty associated with predicting pump synchronous coastdown machines and the reactor
the reactivity worth of all the rods at the new maximum protection system (RPS) electronics, into the seismically
withdrawal position could be significantly larger, so it isolated region. Seismic isolation offers some protection
remains to be determined if a 10¢ uncertainty margin is against horizontal ground acceleration, and the isolation of
sufficient, these two key safety systems seems to be a significant

improvement. In particular, the concerns regarding cables
A.2.2.$ Below-Core Structure running between the non-isolated synchronous coastdown

machines and the isolated EM pumps have been

The original PRISM design relied almost exclusively on eliminated.
accident prevention and placed little emphasis on
mitigation. More recently, however, GE and ANL have A.2.2.8 Containment Improvements and Dome
been addressing accident mitigation concerns, and the
revision to the below-core structure is intended to better GE has improved the PRISM containment design, making
accommodate a core-melt event. The data base regarding more of the system leak-tight and adding a containment
metal fuel failure under melt conditions or during dome over the reactor head. In addition, isolation valves

postulated powerexcursions is incomplete, so it is difficult were added in the intermediate heat transport system
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(IHTS) in an effort to strengthen the design regarding A.2.2.12 Impact of Changes on PRA
accident mitigation. The second vessel, called either a
guard vessel or a containment vessel, is cooled by outside The 1990 design changes fall into one of four categories:
air as part of the RVACS heat removal system. This has

clear advantages for preventing serious accidents in the (1) Changes directed at decreasing risk from external
PRISM reactor. The behavior of fission products and events:
actinides from the metal fuel in either molten metal fuel or

a sodium pool has never been well characterized. • seismic isolation of the EM pump synchronous
Therefore, it isn't known how many and how much of the machines and the RPS

most hazardous components would escai_ from the fuel
and the sodium pool and make their way into the • tornado hardening of the portable refueling
containment dome. Further, it is not clear whether the closure, steam generator building, and control

containment design basis should be a core melt, a sodium building
fire, or an energetic event.

• upgrading the portable refueling enclosure to
A.2.2.9 Helical Coil Steam Generator seismic Category I, and the steam generator

building and control building to seismic
The applicant has substituted a single-wall tube, helical coil Category II

steam generator in place of an older double-wall tube
concept which was based on the steam generators used in
EBR-II. The older design was very conservative, and (2) Changes directed at reducing the frequency of core
leakages between the sodium and water/steam were quite damage:
unlikely. The newer design may be more likely to suffer
such a leak, but has the additional capability to • u,-,_of GEMs to provide extra passive negative
acco_te any resulting sodium expansion and a reactivity feedback for loss of flow accidents
capability to bypass the sodium-water reaction byproducts.

• use of a diverse reactor shutdown system
A.2.2.10 IHTS Auxiliary Coofing Systan (ACS)

Modifications • use of control rod withdrawal limiters (rod
stops)

The applicant has added a forced circulation capability to
this system, which removes heat from the outside of the

steam generator. This is an "investment protection" (3) Changes directed at preventing the release of
system, and the forced circulation capability will likely radioactive material from the reactor vessel.
reduce the time required to cool down the reactor in the
event of a loss of normal cooling. As this is not a safety- • design of the reactor head with the goal of

grade system, its impact on the PRA was not evaluated in accommodating the dynamic and static loading
detail. However, the addition of a forced circulation of a HCDA

capability would seem to be helpful to safety, since the
system can still function under natural circulation. • design of the reactor internals with the goal of

accommodating a whole core meltdown and
A.2.2.11 Reactor Fuel Redesign retaining it inside the reactor in a coolable and

stable configuration
The applicant has made various changesinpin size, fuel
loading, power densities, and burnup, in addition to the (4) Changes directed at preventing the release of
three GEMs and one USS that were added to the core. radioactive material to the environment:

Most of these changes were made in response to some new

information on the ternary metallic fuel, as well as a more • use of P low-leakage, pressure-retaining
thorough examination of reactor performance at different containment dome designed to retain its integrity
times in the fuel cycle. With these devices, the response under an HCDA, followed by a sodium fire
of the reactor to unscrammed events may be better. A which consumes all the containment oxygen,
detailed study of the potential impact of the GEMs and while maintaining the offsite dose below the

USS on the overall design risk will need to be performed protective action guidelines (PAGs)and limits in
at a later stage in the design review. 10 CFR Part 100 (Ref. A. 16).
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A.3 Methodology and Data ultimately affects the accident sequence frequencies (the
shorter the recovery time, the higher the reliability). The

A.3.1 Overview licensee did not document how the times were estimated.
One issue that could affect the MTTR is the _leed for a

The PRISM PRA employed standard event-tree, fault-tree, safety-related seismically qualified control room (see
i and plant-system models to assess accident sequence Chapter 13) from which operators could communicate!

frequencies. This methodology is well accepted by the during an accident. PRISM's current design does not
PRA community. Best-estimate values (no uncertainty maintain such a safety-related control room and, therefore,
distribution) were used throughout the quantification no credit was given for it.
process. LWR experience (Refs. A.5 and A.6) and the

Clinch River PRA (Ref. A.7) provided the data used to The PRISM PRA considers three general classes of
estimate initiating event frequencies and component failure initiators:
probabilities. Sequences were formed in the usual way by
propagating system failure probabilities through the = reactivity insertions (excluding seismic)
system-based event trees. The event trees ultimately = seismic events
terminate in either safe shutdown or 1 of 23 accident • heat removal faults

types. Branch-point probabilities were determined using
fault-tree modeling, although the fault trees have very little These initiators tend to bound many of the concerns related

detail on which to base system reliabilities. Only three to liquid sodium reactors. However, the impact of
systems were quantified using fault-tree methodology: the support-system-level failures, such as loss of dc power,
reactor protection system, the reactor shutdown system, instrument air, and service water, and interactions among
and the EM pump coastdown system, support systems have not been addressed in detail because

of lack of design detail. Specific issues regarding initiating
Each accident type has an associated phenomenologicai events are:
core response event tree. Event-tree sequences lead to 1

of 12 core damage states, each state having an associated • Factory manufacturing, preoperational testing, low
containment event tree. The containment tree outputs are primary pressure, and lack of vessel penetrations
binned into 1 of 13 containment release categories. The should reduce the probability of catastrophic reactor
release categories formed the input for the MACCS code vessel failure. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the
(Ref. A.8), which calculates early and latent fatalities, primary vessel failure rate of 10"13/yr proposed by GE
The RISKSP code (Ref. A.9) was used to calculate overall can be substantiated. A realistic assessment is,

risk. The codes themselves were not evaluated as part of therefore, needed.
this PRA review.

• The frequency of station blackout for PRISM was

The PRISM risk model structure is shown in Figure A.I. estimated by GE to be 3xl0"S/yr. This frequency is
comparable with current LWRs. PRISM, however,

A.3.2 Initiating Events does not have Class 1E emergency diesel generators
and must run back reactor power and pick up house

It appears that the more important initiating events load during loss of offsite power. In addition,
(Table A.1) associated with LMRs were identified and common-cause or cascade failures on the runback

properly represented on the system event trees, system were not modeled explicitly. The frequency of
Altogether, 21 initiating events were identified with station blackout may, therefore, be much higher than
frequencies that range from 5.5 events/yr for forced that reported in the original PRISM PRA.
shutdown, to l0 "13events/yr for vessel failure. However,
because the PRA attempts to encompass the very low

probability end of the initiator spectrum, for example, The PRISM reactor was designed to passively

10"13events/yr, a far greater effort is needed to justify accommodate loss-of-power events, and its
completeness. Relying on past studies that truncate at performance under station blackout conditions should

orders-of-magnitude higher frequencies is not adequate, be acceptable. The requirement for safety-grade
(Class IE) power is low, approximately 60 kilowatts

Depending on the initiating event, a mean time to recover for a nine-module plant, and can be supplied entirely
(MTI'R) that ranged from 8 hours for substantial loss of from batteries. The lack of Class 1E diesel generators
flow to 4,380 hours for vessel fracture was estimated may actually be an advantage of this design, because

(Table A.I). The MTTR is directly related to the the probability of a diesel generator starting up on
shutdown heat removal system mission time, which demand need not be treated in the PRA.
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TableA.I Inltlatlnlleventfrequencyand mean tlmetorecover

Event Initiating event Frequency Shutdown heat removal
m. (per year) mission time (hours)*

.....

1 Reactivit_ insertion 7¢ to 18¢ 1.0xlO4 600

2 Reactivi_ insertion 18¢ _, 36¢ ,, 1.0xlO4 600

3 Reactivit},insertion >36¢ 1.0xl0 "e 4;380

__ 4 Earthquake0.3& to 0,375g 1.0x104 120

_ 5 Earthquake0.3758 to 0.825g 1.9xl 0"s 4,380,, , ,, ......

6 Earthquake>0.8258 .... 7. lxl0 "l 4,380

7 Vessel failure l.Oxl0"13 4,380

8 Local core coolant blocka_e ...... l.SxlO 4 4,380

9 Reac_r vessel leak 1.0xl0 "6 4,380

10 Loss of one primarypumn 1.6x10"l 600

11 Loss of substantialln'ima_ coolant flow 5.0x10-2 8
,Jill --

12 Loss of operatihg.powerh_.t removal 8.0x 10"2 86

13 Loss of shutdown heat re_val via BOP 8.0x10"3 24

14 Loss of shutdown heat removalvia IHTS 1.0x10-2 600

15 IHTS pump failure 5.0X10"2 600

16 Station blackout 3.0x 10"s 1,200

17 Large Na-H_Oreaction 6.0xl0-g 4,380 ....

18 Spurious scramand transientsinadequately 0.6 600
handledby PCS

_

19 Normal shutdown 0.6 600

20 Forced shutdown 5.5 240

21 RVACS blocka_e 1.Ox10-8 86

Sum 6.398

-- mean time required to restore to normalpower generation.
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Although GE has stipulated that, even at higher fre- the reactor protection system is replaced by the seismic
quencies, station blackout would not contribute isolation function, each tree contains the following:
significantly to risk, the high primary system tempera-
tures associated with blackout conditions (see • Reactor protection system (RPS): This system senses

Section 5.7) may load to damage to the reactor vessel, the need to shut down and initiates the proper signals
supporting structures, and safety systems needed for for power, flow, and heat removal.
mitigation of other accidents. Whether PRISM should

be allowed to have a station blackout frequency higher • Reactor shutdown system (RSS): This system includes
than current LWRs remains an open item whose resolu- the control rods, control rod drive motors, and

tion will depend on the ability and reliability of the magnetic latches.
ACS to control temperatures, the design capability of
plant equipment to withstand such an event, and the • Inherent reactivity feedback features: These features

ability to inspect the reactor components following the include the control rods, their drivelines and guide
event, tubes, the core restraint system, above and below core

pads, and the grid plate.
• The ability of the plant control system (PCS) and

balance-of-plant (BOP) systems to run back power in • Primary pumps: These include the primary EM pumps
9 out of 10 transients will need to be demonstrated, and their electrical power supply.
This could affect several sequences in addition to

station blackout noted above. • Pump coastdown system: This system includes the
synchronous coastdown machines and their connecting

• In the original design, a double-tube construction of the cables.
steam generator tubes has the potential for reducing the

frequency of a large tube-rupture accident, but = Operating power heat removal system: This system
PRISM's 6xl0"S/yr event frequency appears to includes theBOPsystems.
significantly underestimate the frequency of a large

tube xupture. The steam generators are not seismic • Shutdown heat removal system: This system includes
Category I, and common-cause failures that could the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) and RVACS.
result from fatigue, thermal shock, flow-induced GE did not include the non-safety-grade ACS in their
vibration, and wear and aging have not been modeled. PRA.

A single-wall tube, helical coil steam generator now Initiating Events 19 through 21 represent events that are

replaces an older double-wall tube concept. The older controlled by the plant control system (PCS) or by manual
design was very conservative, and leakages between the scram of the reactor. Therefore, their event trees include

sodium and water/steam were quite unlikely. The only the shutdown heat removal capability to remove decay
newer design may be more likely to suffer such a leak, heat.
but has the additional capability to accommodate any
resulting sodium expansion and s capability to bypass

the sodium-water reaction byproducts. The new steam Depending on the types of system failures, each of the
generator's impact on the PRA will be reviewed in 21 initiating events result in 1 of 23 accident types.
detail later in the design review. Identified alphanumerically (the larger the number the

greater the severity), each accident type was binned into

• PRISM's estimated frequency for inadvertent control one of five generic accident groups:
rod withdrawal at 104/yr is about two orders of

magnitude less than that for LWRs. The data source S -- protected loss of the IHX shutdown heat removal
used in the fault-tree quantification was not provided, system (LOSHR)

These items should be addressed at the next design stage. P -- unprotected transient overpower (UTOP)

A.3.3 System Event-Tree, Fault-Tree Analysis F -- unprotected loss of flow (ULOF)

Each initiating event, Events 1 through 18 of Table A. 1, H -- unprotected loss of heat sink (ULOHS)
has a corresponding system response event tree in which

only front line systems appear. Except for large seismic G -- unprotected combined (transient overpower/loss of
events greater than 0.825g (event 6 in Table A. 1), where power) UTOP/LOF
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The numerical severity levels are: and control rods, for example). In contrast to
conventional LWRs, where the majority of safety

1 - protected (reactor shut down by RSS) loss of the systems are in an inactive standby mode, the ALMR
shutdown heat removal system (LOSHR) safety systems are expected to reveal any degradation

or failure prior to the time their use is demanded, thus,

2 - unprotected (reactor not shut down by the RSS) leadiug to a higher availability when needed.
transient overpower (TOP)

• Monitoring of safety equipment, failure isolation,
3 - unprotected loss of flow (LOF) diagnostics of abnormal conditions, and reactor

protection are all done automatically in the ALMR
4 - unprotected loss of heat sink (ULOHS) without operator (human) intervention, thus reducing

the man-machine interface significantly.
5 - unprotected combined TOP with LOF or TOP with

ULOHS = No support systems are needed for the operation of
RVACS, for reactor trip by the latch mechanism, for

The LOF and combined TOP/LOF accidents were the ultimate shutdown (USS)mechanism, for cooling
predicted in the PRA to have the highest frequencies at the EM pumps, or for the operation of the EM pump
approximately 6xl0"S/yr and 2xl0"S/yr, respectively. The synchronous coastdown machines. Electric power for
LOSHR and ULOHS accidents had lower frequencies at the diverse control rod drive-in mechanism is very
about 10"l°/yr. Loss of primary flow (LOF) initiated by small, and is needed for only 2 minutes.
primary pump failures and large seismic events were the

dominant contributors to the LOF and TOP/LOF accident GE acknowledges that these observations do not replace
frequencies, which also dominate both the prompt and the need to continue to evaluate the safety of the PRISM

latent fatalities, design and perform detailed analyses covering all questions
of dependencies from human interactions, system

The fault trees used to estimate the system reliabilities lack interactions, and support system interactions. Plans are in

the detail needed to substantiate the high reliabilities place to apply state-of-the-art methodologies and the latest
claimed in the PRISM PRA. Support system failures, data, as the design evolves and the system interfaces
system interactions, and human errors are essentially become more clearly defined. Importance analyses will
unmodeled. Common-cause beta factors are assumed continue to be used to focus the effort on those issues that

small and fragility data are derived by judgment. In most might have a significant impact on risk.
cases, the original PRISM PRA did not provide specific
sources of data used in the fault trees, and there was The generic accident groups do, however, highlight the

reason to believe that some of the basic event probabilities significance of several important systems: reactor
have been underestimated. In Appendix G of the PSID, protection system, primary EM pump coastdown system,
GE compared the common-cause factors and beta factors reactor vessel air cooling system, reactivity control and

used in the PRISM PRA to values referenced by Electric shutdown system, seismic isolation system, and the passive
Power Research Institute (EPRI) for the advanced light- reactivity feedback features. Limitations in quantifying
w_ter reactor, and concluded that the values used in the these systems' reliabilities are discussed in Section A.4.
PRISM study are comparable to, or more conservative
than_ those recommended by EPRI.

A.3.4 Sensitivity Study on Initiating Event Frequencies
In Appendix G of the PSID, the applicant provided
additional justification for the data used in the fault trees. The staff noted early in the review that the claimed

The applicant points out some fundamental differences frequency of 4 of the 21 initiating events--catastrophic
between the PRISM advanced liquid-metal reactor (ALMR) reactor vessel failure, station blackout, steam generator
and conventional LWR systems operation and tube rupture, and inadvertent control rod

configuration, which should reduce the significance of withdrawal--appear to be low when compared to current-
dependent failures resulting from common-cause, human generation LWRs. GE evaluated the importance of the

errors and dependence on support systems. These include: uncertainty in an initiating event in Appendix G to the
PRISM PSID. This importance is defined as the increase

• Safety systems needed for reactor shutdown and decay in the event frequency that would be required to double the
heat removal in the ALMR are either continuously risk from the event. The larger this factor, the less
operating and monitored (RVACS, for example)or are important the event. The results of the GE study are
almost continuously operating and monitored (the RPS summarized in Table A.2. The most sensitive event is the
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large earthquake, with a factor of 2.35 increase in
frequency needed to double the risk.

[
I

i!

mini II IIIIII III H I II

Table A.2 Risk sensitivity to uncertainty in initiating event frequencies

ii a /1_ iT i i, r .lln i i : i i i ,

.............. Factor

..... increase
Estimated allowable

frequency before risk

Rank Initiatin8 event (per.,_esr) is doubled

1 6 Earthquake >0.825g 7.0x10 "7 2.35

i ,,,,, ,Li i ii i ,, i i |,ill , _ I

2 10 Loss of one primary pump 1.6x10 "1 20

3 11 Loss of substantial primary coolant flow 5.0x10 "2 60

4 12 Loss of operating power heat removal 8.0x10 "2 200

,, , i i i i i

5 5 Earthquake 0.375g to 0.825g 1.9x10 "s 1,600

,,,, ,,,, , , ,,,,,,

6 2 Reactivity insertion 18¢ to 36¢ 1.0x10 "4 4x104

, , ,,,

7 21 RVACS blockage 1.0xl0 "8 2x107

8 20 Forced shutdown 5.5 4x107

, , ........

9 19 Normal shutdown 0.6 lxl08

, ,,, , ,,,, ,

10 3 Reactivity insertion >36¢ 1.0xl0 "6 3x108

, ....... ,, ,,

11 All other events > 10l0

..... ' , , , ' " i 7, , ,

I I I II III II I Illl
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The staff had concerns about an apparent low frequency (2) The plant control system (PCS) is a non-safety-
estimate, that the four events identified above, all fall into related system normally used to control reactor
the "all other events" group, for which group an increase power. This system monitors secondary plant
in frequency on the order of I010 is needed to double the parameters and can provide a trip signal to the RPS
risk from these events. GE investigated these four events should certain parameters be exceeded.
further with the following results:

The RPS can signal the PCS to cut back power or make
• The catastrophic reactor vessel failure in the original adjustments to other plant systems during certain transient

PRA referred to a complete circumferential rupture of conditions. An RPS reactor trip is accomplished by
the vessel from fatigue. Fracture mechanics analyses deenergizing the magnetic latch mechanisms, that release

led to the extremely low frequency estimate of 10"13 the control rods from their drive assemblies. In addition,
per vessel year. Revised analyses, in support of a reactor trip will energize safety-related control rod drive-
Appendix G of the PSID, indicate that extreme seismic in motors to ensure rod insertion and provide a diverse and
events and leaks in both the reactor vessel and the redundant means of rod insertion. Computerized
guard vessel dominate the comtitional vessel failure monitoring ana periodic testing is expected to improve
probability. The random catastrophicvessel failure is reliability.
excluded from the revised list of initiating events to be
used by GE for future studies on the basis of being There are four RPS divisions (two-out-of-three logic with
insignificant. However, vessel failure will be included one on standby), each housed in separate instrument vaults.
in a future PRA as a failure given a severe earthquake. The RPS fault trees were not fully developed, and

common-cause failures, although included, were not

• An independent assessment on the frequency of station modeled explicitly. The very low failure-per-demand
blackout was performed for GE, for the PRISM PSID probabilities (as low as 4x10 "1° for some sequences) are
Appendix G response, using a newly developed data about five orders of magnitude leas than those used for
base. The results were nearly identical to the original LWRs. Specific issues are
value. It was noted that the safety systems do not
depend on the availability of electric power; - The reliance of all four division setpoints on a fifth file
consequently, significant errors in the estimated mainteined independently by the PCS will need further
frequency should have negligible impact on the risk analysis. This alone could be a significant common-
estimates, caus_ contributor to the scram system.

• Iri the original PRA, the steam generator tube rupture = The ability to maintain no common elements, functions,
used in the beyond-design-basis, composite event or electrical interconnections between each of the
analysis involved multiple tube ruptures and failure of instrumentation vaults will have to be substantiated at
the multiple protective systems designed to terminate a later design stage.
the resulting sodium-water reaction. The new steam

generator design will be evaluated in future studies. - Potential system interactions between the RPS, PCS,
and other PRISM modules could exist but remain

• The reactivity insertion events were reevaluated with a unmodeled at this time.
new data base for the PRISM PSID Appendix G

submittal. The current estimate of the frequency of • Human errors related to improper test and maintenance
these initiating events is about an order of magnitude on the RPS and PCS have not been modeled.
higher than the original estimates, but is still lower

than those of a typical LWR. A.4.2 Primary Pump Coastdown System

A.4 System Analysis To prevent sodium boiling in the reactor core following
trip of the primary EM pumps, a controlled primary flow

A,4.1 Reactor Protection System coastdown is required. The PRISM primary pumps are
electromagnetic and, therefore, do not have inertial

The PRISM module is protected by two shutdown systems: coastdown capability. Synchronous coastdown machines
are used to supply electrical power to the pumps during the

(1) The reactor protection system (RPS) is a safety- coastdown period. In the original design, failure of one of
related system that monitors primary plant the four coastdownmachines had the potential to lead to

, parameters and trips the reactor whenever primary sodium boiling for unprotected events if the other three
parametersareexceeded, pumps did not coastdown normally. In the revised
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design, the GEMs have beeu added to the system and their The only credible external common-cause failure that fails
reactivity feedback following a loss-of-flow event reduces two or more coastdown systems simultaneously is an
the need for reliance on an external electrical source for earthquake of very large magnitude. Since the coastdown
coastdown. Instantaneous loss of primary flow (no equipment is seismically isolated, the effects of a large
ooastdown) and failure to scram will lead to severe earthquake are considerably mitigated. Fire, smoke, and
consequences, the magnitude of which is very difficult to loss of heating and ventilation are not postulated to be
predict. Assurance must be maintained that primary major common- cause risk factors due to the separation
pumps will not trip before neutronic shutdown. By adding and 3-hour fire harriers of the EM pump auxiliary
logic to the RPS to detect rod insertion before pump trip, equipment vaults, and the short time interval (2 minutes)
GE has reduc_ the risk of pump trip before reactor during which the synchronous coastdown machine is

shutdown, probably by two orders of magnitude, required. Aging is not expected to be a concern because
Excluding large earthquakes, no credible common-cause of the on-line performance monitoring systems. Plant
failures of the synchronous machines were postulated in operation and maintenance requirements will include
the PRA. A subjective beta factor of 0.005 was chosen protection to prevent common-mode failures from such
for failure of three of the four synchronous ooastdown human activities as testing, calibration, and maintenance.
machines to supply power to the EM pumps and, when
multiplied by the probability of individual synchronous Common-mode failures, associated with the mechanical
machine system failure on demand, estimated as 5xlO "7, and physical design of the hardware and within the
results in a common-cause failure on demand contribution electrical supplies and control systems, that could result in

of less than 10"9. Coupled with a 10-9 scram failure the loss of more than one EM pump synchronous
probability, the sequence is essentially insignificant. Such coastdown machine, need to be evaluated at a later design
a low failure probability cannot be justified because of lack stage when the system design is complete.
of data and details. The staff identified the following areas
that require further study:

The synchronous machines have been moved to the nuclear
• system interactions between the synchronous machines, island and are seismically isolated and, therefore, their

their power supply and control system, primary pump susceptibility to damage from earthquake shock and falling
power supply, other power blocks, and other modules debris has been reduced. Failure of the synchronous

machines during a seismic event is one of the leading
• environmental interactions and the impact on the contributors to PRISM's risk. Although seismically

synchronous machine from such common-cause events initiated events dominate the plant risk, only limited
as smoke, fire, inadvertent fire suppression, flooding, documentation of the seismic analysis is available at this
and loss of heat, ventilation, and air conditioning time. la particu',ar, GE estimated that the conditional

(HVAC) probability of pump-coastdown failure given a seismic
event between 0.3758 and 0.825g is approximately 2xl0 "8,

• effects of aging on the coastdown system while for seismic events greater than 0.825g GE estimated
a conditional probability of approximately 6x10"1. This

• human errors during periodic maintenance and testing discontinuity unrealistically biases the risk from seismic

of the coastdown system events and needs to be corrected. Fragility data and
detailed analysis are needed to substantiate the risk

• ability to test and monitor system status during normal estimates.
operation

In Appendix G of the PSID, GE supplied additional A.4.3 Shutdown Heat Removal System
material to address these concerns. There are no system

interactions among the four pump systems other than Residual decay heat must be removed by the shutdown heat
obtaining power from the same site power supply system, removal system (SHRS) following reactor scram. The
The successful coastdown of each EM pump is fully SHRS consists of three paths by which decay heat can be
dependent upon the successful operation of that EM pump removed:
and its associated synchronous coastdown machine, and its

safety-grade Class 1E breakers which open to disconnect (1) through the intermediate heat transport system

the system from the normal power supply system. Backing (lilTS), the steam generator, and then by steam
up each circuit breaker are individual Class IE overcurrent flow through the turbine or turbine bypass to the
protection devices, main condenser
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(2) through the IHTS, the steam generator, and then by A.4.4 Reactivity Control and Shutdown System
natural circulation of air over the shellside surface

of the steam generator (ACS) The reactivity control and shutdown system consists of six
rods, any one of which could successfully shut down the

(3) through the reactor vessel, the containment vessel, reactor. GE used simple fault trees to estimate the
and then by natural circulation of air through the probability of system failure, which ranged from 2.9x10 "7
safety-related reactor vessel air cooling system to 5.8x10 "9per demand, depending on the initiating event.
(RVACS) Subjective common-cause beta factors used in the PRA

must be substantiated at a later design stage. GE attributes
Excluding large external events and RVACS blockage, GE the low failure rates associated with the PRISM design to
estimated the probability of shutdown heat removal system the need for only 1 of 6 rods to shut down the reactor, as

failure on demand ranges to be 4.4x10 "7or less, depending compared to 47 of 48 in an LWR; a mean time to failure
on the event sequence. These extremely low failure estimate of 10 to 1,000 times longer than in an LWR;
probabilities are attributed to increased redundancy in trip breakers; and an

mmvailability estimated at 104 of that in an LWR. The
• diversity and redundancy in decay heat removal demand failure probability of the scram motor at 10.5 is

deemed optimistic at this time and, depending on the mode
• ability to continuously monitor the operability status of of failure, could degrade the passive feedback features

the SHRS discussed in Section A.4.6.

• long response times that allow for repairs A.4.5 Seismic Isolator System

• higher balance-of-plant decay heat removal reliability, A unique feature in the PI_ISM design is the ability to
which allows cutback from three feedwater pumps to isolate the reactor vessel during a seismic event. Although
one and from two main condensers to one the reactor itself is designed to 0.3g, seismic isolators

(designed to 1.0g) reduce the horizontal motion of the
The extremely low RVACS failure probability has reactor vessel from the earth's horizontal oscillatory
essentially eliminated internal loss-of-heat-sink (LOHS) motion during an earthquake, thereby increasing the
accidents from the dominant sequences. Although seismic margin. Although not explicitly stated in the
appealing because of its passive behavior, RVACS has no PSID, the reactor silo will also be designed to 1.0g,

operational history. Lack of operating experience and according to OE engineers.
inability to specifically identify RVACS failure modes does

not allow eliminating LOHS sequences based solely on For a seismic initiating event greater than 0.825g, GE
analytically establishedprobability. Furthermore, RVACS includes the seismic isolator function explicitly in the
efficiency depends on the environmental conditions present system response tree. GE subjectively chose a failure
at the site. High temperatures are expected during probability of 1.35x10. 3. GE did not explicitly model
conditions where the RVACS alone removes decay heat. maintenance, aging, and other potential common-cause
Such high temperatures could affect the capability of the failure mechanisms of the isolator's natural-rubber
vessel and supporting structure for continued operation bearings.
while degradi,'._'o_.hersystems needed for subsequent plant

operation, for example, primary pumps. Other issues are A.4.6 Passive Reactivity Feedback
discussed below.

As primary temperature increases, sodium density
Common-cause and cascade failures of the feedwater train decreases, adding positive reactivity to the core. Other
and main condenser were not modeled in shutdown heat passive feedback effects, however, limit the rate and extent
removal via BOP and will limit the reliability of the of increase in power by adding negative reactivity.
secondary-side heat removal system. An in-depth analysis Instantaneous or prompt negative feedback results from
of the BOP including support systems, and interactions Doppler absorption and fuel axial expansion. Delayed
among systems is needed to substantiate the PRA r:'gative feedback results from control rod motion, fuel
quantification. The ACS, for example, was not modeled subassembly bowing or dilation of the subassembly load

explicitly, although it requires operator action, pads, and expansion of core support grid plates.
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Under certain "failure to scram" conditions, prompt over the life of the plant needs to be developed to ensure
negative reactivity feedback alone cannot overcome the such structural motions are maintained as the plant ages.
positive sodium reactivity addition. An instantaneous LOF

without scram and primary pump coa;tdown (which is A.4.7 Sensitivity Studies on Frequency of Accident
needed to maintain sodium temperature.; below the boiling Types
point) would result in voiding (due to sodium boiling) the

core in only a few seconds. Core voiding could lead to Similar to the importance analysis presented in Section
core disassembly and the release of a large amount of A.3.4 for initiating events, GE performed an importance
radioactivity. The plant can be protected against such an analysis of the uncertainty in the frequency of accident
event only by ensuring a low probability of failure to type by calculating the risk-doubling factor. The results
scram and a high reliability for the coastdown system, are presented in Table A.3. The combined UTOP/ULOF

event was found to be the most sensitive accident. The

Delayed feedback is conditional and depends on control frequency of the event comes almost entirely from the
rod movement and structural integrity. Stuck control rods large earthquake initiating event. Next in importance is
and structural failures caused by such external events as the ULOF accident type which results from two types of
earthquakes can defeat or severely limit feedback effects, sequences: (1) one involves EM pump trip with failure to
Passive feedback is, therefore, dependent on the initiating scram and failure to coastdown and (2) the other includes
event and the ability to keep the control rods free in their EM pump trip with succe_ful coastdown but stuck control

guide tubes, rods so that no credit can be taken for negative reactivity
from control rod expansion. The second sequence

For other than seismic events, the probability of passive dominates the risk. The unavailability of the synchronous
feedback tailure has been quantified as follows: _tdown machines h_s to increase by a factor of at least

107 to bring the first sequence near the second in
• If the reactivity control and shutdown system has frequency.

failed, 0.1 per demand. This estimate was based on a

fault tree that indicated that 10 percent of such failures A.5 Phenomenologicai Analysis
resulted in stuck rods, a condition that partially negates

reactivity feedback. (GE engineers claim that the PRA Although an objective of the PRISM design was to
is extremely conservative _n this estimated failure eliminate core melt and core energetic accidents from
probability, although probabilistic modeling and consideration in the design (via prevention), the PRISM
documentation to substantiate this claim were not PRA nevertheless analyzed such events in an effort to
submitted.) quantify risk.

• If the control rods are free to move in their guide A.5.1 Core Response Event Trees
tubes, 10.6 per demand. The only mode of failure

identified is structural failure that would prevent fuel Basically, GE used two types of core response event trees.
assemblies from moving or extending in the right The first type corresponds to ULOF and ULOHS accident
geometry, types. During these types of accidents, heatup of the

primary sodium occurs first, followed by passive negative
For seismic events, the failure probability of the passive feedback. Should passive feedback fail to shut down the

feedback features increases with g-loading. For reactor, eutectic formation and cladding penetration,
earthquakes greater than 0.825g, GE assumes that the sodium voiding, meltdown, and severe energetics could
passive feedback features fail. result. The second type of core response event tree

corresponds to transient overpower (TOP) and combined
A generic failure probability of 10.6 for the passive TOP/LOF events. Scram is required for shutdown,
feedbacks for all nonseismic demands appears optimistic, although passive feedbacks alone could stabilize reactor

Passive feedbacks are much more effective during power at an elevated level, and allow recovery.
transients that extend over longer periods of time (loss of

heat sink) than for those that occur rapidly (loss of flow). Associated with the 23 accident types are the core response
Such behavior was not reflected in the PRA. event trees. The response trees lead to 12 core damage

categories: C1-C6 and CIS-C6S, six with and six without

Finally, it should be recognized that, since the passive shutdown heat removal, respectively. The categories
feedback features on which PRISM must ultimately depend define the amount of fuel and fission products released, the
during the dominant-risk severe accidents rely to a large extent of vessel or vessel seal damage, and sodium
extent on structural motion, a means for in-service testing temperature. Basically, the core response trees model the
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Table A.3 Risk sensitivity to uncertainty in accident-type frequencies

i if ii

Factor
increase

Estimated allowable

frequency before risk is

Rank ............Accidentt_pe° (!_ year) doubled

I G4 CombinedsevereUTOP andULOF 2.Ix10"s 2.5

2 F3 Severe ULOF 6.6xlff 9 13

3 G4S CombinedG4 and LOSHR 9.6x10"l° 49

4 H3 Severe ULOHS 7.0xl0 "li 1,540

5 G3 Combined severe UTOP and ULOF 6.0xl0 "11 2xlOs

6 $5 LOSHRwith degradedcore flow 3.0xlff 1! 3xl03

7 $3 LOSHRwith normal core flow 5.0xl0 "12 2xl04

8 P3 Severe UTOP < 10"12 7xl06

9 F1 Design-basis ULOF < 10"12 7xlOs

10 All otherevents < 10"12 > 109

* - Type definitions:

F1 Unprotectedflow coastdown
F3 Unprotectedloss of flow with failureof flow coastdown or degraded inherentreactivity feedback

PI Unprotectedreactivity insertion7¢ to 18¢
P2 Unprotectedreactivity insertion 18¢ to 36¢
P3 Unprotectedreactivity insertion > 36¢
P4 Unprotectedreactivity insertion > 36¢ with degraded inherent reactivity feedback

H2 Unprotectedloss of heat sink at nominal power
H3 Unprotected loss of heat sink at elevated power

G3 Combined (P2 and F3) with (P3 and F1)
G4 Combined (P3 and F3) with (P4 and FI)
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earlier stages of accident progression where neutronic energy so chosen ultimately affects the vessel behavior,

activity could lead to energetic situations and early vessel source term, and consequences.
breach. The later stages are treated in the containment
response event trees (Section A.5.2). The system event trees account for possible structural

damage or misalignment which could prevent structural
For events with shutdown heat removal capability, the core components from expanding to provide the expected
response trees (C1-C6) contain'six branch points: negative reactivity feedback. The core event trees

accommodate the dependence of the effectiveness of the
• reactor shuts down, before cladding failure as a result passive reactivity feedback on the accident type and

of fuel-cladding eutectic formation severity. Table A.4 shows the conditional probability of
failure to provide sufficient reactivity feedback to prevent

• core flow is unimpeded by flow blockage or fission- fuel cladding eutectic formation and sodium boiling that
product gas release were used by GE for the different accident types and

severity. GE is reevaluating these conditional failure
• reactor shuts down as a result of fuel sweepout probabilities to include the addition of the GEMs in the

following cladding failure design, which should enhance the passive negative
reactivity feedback under ULOF conditions. The new

• reactor shuts down before significant damage occurs probabilities will be reviewed at a later stage in the design
review.

• amount of energy released is insignificant
In general, GE did not perform mechanistic analyses to

• energetic release does not result _n damage to the support this portion of the PRA, but exercised judgments
reactor vessel (primary coolant) boundary based on experimental work performed on the oxide fuel

core at the FFTF, and then extrapolated findings to the
For events without shutdown heat removal capability, the metallic core used in the PRISM design. Differences
core response trees (CIS-C6S) contain five branch points: between oxide fuel and metal fuel behavior under transient

conditions introduce an additional source of uncertainty.
• no cladding failure occurs as a result of fuel-cladding Metal fuels tend to release the noble gases and volatile

eutectic formation materials at lower temperatures than do oxide fuels. There
is virtually no prior experience with modeling metal fuel

• no sodium boilingorvoidingoccurs LMRs under LOF conditions and, since physical
arguments based on perceived physical properties of the

• core flow is unimpeded by flow blockage or fission- system and generic physical principles can be misleading,

product gas release the PRA at this stage of development is considered to
contain substantial uncertainties. Additional experimental

• amount of energy released is insignificant work will be needed to resolve these uncertainties.

• energetic release does not damage the reactor vessel A.5.2 Containment Response Event Trees
(primary coolant) boundary

Each of the 12 core damage categories have an associated
If the passive feedbacks fail, then a similar situation as that containment response event tree. The containment trees
postulated for the LOF and ULOHS scenarios (sodium model the later stages of accident progression, which take

voiding and energetics) would result. The only core a long time to develop and can lead to core meltdown or
damage category projected by GE to lead to an uncoolable late energetics. The branch points on the tree determine
core debris condition is C6 (large core melt). The the following phenomenologieal core and vessel behavior
dominant contributors to C6 are the LOF sequences that during the accident:
involve failure to scram and failure of the passive feedback
features. The sequences lead to sodium boiling and = debris coolability
neutronic excursions because of PRISM's positive void

coefficient. According to the PRA, the C6 core condition • early vessel thermal failure (due to high temperature)
leads to melting 100 percent of the fuel with 10 percent

forming a vapor. The largest uncertainty in the PRA • core uncovery resulting from sodium boiloff
stems from the engineering judgment used to estimate _e

energy associated with such an energetic release. The • energetic recriticality
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GE binned the output sequences into the following nine • R4A -- 100-percent early core melt transient with
containment release categories that subsequently determine energetic expulsion, early debris not
the magnitude and timing of the radioisotopes released: coolable

• R2A -- 25-percent early core melt transient, early • R6A -- no early transient, loss of SHRS and core

debris not coolable uncovery, no late energetic expulsion

• R3 -- 100-percent early core melt transient with
energetic expulsion, debris coolable, no • R6U --early transient, minor core damage,
melt-through otherwise same as R6A

I I

Table A.4 Conditional probability of eutectic formation and sodium boiling

Conditional probability
Conditional probability of sodium boiling

of eutectic formation given
Accident eutectic formation

FI Unprotected flow coastdown 0.01 0

F3 Unprotected loss of flow with failure of 1 0.5
flow coastdown or degraded inherent

reactivity',feedback

PI Unprotectedreactivit_insertion7¢ to 18C 0,01 0

P2 Unprotected reactivit)' insertion 18C to 36¢ 0.05 0.001

P3 Unprotected reactivity insertion >36¢ 0.5 0.01

P4 Unprotected reactivity insertion > 36¢ with 0.99 0.01

de[radecl _aherent reactivity feedback

H2 Unprotected loss of heat sink at nominal 0.01 0

power

H3 Unprotected loss of heat sink at elevated 1 0.5

power

G3 Combined (P2 and F3) with (P3 and FI) 0.7 0.1

G4 Combined (P3 and F3) with (P4 and FI) 1 0.9

* - Type definitions:
FI Unprotected flow coastdown

F3 Unprotected loss of flow with failure of flow coastdown or degraded inherent reactivity feedback
P1 Unprotected reactivity insertion 7¢ to 18¢
1>2 Unprotected reactivity insertion 18¢ to 36¢
P3 Unprotected reactivity insertion > 36¢

P4 Unprotected reactivity insertion > 36¢ with degraded inherent reactivity feedback
H2 Unprotected loss of heat sink at nominal power
H3 Unprotected loss of heat sink at elevated power
G3 Combined (P2 and F3) with (P3 and FI)
G4 Combined (P3 and F3) with (P4 and FI)
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• R6S -- early transient, 25-percent core melt, In the revised design, a leak-tight containment dome has
otherwise same as R6A been added to the upper head region of the reactor vessel.

In Appendix G of the PSID, GE re-evaluated the accident
• RgA -- no early transient, loss of SHRS and core consequences for the hypothetical core disruptive accident

uncovery, late energetic expulsion (HCDA), to bound the risk. The staff has also performed
an evaluation of the HCDA (Ref. A. 10), as discussed in

• Rgu -- same as R6U but with late energetic Chapter 15 of this SER. Included in this evaluation is an

expulsion assessment of the source term used by GE for the
consequence analyses.

• Rgs- same as R6S but with late energetic
expulsion The HAA (the space above the containment dome and the

upper part of the concrete reactor silo), now only
Category R4A had the highest release frequency at important during refueling operations, is not a leak-tight
2.2xl0"a/yr, and is the dominant contributor to both the barrier, and the amount of protection it would actually
early and latent fatalities. Core damage state C6 is the provide could only be termed speculative at this conceptual
main contributor to this release category. According to the design stage. As a result of the design changes, the HAA
PRA, there is basically a 90-percent chance that a C6 core will need to be reviewed in detail at a later stage in the
damage state would lead to early containment vessel failure design review, with emphasis on refueling accidents.
and a large release of radioactivity, that is, release

Category R4A. The remaining 10 percent results in A.5.3 Consequences
coolable geometry (release Category R3).

Public consequences, presented in the original PSID, were
R4A has the largest source term because of the severity of calculated by GE for the WASH-1400 (Ref. A.6) site 6,
the sequence at an early time, that is, core disruption with eastern U.S. coastal site (GESSAR II site). For evacuation

10percent of the core expelled initially into the cases, standard strategies based on expected population
containment and a subsequent 100-percent core melt with movement during an unplanned evacuation were assumed.

containment vessel failure. Other core melt sequences For people not being evacuated, strategies were assumed
involve cooldown or similar behavior over longer periods on the basis of relocation and expected groundshine dose.
of time, for example, 64-99 hours before containment

vessel melt-through. The longer time periods effectively The consequences presented were for oxide fuel, even
reduce the consequences and risk. Assumptions made at though metal fuel is proposed for the PRISM design. In
this stage in the PRA have a significant effect on the order to estimate the impact of metal fuel on the
predicted consequences. On the basis of the original consequences, GE performed a sensitivity study. The
design, these included: releases were accelerated by a factor of 1.5, and the solids

released were increased by 15 percent because of assumed
• the assumption that expulsion of sodium from the fuel-concrete-water reaction. For the R4A no-evacuation

vessel will always be upward and into the head access case, prompt fatalities were shown to increase from 7 to
area (HAA) 124, and latent fatalities increased from 1,520 to 3,320.

Other releases also resulted in risk increases, but were

• the assumption that the releases will be attenuated by much smaller contributors to overall risk. Except for the
aerosol agglomeration and settling in the head access early energetic releases, all other accident sequences result
area (Leakage at a rate of lO0-percent volume/day is in a gradual heatup and boiloff of sodium. There is the

assumed.) potential for late energetics in these boiloff sequences, but
these accidents result in a 3-day to 4-day grace period,

• the assumptions related to the energetic sequences that which provides adequate time for evacuation.
would result in only (1) lO-percent vaporization of the

fuel of which 5 percent is expelled into the HAA and For the risk-dominant LOF and TOP/LOF sequences, three
(2) the noncatastrophic failure of the HAA areas were identified for which the staff believes the GE

assumptions appear too optimistic. The staff will require
Mechanistic analyses do not support these assumptions, further analysis in these areas
The energetics involved have large uncertainties (see

Section A.5.1), that affect the assumptions made at this • fission-product holdup in the HAA that leads to
stage in the PRA. attenuation of the radioactivity released from the vessel
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• release fractions of barium and strontium that could be approximately 2.0xlO'S/yr, compared to a proposed
higher than those used in the GE treatment of energetic guideline of Ix 10"6/yr.
recriticalities

According to the PRA, PRISM's total core melt frequency
• 10-percent core vaporization due to the assumed is less thua 3.0xl04/yr. The major contributors to core

energetics melt all lead to energetic core disassembly accidents and

Release Category R4A. The total frequency of this class
In Appendix G of the PSID, GE provided a sensitivity of accidents is approximately 2.0xlO'g/yr. In addition to
study to address uncertainties from lack of metal fuel data having the highest release frequency, R4A also has the
and to address the lack of a detailed meclumistic analysis, highest consequeaces. This results in a sudden jump or
Three source terms were analyzed with the SMART "cliff" in the risk spectrum because the more benign Ioss-
(Ref. A. 11) computer program: of-heat-sink releases are much lower in frequency. Low

frequencies are attributed to the reliability of the shutdown
• WASH-1400 Release Category PWRI with the heat removal system, having failure probabilities according

3,412 MWt PWR radioisotopic inventory of the to GE as low as 3.0x10 "i7per demand for some internal
SMART code fibrary events, to 4.4x10 "s per demand for large seismic events,

that is, earthquakes having peak ground acceleration
• Release Category PWRI with the PRISM end of greater than 0.825g.

equilibrium cycle inventory

Seismic events are the largest component of the risk from
• a PRISM release category which is more consistent the PRISM plant. However, the risk-dominant sequences,

with the release scenario expected from a metal core for both the early and latent fatalities, result from
under a hypothetical, protected indefinite loss of all earthquakes greater than 0.825g ground acceleration
decay heat removal (LODHR) (both IHX and RVACS) which, by itself, would cause a large offsite hazard. For
capability event such large seismic events, the seismic isolators are

assumed to degrade, leading to the potential for
The release categories for these bounding events are

presented in Table A.5. Three analyses were performed • reactivity insertion because of subsequent core
for different weather patterns, (1) moderately stable compaction and relative control rod motion

(Type F), (2)neutralweather(TypeD), and
(3) extremely unstable weather (Type A). The resulting • failure of the reactor shutdown system
probability of early fatality as a function of distance are

shown in Figures A.2.A, A.2.B, mui A.2.C, respectively. • failure of the inherent feedback features as a result of
It is noted that no containment attenuation or delay were in-vessel structural damage or failure of the coastdown

for the source term. The results indicate that the machines

small radioactive inventory, the fission-product retention
capability of sodium, and its thermal capacity have a

significant impact on reducing public risk. For internal events, both prompt and latent fatalities are
dominated by sequences initiated by loss of primary

A.6 Summary sodium flow through the core. These sequences include
failure of the primary EM pumps, failure to scram because

Public risk from the operation of a single PRISM module of stuck control rods, and failure of the passive feedbacks.
has been estimated in the PRISM PRA to be several orders The frequency of this type of accident sequence is
of magnitude less than the NRC safety goal's quantitative estimated by GE at approximately 6.0xl0"9/yr. The
health objectives. Societal risk, or probability of latent advanced reactor policy statement expects that future
cancer fatality per one year of operation (out to 10 miles) designs will have enhanced margins of safety compared to

was estimated by GE to be approximately 9.0xl0"12/yr, current generation LWRs. Several innovative design
and 1.0xl0"ll/yr, with and without evacuation, features should enhance safety of the PRISM design
respectively. This risk is much smaller than the proposed relative to large LWR designs
NRC safety goal of 1.9xl0"6/yr. The individual risk or

probability of prompt fatality per 1 year of operation out • smaller core size that limits energetics, core inventory,
to 1 mile was reported to be less than 10"13/yr, and and decay heat
3.0xl0"l°/yr, with and without.evacuation, respectively.

This is also small compared to the safety goal of 5xl0"7/yr. • below-grade reactor cavity silo that protects against
The large release frequency was reported to be external threats
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Table A.$ Release categories for GE bounding calculation

I I I I I IIIIII I IIIIIII I

,,, i ,,, i , ii ii ,,ll i

Rele_e Duration

time of release Noble Sr,
Case Ref (hi,) (hr) gases ! Cs Te Ra Ru La Ac Na

i ill l i i,, i i

1, 2 PWR1 2.5 0.5 0.9 0.705 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.4 0.003 0.003 0.05

i , i ,i , i

3 LODHR

First 20 7.5 1.0 0.05 1.0 0.02 0.01 0.001 0.001 0.001 1.0

puff

i

Second 27,5 72,5 0 0.95 0 0.98 0.1 0.01 0.01 0,01 0

puff

, ill i

Total 1 1 1 1 0.11 0.011 0.011 0.011 1

i i

Case 1: Based on a 3,411 MW(t) PWR with WASH-1400 PWR1 release fractions.

Case 2: Based on the WASH-1400 PWRI release category with the ALMR end of equilibrium inventory.

Case 3: Based on a 470 MW(t) ALMR with a release scenario from a metal core under a hypothetical, protected loss of
all decay heat removal (LODHR) capability event.

Noble Gases -- krypton and xenon
I -- iodine
Cs -- cesium
Te -- tellurium

St, Ra -- strontium and radium
Ru -- ruthenium
La -- lanthanum
Ac -- actinium
Na -- sodium
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• seismic isolators that help protect the reactor from • primary EM pump coastdown failure probability of
horizontal ground accelerations 5xlO "7per demand

i • passive decay heat removal, which offers high • shutdown heat removal failure probabilities as low as
reliability and redundancy to secondary-side decay heat 3xlO "reper demand
removal

• seismic isolator failure probability of 1.35x10 "3for a
• passive reactivity feedback features that reduce the seismic event with peak ground acceleration of 0.83g

probability of an anticipated transient without scram or greater
(ATWS) event leading to core damage

• failure of the passive feedbacks at 10"eper demand
• large sodium pool with high thermal capacity that

allows for longer grace periods

In addition, the EM primary pumps raise a special concern
• low (atmospheric) primary press'ure that reduces the because their loss or degradation (full or partial) without

threat of a large loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) scram could result in an energetic accident the conse-
quences of which are difficult to predict.

• ability to test PRISM response to challenging events via
prototype reactor module

. Uncertainties were not quantified at this stage of
The overall risk benefit of these innovative design features development, but are assumed to be large. Major sources
over the current generation of reactor systems is somewhat of uncertainties stem from
reduced, however, because some important safety-related

systems, that is, emergency feedwater and safety-related • lack of design detail on which to estimate system
control room, have been eliminated or downgraded because reliabilities (Information is needed on support systems,
of these features. In addition, the PRISM design lacks a common-cause failures, and human factors.)
second active, diverse shutdown system as is presently

required for LWRs. However, the passive reactivity • limited test data, and experience with regard to
feedbacks could be an acceptable alternative, provided that PRISM's unique features:
sufficient confidence is established in these unique features
to support their reliability estimates. • synchronous coastdown machines

In comparison to LWRs, the following reliability estimates • seismic isolators
appear optimistic:

• natural convection decay heat removal system
• station blackout frequency of 3.0xl0"S/yr, considering

that the PRISM design does not have safety-related • passive feedback features
emergency diesels, and that the proposed procedures

for mitigating station blackout have not been fully • unmodeled human interface, including operator
evaluated at this stage of the design review recovery action, and test and maintenance activities

• steam generator tube rupture initiating event at • lack of data needed to support the engineering
6xl0-S/yr (LWRs are above 10"3) judgments used to address the phenomenologicai

analysis (Mechanistic analysis using metal fuel has not
• vessel failure at 10-13/yr (LWRs are 10-7/yr) been performed.)

• reactor protection system failure probabilities as low as • lack of data and analyses to support the assumptions
4x10"1°per demand (LWRs are above 10"5) used to estimate the source term

Other estimates in which LWR experience is not available In general, with limited test data, limiting operating
for comparison necessitate the need for additional test data experience, and limited analysis, the ability to predict
or analyses to substantiate probabilities claimed by the PRISM's behavior over such a broad range of accident
preapplicant: conditions as proposed in this PRA remains questionable.
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A.7 Com_luslons • The safety goal policy statement specifies that mean
values should be used when demonstratingcompliance

A.7.1 Overview withthe quantitativehealthobjectivesand large release
criteria, whereas PRISM's PRA specifies "best

The PRISM PRA gives a preliminary overview of the estimate." Uncertaintieshave not been quantified,nor
plant's vulnerabilities,and indeed has gone a long way in are they well understood at rids conceptual design
attemptingto quantify them. Seismic events and primary stage.
pump failures dominate the LOF sequences, and are
believed to be the dominantcontributorsto risk. On the • The role of the operatoris not apparentfromthe PRA.
basis of limited experimental data and the preapplicant's Creditin the formof operatorrecoveryhas beentaken,
available engineering judgment, the TOP and LOHS althoughit has not been established what actions will
sequences appear to contribute less to overall risk. be taken or if operators will even be available to

perform such actions.
Redundancy, diversity, and passive safety features
designed into the PRISM reactor resultedin very low PRA • In order to substantiate the very low risk estimates
risk estimates. These estimates appear to meet the reportedin the PRISM PRA, a greater effort will be
quantitative health objectives and large release criteria needed toachieve reasonablecompletenessat the lower
given in the Commission's safety goal policy, and they end of the probabilityfrequency spectrum.
display enhanced margins of safety as anticipated by the
advanced reactor policy statement. There are caveats, A.7.2 Assessment of 1990 Design Chang_
however, whenusing these estimates as a meansof judging
PRISM's safety capacity that must be taken into A.7.2.1 Increase in Reactor Power Level and System
consideration. These are Power Production

The increase in power level and other adjustments to the
• The PRA lacks the detail and data required to estimateddecay heat curves resultedinasignificant(15 to

substantiate sometimes optimistic estimates of system 20 percent) increase in the decay heat that must be
reliability. Major weaknesses include essential removed throughRVACS in the case of a loss of heat sink
unmodeled common-causefailures, humanfactors, and event. Previously the safety margins were quite high, and
support system failures. It is also believed thatsome even simple models could demonstrate the effectiveness of
of the basic initiating event probabilities have been RVACS. With the higher decay heat loads, a more precise
underestimated, analysis of RVACS performancewas needed. Fortunately,

this was possible using slight modifications of existing
• External events other than seismic have not been analytical tools; the agreementof the revised analyses with

quantified and will contribute to the final risk the applicant's calculational results is very close (see
estimates. Seismic analysis is limited to the hazard Appendix B, Section B.3.6). While the safety marginsare
curve assumed for the GESSARlI site. Fragilities are reduced, the RVACS performanceappearsto be more than
based on engineeringjudgment, adequate,and this is not viewed as a major problem area.

• System interactions among safety systems, support A.7.2.2 Ultimate Shutdown System (USS)
systems, and other modules have not been assessed.

The staff's previous analysesof thepostulatedunscrammed
• Source-term estimates may be low for some scenarios events were terminatedafter a few minutesbecause (1) the

as a result of extrapolatingfrom oxide fuel to metal most demandingconditionsof the transientwere believed
fuel. to be reduced and (2)there were shortcomings in the

physical models in the super system code (SSC)
• Retentionof fssion productsin the metal fuel, sodium (Ref. A. 12) when utilized beyond the first severalminutes.

pool, cover gas region, and contauunent dome appears With the introductionof the USS, it seems unlikely that an
optimistic and needs to be substantiated, unscra_ transient would be allowed to continue

indefinitely. Thus, the analysis of such postulatedevents
• A mechanistic analysis of the accident sequences has beyond a few minutes may no longer be necessary,

notbeen performed. Genericassumptionsmade in the dependingon how long it is assumed to takethe operators
PRA may not accurately represent some of the more to actuate the USS, since it takes about 1 minute for
importantaccident sequences, shutdown after the USS is _tivated.
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A.7.2.3 Gas F,xpuslem Modules (GEMs) GEMs raises ouestions about shielding (more neutrons

escape throughthe gas)and possible reactivity insertions
The GEMs areimportantcontributomtothemitigationof shouldthegasescapeand migrateintothecentralregions

postulatedunscrmmned eventsinvolvinglossof pump of thecore.The positioningoftheGEMs inrelationship

flow,and mustbe modeledexplicitly.Therefore,models tothepositioningofex-cereinstrumentationneedstobe

were added to the SSC representationof the PRISM addressedat a laterdesignstage. One issueto be

reactor,and factoredintothe analysesof allpostulated addressedistheeffectofthechangingneutronfielddueto

unscrammed events (Re£ A. 13). It is noted that the GEMs activation on ex-core instrumentation for power
potential impact of the GEMs is so significant that their measurements.
usage in the FFTF was sufficient to emure that an oxide-
fuel core could survive an unscrammed loss of flow. The A.7.2.4 Mechanical Stops on Control Rods
impact on the PRISM ULOF analysis is substantial.

The applicant argues that by adjusting the rod stops at
The staff assessed GEMs modeling in the SSC. An proper intervals, the potential TOP initiator can be kept
experimental program at the FFTF provided validation data below a 40¢ reactivity insertion (30¢ plus 10¢ of margin
for the GEM performance and reactivity feedback for error). Whilejud_t as to whether 40¢ is indeed a
characteristics. Preliminary results from this evaluation credible upper bound needs to be reserved until a later
indicated the following: stage in the design review, when the rod stop system

design is complete and the control rod worth can be
• Diffusion theory should not be used to determine the evaluated, 40¢ was used for the UTOP initiator for the

worth of a GEM. The streaming effect of neutrons revised analyses.
requires the use of transport theory or Monte Carlo
methods. At the FFTF, the GEM worth was calculated A.7.2.$ Below-Core Structure
to be $1.70 using diffusion theory; the measured worth

was calculated as $1.31. No attempt was made to perform detailed analysis of corn
melt or core disruptive events because the data base for

• GEM worth can be substantiated before a reactor is molten metal fuel is incomplete. Arguments made by the
brought to power using subcritical tests at startup, applicant regarding the geometry of the melt when imposed

on the below-core structure seemed consistent, with a

• GEM worth and insertion rate are a function of major consideration being the porosity of the fuel which is
te_m Ix_u_ of the sodium level within the a key factor in cooling the melt.
device. At a reactor average temperature of 500 K
(440 °F) in the FFTF, the GEM worth was $1.31. At

583 K (590 oF) it was $1.40. A.7.2.6 Accommodation of Hypothetical Core
Disruptive Accident 0HCDA)

• The worth of the GEM was diffe---sd:tfor each FFTF

fuel cycle. Fission-product accumulation might be the There is no data base to indicate how quickly the me.t_l
cause. The GEM worth variation over the life of a fuel will undergo extrusion, which is a rapid form of axial
fuel cycle needs to be verified, expansion and the key factor in limiting the size of the

HCDA. Arguments made by the applicant regarding
• The GEM worth determined in the FFTF was extrapolating from oxide fuel sound reasonable, but more

developed as a function of GEM sodium level and data is required before a final judgment can be made

independent of the reactor te_ (not at power), regarding accommodation of an HCDA in the PRISM
This effect may not be the case because the neutron design.
energy spectnun effects, fission product effects, and

the GEM radiumdensity effects were not in the FFTF A.7.2.7 Seismic Design
analyses.

The impact of changes in the seismic design would be
There are some potential drawbacks associated with the clear in my revision of the PRISM PRA. However, the
GEMs, including the obvious questions about their failure applicant did not perform such a revision and the staff did
to operate when needed, which could happen if some of not attempt to project what such a revision would look

the gas leaked out during normal operation, filling the like. There was no impact from the changes,for example,
GEM with sodium. Alternately, if the pumps are not regarding movement of the synchronous machines into

turned on until after the reactor is critical, a significant seismic isolation, on the deterministic analyses of
power increase would result. Further, addition of the postulated events.
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A.7.2.8 Containment Improvements, Including the Many of these systems were different from anything
Containment Dome previously evaluated. In several cases, there was no

existing data base from which to extrapolate. The
The applicant provided an analysis of a postulated sodium RVACS, which is the only safety-grade decay heat
fire, which included the simulation of conditions in the removal system, has no apparent failure mode other than

containment as well as a source-term calculation. Simple very large earthquakes and very effective acts of sabotage.
calculations confirmed the trends in conditions within the In addition, key data are missing regarding the behavior of
containment, and also revealed a small error in GE's the metal fuel during severe accidents. As a result, the
analysis using the CONTAIN Code (Ref. A.14) (see initial PRA contained several estimates having very large
Section 15.6.8 of this report). However, the source-term uncertainties.
calculation depends strongly on assumptions regardinghow
many and how much of the key isotopes escape from the Design updates were provided in Appendix G of the PSID.

fuel, the sodium, and the cover gas, and into the The applicant pointed out several instances of design
containment. The impact of the containment dome is changes strengthening the case regarding the safety of
believed to be fairly small in comparison to these other PRISM, and in some instances the staff would concur.

factors, with respect to limiting the source term. The applicant also attempted to improve on the PRA, and
to use sensitivity studies to argue that some of the areas

A.7.2.9 Helical Coil Steam Generator that contain large uncertainties are not very important.
This should be viewed with caution, however, as some of

Because of the projected effectiveness of the RVACS in the failure rates assumed by the applicant may contain
removing decay heat, the focus of heat removal reliability enough uncertainty to distort the sensitivity study itself.
has not been on the steam generator. By this design
change, the applicant may have increased the likelihood of Several design changes are cited, and most appear to
a sodium-water reaction, which would be reflected in a improve the PRISM safety picture. Key changes are
revision to the PRA. However, the design features of the discussed in the sections that follow.
new unit may help to mitigate such an accident. Neither
the old steam generator nor the new design was explicitly A.7.3.1 Seismic Isolation of the Synchronous Machines
factored into the evaluation. The staff may require
inclusion in a later PRA revision. This appears to be a significant improvement, as these

machines must provide a highly reliable "coastdown" for
A.7.2.10 HrI'S Auxiliary Cooling System (ACS) the EM pumps (which have no built-in coastdown). The

Modiru:atiom previous arrangement had the cables between the EM
pumps and the corresponding synchronous machines

GE decided that, because the ACS is not a safety-grade crossing between zones that were seismically isolated and
system, it would not be factored into the deterministic those that were not. This appeared to be a significant
analyses. If it were factored in, it would likely be the safety problem, and its elimination should reduce the risk.
natural circulation mode of operation that would be
considered, as opposed to the new forced-cooling A.7.3.2 Strengthening Buildings and Enclosures
operationalmode.

The refueling enclosure, steam generator building, and the
A.7.2.11 Reactor Fuel Re-Design control building have been tornado hardened. In addition,

the refueling enclosurehas been upgraded to seismic

The revisions to the PRISM reactor design were fairly Category I, and the steam generator building and control
extensive and all analyses for unscrammed events had to be building have been upgraded to seismic Category lI.
repeated. Because of the addition of the GEMs and new Clearly, these are improvements that are potentially
information regarding performance of the ternary metal important to safety, and should reduce the risk due to

fuel, the principal area of concern has shifted from the external events. In particular, providing better protection
unscrammed LOF events to postulated transient-overpower for the operator is viewed as a _ignificant improvement.
events.

A.7.3.3 Gas Expansion Modules (GEMs)
A.7.3 Impact of 1990 Design Changes

It is not clear whether the addition of GEMs will

The initial PRA included with the PRISM PSID gave some ultimately be considered a plus or a minus for the PRISM
insights regarding the design, especially with respect to the design. They will ado significant negative reactivity
relative importance of some of the key safety systems. (leakage) when the EM pumps slow or stop, and are,
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therefore, helpful for postulated unscrammed loss-of-flow postulated accidents would be very small. The primary
events (ULOFs). They also insert reactivity when the reservation here is that the data for that metal fuel
pumps are started. However, for the previous design, GE extrusion would terminate the reactivity excursion is very
and ANL believed the passive shutdown mechanism would limited, so the size of potential HCDAs is not well known.
be adequate without GEMs. Newer fuel and design In addition, there now appears to be the possibility of the
information indicated that the GEMs might be needed in solidus temperature being exceeded in the center of the
order to survive a ULOF, and the GEMs were added to core but not near the top of the core, which could preclude

|
the design. There is always the possibility that they will the extrusion from occurring as required to terminate an
not always perform as expected, so their addition to HCDAevent. One independent analysis (Reference A.15)
PRISM might trigger some new accident initiators or suggests the energy release in a metal fuel HCDA would
complications or both. It is even possible that the GEMs be significantly less than the 500-MJ currently assumed by
might actually increase the overall risk, even though they the applicant, suggesting that the PRISM system could
are currently required for the passive shutdown mechaeism survive a large HCDA event. A recently completed study
of the ULOF event, by the staff (Ref. A.IO) also indicates that the 500-MJ

value currently used by GE may be conservative.
A.7.3.4 Ultimate Shutdown System 0LISS)

A.7.3.7 Designing To Accommodate Core Meltdown
The addition of the USS should reduce risk, particularly of
unscrammed events. There are some questions regarding GE's modifications to the lower core support structure may
performance of the USS, but these should be resolved make safe, that is, noncritical, accommodation of a whole
without much difficulty. Previously stated concerns core meltdown within the lower region of the vessel more
regarding the adequacy of the passive shutdown mechanism likely, and thus decrease risk somewhat. However, there
as a "second and diverse means of reactor shutdown" are are important uncertainties. First, the core must change
now largely resolved, particularly for the long, slow events from the normal configuration and move to the support
that allow time for both operator action and for the USS to region without achieving recriticality. Secondly, vessel
shut down the reactor, cooling would be primarily from the RVACS. However,

most scenarios resulting in core melt involve failure of this
A.7.3.5 Control Rod Stops system, so it seems unlikely that the RVACS would be

available to cool the molten core. Therefore, this dezign
Previously, claims by GE and ANL suggested that the modification may or may not reduce risk significantly.
burnup reactivity swing should be limited to a few cents.
After some additional fuel performance data were obtained A.7.3.8 Containment Dome
and more detailed analyses were performed, the designers
determined that a burnup reactivity swing in excess of $1 With the addition of a containment dome, PRISM more

was to be anticipated. As the passive shutdown is closely resembles a conventional U.S. power reactor, but
adequate for only a 30¢ to 40¢ reactivity insertion, the the incremental reduction in risk is probably far less than
preapplicant was forced to add the rod stops, which achieved from an LWR containment. This is due
periodically must be adjusted to provide for burnup and to primarily to the capability to retain fission products in
ensure that the maximum UTOP initiator is small enough either the molten fuel or the sodium pool, which should
to allow the passive response to function properly. The reduce the type and amount of radionuclides reaching the
need to use rod stops to prevent a larger UTOP increases containment atmosphere during an accident. However, the

risk, as failure to limit the reactivity insertion to less than dome is helpful for mitigating sodium fires and delaying
40¢ (with uncertainty) could result in fuel damage. Their the release of fission pro0_cts in a worst-case accident.
incorporation in the design at this early stage appears to be
a benefit. The rod stop mechanism and its impact on the A.7.3.9 Sensitivity Studies
overall PRA will be assessed again at a later stage in the
design review. The original PRISM PRA contained some failure

probabilities that were difficult to justify. For example,
A.7.3.6 Designing To Accommodate HCDAs failure rates for the scram system in the range of 1 in a

billion, and for RVACS in the range of I in a trillion,
This is potentially an important risk reduction, as this class were inappropriate. These can be well-designed systems
cf accidents could have rapid and possibly severe that should have low failure rates.

.sequences. If the PRISM system could indeed

withstand a worst-case HCDA and maintain structural Concerns regarding these assumed failure rates were
integrity, the likelihood of early fatalities from any discussed with the applicant on many occasions. The
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applicant's PRA experts indicated their intent to revise the • With the introduction of the control rod stops to limit
PRISM PRA. However, the materials included in the potential UTOP initiators, a means needs to be
latter part of Appm_ix G of the PSID indicate that some developed to determine a limit (i.e., 30¢), and to
philosophical differences remain. In particular, some of define the accuracy of the rod stop positioning. If the
the extremely low assumed failure rates may have distorted accuracy of the rod stop positioning is poor in
the basis for the sensitivity studies (see Sections A.3.4 and comparison to the acceptable UTOP limit, then a safety
A.4.7). issue would exist regarding the rod stops.

A fairly simple summary PRA can be developed based • Regarding accommodation of HCDAs, there is not
upon three major factors: reactor shutdown, shutdown sufficient data to confidently predict the size of an
heat removal, and retemtion of fissionproducts. The two HCDA in a metal titel ALMR. Therefore, the
systems that stand out are the scram system and the likelihood of an HCDA being accommodated within the
RVACS. Of slightly less importance are the passive PRISM vessel may remain an open issue at least until
('inherent') reactor shutdown, the USS, the alternate heat more analytical or test data become available.
removal systems (normal and ACS), and the tendency of
the fission products to remah: in either the molten fuel or • With respect to the analyses of severe accidents, some
the sodium pool. To some deipree, statements by the bounding analysis cam be helpful until better data
applicant are fairly consistent with these estimates, become available. However, there remains a great deal
However, with such large uncertainties regarding the of work to be completed in this area, and this will

failure probabilities of key systems, neither the continue to be true for at least 2 or 3 years.
preapplicant nor the staff should focus too closely on the

"bottom-line" risk estimates. • New data on the ternary metal fuel indicates there is
much more to be learned, especially with respect to

Issues that remain open and that will require additional phase transitions. The ternary fuel is clearly different
review as the design develops include from the U-Zr fuel, and the data base is being built at

this time. This is a key issue, especially during
• The reliabilities for passive systems, such as RVACS, overpower events.

are not known and could vary by several orders of

magnitude depending on the evaluator. On the basis of the issues that require additional review
and the questions that remain, it is the staff's judgment that

• For such new and radically different designs, the PRA only limited uses can be made of the PRA at this stage of
will include many numbers that can not be adequately the design review. As stated elsewhere in this SER, the
supported by available test data or operational PRA should not be the only document used for accident
experience. Estimates of core damage frequencies and selection and judgments about the safety of the PRISM

large release probabilities could be off by two or three design. Much engineering judgment, supported by an
orders of magnitude. Further, even sensitivity mulies R&.D program and prototype testing results will be
could contain errors large enough to distort the ,,esults. required as the design and review proceeds. The items

identified at this stage of the review should be addressed
Other key issues and questions that will have to be at a later design stage. Large uncertainties in the front end
addressed at a later stage in the design review include of the PRA exacerbate the large uncertainties in the

phenomenological treatment of the core response and

• Although the addition of GEMs improves the passive consequence analysis. Deterministic engineering judgment
shutdown response for ULOF evmts, are there has, therefore, played a dominant role in the staff's review
instances where the GEMs oould add reactivity or fail of the PRISM design.
to function when needed?. What would be the outcome
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Appendix B

Tiffs appendix focuses principally on the revised bounding system is now used to limit reactivity insertion for the

events (BEs) _alyses submitted by General Electric (GE) transient overpower event. The safety objectives are based
after GE made significant design changes, particularly on maintaining _ fuel and structural integrity and
those events pertaining directly to the reactor. The newly maintaining margins to sodium boiling for anticipated
added gas expansion modules (GEMs) and control rod transient without scram (ATWS)events.

stops, and how these may affect the safety of the PRISM
system, are also discussed. The GE analyses are
documented in Appendix G to the PRISM Preliminary B.I.1 Gas Expansion Modules (GEMs)
Safety Information Document (PSID) (Ref. B. 1).

The GEMs were added to provide additional negative
reactivity in response to loss-of-pumping events.

In the draft preapplication safety evaluation report (PSER) Previously, it was believed that the inherent and passive
(Ref. B.2), some concerns were expressed regarding the reactivity feedbacks of the reactor would be sufficient for
expected PRISM system response to some of the postulated the passive shutdown mechanism to prevent damage in a
BEs, particularly in light the of PRISM containment design ULOF event. However, new information on the
and the stated objective of avoiding the need for performance of the ternary metal fuel and more careful
preplanned offsite emergency evacuation procedures, analysis of the various anticipated fuel loadings indicated
Because previous evaluations of the events in PSID that additional negative reactivity might be needed in a
Chapter 15 and the postulated beyond-design-basis-events ULOF event, thus GEMs were added.
(BDBEs) (Ref. B.3) did not indicate major problems, it
was the BEs that stood out as potential problems. Thus, The GEM is essentially an empty assembly duct, filled
in Appendix G GE chose to address only the BEs, and to with an inert gas sealed at the top, open at the bottom, and
focus on how changes in the PRISM design and newer connected to the core high-pressure inlet coolant plenum.
information on the metal-fuel performance affects the When the pumps are operating, sodium is pumped into the
outcome of the postulated BEs. It is noted that these GEM, and the trapped gas is compressed into a region
changes also would change the analyses of events analyzed above the active core. Sodium then occupies that portion
in PSID Chapter 15 and PSID Appendix E (the BDBEs). of the GEM adjacent to the fueled region of the core.
However, the safety margins for these events were When the pumps are off, the gas region expands into the
previously quite large and it is unlikely that these margins core region, allowing more neutrons to escape from the
would be reduced significantly by any of the recent core (scattering back into the reactor is reduced). Such
changes. In the case of the BDBEs, there is considerable devices were successfully tested in the Fast-Flux Test

overlap between '.bese events and the NRC BE-1A, -1B, _acility (FFTF) during a series of ULOF tests. Recent
and -2 (as interpreted by GE). The NRC defined BEs are GEM tests in the FFYF are being evaluated by the staff to
discussed in Chapter 15 of this report. GE's decision to develop a model for use in future PRISM independent
focus on the BEs rather than on the BDBEs covered in safety analyses.
PSID Appendix E is acceptable for preapplication review.

The predicted sodium levels in the GEMs for various
(static) conditions are shown in Figure B. 1. For full

There are four BEs of concern: (1) BE-18: the pumping and flow, such as cases B and C in the figure, the
unprotected transient over-power (UTOP) event with the gas space is well above the core. For cases where there is
reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) providing little or no sodium flow, such as case D and E, the sodium
the only cooling, (2) BE-38: the long adiabatic heatup level is below the active core. The refueling condition,
event, (3) BE-4: the unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) case A, has not been considered in any detail, but most
event missing one pump coastdown, and (4) the fuel refueling operations are at relatively cool, subcritical
assembly blockage event. The blocked fuel assembly was conditions so that the effect of any spurious reactivity
addressed through design changes and have not been insertions should be far less threatening than if they

analyzed at this stage of the review, occurred at power.

The GEM effect during postulated transient conditions is
B.1 Design Description and Safety Objectives highest for the unscrammed loss-of-flow events, especially

during the pump coastdown phase. They appear to be
Two design changes that affect the BE analyses have been highly effective and helpful during such an event and even
incorporated into the PRISM ALMR design. GEMs are provide additional margin in case the synchronous

used, located on the periphery of the core, to add negative machines are less effective than predicted, or if one or two
reactivity on loss-of-flow events. A control rod stop might fail entirely.
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There are potential safety issues associated with the The current UTOP limit of 40¢ (including 10¢ to cover
addition of these devices. First, can they be tested in uncertainties) may be too high, as discussed in BE-IB
position on a routine basis? The preapplicant indicates that (below). However, if this is reduced into the range of 30(:
the GEMs can be tested while the reactor is subcriticai by to 35¢, then the UTOP predictions may move into an

varying the pump speeds. In principle, such testing can be acceptable range. Therefore, it is quite possible the rod
performed safely and the results should be fairly accurate, stops may be adjusted more frequently to limit reactivity
based on the change in subcritical neutron multiplication insertion to less than 40¢.
factors. Second, are GEMs reliable and can deterioration

in performance be detected during operation? It appears The CRSS performs an out-motion blocking function and
_at the preapplicant has at least three options for will not affect rod insertion, either forced or gravity
monitoring the GEMs: by using tag gas that can be driven. The rod stops are moved periodically when the
detected if leaked, by monitoring the neutron flux on the top of the control rods move within some selected distance

outer (away from the center of the core) side of the GEM of the rod stops. The plant control system determines
duct, and by subcritical testing of the GEM worth during when the rod stops should be moved and by how much,
plant outages. Third, could the GEMs inadvertently insert but cannot actually move the rod stops without operator
70¢ of reactivity at a crucial time7 The preapplieant permission. The operator can deny permission to move
claims that it will be nearly impossible to reach full power the rod stops, but cannot move the rod stops to an alternate
critical without the pumps being on and, therefore, the gas position. Also, all normal rod movement (excluding
must be compressed into the region above the core tmder scram) is temporarily stopped while the stops are adjusted.
full-power conditions. However, this argument is based
largely on operating procedures and human factors, and the GE offers some arguments as to why this approach should
risk from having GEMs in the core will have to be be safe and acceptable. It states that the data used by the
evaluated in future probabilistie risk assessment (PRA) plant control system (PCS) to determine the next move is
studies, verified using reactor protection system (RPS) data (a

safety-grade system). Also, if the operator does not

In summary, the preapplicant states that it must yet approve the proposed relocation, the operator can prevent
carefully weigh the risks versus the benefits from having rod movement. Because the burnup swing is negative,

the GEMs in the design; however, the preapplicant failure to move the rod stops will eventually lead to an
believes using the GEMs will significantly improve the extremely gradual reactor shutdown (but will not affect the
PRISM response to ULOF events, scram capability).

B. 1.2 Control Rod Stops Although the CRRS provides a viable means of limiting the

size of potential UTOP initiators, there may be room for
The PRISM control rod stop system (CRSS) is one of the improvement. Allowing the non-safety-grade PCS control

more important safety systems in the current design over such an important safety system may not be the best
because it limits the potential magnitude of UTOP choice. If the operator is to be able to make a judgment
initiators. Although the designer recognizes the expected regarding the proposed adjustment, then reliable
high reliability of other key safety systems, the CRSS is instrumentation and adequate training are needed. Also,
especially important because of the potentially rapid and how far up the rod stops should be moved must be
severe development of reactivity events in cores of liquid- determined using a fairly elaborate calculation based on
metal reactors (LMRs). rod worth ctirves, burnup data, and detailed core-physics

analysis. Movement of all six rods one-half inch is worth
Since it is difficult at this time to develop meaningful slightly less than 10¢, so the precision of the mechanical
probabilistic risk numbers for a system such as the PRISM relocation does not seem a major concern.

in which key safety systems are new, untested, and largely
passive; wea_cnesses ha the system must be determined GE may be able improve on the CRRS it currently
using engineering judgment. For the PRISM design proposes by transferring the function to adjust the rod
documented in PSID Appendix G, the analysis points stops to either the RPS or another dedicated safety system.
directly to the UTOP event. A combination of small If the operators are to have the power to veto a proposed
Doppler feedback, zirconium_ uranium, and perhaps adjustment, they must have a clear and reliable picture of
plutonium migration, and low solidus temperatures creates the current conditions. Finally, a simple algorithm could

the vulnerability for the metal-fuel core. The best defense be developed to determine the proposed adjustment in
against the UTOP vulnerability is to ensure that only small position. Such an algorithm, which might be based on the

reactivity insertions are possible. In the current PRISM effect of recent adjustments in control rod position, should
design, this is achieved through the rod stops, be highly reliable.
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B.I.3 Damage and Failure Limits Fuel melting, per se, is not a cause of pin
failure. TREAT tests have demonstrated

In PSID Section G.4.16.3.2, GE cites the damage and that extensive fuel melting does not affect
failure limits for the cladding, sodium, structure, and, to the basic pin failure mechanism. Failure by
some degree, the fuel. For the sodium (boiling) and cladding creep rupture, with cladding

structure (ASME codes), these limits are easily quantified, thinning by fuel-cladding liquid phase
The situation for the HT9 cladding is not as clear and formation, is the appropriate mechanistic
involvesboth creep rupture and eutectic formation failure cladding breach criterion ....
modes. For the ternary fuel, the limits are very hard to
qualify and vary throughout the fuel lifetime and across If the relocation of fuel into the coolant channel and

each fuel pin. There is a time factor involved in some of beyond were the sole concern, this position could be
the failure limits, especially the cladding and structural acceptable. However, the PRISM reactor is not cogfigured
temperature limits, to give the highest possible reactivity. Movement of a

significant amount of fuel toward the center of the core
Sodium Boiling would increase reactivity and could lead to severe damage.

The reference metal fuel initially has only 75 percent
The saturation temperature for the sodium depends on the smear density (area ratio of fuel to inside area of cladding)
pressure, which varies with sodium depth and pumping after the fuel swells and closes the gap during the first
(increases system pressure and pressure drops). In the 1-1/2 to 2 percent atom bumup. Therefore, molten fuel
PRISM, the in-core sodium boiling temperature is about early in life can relocate within the cladding, which could
1344 K (1960 °F) if the pumps are operating and 1233 K cause an increase in reactivity of the core.
(1760 °F) if the pumps are off.

Fuel and .Claddine Behavior and Ul_certainties
Structural Integrity

Both the ternary metal fuel and the HT9 cladding are in a
The ASME Code Level D limits are 1033 K (1400 °F) development stage, and there are little data available at
over the short term (less than an hour) or 980 K (1300 °F) significant bumup levels. Therefore, the temperature
over the longer term, i.e., more than an hour. The limits (eutectic formation and perhaps others)are not well
structural temperatures generally will be similar to the known. Since ANL personnel have been working with
reactor outlet sodium temperature although they will lag metal fuels for more than three decades, their estimates

sodium temperature significantly during the early portion regarding fuel performance must be considered expert
of a transient, opinion at this time. There are several areas for which

more data is required; these are:

Cladding Failure • Fuel-cladding chemical interaction forms a eutectic

with a minimum melting temperature at the
HT9 has some excellent properties, especially with respect fuel-cladding interface caused mainly by iron diffusion

to surviving in a high neutron flux and energy into thefuel. This effectiscompoundedbylanthanide

environment. However, at elevated temperatures, HT9 migration, plutonium migration, zirconium migration,
loses some of its creep strength and also begins to interact and the kinetics at the fuel/cladding interface. This
with the fuel to form a low-melt temperature eutectic. The minimum eutectic temperature must be determined for
preapplicant has explicitly factored these failure modes into the prototypical fuel.
its analytical tools and compares the cladding damage in

mils against the nominal cladding thickness of 20 mils. As - The maximum fuel.cladding liquid penetration rate
a preliminary design limit, GE has limited the cladding from the eutectic formation must be determined from
attack to less than 10 percent of the wall thickness, to irradiated fuel, where the lanthanide, zirconium,

2 mils. The preapplicant's analyses of the BE shows a plutonium, and iron diffusion is accounted for.
maximum cladding attack of 0.22 mil for BE-1B and a

trivial amount for the other BE. • The effect of lanthanide penetration into the cladding
must be determined.

Fuel Melting • The migration of the fuel components to form multiple
annular zones having too much or too little uranium,

GE and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) share the zirconium, or perhaps plutonium (the plutonium
following position: migration appears to be modest) must be determined.
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• Estimation of fuel solidus and liquidus temperatures These values can be compared to the proposed limits, as
depends on component migration with bumup, and this discussed, and a determination can be made on the

has not been fully characterized. Similarly local possibility of fuel, cladding, or structural damage that
thermal conductivity and expansion will depend on might occur for the event. These data are provided in
component migration. Table B. 1.

• The effect of fuel reprocessing contamination on fuel B.2 Summary and Interpretation of GE's
composition and performance needs better resolution, Revised Analyses
especially regarding its effect on thermal conductivity,
isotope migration, fuel-cladding interaction, and zone The analyses of the BEs are performed with the events

formation, being initiated while the reactor is at 100 percent power,
with a core inlet temperature of 610 K (640 °F) and a

• The EBR-H metal-fuel data were collected on samples mixed mean outlet temperature of 758 K (905 OF).
with a high volumetric heating rate. Data at different Beginning of equilibrium cycle conditions are used, when
heating rates are needed to detecmine if this gives a the power in the driver assemblies is the greatest. The
conservative estimation of the fuel's failure peak assembly represents fresh fuel but, for conservatism,
mechanisms, the fuel conductivity is based on irradiated fuel because the

conducti_,ity of fresh fuel drops rapidly during the first 1.5
A conservative assessment of literature available on the to 2 atom percent bumup. GE uses the ARIES plant
eutectic data and physics suggests a cladding temperature transient computerprogram to analyze these events.
limit of about 900 K (1160 OF), about 75 K (135 OF)
lower than GE assumes. Recently obtained data from a Analysis of Bounding Events
high bumup test pin, with a high linear heat generation
rate (greater than the PRISM design value) suggest that the B.2.1 BE-1A: All-Rods Withdrawal Without Scram,
eutectic limit may be even lower, at least under some With Normal Cooling
circumstances. However, throughout much of this

appendix results are compared against the preapplicant's This event postulates that a malfunction in the reactivity
limits of 980 K (1300 OF), on the assumption that the next controller causes the shim motor to continue to withdraw

batch of data will support the ANL current best estimate, the control rods until the driveline reaches the rod stop,
It must be recognized that this fuel is still under with the absence of the RPS function for scramming the
development and evaluations are based on currently reactors. A 40¢ reactivity insertion is assumed even
available data. though the rod stops are positioned to limit the insertion to

approximately 30C. The insertion rate is 2¢ per minute,
The fuel temperature is an important parameter for fast corresponding to the maximum speed of the shim motor as
transients, on the order of seconds to a few minutes. If it sequentially withdraws one rod at a time. All normal

the fuel temperature exceeds the solidus temperature then heat removal systems continue to operate at full capacity.
there is the possibility that the resulting molten fuel region

may influence fuel relocation; for example, relocation may All six rods are fully withdrawn to the rod stops in

occur in the molten region instead of through axial 20 seconds. The maximum power reaches 172 percent of
extrusion. The changes in the local fuel density, power nominal power in about 30 seconds. At this time Doppler
density, and thermal conductivity also may affect the and thermal expansion reactivity feedbacks turn the power
transient characteristics, rise around and the power stabilizes at about 120 percent

of full power by 100 seconds into the event. The peak
The cladding temperature is an important parameter for fuel, cladding, and bulk coolant temperatures reach
slow transients, on the order of several minutes to hours, maximum levels of 1292 K (1865 OF), 979 K (1303 OF),
The eutectic penetration occurs over time (at temperature), and 951 K (1252 OF) at 31 seconds.

The coolant (sodium) temperature is another important
paran_ter for slow transients. The ability to remove decay B.2.2 BE-1B: All-Rods Withdrawal Without Scram,

heat, through the reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system With RVACS Co_'_ng Only
(RVACS) for example, to maintain structural integrity
(ASME Level C for long term, and Level D for short This event is analyzed in the same manner as BE-1A

term) is dependent on the coolant temperature, except that the intermediate heat transport system is lost so
thgt only RVACS is available to remove heat from the

The peak fuel, peak cladding, and peak coolant reactor vessel. Because GEMs will rapidly provide a large
temperatures will be presented for each of the BE analyses, negative reactivity feedback if the electromagnetic (EM)
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Table B.1 Summary of peak temperatures reached during bounding events
I III ' I I1'[ I I' I'1 .... I I m.,L , , .,,

Leakmixed
i

mean core Cladding loss Margin to
Peak cladding Peak coolant outlet by liquid phase sodium
temperature temperature temperature formation boiling

Eyent,_pfion _ ! (°F) (°F) (°F) , (mils) ....... (°_

1A All-rods UTOP, 1303 1252 1097 <0.005 708

normalcooling ..............................

IB All-rods UTOP, 1495 1479 1344 0.22 281

.... RV,ACS .................................
2 ULOF + LOHS 1312 1291 l l91 <0.001 469

for 36 hours
,i , ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,,, ,,,, , • ,,, , , , , ,, L

3 Loss of decay heat
removal

3A 75% RVACS 1215 1215 1215 None 580

blockage for 36
hours

1290 1290 1290 None 500

3B 100% blockage for
12 hours, 25%
unblocked

, , , , ,, , ,,,, , , ,. ,,,,,,,,,, .,,,, , •

4 ULOF + LOHS, 1355 1335 1193 <0.001 425

one pump seized
on coastdown

. , , , , , ,,,,. , ,,, ,, , , , , , .,,

5 Rupture of steam Ref: PSID Section G.4.8

generator tubes The lilTS and SG system have been designed in a manner that provides passive
with failure to protection of the interfacing primary system boundary at the IHX. A failure of
isolate or dump the active protection system, such as failure of the redundant steam and feedwater
water isolation valves to close and terminate the event as designed, will not result in

IHX failure.

,, ,,,,, , , , , , ,, , , , ,. i ,,, , •

6 Large sodium leak Ref: PSID Amendment 11

• Double ended guillotine rupture of IHTS pipe
• Reactor vessel leak (critical leak)

Because of the low-stress, low-energy nature of the IHTS, a leak-before-break
situation is expected to exist for pipe breaks, Reactor vessel leaks are included as
a design-basis event. Analyses will be provided at a later date.

, , ,,, . , , , , , ,

7 Assembly flow Ref: PSID, Section G.4.6

blockage See Section 4.4.5 of this report.

, .,, , , ,. ,,,, ., , , , , ,

8 External events Awaiting definition by NRC staff.

.: , ; , ; ........ ,,,,,,., ,,., , ., , , ,, ::,, ,,., , ,, , , ..,, , , , , , , , ,
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pumps are stopped, GE conservatively assumed that the realistic and allow for some r_covery actions. Two events
EM pumps will continue to run until the pump outlet were defined for analyses:
temperatures reaches the pump trip set point 811 K
(1000 OF). • BE-3A: 75-percent blockage of decay heat removal

capability for 36 hours
The peak power reaches 172 percent nominal a little
earlier, at 21 seconds, because of the additional negative • BE-3B: complete loss of decay heat removal
reactivity feedback associated with the loss of the heat capability for 12 hours followed by
sink. The peak fuel, cladding, and bulk coolant 25-percentunblockageofRVACS
temperatures reach maximum levels of 1303 K (1885 OF),

1086 K (1495 OF), and 1002 K (1344 OF) at 80 seconds. GE analyzed the two transients by means of a thermal
The bulk coolant temperature decreases, then begins to nodal network model, which accounts for
increase again after about 1400 seconds as the vessel heats
up and begins to move the core away from the control - radiation from the reactor vessel to the containment
rods. The temperature increases to 966 K (1280 °F) at vessel
9000 seconds.

• radiation from the containment vessel to the collector

If the EM pumps are tripped at the beginning of the event, cylinder
the maximum power will only reach 103-percent nominal,
and the peak fuel and cladding temperatures will be much • radiation from the collector cylinder to the silo wall
lower, 1137 K (1586 OF) and 1006 K (1351 OF),

respectively. • natural circulation of air through the RVACS air
passages, assuming appropriate amounts of blockage

B.2.3 BE-2: Unprotected Loss of Flow, Loss of Heat
Sink, for36 Hours • conduction outward through the silo wall and

surrounding earth
BE-2, as originally defined, is a station blackout event

lasting 36 hours. GE has modified this to include no Although of minor importance, the heat rejection from the
scram and loss of normal heat removal (from the bottom of the reactor vessel is included. Heat losses

intermediate heat exchanger and balance of plant). This through the top closure and from the intermediate heat
event is now referred to as a "BE-2'." transport system are neglected.

Power and flow drop rapidly at the start of event because The maximum bulk core outlet temperature for BE-3A,
of the large negative reactivity insertion from the actuation assuming no unblockage after 36 hours, is 930 K
of the GEMs on loss of flow. The peak fuel, cladding, (1215 OF) at about 40 hours. The results for BE-3B,
and peak coolant temperatures reach maximum levels of 1GO-percentblockage initially, are somewhat more severe,

1115 K (1547 OF), 984 K (1312 °F), and 973 K (1291 OF) with the peak bulk outlet temperature reaching 972 K
respectively, at 3 seconds. The system continues to slowly (1290 °F) at 25 hours, following the partial unblockage at
heat up and Doppler and core radial expansion reactivity 12 hours.
feedbacks finally turn the power excursion around. The
peak bulk outlet temperatures reaches 917 K (1191 OF)at B.2.5 BE-d: Unprotected Loss of Flow, Loss of Heat

41,000 seconds. Sink, With Seizure of One Primary Pump

GE redefined this event to include the loss of heat sink in

B.2.4 BE-3: Loss of Decay Heat Removal Capability addition to the complete loss of one EM pump and its
associated synchronous coastdown machine. The other

The original PRISM design emphasized prevention over three synchronous coastdown machines are assumed to
mitigation and did not include a containment structure over operate as designed. The flow coastdown through the core
the reactor vessel head. This lack of a conventional is reduced in comparison to BE-2'.
containment structure lent additional importance to

preventing fuel damage; therefore, a very stringent The peak fuel, cladding, and peak coolant temperatures
bounding event involving loss of the single safety grade reach maximum levels of 1123 K (1562 OF), 1010 K
decay heat removal system was defined. With the (1355 OF), and 997 K (1335 OF), at 3 seconds. The

subsequent addition of the containment dome, the decay system continues to slowly heat up until Doppler and core
heat removal bounding event was modified to be more radial expansion reactivity feedbacks turn the power
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excursion around, The p_tk bulk outlet temperature It is clear from Figure B.2 that some fuel would be heated +
reaches918 K (1193°F)at41,000seconds, abovethesolidustemperatureforBE-IA and -IB.For.the

UTOP events, the power production in the pins increases
B.2.6 Sunmutry by about 70 percent, so the pin center-line temperatures

can increase very substantially. As the peak fuel
GE summarizes its analyses of the BEs in PSID temperatures for BE-IA and BE-IB are above the solidus
Section G.4.16.2, reproduced here as Table B. 1. For temperature for the zirconium fuel, there is little doubt that
BE-5 through -7, GE refers to PSID Section 0.4.8.3 for some localized melting would take place. A decision will
the steam generator tube rupture (BE-5), PSlD Amendment be required at the design certification stage, in terms of
11 for large sodium leaks (BE-6), and PSID Section G.4.6 how much, if any, localized fuel melting will be
for the postulated assembly flow bloclutge (BE-7). GE acceptable.
defers its response for "External Events" (BE-8) "until
receiving further input from the NRC staff" (i.e., a list of The peak cladding and sodium temperatures for events

postulated external events). BE-IA and BE-IB show that the system gets significantly
hotter if only RVACS is available to remove the heat.
These higher temperatures are needed to radiate the heat

Table B. 1 contains peak cladding and coolant out through the vessels, and result in a lower power
temperatures, the peak mixed-mean core outlet sodium production in the core. As a result, the increase in fuel
temperature, the estimated cladding loss (mils), and the temperatures is significantly less than the increase in
minimum margin to sodium boiling for each of the fit'st cladding and sodium temperatures. For BE-IB, GE
few BEs, that is, BE-IA, -IB, -2, -3A, -3B, and -4. GE estimated a cladding wastage of 0.22 rail (Table B. 1),
did not include the peak fuel temper_aAuresin this table, which is about 1 percent. This amount of damage, if
which is consistent with the stated position that it is the correct, should probably be acceptable for such an unlikely
potential failure mode through cladding failure that is the event. The peak sodium temperature is well below boiling
greater concern, and the position that some localized fuel and does not appear to be a problem for the UTOP events.
melting during highly improbable events should be

w,ceptable. It is noted that GE predicted the peak fuel The ULOF-ULOHS (BE-T) and ULOF-3/4 coastdown
temperatures during BE-IA and -IB (the 40¢ U'TOP cases) (BE-4) events on the right side of Figure B.2 result in

to be above the solidus temperature. In BE-IA, IB, BE-2, significantly lower fuel temperatures. There may be a
and BE-4, the peak cladding temperature is above the very slight amount of cladding damage for these events,
980 K (1300 °F) design specification threshold temperature especially if conservative limits are applied. The sodium
where rapid eutectic cladding failure is predicted to occur is well below boiling, with or without pumping. A major
if the temperature is sustained, factor in limiting the peak temperatures is the use of the

GEMs to insert a large amount of negative reactivity once
the pumps trip off line.

In order to better comprehend key portions of Table B. 1
and other information contained within PSID The GE results presented in PSID Section O.4.16.2, as

Section G.4.16, Figure B.2 was constructed. Included are summarized in Figure B.2 point directly to the postulated
the peak fuel, cladding, and coolant temperatures from UTOP events as the safety concerns within the category of
GE's analyses for BE-IA, -IB, and -2' (GE analyzed a "bounding events." Independent analyses performed at
more-challenging variation on the BE-2 recommended by Brook,haven National laboratory (BNL) (Ref. B.5) tend to
the NRC staff), and BE-4, along with some key confirm this, although BNL's peak fuel temperatures are
information regarding failure limits. In the interest of somewhat higher, and the subsequent cladding damage
presenting a good overview on one figure, some liberties greater. Despite ANL's optimism that it can demonstrate
with the cladding damage range and the fuel solidus that metal fuel can survive these events, GE may have to
temperature range have been taken, and more than the consider reducing the potential UTOP initiator below 40¢

optimum amount of information is presented in this single (including uncertainties), perhaps by moving the control
figure. However, the array of information provided by rod stops more frequently. Because the preapplicant seems
ANL regarding metal-fuel performance and failure modes to have a few options available to reduce the potential
is extensive, and Figure 13.2 is generally consistent with UTOP initiators, the results summarized in Figure B.2 are
the information provided, not viewed as an insurmountable problem.
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Apl_ndix B

B.3 Independent Analyses of Selected B.3.1 Analytical Approach
Bounding Events

Most of the staff's indelw_dent analyses were performed
BNL performed revised independent analyses of several using two well established codes, SSC 0tef. B.6) and
postulated events, including BE-IA, -2, -3A, -3B, and -4, MINET (Refs. B.7 and B.8). SSC was developed for
using the SSC and MINEr codes. The analysis of BE-IB analyzing various LMR systems under transient conditions.
will require some model modifications, which have not yet Ho./ever, it was necessary to add some models to SSC for
been implemented. However, there are enough direct analyzing the PRISM, as discussed in the next section.
comparisons between the staff analyses and those provided MINET is a highly flexible systems code that could be
by GE to project the likely results for lB. Because GE used to analyze the postulated long-term heatup events, as
incorrectly represented reactivity insertion (the rod worth well as features of the pump coastdown events. Between

for the control rod drive-line expansion was too high), its SSC and MINET, most of the modeling requirements were
predictions for all the unscmmmed events are slightly fulfilled. Any gaps were covered using special-purpose
cooler (a few degrees K) than they should be. Thus, it is models. It is noted that work is in progress to reconfigure
expected that GE's results for BE-IB are fairly accurate, SSC, MINET, and other analytical tools to create a more
although the fuel should be slightly hotter and a little more complete integral representation of the PRISM system.
cladding damage should be expected.

B.3.2 SSC Modeling

The review of these events by the staff included two A full-plant SSC model was used to represent PRISM in
different efforts. The first part involved reviewing GE's the independent analyses, as illustrated in Figure B.3.
calculations presented in PSID Appendices E and O. This Several major components were represented, as shown.

amounted to studying the transients analyzed by GE to For the reactor, seven channels were used to represent the
ascertain whether a coherent package of transients was drivers, the internal blankets, the radial blankets, the

analyzed, control assemblies, the reflector region, the shield
assemblies, and a hot driver assembly. The bypass flow
also was modeled. Twelve axial nodes were used for each

For the second part of the review, the staff conducted an assembly, with two nodes used for the lower shield region,
ind_dent set of calculations to analyze the passive safety six nodes for the active core, and four nodes for the gas
features claimed by the designers. BNL perfornu,_w_hese plena. Each axial node includes four radial rings in the
calculations using the SSC and MINET comput, _ fuel region plus one for the cladding.
simulate the reactor system and independentl)
postulated transients. SSC was modified to _ _e Data used for representing the intermediate heat exchanger
reactivity feedbacks associated with a metal-fueled core. (IHX), the pumps, the steam generators, and other key
From the information in the PSID, computer models were coolant system components were taken from the PSID

created with minimal interactions with the PRISM (Ref. B. 1) or were obtained directly from the preapplicant.
designers, except when information was missing (i.e., the The EM pump representation was simplified because SSC
models are not identical), has no explicit provision for representing the EM pump.

(Such a model has been developed and tested in MINET,
The point kinetics reactivity coefficients were taken from but has not yet been incorporated into SSC.) Therefore,
the data supplied by the vendor. Efforts were made to the primary system flow rate was imposed as a transient
review the coefficients supplied by the designers and to boundary condition based on calculational results from

compare them with previously published values for other both GE's analyses and results generated using the
liquid-metal reactors (LMRs). No apparent inconsistencies MINET.
were ideatified. In addition, it was possible to make

estimates of some of the feedback coefficients, and these SSC was originally developed to analyze oxide fuel LMRs.
estimates agreed with the values given. It is realized that To facilitate modeling of the metal fuel used _.nPRISM,

" the passive response of the reactor is dictated by these several modifications were implemented, as documented in
coefficients and that they must ;be recalculated at a later References B.3 and B.4. In addition to these changes,
stage in the review by an independent source (using additional modifications were required to model the revised
different computational tools) for the worth of each of the PRISM core design. The principal change was the
feedbacks to be evaluated in a truly independent fashion, addition of a model for the GEMs. Three of these

However, the use of the preapplicant's reactivity assemblies were added to PRISM in order to supplement
coefficients is believed to be appropriate at tiffs stage in the the negative reactivity feedback that develops once the
review process, pumps have been tripped. When the pumps trip and the
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pressure drops, the sodium within the GEMs at the active While the MINET models could be used to simulate

core elevation is displaced by expanding helium gas, thus several types of transient events, the applications thus far

increasing the leakage of neutrons from the core and have focused in two areas. First, and most extensively,
sttbtracting about 69¢ of reactivity, assuming all three MINET has been used to simulate long-term heatup events.
GEMs function properly. The operational mode of the During these events, a scram occurs and normal and ACS
GEMs is illustrated in Figure B. 1. cooling are lost, leaving only the RVACS to remove the

decay heat. After a few hours, the sodium becomes hot
enough for the RVACS to spill over, which means

The GEM is essentially an empty assembly duct, sealed at transferring sodium from volumes 101 to 108 in the
the top, open at the bottom, and connected to the core MINET representation illustrated in Figure B.4. Over the
support plate in the inlet plenum of the core. A hexagonal long term, the system gradually heats up to a degree where
cross-section duct, with a wall thickness slightly greater the heat loss to the up-flowing RVACS air equals (and then
than the standard fuel and blanket duct, forms the unit. exceeds) the decay heat production, which may be a day or
W"nen the pumps are at full flow, the plenum pressure so after the event begins. The second MINET application

(minus the static head to the GEM level) compresses the has been for postulated pipe rupture and pump seizure
gas in the GEM cavity to be above the core. The sodium (_own failure) events. _ complex model of the EM
within the GEM causes more neutrons to be scattered and pumps and the synchronous coastdown machines was
deflected back into the core, as compared to when the gas implemented in MINET.
is adjacent to the core. When the flow decreases, the

trapped helium expands and drops the sodium level into the B.3.4 Unprotected Transient Overpower Events
core region. As a result, fewer neutrons are scattered

back into the core region. The reactivity effect increases An unprotected transient overpower (UTOP) accident
as the gas expands into the core and remains constant once results when positive reactivity is inadvertently inserted
the gas-liquid interface drops below th,e core region. At into the core and there is a failure to scram. The limiting
this point, the maximum negativity reactivity of 69¢ (i.e., case assumption is that all the control rods are accidently
23¢ each)is imposed, removed. This event is bounded by the amount of

reactivity available in the control rods. In an oxide fuel
core (i.e., U02), the temperature and power defect and

B.3.3 MINET Reprmenta_ion built-in excess reactivity for the bumup swing (excluding
axial expansion) is generally several dollars' worth,
making the event very severe, should it occur. The metal-

The MINET is a highly flexible and modular systems code fuel core in PRISM has, on the other hand, a small

based on a momentum integral network formulation, temperature and power defect (-$1.2), negligible burnup
Although several different system representations were swing (excluding axial expansion) (-4¢), and excess
used in analyzing the PRISM, they were all variations of reactivity to account for the fuel axial expansion (-$1.10).
the layout shown in Figure B.4. The core representation The amount of reactivity available for a UTOP is reduced

includes user-specification of the heating term (decay heat by adding control rod stops in the PRISM so that only a
once scram occurs), because, the reactivity feedback limited amount of excess reactivity (4C¢, including 10¢ to
modeling currently available in MINEr is not sufficiently cover uncertaiL.ies) can be added. 711e nominal excess

detailed for analyzing the passive shutdown mechanism, reactivity, at full power, at the beginning of the fuel cycle
Models for the pipes and pools conserve mass, energy, and is $2.15 and at the end of fuel cycle it is $1.05.
momentum along a length of piping (called segments).

The pump representation was extended to model in detail Because of the small Doppler feedback, the UTOP
the PRISM EM pumps, including the coastdown response, scenario can be very challenging for a metal-fuel core.

The IHX was simulated as a full heat exchanger in some The hard neutron spectrum of a metal core has relatively
cases, and as a user-input "heated pipe" in other cases, few neutrons in the prominent U-238 resonances; thus

The RVACS heat loss was specified as a time/temperature- giving the PRISM reactor a small Doppler feedback. This
dependent heat loss in volume 108. Some auxiliary piping is the usual mechanism to limit at_overpower event of the
and valve modules were used to facilitate simulation of axial core. Instead, the PRISM design must rely on
postulated pipe rupture events. As a result, the valve neutronic feedbacks from radial expansion, control rod
modules identified as 501 and 502 in Figure B.4 have no expansion, and fuel axial expansion to limit the
physical equivalent in the PRISM, and they are present power. As the temperature increases, its effect on the

only so the user can allow the sodium flow to leak; neutronic reactivity is relied upon to limit the energy
otherwise they can be closed off. production to an acceptable level.
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B.3.4.1 BE-IA: UTOP With Normal Cooling neutrons and then triggers the fuel's elongation.
two feedbacks add about -23¢ at the time of peak power.

The event is initiated from full power. The control rods Higher sodium temperatures create a harder neutroaic
are assumed to begin withdrawing with a speed of 2¢ per spectrum, which generates a positive reactivity feedback of
second. The control rofi stops are set to limit the about +6¢ at the time of peak power. The higher sodium
withdrawal worth to 30¢. However, GE has adopted 40¢ temperatures cause the thermal expansion of the conlml
as the transient overpower (TOP) initiator to account for rod drive line and radial expansion, which are negative
uncertainties and to be conservative. Thus, the PRISM reactivities feedbacks, as indicated in Figures B.8 and B.9.
TOP is assumed to insert 2¢ per second for 20 seconds, The control rod drive lines have time constants of around
for a total of 40¢, representing the withdrawal of all the 30 seconds and are slow to act as compared to the radial
control rods. expansion. Radial expansion, shown in Figure B.9, is

composed of the grid plate and the above-core load pad
The initial conditions used and important system (ACLP) expansion, which are shown in Figure B.8. The
parameters are listed in Table B.2. A majority of the radial expansion adds the crucial amount of reactivity that
initial conditions were taken from the PSID amendment for eventually limits the power increase to 1.7 times rated
the 1989 version of the PRISM, with the remainder from power and contributes to the power reduction that follows.
direct communications with the ,vendor. The control rod drive-line expansion reactivity continues to

increase (negative) in worth and drives the total reactivity
Two UTOP cases were analyzed. The first calculation to zero after around 80 seconds. Although the MuM

represented a case where SSC is set up to replicate the power decreases the worth of several of the reactivities,
ARIES calculations discussed in the PSID. This was done the control drive line continues to expand, causing the total
to verify that the models give comparable results for reactivity to become slightly negative and re-stabilizing the
similar assumptions. The second calculation represents the power near 1.22 times the rated level.
PRISM system if more conservative assumptions are made
about the fuel behavior.

Nominal Case: UTOP with Nominal Fuel Properties The predicted behavior of the component reactivities is
very similar between GE's ARIES calculations and the

The withdrawal of all of the control rods is represented by SSC calculations. The two predictions are compared in
an insertion o_ + 2¢ per second for 20 seconds. The EM Table B.3. One point of contention was the worth of the
pumps are assumed to continue to operate at nominal control rod drive line, which ARIES was predicting to
conditions. The control rods are thus removed to the rod reach a worth of about 30¢, while SSC predicted about
stop position without causing activation of the reactor 20¢. Upon investigation, GE agreed that the AI_IES worth

protection system, curve was set erroneously for the smaller (old) height core
and the staff prediction was correct. GE will have to

The plots from the analysis are shown in Figures B.5 modify the plots in the PSID. Also, the ARIES modeling
through B. 12. The power reaches a peak of 1.7 times the used the single assembly bowing model, which gives about
rated power by 23 seconds, and begins to level off at 1.22 5¢ to 8¢ of negative reactivity that is not factored into the
times the rated power by 7 minutes, as shown in SSC calculation. This effect was intentionally left out of
Figure B.5. The increase in power raises the average core the SSC calculation because the quantification of the radial
outlet sodium temperature (Figure B.6)to a maximum of bowing is very difficult and the feedback is always
870 K (1106 °F). This increase in the core outlet sodium negative when the temperatures are rising; omitting it is
temperature also improves the performance of the IHX. believed to be both conservative and prudent. (However,

The total rise in core outlet te_re is 112 K (202 °F). the bowing feedback will not be a significant issue until
Eventually the core outlet sodium temperature is there is a case identified where one needs the bowing
reestablished at around 833 K (1040 °F), which is 75 K contribution to predict a safe response to a postulated
(135 °F) above the initial temperature, event.)

The changes in the reactivity can be seen in Figures B.7

through B.9. The total (net) reactivity feedback, shown in The results from the UTOP spike and increase in power
Figure B.7, starts out positive because of the reactivity level on the fuel can be seen in Figures B.10 through
from thecontrol rods being removed, but turns downward B.12, where the peak temperatures are shown. The
once the negative reactivity feedbacks inc:,eases e,dough to thermal conductivity is set to that of the nominal fuel so
counter the positive insertion. The rise in fuel that SSC can be consistent with the ARIES calculation.
temperatures first increases the Doppler absorption of the (This is changed in the next SSC calculation.)
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Table B.2 Initial and key operating parameters
II ElI I I llllllI II II I IIIIII

................

..... Description .... , PRISM .....SSC

Power (MW) ' 471 471

Cover gas (kPa) 99.3 99.3ii i,i.i i , i

Pdnmry sodium flow (kg/s) . 2513 2507

Primary sodium inlet tem_rature (K) ...... 610.9 610.9

erimar,/sodiumoutlettemperature0C) ...... 758.! 758"0

Inlet plenum pressure (kPa) 744.6 744.6

Pump rise (kPa) 614.3 ...... 614.3 ....

l,Fuel assembl_' lehigh (m) ...... 4.978 ....... 4.978

Core heisht (m) .... 1.3462 1.3462

Peak fuel pin/average fuel pin 1.31 1.31,, ,, ,,,,,

Fuel pin OD (m) ........ 0.00668 ii 0.00668 i

Driver fuel p'ms/assembly ..... 331 331 ill

Inte_iate sod!urn flOw (ks/s) ........ 2293 ....... 2275

.......IHX-IHTS inlettemperature(K) 555.4 ........... 557.0

I ,HXT_S sodium outlet tempem,ture (K) 716.5 , 720.0

Table B.3 Peak temperatures predicted by SSC and ARIES
li Illi i lil iiJ i IJ i il

l - _ L L

Parameter ARIES SSC
i il _i Ill i l i I I iI i lll_lI lllll ....... l I l i III II I IIII i _II II I IllI li l I Lll

Peak power 1.72 1.7

Peak sodium (Na) temperature (K) 951 944
Peakcladtemperature(K) 979 960

Peak fuel temperature (K) 1292 1298

Average Driver Peak Temperature (K) - - - 1164

Na saturation temperature(K) I I...... " " 7 I 1340, , . _, .,.

II I jllllII II III IIIII II
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F'_gure B.5 Relative power prediction from the SSC computer code for the PRISM during a
40¢ UTOP for assumptions similar to the ARIES computer code
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Figure B.6 Average core outlet temperature prediction from the SSC computer code for the
PRISM during a 40¢ UTOP for assumptions similar to the ARIF_ computer code
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Figure B.7 Reactivity feedbacks (total, ACLP, grid plate) predicted for the 40¢ UTOP from
the SSC computer code using conditions similar to the ARIES computer code
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Figure B.8 Reactivity feedbacks (Doppler, control rod, GEMs) predicted for the 40¢ UTOP
from the SSC computer code using conditions similar to the ARIF_ computer code
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Figure B.9 Reactivity feedbacks (radial expansion, density, axial expansion) predicted for the
40¢ UTOP from SSC using conditlous similar to the ARIE3
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Figure B,10 Predicted fisel temperature distribution from the SSC computer code for the third
node from the top (i.e., 0.898 m-0.674 m) for a 40¢ UTOP using nominal ternary
fuel thermal conductivities
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Figure B.11 Predicted fuel temperatures distribution from the SSC computer code for the
second node from the top (i.e., 1.122 m-0.897 m) for a 40¢ UTOP using nominal
ternary fuel thermal conductivities
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Figure B.12 Predicted fuel temperature distribution from the SSC computer code for the top
0.224 m (i.e., 1.346 m-1.122 m) of the fuel pin for a 40¢ UTOP using nominal
ternary fuel thermal conductivities
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The figures show that the peak temperatures are in the Col_servgtive _: UTOP With Reduced Thermal
core center (axially) rather than near the top, as was the Condu_:tiVity
case in the previous PRISM design analyses. Excess

reactivity, r,eeded to compensate for the axial expansion Two principal changes were made for this variant case.

reactivity loss and other factors, requires the control rods First, the control rod drive line was previously assumed to
to be inserted deeper in the core than previously (also be washed by the sodium exiting from the surrounding
causing the nee_dfor the control rod stops), resulting in channels in the lower part of the hot pool to be consistent
stronger bottom power peaking. The fuel center line with ARIES. This was changed to use the average sodium
temperature plotted in Figure B. 10 shows that the exiting the core and the average of the hot pool _x.ause
temperature reaches 1298 K (1875 *F), which is above the local thermal-hydraulic behavior during these events is not
1273 K (1830 *F) solidus temperature for the nominal known. Further, the exact behavior of the flow around the
fuel. This solidus temperature is not thought to be upper internals structure (UIS) has not been determined.
conservative because local melting temperatures can be The second change was the reduction in the thermal

affected by isotope migration, which can reduce the solidus conductivity for the hot channel, based on possible
and liquidus temperatures, migration of the plutonium and zirconium and weighted by

the volumetric heating rates. Plutonium migration may be
insignificant, in comparison to the zirconium and uranium

Fuel melting was predicted in both the ARIES and SSC migration, but more data are needed before it can be
calculations. The extent of melting depends on the peaking concluded that there is little or no plutonium migration.
factors used and the thermal properties. GE has estimated Some of the resultant thermal conductivity values are
a peaking factor (i.e., peak driver pin compared to the shown in Table B.4.
average driver pin) of 1.31, which was used in both codes.

However, this directly affects the maximum temperature, The power peak increases to 1.8 times the rated power and
and there is no direct confirmation that this peaking factor later stabilizes at 1.2. The average core outlet sodium
is appropriate. The thermal properties are still under temperature reaches a peak of 880 K (1125 OF). The

review and have not yet been finalized for the present fuel reactivities show the same trends as before, except that the
in PRISM. The estimated behavior of the isotopes and control rod drive line is slower to respond. In this more
their migration have not been resolved either. Significant conservative analysis it is washed by the average sodium
migration of the uranium and zirconium components occurs temperatures above the core rather than the hotter local

in the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) fuel and exit temperatures immediately adjacent to the control rod
is predicted for the PRISM fuel. High zirconium levels drive line. This slower response allows the peak power to
reduce the solidus temperature and the thermal reach 1.8 before the negative reactivity feedbacks start
conductivity. Plutonium also may migrate, which could noticeably reducing the power level. It is noted that

greatly reduce both the solidus temperature and the thermal sodium density feedback is the only active positive
conductivity, especially if the effect on local volumetric reactivity feedback (with temperature).
heating rates within the fuel is considered.

Because the metal-fuel development program is ongoing, The fuel temperatures for the top three nodes in the hot

particularly with respect to the ternary fuel, several key channel are shown in Figures B.13, through B.15. The
factors have not been determined yet. The fuel is very peak temperatures and power predicted during this
dynamic when compared to oxide fuel, since the fuel calculation are shown in Table B.5. The peak center line
experiences swelling, element migration, sodium logging, temperature in Figure B. 13 reaches 1400 K (2,060 OF),

interporosity connections, fission-product formation, and which is far above the solidus temperature for the nominal
permanent axial expansion. The thermal conductivity is fuel (i.e., 1273 K or 1830 OF), let alone for the ease with

affected by all these f_tors, and irradiated fuel shows a the reduced solidus temperature from zirconium migration,
minimum conductivity at 2-percent atom burnup when which is about 1200 K (1700 °F) when zirconium is about
sodium logging (sodium filling the porosity within the fuel 2-atom percent in the center ring. Peak temperatures for
region) and interporosity connections have not been the next axial level up in hot channel are shown in

completed. The _:_ .mum conductivity is generally taken Figure B.14, with the fuel temperature peaking near
as 0.5 + O.1 times nominal, while the long-term value is 1364 K (1995 OF), which exceeds the solidus temperature
0.7 + O.1, because of the sodium logging. It is believed for both nominal- and zirconium-reduced fuel. However,

that the fuel thermal conductivity is the least certain factor the top node (Figure B. 15) is much cooler at 1258 K
in the thermal hydraulic analysis for the PRISM. The (1805 OF), which indicates that prefailure extrusion that

conservative minimum value, 0.5 times nominal, is used in projects molten fuel into the gas plenum from trapped
both the GE and the staff analyses, woiten pockets expelled by pressurized fission gas, will not
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Table B.4 Referenced thermal conductlvitles

Illlll I I I . ' 'l Illlll II rll II II , ,,,, | ' '

T,mnp °(K), , Nominal (WlmK) Reduced (W/mK) ,, IL 800 7.3 2.5

1000 9.5 4.6

1300 .... 12.9 9.8,, I_ II ' " ' ' ............. ' ........

Illll I III I I IIII I IIII

Table B.5 Peak values for UTOP variant case

Parameter Value
rlr'l' I I '1 Irll ,,,,,,

i

Relative power 1.8
Fuel centerline temperature (K) 1,400.0
Sodium temperature Of) 963.0
Clad temperature (K) 981.0

Average driver fuel assembl_, (K) . 61,185.0

I I irlul i i ill I ii I ii ii I i ii i

occur because the top-of-fuel temperatures are not hot the fuel would not have swollen out to the cladding, except
enough (i.e., close to the solidus temperature). Thus, this at the center (axial) location. Rather, the fuel-clad contact
expected negative reactivity feedback from nearly molten would occur according to the axial power shape, which
fuel would be unlikely to help mitigate this event. The would make the center close first, followed by the bottom
sodium margin to saturation temperature is shown in and finally by the top of the fuel.
Figure B. 16.

Some of these concerns have been discussed with GE and

In summary, two SSC calculations were performed for the ANL. While the preapplicant believes that further data on
postulated UTOP event. The first used conditions and the metal-fuel behavior will reduce the concerns, GE has

models similar to the ARIES code calculation. The results provided a brief list of changes that could be made to the
showed good agreement when both codes included similar PRISM to alleviate these concerns. These changes are as
modeling assumptions. The second SSC calculation for the follows:

UTOP event used the reduced thermal conductivity to

account for uncertainties and irradiation effects. Also, the • move the control rod stops more frequently and by
average upper plenum pool temperatures were used to smaller increments.
wash against the control rod drive lines just above the

core, as opposed to the flow from surrounding channels, • make multiple rod withdrawals extremely improbable.
as was used in the ARIES calculation.

• increase B. 10 enrichment in control rods so driveline

All three calculations predict that some fuel melting will expansion is more effective.
occur. When uncertainties in the thermal conductivity are
included, the results suggest that much of the upper portion • change pin characteristics.
of the peak pin could experience localized melting.

• reduce plutonium content.
While SSC does not represent phase changes or any other

fuel melting phenomena, the high temperatures predicted While each of these steps may have strengths and

indicate that the potential for significant melting is very shortcomings, it is clear that GE has several options.
real. These calculations were performed at the 2-atom Therefore, although the 40¢ U'TOP indicates fuel damage
percent bumup level, corresponding to the lowest value of the preapplicant has several options for reducing or
thermal conductivity in the burnup cycle, and at that time eliminating the vulnerability.
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Figure B.13 Predicted fuel temperatures distribution from the SSC computer code for the third
node from the top (i.e., 1.122 m-0.897 m) for a 40¢ UTOP using reduced ternary
fuel thermal conductivities
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Figure B.14 Predicted fuel temperature distribution from the SSC computer code for the top
0.224 m (i.e., 1.346 m-1.122 m) of the fuel pin for a 40¢ IYI_P using reduced
ternary fuel thermal conductivities
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Figure B.15 Predicted sodium saturation temperature margin from the SSC computer code for
a 40¢ UTOP using reduced ternary fuel thermal conductivities
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Figure B.16 Predicted sodium level in the GEMs from the SSC computer code for a 40¢ UTOP
using reduced ternary fuel thermal conductivities
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B.3.4.2 BE-IB: UTOP With Only RVACS Cooling simply move the control rod stops more frequently.
Therefore, while the analysis of BE-1B indicates a

To analyze this lengthy unprotected event, the preapplicant potential safety problem, the preapplicant has options to
used the long-term heatup calculation from MINET resolve the problem fairly easily with appropriate design
coupled with a long-term reactivity transient analysis from changes.
SSC. This capability is planned as part of the advanced
LMR transient analysis package (ALTAP), which is to be B.3.4.3 Variation on BE-l: UTOP With LOF
created from SSC, MINET, and a couple of smaller
special purpose computer models. Although not specified as one of the postulated BEs, the

U'TOP with the EM pumps tripped simultaneously is an
While this event could not be fully simulated, some interesting, although unlikely, event. This event was
judgments can be made based on GE's calculations and the difficult to accommodate passively with the previous
independent analyses for related cases. First, the PRISM design, but the addition of the GEMs has had a
independent calculations for the long-term heatup events major effect on the predicted response for this event.
(MINET code) are very similar to those provided by GE.
This is true for the reference RVACS heatup event, which The initial conditions are the same as the previous cases,
is the scrammed version of the event considered here. as specified in Tsble B.2. The transient begins with the

Therefore, it can be assumed that the rate of heat removal simultaneous trip of the pumps and the withdrawal of the
in the GE analysis of BE-IB is reasonably accurate, control rods. The four EM, pumps coastdown. Th,_

Second, with the exception of GE's error in the reactivity control rod withdrawal is worth 2¢ per second for
worth of control rod motion (GE inadvertently used the 20 seconds, for a total of 40¢. The secondary loop and
reactivity worth curve for the previous PRISM reactor IHX remain operational during this event.

design), GE's results for the unprotected events are in
good agreement with the SSC calculations (when nominal The decrease in flow and increase in reactivity causes a
fuel conditions are used, consistent with GE's fast heatup of the system. At about 300 seconds, the
calculations). Therefore, it was expected that the GE power and flow begins to stabilize, and natural circulation
analysis of BE-1B would predict lower reactor power and is established. Also, lower temperature sodium reaches
temperatures, but by a relatively small amount. A cross- the core, from the operating IHX, and decreases the
comparison can be made on the basis of the results from reactor outlet sodium temperature.
two GE calculations for BEs-IA and IB, as summarized in

Figure B.2. It is noted that the peak cladding and sodium The initial response comes mostly from the three GEMs.

temperatures are significantly higher for BE-IB, as the As the pumps coastdown, the sodium level in the GEMs
systems' temperatures have to be considerably higher than drops, adding negative reactivity as the pump outlet
in BE-IA for the RVACS to be able to effectively dump pressure decreases. This holds down the power-to-flow
the heat. However, when the sodium and cladding ratio, so enough coolant flow is available to remove the
temperatures are much higher, the power production must heat generated. The fuel and channel ducts increase in
fall significantly. This is indicated by the fact that the temperature, expanding, and adding negative _acti _ity
peak fuel temperature in BE-1B is not much higher than from radial expansion. However, the GEMs dominate the
that in BE-1A. other reactivity feedbacks, causing the power to decrease.

The power level settles around 10 percent of rated power,
Thus, there are several good reasons to believe the GE with the reactivity feedbacks from the GEMs and the

results are fairly accurate, with two qualifications: First, temperatures of the structures having reached a new
the predicted powers and temperatures will be sl;ghtly (critical) equilibrium point.
lower as a result of the control rod modelling error.
Second, GE's results neglect any plutonium migration, The reactor outlet sodium temperature in the hot channel

which cannot be ruled out with the present data base. is predicted to be 1015 K (1367 OF). The corresponding
Should future data indicate the plutonium is relocating fuel temperature is the initial value, and thus is near the
toward the fuel pin, then t_te predicted peak temperatui'es center of the core. The various temperatures in the hot
could be significantly higher and the possible fuel damage driver channel, near the core center and the core outlet,
could be serious, are shown in Figures B.17 and B.18, respectively. The

internal and radial blanket temperatures increase from the
Either way, it must be concluded that the results for BE-IB normal operating levels, but no fuel temperature limits are
are a reason for concern because significant fuel melting is even approached. Figur_ B. 19 shows that the margin to
likely. However there are several options available to boiling in the ULOF/TOP is 215 K (390 OF). The sodium

remedy this problem, with the most obvious being to level in the GEMs, which drops quickly as the pumps
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coastdown, is shown in Figure B.20. With the addition of proceeded to analyze an unprotected version of BE-2.
the GEMs, it is now apparent that the PRISM could GE's choice to analyze an unprotected version of BE-2 is
withstand a ULOF/TOP of 40¢. The power would convenient because it offers an opportunity to reconsider
transition to about 10 percent of the rated level. No fuel some of the prior BDBEs covered in PSID Appendix E,

damage is predicted for this case because of the negative but not re-analyzed as part of PSID Appendix G. The
reactivity feedbacks from the GEMs following loss of staff has analyzed a few variations of BE-2.
flow.

B.3.4.4 Peak UTOP Temperatures B,3.5.1 Loss of Power With Scram

The peak temperatures predicted in the UTOP event BE-2, a loss of power with scram, does not seriously
calculations are shown in Figure B.21, which also shows challenge the PRISM reactor system, as it is designed to
the pertinent temperature limits. As was discussed, the passively accommodate such an event. A loss of power
peak temperatures for the BE-1A 40¢ UTOP with the will cause the control rods to fall into tL,. core, quickly
normal cooling were very similar, as long as GE's and effectively shutting down the reactor. A loss of power
assumptions are used. Thus, the two sets of bars in the also will result in the trip and coastdown of the system
left half of Figure B.21 are quite similar. Both pumps. This would imply that the water inventory in the
calculations indicate some fuel melting in the hottest part steam generators and steam drums would be available as
of the core, although the damage would be fairly localized a heat sink. Further, the ACS should provide natural draft
if nominal fuel is assumed. If zirconium migration is air cooling of the exterior of the steam generators. Thus,
considered, the fuel damage would be more extensive, with natural circulation in the primary and intermediate

However, if the peak cladding and sodium temperatures loops, there should be very substantial cooling. In
appear to be acceptable, the PRISM could probably survive addition, the RVACS is an entirely passive system, and by
the fuel melting if there was little or no effective itself the RVACS is effective enough to prevent danutge.

compaction of the fuel material in the pins (a compaction
would lead to increased reactivity and power production).
However, if the lower cladding damage limit of 903 K The performance of the PRISM system with scram and

(1165 °F) applies, then significant cladding damage could with the RVACS providing the only cooling was analyzed
occur, with MINET. Two cases were evaluated, corresponding

to BE-3A and -3B from Table B. 1. For BE-3A, the peak

Peak temperatures for the same event, if we assume sodium temperatures develop after 24 hours into the event
plutonium migration, are indicated by the third set of bars and are more than 40 K (72 °F) below the ASME Code
in Figure B.21. The peak fuel temperatures are very high, Level C limit (922 K or 1200 °F) for the reactor vessel,
although the peak cladding and sodium temperatures are as shown in Figure B.22. For BE-3B, the peak sodium
little changed. Even if the cladding remains intact, it temperatures are the near the ASME Code Level D limit

appears that the fuel damage would be widespread and (997 K or 1335 °F), as shown in Figure B.23.
severe, assuming that plutonium migration is a real
characteristic of the ternary fuel. Should further

experiments indicate significant plutonium relocation, it B.3.5.2 Loss of Power Without Scram -- Variant Cases
may be necessary for GE to reduce the maximum credible
TOP initiator. The preapplicant chose to analyze a combined loss-of-flow

and loss-of-heat-sink without scram, which is roughly

The f'mal case in Figure B.21 is an instance where the equivalent to a loss of all pumping without scram,
design changes have resulted in enhanced safety, as this neglecting the reduced rate of heat removal through the
was previously one of the more hazardous unprotected intermediate loop based on natural circulation. An
events, independent analysis of a similar event was performed by

the staff, as discussed in the next section. The variant

B.3.5 BE-2: Loss of Electric Power cases covered in the two sections that follow represent a
loss of primary pumping (i.e., ULOF), and a loss of all

As defined by the NRC staff, BE-2 includes an assumed heat removal through the intermediate loop (i.e., LOHS)
reactor scram, which occurs when the power is lost. The which might occur if a large sodium-water reaction caused
preapplicant stated that this event is not interesting, and the dumping of the intermediate loop sodium.
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B.3.5.3 Combined ULOF/LOHS a temperatureof 990 K (1325 °F) by 1000 seconds, end is
in a range where eutectic penetration would begin.

This transient is initiated from full-power conditions, as Finally, the margin to boiling is shown in Figure B.31,

defined in Table B. 1. The transient is initiated by the EM which indicates the closest margin to boiling is near the
tripping and beginning to eoast_own, while the IHXs stop end of the simulation period, and is 215 K (390 °F) from

removing heat from the primary loop. The reactor does boiling. This margin may decrease, depending on the
not scram, duration of the heatup.

As in all flow coastdown transients, the likelihood of the

fuel remaining undamaged is directly related to the power B.3.5.4 ULOF Only
to flow ratio. As long as enough coolant flow is available

to remove the generated heat, the fuel temperature can be The ULOF is initiated by a trip and coastdown of the EM
maintained at acceptable levels. Figure B.24 shows that pumps from full power. The initial conditions
the reactor power level in the PRISM decreases with the corresponding to full power are as shown in Table B. 1.
flow rate. By 300 seconds, the power level drops to about Two cases were examined, namely with and without
the decay heat level. The neutronic feedbacks, which GEMs.

reduce the power, are related to the power-to-flow ratio,

which determines the sodium temperature in the core. The With GEMs Case: The power immediately begins to drop,
core outlet temperature reaches 950 K (1250 *F) at the end as shown in Figure B.32, and reaches decay heat by
of the 1000 seconds, as shown in Figure B.25. 500 seconds, since there is enough negative reactivity at

these temperatures to keep the core suberitical. The core

In Figure B.26, the total reactivity is plotted. At the end average sodium outlet temperature, shown in Figure B.33,
of 1000 seconds, the net reactivity is near -$1.15. reaches a peak of 830 K (1035 °F). The GEMs insert
Figure B.27 shows three of the components of the total about -58¢ by 200 seconds, but do not reach their full

reactivity. The sodium reactivity feedback reaches about worth until 600 seconds. This effect is caused by the
+15¢, while the axial expansion reaches about -5¢, and increasing temperature and pressure of the cover gas,
the radial expansion goes to -16¢. The components of the during the beginning part of the event, and higher density
radial expansion are the above-core load pads (ACLPs) and sodium coming in from the (still functioning) IHX. The
core grid plate, which are plotted in Figure B.26. The radial expansion components, that is, the ACLPs and core

large thermal mass of the system delays the grid plate bottom grid plate, turn positive since the GEMs push the
heatup. The dominant feedback during this event is the power and temperatures down. The Doppler and control
negative feedback from the GEMs, as shown in rod drive line (caused from vessel expansion) reactivity

i Figure B.28. The Doppler feedback, also plotted in feedbacks turnslightly positive. The axial and radiali
Figure B.28, shows a positive response because the GEMs expansion reactivity feedbacks are positive, while the

reduce the power so quickly that the fuel actually cools usually positive reactivity feedback from sodium density
down and does not heat up enough to produce a negative becomes a few cents negative because average sodium
reactivity feedback until after 400 seconds into the temperature is reduced as referenced from nominal
transient, operating conditions. While the reactivities feedbacks

respond differently to achieve the power reduction, as
The three GEMs have a total reactivity worth of -69¢. compared to the previous transients, enough negative
During the ULOF, the gas region drops into the core reactivity is inserted to drive the core suberitical, and the

region as the pressure in the inlet plenum decreases. The power transitions down to the decay heat level by
fast insertion of negative reactivity reduces the power, 500 seconds. The margin to boiling with the GEMs is
keeping the power-to-flow ratio favorable, so the heat can approximately 300 K (540 OF).
be removed without damaging the feel. The drop in the
GEM sodium level can be seen in Figure B.29, with the Without GEMs Case: The ULOF without GEMs would be

corresponding reactivity insertion included in Figure B.28. a power reduction from the temperature-dependent
It can be seen that the GEMs quickly add -66¢ by reactivity. The predicted power is plotted along with the
100 seconds, reducing the power nearly as quickly, power predicted for the case with GEMs, shown in

Figure B.32. Without the GEMs, the power is slightly
The fuel temperatures drop very quickly at the core center, higher and dec_ somewhat slower because temperature
During the transient, the peak fuel temperatures shift to the increases must activate the reactivity. The average core
core exit, where the peak sodium temperatures cause the outlet sodium temperature increases to 935 K (1125 OF)
highest fuel temperature. In Figure B.30, the temperatures (830 K or 1035 OF with GEMs) and levels out at about
at the exit of the hot channel are shown. The fuel reaches 850 K (1070 *F), as shown in Figure B.33. These higher
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Figure B.28 Predicted Doppler, control rod expansion, and gas expansion module reactivity
feedback from the SSC computer code during a UIX)F/LOHS
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temperatures are needed to match the heat loss and the in the primary vessel. The vessel heatup is assumed to be
power production, which is higher than decay heat levels, adiabatic. The EM pumps continue to operate normally,
The net reactivity peaks near -27¢. The ACLP and the plant protection system is assumed to not scram the
contribution is negative, since the core without GEMs must reactor. As discussed previously, the thermal conductivity
heat up significantly. The sodium heats up as the sodium used is the reduced ease, as shown in Table B.3, in order
flow rate reduces, raising system temperatures. The to account for the uncertainties in the data collected to date

Doppler, axial expansion, radial expansion, and control and to reflect the fuel's behavior under irradiation.
rod drive line reactivities feedbacks initially turn negative,

with only the sodium reactivity feedback positive. The net Within 10 seconds of the IHX being shut off, the
is a negative reactivity feedback initially, and the power temperature of the sodium entering the IHX is the same as
level is later reestablished at about 10 percent of rated that leaving the IHX. The power level transitions to a
power. The increases in temperature also change decay heat level by 500 seconds. The sodium temperature
temperatures within the fuel. The increase in system in the core inlet ia plenum is starting to increase by
temperatures causes an increase in the peak center-line 80 seconds. The slow heatup of sodium results from the
temperature before the power begins to fall. However, the large sodium pools and the metal mass, giving the primary

peak fuel temperatures reach only 1150 K (1610 *F) for sodium a big thelmal sink.
the case without the GEMs. This is far below the solidus

temperature for the fuel alloy (i.e., 1249 K or 1790 *F), The increase in sodium temperature results in the net
even factoring in the three annular rings that develop reactivity dropping down to about-27¢ by 600 seconds.
within the fuel pellet from zirconium migration. Without This is what is left over after overcoming the power defect
the GEMS, the peak sodium temperature is only 160 K because the absolute temperature of the system has
(290 *F) from boiling, increased. The radial expansion is the dominant reactivity

feedback in this event, and drives the net feedback, with

Concl .usions for the ULOF Cases: The SSC predictions the grid plate expansion shown to be the largest contributor
show that the PRISM would be able to withstand the to the negative feedback. The hot inlet sodium thermally
ULOF, both with and without the aid of the GEMs. The expands, the grid plate and reduces the fuel density by
GEMs can dominate the neutronic reactivity feedbacks and spreading the assemblies of the core, causing more fast
can bring the power down to the decay heat level within neutron leakage. These higher temperatures also increase
500 seconds, with a margin to sodium boiling of about the axial thermal expansion feedback, contributing about

300 K (540 *F). The fuel temperatures decrease, and fuel -8¢. The higher temperatures increase the positive
damage is not a significant risk for this event. The ease reactivity feedback from the sodium density to about 14¢.

without the GEMs shows the usual heatup of the The Dopplerreactivityfeedbackisworthonlyabout-5¢.
structures, which activates the reactivity feedbacks, thus The control rod drive line expansion has a maximum
reducing the power. This causes the power to stabilize reactivity worth of only -7¢ by 200 seconds. By
around 10 percent of rated power and temperatures to be 200 seconds, the rods are already being withdrawn as a
about 150 K (270 OF) higher than when the GEMs are result of vessel expansion, which pulls 'he cantilevered

functioning (i.e., -850 K versus -700 K or ,--1070 *F rods back out of the core once the ,, _1 expansion
versus -800 *F). outpaces the control rod drive line expa_ .,ion. However,

over the long term, the grid plate expansion and other
The GEMs can be helpful in three respects. First, they thermal expansion feedbacks largely counteract the effect.
add to the safety margin regarding sodium boiling, and this
is a crucial threshold to avoid. Second, if one or more of The temperatures in the hot driver are shown in
the pump coastdowns are less than anticipated (e.g., if one Figures B.34 and B.35. The temperature decreases after
of the synchronous machines seizes), then the GEMs could about 75 seconds. This figure is representative of all the
help avoid a potentially serious accident. Third, during an mid-core temperatures. Some of the fuel center-line
extended unprotected event, the reactor vessel expands and temperatures below the core center increase because of the
pulls the control rods out somewhat from the core, and the increase in the sodium inlet temperature. Since the reactor
GEMs help to overcome this delayed reactivity addition, power transitions to decay heat levels, the fuel

which can be quite significant, temperatures are not a concern for this event. The margin
to sodium voiding is about 560 K (1010 OF), which is

B.3.5.5 ULOHS Only quite large and not a reason for concern.

The event is initiated from full-power conditions, as listed Thus, the LOHS event does not appear to pose a
in Table B.2. The secondary loop heat transfer is significant challenge to the PRISM passive shutdown. The
arbitrarily terminated, so that all heat generated is retained peak fuel temperatures all decrease, and show no fuel
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damage during the first 600 seconds. The only concern Initially, a very lengthy adiabatic heatup without RVACS
might be the extent of this transient and any impact on the was analyzed, which led to predictions of severe damage
service limits, about 1 day into the event. However, the 9riginal

definition of this event predated some revisions in the
B.3.$.6 Comparing the ULOF and ULOHS Cases preapplicant's positions regarding containment and the

safety function of the operator (thereby reducing the

The peak fuel, cladding, and sodium te_ for the likelihood and consequences of such an unlikely event).
various unprotected loss of flow and/or heat sink, along

with key te_ limits are shown in Figure B.36. B.3.6.1 7S-percent Blockage of Air-Flow Ducting
GE's results for BE-2' are represented in the first set of
bars, which directly correspond to those in Figure B.2. The peak reactor outlet sodium temperatures are as shown

Peak temperatures from the equivalent staff calculations in Figure B.37. The GE results and the staff results
are shown in the second set of bars. The difference in indicate that system temperatures peak around 925 K

peak fuel temperatures remains unresolved. The peak fuel (1205 °F) about 40 hours into the event. The principal
temperatures in the staff calculation occur at the beginning concern is that the ASME Code Level C limits for system
of the transient, because tripping of the pumps triggers a structures are around 922 K (1200 °F). However,
quick response from the GEMs, which brings the power Level C limits are primarily an investmentconcem because
down before the system can beg_n to heat up. It is unclear if these limits are exceeded then the process of restarting
why the fuel temperatures increase in the preapplicant's the unit would involve a detailed reevaluation. In addition,
analysis. With respect to the peak cladding and coolant the cladding temperatures for this event (close to the

temperatures, both analyses indicate similar temperature sodium temperatures) could cause significant damage to the
increases, which could lead to some cladding damage, fuel.

depending on how the sparse data available are interpreted.
B.3.6.2 Full' Blockage of Ducting for 12 Hours, Then

The staff results for the ULOF event, with and without the 25 Percent Reopened
GEMs functioning, are represented by the third and fourth
sets of bars. The peak temperatures with the GEMs The peak sodium temperatures are included in
functioning p_iy pose littleconcem. However, without Figure B.37. Both the GE results and the staff results
the GEMs, there could be significant cladding damage, indicate peak temperatures in the range of 975 K

(1296 °F), about 25 hours into the event. These peak

The fifth case, the unprotected loss of heat sink does not temperatures are near ASME Code Level D limits (977 K
appear to be a significant safety concern, unless it or 1300 °F), and some damage to the structures may
continues indefinitely. Certainly, the peak temperatures result. There also may be some localized cladding damage
are very modest over the near term, as indicated in in the hotter portions of the reactor.
Figure B.36.

I B.3.7 LOF Events With Coastdown Failures

B.3.6 LOHS Evmts With Partial Blockage of RVACS
Duefiq As an EM pump has virtually no inertia, it is necessary for

GE to use synchronous machines to provide an artificial
Because RVACS is the only safety-grade heat removal coastdown. These safety-grade machines, which are little
system for the PRISM, it has been closely scrutinized for more than flywheels coupled with motor-generator units,
potential failure modes. While some degradation in system are operated continuously so that there will be a coastdown
performance is possible (hea_ transfer surfaces may if there is a power loss or other malfunction. As the
change) and some partial failures (reactor vessel leaks, for synchronous machine is coasting down, the rotational
instance) are conceivable, the failure mode that seems most energy is converted to electrical power for the EM pumps,
significant would be a blockage of the air-flow ducting, which then experience a gradual reduction in pumping
However, these four independent air ducts are very large power.
and difficult to fully block, except via a massive

earthquake or an extremely thorough act of sabotage. Because the passive reactor shutdown requires some time
to bring the fission power down, the absence of pump

Because RVACS is such a crucial system, it is felt that coastdowns can be a major safety concern. Therefore, the
some degree of failure should be assumed for further synchronous machines and the cables are crucial safety
analysis. (This failure is in addition to a loss of normal components. The designer's decision to move these
cooling and loss of ACS, which are not safety systems, but machines into the seismically isolated zone is believed to
have excellent natural cooling capabilities regardless.) be a major improvement. Further, the addition of the
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Figure B.36 Temperature summary for unprotected loss-of-flow and/or loss-of-heat-sink events
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GEMs has been helpful, as the large and rapid negative SSC prediction is shown in Figure B.42. The reasons for
reactivity feedbackthatresuitswhen the pumpsaretripped the fast power reduction are shown in Figures B.43
improves the effectivenessofthepassiveshutdown, through B.45, which include the various reactivity

feedbacks at work. In ,this case, the reactivity from the
Even though the designer's modifications in this area have GEMs, which is show_ in Figure B.45, dominates the
addressed some concerns, possible pump coastdown failure others, especially over t_e first several seconds. This is
modes remain an area of concern. In this section, three triggered by the rapid drop in the sodium level within the
cases ate considered: (1) the loss of one coastdown during GEMs, which drops quickly as the pumping is cut back
a ULOF event, (2) the instantaneous loss of one pump at sharply.
full power, and (3) the instantaneous loss of all pumps at
full power. It is emphasized that the third case is thought Peak temperatures calculated for this event are shown in
to be exceedingly unlikely and is considered here mostly Figures B.46 through B.4_9. The peak fuel temperatures in
because of the GEMs. the hot driver near the axial center of the core, shown in

Figure B.46, are at the beginning of the event.
B.3.7.1 ULOF on Three of Four Pinup Coastdowns

The first 12 hours of this event involve an adiabatic heatup
In this case, a normal ULOF event is assumed with one of the primary system, with temperatures climbing more
pump coastdown missing entirely. This is BE-4, so the than 200 K (360 °F) during that time. If the adiabatic
calculations can be compared against those provided by the heatup were to continue, severe damage would occur
preapplicant in PSID Appendix G. before the end of 24 hours. However, the likelihood of

the PRISM system ever experiencing an adiabatic heatup,

Analysis of this event was complicated by the need to given that all three heat removal systems function well
calculate the sodium flow rate through the reactor power under natural circulation, seems extremely small. Further,
using the MINET computer code, and to calculate the 12 hours is a lengthy period for someone to restore partial
reactor power using the SSC computer code. Because the functioning of one or mo_re of the heat removal systems.
reactorpower level and the sodium flow rate are closely Therefore, generally speaking, the adiabatic heatup
coupled, a number of passes were needed to ensure the category of events seem unlikely to dominate the risks in
two calculations were consistent, operating a PRISM unit.

In the MINET modeling, the pumps were represented This is because the negative reactivity from the GEMs
individually, using the fairly detailed pump head and drops the power quickly and brings the fuel temperatures
torque curves provided by GE. Some of the complexity is down with it. The sodium temperatures near or at the
caused by the stoppage of one pump, which creates an outlet of the core, also are shown in Figures B.47 through
open pipe-like pathway for the sodium to short-circuit back B.49. The sodium temperatures peak at the initiation of
to the inlet of the other pumps. The results can be the event, but reduce with the flow rate.

observed in Figures B.38 through B.41. Normally, the
flow through each pump quickly drops from 630 kg per The only real safety concern here would be the cladding
second to about 300 kg per second, and then coasts down, temperatures, and this depends on what assumptions are
as shown in Figure B.38. InsteP, the flow per pump goes made regarding the cladding damage limits. This event
to about 500 kg per second, and the coastdown from there would have to continue for a long time for significant
is more protracted, as shown in Figure B.39. These cladding damage to occur, and even then damage would be
changes are caused by the flow reversing through the failed localized to the hotter par_ of the core. Therefo_re, this
pump, as shown in Figure B.40. With that line open, the event now looks fairly mild, with the GEMs making a

circuit flow resistance is sharply reduced, leading to significant contributionto reducing its severity.
surging in the pumps that are coasting down, and the

reduced torque that causes the coastdown to be stretched
out. As a result, the coastdown of sodium flow rate While an analysis of the hilghly improbable case where two
through the reactor, shown in Figure B.41, is not nearly as pump coastdowns are mi_;sing was not performed, it is

severe as one might anticipate, possible to extrapolate from other cases. It is expected
that some localized fuel melting and significant cladding

The flow coastdown predicted by MINET was used to damage would occur, but sodium boiling would be very
drive the SSC calculations. The calculated power from the unlikely.
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Figure B.38 Predicted pump flow rate from the MINET computer code for a ULOF/LOHS with
four _ pumps
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Figure B.39 Predicted pump flow from the MINET computer code for a ULOF/LOHS with a
pump seizure and three pumps coastdown
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Figure B.40 Predicted flow in a seized EM pump for a UI_F/LOHS with three pumps
coastdown
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Figure B.41 Predicted core outlet flow from MINET for a ULOF/LOHS with one pump seizure
and three pumps coastdown
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Figure B.43 Predictedtotal, above-corepad, andgrid plate reactivity feedbackfrom the SSC
computercodefor a ULOF with onepumpseized
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Figure B.44 Predicted core radial expansion, sodium density, and axial expansion reactivity
feedback from the SSC computer code for a UI_F with one pump seized
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Figure B.45 Predicted Doppler, control rod drive llne thermal expansion and GEM reactivity
feedback from the SSC computer code for a ULOF with one pump seized
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Figure B.46 Predicted fuel temperature distribution for the third from the top node (i.e., 0.897
m-0.673 m) of a fuel pin from the SSC computer code for a UI_F with one pumpseized
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Figure B.47 Predicted fuel temperature distribution for the top node (i.e., 1.346 m-1.122 m)
of a fuel pin from the SSC computer code for a ULOF with one pump seized
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Figure B.48 Predicted margin to sodium saturation from the SSC computer code for a UIA)F
with one pump seized
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Figure B.49 Core exit average sodium temperature from the SSC computer code for a ULg)F
with one pump seized
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B.3.7.2 Instantan_us Stoppage of One Pmnp Without However, th, analysis currently shows that for this event
Scram the sodium would boil after about 10 seconds and that a

power excursion would likely result.
In principle, a pump could fail in such a way that no
coastdown would occur, although it is questionable that

this could develop with warning signs. However, it is The first task in the analysis was to determine the rate of
possible that any warning signs would be overlooked. If flow reduction to the reactor. The same MINET

a failure to scram the reactor is also imposed, the representation, as previously discussed, was used except
probabilities become very low. However, an external this time pump flows were cut to zero within 4 seconds.
event, particularly a very large earthquake, causing The calculated reactor flow rate is shown in Figure B.52.
multiple failures could conceivably initiate this type of The flow rate curve labeled "General Electric, ARIES" is
event, from a very preliminary calculation and should not be

regarded as final. However, it is interesting that the flow

The normalized sodium flow rate through the reactor, as rate estimated by GE decreases much more slowly than
specified for SSC, and the normalized power production, that from the MINET calculation. The inertia that is

as calculated by SSC, are shown in Figure B.50. The apparently in the GE calculation is not fully understood.
reactivity feedback from the GEMs, roughly -250, The sudden flow reduction predicted by MINET is
develops quickly and dominates the other reactivities believed to be more realistic. However, if the curve

feedbacks. This is because the sudden loss of a pump predicted by the preapplicant is correct, that would surely
drops the pressure quickly, dropping the sodium level in make for a slower transient and sodium boiling would be
the GEMs. delayed at the very least.

The resulting fuel temperatures are shown in Figure B.51.

With reduced pumping and less power production, The SSC calculations were driven, using the pump head,
temperatures fall significantly. However, since the power to have the same sodium flow rate shown in Figure B.52

does not remain as low as the coolant flow, the (MINET code). The resultant reactor power and sodium
temperature rise across the core and the temperature fall flow, as calculated by SSC, are shown in Figure B.53.
across the IHX increases. Also, as shown in Figure B.51, Initially the power decreases, although not nearly as fast as
although the drop in temperatures are quite sudden, the the flow decreases. By 20 seconds, the power is
peak maximum temperatures are reached within the first increasing and a power excursion driven by sodium boiling
5 seconds, develops after about 25 seconds. The reactivities

feedbacks are shown in Figures B.54 through B.56. The

The analyses, using both the MINET and SSC codes, total reactivity (Figure B.54) is initially dominated by
indicate that this event is largely benign. Clearly the the feedback from the GEMs (Figure B.56), which quickly
GEMs have a major effect if one pump is stopped add 630 of negative reactivity, but is later dominated by

suddenly, the sodium density and void feedback (Figure B.55). The
sodium appears to be largely subcooled through the first

B.3.7.3 Instantaneous Stoppage of All Pumps Without 14 seconds, but the large-scale sodium boiling is
Scram developing thereafter. Most of the other reactivities

i feedbacks are much smaller, although the Doppler
The probability of this event is less than the already reactivity feedback is accelerating at the end. The one
defined BEs and could best be described as "exceedingly crucial reactivity feedback that would have to limit the
unlikely." In principle, a massive earthquake (larger than severity of the event is the axial expansion of the fuel.

the design basis earthquake) might be postulated that However, the model is based on thermal expansion and
causes the loss of all energy flow (including that from the does not include the rapid "prefailure extrusion" (rapid
synchronous machines) to the EM pumps md completely axial fuel expansion) that ANL predicts for rapid
incapacitates the scram system. In addition, all this must temperature increase.
occur simultaneously and the operator must fail to trigger
the ultimate shutdown system COSS).

Some other key characteristics are shown in Figures B.57
The reason for analyzing this event was to answer an through B.59. Not surprising, the sodium levels in the

intriguing "what if?." question, particularly in light of the GEMs drop quickly, as shown in Figure B.57. Peak
recent addition of the GEMs. It was believed that there temperatures in the hot driver clearly show sodium boiling
was some chance that the GEMs might bring the power at 9 seconds, and sodium boiling is developing in the
down quickly enough to prevent sodium boiling, average drivers by 16 seconds, as shown in Figure B.59.
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Figu_ B.51 Predicted fuel temperature distribution from the SSC computer code for the third
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Figure B.54 Predicted total, above-core pad and core-support grid plate reactivity feedback
from the SSC computer code for a total EM pump failure
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Figure B.57 Predicted sodium level in the GEMs from the SSC computer code for a total EM
pump failure
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Figure B.59 Channel exit sodium temperature from the SSC computer code for a total EM
pump failure
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Assuming the prediction of the sodium flow rate through additional burden of monitoring the sodium level within the
the core (Figure B.52) is correcL this is clearly an event GEMs to ensure their ability to act promptly and
that must be avoided. The preapplicant recognizes the effectively.
importance of ensuring a pump coastdown and appreciates
that steps must be taken to ensure this event has an almost B.4 Research and Development
zero likelihood.

The research and development (R&D) program outlined by
A second way of avoiding such a severe event is to ensure GE coven many of the higher priority needs and includes
high scram reliability. An analysis of the no-coastdown some indications that there will be increased emphasis on
event was performed using the same BNL codes, but this examining factors important to accident mitigation. It is
time with a scram coming 0.8 second after the pumps trip. clear that most of the R&D support will be in the metal-
The case was predicted with and without GEMs. In both fuels area, particularly a hot fuel examination facility
cases, there is a large margin to sodium boiling and the (HFEF/South) and further testing in EBR-II.
peak fuel temperatures are acceptable. Cladding damage
would be minor. Thus, it is not essential to get the pump Although GE did not discuss its planned R&D for key
coastdowns if the scram is successful, severe accident issues, such as rapid axial expulsion and

the behavior of molten metal fuel in sodium pools, it is
B.3.7.4 Cross-Comparison of ULOF Variations clear that GE, along with the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) and ANL, plans to increase the efforts in these
Peak temperatures from the four calculations, including areas. It is recognized that it will be difficult to develop
one by GE (PSID Appendix G) and three by the staff, are such data and major results will not be expected in the
cross-compared in Figure B.60. The two sets of bars on near term.
the left match up well with three out of four pump
coastdowns for the ULOF as was expected since both use While analyses of the postulated events discussed in this
the same initial assumptions. The discrepancy in the peak appendix are supportive of the GE arguments regarding the

fuel temperature is believed to result from GE's prediction PRISM passive reactor shutdown, there are substantive
that the fuel temperatures start upward before falling. This uncertainties in these calculations related to the EM pump
behavior cannot be accounted for; it is believed that the performance and the metal-fuel performance. These
reactivity feedback from the GEMs should bring the power uncertainties can be best resolved during the safety tests on
down faster than the fuel can heat up as a result of the the prototype facility.
lower sodium flow. The difference in fuel temperature is
not significant and there are substantial safety margins for B.5 Safety Issues
each calculation. There will be some cladding damage in
this ease, but it should not be extensive unless the event The following safety issues have been identified
continues for a long time. previously, in Chapters 4, 5, and 8 of this report, and are

repeated here for convenience.
The third set of temperature bars in Figure B.60 is a
sudden pump stoppage (seizure)without scram. These • Since postulated UTOP events may lead to some
peak temperatures are fairly low, and this event does not localized fuel melting, additional analyses or testing by
appear to be threatening, the preapplicant will be necessary to determine how

much, if any, localized fuel melting is acceptable in the
The fourth set of temperatures is for the assumed, although ternary metal fuel.
highly improbable, instantaneous stoppage of all four

pumps without scram. The temperatures shown are taken • At elevated temperatures, the HT9 cladding begins to
from the last part of the calculation that SSC code could interact with the fuel to form a low-melt eutectie. The

complete, eutectic depends, in part, on the composition of the fuel
in the outer radial zone, which in turn depends on the

Overall, the addition of GEMs appears to improve the burnup level and the amount of component migration

response for this category of events. Losing a pump or a in the ternary metal fuel. It appears possible for
single pump coastdown no ionger appeared to be a major significant eutectie formation to develop at
concern. However, the last ease illustrates that the need temperatures as low as 903 K (1165 OF), which, if

for the pump coastdowns is very genuine and that anything confirmed, would indicate some cladding damage
that could eliminate all four pumps entirely and during several postulated events. The current design
simultaneously must be guarded against. Finally, while the threshold temperature for eutectic formation is 980 K
GEMs can be very helpful in this respect, there is the (1300 °F).
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= The component migration in the fuel is not fully Movement of all six rods 127 mm (0.5-in.)is worth
understood, although additional research results are slightly less than 10¢, so the precision of the
scheduled to be available over the next year. mechanical relocation does not seem a major concern.

!

• The current postulated UTOP event is 40¢, and could
result in some fuel damage, center-line melting, but no B.6 Evaluation
cladding failure. If the preapplicant chooses to reduce
the maximum UTOP initiator, it will be necessary to B.6.1 Can the GE Amtlyses for PRISM Be Replicated?
review the method and results.

Independent calculations led to similar predictions
• Failure of all the pump cmstdown devices during the regarding the PRISM response to postulated unprotected

ULOF class events could result in a core disruptive events. This is encouraging, as the two independent
accident. While the failure of more than one of the calculations are indicating similar behavior, particularly
coastdown devices is expected to be very infrequent, when modeling differences are considered. One weakness

precautions should be taken to make sure the chances is that both codes are using the same reactivity parameters,
of such multiple failures are very small, although there are good reasons to believe that these

reactivity numbers are approximately correct.
• The GEMs are very helpful for ULOF events.

However, there are potential safety issues associated B._.2 Do We Agree With the GE Interpretationof the
with the GEMs. First, can they be tested in position Analyses?
on a routine basis? The preapplicant indicates that they
can test the GEMs by varying the pump speeds, while GE has made an effort to bound the uncertainties in the
the reactor is subcritical. In principle, such testing reactivity parameters. However, GE has not considered

could be performed safely and the results should be uncertainties in pump coastdowns and other key system
fairly accurate on the basis of the change in subcritical parameters such as temperatures, power level, and flow
neutron multiplication factors. Second, are they rates at the start of a transient or accident. The

reliable and can deterioration in performance be uncertainties may be somewhat larger than GE assumes,
detected during operation? It appears that the particularly for the loss-of-flow events.
preapplicant has at least three options for monitoring
the GEMs: using tag gas that can be detected if B.6.3 Have Key Events Been Overlooked?
leaked, monitoring the neutron flux on the outer (away

from the center of the core)side of the GEM duct, and The capability of the PRISM to respond passively to
subcritical testing the GEM worth during plant outages, various unprotected challenges is a design advantage.
Third, could the GEMs inadvertently insert 70¢ of However, the existence of a large positive void worth is a

reactivity at a crucial time? The preapplicant claims clear vulnerability, and the preclusion of sodium boiling
that it will be nearly impossible to reach full power for the BEs via the passive shutdown characteristics is
critical without the pumps being on; therefore, the gas essential to accepting the current design. For the PRISM,

must be compressedinto the regionabove the core the ,.me of synchronous machines to provide EM pump
under full-power conditions. However, this argument coastdown creates a potential vulnerability. Various
is based largely on operating procedures and human ULOF events have been analyzed to determine the vulner-

factors and will require additional evaluation at a later ability to unlikely events related to EM pump coastdown
reviewstage, failure.

• The rodstopsystemmay providea viablemeans of

limitingthesizeofpotentialUTOP initiators,butthere B.6.4 Gas ExpansionModules

may be room forimprovementina coupleof areas.

Allowingthe non-safety-gradeplantcontrolsystem The GEMs were added to provideadditionalnegative

(PCS) controloversuchan importantsafetysystem reactivityinresponsetoloss-of-pumpingevents.Itwas

may notbe thebestchoice.Iftheoperatoristobe thoughtthatthepassivereactivityfeedbacksofthereactor

able to make a judgment regarding the proposed would be sufficient for the passive shutdown mechanism to
adjustment he/she will need reliable instrumentation prevent damage in a ULOF event. The GEMs were added

and adequate training. Also, the determination of how after new information on the performance of the ternary
far up the rod stops should be moved must be done metal fuel and more careful analysis of the various
using a fairly elaborate calculation based on rod worth anticipated fuel loading indicated that additional negative
curves,burnup data, and detailed core-physics analysis, reactivity might be needed in a ULOF event.
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Behavior of the GEMs and their effectiveness under because of the reactivity feedback characteristics of the
postulated transient conditions are discussed under rRISM,there is the potential for the PRISM response to
Section B.3.7 "LOF Events With C.oastdown Failures." several postulated unprotected events to be benign;
The GEMs improve the capability of PRISM to withstand therefore, some degree of passive shutdown safety is to be
ULOF events. They appear to be highly effective and expected.
helpful during such an event, even providing extra margin

in case the synchronous machines are less effective than The recent design revisions have been quite significant.

predicted, or in case one or two might fail entirely. The increase in reactor power (for economic reasons) may
have reduced some safety margins. Some changes also

In summary, the preapplicant states it must still carefully were required to comte for a more current assessment
weigh the risks against the benefits of having the GEMs in of the ternary metal fuel. These changes include a reactor
the design. With the GEMs in use, the PRISM response redesign and the addition of the GEMs and the control rod
to ULOF events is improved. On the other hand, there stop system.
may be some risks associated with their utilization,

although none have yet been specifically identified. As a result of these changes, it is believed that the PRISM
system design has been improved, but that a more detailed

B.6.5 Control Rod Stops evaluation of the ternary metal fuel has revealed some

significant problems. The ANL experience with the high
The PRISM control rod stop system is one of the more plutonium (26.5 percent) ternary metal fuel has been quite
important safety systems in the current design because it limited; therefore, some problems should be expected.
limits the potential magnitude of UTOP initiators. Given time, ANL could resolve some of the current issues

Although the designer recognizes the expected high about plutonium migration and low eutectic temperatures.
reliability of other key safety systems, the control rod

stops are especially important because of the potentially Several postulated events were analyzed using such
rapid and severe development of reactivity events in LMR independent computer codes as SSC and MINET. In most
cores, cases, GE caiculational results could be duplicated mid

most of the differences between the two predictions are
While it is difficult to develop meaningful probabilistic risk understood.
numbers for a system such as PRISM, in which key safety

systems are new, untested, and largely passive, weaknesses Generally speaking, the PRISM RVACS has consistently
in the system can be determined by engineering judgment, stood up to close scrutiny, and it appears to be a very
For the PRISM design documented in PSID Appendix G, robust system. It is difficult to adequately factor this
the analysis points directly to the UTOP event. It is a system into a PRA because most failure modes are barely
combination of small Doppler feedback, zirconium credible. The most plausible failure mode may be a single
migration, uranium migration, and perhaps plutonium failure (blockage of one duct or a leak in the reactor

migration, and low solidus temperatures that creates the vessel, for example) in combination with previously
vulnerability of the metal-fuel core. The best defense unnotic:ed degradation in some key performance
against the UTOP vulnerability is to ensure that only small characteristics. While this combination may be unlikely,
reactivity insertions are possible. In the current PRISM it may be more likely than either a double-vessel failure or
design, this is achieved via the rod stops, the complete blockage of all four air ducts.

The current UTOP limit of 40¢ (including 10¢ to cover The situation regarding the passive reactor shutdown is far
uncertainties) may be a bit too high, as shown in more complex, especially since the flow of data for

Section B.3.4. However, if this is reduced into the range PRISM-specific ternary metal fuel has only recently begun.
of 30¢ to 35¢, then the UTOP predictions may move into ANL, presumably, will eventually obtain the performance
an acceptable range. Therefore, it is quite possible the rod that is required, including adjustments in the fuel
stops may be adjusted more frequently so as to limit composition or density if required. However, the ternary

reactivity insertion to less than 40¢. metal-fuel behavior appears to be very complex and there
is evidence of some undesirable redistribution of the

B.7 Conclusions uranium, zirconium, and perhaps the plutonium,
components.

The reasonableness of the results of the GE calculations

presented in PSID Appendix E and PSID Appendix G have The greatest challenge for the current design

been largely confirmed by independent analyses and are characterization appears to be the UTOP event, which
considered credible. Review of the results indicates that boosts fuel center-line temperatures. A 40¢ initiator may
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be too large, given the current knowledge of the ternary B.2. U.$. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Draft

fuel, and GE may need to adjust the rod stops more Preapplication Safety Evaluated Report for Power
frequently to reduce the largest TOP initiator into the 30¢ Reactor Inherently Safe Module Liquid Metal

range. GE clearly has some options in this area. Reactor,' NUREG-1368, September 1989.

Because of the GEMs, the passive shutdown now appears B.3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Summary
to work much better for the ULOF events. As long as of Advanced LMR Evaluations - PRISM and
there is at least a partial coastdown provided by the SAFR," NUREG/CR-5364(BNL-NUREG-52197),
synchronous machines, the PRISM response to the ULOF October 1989.
category of events should be acceptable. The high
reliability of the EM pump coastdown machines must be B.4. Van Tuyle, G.J., et al., "Analyses of Unscrammed
demonstrated. Events Postulated for the PRISM Design," Nuclear

Technology, 91, August 1990.
The PRISM passive shutdown has always appeared to
perform well for the LOllS events, and nothing has B.5. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Evaluation
changed significantly with the revised design. If there are of 1990 PRISM Design Revisions,"
problems here, they will develop only if the event NUREG/CR-5815 (BNL-NUREG-52311), March
continues for a long time, and the addition of the USS 1992.
makes this very unlikely.

The main problem with the non-TOP unprotected events is B.6. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'Super
at the fuel-cladding interface. ANL seems confident that System Code (SSC, Rev. 0) An Advanced
the rate of eutectic formation at the temperatures Thermohydraulic Simulation Code for Transients in
experienced during the unprotected events is very slow, so LMRBRs," NUREG/CR-3169 (BNL-NUREG-
minimal damage is to be expected. However, the behavior -51659), April 1983.
of the ternary metal-fuel is very complex and further
experimental data will be needed before it can be B.7. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "MINET
concluded that the cladding damage will be minimal. Code Documentation," NUREG/CR-3668

(BNL-NUREG-51742), December 1989.
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o_ UNITED STATES

_ _ _ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

; ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

_v. ,__d_rj_ _- _-- WASHINGTON, O. C. 2055§
_te 4

November 10, 1993

The Honorable Ivan Selin
Chairman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Selln:

SUBJECT: SEC¥-93-289, "ISSUANCE OF THE DRAFT PRE_PPLICATION SAFETY
EVALUATION RL_0RT (PSER} FOR THE POWER REACTOR INNOVATIVE
SMALL MODULE (PRISM) LIQUID-METAL REACTOR"

During the 403rd meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards, November 4-6, 1993, we heard presentations by represen-
tatives of the NRC staff and General Electrlc Nuclear Energy on the
subject SECY paper that proposes the issuance of a draft final
Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report (PSER) for the Power
Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM) Reactor for comment. We
also had the benefit of the documents referenced.

Consistent with the Commission's advanced reactor policy, the staff
has, to the extent feasible, used existing regulations to formulate
criteria and procedures for review of this design. Where necessary
the staff has created additional criteria and procedures, following
the guidance furnished by the Commission in the Staff Requirements

i Memorandum dated July 30, 1993, that dealt with key policy issues
for advanced reactors. Because the staff review was based on a

conceptual design, the PSER did not, nor was it intended to, result
in an approval oil the design. Instead it identified certain key
safety issues, provided some guidance on appllcable licensing
criteria, assessed the adequacy of the preapplicant's research and
development programs, and concluded that no obvious impediments to
licensing the PRISM design had been identified.

Although our own review of the PSER was less detailed than would
have been appropriate for a safety evaluation report on an actual
application, we believe that the staff has satisfactorily fulfilled
its role in the pr£application process. We agree with the staff's
proposal to provide the PSER to the U.S. Department of Energy.
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The Honorable Ivan Sells 2 November 10, 1993

Dr. William J. Shack did not participate in the Committee's
deliberation regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Chairman

References:

1. SECY-93-289, dated October 19, 1993, Memorandum from James M.
Taylor, NRC Executive Director for Operations, for the
Commissioners, Subject: Issuance of the Draft Preappllcation
Safety Evaluatlon Report (PSER) for the Power Reactor Innova-
tive Small Module (PRISM) Liquid-Metal Reactor

2. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUP.EG-1368, "Preapplica-
tion Safety Evaluation Report (PSER) for the Power Reactor
Innovative Small Module (PRISM} Liquid Metal Reactor," October
1993

3. Staff Requirements Memorandum dated July 30, 1993, from S.
Chilk, Secretary of the Commission, NRC, to J. M. Taylor, NRC
Executive Director for Operations, Subject: SECY-93-092 -
Issues Pertaining to the Advanced Reactor (PRISM, MHTGR, and
PIUS) and CANDU 3 Designs and Their Relationship to Current
Regulatory Requirements
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